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Important
Advances
In

Radiati

Unlimited

Counter

ating Voltages

End Mica Window types of the Stainiess
Steel variety for Alpha, Beta, Gamma and X -Ray

Sturdy mechanical construction with chemically pure
copper cathode
Uniform characteristics throughout the life of the tube
Pure tungsten anode held in position by unique spring
suspension that prevents sag
Standard cap anode terminals

Vacuum seal of mica to cathode -thereby eliminating
gaskets or organic wax seals, with their resulting defects
and inherent limitations
Uniform characteristics throughout the life of the tube
Mica windows of uniform thickness
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Thin Mica Windows

AMPEREX Gamma Ray counter tubes of the Copper
Cathode variety

counting
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Uniform Characteristics
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AMPEREX

Mica Seals Unaffected

Temperature Ranges
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Temperature -free counters that may be operated in the range from -70° C. to +120° C
.
Extra large volume Cosmic Ray counters, with overall lengths of 42" and larger, with l.D to
and
larger
also extra small End Mica Window counters, 1/4" diameter by 1" long
and smaller

...

re -tube

with Amperex

Write for Technical Rating and Data Sheets.

...

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORP.
25

WASHINGTON STREET,

BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.

In Canada and Newfoundland:

Rogers Majestic Limited
1119 Brentcliffe Road, Leoside, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
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Also Available, TUBES FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
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Self -quenching counters with operating voltages as low as 250 volts
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NOTE: All tubes listed have a dead time of 200 microseconds
mg/cm2 = 5.08 microns
.0005 in. = 3.5 mg/cm2 = 12.70 microns
.0008 in. = 5.6 mg/cm2
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Cover

CIRCULARLY POLARIZED ANTENNA
Combination of slotted and dipole sections designed by Carl E. Smith of United Broadcasting Company (Photo
Harry Miller)
COMPACT PROJECTION TELEVISION SYSTEM, by H. G. Boyle and E. B. Doll
Projection box using 2.5 -inch c -r tube with pulse -type h -v power supply gives 12 x 16 -inch picture

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS OF RADIOACTIVITY, by M. Blau and J.

R.

Carlin

by

72
78

Details of representative new devices using radioactive elements for detection, measurement, and control
R

-F BRIDGE FOR BROADCAST STATIONS, by Fred Schumann and Charles
Impedance -measuring unit contains signal generator, bridge, and detector

Duke..

83

G. Hansel
Balanced modulators control goniometer circuit and provide c -r tube scanning in this new set

86

THYRATRON BRAKING FOR OIL DRILLING RIGS, by Ralph

L. Jaeschke
Ruggedized design of electronic equipment insures reliable performance under field conditions

92

HIGH -ALTITUDE TUBE, by Nicholas Anton and Myron Youdin
Air is excluded from socket, making tube ideal for industrial as well as aircraft applications
SQUELCH CIRCUITS FOR F -M RECEIVERS, by C. W. Carnahan
Single or cascade limiters are modified to provide audio cutoff voltage in absence of signal
DESIGN OF PHANTASTRON TIME DELAY CIRCUITS, by Richard N. Close and Matthew T. Lebenbaum
Wartime circuit is now widely used to obtain microsecond time delays that vary linearly with voltage
BROADBAND LENS ANTENNA FOR MICROWAVES, by Winston E. Kock

95

INSTANT -READING DIRECTION FINDER, by Paul

Metal pieces distributed like atoms in large-scale replicas of crystal lattices produce focusing
RUGGED ELECTRON TUBES, by Irwin L. Cherrick
Changes in tube construction minimize mechanical failures due to shock and vibration
FILTER CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE DYNAMIC NOISE SUPPRESSOR;' by Leslie G. McCracken
Analysis of networks for high and low-frequency control in the Scott device
NEW THYRATRON CIRCUIT FOR MOTOR CONTROL, by J. R. Devoy
Simple capacitor -charging grid -control circuit varies firing points of thyratrons feeding d -c motor

98
100

108
111

114
116

WIDE -DEVIATION REACTANCE MODULATOR, by Harry D. Helfrich, Jr.
Cathode follower between oscillator and reactance tube minimizes shunting effects
ELEMENTS OF D -C ANALOG COMPUTERS, by G. A. Korn
Basic circuits and auxiliary components for solving equations electrically are outlined
TELEPHONE DIAL TESTER, by George E. Beggs, Jr. and E. L. La ngberg
Remote -control dials are checked for speed and pulse length by a centrally located robot

120

WORLD POWER LINE DATA

132

122
128

Table of voltages and frequencies available for powering equipment in 165 large foreign cities
BUSINESS BRIEFS
JAMES H. McGRAW, SR.
TUBES AT WORK

66
71
134

Back Talk
New Books
Index to Advertisers

ELECTRON ART

NEW PRODUCTS
NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

138
142
146

DONALD G. FINK, Editor; W. W. MacDONALD, Managing Editor; John Markus, Vin Zeluff, Frank H. Rockett, A. A. McKenzie,
Associate Editors; William P. O'Brien, Assistant Editor; Hal Adams, Jean C. Brons, Elaine Weber, Editorial Assistants; Gladys T. Montgomery,
Washington Editor; Harry Phillips, Art Director; Eleanor Luke, Art Assistant; R. S. Quint, Directory Manager; John Chapman, World News
Director; Dexter Keezer, Director Economics Department
KEITH HENNEY, Consulting Editor
H. W. MATEER, Publisher; WALLACE B. BLOOD, Manager; D. H. Millet, H. R. Denmead, Jr., New York; Wm. S. Hodgkinson, New England; F. P. Coyle, Warren Shew, Philadelphia; C. D. Wardner, Chicago; J. L. Phillips, Cleveland; J. W. Otterson, San Francisco; Roy N. Phelan,
Los Angeles; Ralph C. Maultsby, Atlanta; Paul West, London, Engletd; J. E. Blackburn, Jr., Director of Circulation
COMPANY, INCORPORATED,
Contents Copyright 1948, by McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING
PUBLICATION OFFICE 99-129 North Broadway, Albany 1, N. Y., U. S. A. EDITORIAL AND EXECUTIVE
JAMES H. McGRAW (1860-1948), Founder
A.
B. C.
A.
B.
P.
Member
Y.,
A.-Member
18,
U.
S.
York
N.
New
42nd
St.,
West
330
OFFICES,
Eugene Duffield, Editorial Assistant to
James H. McGraw, Jr., President; Curtis W. McGraw. Senior Vice -President and Treasurer: Nelson Bond. Director of Advertising:
for circulation operations.
the President Joseph A. Gerardi. Secretary: and J. E. Blackburn, Jr., Vice -President
in June. price 75c a copy. Directory issue $2.00. Allow at least ten
ELECTRONICS, April, 1948, Vol. 21: No. 4. Published monthly, -with an additional issue
days for change of address. All communications about subscriptions should be addressed to the Director of Circulation.
Canada (Canadian funds accepted), $7.00 a year, $11.00 for
Subscription rates-United States and possessions, $6.00 a year, $9.00 for two years, $12.00 for three years. for
three years. All other countries $15.00 for one year, $30.00
$20.00
two years, $14.00 for three years. Pan American countries $10.00 for one year, $16.00 for two years.
Class matter August 29, 1936, at Post Office, Albany.
for three years. Please Indicate position and company connection on all subscription orders. Entered as Second
Francisco 4; Aldwych House. Aldwych,
New York, under the Act of March 3, 1879. BRANCH OFFICES: 520 North Michigan Avenue. Chicago II, III.; 68 Post Street, San Hope
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16:
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Louie
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Washington.
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MARION'S "SPECIAL" SALESMAN
WINS ANOTHER CLIENT . .

Builds CONSUMER CONFIDENCE In
Radio Wave's Precision Permanent
gei;N

A Marion "special" gives the
VE
Radio Wave is connected in series with elecPrecision Permanent the critical accuracy that
trodes that transmit variations in electrical
brings consistently fine results . . . constantly
resistance occurring inside the cortex of the
expanding sales
unqualified consumer conhair to the Marion Meter which indicates the
fidence.
change .
reveals the correct waving time for
Prospective customers can see the Marion
perfect results.
"special" indicate when the chemical, change
The Marion "special" has contributed imin the hair has reached the point where optimum
measurably to the extensive consumer acceptresults may be obtained from this revolutionary
ance Radio Wave is enjoying. Let Marion
permanent wave machine.
"specials" give your product the type of critical
The `special" Marion Meter designed for
accuracy that builds consumer confidence.
MARION "SPECIALS" SOLVE YOUR INSTRUMENT PROBLEM
Marion "special" instruments incorporate the same high
QUICKLY...
quality of materials and precision workmanship common to
the standard line of Marion Meters ... your assurance special
order jobs produced by Marion will give the utmost in satisfaction, service and value.
Write TODAY for complete information.
ECONOMICALLY...

...

.

There's

unsealed meters
THE

In Canada:
The Astral Electric Company
Scarboro Bluffs, Ontario

a

Marion Meter for You!

You'll find a meter to fit your specific needs in our complete line of electrical indicating instruments. Marion Glass to -Metal Truly Hermetically Sealed Instruments are a
feature of our standard line
cost no more than most

ACCURATELY!

Export Division
458 Broadway
New York 13, U. S. A.
Cables MORHANEX

.

NAME

"MARION"

... are

...

100% guaranteed.

MEANS

THE

"MOST"

IN

METERS

MARION ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT

Manchester, New

2

COMPANY
Hampshire
April,
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and Materials.
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developed
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advance
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PART S

PART A

ACOUSTIC LOAD
DI
DIAPHRAGM AND
i AIR CHAMRER

aient. The effect of chang-instead of time-consuming ing the mechanical
the
sped
cut - and - try methodswith fications of any } rt of
involving experimentsdiffer - phonograph could be premechanical parts of
dicted simply by changing
ene sizes and shapes-Bell
the value of the correspondengineers tackled the de- ing electrical component,
i3n of the Orthophonie in accordance with the
phonograph by representactes of electric

-

ing

of its

equivl
is by an electrical

né work

OF
THIS IS THE CONCEPT
"EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT"

THE

an
An equivalent circuit is
which
in
system
electrical

oh
each part is equivalent
corresponding
?art in the
remechanical system. The
electrical
an
such
of
action
system to electrical oscillathe retions is identical to
mechanical
the
of
action

system to mechanical vibrations.
As a design tool, the equivalent circuit is particularly

valuable in predicting
transperformance ofelectrical

ducers, in which
into
energy is transformed
versa).
vice
(and
mechanical

The close analogy between elements in
electrical and vibrating mechanical systems has long been recognized. Inductance corresponds to mass; capacitance
to elasticity; electrical resistance to
mechanical resistance, etc.
But it remained for the engineers of
Bell Telephone Laboratories to integrate these facts into a practical design
tool-to recognize and utilize the
equivalance, not merely between parts,
but between systems.
Once the fundamental idea of the
"equivalent circuit" was applied, it
quickly proved its merits as a practical,
effective tool of transducer design. Employed in the design of the revolutionary Orthophonic phonograph, the
equivalent circuit technique later became a standard procedure in transducer design.
The concept of the equivalent circuit
is one of the many advances originating
in Bell Telephone Laboratories that
have contributed materially to progress in communications equipment.

World's largest organization devoted exclusively to research
and development in ..all phases of electrical communications.
4

April, 1948
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THIS IS THE
FORM
OPHONE
IN EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

10,9

IA

Zs

,--------...

11/

1/1
Z

it means
better quality

of ribbon type pressure
Electrical equivalent
gradient element
Rt

MT

in Western Electric
equipment
In designing Western Electric microphones, crystal filters and recording and reproducing equipment, Bell Laboratories applies its long experience
and thorough knowledge in the use of equivalent
circuits.
The results are twofold: product designs that
mean greater dependability and improved performance, and precise manufacturing information
that gives better control of quality during production.
The use of equivalent circuits is another example
of the thorough research and careful manufacture
which typify all Western Electric products-for
radio broadcasting, radio communications, sound
distribution and industrial uses.

- QUALITY

A

A

COUNTS

MO

SO

pp

Co

A

H/
SS

vp

of diaphragm type
Electrical equivalent
pressure element
design
starting -point in the
These circuits were thepopular 639 Type Cardioid
of Western Electric's
the values of the electrical
Microphone. By changing extensive information on
components, they provided
the first model was built.
expected performance before

THIS IS THE

MICROPHONE ITSELF
When the 639

I/

built, its

outstanding performanceto
in quality and adaptability
various pick-up problemsof
bore out the predictions
circuit.
the equivalent

-

OTHER WESTERN ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT IN WHICH
THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT IS A USEFUL DESIGN TOOL

LOUDSPEAKERS
Finest in the Wester Electric line
is the dual -unit 757A-handling 30
watts, giving uniform response from
60 to 15,000 cycles, having a 90 degree coverage angle.

CRYSTALS
This new line of crystals for oscillator
control ranges from 1.2 KC to 50 MC.
All are engineered for improved accuracy and stability.

estern Electric

Manufacturing unit of the Bell System and the
nation's largest producer of communications equipment.
ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1948

REPRODUCERS
The 9A, specially recommended for
vertical cuts, and the 9B used to best
advantage on lateral cuts, have low
distortion and provide maximum
elimination of record noise.

GÿbáR
A vist,b(Lei es,

PRINCIPAL CIiIIS
OPPCIS IN IS

DISTRISUTORS:

1N U. S.

A..- Groybar

Electric Company. IN CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND--North.rn Electric Co., Ltd.

5
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FOR TROUBLE -FREE WIRE PERFORMANCE
125 Permanently Insulated ROCKBESTOS Wires, Cables and Cords

A. V. C.
ROCKBESTOS
yielderd cambric insulated
asbestos. Sad

Circuits, Switchboards,
Controt and Power
For Motor Leads.

From the three basic designs illustrated Rockbestos has
developed a complete line of 125 failure resisting wires,
cables and cords, a few of which are described. All have
the same performance guaranteeing characteristics detailed below. Write for a catalog or samples.

etc.

Rockbestos Permanent Insulation Insures Long -Lived Service

tough impregnated asbestos braid, resistant to lient, Hume,
moisture, oil, grease, alkalies and corrosive fumes.
2 Felted asbestos insulation impregnated with heat, flame and
moisture resistant compounds will not dry out with age, burn, or
bake brittle under high temperatures.
3 Lubricated varnished cambric for high dielectric strength and
added moisture resistance
protected from heat, flame and
oxidation by felted asbestos walls.
4 Impregnated asbestos insulation that withstands heat of overloads and aging and won't become brittle, crack, rot or burn.
5 Conductors are perfectly centered in helically applied non flowing insulation and will always remain so.
:A

ALL -ASBESTOS
Maid.
ROCKBESTOS
asbestos and asbestos
Apparatus, ett.
impregnated

Connections,
for Rheostats. Grid

Power Leads,

Furnaces,

5

4siimmeisomeimeierefeemer

'Yw.

ASBESTOS
PLAIN iomregnants

ROCKBESTOS
msutatson; various
felted asbestos.
Ranges,
Instrument Leads,

etc.
Fíxtres Appliances

-

BEEMENerMatmfflämmim
ROCKBESTOS ALL-ASBESTOS APPLIANCE LEAD WIRE
Sizes .Vo. 8 to 20 .4WG solid or .stranded copper tunnel or
nickel conductors itesubeted with .030' or .040' of impregnated felled asbestos-or synthetic tape and asbestos.

No. 18 .4 WC nickel -chromium resistance wire insulated
with .040" of impregnated felted asbestos and covered with
4/64' waterproof lead sheath.

Whether you make waffle irons, hot -plates,
small motors, ranges, water heaters, radios,
ovens or blueprint machines, we can give you
an asbestos lead wire made to fit the electrical
and mechanical requirements of your product.

Manufacturers of photographic developing
tanks, candy making equipment, soil heating
cable kits and other devices requiring controlled distribution of mild heat can use this
pliable heating cable to advantage.

ROCKBESTOS A.V.C. 600 VOLT MOTOR LEAD CABLE
(National Electrical Code, Ts -pc :1V.1)
Size No. 18 AWG to 1,000,000 CM insulated with two walls
of impregnated asbestos and a high -dielectric varnished
cambric insert, with a heavy asbestos braid overall.

Use this apparatus cable for coil connections,
motor and transformer leads exposed to overloads or high ambient temperatures. It makes
a permanent installation as it is resistant to
heat, flame, oil, grease and moisture.

ROCKBESTOS APPARATUS HEATING CABLE

ROCKBESTOS FIREWALL HOOKUP WIRE

ROCKBESTOS THERMOSTAT CONTROL WIRE
Sizes No. 14,16 and 18 A Iffi
If( in two to sir conductors with
.0126", or .025" or (for 115 volt serrice) lidi" of impregnated felted asbestos insulation and steel armor.

to 4 AWG in 1000 colt rating, and No. 12, 14
and 16 -4WG in 3000 volt insulated +with high dielectric
synthetic tape, impregnated felted asbestos asid covered with
color corded lacquered glass braid.

Sizes No. 22

Originally designed to meet the demand of airborne radio equipment manufacturers for a
flame and heat resistant wire and widely used
since in ground, marine and mobile communications systems, electronic devices and apparatus.
Operating temperature range 145° C. to minus
50° C'. Ideal for wiring harnesses in compact
apparatus and small motor, coil, transformer
and dynamotor leads. Also in twisted pair,
tripled or cabled multi -conductor constructions.

A multi-conductor control wire for low voltage

intercommunicating, signal, and temperature
control systems. Lifetime heatproof, fireproof
insulation and rugged steel armor give trouble proof circuits.

ROCKBESTOS ALL -ASBESTOS 600 VOLT RHEOSTAT CABLE

(.National Llcctrival Code, Type .11A)

Sizes No. 18

ARV

to 1,000,000

('M insulated with a

hall of felted asbestos, covered wit/,
finished in black, white or colors.

ROCKBESTOS ASBESTOS INSULATED MAGNET WIRE
Round, squire and r rhu,galnr asbestos insulated conductors

heavy

a rugged asbestos braid

Use this power and rheostat cable for wiring
rheostats, switchboards, elevator, locomotive
Protect your motors against heat -induced control panels and equipment exposed to heat,
breakdowns with class B windings of Rock- fumes and fire hazard. For flexible stranded
bestos Heat -Resisting Magnet Wire. Leads of conductor specify Rockbestos All _Asbestos
Rockbestos A.V.C. Motor Lead Cable will Flexible Apparatus Cable. For solid conductor
specify Rockbestos All -Asbestos RheostatWire.
complete the failure -proofing.

finished

to meet

varying winding conditions and coil treat-

ment requirernm

ROCKBESTOS A.V.C. 600 VOLT SWITCHBOARD WIRE

(National Electrical Code, Type AVB)

Sizes No. 18 to No. 4/0 AWG with varnished cambric and
impregnated asbestos insulation and gray, black, white or
colored flameproof braid.

Combine fire insurance and fine appearance in
your switchboards with Rockbestos Switchboard Wire. It is fireproof and will nut dry out
under heat. Sharp, clean bends can be made
without cracking as the asbestos wall acts as a
cushion under the braid. Rockbestos A.V.C.
Hinge ('able and Switchboard Bus Cable have
same fireproof and heatproof characteristics.

ROCKBESTOS ALL-ASBESTOS 600 VOLT
FLEXIBLE CORD
Sizes No. 10 to 18 AWC with two or three conductors

in-

sulated with impregnated felted asbestos asid covered with a
heavy asbestos braid.

This heavy duty heat -resisting flexible cord is
ideal for high wattage lighting units, apparatus,
floodlights, etc., that are used in hot spots or
develop heat in operation. For moisture resistant
type specify Rockbestos A.V.C. construction.

ROCKBESTOS 300 VOLT HEAT RESISTING
DUPLEX FLEXIBLE CORD

ROCKBESTOS A.V.C. 600 VOLT POWER CABLE

asnal Electrical Code, Type :I :1)
\.. l.s' 4WC to 2,000,000 (M insulated with lmnirt,.a,.be.sto.º, tarnished ean,brir, and asbestos braid.
N: at

nb, r

.,,..l,

awl i,ms for

service roltagh

s

to ñ(HH),

For protection against failure caused by
conductor -heating overloads and high ambient
temperatures use this permanently insulated
heat and flame resistant power cable for the
internal wiring and power leads of products.

(Underwriters' Type Al l'l))

Sizes No. 10 to 18 .111.G stranded plain copper conductors
insulated With ¡Ili pregnaled felted asbestos, polarized, twisted
together an.r! COO' ere read, a cotton braid.

This duplex heat resisting flexible cord is approved by the Underwriters' Laboratories for
use in fixtures and is recommended for apparatus leads where moisture resistance is not required. Other types also available.

ROCKBESTOS PRODUCTS CORPORATION
458 NICOLL ST., NEW HAVEN 4, CONN.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

BUFFALO
CLEVELAND
D1:TROIT
PITTSBURGH
ST. LOUIS
OAKLAND, CAL.
LOS ANGELES

April, 1948
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COMPONENTS

DEPEN DABILITY

104

The dependability of Hi -Q components contained
in your finished product will enhance your reputation as a manufacturer of quality equipment. The
dependability of Hi -Q components is the result of
meeting exacting specifications which insure their
conformance to your requirements...temperature
coefficients within recommended tolerances, insulation resistances to minimum standards, capacities as specified. Hi -Q dependability results from
the use of highest quality materials and from constant surveillance throughout processing...your
assurance of efficient, dependable service. Write for
detailed information and engineering specifications.

STAND-OFF CONDENSERS

E
x
oo
op
-A

HI*QCOMPONE

BETTERNrs

:0 p'

WAYS

Tested
Acc
step by step from

PRECISION
product.

rope

Production

through
°ugh

DEPEND,

stand-off condensers insure the complete dependability of all your by-pass work. Stud hook-up provides
exceptional rigidity and positive ground connection.
These sturdy components permit easy access to tube
terminals and are available in all capacities.
HI -Q

Hre
ELECTRONICS

-

coont

over
controls. entire
Interpret this
Year
Our Hi -Q
makes
year
costumers'
outerms
your Pled
product of trouble-free
e- free
MINIATURIZATION
INIgT
better.
'^Once.
business make fThe smallest
BIG
Possible
Your production
Prod
space saving U E components
costs
factors
increase
cre
which tren the
your
Profits.
duce
.

rctor

FRANKLINVILLE, N,Y.

Plants: FRANKLINVILLE,
Offices:

is

ntinuous

Ae1LlTr
satisfaction

Eéeua
Sales

of

material
to finished
tolerance.

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,

April, 1948

N.Y.-JESSUP,

PA.

DETROIT, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES
7
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o

A size, type, style
"Half

a

Century of Instrument Know -How

Is Built into These Fine Electrical Meters"

More than 30 case sizes and styles
in standard stock.

No matter how specialized your requirements may seem, the chances
are that Triplett has already engineered and tooled up for a design so
nearly akin that a few inexpensive
changes or additions will suffice.
Triplett

....

A ;Self Contained

Instrument Factory

Electrical

... From screw

ma-

chine parts to plastic moldings, from
moving elements to dial faces, all are
fabricated in Triplett's modern airconditioned factory. Equipped with
special humidity and dust controls
in assembly rooms. This self-con-

-made for

tained factory means one overall
profit markup with better quality
control and consequent savings to you.
Complete meter satisfaction is yours
in performance, appearance, and dependability. Let Triplett add lustre
and give precision performance to
your instrument panel.
. . . Triplett maintains a field engineering staff
available on short notice. These engineers are ready to help you with
your problems and to bring you the
latest practices in instrumentation
from the Triplett laboratories. Complete facilities for shock, vibration
and humidity testing as required
under JAN specs.

"Complete Engineering Service"

every need

Miniatures through 7"
Round or Square
A.C., D.C.,
R. F., Rectifier or Dynamometer

Triplett can supply on short
notice electrical meters in
2",3",4",5", 6" and 7" sizes in
round, rectangular, square
and fan shapes; wide flange,

narrow flange, flush, projection and portable. Molded
and metal cases. Rear illumination, special dials
and other features available
on most models.

Be sure your files are up-to-date with current Triplett catalog and descriptive
literature. Address, Dept.E-48and specify any particular types in which interested.
7QCGQ.l.Q4

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
In Canada: Triplett Instruments

CO.

BLUFFTON,

.td lade

OHIO

of Canada, Georgetown, Ontario

April,

8
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ELECTRONICS;

Wasting Minutes!
Wasting Mileage!
Wasting Money!

Equip Your Fleet with Federal's
MOBILE 2 -WAY FM RADIO TELEPHONE

FIRE

What do you do when you want to get in touch with one of your drivers while
he's on the job? And how can he contact you? Without mobile radio, a moving
vehicle is practically isolated from all contact with the outside world-and any
other method of relaying messages between cars and headquarters wastes time
and mileage, and costs plenty of money!
Now, with Federal's Mobile 2 -way FM radio, you can keep in instant touch
with any car, at any time,-fcr dispatching, re-routing, checking up on any job.
The added efficiency of completely coordinated operation will save the cost of
the radio equipment many times over!
Of course, the return on the investment depends on the equipment usedits operating economy, servire life and maintenance cost. And that's where
Federal's high standards of quality and workmanship can pay long-term dividends. Before you select your mobile radio equipment, check these outstanding
features. Write to Federal for complete information. Ask for Bulletin F333.

TAXIS

i

1FEDERAL FEATU
Effective Squelch Action

12"

-

receiver muted until called

Low Current Drain-receiver

UTILITIES

standby, 6.0 amp, transmitter stand
by: 30 to 44 Mc, 2.1 amp; 152 to
162 Mc, 0.415 amp.

Small Size

13W'

LL
9h3

SIZE-choice of vertical or horizontal arrangement for most efficient use of available
mounting space.
TRY THESE FOR

---less thon one cubic

foot

Interchangeable Units-trans
mitter and receiver sections slide out
for fast servicing

TRUCKING

Low Maintenance Expense -highest quality components throughout

Single Cable --from dashboard
control to transmitter -receiver unit.

F
An

111T Associate

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporal/oil
100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY

KEEPING FEDERAL YEARS AHEAD... is 1T&T's

world-wide

research and engineering organization, of which the Federal
-e lecommunication Laboratories, Nutley, N. J., is a unit.

In Canada: -Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
goLtpistributer*;-International Standard Electric Corp. 67 Broad St., N.Y.

9
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ADC

Fill Super Specifications

TRANSFORMERS

From Subsonic to Ultrasonic

For Ultrasonic Ranges

This

ADC

Whenever your equipment requires the unusual in
transformers, ADC has the ingenuity, skill and capacity to produce them. If your problem requires ...
reliable performance
extreme compactness
unusual frequency ranges

Transformer is

custom-built to couple the
output of an amplifier (30

hermetic sealing (for
severe service conditionscommercial or Army -Navy)

it will pay you to submit your specifications to
reasonable prices, quality products and
prompt delivery.
.

watts) to a transducer. Impedance Ratio is 2500 ohms
(4-2A3) to 500/700/1000
1500/2000 ohms. Transformers have been designed
at ADC to operate up to 3 me
with useful hand width in
excess of 1:1000.

ADC for

For Audible Ranges
All ADC transformers have
built-in reliability ... a feature especially necessary for

This transformer has no unusual electrical properties, but it
was designed for extreme dependability. It is an output from
pp 6V6 to line, for voice range only (1 db -150 to 4000
cps). It was ordered from ADC simply because the equipment
manufacturer required unfailing performance.

radio broadcasting, communications, wire recording,
telemetering equipment, etc.
A slightly higher original
cost is more than offset by
the dependability and quality
of ADC design and manu-

For Subsonic Ranges

facture.

(such as geo-physical work)
This transformer operates
from pp plates (20,000
ohms) to pp grids (320,000 ohms) down to 2 cps.
Secondary inductance is
over 60,000 henries. It also
has tertiary low impedance

winding. Hermetically
sealed-

cubic inches.
designed and
made many low frequency,
10

ADC has

transformers-some to

operate from frequencies
as low as 0.1 cps.

several charts showing characteristics
of unusual transformers developed by ADC
engineers. Many transformers have a wide range
of requirements shown in the ADC Transformer
Catalog. If you do not have your copy-WRITE
HERE are

TODAY FOR CATALOG NUMBER 46-N.
Send us your special specifications for
prompt and able transformer service.

10

April, 1948
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b/re /eire ra 7-&deficeaw---

There is liiro
Man has always wanted news-and felt a frantic urge
to "get the message through." There were shouters on
the hilltops-a runner to announce the Persian loss of
Marathon. Then horses sped the mails; but they were
yet too slow-too slow for instance to prevent a battle
after the peace was signed.
The telephone was a novelty in 1902-when Belden
Manufacturing Company was founded. The story of
instantaneous communications reads on from there.
Words have conquered space and time-because the
products of the wiremakers have harnessed horsepower.

Belden
WIREMAKER
FOR INDUSTRY

ELECTRONICS

-

1I

April, 1948
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SOURCE OF SUPPLY
ENE

ONE DEPEN

IN ELECTRICAL
EL

INSULATION

fog EVERYTIIING

*MIRAGLAS

VARNISHED TUBINGS
SLEEVINGS & TAPES

WOVEN TAPES, TUBINGS
SLEEVINGS & CORDS

COTTON TAPES & SLEEVINGS

LOINS, ETC.

MIRAGLAS-MICA COMBINATIONS
VARNISHES -WAXES -COMPOUNDS
Woven of Fiberglas Yarn

MITCHELL -RAND INSULATION CO. Inc.
51 MURRAY STREET

COrtlandt 7-9264

NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

A PARTIAL LIST OF M -R PRODUCTS: FIBERGLAS VARNISHED TUBING, TAPE AND
CLOTH
INSULATING PAPERS
AND TWINES CABLE FILLING AND POTHEAD COMPOUNDS
FRICTION TAPE AND SPLICE
TRANSFORMER COMPOUNDS
FIBERGLAS SATURATED SLEEVING
ASBESTOS SLEEVING AND TAPE
VARNISHED CAMBRIC CLOTH AND
TAPE
MICA PLATE, TAPE, PAPER, CLOTH, TUBING
FIBERGLAS BRAIDED SLEEVING
COTTON TAPES, WEBBINGS AND

SLEEVINGS

IMPREGNATED VARNISH TUBING

INSULATED VARNISHES OF ALL TYPES

12

EXTRUDED PLASTIC TUBING

April,
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IN THE PRODUCTION

Of

OUR TOROIDAL COIL PRODUCTS*
KEYBOARD OSCILLATOR
Present day methods of checking the
frequency response of Audio Networks
in aroduclion were so inadequate that it
became necessary for our engineers to
conceive a radically new method of
ac.rrate frequency selection using the
The result is our
decade principle.
KEYBOARD OSCILLATOR. developed for
our own Lase, which provides instantaneous selection of any audio frequency from
1.00 cycles to 100.000 cycles accurately
and without the use of interpolation
methods.

J hQ
TOROIDAL
COILS
L
Audio Coils

Toroidal Transformers
Repeat Coils

Retardation Coils

consider this to be one of our finest
achievements in modernizing the production o audio filters.
We

Available types are.
TC -1

Inductance up to 7.5 Henries
Freq. range 253 to

TOROIDAL COIL

FILTERS
Audic Filters
Audio Discriminators

Equalizers and Noise Control Filters

20,000 cyclrs

Phase Networks
TC -2

Inductance up to 30 Hys
Freq. range 100 to

TC

20,000 cycles

Inductance up to 530 Mhys,
Freq. range

5KC lo 100KC

DESI3 ERS AND MANUFACTURERS

L INOU RIES

OF

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

45 WARBURTON AVE.. YONKERS ?.

W LI. BE PROMFTLY HANDLED

-41
..^>1
?

i\ y

CABLE ADDRESS

"BURNELL

www.americanradiohistory.com

N. Y.

WRITE FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION.

Centralab reports to

where Standard Coil engineers use "Filpec" to take
the place of 2 capacitors and 1 resistor. Result: important space and production savings plus trouble -free
performance and long life.
See

-

I. F. Transformer courtesy of Standard Coil Products Co.

-

Small size, light weight and long life
these are just a few of
the features which Filpec
Centralab's printed electronic circuit
filter
gives you! Filpec also offers you higher circuit efficiency,
more dependable performance as well as a reduction of line opera -

-

"Filpec"

tions in set and equipment manufacturing. That's why Standard
Coil Products Co. uses Filpec in its new I.F. Transformers, and
that's why you'll want to see how Filpec can be designed for you
to meet a wide range of applications. But that's not all
.
.

Capacitor

Actual size

2

Made with bigla dielectric Ceramic-X,
Filpec assures trouble -free performance,
long life, low internal inductance, resistance to humidity and vibration.

Actual size

Centralab's Filpec is designed for use as a balanced diode load filter, combines up to
three major components into one tiny filter unit, lighter and smaller than one ordinary capacitor. Capacitor values available from 50 to 200 mmf. Resistor values from
5 ohms to 5 megohms, For complete information write for Bulletin 976.
April, 1948
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.

Electronic Industry
Metallic silver electrodes
immutably bonded to CRL's
Ceramic -X tubes to prevent
separation.

.050" tinned copper feed

thru terminal for extra
strength and lower internal
inductance.

Inner and outer electrodes
protected against damage
by electrolytic plating of
pure copper.

4

Newest development of the "Printed
Electronic Circuit", CRL's Ampec is a
complete 3 -stage audio amplifier. Get
complete facts in Bulletin 973.

Electrodes soldered directly to mounting bushing end
feed thru terminal for positive electrical and mechenical connection.

Made with Ceramic-X, CRL's new Feed-thru and Bushing Mounted Capacitors eliminate structural and electrical damage during installation. Two special bonds are
reason: 1) between inner feed-thru terminal and inside diameter of tube, and 2)
between mounting bushing and outside diameter of tube. Send for bulletin 975.

N.....N.,
L.:

--K-e.

6

Wide range of variations in CRL's
Model "M" Radiohm simplifies producnon and inventory. Bulletin 697-A
illustrates convenience, versatility!

LOOK TO CENTRALAB IN 1948!

To CRL's line of high quality ceramic
capacitors, these miniature disc Hi-Kaps
have been added. Combine reliability,
capacity. Order Bulletin 933.

In its new Lever Switch, Centralab

guarantees a minimum life of 50,000
cycles. Reason: an exclusive new coil
spring index. Write for Bulletin 970.

First in component research that means lower costs

for the electronic industry. If you're planning new equipment, let Centralab's sales
and engineering service work with you. Get in touch with Centralab!

DIVISION
ELECTRONICS

OF GLOBE -UNION INC., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

April, 1943
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You can learn a lot about insulation from a manufacturer of fractional horsepower motors. As he
makes a motor smaller, it has to work harder-and
it gets hotter.
Here is what Baldor Electric Company found out
about BH Fiberglas Sleeving.
"Our motors are frequently operated at temperatures as high as 140° C. and in ambient :temperatures up to 65° C. We have found that BH Special
Treated Fiberglas Sleeving permits operation at
much higher temperatures than is practicable with
ordinary insulation."

BH Special Treated Fiberglas Sleeving is made
by a special process so that no hardening varnish
or lacquer is necessary to retard fraying. It does
not break down, become brittle or lose its electrical
insulating value under high heat. Stays flexible
as string.
If insulation breakdown is a problem in your plant,
in your product, find out about BH Fiberglas
Sleeving. Made in 36" lengths and 500' coils in
standard sizes and colors. Or supplied in short
hs to meet specific requirements.
ENTLEY, HARRIS MFG. CO., CONSHOHOCKEN, PA.

Ì
%i

BH
S

Lt E VIN G S

*BH Non -Fraying Fiberglas Sleevings are made by an exclusive Bentley, Harris process (U. S. Pat. No. 2393530). "Fiberglas" is Reg. TM of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.

-USE COUPON NOW
Bentley, Harris Mfg. Co., Dept. E-21, Conshohocken, Pa.
I am interested in BH

Non-Fraying Fiberglas Sleeving for

(product)
volts. Send samples so I can see for myself how
at
operating at temperatures of
BH Non -Fraying Fiberglas Sleeving stays flexible as string, will not crack or split when bent.

_°F

NAME

COMPANY

Send samples, pamphlet and prices
on other BH Products as follows:

Cotton -base Sleeving and Tubing
Ben -Har Special Treated Fiberglas
Tubing

ADDRESS
April, 7948
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...ovai/qb/e fo You

the Ada'g
The accumulated experience of the entire Ohmite engineering staff .. .
all are available to you
the combined thinking of its many resistance specialists
to help solve your rheostat and resistor problems. Because of their
specialized experience, Ohmite engineers are well qualified to help analyze your
requirements and select the correct units to fit your specific application. If circumstances
warrant, your equipment may even be sent to our laboratory for further study.

...

Years cf experience in building dependable rheostats and resistors, in helping
others solve specialized resistance problems, is your assurance that Ohmite "know-how"
can help you. We invite you to submit your problems to us.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Sealed in Vitreous Enamel for
Life -Time Protection

RESISTS SHOCK,

VIBRATION, COLD, HEAT, FUMES
OR HUMIDITY

ak-4;
1

VITREOUS ENAMEL COVERING Special Ohmite vitreous
enamel holds the winding rigidly in place and protects it from
mechanical damage.

2 STRONG CERAMIC CORE

Provides a strong base for the
winding, unaffected by cold, heat, fumes, or high humidity.

3 EVEN, UNIFORM WINDING The unsurpassed uniformity of
the resistance winding prevents "hot spots" and resultant failures.

4

TINNED COPPER TERMINALS Terminal lugs are tin -dipped

for ease in soldering. The resistance wire is both mechanically locked
and brazed to the terminal lugs, assuring a perfect electrical connection.

5 RESILIENT MOUNTING BRACKETS

Mounting brackets

hold the resistor firmly yet resiliently in place. They are simple to mount
and can be easily removed by a slight upward pressure at the base.

RATING
6 ance

CLEARLY INDICATED On each resistor the resistvalue and rating are clearly marked for easy identification.

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

-4817 Flournoy

St., Chicago 44, U.S.A.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Send

for Catalog

and Engineering

Manual No.40
Write now, on your
company letterhead,
for your copy of this
aluable 96 -page
Ohmite catalog.

WHAT IT

IS...

Two separate, completely independent,

electron guns.
Individual circuits for intensity, focus,
and X, Y- and Z-axis modulations.
Independent, identical linear lime bases
for each beam. Choice of driven or continuous sweeps, or combinations thereof.
Provision for applying common linear time
base signal to the horizontal plates of both

Two Completely Independent Oscillographs
are combined in the new DUMONT Type 279

guns.

Automatic beam control.
Balanced -output deflection amplifiers for
each deflection system.
Built-in voltage calibrator applicable to
either Y-axis amplifier at any time.
Position and sensitivity equalizing cir
Cuits for X-axis.
Provision for use of an oscillograph-record camera such as Du Mont Types 271-A or
314.

Operation at total acceleration potential
of 4500 volts.

Brilliant traces.

WHAT IT DOES...
Only the dual -beam oscillograph
can simultaneously...
Compare the complete signal and an expanded portion thereof,
Enable observation of transient voltage
and current (see accompanying oscillogram).

Measure explosion time and rate

of

pressure.
V
Show velocity and acceleration.
Show velocity and pressure changes on
engine valves.
Compare speed and vibration.
Compare voltages and currents in multiphase circuits.
Compare adjustment of push-pull and
change

1

of

rrrrrrrrr,

.

other symmetrical circuits.
Compare electrocardiograms picked up
from two different points.

Compare input and output signals

1

,

Starring vaitage
and current character»
istics odo fluorescent-Iamptá

of

amplifiers.
314

Offer two channel recordings, with Type
Oscillograph-record Camera.
Compare related periodic phenomena on

different sweep frequencies.

SPECIFICATIONS...
Type 55P- Cathode-ray Tube.

Sweep -frequency range: 2 to 30,000 saw tooth cps.
Sweep recurrence: single or continuous.
Y-axis amplifier response: flat to dc., down
3db al 200 kc.
X-axis amplifier response: flat to dc., down
3db at 150 kc.
Deflection: for all amplifiers 1 v.
approx.
Power: 115'230 v., 50-60 cps., 300 watts,
3 amp. fuse.
Size: 171/2" x 225/s" x 221/2": wt. 125 lbs.
Housing: Cabinet or relay rack.

e The introduction of the Type 279
Dual -beam Cathode-ray Oscillo

-

graph makes available for the first
time a really dual instrument with
separate and wholly independent
electron guns. The circuits associated with each gun are also distinct
and separate. For the first time, separate time bases are provided for
each beam with provision for applying one time base to both guns, if so
desired. For the first time, an oscillograph is offered which alone can

perform the applications listed.
Now it is possible to superimpose
two complete traces without a cumbersome and costly optical system
or by the use of time-sharing devices. And with the P2 screen, the
light output is more than sufficient
for visual observation or for photographic recording of high-speed
transients.
Other advanced features are the
built-in calibraºor and the ability to
respond to direct -current signals.

e Descriptive literature on request.
Id ALLEN

ALLEN

B.

-

DU

MONT LABORATORIES, INC.

CABLE ADDRESS: ALBEEDU, PASSAIC, N. J., U. 5. A.

DUMONT LABORATORIES, INC., PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY
ti>

ELECTRONICS

B.

,
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HERE'S HELP
in making

HF, FM, and TV

measurements

RCA

HIGH -FREQUENCY

... flat up to

VOLTOHMYST

250 megacycles!

With diode probe, measures peak -to -peak voltages
up to 250 megacycles. The High -Frequency (Advanced) VoltOhmyst is ideal for television, FM, and
routine, high -frequency measurements. The diode
response is also flat down to 30 cycles.
The WV -75A is calibrated in rms voltages up to
100 volts in 4 ranges. An adaptor is supplied for low frequency measurements up to 1000 volts.
The WV -75A also measures d -c voltages up to 1000
volts in six ranges and resistances to 1000 megohms
in six ranges.

Available from your

RCA Laboratory
Measuring Equipment Distributor.

wiz

VoltOhmyst reads peak to peakw.nime
for either simple or complex wave forms.
RCA H -F

l

RCA
ISSAPI

Os.10111/
IS

YAM

WWW-MM

MIRADIO CORPORATION
,'.11elfry

TEST AND MEASURING EQUIPMENT

18

of AMERICA
HARRISON, N. J.
April, 1948
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How Beltone uses Centralab's
"Printed Electronic Circuit" to design
and manufacture the
"world's smallest hearing aid"

PROOREss
ON

PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

How to overcome sire and weight limitatons of ordinary electronic composmaller, lighter
nents and design

Using Centralab's "Printed Electronic
Circuit", 45 parts, including ccpacitors
and resistors, have been combined
into one compact chassis.

Belone hearing aid

RESULT:

vcstly improved 1948 Bel tone Hearing Aid-smaller and lighter
with improved performance and important production savings.
The new,

Models courtesy of Beltone Hearing Aid Co., Chicago

-

*Centralab's "Printed Electronic Circuit"
Industry's newest method for
improving design and manufacturing efficiency!
where miniature size is of the utmost importance, nothing
has ever been offered to manufacturers of electronic equipment
which combines ruggedness, dependability and resistance to humidity
and moisture in such a small unit package. That's what engineers of
the Beltone Hearing Aid Co., Chicago, say about CRL's Printed
Electronic Circuit, and that's what you will say when you have seen
and tested this amazing new electronic development.
Integral ceramic construction: Each Printed Electronic Circuit is an
integral assembly of "Hi -Kap" capacitors and resistors closely bonded
to a steatite ceramic plate and mutually connected by means of metallic silver paths "printed" on the base plate. All leads are always the
same length, each plate is an exact duplicate of the original or "master".
This outstanding new hearing aid development, illustrated above,
was the product of close cooperation between Centralab and Beltone
engineers. Working with your engineers, Centralab may be able to fit
its Printed Electronic Circuit to your specific needs. Write for complete
information, or get in touch with your nearest Centralab Representative.
FOR USE

VIEW of Beltone PEC unit is shown
above. Note ceramic disc capacitors, "printed"
silver leads and resistors (black paths). See
REAR

below for schematic diagram of entire Printed

Electronic Circuit.

IN 1948!

Division of GLOBE -UNION INC., Milwaukee
ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1948
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Keep DISTORTION out of the picture

Photograph, courtesy of RCA Service Company,
Inc., a Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary
Distortion of the television image can be reduced more effectively
if your wave trap is cored with a G. A. & F. Carbonyl Iron Powder.
The inherent characteristics of G. A. & F. Carbonyl Iron Powders
enable your core maker to produce cores with negligible temperature drift and excellent magnetic stability. Such cores in well designed coils give incomparable fidelity to your TV and RF circuits.

at radio frequency, G. A. & F. Carbonyl Iron
Powders are superior in all important coefficients of sta.
bility (magnetic and temperature) and loss (eddy current and
residual) .
In comparison with air-cored coils, G. A. & F. Carbonyl Iron
Powder - cored coils permit considerable savings in volume,
weight and wire -length, along with great increases in inductance
and Q value.
Ask your core manufacturer for information about G. A. & F.
Carbonyl Iron Powders. Or write direct to: Antara Products,
444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. Dept. 42
WHEN USED

G. A. & F. CARBONYL IRON POWDERS
M(g

9n .-Amara"

Product of General Aniline & Film Corporation.
April, 1948
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...AT 2,600 MEGACYCLES?

..AT 26,000
MEGACYCLES?

7eß

a

BALL BEARING

CARRIAGE SUPPORT
SHOCK -PROOF
FRICTION DRIVE

SLOTTED
SECTIONS
AND

PROBES

BROADBAND TUNING
CRYSTAL AND
BOLOMETER DETECTION
SLOPE ELIMINATED

ELECTRICAL LEVELLING

BY

LOW REFLECTION
CONNECTORS

PRD Slotted Sections and Probes are now available
for determining with maximum precision the phase
and magnitude of impedances at microwave frequencies. These units are precision fabricated devices for
use in exploring the standing wave patterns of r -f fields
in microwave transmission lines.

CALIBRATED PROBE

POSITION MEASURED
TO OUTPUT COUPLING

Each product is designed, manufactured, and tested with the precision
necessary to meet the exacting
requirements of the microwave research engineer. An illustrated catalog may be obtained by writing Dept.
E4 on company letterhead.

66 COURT

ELECTRONICS

-

ST., BROOKLYN 2, N. Y.

The instruments shown are only two of an extended
series of coaxial and waveguide slotted sections specifically designed for precise impedance measurement
over the microwave spectrum from 1,000 to 40,000
megacycles per second. PRD offers a full complement
of microwave measurement and test equipment including Attenuators, Frequency Meters and Standards,
Tuners, Matched Loads, Directional Couplers, Signal Generators and Standing Wave Amplifiers.

RESEARCH
& DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, Inc.
21
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of AC, DC or

RF outputs in any

one circuit, selectively

stabilized

over wide ranges of line and load

Ve,te'sl dlitw

with the new

the CONTROLLER answers

typical regulation problems

AO

ELECTRONIC

Q An AC requirement. Can you stabilize
the output of a transformer?

SORENSEN
CONTROLLER

output of the CONTROLwill swing between 85-145
VAC, AUTOMATICALLY adjustThe AC

LER

ANSWER

ing the output of your unit
against line and load variations.
By referencing this output back
to the CONTROLLER you get
output regulation.

INCOMING LINE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
The controlled circuit must make
to the CONTROLLER.

Q Can you selectively regulate a number

of DC voltages and currents?

Input voltage range:
Load range:
Regulation accuracy:

Q.

available at least one watt of power
95-125 volts AC
(50 or 60 cycles)
200 to 2000 VA
0.5% at the controlled point

write today for more information on the new CONTROLLER. Arrange
to have a Sorensen Engineer analyze voltage regulation requirements
in your plant. He can select a Sorensen unit or suggest a special
design to fit your unusual application.

Can the CONTROLLER stabilize a generator field to regulate its output?

SORENSEN

ANSWER

Represented in all principal domestic and foreign cities.

RECT/F/ER CIRCUIT
6

COMPA

The FIRST line of standard ELECTRONIC Voltage Regulators

SORENSEN

& COMPANY, INC.
22
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to the vital voltage link
wherever mobile radio is used!

89 DIFFERENT MODELS
Covering all frame sizes and

voltages

Bendix Dynamotors cut down
on service requirements-are
designed for easy servicing
with standard tools, and feature
complete interchangeability of
parts. Write for details -there's
a Bendix Dynamotor tailormade for your installation!

Wherever a mobile radio operates from a storage battery,
Bendix* Dynamotors can add materially to efficiency and
economy. These precision -built units have a remarkably
long life-operate day after day with virtually no service,
providing the vital voltage that is the key to efficient
performance. If you are designing a new mobile radio set
or replacing dynamotors, specify Bendix Aviation Quality
Dynamotors-they're priced right and built by the foremost producer of mobile power equipment. Available for
quick delivery in all standard frame sizes and voltages.
*REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

Dynamotors

Inverters

RED

-

tors

D.C.

Motors

Carbon Pile

Voltage Regulators

BANK DIVISION of
RED

ELECTRONICS

C

BANK, N.

J.

AVIATION CORPORATION

23
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Electrodes, Ambient Medium-Important

as the radius of edge curvature is in-

creased. Figure t shows the relation of
electrode edge radius to breakdown of
treated -sheet insulation, which is in accordance with general experience. As a
rule, edge effect is less marked in tests
of long duration or at high temperature,
and in testing very thin samples.

No.6
of advertisements
in a series
of
an aid in selection
as
designed
of elecEffects
electrical insulation. ambient mediand
trode geometry
and
are discussed
results
test
on
um

related applications

With spherical electrodes, unequal
gradient distribution or electrical stress
is noted and results obtained with them
on solid dielectrics are unreliable.
Needle-point electrodes cause high stress
concentration and usually produce low
breakdown values. Sometimes, however,
the breakdown of solid heterogenous
insulation, such as varnished cambric,
is higher for needle -point electrodes
than for conventional disk-shaped electrodes. In these instances, the dominant
factor in breakdown seems to be electrode area, discussed below, rather than
electrode shape.

illustrated.

Dielectric strength test results are considerably influenced by the shape and
size of electrodes and the ambient
medium used in testing. Knowledge of
these effects helps in comparing different dielectrics and in predicting the
behavior of insulating material under
actual service conditions.

580
560

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH

C540

vs. GEOMETRY OF ELECTRODES

520

To standardize dielectric breakdown
tests of solid insulation, the A.S.T.M.
specifies circular electrodes either 2"
in diameter with corners rounded to a
radius of 1/4", or 1/" in diameter with
an edge radius of ".

m50Ó
4

8 9
Radius of electrode edge,millimeters
3

2

5

6

7

10

This behavior may be ascribed to t / the
greater probability that weak spots will
be included in the larger test area, and

2 / the effect of high frequency discharges
resulting from poorer contact over the
surface of the larger electrode.

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
vs. AMBIENT MEDIUM

Ordinarily, an increase in conductivity,
dielectric constant or dielectric strength
of the ambient medium in which the
test is made raises the breakdown voltage for solid insulation, by reducing
edge effect and high -frequency discharges.

This effect

is also indicated in Figure 2,
which compares results obtained by
using 1" electrodes in air and in trans frmer oil. Figure 3 shows results obtained by adjusting the dielectric constant of the medium in testing four different dielectrics with three different
size electrodes. In all cases. there is a
definite increase in dielectric strength
measurements with an increase in dielectric constant of the medium.

Figure 1-Effect of electrode edge on breakdown
of treated -sheet insulation. (S. Whitehead)

Electrode Area-In general, dielectric
strength decreases with increase in the
area of the electrode. This effect is most
pronounced with materials in the thinner range (less than .035" thick) and is
practically negligible with thicker materials. An investigation* of the effects of
electrode diameter on the breakdown of
varnished cambric confirms the general
observation (see Figure 2).

-

Electrode Shape Ordinarily, sharp edged electrodes produce lower breakdown results than electrodes with larger
radii of edge curvature. An important
factor in this behavior is the phenomenon known as "edge effect," which arises
from stress concentration at sharp edges
or over areas of poor electrode contact.
Stress concentration usually diminishes

'

*By A. Rufolo and H. K. Graves, A.S.T.M. Bulletin No. 142 October, 1946; "Dielectric Strength
Measurements on Varnished Cambric," p. 34.
1
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7

Figure 3-Effect of dielectric constant of ambient
medium. (D. F. Miner)

9DD

II

7Db

5

Dielectric constant

II

1

7Cb

20

1112DD

I I I.II1 !

I

24

16

3
2000

IN OIL

28

2"dia electrode

10

8
2" ELECTRODES

32

electrode,

:iirn:
12íb

12Cb

DD

MICA

II
12D6

Figure 2 -Dielectric strengths of Bias -Cut Varnished Cambrics.
(MILS)(A. Rufolo and H. K. Graves). Relates effects of electrode size
and two media (air and oil) on dielectric strength.
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factors

in

Dielectric Strength Measurement

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRICAL INSULATION MATERIALS

In making applications of electrical insulation, it should
be remembered that dielectric strength values in service
will be different from those determined by standard
tests, with variations in conductor area and shape, ambient conditions and quality of the insulation material.
From the foregoing discussion, it is obvious that uni -

formity and homogeneity of electrical insulation are of
considerable importance. The excellent quality of Mica
Insulator Company products helps the designer and
manufacturer meet exacting service conditions in many
different applications, where efficiency and a high safety
factor result in outstanding performance.
MICA, outstanding for low loss characteristics and exceptional power factor, safeguards performance of this electric range
switch. It is bonded to LAMICOID (thermosetting laminated plastic), another Mica

EMPIRE varnished
nished bias -cut tapes and
varnished paper are used in this oil -filled
current transformer, e- to 6o cycles. 3I,500
volts. 75/150-5 amperes. Protection against
switching surges is assured by the high
dielectric strength and uniformity of electrical and physical properties of these
products.

Insulator Company product, which imparts
mechanical strength for the support of the
conductors.

MICANITE heater plate. natural mica
films bonded with special resins, withstands high operating temperatures and
finds wide use in the insulation of heating units stich as this element for an
electric furnace. Micanite eliminates
failures from burnouts. Some types can
withstand temperatures tip to 1800° F.,
with dielectric strengths of the order of
500 to (ìoo volts per mil.

Mica Insulator Company offers a complete line of electrical insulation products. Specialized experience is indispensable in their selection and application.
Call on our Technical Service Department for assistance based on over 50 years
of research and manufacturing experience.

COMPANY
SCHENECTADY 1, NEW YORK
Atlanta

Detroit Houston
Chicago Cincinnati Cleveland
Boston
Birmingham
Milwaukee New York Philadelphia Rochester St. Louis San Francisco

Los Angeles
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For precise, positive linkage

between instrumentation and control

INDUCTION GENERATOR:

when

ted trom AC source produces
voltage proportional to speed
of ròtation. Used in circuits as

velocity control component.

PERMANENT MAGNET

INDUCTION GENERATOR: type

GENERATOR: de-

designed particularly for use
where low residual voltage is
required.

signed as AC potential source. Produces
sinusoidal wave form with harmonic
content under 2%.

MOTOR DRIVEN INDUCTION GENERATOR:

powered by 2 -phase, low -inertia induction motor. Used as fast reversing servo
motor where maximum stall torques of
less than 7 os. in. are required.
TELETORQUE
a

UNIT

-

below left:

precision -built, non -motoring,

self synchronous unit for remote
indication. Accurate to ± 1 degree.

CIRCUTROL UNIT:

Useful as a resolver,
phase shifter, rotatable and control transformer or phase indicator.

INDUCTION MOTOR: Low

inertia,
two-phase squirrel cage unit for
use as precision servo motor.

KOLLSMAN OFFERS A LINE OF SPECIAL PURPOSE AC UNITS
To meet the varying needs of the electronics engineer in linking instrumentation up to control, Kollsman
offers a group of
units with sufficiently varied functions to solve a wide range of control problems. In nearly every case, units are
available
for operation at various voltages and frequencies to fit widely diversified electronic control and remote indication applications.

-

-

These Kollsman units are the outgrowth of long development in aircraft instrumentation and control and
more recently
Kollsman's considerable work in this field for naval and military applications. They are light in weight, compact, and highly
precise, so that engineers working with exact quantities will find them reliable to a high degree. Complete data on any or all

of these units may be had upon request. Kollsman Instrument Division, Square D Company, 80-08 45th Avenue, Elmhurst, N. Y.

KOLLSMAN AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS
PRODUCT OF

SQUARE D COMPANY
ELMHURST, NEW

YORK

GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA

26
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The

right material for your job
. . . right at your fingertips!
VULCANIZED FIBRE

VULCOID

DILECTO

CELORON

MICABOND

Electric Insulating Problems Are Easier to Solve When You
Depend Upon UNBIASED Recommendations
Here's an engineering service you can
really depend upon for unbiased recommendations of the right electrical
insulating materials. That's because
Continental-Diamond offers you a complete range of products with the physicals
you want. C -D has no"axe to grind"-not
one, two, or three materials from which
to specify. Instead, you get the benefit of
five different insulating materials that
are subdivided into grades or combination of grades virtually "tailor-made" to
meet your requirements. And C -D serv-

Can

ice goes further than that. To give you
fast deliveries, large stocks are always
kept on hand. Trained technicians are
ready on a moment's notice to work with
you give you the information you want,
quickly and accurately.

really want to save time and
effort, and want to be certain of getting
materials that fit the job, contact your
nearest C-D office. For the right material, right at your fingertips, call or
drop us a line, now.
If you

DE -2-48

SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
SPARTANBURG, S. C.
CHICAGO 11
CLEVELAND 14
BRANCH OFFICES: NEW YORK 17
FIBRE CO., OF CANADA, LTD., TORONTO 8
STATE
DIAMOND
IN
CANADA:
3
FRANCISCO
SAN
LTD.,
MARWOOD
WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVE:

/

(1f1///?ll=1iikM2C/nd

FIBRE

COMPANY

Eslc&lisFed 1895.. Manufacturers of Laminated Plastics since 1911-NEWARK
ELECTRONICS

-

16

DELAWARE
27
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DIRECT DRIVE IS BEST FOR YOU
IT GIVES YOU

IT PROTECTS YOU FROM

+ perfect total speed
+ complete absence of adjustments
+ low mechanical noise
+ fast starting
+ minimum maintenance
+ greatest dependability
+ longest life

--

speed worries
time spent on adjustments
time spent on repairs, replacements
interruptions due to breakdowns
loss of programs

THE PRESTO 8D -G RECORDER is the choice
of top studios everywhere. This rugged, dependable unit is precision -made for heavy duty.
Two separate motors are utilized, one for 333
and one for 78 rpm, employing a dual worm and

gear drive direct to center of turntable. The
mechanical speed shift, frequently a source of
trouble with single motor drives, is completely

absent.
Total speed error is zero, assuring perfect
timing. Mechanical disturbances are better
than 50 db below the program.
One permanent feed screw incorporates seven
cutting pitches for both inside -out and outside -in.
Write today for full specifications and price
quotations.

Exclusive direct drive
feature of 8D -G
utilizes two
separate motors.

RECORDING CORPORATION
2418 West

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER

55th Street, New York 19, N.

OF INSTANTANEOUS SOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT

28

&

Y.

DISCS
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.what this symbol means to you
We expect you to take it for granted that the G -S trademark symbolizes workmanship of an unusually high degree of perfection in the
manufacture of Fractional Horsepower Gears. However, our service
goes far beyond that. Our engineers, for instance, do not permit wornout conceptions to restrict their creative thinking. Many knotty Small
Gear problems have been solved, here, in extremely functional, new

applications. Your inquiries are invited if you wish to assure smoother,
quierer, more dependable performance of the Small Gears you use in
your products. There is no obligation, of course.

Spurs

Helicals

2635 WEST MED

MEMBER OF

WORLD'S
ELECTRONICS

Spirals

-

LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE

Revels - Internals
_

AVENUE

MANUEACTIRERS

OF

Worm Gearing

your free copy of the G -S Small
Gear Bulletin, by simply asking for

it on company stationery. Send for
a

copy now, and discuss your needs

with our skilled engineers.

Racks

Thread Grinding

CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS
ETACTIOPaF

HORSEPOWER GEARS
29
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Bring Your

RESEARCH
FOR INDUSTRY

Electronic
Problems to
NATIONAL
UNION

MAKE

N. U.

YOUR OWN
RESEARCH LABORATORY

ELECTRON CONTROL

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

COATING AND SCREEN CHEMISTRY

CIRCUIT DESIGN

7"

THERE is no need to delay, because of the lack of your
own research facilities, the development of any idea that
you may have for improving your product or service.
National Union has a completely equipped modern Research Laboratory, staffed by an outstanding group of
experienced engineers prepared to find a solution to your
electronic problem.
Your whole development program can be strengthened
and accelerated by making use of National Union Research
facilities. You will find National Union Engineers trained
in every science allied with Electronics: Physics, Chemistry,
Metallurgy, Mechanical and Electronic Engineering, Glass
Technology. That's why National Union can provide you
with a complete Electronic service from laboratory to final
production at a great saving of time and expense to you ...
use these facilities as your own Research Department.
We are ready to start work with you now, whether on
a single project or your entire research program. Arranging a consultation with National Union involves no obligation whatever. Call or write us today.

GLASS TECHNIQUES

NATIONAL UNION RESEARCH DIVISION
National Union Radio Corporation

362 Scotland Road, Orange, N. J.

30
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SELECT

from the

GROUP

CRYSTALS
Many Bliley crystal units are first produced on a custom-built basis for special
application. Quite often these designs contain outstanding features that are desirable in many applications and when this
occurs the unit is included in our catalog
listing. Our Bulletin 36 contains 22 standard crystal units, all widely used in commercial and governmental applications.

our many years of specialized experience
to solve new frequency control problems.
If you have a frequency control application, whether standard or specialized, we
can probably come up with the right answer. Remember to specify Bliley TECHNIQUALITY crystals for greater accuracy, stability, quality, and advance design.

Bliley engineers are constantly utilizing

WRITE FOR YOUR COPY OF BULLETIN 36

*LREY téLECTtIIC COMA

ELECTRONICS

-

If

s

MINION STATION SUItO
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a4 PHILLIPS
HEAD

RECESSED

5%
take
PHILLIP:

SCREWS

DRIVER

have driver sizes engineered in balance
with ALL screw sizes
for PRACTICAL PRODUCTION DRIVING

No. 4

20%
take
Phillips

PHILLIPS
DRIVER

iF

ALL
SCREW SIZES

Practical Engineering, based

on exhaustive tests of actual driver
requirements on the assembly job,
proved 4 sizes of recesses and drivers
the fewest possible for dependable
efficiency in driving the complete
range of sizes of cross recessed head

USED IN

INDUSTRY

No. 3

65%
take

screws.

PHILLIPS
DRIVER

adequate for most
jobs, however, because the great
majority of production assemblies
use screws in the Phillips No. 2 recess and driver size range.
One Driver Size is

No. 2

About 25% of Screws used in pro-

duction assemblies are bigger than
those in the popular No. 2 size range.
20% have Phillips No. 3 size recess,
and the proper balance essential to
efficient driving is provided by the
Phillips No. 3 size driver.

10

take
PIIILLI'S
DRIVER

Yo.

Í

For the Few Heavy Duty screws used,
(5%), you need a driver and recess

size balanced to obtain the required

-

torque and fastening security,
Phillips No. 4. Using a driver suited
to smaller screws is like using a tack
hammer on a railroad spike.
For Small Size Screws, you want a
small driver (No. 1) in proper bal-

ance to prevent overdriving, stripping threads, or straining screw
head. You wouldn't use a driver big
enough to drive a %" diameter
screw, any more than you'd use a
sledge hammer to drive a tack.

DRIVeRS AND HITS SHOWN HALF
THE 'Pit_LJES ¡ BINEZ AND St.REW are in
erfect --valanee. wisate,ver the size. Less
than 4 -psa an 1 driver sires would have
meant wenkenr-c _beads in some screw
sizes ---- y -o rld hase encourued overdriving

Phillips Screws not only promise, but
deliver all the advantages of cross
recessed head screws. Ask for
Phillips when you order.

1

GET THIS HELPFUL BOOKLET
Phillips Screw Mfrs., c/o Horton -Noyes Co.
1800 Industrial Trust Bldg., Providence, R. L
Send me the new booklet -"How to Select Recessed

Head Screws for Practical Production Driving".

----.

°
IltfriED

W)od ;crews
A

nrrcan

Con
Cr

Machine Screws

rental

rti

Russell Burdsa

National Screw & Mfg. Ca.

Tool & Srew Corp.
The F. M. -taper Co.

E-28

twin

&

M If

Ried Ind Machine

INA tr

al

Simons

Lok

Co.

So d Bal

&

Nut

Co.

Seahcard Screw lova

Eto

Address

Stave Bolts
3

Scrvdl Manutachnrg ;c

Co.

Sc ew Co.

Screw Div. d
American Hswe. Corp.

Company

Sell -tapping Screws

Saves Co

Cenral Scr-w

Name

- RECESSES ACTUAL SIZE

to weaken th: screw, or in derdriv ng to
lessen assembly strength.
By vaiTing, the len-gth and t ian-etcr, the
same balance is assured in toits for hand
brace. spiral, and rower driving.

PHILLIPS-ttc SCREWS

n° rn
f#t

SIZE

Co.
Co.

New England Screw .a.
Parker/Salon Corpor nor
Pawtucket Screw Co.
Pheoll Manufacturing :o
Reading Screw Cc.

32

ihakeproot Inc
the Southingtoe Hadwae Mfg. Co.
rho Steel Coattail of Canada. Ltd.
Sterling Bolt C
Stronghold Scr w Prod.arts. Inc.
Nales-Beech Cap.
«donne Bolt Cam oar y
.
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in the performance of this instrument

The BRUSH DEVELOPMENT
CO. is another manufacturer that
realizes that without the protection of "built-in" CONSTANT
VOLTAGE, their Oscillograph,
for recording strains, pressures
and other electrical phenomena,
could not maintain the precision
on which its world-wide reputation has been founded.
With a "built-in" SOLA Con-

ILA
%1

stant Voltage Transformer main-

taining operating voltages within
±1% of rated requirements, this
instrument is ready to perform
With consistent accuracy, anywhere, anytime.
Can you make the same claim
for your product? Can you send
it out with confidence that it can
successfully cope with the unpredictable voltages that are preva-

...

lent on commercial power lines?
Better investigate the possibility
of adding a SOLA Constant Voltage Transformer to your equipment. It's not costly, you know.
There are standard types immediately available in capacities
from 1 VA to 15 KVA-or, if these
do not meet the requirements of
your product, special units can
be built to your specifications.
BULLETIN DCV-102

TRANSFORMERS

Cold Cathode Lighting
Transformers for: Constant Voltage
Oil Burner Ignition X -Ray Power Controls Signal Systems

Airport Lighting
etc.

Series Lighting
SOLA ELECTRIC COMPANY,

A complete handbook of voltage
regulation-yours on request.

Fluorescent Lighting

Luminous Tube Signs

4633 W. 16th Street, Chicago 50, Illinois

ADVANCE COMPONENTS LTD., Walthamstow, E., England
Manufactured under license by: ENDURANCE ELECTRIC CO., Concord West, N. S. W., Australia
M. C. B. & VERITABLE ALTER, Courbevoic (Seine), France
UCOA RADIO S.A., Buenos Aires, Argentina
ELECTRON ICS

-
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REVERE SHEET AND STRIP

FOR DRAWN PARTS
FOR all products to be made by drawing,
stamping and similar sheet metal operations,
Revere sheet and strip of copper or brass offer
maximum ease of fabrication. Not only are these
metals naturally ductile, but they benefit further
from the metallurgical skill which Revere has
gained in 147 years of experience.
In composition, mechanical properties, grain
size, dimensions and finish, you will find Revere
metals highly uniform. They enable you to set
up economical production methods and adhere
to them. They can help you produce better
products at faster production rates, with less
scrap and fewer rejects.
Revere copper, brass and bronze lend themselves readily to the widest variety of finishing
operations-polishing, lacquering, electro -plating. With these superior materials it is easy to

make radio shields and similar products beautiful as well as serviceable.
That is why wise buyers place their orders
with Revere for such mill products as-Copper
and Copper Alloys: Sheet and Plate, Roll and
Strip, Rod and Bar, Tube and Pipe, Extruded
Shapes, Forgings-Aluminum Alloys: Tubing,
Extruded Shapes, Forgings-Magnesium Alloys:

Extruded Shapes, Forgings-Steel: Electric
Welded Steel Tube. We solicit your orders for
these materials.

COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED
Founded by Paul Revere in 1801
230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Mills: Baltimore, Md.; Chicago, Ill.; Detroit, Mich.
New Bedford, Mass.; Rome, N. Y.
Principal Cities, Distributors Everywhere.

Sales Offices in

34
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DRIVE RECORDERS. . . FANS
... and other devices

It pays to use Alliance Motors for sound

recorders, fans and many other devices. Mass produced

at low cost, they're engineered for each job. Motors

for continuous or intermittent duty, can be supplied
semi -enclosed or completely enclosed, with oilers.

Coming in varying stack thicknesses to provide the

right amount of power, the entire power range runs
from about 1/400th h.p. up to 1/20th h.p. Also, speeds
from 1550 rpm down to 500 rpm provide a versatile
line of shaded pole induction motors designed for

quiet, efficient operation-for economy and long life!

\
ALLIANCJ MODEL B SPECIFY ATIONS 4 -pole
for as illustrated is
shaded Induction motor.
thickness. Other stand 33/e" square with a 11/4" sta
grit stacks are 3/4" and 13 "-squirrel cage rotornstruction.
semi- or fully -enclosed

2

c

0

G

o

v

60 cycles, single phase.
Operates on 115 v
Weight as sho41/2 lbs. Starting torque approx.
40% of to,g4Ce at full load rating. Can be made
with sigpi or double 5/16" shaft. Construction is simple
throughout.
Model B is ideal for operating sound recorders, fans,
heaters and many other devices.

egged

G
¡.,

ROOM HEATER

AIR CONDITIONER
AIR CIRCULATOR

WHEN YOU DESIGN -KEEP

tattlicilleotc'ts
IN MIND

ALLIANCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Export Department: 401 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y., U.

ELECTRONICS

-

ALLIANCE, OHIO
S.

A.
35
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VARIABLE
VOLTAGE
ceeed
POSITIVE
PROTECTION

A POWERSTAT is the only variable transformer of comparable design that offers a fuse in the

output circuit for user and instrument protection. This fuse is conveniently located on the terminal
board of POWERSTATS of one and two KVA ratings and provides insurance against large loads
or shorts ruining expensive equipment or burning out the POWERSTAT. This is only one of many
features that makes POWERSTAT variable transformers the most desirable equipment where dependable, continuously adjustable a -c voltage is required.
POWERSTAT variable transformers are rugged, quality manufactured controls that can be adapted
easily to fit any and all variable voltage a-c requirements
offering over 50 possible combinations of connections and voltages for single or three phase operation and featuring:

...

EXCELLENT REGULATION

EASY INSTALLATION

RUGGED MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION

HIGH EFFICIENCY

ZERO WAVEFORM DISTORTION

SMOOTH CONTROL

Rely on the experience of The Superior Electric Company's staff of voltage control engineers to
help solve your voltage control problems.
An engineering data catalog, Bulletin 547, is available on request..
Write The Superior Electric Co.
404 Meadow St., Bristol, Conn.

THE

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC
BRISTOL,

Powerstat Variable Transformers
36

SE

c

CD

CONNECTICUT
Voltbox

A

C

Power Supply

Stabiline Voltage Regulators.
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We've got our eye
on your

assembly line
. .. to help you
speed production
When we build cabinets, housings or enclosures for
you, we plan and work with the objective of saving
you time, labor and extra operations on your production line.

Karp -constructed units are handsome and streamlined, but their beauty is more than skin deep. The
extra value our work affords is a degree of quality,
accuracy and precision that will speed up your
assembling operations.
You will find all units completely uniform in every
detail, all measurements exact, all holes the right size

and cleanly drilled, all openings precisely spaced,
all welding skillfully done with finest equipment.
As a result, in your assembling, all functional parts,

and controls will fit correctly and easily
instruments Installation operations will be smooth
into place.
and speedy. You will encounter no delays for any
completion details. This saving of time and labor
will cut your costs. Your completed assemblies will
have added market value, too. In short, Karp custom craftsmanship will prove less expensive in the
long run.

KARP METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
124-

30th

er,4ifo4n
ELECTRONICS

-

STREET, BROOKLYN

r%rc

32, NEW YORK

gieei alelccC
37
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LOOKING FOR

HIGH
FIDELITY
IN

AUDIO COMPONENTS?

-_"

ll
u'ir#
..,,;-_--_-,-.,1111111111111--AMr'Irrr

INPUT TRANSFORMERS
Catalog

Application

No.

Line to Single or
BI -1
BI -2
BI -3

P.P.

Grids

Line to Single or
P.P. Grids
Line bridging to
P.P. Grids

BI -4

Line to line

BI -5

Line to line

BI -6

Interstage-P.P. Plates to
Single or P.P. Grids

Impedance

Max. Power

Primary-Secondary

Level

"Pri.-600/150 ohms CT
=Sec. -50,000 ohms CT....
"Pri.-600/150 ohms CT
"Sec. -50,000 ohms CT....
*Pri.-8,000/6,000 ohms CT
"Sec. -50,000 ohms CT....
"Pri. -600/150 ohms CT
"Sec. -600/150 ohms CT..
"Pri.-600/150 ohms CT
"Sec. -600/150 ohms CT..
"Pri.-20,000 ohms CT
"Sec. -50,000 ohms CT....

+20 dbm.
+20 dbm.
+20 dbm.

+20 dbm.
+30 dbm.
+20 dbm.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Catalog
No.

Application

Line....

B0.1

Single Plate to

B0-2

P.P. Plates to Line

B0-3

P.P. Plates to Line

160.4 P.P. Plates to Line
80.5

P.P. Plates to Line

Impedance

Primary-Secondary

Pri.-15,000 ohms at 0 to
10 ma d -c
"Sec. -600/150 ohms CT

"Pri.-20,000 ohms CT
"Sec. -600/150 ohms CT
Pri.-5,000 ohms CT
"Sec. -600/150 ohms CT..
Pri.-7,500 ohms CT
"Sec. -600'150 ohms CT;.
Pri. -10,000 ohms CT....
"Sec. -600/150 ohms CT;

/

16/8/4

Max. Power
Level

+20

dbm.

+30

dbm.

+40

dbm.

+43

dbm.

-I-37 dbm,

ohms

Characteristic of W. eY. tl New Full
Frequency Range Input and Output Transformers
They provide response within +- 1/2 db over the full range from
30 to 15,000 cycles ... and response within ±1 db up to 20,000
cycles. That's tested performance
not just a curve.
Their percentage of distortion is exceptionally low over the
full range ... at low as well as high frequencies.
They're Sealed in Steel to protect the delicate, fine wire
coil windings against corrosion by atmospheric moisture. The
drawn steel cases are compact and streamlined ... help achieve
a clean, uncluttered appearance for any gear.
Input units have hum -bucking core construction and additional inner cases of special alloy for hum shielding of -70 dbm
or better.

...

For 250 -watt, 1 -KW, and 5 -KW Transmitters
Matched sets of Driver and Modulation Transformers, and
Modulation Reactors, Response within ±1 db over the Full
Frequency Range of 30 to 15,000 cycles. Distortion very low ...
well within FCC limits for transmitters.

winding to provide 15
inverse feedback.
and balanced windings.

"Split

Distributorships for this new stock line are now being established.
For full information, see your radio parts jobber or write direct.

HI
DIVISION

OF ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION

3501 ADDISON STREET

38

CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS
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These Three
ALLIED POWER RELAYS
FROM SINGLE -POLE TO FOUR -POLE

TYPIFY ALLIED VERSATILITY

DOUBLE -POLE

3 -POLE & 4 -POLE

"PO"

"BO"

TYPE RELAY

For complete information
on these and o:her Allied
write for latest
Relays,
Bulletin.

TYPE RELAY

This all-purpose power
relay is supplied with
single or double -throw
contacts. Molded insulation throughout. Standard
silver contacts rated aí"15
amperes for 24 volts DC
or 110 volts AC non-inductise. Coil rating of 2.5
watts up to 112 volts DC
and 4.5 volt-amperes up
to 250 volts AC. Dimensions: 1-7/8" x 1.13./32"
x 1-5/8".

This medium power
relay is supplied with
contact arrangements u?
to 4 -pole double -throw.
Standard silver contacts
rated at 15 amperes foc
24 volts DC or 110 volts
AC non -inductive. Co:1
rating 2.5 watts up tp
112 volts DC and 10.5
volt-amperes up to 230
volts AC. Dimensions: 3 pole 2-1/4" x 1-7/8" x
1-5/8". 4 -pole 2-1/4" x
1-7/8" x 2-3/16".

Like all Allied Relays,
types "AS," "BO' and "PO"
may be had hermetically
sealed, with choice of standard octal plug-in base or
solder-type terminals.

,:.

SINGLE -POLE
"AS" TYPE RELAY
This small, light -weight power relay is supplied with
single or double -throw contacts.
standard silver contacts rated at
5 amperes for 24 volts DC or
110 volts AC non -inductive.
Coil rating 1 watt up to 95
volts DC and 3.5 volt-amperes
up to 230 volts AC. Dimensions: 1-3/8" x 1-5/8" x 15/16".

ALLIED CONTROL COMPANY, INC.
2 EAST

ELECTRONICS

-

END AVENUE, NEW YORK 21, NEW YORK

39
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Lighting Fixture Makers
are"Taking a Shine" to
AMERICAN PHILLIPS SCREWS

...that Lighten the

Cost

Picture-Brighten Sales!

- You'll get new light on assembly speeds when fumble -proof,
slip -proof, damage -proof American Phillips Screws are on your job! These
automatically straight -driving screws are a big answer to the demand, "We must
have more production:' And an equally big answer to "We must have lower costs"
-because this modern method of fastening offers TIME -SAVINGS UP TO 50%!
IN PROMOTION -American Phillips Screws are the quality, high style
fastening
in keeping with the rest of your product's sales -slanted design. The
decorative unburred heads are eye-catchers (not clothes -catchers ).They promise
and deliver solid serviceability from here on in. Whether you make lamps
or
laundry equipment, boats or bicycles, your product can profit by your writing:

IN PRODUCTION

OUT

4-WINGED
O

f

PHILLIPS

fiP

IRO

RECESS

...

AMERICAN SCREW COMPANY, PROVIDENCE 1, RHODE ISLAND
Chicago

11:

389

E.

Illinois St.

Detroit 2: 302 Stephenson Building

AMERICAN /11
PHILLIPS

ALL TYPES
ALL METALS: Steel,
Brass, Bronze, Stainless Steel, Aluminum,

Monet, Everdur (silicon bronze)

April, 1948- ELECTRONICS

CHARACTERISTICS AND
TYPICAL OPERATION, 12AT7

(Center -tapped heater
permits either a 14.6-v or
6.3-v supply)

12AT7

Nine -pin minia-

(31

ture twin triode.
Converter and
r -f amplifier.

Parallel

Series
Heater voltage
(a -c or d -c)

12.6 v
0.150 amp

6.3 v

0.300 amp
current
Direct interelectrode capacitances,
approx value without external shield
(grounded cathode operation):

1.45 mmfd
Grid -to -plate (each section)
2.5 mmfd
Input (each section)
mmfd
Output (Section No.
0.35 mmfd
Output (Section No. 2
As Class A amplifier, each triode section:
180 v
Plate voltage
-1 v
Grid bias voltage
62
Amplification factor
6,600 micromhos
Transconductance
11 ma
Plate current

1)0.45

KENRAD

6AU6
Miniature r -f
amplifier pen.

tode. Best inter-

mediate-fre

quencytubefrom

standpoint of

design economy.

CHARACTERISTICS AND
TYPICAL OPERATION, 6AU6
Heater voltage (a -c or

6.3 v

d -c)

0.3 amp
current
Direct interelectrode capacitances
(measured without external shield):
0.0035 mmfd
Grid -to -plate (max)
5.5 mmfd
Input
5.0 mmfd
Output
As Class A amplifier:

250 v
Plate voltage
125 e
Screen (Grid No. 2) voltage
Grid bias voltage
4,450 micromhos
Transconductance
7.6 ma
Plate current
3 ma
Screen current

12AUT

Nine -pin minia-

TYPICAL OPERATION, 12AU7

ode. Serves in

(Center -tapped heater
permits either a 14.6-v or
6.3-v supply)

ture generalpurpose twin tri-

place of the
6SN7-GT (common in earlier
television -set

Follow this
Ken -Rad tube

designs) in syn-

chronizing circuits and as a

multi -vibrator.

pattern for
finest
picture
quality

Series
12.6 a
0.15 amp

Heater voltage

current

Parallel
6.3 e
0.3 amp

As Class A1 amplifier,
each triode section:

250 v

Plate voltage
Grid voltage

-8.5 v

Amplification factor
Plate resistance

Transconductance
Plate current _

17

7,700 ohms
2,200 micromhos
10.5 ma

TYPICAL OPERATION, 6BG6-G

6BG6-G

Power -amplifier
pentode. Driver
tube for the hor-

izontal sweep
circuit.

Heater voltage (a -c or d -c)

current
As deflection amplifier:
D -c supply voltage
Peak positive surge plate
voltage (approx)
Peak negative surge grid
voltage (approx)

6.3 v
0.9 amp
400 it

4,000 v

-100

e

6 ma
Grid No. 2 current
D -c Grid No. 1 current 25 microamperes
70 ma
D -c plate current
D-c

1B3 - GT/8016
Half -wave high-

vacuum rectifier.
Used to rectify
the high -voltage

picture -tube

RATINGS, 1B3-GT/8016
Heater voltage,

current

a -c

1.25 v

0.2 amp

Design center values

Peak inverse plate voltage (max) 40,000 v
17 ma
Peak plate current (max)
2 ma
D -c plate current (max)
kc
300
(max)
voltage
supply
of
Freq.

supply.

»e -el -esso

KEN RAD
PRODUCT

OF

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

Experienced tube engineers will be glad
to work closely with you in applying these
and other Ken -Rod types to new circuits in
the development stage. Write KEN -RAD,
Electronics Department, General Electric Corn puny, Schenectady 5, New York.

Schenectady 5, New York

ELECTRONICS- April, 1948
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For over 20 years , the
KENYON
has been a
sign of transformer reliability. Ever since the cat's -whisker, crystal -set
days, KENYON has pioneered high quality transformers. Skillful engineering, progressive design
and sound construction have resulted in dependable, conservatively -rated transformers with an
enviable record for minimum field rejections. Cut
engineering and replacement costs. Improve products. Insure repeat business. Specify KENYON!

Consult KEN YON
About Your Transformer Problems

KENYON TRANSFORMER CO. NC
42

840 BARRY

STREET

NEW YORK 59, N. Y.
April,
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THESE SHERRON SCIENTISTS IN
THIS ELECTRONICS LABORATORY
CAN HELP WITH YOUR TECHNICAL

AND INDUSTRIAL PROBLEMS!
Nerve center of the full-scoped Sherron operation
electronics laboratory.

is

the Sherron

Here we initiate all the impulses that are eventually translated into
design, development and engineering. It is in every way a complete
up-to-thelaboratory. Complete in the quality of its facilities
too,
in the
minute equipment and apparatus throughout. Complete,
character of its personnel . . . physicists, engineers, technicians
steeped in the mysteries and mutations of electronics.

...

As an organizational group, they'll show you some pretty effective
trouble -shooting. Just set them loose on any industrial and technical
our
bugaboo that's got you up a tree ... Confidential, of course
only.
for
manufacturers
is
service
laboratory

-

DESIGN, RESEARCH,

DEVELOPMENT AND

ENGINEER-

ING OF "PRECISION ELECTRONICS" EQUIPMENT.
A: Custom Built, Vacuum Tube Test Equipment for receiving, transmitting, Cathode-ray and small power tubes.

Television Transmitters and Test Equipment designed and developed to individual specifications.
C: Research and Development in The Field Of:
1. Instrumentation.
2. Vacuum Tube Circuit Development.
B:

3. Control of Measuring Devices.

4. Electronic Control Equipment.
D: Electron Ballistics
E:

F:

Thermionic Emission
Electron Optics

=

Sherron
Electronics

ELECTRONICS

SHERRON ELECTRONICS CO.
Division of Sherron Metallic Corporation

1201 FLUSHING AVENUE

-

BROOKLYN 6, N. Y.
43
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ou can depend on Stackpole
controls. Carefully supervised
production means that you can
depend on each unit to operate
satisfactorily after it has been soldered
into the circuit and Stackpole facilities
are such that you can depend, too, on
quantity deliveries to meet your needs.
In both fixed and variable resistors,
Stackpole is a major supplier to an im-

-

STACKPOLE

RESISTORS

CARBON

portant segment of the radio and electronic industries. If you are not already
checking Stackpole regularly as your
production releases and design requirements come up, we welcome the opportunity to cooperate on your next
assignment. Write for Stackpole Control
Engineering Bulletin RC -7D. The Complete Stackpole Electronic Components
Catalog is also available on request.

COMPANY

CONTROLS

SWITCHES

ST. MARYS, PA.

IRON

44
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For Truly Fine

Recording and Reproduction
Professional Recordists UseProfessional Recordists Recommend

EXPANDED LINE of Audiopoints now covers the full
range of recording and playback needs. There are Audiopoints
that fully meet the requirements of the most exacting professional
recordists. There are also Audiopoints which these engineers
unhesitatingly recommend to the non-professional and the general public.
THE NEWLY

RECORDING AUDIOPOINTS

best
Sapphire #14. Long recognized by recording engineers as the Disc recording stylus obtainable. Manufactured to rigid specifications.$7.25.
tested on a recording machine just before packaging. List price
for
Sapphire #202. A fine quality brass shank stylus, ideally suited
those recordists not requiring the super quality of Sap
List priirece $5.25.t
# 14.

Stellite #34. Favorite with many professional and non-professional
stylus
recordists. Though moderately priced, it is the very best stellite $1.75.
List price
produced.
Diamond -Lapped Steel #50. Most practical stylus for home recordists
quiet,
when "first cost" is important. Being diamond -lapped, it cuts a $1.00.
List price 3 for
shiny groove.
PLAYBACK AUDIOPOINTS

Sapphire #113. Materials, workmanship and design make this playback point the finest made for original recordings and vinyl transcriptions. For years the outstanding choice of professional recordists.
List price $6.50.
"Red Circle" Sapphire # 103. With straight durai shank and fine polished jewel point. Excellent for original recordings, vinyl pressings and
List price $2.00.
phonograph records.

"Red Circle" Sapphire #303. Bent durai shank sapphire needle that
is tops for phonograph records. For the first time a phonograph needle
List price $2.00.
with a resharpening feature.

RESHARPENING SERVICE

Established years ago, our resharpening
service gives real economy in the use of
Audiopoints #14, #202, #34, #113,
#103 and #303.

Steel Transcription Needle #151. The ideal all-purpose transcription

needle for original recordings, vinyl pressings and phonograph records.
Quality performance is assured since each point undergoes a shadow List price 20 for 25e.
graph test.
"Reg. U.

S.

Pat. Off.

Write for new dealer discounts and our folder "Audiopoints."

Audiopoints are a product of the manufacturers of Audiodiscs.

AUDIO DEVICES, INC., 444 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
ELECTRONICS

-

45
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(courtesy ECKSTEIN RADIO

WHY ARE

CORNISH

6

TELEVISION CO.)

WIRE PRODUCTS SPECIFIED BY THIS LARGE RADIO MANUFACTURER?

Because their

Because their

Because their

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT

values their faithful performance and
ability to meet the most exacting
demands of insulation resistance and

discovered after thorough testing
that they possess the essential qual-

by

ities which permit easy pushback or
mechanical stripping.
. .

quality products, backed
dependable service, ore always
priced os low as such good wires
can be mode and

voltage breakdown...

.

knows these

sold....

made by engineers for engineers

CORNISH WIRE COMPANY, Inc.
Michigan Avenue,
Chicago 11

605 North

15

Park Row,

New York 7, N.Y,

46

1237

Public Ledger Bldg.,

Philadelphia
April, 1948
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Curtiss-Wright's Propeller í:'i\ .ion has produced many "famous firsts" in air( rí t propulsion
-eversible
... one of the most important heiºg the
propeller which provides positive, saiccth braking action under all landing conditions.
Choi_e by Curt ss-Wright ergineers :'f Clare
"Custom -Built" Relays to perfnsn important
functions in the control of these propellers is a
i

tribute to the ability of Clare engineers to "custom-build" a relay waich meets the most exacting specifications.
Located in a relay panel in the rear of tie pilot's
compartment, four Clare Sealed Type "K" Relays function automatically to normalize the
propeller reversing circuits, tr reset the de-icing
synsystem, and to give warning if the
condition.
-spec
of
an
chronizer motor is in
Clare Sealed Type Relays are used because of
their immt-nity :o changes in atnospberic pressure. humility, dust or dirt ... are sealed at the
factory to operate exactly as required over a
long period.
Clare Relays have long been first _ho_ce of manufacturers whose products must not =1. Selec:ion of quality materials, preen se manufacture,
and ability to custom -build" just the relay for
:he specific regt=irement have mace Clare Relays
and
a "must" with engineers who insist o
get ... the best
Sales engineers are located in principal cities,
ready to show you how the Clare "custom building" principle can give you just the relay
for your most difficult requirement. They are
listed in your telephone directory. Look them up
there, or write C. P. Clare & Co., 4719 West
Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago 30, Illinois. Cable
Address: CLARELAY. In Canada: Canadian
Line Materials, Ltd., Toronto 13.

puller

`

...

(bottom)
Cutaway view of relay box of Curtiss-Wright Propellers shows
Two
the four Clare Type "K" Relays which perform important operations.
relay; at right normalize the propeller reversing circuits; relay second from
warning
left is de-icing relay to reset the de-icing system; relay at left gives
condition.
-speed
off
is
in
an
motor
synchronizer
if propeller
resistance
The Clare Type "K'" d -c Relay is outstanding for speed of operation,
cover, it is
to vibration, and extremely small size. In the hermetically sealed
air pressure and
immune to the most extreme conditions of dust, moisture,
combustible gases.

CLARE RELAYS

Industrial Use
"Custom-Built" Multiple Contact Relays for Electrical and
www.americanradiohistory.com
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DRYING PROCESS ..,
Not one process but two, the Soundcraft
disc -drying operation involves both

initial drying and curing.

The initial stage immediately after application
of lacquer to the aluminum base is
most critical. First, Soundcraft minimizes
imbedded dust by eliminating handling
between the coating machine and drying
conveyor.
continuously under air-tight covering in the same Both coating and drying proceed
huge machine. Forced-draft drying
air is both mechanically and electrostatically filtered.
Second, rate of drying is controlled in
steps,
then accelerated with infra -red to evaporate initially slow for smoothness and gloss,
solvents properly from the bottom up.
Third, to prevent condensation of noise -producing
moisture on the lacquer surface,
drying air is de -humidified and rewarmed,
a desirable procedure always, a necessity
for high -quality summertime production
(blush -resistance).
The extra Soundcraft process, curing,
uses a low -temperature oven, conditioned
and infra -red heat to drive out the last vestige
air,
the discs at their intended hardness, a permanentof solvents from the coatings leaving
consistency that depends only upon
inert plasticizers in the lacquer.

Though elaborate, the Soundcraft drying
process eliminates many shortcomings
conventional methods. It brings the recording
of
engineer a Soundcraft disc free from
imbedded dust, moisture-created hiss, and
mysterious noisy bands, a disc
that establishes recording anew on a standardized,
predictable basis.
,Watch

this space for succeeding ads in this informative
series
on how Soundcraft discs are made.

REEVES
10 EAST

CORP.

52nd, STREET

V
She goac cajfer'
48

NEW YORK 22, N.

'
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When

High Accuracy
and

Stability
mean

everything...

DRIVER -HARRIS
ELECTRICAL ALLOYS
The fundamental role performed by precision resistors in the
testing of radio tubes to certify performance, check loss of
characterstics and necessity for replacement-demands that only
resistance materials of the highest electrical stability be used in
their construction.
For this reason, the precision bobbins employed by Hickok in
its quality tube testers are wound with Driver -Harris MANGANIN,
ADVANCE", and NICHROME `.

-

D -H Manganin, for example, is ideally suited for use where
extreme accuracy must be obtained without error due to temperature change or voltage generated by Thermal e. m. f. against
copper. Advance, in its finer sizes, has a negligible temperature
coefficient of resistance combined with high resistivity, making it
extremely useful for wilding precision resistors which must retain stable resistance values over a wide temperature range.
Nichrome and Nichrome V enable large values of resistance to
be wound on very small bobbins.

If your resistors demand high electrical stability, sensitivity
and permanence, why not be guided by the example of Hickok
and have Driver -Harris supply the electrical resistance wire you
need. Send us your specifications.

q4piE Alt

a..

D river-Hà rrzs
COMPANY

NEW JERSEY

HARRISON
BRANCHES: Chicago
The B.

Detroit

Cleveland

Los

Angeles

San Francisco

Seattle

Manufactured and Sold in Canada by
GREENING WIRE COMPANY, LTD., Hamilton, Oitariº, Canada
'T. M. Reg

www.americanradiohistory.com

U. S. Pat.
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4204.>
Funny Numbers?
... perhaps,

but they are more

evidence of SPRAGUE LEADERSHIP!
New Phenolic -Molded Sprague
Tubular Capacitors Produced in

Now, for the first time, this same
practice will allow capacitor manufacturers the many advantages of

Decade Ranges and Color -Coded!

With the recent introduction of its
sensational new molded tubular ca-

standardized production-advan-

pacitors, Sprague now announces
standardized capacities, and color coding for ready identification of
these new units. For example, starting with the number 1, the next numbers in the 20% tolerance decade are
1.5, 2.2, 3.3, 4.7, 6.8 and on back to 10.

tages which we feel will be cumulative through the years.
In the firm conviction that these
steps toward standardization will
prove mutually beneficial, Sprague
Electric Company solicits your cooperation and invites your inquiries
for information, samples and applica-

Established decade ranges and

tion data concerning the new

color-coding have proved their efficiency and acceptability in the resistor industry over a period of years.

SPRAGUE MOLDED TUBULAR
CAPACITORS. WRITE FOR ENGINEERING BULLETIN NO. ,210A.

THE FIRST TRULY PRACTICAL PHENOLIC -MOLDED PAPER TUBULAR!
Highly heat- and moisture -resistant Noninflammable

-40°C.

Conservatively

to 85°C. operation

Completely insulated

rated for

Small in size

Mechanically rugged

Moderately priced.
SPRAGUE MOLDED TUBULAR CAPACITOR COLOR CODE
Black Brown Red Orange Yellow Green
Blue Violet
First
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Number

1stSignificant
_aÿ

BAND
2nd

BAND

7X

u

e

BAND
4th

Significant
Number

Multiplier

ND

aFirst
Significant

é

a 8

Number

>év
-

Significant
Number

SPRAGUE
i

1

2

10

100

±20%

3

1000

4

5

6

7

8

9

10.000 100.000

±30% ±40%
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COMPANY North Adams, Mass.

CAPACITORS

Tradernark reg.

9

RESERVED FOR ARMED SERVICES

BÁd
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BAND

0

iml

TOLERANCE

5th

BAND

White

8

Second

3rd

BAND

Gray

U. S. rait. OR.

*KOOLOHM

SPRAGUE

RESISTORS

PIONEERS OF ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC PROGRESS
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ILLED

G

CONDENSERS
SMALLER DIMENSIONS

V

LOWER LOSSES
HIGHER CURRENT RATINGS
HIGHER EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE
RATINGS

V
V

GREATER SAFETY FACTORS

TUNING SHAFT AT
GROUND POTENTIAL

For capacitance at high voltages
or high currents, the Lapp Gas Filled Condensers have long been
known for their operating dependability and space -saving design.
Now these condensers are offered
in a new design, about 70% of the
previous size, with current paths
only one-third as long. Fixed or
variable capacitors are available,
as standard, in five voltage ratings
up to 58 Kv peak, 1 mc. current
ratings up to 390 amperes, capacitances to 30,000 mmf. nigher
capacitances and ratings on special
design order. Write for new descriptive bulletin No. 265.

LAPP INSULATOR COMPANY, INC.,

ELECTRONICS

-
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or

DORS
selected by HOT BEVERAGE
gn
circuit Nand design
coordinationof
vendors
complete
Automatic beverage

coffee with
tough control problem.
coffee with sugar only,to electrical
You're looking at acoffee
( black coffee,
challenge
A
that dispensehot with cream and sugar). real to bottom for these
from top
only, or coffee
creamono
equips such vendors
control. Yet, Guardian
multiple operations:

Guardian Interlock
Switches
Relay or Interlocking
permit one selection, only.
opens solenoid
COIN INSERTION
vending
actuates a Guardian
Z valves,relay,
drink of your
the
pours
cycle
choice and makes change!
locks the vendANTI -JACKPOT RELAY
sales
cycle pe revents duplicate
SELECTION: A

I

g

In The Series 60 600closes
terlocking Relay
prevent
the magnet to selection
more than one vending
and starts the of two
It consists
Series 600 A. C. relays
g
with specially designed
engage
armatures. These
meremain
and contacts
chanically locked despite
or
severe vibration
ition until
e of

LIcycle.
fro

from on coin.
ingredients isd
mains nedEL ofa
a Guardianall Liquid
Level Control.
absence of cup,
EMPTYingredients,
Cj
or lackk
vending cycle.
L

above units
bitting most of he
able ready to plug-in.

of the
supplying ninety perCent
Guardian leads in billion dollar vending machine
the
This one
manufacturers in
by so wide a margin?
all controls, from
for
market. Why Guardian
responsibility
cut
source assumes fullpackaged plug-in controls that
a single switch to costs, speed assemblies, lower invenlabor costs, design

GUARDIAN

-

avail-

resetg coil p s s energized,

Full data available.
Little wonder these manufacturers
come to
tory and overhead. terrific
price competition
face
here.
who forever
ble
óelr
unobtaina
quality
w e inGuardian for value and
simp
it
Is
complex?
...
Is your problem as
for free consultation
tricate? We urge you-write
and the best answer!

CHICAGO

12, ILLINOIS

INGYSIRV
SERVING AMERICAN
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Model VH-15 Speech Master, a new completely weatherproof 15 -inch Hypex, is the
latest adcñtion to the JENSEN Hypex family, thus expanding this line of projectors to
cover a wide range of sizes and prices. Designed only for speech reproduction, without
compromise to music requirements, it affords greater naturalness in the low frequencies
thcz do other Speech Masters. Model VH-15 is recommended for sound reinforcement,
ind,ors and out, where distinct natural speech reproduction is required to carry through
higa noise levels.
Developed acoustic length, 36 inches. Useful response, 190 to 6,000 cps. Voice coil
impedance, 8 ohms. Polar coverage angle, 90 degrees. Power rating 15 watts maximum
speech signal input. Mouth diameter 155/e"; overall length 15".
list

Hroex and Speech
Moser ore registered
Model /H-91

speech Master
List rice
SZ? 50
F

Price

$4700

Model VH-15 Speech Master (ST -757)

NOTE THESE FEATURES

Jenson Trode Marks.

Horn designed to JENSEN Hypex
formula /Pat. 2,338,262) for improved
acoustical performance.
Alnico V driver unit completely enclosed, yet replaceable without special
tools.
Trunnions adjustable through 180 degrees, lock projector in position simply

by tightening two nuts with small

Non-ferrous and stainless steel ust-

procf fittings. Phenolic diaphragm.
Rustproof, weatherproof terminal box;
no exposed terminals. No soldering
needed to connect.

Improved weatherproof finish on all
metal parts. Horn finished in two-tone
baked enamel.

Power rating

15

watts maximum

speech signal input.

wrench.

JENSEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
6607 S. LARAMIE AVE.,
In Canada: Copper Wire Products, Ltd.,

eaene'4 and eAlanu/ac(a ee4
ELECTRONICS

-

CHICAGO 38
11

King St. W., Toronto

5ne e4

eilic eete nenl
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A CHANGER TO GIVE YOU

IMPORt4NT e:OMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

MODEL

"Slf

FEATURES

-

Sturdy, single -post changer

Check the design and engineering
features of the new Model "S"-most
recent addition to the Seeburg line of
record changers. Although moderately
riced, it possesses most of the features found only in

more expensive mechanisms.
To manufacturers of table models and popularly
priced consoles, the Model "S" will assure improved
performance ... increased sales appeal ... ready acceptance by dealers and their customers.

Plan now to give your radio -phonograph combinations these important competitive advantages with the
new, moderately priced Model "S"-a changer that is
Seehurg quality throughout.

R,EcORD CHANGERS

*

Modern styling
smart,
shield -shaped base
Lightweight tone arm
Automatic shut-off after lost
record is played
Recessed turntable
Strong, quiet motor assures
constant turntable speed
Plays twelve 1O -inch or ten
12 -inch records. May also
be set for manual play
Shock -mounted center spindle for minimum center hole
record
wear of records
load stacked in horizontal
position

-

ro

MUSIC SYSTEMS

J. P. SEEBURG CORPORATIION

1500 N. Dayton S., Chicago 22
54
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HERE'S THE INcIF

F

%TORY
that means

Longer Life with

Enduring Performance
for every

FEDERAL TUBE
-k
e

In tube manufacture,

the smallest details

are a big factor

in lasting performance
MOST VACUUM TUBES, designed for a given job, look very much alike.
But there is a difference. It may be a difference of only a hundredth
of one percent in purity of certain raw materials used-or the difference of a few thousandths of an inch on the spacing of internal
elements. Yet those minute, ordinarily unseen details mean much
in terms of tube life and enduring performance. That's why every
Federal tube is subjected to the most rigid quality control and test
procedure all along the line. For example, every tube gets three
X-ray tests to assure accuracy of internal construction details not
otherwise visible. These, and other exacting test procedures are the
result of Federal's 37 years of experience in designing and building
better tubes.
Write Federal for complete information on electronic tubes for

your requirements. Dept.

K813.

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, NEW JEkSEY
KEEPING FEDERAL YEARS AHEAD... is ITBT's world-wide
research and engineering organization, of which the Federal
Telecommunication Laboratories, Nutley, N. J., is a unit.

ELECTRONICS-April, 1948

In Canada:-Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
Export Distributors:-International Standard Electric Corp. 67 Broad St., N.Y.
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Cutting Down
Va cuum Tu be
Emissions ..

Spraying tube anodes with

dag' ooüoidul prayl

dieperxion,at /i.C.A. p/unt.

One of the many electronic applications of
colloidal graphite dispersions.

"dag"

Vacuum tube manufacturers have found that
colloidal graphite films provide in unique
combination several properties which are invaluable
to the successful operation of their products-

"dag"

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY, EFFECTIVE THERMAL RADIATION, LOW PHOTO -ELECTRIC SENSITIVITY, OPACITY,

CHEMICAL INACTIVITY, NON-FUSIBILITY, GAS ADSORBENCY.

Learn more about

"dag" colloidal

graphite disper-

sions and what they can do

for you. Check the coupon
and mail. Acheson Colloids Corporation, Port Huron,
Michigan; Boston; New York; Philadelphia;
Pittsburgh; Cleveland; Detroit; Chicago; St. Louis;
Los Angeles; San Francisco; Toronto.

daü
t
o
.Et:

s

.a

COLLOIDS

We are

interested in:

Cathode- ray
tube coating

Electrical

iDry lubricating

7 Conducting

films
L Corona prevention

resistances

[

lubricants
Filamentcement

Copper oxide rectifier disc coatings
UU5

40th Anniversary Year

ACHESON COLLOIDS CORPORATION, Port Huron, Michigan
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IS MORE SALEABLE WITH
lieg. U.S. Pat. Off.

You may build the best appliance of its
kind on the market but if it sets up
local radio interference-you'll have tough
sledding against today's keen competition.
Your customers are demanding radio
noise -free performance in the electrical
equipment they buy.

-

The answer, of course, is to equip your
products with C -D Quietones. Why
Quietones? First, because -they're the best engineered noise filters second, because
they guard your product's reputation by

-

-

giving long trouble -free service third,
because they're designed and built to meet
manufacturers' specific needs efficiently
and economically.

-

-

-

Speed up sales build prestige boost
profits with C-D Quietones. Your inquiries are invited. Cornell-Dubilier Electric
Corporation, Dept. K-4, South Plainfield,
New Jersey. Other large plants in New
Bedford, Brookline and Worcester, Mass.,
and Providence, Rhode Island.

Make Your Product More Saleable
with C -D Quietone Radio Noise Filters
and Spark Suppressors

1__fMICA

ELECTRONICS

-
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FITTING EACH NEED

Defies Heat-Fibron
#5373 tubing insu-

lates the connections
on this stator. Although
the entire winding is
varnished and baked,
the plastic insulation
remains flexible.

IRVINGTON
L.4
Plastic Insulations
FOR HIGH HEAT RESISTANCE
Fibron #5373
For service at elevated temperatures as high as 185°F. your
plastic insulation should be Fibron #5373. It was approved for
certain applications at these temperatures by the Underwriters'
Laboratories. Its remarkable heat resistance makes it ideal for
assembly operations where leads must be soldered and it remains
flexible after being dipped in varnish and baked. Dielectric strength,
1000 V.P.M. Available as tape or tubing.
FOR TRANSPARENCY
Transflex

-

-

-

With Transflex tubing, you get insulation protection while keeping a clear view of color and marker codes. Transparency also
permits quick location of wire breaks. A tough tubing, Transflex
is highly resistant to brittleness, remaining flexible at -58°F.
Dielectric strength, 1000 V.P.M.
FOR H -F INSULATION
Polythene
Because of its low loss electrical properties, Polythene is used
where high frequencies are involved and low power factor is required. It possesses dielectric strength of 1350 V.P.M., has the
stability and inertness of paraffin, and is highly resistant to chemical action. Available as tubing or tape.
FOR STANDARD APPLICATIONS
Iry-O-Lite XTE-30
Many of your plastic insulation requirements can be
met by Iry-O-Lite XTE-30. Unusually flexible and
with high dielectric (1000 V.P.M.) and tensile
strengths, this tubing has wide acceptance as wire
and lug insulation, and as conduit. Irv -O -Lite XTE-30
has excellent resistance to acids, alkalies, denatured
alcohol, gasoline and other petroleum solvents.

Visibility Excellent-In
this aircraft electrical
distribution box, Trans flex insulates the lugs
and protects the wire
markers.

Acquaint us with your insulation problems. We
will be glad to send you information and samples
of Fibron Plastic Tubing and Tape particularly
suited to your needs.

Space Saver-The high
dielectric strength of

Iry-O-Lite XTE-30

permits thin wall tubing in this television
coil. Insulation with-

stands soldering heat.

I R V' N G T O N
.ook

58
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VARNISH & INSULATOR CO.
Irvington 11, New Jersey, U. S. A.
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I -T -E Oval Resistor Assemblies are especially
designed to meet the exacting and changing needs of
the fast-growing electronics industry.
They are distinguished by their high unit -area
wattage ratio which is due in part to the heat dissipation qualities of the mounting brackets. An oval
resistor, or assembly of oval units, has a much higher
wattage rating than that of a conventional round resistor of comparable size. This quality enables them
to meet the requirements of limited space, and makes
them particularly suited to compact aviation, sound,
radio, and other modern electronics applications.
Oval Resistor Assemblies are part of I -T-E's
complete line of wire-wound Power Resistors. Only
the highest grade materials are used in their manufacture, and they are given the same thought in design,
the same care in fabrica^ion that the most complicated
unit of switchgear receives.

No matter what your resistor problem calls
for-compactness, long life, dependability, or exact
tolerances-be sure to investigate I -T-E Oval Resistor

Assemblies, the modern wire -wound Power Resistors.
Complete technical information, as well as valuable
application data, is contained in the new I-T -E Resistor catalog. Send for it today.

I-TI-E
Type

Watts

Maximum Recommend
Resistance

108 Oval
200 Oval

30
40

316 Oval

55

424 Oval
600 Oval

RESISTORS

Length

65
75

1

2

%4"

ed

Mounting
Centers

10000
15000

3W

2'
23/4'

25000

41/4'

4%'

35000
50000

6'

5W'

6%'

POWER RESISTORS
The Leader In Technical Excellence
I

SWITCHGEAR . UNIT SUBSTATIONS

ELECTRONICS
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-T -E

CIRCUIT

BREAKER CO., RESISTOR

ISOLATED PHASE BUS STRUCTURES

DIVISION, 19TH & HAMILTON

STS., PHILADELPHIA

AUTOMATIC RECLOSING CIRCUIT BREAKERS

RESISTORS

30, PA.

SPECIAL PRODUCTS
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each half drives this

WEBTON
*SENSITROL RELAY

Provides positive control at levels as low
as T/z microampere. Operates direct from

photocells, thermocouples, resistance
bulbs, or any suitable electrical circuit.
Non -chattering magnetic contacts handle
up to 10 watts at 120 volts.
MODEL 705 TYPE

It will pay you to submit your relay problems to
WESTON. The WESTON line includes sensitive
relays of many types, including the "high sensitivity
-high contact capacity" Model 705. Time delay and
power relays designed to operate from sensitive relay contacts also available. For engineering coopera-

N

tion consult our representatives, or write ... Weston
Electrical Instrument Corporation, 618 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.
*SENSITROL-A registered trade -mark designating the contact -making instruments and relays manufactured exclusively
by the Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation.

WESTON 2r&Av8'ê
ILIANV

rEl

60

ATLANTA

ORLEANS

BOSTON - ROMEO

NEW

TIRE

CHARLOTTE

MIILADELMIIA

MIIENI1

CRICKS@

CINCINNATI

MTISDUNCO

CLEVELAND

NICNESTEI

SALUAS

DENIER

SAN FRANCISCO

DETROIT

SEATTLE

JACKSONVILLE

ST. LOUIS

KNOXVILLE

STIACUSE

LITTLE ROCK

LOS ANGELES

NENIDEN

IN CANADA. NORTHERN ELECTIIC

CI.. LTD.,

MINNEAPOLIS

NESTAIN

POWEILITE EEMRM ETD.
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outstanding advantage offered
in highest Quality Potentiometer

"Integral Molding"

... Exclusive

Gibbs Engineering Development...
Forever Locks Coiled Resistance Element
and Terminals into One Integral Unit
with Housing ... Assures Unequalled and
Permanent Operational Accuracy.

GIBBS
MICROPOT
GUARANTEES

... and only

the

IICROPOT
rtoa ill

X0.1% ACCURACY

Result of

Make-ready for
"INTEGRAL
MOLDING"

"INTEGRAL
MOLDING"
process

...

process...

Resistance element and terminals
are one integral part of housing

The coiled resistance element
is threaded on the molded core

OTHER IMPORTANT FEATURES OF GIBBS TEN -TURN MICROPOT
and accurate settings-perResistance output is directly
Write Today !
For engineering
specifications and

complete detail
folder. Submit
any problems to
our engineering
staff for recom-

mendations.

Units for imme-

-ohm range.to

diate shipment.
1,000

30,000

Spe-

cial resistance

values made to
order.

DEPT. 34

THE GEORGE

W.

GIBBS Division

Delavan

ELECTRON ICS

-- April,

manently.
Rotor assembly, supported
on two bearings, assures
long life and low torque.
Ends of resistance element
soldered to terminals before
molding.
Anti backlash spring in contact guide-assures you positive setting and resetting.
The 43t/2" length of resistance element gives you a
finer resolution.

proportional to shaft rotatation through a full 3,600
degrees within f0.1%: this
linearity is carried right to
the counter clockwise stop.
In the Gibbs MICROPOT
such results are obtained
by precision manufacturing
and methods.
Precision ground, stainless
steel, double thread, lead
screw guides the rotating
contact, guarantees smooth
action, low uniform torque

BORG

CORPORATION

Wisconsin
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WHEN MOUNTED IN PANEL

r-- =

The
ERIE

MAX.

Styles 531 and 532

TUBULAR TRIMMERS

.312" +.005"

THIS new trimmer condenser was released to production
only after prolonged months of engineering develop-

ment in quest of stable plastic materials and reliable
manufacturing techniques. It is the most recent among
a series of new ERIE RESISTOR capacitor designs, both
fixed and variable.
Every characteristic desired in a trimmer is found in
the Styles 531 and 532 Erie Tubular Trimmers. The capacity range of 1-8 MMF provides a low minimum with
high ratio of maximum to minimum. Capacity stability is
assured by the use of high temperature thermoplastic
dielectric and simple but efficient mechanical design.
The change from maximum to minimum setting occurs
in practically a straight line, without peaks or valleys, permitting accurate trimming over the entire range. Style 531
is designed for installation on panels from .015" to .039"
thick, Style 532 from .040" to .065".
These miniature trimmers are built right and priced
right. It will pay you to write for additional information.

t.

__

CeCZt4KiCd

`

ìola

ñ
0
+

TOFP

O
PANEL

`ra
'

`

250"
±.005"

HOLE LAYOUT
IN PANEL

3
4

3n
32

5,
ft

N

Ñ

32

04

9 rt

32

tuf4í

ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA.
LONDON, ENGLAND

TORONTO, CANADA
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Facts for Manufacturers of High Frequency Equipment

Power Loss: 55.5

1

tan $x f xV2x 10-6 Watts
Because they influence efficient and effective operation,
low loss characteristics of Zircon Po-celain are most de-

sirable in the manufacture of high frequency equipment.
Meeting the requirements of the power loss fornula,
Zircon Porcelain retains its low loss characteristics cver a
wide range of temperatures and frequencies. This factor
is clearly demonstrated in the charts. shown.

applications in the field of rad o, radar and other
equipment of this nature, it will pay to get more det.iled
information. Write direct or discuss the use of Zircon Porcelain with one of our qualified field staff.
For

PORCELAIN
CHART

CHART 2

1

3.2

0.18

-

Zircon
Porcelain

2.8

-

0.14

2.4

-

0.12

2.0

0.16

High

Voltage
Porcelain

0.10

1.6

0.08
1.2

0.06
0.8

0.04
0.4

0.02

-

0.00
102

103

104

105

106

10'

0

108

100

200

300

400

503

Temperature °C.

Frequency c/s

TITANIUM ALLOY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
CITY
EXECUTIVE AND SALES OFFICES
GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS
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111 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

.

.

.

.

NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK
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MORE THAN 50 GRADES OF G -E TEXTOLITE LAMINATED PLASTICS ARE AVAILABLE
G -E

Textolite grad

34 is o low-costlamina'

plastics having good
hanical strength. It is
al for panels and other

-voltage applico.
s.

How to cut

manufacturing costs

TEXTOLITE LAMINATED IS SUPPLIED

Perhaps your manufacturing costs can be lowered
by utilizing G -E Textolite 1834. This low-cost grade of
laminated plastics may do your job just as well or maybe
even better than more expensive materials you are now
using.
And if grade 1834 doesn't meet your requirements,
just remember that there are more than fifty other grades
of G -E Textolite available. Each of these grades has an
INDIVIDUAL COMBINATION of properties. None
are exactly alike.
Why not investigate the varied grades of Textolite
and the five forms in which it is produced. You'll profit.
Plastics Division, Chemical Department, General Electric Company, One Plastics Avenue, Pittsfield, Mass.
GET THE COMPLETE STORY!

r

Send for the new bulletin G -E
TEXTOLITE LAMINATED
PLASTICS which lists grades,

IN FIVE FORMS
SHEETS, TUBES, AND RODS

-These standard shapes
are available in thousands
of sizes. Up-to-date manufacturing methods facilitate

quick deliveries.
FABRICATED PARTS-G.E.

has modern fabricating
equipment to machine Tex tolite laminated plastics
parts to your own specifications.

properties, fabricating instructions and detailed information
about the five forms of Texto lite. Fill in and mail the coupon
below for your free copy.

MOLDED -LAMINATED
PARTS-Textolite is custom
molded directly to shape.
Molded laminated products
are among the strongest
plastics parts produced.

PLASTICS DIVISION (BA -4), CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
ONE PLASTICS AVE., PITTSFIELD, MASS.

-

L OW -PRESSURE MOLDED
Extremely large
PARTS

and irregular Textolite

Please send me the new G -E Textolite laminated plastics bulletin.
Name
Firm

shapes are custom molded
by the low-pressure laminating process.

--

City

GENERAL

POST -FORMED LAMINATES

-Sheets of Textolite lami-

Address

nated plastics are custom
formed into simple shapes

State

ELECTRIC

by this very inexpensive
method.

QD48-M2

64
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Why is the Western Electric 25B
the most popular speech input console
in broadcasting?
To date, more than 225 FM, AM and

TV Stations have installed the 25B.

Here are reasons for such popularity:

General Advantages
1.

It provides highest quality studio control for AM and FM
at their best.

2.

It's versatile...thandles two studios... has two main channels for simultaneous operation.

3.

It's easy to operate, because all controls are functionally

4.

located.
It's a complete unit with its own table... attractive, sturdy,
well designed ...and it's moderately priced.

Technical Advantages
1.

2.
3.

4.

It covers complete FM frequency range. Has exceptionally

low distortion and high signal-to-noise ratio.
It is easy and economical to install... plug-in cables carry
all external leads to wall boxes.
It's designed for complete accessibility... see how it opens
up to expose all components.
It includes...7-position mixer; line and microphone transfer keys; dual volume indicators; separate built-in tube
check meter; regulated power supply; and many other
important features.

What about deliveries?

25B's are being produced in large quantities.
You can get delivery immediately. See your Graybar Broadcast Representative about it.

Wesrern Electric
QUALITY COUNTS

IN THE u.s.A.-Graybar Electric
Company. IN CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND-Northern Electric Company, Ltd.
DISTRIBUTORS:

ELECTRONICS
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E-34
Graybar Electric Company,
420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
Please send me complete information on the
Western Electric 25B Speech Input Console.

Name

Station
Address
City

Siate
65
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

&ffp

By W. W. MacDONALD

electronics edition

SOLITE*

April
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CAPACITORS

IN 600 WVDC RATINGS

development in SOLITE
Metallized Paper Capacitors in
the introduction of units with a rating of 600 volts d -c working, 900
volts d -c test.
These capacitors satisfy a growing
demand, on the part of designers of
compact electronic devices, for higher voltage tubular capacitors with exceptional reliability of performance.
SOLITE Capacitors are unequalled
for such applications because of
their self -healing characteristics.
Type SL cardboard -encased units
and type XTILWO insulated section, metal -encased hermetically
sealed capacitors are now listed as
standard in a wide range of capacitances. Both basic designs are impregnated with mineral wax for
stability of electrical characteristics.
LATEST

Catalog
Number

Mf

Diam. x
Length

WVDC

TYPE SL CARDBOARD TUBULARS
SL -6-01
SL -6-02

.01
.02

SI -6-03
SI -6-05

.03

SL -6-1
SL -6-2
SL -6-25
SL -6-5
SL -6-1M

.1

600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600

.05
.2

.25
.5

1.0

3/e
3/4

15/a2

15/3,

x
x
x
x
x

S/32
9/16

S/e

5/e
5/e

TYPE XTILWO METAL TUBULARS

XTILWO-6-.02
XTILWO-6-.03
XTILWO-6-.05
XTILWO-6-.1
XTILWO-6-.2
XTILWO-6-.25
XTILWO-6-.5
XTILWO-6-1
XTILWO-6-2
XTILWO-6-3

.02
.03
.05
.1

.2

.25
.5
1.0

2.0
3.0

600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600

1/16
7/16
1/2

1/,

x

29/]2

x

29/32
29/32

s

x 113/32

.670 x 113/32
.570 x 113/32
.670 x 129/32
3/4

11/8
11/4

x

213/,

x 213/2,
x 213/32

Capacity Tolerance: -20, +30%, unless
otherwise specified.
All dimensions in inches.
For grounded section, metal -encased units,
specify Type XTGLWO and deduct 3/32"
from length.
For plastic or cardboard outer sleeving on
metal -encased units, substitute "V" or "P",
respectively, for "O" in type designation
and add 1/16" to diameter and Ve" to length.
*Trade Mark

®

4148

OLA

QUALITY ABOVE ALL-

SOLAR MANUFACTURING

CORPORATION
1445, HUDSON BLVD., NORTH BERGEN, N. J.
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lows :
Herald -Tribune
Journal -American
Mirror
News
I'M

Post
Sun

Times
World -Telegram

sketchy coverage
Sunday only
lists one station
nothing
nothing
nothing
nothing
adequate coverage
adequate coverage

RCA's Shorty Engstrom has an
explanation of why some listeners
think f -m broadcasting is important and some don't that appeals
to us. He says the service may be
likened to a new delivery boy, and
while there are people who value
his efficiency others are more interested in what comes in the package.

5/8

11/8
x 11/8
5/6 x 11/8
23/32 X 15/8
23/32 x 21/8
I

Checking Up on nine New York
newspapers we note that seven
print quite complete a -m broadcast programs and two skimp only
with respect to number of stations
covered. All nine carry full television schedules. One even runs
shortwave programs.
The picture with respect to f -m
is, curiously, quite different. The
situation at the moment is as fol-

I've Found The Best Spot for a
folded -doublet f -m antenna in my
apartment -house living room.
Hang it up in the mathematical
center of the cubicle, midway between floor and ceiling, and stations roll in just about as well as
if the super would let me put the
thing on the roof.
There is only one thing wrong
about putting the antenna there.
My wife won't let me.
Radio -Station Licenses assigned
to various types of communica-

tions systems in the United States
break down as follows:
Police
Taxi, Bus, Truck
Public Utilities

Forestry
Railroads
Geophysical
Industrial
Limited Common Carrier
Highway
Fire
Petroleum Pipe Line

3,259
972
911

315
92
70
62
60
52
49
.^,2

Communications was the safest
of 40 major industries surveyed by
the National Safety Council in

Workers in this field sustained only 3.33 disabling injuries
per 100,000,000 man hours, as compared with 14.16 for all industries
studied.
1947.

C -R Tube Makers are agitating
for fewer types and one kind of
deflection. Some think three sizes
will do the job, two for direct viewing and one for projection, while
others favor five types in all. Magnetic deflection appears to be the
favorite.
Object of this incipient campaign
among set makers is the substantial reduction in c -r tube costs
that could be achieved by reduction of types and resultant mass
production.

Larger Pictures are on their
way but this does not necessarily
mean that projection systems will
monopolize the spotlight. Several
laboratories are working on
cathode-ray tubes having larger
screens. If these can be turned
out cheap enough, and stubby
enough, they may give projection
systems a run for their money.

Stancor's Jerry Kahn says the
dollar value of component parts in
today's average television receiver
is ten times that of the parts in a
small radio, four times that of a
medium radio and twice that of a
large combination model.
Compulsory Installation of stall warning devices on all private
airplanes has been recommended
to the CAA by a group of aviation

psychologists. Tests show that
not only student and private pilots, but even flight instructors,
consistently fail to detect pre -stall
conditions in light aircraft.
Looks like a job for electronics.
In A Pig's Ear Merck & Company researchers insert electrodes.
Sound directed at the animal from
a loudspeaker generates a muscle potential between the electrodes.
This potential, when amplified and
fed to a cathode-ray tube, permits
April,
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.

.

VARIABLE VACUUM

CAPACITORS

..

.

by EIMAC

Here at last is a dependable variable vacuum capacitor that is
physically designed for practical application. Every detail of construction makes the Eimac VVC series the standout variable vacuum
capacitor component for your equipment. Here is supreme performance and dependability as only Eimac research and engineering can
provide.

CHECK THESE FEATURES
designed for wide application, the
PRACTICAL MOUNTING .
base plate on the single units mounts on panel for direct control,
or vertically on chasis for control from a flexible shaft or angular
control. Multiple units are conveniently bracketed for chassis and
panel installation
.
the single unit VVC-60 is but 3 inches in
COMPACT SIZE .
diameter and 5 inches in length. Multiple units are proportionally
larger.
R -F conductivity and
. for increased
COPPER COMPONENTS
minimum internal losses. All contact surfaces are silver plated.
bellows, bearings and adjusting
MECHANICALLY RUGGED
mechanism designed to withstand excessive use and provide long
life.
SIMPLE CONTROL
single and multiple units vary capacitance
by rotation of a single knob. Return to previously indexed settings
is positive.
For further information see your Eimac dealer or write direct.
.

.

.

.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

ÉITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC.
194 San
EXPORT

AGENTS:

Capacity

Mateo Avenue, San Bruno, California

Frazer & Hansen -301

Clay St.-San Francisco, Calif.

VVC 60-20
VVC2-60-20
Parallel

Split -stator
VVC4-60-20
Parallel

Split -stator

R -F

Peak Voltage

MaximuCmRMt
urrent

10-60 mmf.

20 -KV

40 amp.

20-120 mmf.
5-30 mmf.

20 -KV

80 amp.
40 amp.

40-240 mmf.
10-60 mmf.

20 -KV
40 -KV

40 -KV

160 amp.

80 amp.
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

Brook Amplifier Model l 10C2 -A.

Medium -gain input for tuners,

and high -gain input with internal
equalization for high -quality pickups such as Pickering, G -E,
Audak etc.

(continued)

comparison between waveform of
the original sound and that heard
by the pig. The effect of various
drugs on the nervous system may
thus be tested.
Watching some experiments in
Rahway we noted that if one
talked at a pig so wired for sound
he made a pretty good microphone.

Vernier-Scale Dial designed by
a subscriber out in Ohio facilitates
accurate readings by passing light

An Amplifier Which Civ s New Meani :g
To High Quality Audio Reproduction
So outstanding is the Brook All-Triode Amplifier that new engineering and listening standards must be applied to evaluate its remarkable
performance.
From an engineering standpoint, it is notable in the fact that distortion
has been reduced to the vanishing point ... far lower than in any amplifier
using pentodes or beam -power tubes. From a listening standpoint, it is
notable because of its ability to reproduce fine music with a degree of
fidelity never before achieved outside the laboratory.
No matter what the basis for comparison, the performance of the Brook
Amplifier is unparalleled. Hear one at your earliest opportunity.
Full technical description will be mailed without obligation. Write
today for Bulletin BD-8!

NNNlJMI<rNTBJWAIVIJ

EXCLUSIVE BROOK FEATURES

*twoFrequency
response flat within
-tenths
from
to
cycles.
and
*distortion
Both intermodulation
harmonic
reduced to negligibility
DB

20,000

20

(Exact figures shown in technical sheet).

* Rated output watts.
treble compensation-two*stage -Candnetwork.
boost
30

Bass

as

13 DB

as much

Bass

R

without boominess.

various models.
* Gain -55 to
*standard,
Impedances - Input,
megohm
others available. Output,
120 DB

in

0.5

1.5

to 30 ohms,
winding.

wich

separate

500 -ohm

4^4,I4-4,1114,04-#4,N'

DEALERS

I/ you serve

It is a well known fact
among experienced audio engineers that
triodes of low amplification factor are essential if minimum distortion is to be obtained.
Although their use is costly compared with
pentodes, triodes are used in all stages of
the Brook Amplifier.
SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS. Transformers used in
all Brook models are completely free from
saturation or leakage reactance effects from
25 to 20,000 cycles at any power up to
maximum. They are manufactured to our
specifications, and are available in no other
amplifier.
AUTOMATIC BIAS CONTROL. ABC is a Brook patented circuit feature which more than
doubles the power output and efficiency of
the output system, and at the same time reduces harmonic distortion. It is a principle
factor in achieving the remarkably low distortion which is characteristic of the Brook
Amplifier.
TRIODES THROUGHOUT!

SPECIFICATIONS

-

CUSTOM BUILDERS

a quality conscious clientele, you can add to your profits and

prestige with the Brook All -Triode Amplifier. Normal discounts apply. Inquire.

The BROOK HIGH QUALITY
K AUDIO AMPLIFIER
Designed by LINCOLN WALSH
BROOK ELECTRONICS, Inc., 34 DeHart Place, Elizabeth 2, N. J.
68

from a back -of-panel lamp through
small holes or slots used in lieu
of or in addition to the usual graduation marks. The scheme seems
particularly adaptable to highclass instruments, and should have
considerable eye appeal. Name
and address on request to anyone
interested
in
manufacturing

rights.
Office of Naval Research financial obligations contracted during
the fiscal year ending June 30,
1947 totalled $59,200,000. This
was broken down as follows:
Research Division
Naval Research Lab
Special Devices Center
Administration

$28,500,000
17,500,000
11,700,000
1,500,000

ONR personnel, officers, enlisted
men and civilians, totalled 4,117
broken down as follows :
Naval Research Lab
Office of Naval Research
Special Devices Center
U. S. Branch Offices
Underwater Sound Ref. Lab
London Branch Office

3,232
286
405
136
38
20

Estimates for 1948 are not yet
available.
Hotel Survey among operators
of 5,700 buildings indicates that
$6,850,000 is being spent, or will
be spent in the next few months,

for radio and television equipment. C. A. Horrworth of the
American Hotel Association is the

authority.

Even Our Expert Draftsmen
make mistakes once in awhile. We
had to reletter the circuit of an
electronic organ the other day
before making a cut because it
contained the words soft-shell crab.
It should have read soft -swell tab.

Smart Merchandising Trick used
by Hermon Hosmer Scott involves
sending a special test record along
April,
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with every broadcast -station model
Dynamic Noise Suppressor (ELECTRONICS, p 96, Dec. 1947) sold. The
purchaser is told in an instruction
sheet how to adjust the controls for
best results, using the record as a
standard signal source.
Here's an idea readily applicable
to other electronic apparatus commonly misused by new customers.

Facsimile Broadcasting is underging test by newspapers in
Miami, Philadelphia, and New
York owning f-m stations. Initial
programs feature stock -market reports and news of primary interest
to business execu-ives. Orders for
experimental transmitting and receiving equipment have also been
placed with several facsimile
manufacturers by newspapers in
Akron, Atlanta, Baltimore, Des
Moines, Hartford, New Bedford
(Mass.) and St. Louis.
Receiving -Tube Sales by RMA
members totalled 199,533,827 in
1947, as against 205,217,174 in
1946. New equipment used 131,986,468 tubes, replacement 43,530,058, export 23,184,172 and government agencies 833,129.

Taken For Granted is the importance of radio aboard ships at
sea, so much so that little has been
written about marine gear in recent years. Oldtimers in particular will be interested in a yarn on
the subject now being readied for
publication in ELECTRONICS.
Also In Preparation is a description of special transmitting and
receiving antennas for the Citizens' Radio Service, part of our
article series on the subject. And
a wad of fundamental data about
electronic calculators.

Johns -Manville Lab over in New
Jersey is equipped with four colorcoded pipelines that carry air,
vacuum, gas and water to every
experimental bench. Visiting there
recently, we noted that some wag
had chalked on one of his spigots
the words Birch -Beer.

Definition: A project is work that
takes twice as many men twice as

hey uscifo ca//me
'THf CREEP:'.
but that was before the boss
discovered there was a difference in
tracing cloths. Ink just can't help
creeping and feathering when you
use a French curve, if the tracing
cloth has a poor surface."

and bleaching of special cloth is part
of Arkwright's exhaustive system of
standards, tests and inspections-to
prevent pinholes, thick threads and
the many other things that cause
spoiled tracings, lost time.

Arkwright gives you the kind of
surface that practically assures razorsharp lines. Oil, wax and soap -free
mechanical processing assures uniform capillarity. Even the weaving

Why not try Arkwright and see
for yourself what a difference there
is? Send for free working samples.!

.

.

Arkwright Finishing Company,'
Providence, R. I.

All Arkwright Tracing Cloths
have these 6 important advantages

Erasures re -ink without "feathering"
or "creeping".
2 Prints are always sharp and clean
3 Tracings never discolor or become
I

brittle

4 No surface oils, soaps or waxes to

dry out
No pinholes or thick threads
6 Mechanical processing creates permanent transparency
5

1/019
TRACING

CLOTHS

AMERICA'S STANDARD FOR OVER 25 YEARS

long to complete as a job.
ELECTRONICS
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Operating Room Gauze Is Not Pure Enough
For- This MALLORY CAPACITOR!
The chloride content of the gauze used in making Mallory FP Capacitors
is less than one-half of one part per million! To accomplish this, Mallory
demands more thorough purification than is required for the gauze used
in hospitals!

Purity for Longer Shelf-Life
Due principally to this precaution, Mallory FP Capacitors stubbornly resist
deterioration on the shelf or in storage. Cases are on record where Mallory
Capacitors have proved ready for use without re -aging after more than
six years in storage.

Useful in Television and FM Sets
FP Capacitors are ideal for vertical mounting and contain the famous Mallory
"Fabricated Plate" anodes. They give equivalent capacity and voltage in
less space. Their pure internal construction and tightly sealed cases make
them ideal for tropical use.

Buy Mallory Assured Quality at Regular Price Levels
Yours for the asking !
Send for the Mallory Capacitor
Catalog, which contains useful
data on all types of Mallory

Capacitors-sizes, electrical
characteristics, test measurements, mounting hardware.

MALLORY &

MALLORP.R.

CAPACITORS
(ELECTROLYTIC, OIL and WAX)
P. R.

70

CO. Inca

MALLORY 8 CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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James H. McGraw, Sr.
1860-1948

J

H. MCGRAW, SR., founder of the McGrawHill Publishing Company, for many years its

AMES

guiding light and an outstanding figure in the
publishing world, died at the age of 88 on February
21 in San Francisco.
Mr. McGraw was a distinguished product of our
system of free enterprise, of the era when strong men
single-handedly and on shoestrings founded strong
enterprises. Starting out in life as a normal -school
principal, he exchanged this career for one in the
publishing world 64 years ago, selling subscriptions to
The American Journal of Railway Appliances. When,
at the end of two years, his employers owed him $1,500
he borrowed money to bolster the company, becoming a
vice-president.
THOMAS A. EDISON'S electric car was
demonstrated Mr. McGraw left his partners and
founded his own paper, Street Railway Journal. By
1901 he had become so sure electricity was here to stay
that he acquired Electrical World. Soon he added
Engineering Record and Chemical and Metallurgical
Engineering. Out of his experience in the electrical
field came Radio Retailing and, later, ELECTRONICS.
In 1916 the Hill publications, Power, American
Machinist, Coal Age, Engineering and Mining Journal
and Engineering News, were acquired. The McGrawHill organization expanded in the national scene, with
many business and engineering periodicals. Continuing to grow, the company today publishes 26
national and eight international magazines. Moreover, the book departments of the McGraw and Hill
HEN

companies, merged in 1909 to form the McGraw-Hill
Book Company, constitute the largest technical book
publishing house in the world.
MCGRAW'S ATTITUDE toward the technical publishing field in general and toward his own
papers in particular was always interesting and inspiring. He was the first in this field to publish accurate
figures showing the circulation of his papers; he was
a firm believer that his properties had to be leading
papers in the areas in which they operated, that his
editors had to be experts in those areas, that the first
job of any technical journal was to perform a truly
valuable editorial service.
His success can, perhaps, be laid primarily to his
firm belief in individual initiative, in imaginative
publishing, in editorial integrity, and to a supreme
dissatisfaction with present effort no matter how
good it might be at the moment. Publishing leadership, in his opinion, was built upon an intimate knowledge of the field.
MR.

MCGRAW'S IDEALS were passed on to his four
sons; James H. McGraw, Jr., now president and
chairman of the Board; Harold W. McGraw, vice-president in charge of the McGraw-Hill Building in New
York; Curtis W. McGraw, senior vice-president and
treasurer; and Donald C. McGraw, vice-president in
charge of manufacturing.
Under their guidance the staff carries on Mr.
McGraw's traditions.
MR.

Photo of test pattern on

12

x

16 -inch

screen of television receiver using new
projection box, showing 325 -line horizontal resolution, 350 -line vertical resolution,
geometric properties and reproduction of
gradations from white to black

By H. G. BOYLE

and
E. B. DOLL
North American Philips Co., Inc.
New York and Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.

Compact PROJECTION
commercial television
experience has emphasized the
desirability of larger pictures than
can at present be produced by direct -viewing tubes of convenient
size.
The alternative method of producing a large television picture
by optical projection of the picture
formed on a small cathode-ray tube
has always held interesting possibilities. However, enough light
must be projected from the tube
face to yield a satisfactory viewing -screen brightness. This sets
certain limitations on the minimum
practicable tube size and, at the
same time, demands a large -aperture optical system to utilize efficiently the available light. Heretofore, such projection systems
have not greatly reduced the space
required below that necessary for
large direct -viewing tubes, although somewhat more freedom is
allowed in the disposition of that
space.
In order to obtain a sufficiently
bright, well defined, enlarged picture from a small cathode-ray tube,
an acceleration voltage considerably
in excess of that used for directviewing tubes is required. The
generation of this high voltage
presents engineering and manufacPOSTWAR

Special 2.5 -inch diameter

c -r

tube developed for use in projection box

turing problems which partially reduce the potential economies of the
projection method. In many cases
the ultimate picture quality will
depend to a large degree upon the
characteristics of the high -voltage
supply. In addition, the energy
required to deflect the high-velocity
electron beam generally involves
the use of additional circuit com-

ponents.

Further development of a projection television system described
elsewhere' has resulted in a compact and efficient system known as
Protelgram, in which the potential

72

advantages of the projection
method are realized to a greater
extent than has heretofore been
practicable. The system consists
of: (1) a 2.5 -inch projection tube;
(2) an optical projection unit, including deflection and focus coils;
(3) a 25-kilovolt high -voltage supply. A large television picture, 12
x 16 inches, is produced with satisfactory brightness, contrast, and
resolution.
This integrated system is so designed that circuit requirements
may be satisfied by a 10 -inch television receiver chassis, such as is
April,
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Complete projection box, showing method of adjusting focus

Pulse -type 25,000 volt power supply

TELEVISION SYSTEM
Triangular arrangement of Schmidt optical system permits design of compact projection
box using 2.5 -inch cathode-ray tube and giving 12 x 16 -inch picture. Corrector lens is made
from gelatin sealed between glass plates. Pulse-type 25 -kv voltage -tripling power supply
uses special control circuit to improve regulation

used with a type 10BP4 cathoderay tube.
Projection Tube

A small projection cathode-ray
tube leads to a substantial saving
in the cost and size of the optical
components necessary in the associated projection unit. To obtain
satisfactory resolution and brightness for the desired 12 x 16 -inch
projected picture, a 2.5 -inch diameter tube face represents the minimum practicable size. The use of
magnetic focus, magnetic deflection
with a moderate deflection angle,
and an acceleration potential of 25
kilovolts permits the design of an
electron gun which produces a
0.003-inch diameter spot at the tube
face. This spot permits adequate
resolution of the 1.4 X 1.86 -inch,
525 -line television image formed
on the tube face. The 2.5 -inch tube
face also provides sufficient illuELECTRON :CS

-

mination for the 12 X 16 -inch projected picture.
The projection tube has an overall length of 10.5 inches, and a neck
outside diameter of 0.875 inch. Because of the narrow neck and the
moderate deflection angle of only
40 degrees, the deflection sensitivity is comparable to that of a magnetic direct -viewing tube (10BP4)
operating at 9 kilovolts, even
though the acceleration potential
is 25 kilovolts.
The triode magnetic gun results
in a simple though necessarily precise assembly which is selfsupporting within the narrow glass neck.
A unique internal shield equalizes

the potential distribution within
the tube, permitting the use of a
high acceleration potential in a
small envelope without difficulties
due to internal flash -over or spot
distortions due to accumulated electrostatic wall charges.

The tube face plate, on which
the phosphor screen is deposited,
must be an accurately defined
spherical surface to meet the requirements of the Schmidt optical
system with which the tube is used.
The face plate is formed by a precise molding process which requires
no later grinding or polishing operations. After the face plate is
sealed to the cone of the tube the
fluorescent screen is applied and
The metal -backed
aluminized.
screen eliminates the need for an
ion trap. Aluminizing also increases
both brightness and contrast, in
addition to providing a more stable
picture due to the greater electrical
conductivity of the aluminized
screen. A blend of several phosphor powders is used to produce
light having a color temperature
of about 6,200 degrees Kelvin, representing a visually pleasing shade
of white. The color is independent
73
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FIG. 1-Cross-section of protection box, showing optical triangle formed by concave mirror, corrector lens, and plane mirror

of focus conditions or highlight
brightness, a desirable characteristic in any cathode-ray tube used
for television.
Bombardment of the face plate
by the 25 -kilovolt electron beam
produces soft x-rays which are well
absorbed by the projection box.
However, objectionable discoloration of the face plate is produced
in time if it is made of one of the
glasses normally used for cathoderay tube construction. A special
glass is used for the face plate to
reduce the x-ray discoloration to
negligible proportions.
The high-voltage connection is
recessed in a conical glass cup
which materially increases the leakage paths, and no corona or flashovers occur when a close -fitting
molded plastic high -voltage cable
terminal is used. The outer walls
of the tube neck and cone are maintained at ground potential by
means of an Aquadag coating and
ground clips. This shield and the
aluminum film on the internal surface of the tube form an approximately 300-;44 capacitance that
serves as the final filter capacitor
for the high -voltage supply.
Under normal picture conditions,
the average beam current is 90
microamperes, with highlight peaks
of more than 500 microamperes.
The highlight brightness of the
1.4 X 1.86 -inch picture is about
3,000 foot -lamberts, which in conjunction with the wide -aperture
optical system and a suitable view -

BLOCKING OSCILLATOR

GASKET

FIG.

2-Method

of molding corrector lens
from gelatin

HIGH VOLTAGE
OUTPUT TO
CATHODERAY

DRIVER AMPLIFIER

TUBE

I

I

NJ

HIGH

-

VOLTAGE
CAN

FIG. 3-Circuit of pulse-type voltage -tripling power supply providing 25,000 volts d-c
for second anode of cathode-ray tube

ing screen gives a satisfactory
projected picture brightness.

amount of light is intercepted by
the light source. When using a
small cathode-ray tube the necesProjection Box
sary accessories, such as deflection
A linear optical magnification of yoke, focus coil, and mounting sup8.6 is required to produce the 12 X
ports, are likely to have a larger
16 -inch picture projected from the
cross-section than the tube face,
small image formed on the tube thus making it desirable to use an
face. To obtain an efficient, com- arrangement in which these acpact optical unit of moderate cost, cessories are removed from the
a modified version of the well- light path. The solution adopted
known Schmidt optical system is involves the addition of an oblique
employed. The optical elements of plane mirror between the corrector
the modified Schmidt system, lens and the concave mirror so that
mounted in a triangular array, con- the optical path is folded, as shown
stitute one portion of the projection in Fig. 1. This assembly of conbox. The remainder of the box cave mirror, plane mirror, and corconsists of a removable mounting rector lens forms the optical triand alignment assembly which sup- angle referred to above. The tube
ports the projection tube, deflection face protrudes through an elliptical
yoke, and focus coil. This also pro- hole in the plane mirror. The
vides means for adjustment of tube masking factor is reduced to pracposition to obtain a correctly tically that of the tube face alone
focused projected picture.
since the accessories are located
In any projection system utiliz- behind the plane mirror, outside
ing reflective optics a certain the optical path. In addition, this
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arrangement permits a compact
optical unit which is unusually
adaptable to a variety of receiver
cabinet designs.
The small tube face permits a
wide -aperture optical system to be
realized by the use of relatively
The concave
small components.
6 inches in diameter
and has a focal length of 4 inches,
while the corrector lens has a diameter of 4.5 inches. The numerical aperture (sine of the half -angle
subtended by the concave mirror
at the center of the tube face) of
the system is 0.62, and the overall
optical efficiency is 15 percent after
allowing for masking, reflection,
and transmission losses. The required linear magnification of 8.6
is obtained at a projection throw
of 31 inches from the corrector
lens.
Since no hole is required at the
center of the corrector lens, a simple and convenient means is available for adjusting it to its correct
position at the reflected center of
curvature of the concave mirror.
A small V is molded at the center
of the corrector lens. The adjustment is correct when the tip of the
V coincides with that of the reflected image from the concave
mirror. It is not necessary to remove the corrector lens for picture tube replacement, and the precise
adjustment of the optical triangle
can be permanently fixed at the
factory.
The aspherical corrector lens is
manufactured by an interesting
and simple process. A mold is prepared to the exact radial dimensions of the desired aspherical
contour but with the depth of contour exaggerated by some chosen
factor, n. A piece of polished plate
glass is placed over the mold and
the combination is heated, after
which a 100/n percent solution of
gelatin in water is injected between
the mold and the glass, as indicated in Fig. 2A. Upon cooling,
the gelatin solution solidifies and
adheres to the glass plate when
removed from the mold. When the
water evaporates, the layer of gelatin shrinks only perpendicular to
the surface of the glass, since the
strong adhesion prevents any tan-

mirror is only

gential shrinkage.
After drying, the glass plate is
ELECTRONICS
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left with a hard gelatin layer the
surface of which is an n -fold reduction of the original mold, and
therefore has the desired aspherical corrector lens contour. The
plate is then sealed to a second
glass plate, as shown in Fig. 2B,
giving a finished corrector lens
which will withstand all normal
handling encountered in mounting
and cleaning.
It is readily seen that the expanded mold scale makes the mold
much easier to construct to the
required accuracy and finish when
n has a value considerably greater
than unity. An additional advantage is derived from the fact that
a change in initial gelatin solution
concentration permits the preparation of corrector lenses of different
strengths from a single mold in
case it is desired to change the
optical magnification of an existing Schmidt system.
The mounting and alignment assembly of the projection box includes the deflection yoke and focus
coil. The conical section of the
tube seats firmly in the molded
phenolic deflection yoke form, and
the tube is anchored by a clamp
near the tube base. Means are
provided for tilting the focus coil
with respect to the tube axis to
serve as a centering control, or to
adjust for optimum spot resolution

if other means of
centering are employed. Because
of the small tube neck and the particular mounting arrangement, a
special deflection yoke and focus
coil are used. These items have
been designed to be identical, in
electrical characteristics and power
sensitivity, to the conventional
units used for direct -viewing tubes.
Since the Schmidt optical system has a very short depth of
focus, the spherical tube face must
be precisely located within the
fixed optical triangle to obtain satisfactory resolution on the viewing
screen. To compensate for the normal dimensional tolerances involved
in the manufacture of both the
projection box and the tube, means
are provided on the mounting and
alignment assembly to accurately
adjust the tube face to its required
position. A spherical cap permits
small rotational movements about
the nominal center of the tube face,
thus causing no motion of the
projected picture on the viewing
screen during adjustment. Thumbscrew adjustments provide movement over the spherical surface in
addition to a longitudinal movement which serves as the principal
on the tube face

optical focus control.
After the tube is mounted and
the high -voltage cable connected,
the alignment and assembly head

Interior of projection box, showing c -r tube at left, concave mirror at right, corrector
lens at top, and plane mirror mounted on 45 -degree slant
15

is secured to the fixed optical triangle by additional thumbscrews.
The assembled projection unit is
dustproof, which assures long life
of the front -surface mirrors. The
controls described above permit
rapid and precise adjustment of
the final projected picture to sharp
optical focus, using the television
image on the tube face as the light
source. This adjustment is required only when the cathode-ray
tube is replaced. The projection
box optics are capable of 1,000 -line
resolution (television terminology)
which is more than adequate for
the projection of a 525 -line television image.
High -Voltage Unit

The general applicability and
performance of a projection television system depends to a large
degree upon the electrical and physical characteristics of the high voltage supply. Desirable characteristics include good regulation,
small size, versatile mounting
possibilities, low input power requirement, and freedom from
corona and other difficulties over a
wide range of ambient temperature and relative humidity conditions.
Good output voltage regulation
is necessary to assure a stable picture of high resolution, since the
normal variations in picture content cause the average beam
current of the projection cathoderay tube to vary between rather
wide limits. In many cases the
ultimate projected picture quality
and size stability are determined
primarily by the effective internal
resistance of the high -voltage supply.

The high -voltage unit of this
projection system satisfies these
requirements and has a remarkably
good load voltage regulation characteristic which materially increases the quality of the projected
picture. In addition, this high voltage supply causes no radiation
interference with its associated
television receiver or with adjacent
television and radio receivers.
A pulse -type high -voltage power
supply is used as indicated in Fig.
3. The triode section of the 6SR7
tube operates as a conventional
blocking oscillator, and generates
76

a sawtooth voltage which is ap-

plied to the control grid of the
6BG6G driver tube.
Since the
driver tube is biased beyond cutoff, its plate current flows in saw tooth pulses corresponding to the
peaks of the input grid signal.
Assuming that the plate load inductance L is shunted by a stray
capacitance C, the peak voltage
E,,, of the transient oscillation
caused by the periodic interruptions of peak plate current I, may
be deduced from the expression
0.5 LI,2
0.5 CE,2, which equates
the energy stored in the inductance
at the moment of interruption to
the energy stored in the shunt
capacitance at the first peak of the
transient oscillation. This leads to
E, = l,\/L/C for the peak voltage
value.
By tapping the plate of the driver
tube down on the plate load inductance, the peak output voltage can
be increased for a given maximum
peak plate potential. However, a

-

practical limitation exists on this
step-up ratio, since increasing the
inductance also increases the stray
capacitance. In this power supply,
the plate tap includes approximately 70 percent of the turns on
the primary of the high -voltage
transformer.
It may be shown that the interruption frequency for a pulse power
supply of this type is given by
F, = a (E3
E,) /Li,, where a is
the fraction of the total time during which driver plate current
flows, EB is the plate supply potential, and E, is the minimum plate
voltage required to produce the
maximum plate current i, in the
driver tube.
To obtain good input power efficiency, this power supply uses a
plate supply of 350 volts and a
repetition rate of 1,000 cps. The
transient oscillation frequency is
25,000 cps. Although the peak plate
current is approximately 175 ma
and the average plate current required is about 25 ma under normal
operating conditions, a type 6BG6G
driver tube is used to withstand the
high transient plate voltage peaks.
Because of the practical limitations on the peak voltage ratings of
the transformer, the driver tube,
and the rectifier tubes, a voltage
tripler circuit is used to produce the

-

required 25 -kilovolt output voltage.
This voltage multiplier is of the
cascade type where both the positive and negative peaks of the transient oscillation are used to develop
the final high voltage. The small
rectifier tubes are of special design,
measuring 1.5 inch long x 0.5 inch
in diameter and having a peak current rating of 165 ma, with a heater
requirement of 0.5 watt.
The rectifier heaters are energized from the high -voltage transformer by extra secondary windings. In order to obtain sufficient
heater power for the rectifier diodes
at a low total power input, the losses
of the resonant circuit have been
reduced by using a shell -type core
of Ferroxcube III2, a new ferromagnetic ferrite, for the high -voltage
transformer. The use of this core
material also permits a very compact transformer.
Power supplies of this type generally have a relatively high internal resistance. In special cases
a low internal resistance can be obtained, but this involves operation
at very low input efficiency. As was
pointed out above, a good load voltage regulation characteristic is necessary to realize the full capabilities
of a projection television system.
The internal resistance of this
power supply is lowered appreciably
by an interesting control circuit. An
extra winding is placed on the high voltage transformer and the voltage
induced in this winding is rectified
by the diode section of the 6SR7
tube to regulate automatically the
control grid bias on the driver tube.
The peak plate current of the driver
tube may be controlled by adjusting
its grid bias, since the amplitude of
the driving sawtooth voltage remains constant. By the use of this
control circuit, which incorporates
a delay bias on the feedback rectifier, an effective internal resistance
of 7 megohms is obtained at the
output of the voltage multiplier,
making possible the performance
curves of Fig. 4.
The normal projection tube average beam current required is 90
microamperes, but the high -voltage
supply is capable of delivering 150
microamperes with excellent regulation to satisfy the beam -current
demand on bright pictures. The
highlight peak current demands are
April,
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chassis designs. The projection
components may be used in a variety of receiver cabinets, ranging
from table model sets to larger consoles, all producing the large
12 x 16 -inch picture.
A representative receiver arrangement, using a transmissive
screen and a large cabinet mirror, is
illustrated in Fig. 5. The packaged
projection system reduces the problems of design and manufacture of a
projection television receiver to the
familiar ones associated with a
direct-viewing receiver, since the
circuit requirements are substantially identical and the special problems of high voltage and optics are
eliminated by the use of completely
tested subassemblies.
The performance characteristics
of a projection television system
are quite dependent upon the type
of viewing screens used. A variety
of viewing screens has been proposed for projection television.
These screens vary from highly diffusing surfaces which give an extended viewing angle at the expense
of brightness, to highly directional
screens with different vertical and
horizontal dispersion characteristics which limit the viewing angle,
Receiver Considerations
but which also increase the effective
Because of its high efficiency, brightness of the reproduced picsmall size, and integrated design, ture. Both transmissive and reflecthis projection television system tive screens have been used with
may be readily adapted to existing considerable success. In most cases

supplied by the output filter capacitors, and the time constant of these
capacitors with the effective load
resistance is considerably greater
than one field period.
A series protective resistor is included in the output of the high voltage unit to limit transient
short- circuit currents, and, in conjunction with the envelope capacitance of the cathode-ray tube, to
form the final filter section. Under
short-circuit conditions, the output
voltage of the unit drops to zero,
and no damage is caused by accidental overloads.
To eliminate voltage breakdown
and corona difficulties due to the
high voltages involved, the high voltage transformer, the rectifier
tubes, and the filter capacitors are
assembled in a small metal can and
vacuum -impregnated with oil. This
construction also yields a remarkably small high-voltage unit. In
the event of rectifier tube failure,
it is a simple operation to replace
this sealed assembly. The completed high -voltage unit, including
the blocking oscillator and driver
tubes, is mounted on a small chassis
and is provided with a cover.
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a square -cornered projected picture
is formed on a flat surface, elimi-

nating the rounded corners and
linear distortions which are frequently objectionable when pictures
are viewed on a curved tube face.
The final choice of a viewing screen
to be used with a projection television system depends upon the particular application in view, and a
variety of screens may be used
with this projection system to fulfill various requirements.
This system produces a highly
satisfactory picture of optimum
size to satisfy the requirements of
most viewers. When used with a
moderately directional transmissive
screen, having controlled vertical
and horizontal light distribution
characteristics (approximately 9-12 degrees vertically and -}30 degrees horizontally, with a brightness gain of about 7), a highlight
brightness of 45 or more foot-lamberts is obtained with a cathode-ray
tube having the characteristics
shown in Fig. 6. With this type of
screen, giving a contrast ratio of
30 to 1, 450-line resolution is

achieved.
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Industrial Applications
of Radioactivity
Technical details of representative new radioactive devices serving as resistors, electrostatic
voltmeters, light sources, tube cathodes, area measurers, liquid level detectors, galvanometers, semimicrobalances, leveling systems, and micrometers

0

of radioactive isotopes as a byproduct
of the uranium pile has stimulated
interest in older industrial applications 'of radioactivity and .has resulted in many new applications.
Radioactive materials are available
abundantly now at reasonable cost,
and handling techniques have been
safely standardized.
Prewar uses for radium in radiographic cylinders, as neutron
sources (radium-beryllium), in luminous compounds for dials, and as
static eliminators now become economically attractive to a great
many industries. The last-mentioned application in particular
merits reconsideration today for all
equipment having static problems.
UANTITY PRODUCTION

Industrial Static Eliminators

Operation of an industrial static
eliminator is based upon the high
ionizing power of alpha particles.
These have the highest specific ion78

ization power of all radioactive
radiations; a single alpha particle
can produce about 40,000 ion pairs
per cm along a path in air, with the
exact number depending upon the
velocity of the radiation.
Near sources of alpha particles,
air loses its insulating properties
and becomes conducting, dissipating any accumulation of static electricity in nearby objects. The quantity of static electricity that can be
eliminated within a certain time interval depends only on the intensity
of the alpha radiation present.
The ionization effect of an alpha
particle source is limited to its
range, which is about 7 cm for the
fastest group emitted by radium
and its decay products. If the
ionized air is in movement, however, as will occur in the vicinity of
machines in operation or with vehicles in motion, the ionized air is
transmitted appreciable distances.
Advantages of radioactive static

eliminators include absence of
harmful effects on commodities such
as are sometimes caused by humidifiers used for the same purpose, and
absence of high voltages and sparks
that in themselves are fire hazards
and inherently dangerous.
Since alpha particles are easily
absorbed, it is necessary to apply
the radioactive material in the form
of a thin layer that does not introduce in itself any appreciable selfabsorption. The preparation of
these foils is complicated by the fact
that it is necessary to retain the
gaseous radon product of radium
within the foil, since the escape of
this gas would signify a loss of active material and create a health
hazard. The total alpha activity is
due to the decay products Ra A,
radon, and Ra C as well as to
radium.
Polonium may be used instead of
radium as an alpha particle emitter.
It is a pure alpha radiator, with no
April,
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erties; (3) devices in which motions or displacements are detected
by radioactive substances coupled
by some means to these movements;
(4) applications based upon the
easily recognizable radiations and
their detection methods, such as
tracer methods.
Only the first three groups of applications will be taken up here,
since the fourth would require
quite an extensive paper by itself.
Using Ionization Power

The ability of alpha or beta- emitting radioactive substances to ionize
gases or air is utilized in a radioactive resistor, the terminals of
which are the electrodes of an ionization chamber arranged as in
Fig. 1.

One electrode is covered with a
radioactive alpha -particle emitting
substance, and the other is connected to an electrometer or amplifier. As the voltage between the
electrodes is increased, the ionizaof
cardboard
piece
irregular
of
area
measure
to
tion current will increase correRadioactive integrator being used
placed on circular polonium -covered plate. Meter reading, proportional to area, is
spondingly until saturation is
obtained immediately when slide is pushed into instrument
reached, as shown in Fig. 2, when
all of the ions are being drawn to
the electrode upon formation. If
By M. BLAU and J. R. CARLIN*
voltage is still further increased,
p
Gibbs Manufacturing and Research
Janesville, Wisconsin
ionization by collision occurs and
the current increases as in an avalanche.
The initial linear portion of Fig.
2, called the ohmic region, lends
penetrating gamma radiation, hence the Ra foil has additional radiation itself to the construction of resistors distinguished by complete
large areas of polonium sources can decay products.
Saturation voltage is the voltage absence of polarization and temperbe used without introducing health
hazards. However, the short half- necessary to draw all ions out of the ature deficiencies. It is true that
life of polonium makes it necessary field immediately upon formation, the outside pressure, if the chamber
to replace this type of static elimi- so that no losses occur through re- is not hermetically sealed, or outnator after a certain time interval. combination. The field strength is side temperature, may somewhat
Other pure alpha radiators having about 250 volts per cm for 100 mi- influence ionization current; howlonger half-life are not yet avail- crograms of radium or 500 micro- ever, this influence is small, comable, but these elements may be curies of polonium coated on one pletely regular, simple to compute,
ready for industrial purposes in the square inch of radioactive foil. and easily compensated for.
Therefore, the formation of 2 x 10'°
Radioactive resistors have long
near future.
One millicurie of a radioactive coulomb per second can be easily been used as leakage resistors of
element represents the quantity of dissipated by these amounts of electrometers in radioactive laborathis element that emits the same radioactivity. This accumulation
number of particles per second as of static, if not dissipated, would
one milligram of radium (3.7 x 10' lead within 1 minute (assuming a
NEW TOOL
particles) . The ionization current capacitance of 20 µµf per square
Availability of radioactive products
produced by 1 mg of radium is inch) to a voltage of about 600,000
of the chain -reacting pile has fostered
experimental development of new deabout 2 x 10' ampere and that from volts, clearly a potential danger.
vices for measurement, detection, and
The more recent applications of
1 millicurie of polonium is 4.4 x 10-°
control.
be
may
in
industry
radioactivity
The
ampere at saturation voltage.
The representative examples cited
here may be the inspiration for solucurrent from radium is greater divided into four groups: (1) applition of many other perplexing industhan that from polonium because cations utilizing the ionization
trial problems
appli(2)
radiation;
power of the
* J. R. Carlin is now associated with
proppenetrating
utilizing
cations
Tracerlab, Inc., Boston, Mass.
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tories. They are equally useful in
electronic circuits requiring high
FILM BEING
values of grid resistance; the
EXAMINED
higher the resistance value, the less
radioactive material is needed. By
varying the distance between the
PLAQUE/ COLLECTOR ELECTRODE
electrodes or varying the number of
(BETA RADIATION) OF IONIZATION CHAMBER
OR FLUORESCENT SCREEN
ionizing particles with diaphragms
AND PHOTOTUBES
or other means, a single unit may
FIG. 4-Radioactive thickness gage for
well serve for several ranges and
moving sheets
purposes.
Radioactive resistors remain substantially constant in value if the
radioactive material used has a long
,TOP ELECTRODE
half-life, such as uranium or
149
Allipr,UNKNOWN
radium. The decay characteristic
/AREA TO BE
MEASURED
of materials with short half-life
RADIOACTIVE
RESISTOR
permits construction of decaying
(POLONIUM)
WIRE GRID
radioactive resistors, which in'POL ONIUM
crease in resistance as they age.
PLATE
COVERE
These make possible the longer use
III
_
T
of relatively shorter-living radioactive material in electronic cir- FIG. 5-Radioactive area -measuring device
cuits. Decaying radioactive reRADIOsistors are connected to counteract
ACTIVE
circuit changes produced by decay IONIZATION
FOIL
CHAMBER
of the main radioactive material.
UPPER
,.
FLOAT
ELECTRODE
For instance, if polonium with a
140 -day half-life is used in the main
ionization chamber of a radioactive
(A)
instrument, plate current decreases
(B)
RADIOACTIVE
0.5 percent per day. Normal means
FOIL.
for compensation by lowering the
LIQUID
LEVEL
position of the operating point on
the characteristic curve of the first
amplifier stage does not restore
LIQUID
- LIQUID
completely the original conditions.
With a polonium resistor in the grid FIG. 6-Radioactive iquid level detectors
circuit, however, decay of its activity increases the grid resistance in measured by means of amplifiers.
such a manner that the plate cur- Measurements should be made over
rent remains constant. The limit two ranges to insure against using
of the usefulness of decaying radio- a reading corresponding to saturaactive substances is then deter- tion current.
The degree of static electricity
mined only by the leakage current
of the insulating material employed. accumulated on parts of a machine
The same method can be used with can be determined by means of a
any other natural or artificially metal strip coated with a radioactive alpha particle emitter. The
radioactive elements.
strip is placed near a part of the
machine where an excess of charge
Radioactive Electrostatic Voltmeter
might lead to fire hazards or any
The radioactive resistor can also other undesirable event, and is conbe used for measuring high volt- nected to the grid of an electronic
ages. It will be especially useful tube or directly to a sensitive galwhere only a small current can be vanometer. The metal strip should
drawn from the source.' By vary- be well insulated from the ground.
ing the quantity of emitted radiaRadiation intensity and distance
tion or the distance between the between activated metal foil and
electrodes, a wide range of voltages machine are so chosen that under
can be covered. The ionization cur- normal conditions the ionization
rent, which is proportional to the current is zero (ohmic region) or
applied voltage in the ohmic portion is balanced to zero by a compensatof the characteristic curve, can be ing circuit. Any increase in curD

1
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rent warns the operator of danger
by light signals or an appropriate
meter. If the intensity of the radioactive source is great enough or if

sufficient amplification is used, it
becomes possible to operate a relay
that will stop the machine automatically.
The ionizing power of radioactive
radiations, especially those of alpha
particles, is utilized in discharge
tubes to lower the sparking potential or to dissipate space charge'.
These applications use either the
direct radiation or the light effect
due to fluorescent compounds activated by the particle radiation.
While relatively great quantities of

radioactive materials are necessary
to change the discharge appreciably, stabilization and reproducibility of existing conditions can be
obtained with small amounts.
Radioactive Light Sources

As soon as great quantities of
radioactive materials become available at decreased prices, innumerable applications will present themselves. Light sources of various
colors, requiring no battery or
power line connection, can be produced by bombardment of fluorescent compounds with radioactive
radiations. The life of these sources
will depend upon the half-life of the
radioactive element and the stability of the luminous compound.
A radioactive light standard has
already been developed', using radium as a constant radioactive
power source. The fluorescent compound is exposed to the radiation
only during short intervals (the
radium foil can be easily removed),
hence does not suffer any change.
The inherent constancy of radioactive light standards has one application as a radioactive pyrometer, utilizing the known principle
that the brightness of certain fluorescent substances irradiated with
alpha particles varies inversely with
temperature. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a polonium
preparation serving as alpha source
and a special short-persistence type
of zinc sulfide serving as the fluorescent material. Light emission
ceases at a temperature of about
150 C for this material, but other
compounds are available for higher
temperature ranges. The method
April,
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lends itself to control of the rate of
temperature change in tempering
processes. The same effect is produced by x-rays or ultraviolet light,
but a radioactive source gives constant output along with freedom
from servicing.
Radioactive Cathodes for Tubes

In vacuum tubes, artificially
radioactive substances can serve in
place of heated cathodes, with such
advantages as constancy of emission
and uniformity of energy. The
emitted beta particles carry electric
charges and hence can serve in place
of electron beams if radiation density is sufficiently high. If the beam
of beta particles is concentrated by
electric or magnetic methods, high
electric charges can be accumulated,
or heat and light effects can be produced.
Gamma radiation has long been
used in industrial radiographic
work. More recently, neutrons are
being used for measuring thickness
and density of heavy materials and
checking uniformity, and beta particles are being used for examining
light atomic substances.
Applications Using Penetrating
Properties

A scanning device for testing
homogeneity and thickness of films
during production utilizes beta
radiation from Ra B and Ra C
plaques. In these, a highly concentrated radium compound is covered
air -tightly by a thin metal foil in
order to permit a maximum output
of beta radiation. The beta radiation may also be obtained from an
Ra E plaque, which uses an Ra D
source in equilibrium with its decay
products and covered with an extremely thin metal layer in order to
absorb the alpha particles of polo VANE COATED WITH 160 MICROGRAMS
OF RADIUM OR EQUIVALENT OF

ANOTHER ALPHA RADIATOR
r

-1

STRING OF

nium since they are not needed.
The scanning device uses a decay compensating method. The beta

radiation penetrating a standard

compared to that going
through the sample film. The emergent radiation can be measured directly by the ionization effect produced in two identical ionization
chambers, or indirectly by photo tubes responding to the light effect
produced on fluorescent compounds,
as indicated in Fig. 4. With highly
explosive material where even the
smallest currents must be avoided,
the light effects can be compared by
visual methods.
Beta radiation can also be used
efficiently in comparative methods
for measuring changes in composition of organic liquids in tanks or
inaccessible locations. The absorption coefficient of beta radiation is
relatively high compared to gamma
radiation, so that even slight
changes in density are easily discernible.
The range of alpha particles in
solid matter is only of the order of
100 microns, precluding examination of thick materials, but these
alpha particles are extremely useful
in detecting the presence or absence
of even the smallest quantities of
solid matter in space. The radioactive integrator' for measuring
irregular areas, shown in Fig. 5,
is an application of this principle.
A plate uniformly covered with
polonium is positioned far enough
below a wire mesh grid so that only
the most perpendicular alpha radiation can ionize the space between
the grid and the top electrode. If a
plane surface of unknown area is
placed on the grid, the ionization
current will be reduced by an
amount proportional to this area.
The grid mesh is connected to the
film is

Use of a radioactive
polonium keeps the
of
resistor
grid
plate current of the tube constant
for equal surfaces in spite of the

lower plate.

decay of polonium.
The radioactive arrangement of
Fig. 5 can also be used to measure
porosity and open areas of mesh
surfaces, integrate the values of
curves or charts that have been cut
out along their peripheries, determine the most efficient layouts of
patterns to be cut or stamped from
metals or fabrics, and measure
areas of such things as precious

metals, foils, furs, and leathers. If
the radioactive plate is coated with
a beta emitter the apparatus can be
used for thickness or density measurements of plastic or organic
materials, and for volume determinations. For metallic materials
the radioactive energizing material
should be a gamma -ray emitter.
Measuring Liquid Levels

The absorption coefficient of
alpha particles is used in the liquid
level indicating arrangement of
Fig. 6A6. As long as the source of
alpha particles is in gaseous atmosphere, an ionization current is
maintained. When the liquid level
rises or the ionization chamber is
lowered, so that a slight layer of
liquid (less than 1 mm thick) covers
the radioactive foil, the ionization
current ceases and the plate current
of the associated amplifier tube is
appreciably reduced. Surface tension effects can be minimized by appropriately shaping the foil and
covering it with a thin layer of
liquid -repelling material.
Another possible level -detecting
arrangement is shown in Fig. 6B,
where the alpha particle source is
on a float. As the float rises, the
source comes closer to the collector
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FIG. 8-Radioactive balance

FIG. 9-Radioactive limiting balance
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Detecting Displacement

When radioactive material is
coupled directly or indirectly to the
moving part of a system, variations
in position cause variations in ionization current or light effect that
are readily amplified to give practically any degree of sensitivity and
precision.6.
A typical application here is the
radioactive galvanometer, in which
a vane appropriately plated with

radioactive material is attached to
the moving system in place of a
mirror, as indicated in Fig. 7.
With a simple one -tube amplifier,
a rotation of one minute here would
lead to a change of between 10 and
20 microamperes in plate current
for the vane dimensions shown.
With appropriate refinements, the
sensitivity can be even further

improved.
The above technique is applicable
to any type of torsion meter. The
radioactive material on the moving
part can alternatively cause emission of fluorescent light from a
screen monitored by phototubes.
Since ionization and phototube currents can both be easily amplified,
the method lends itself nicely to
remote reading or telemetering.
The movement of a balance can
be magnified greatly by coupling to
the balance arm a radioactive foil
situated near a double ionization
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electrodes and the ionization current increases.
Radioactive level -indicating devices can be made much more elaborate when high precision is required. Furthermore, the ionization
current can be used to actuate a
relay and motor control circuit
when a fully automatic remotereading apparatus is needed.
The same principle of interrupting the ionization current of a beam
of alpha particles by the smallest
quantities of liquid can also be applied to surface tension meters.
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FIG. 11-Radioactive micrometer arrangement and circuit

chamber, as in Fig. 8. With the arm
length of an ordinary semimicrobalance, the radioactive adaptation was capable of recording variations of 1 microgram. The accuracy
of a microbalance was thus combined with the ruggedness of a
semi -microbalance. The radioactive
balance has the further advantage
of indicating directivity above or
below an equilibrium position.
The radioactive balance arrangement shown in Fig. 9 can be used
for production weighing of small
quantities of material within a predetermined accuracy." The vertical
positions of the ionization chambers
can be adjusted so that maximum
meter reading occurs when a predetermined weight of material is in
one balance pan. The sharpness of
the peak of the maximum reading
can be adjusted by means of diaphragms at the openings of the ionization chambers, to give the degree
of accuracy desired. With high
enough radioactive intensities or increased amplification in the output
circuit it would be possible to energize a relay controlling a valve that
would permit only a certain amount
of material to flow onto the balance
pan.
A radioactive arrangement suit-

able for leveling or for determining
the degree of inclination is shown
in Fig. 10. Any deviation from a
horizontal position of the beam increases the current in one photo -

tube and simultaneously decreases
it in the other. If the outputs of
the phototubes are arranged in a
bridge circuit, the instrument can
be made quite sensitive and can be
adapted for automatic releveling.
The
radioactive
micrometer
shown in Fig. 11 is based on the
fact that the range of alpha particles in air is about 1,000 times
greater than their range in certain
insulating organic liquids. Small
variations in spacing between the
plates of an ionization chamber

situated in such a liquid give a considerable percentage change in ionization current. The spacing is determined by the thickness of the
specimen being measured. It is
possible to measure the heat extension of materials within an error
of ± 1 x 10-8 inch. While the maximum change in length or thickness
covered by this instrument depends
upon the range of the radiation and
the stopping power of the liquid, it
is possible to measure greater
changes by appropriate displacement of one of the electrodes.
To avoid polarization of the
liquid, a -c voltages are applied to
the ionization chamber. Capacitor
C is used to nullify the alternating
current that would flow through the
capacitance of the ionization
chamber to the grid of the first
tube. The operating point of the
first tube is chosen to minimize the
ionization current that would flow
during the inverse portions of the

applied voltage.
The devices discussed in this
paper are merely representative examples of the forerunners of a wide
range of industrial applications.
The number of these will increase
immeasurably with the progress of
the science of radioactivity and the
increasing availability of its raw
materials.
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Bridge

for Broadcast Stations
calibrating oscillator,
Versatile unit incorporates variable -frequency signal generator,
Principles of operation
bridge circuit. detector and batteries in a single lightweight unit.
are outlined and constructional data are given
By FRED SCHUMANN
Electrical Engineering Department
Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tennessee

and

CHARLES DUKE
Engineering Department
Tennessee
NaslovilW SIXX

most useful pieces
of equipment in a broadcast
station is a reliable, easily portable
radio-frequency bridge. This is
ONE OF THE

particularly true for the station
with a multi -element antenna array
where checks on self and mutual
antenna impedances, driving -point
impedances, and common -point impedance are frequently desirable.
The bridge to be described contains an oscillator crystal -controlled
at the station frequency, in this
case 980 kc, and an electron -coupled
oscillator which can be calibrated
at the station frequency by means
of the crystal oscillator and then
varied about 60 kc each side of this
frequency. The oscillator is modulated at 1,000 cps. Following the
oscillator is the bridge proper and
then a sensitive receiver with an
audio amplifier sharply peaked at
1,000 cps. The latter arrangement
is particularly to be desired when
making antenna measurements during times of heavy static.
The power supply consists of bat R

CA

-F OSCILLATOR

I114- \-2arj_

CB

rullYPM
LB
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LA
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FIG.

1-Basic circuit used in rf bridge
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forward to
Interior view of impedance bridge with cover removed and unit tipped
at
right
is
receiver
at
left;
is
generator
Signal
rest on front panel.

Assume that L., equals LB and
that equal voltages are induced in
both arms. Then iA will equal i,
in magnitude and phase provided
the self impedance of mesh A equals
the self impedance of mesh B. For
this condition the bridge is balanced and no voltage appears across
the detector terminals.
Theory of Operation
In practice, before making a
The basic bridge circuit, shown measurement an initial balance is
in simplified form in Fig. 1, is simi- made with the unknown terminals
lar to the a -f hybrid coil type 4-A shorted and the self-contained
used for some years by the Bell standard resistance R, set at zero.
This balance is made with CA and
System.

teries which are contained within
the apparatus. The compactness of
this arrangement will be appreciated by anyone who has had to
make the usual setup of a signal
generator, bridge and receiver upon
a small antenna base on a cold
night.
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of bridge unit

set as close to maximum capaci- add an equal capacitive reactance
known capacitive reactance is retance as possible. If great care is in the A arm. This is done
by quired this is:
used in balancing capacitances to changing CA from
CA, to a lower
-D2
ground in construction, the values value CAI. The unknown capacitive
(4)
wC,
w K D1 D2
of CA and CB in the initial balance reactance is then
Suppose the unknown impedance
will be practically equal. Assume
consisted
Xx = X42of R, and L, in series.
(1)
now that the initial balance has
X Al
In this case, in addition to the rebeen made and the two capacitance
1
1
1
sistance balance it will be necesvalues are CA, and CBI. Suppose an
(2)
wC.
wCA
wCA
sary to add capacitive reactance in
unknown impedance consisting of
the B arm to balance the positive
Ac, and C. in series is connected to
CAL C42
D1 D2
reactance of the unknown. The unKA
(3)
the unknown terminals. To again
CA - CA
D1 - D2
known positive reactance therefore
balance the bridge it will be necessary to add a resistance (R,) in where DI and D, are the dial divi- equals the change in negative rethe A arm equal to R,. Also, since sions corresponding to CA, and CAI actance, or
capacitive reactance has been added and KA = calibrating constant of
_
1
in the B arm, it will be necessary to CA where CA = DAKA. If the unXBI
XLs - XBR
CB
CBI
:
CB

A

2

1

2

-
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signal generator through
The r-f bridge, signal generator, from the
568-E
ground -return impedances.
and receiver are constructed in a common
CAPACITOR
Plug-in type coils are used
single aluminum cabinet with dithe signal generator
throughout
0.312 AIR GAP
mensions of 22 inches by 14 inches
apparatus and new
this
into
built
by 8 inches. This cabinet is divided
frequencies can be added
into three sections by aluminum bands of
An r -f isolation amplishields and the signal generator if desired. to minimize oscillator
ENTER
used
is
and receiver are also individually fier
TAP
change with varying load
shielded. It is necessary that no frequency and its tuning control
L6
coupling exist between signal gen- conditions with the electron-coupled
erator and bridge and between is ganged control for single-dial
SHIELD
bridge and receiver except through oscillator The electron -coupled oscilCOPPER
2pTATC
SHEET
the external connections. Stray tuning.
568-E
of maintaining its
CAPACITOR
will result in a false resist- lator is capable
coupling
INCH
DIAMETER,
calibration with good
L, -52 TURNS NO 20 DCC, 3
TOGETHER,
balance when measuring 100 frequency
ance
WINDING LENGTH 4 INCH,TWIST WIRES
accuracy over considerable periods
WIND 26 TURNS, AND CONNECT AS SHOWN
ohms or greater.
and can be adjusted to zero
The circuit is shown in Fig. 2. of time
FIG. 3-Construction of bridge -circuit in
with the crystal oscillator at
beat
ductor is shown at left; assembly of in
980 kc by operating the oscillator
ductors and electrostatic shield is shown
control switch to the CAL position
Shielding
at right
and adjusting the 50 µµf trimmer
as
to
such
is
The construction
in the grid circuit.
CB
CB
Dl
D2
to
capacitances
the
The modulator uses a Hartley
minimize
(5)
KBD1D2
- CB CB
ground of all components and to oscillator circuit and is tuned to
keep these capacitances equal in 1,000 cps. Small variations in freD1
D2
(6)
and Ls = w2 KB D1 D2
each of the arms. For the purpose quency are corrected by adjustment
stray of the grid resistor. The r -f output
where KB is the calibrating con - of eliminating changes in
are voltage, which can be modulated aprotors
as
the
capacitances
stant of CB.
is one volt
In the bridge built by the turned, the reactance balance capac- proximately 50 percent,
The B conimpedance.
across 50 ohms
authors, Ka and K. were equal itors are fitted with shields
the A
and
ma
10
induced
is
The
rotors.
drain
battery
within less than 1 percent error nected to their
opernormal
L,
under
of
ma
parts
250
the
two
is
across
drain
voltages
and had a value of 1.87 µµf per
electrostatic
and
the
conditions.
equal
kept
are
ating
200
had
division. The dials used
made
The receiver, employing a trf
divisions and the capacitors were shielding between L6 and L, is
shown
circuit, can be tuned over the
of the straight-line capacitance adequate by the construction
maximum
the
3.
Since
Fig.
broadcast band. A feedback nettype. The calibrating constants in
be
can
that
resistance
of
work between plate and grid of the
value
were determined by first making
sharply peaks the
an initial balance and then adding measured with the internal compo- first audio stage
1,000 cps, greatly
at
posts audio response
specific values of known capaci- nents is 110 ohms, binding
on anexof
measurements
connection
for
facilitating
tances in shunt with C. and CB and are provided
atmosof
the
presence
the
facilitate
in
to
standards
tennas
ternal
noting the change in CA and CB to
interference from
again balance the bridge. A curve measurement of large resistances pheric static and B -battery drain
one
The
than
other stations.
was plotted which turned out to or to obtain steps of less
the is approximately 6 ma and the A
be an exceedingly straight line, and ohm. All grounds are made to
its slope was used in determining cabinet at a single point to prevent drain is 250 ma.
introduction of undesired voltages
the values of K.
TO GR

(11.
E

AGE

TO GR

-

CO

1

-

2

Accuracy

Table I-Coil Winding Data
Size
dcc

Winding
Diam.

Turns

Wire

(inches)

90
44

32
32

1.5
1.5

Closewound. For 980-kc crystal
Closewound. For eco range of 920-

12
12
12
45
52

32
32

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.25

Interwound with L4 at end of L2
Interwound with L3 at end of L2
Closewound at end of L11

Number
Circuit
Symbol
Li

of

L2
L3
L4
L;

22
20
22

Notes

1,050 kc

Closewound. See Fig. 3
Length 4 inches. See Fig. 3
Commercial antenna coil to cover broadcast band with tuning capaciL3
tance used
L9, Llo Commercial r-f coils to cover broadcast band with tuning capacitance
used
Closewound. For tuning range of
1.5
26
54
L11
920-1,050 kc
L6

L,
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While it is not claimed that this
bridge is more accurate than
others, it is believed that the obvious advantages offered by its compact arrangement will make its use
worthwhile. The bridge, when
checked against one of known high
accuracy, proved to be within 2
percent for reactance and resistance values in the ranges commonly used in broadcast work.
The authors wish to acknowledge
the valuable suggestions received
from several members of the technical staff of WSM during the construction of this device.
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Instant -Reading
By PAUL C. HANSEL
Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories
Colea Signal Laboratory
Bradley Beach, N. J.

art of radio direction find ing was advanced materially by
wartime research, although the recent sensational disclosures of radar
techniques have largely obscured
this fact. This paper describes an
electronic direction-finding method
and several advanced instrumental
features which are incorporated in
a new Signal Corps direction finder,
Radio Set AN/CRD-2.
This direction finder produces
automatic visual bearing indications
on the vertically polarized components of either sky-wave or ground wave signals in the frequency range
of 0.54 to 30 mc. The set embodies
several novel features intended to
enlarge the operational usefulness
of direction finding, particularly in
applications such as the monitoring
and administrative control of air THE

2-Operating rack contains modulating-voltage generator (above), bearing indicator (center), and standard communications receiver (below)
FIG.

86

FIG. 1-Antenna system, balanced modulators, and a combining impedance
make up
an electronic goniometer. Modulators are housed in junction boxes at base
combining impedance is in junction box at center. This prototype antenna of masts;
has no top
loading skirts, but these are included in later models

craft flights, aircraft navigation For operation in the frequency
and homing, rescue operations, and range of 0.54 to 6.0 mc, a mast
the location of illicit transmitters. height of 30 feet and a diagonal
Unusually high operating sensitiv- spacing of 34 feet are used. For
ity and bearing accuracy are operation between 6.0 and 30.0 mc,
achieved through the use of an all - the antenna system is erected with
electronic principle of operation. All a 24 -foot mast height and a 17 -foot
moving mechanical parts have been diagonal spacing. A top loading
eliminated, thus providing struc- skirt composed of six radial
spokes,
tural simplicity as well as ease of each three feet long, is installed at
operation and maintenance.
the top of each antenna mast and is
used at all frequencies. No particuSystem Elements
lar improvement in performance reStructurally, the direction finder sults from use of the loading skirts
comprises the fixed-position spaced- at frequencies above 10 mc, but sencollector antenna system shown in sitivity and antenna balance are
Fig. 1 and the operating rack shown greatly enhanced at lower frequenin Fig. 2. Weatherproof junction cies.
boxes at the bases of the antenna
The operating rack contains a
masts contain electronic circuits standard single -channel communicawhich, in combination with the tions receiver, c -r tube bearing indifour spaced collectors, constitute cator, and a control panel. The rack
an aperiodic electronic goniometer. may be placed at any convenient
A wire netting, 75 feet square and distance up to about 1,000 feet away
composed of 18 -inch mesh, is in- from the antenna system. In airstalled under the antenna system port installations, for example, it is
and serves as a counterpoise. When possible to install the rack in the
this counterpoise is properly ter- control tower for operating conveniminated at the edges, the accuracy ence and place the antenna system
of the direction finder is substan- on an unobstructed site away from
tially independent of soil constants. buildings and power lines.
April,
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Direction Finder
Heart of this new direction finder is an electronic goniometer circuit that modulates
incoming signals with angle -of-arrival intelligence. Bearings are indicated by propeller
indication
shaped pattern on c -r tube screen. Switch -operated circuits produce sense
or split bearing pattern to indicate accurately directions of weak signals

From a functional point of view,
the equipment consists of a substantially aperiodic electronic goniometer which receives all of the signals within a wide frequency
spectrum and imposes upon each received signal a low -frequency modulation envelope having a phase that
depends on direction, a receiver
which selects and rectifies the desired signal, and a c -r tube phase meter which translates the envelope
phase of the selected signal into an
indication of direction.
Operation of the direction finder
is as simple as tuning a receiver;
the desired signal is simply tuned
in and a propeller -shaped indicating
pattern appears automatically on
the indicator screen. A photograph
of a typical bearing indication is
shown in Fig. 3. The tips of this
pattern indicate the direct and
reciprocal bearings against an azimuth scale around the screen. Identification of the direct bearing is
accomplished by pressing a sense
switch to produce a folded pattern
as shown in Fig. 4. This folded pattern can be regarded as an arrowhead pointing to the direct bearing.
Electronic Goniometer

The operation of the electronic
goniometer can best be explained
with reference to the functional
block diagram shown in Fig. 5.
The antenna system consists of
four omnidirectional collectors, N,
E, S, and W, uniformly disposed on
the circumference of a circle. If the
field of the received wave at the
center of the antenna system is
taken as a phase reference and desin w,t, then the
noted by E
signal voltages induced in the indi-

-E
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vidual collector elements may be
represented by the following equations:
es = Eyh, sin (oh/

+

2,rd

es = Eah,sin (w,t

-

2ad

= EYh, sin (w,t -

2rrd

es
ew

= Eyh, sin (w,t

X

X

tad
X

cosa)

(1)

sinn)

(2)

cosa)

(3)

330

340
.

320

60
70

80
S'- 90

'ac

sinn)

+2G
e4

(4)

where E is the received field
strength in volts per meter, h, is the
effective length of each collector
element, w, is the angular frequency
of the received signal, d is the distance from the center of the antenna system to each collector element, A is the wavelength of the
received signal, and a is the direction of wave arrival measured clockwise from north.
In the usual four -element spaced collector systems,' the north and
south collector elements are com-

bined in opposition to produce a
figure -eight horizontal directivity
pattern and, in a like manner, the
east and west elements are combined
to produce a second figure -eight pattern displaced 90 degrees from the
first. The individual outputs of the
two pairs of collectors are then usually applied to the field coils of a
rotatable goniometer or to the two
inputs of a twin-channel receiver.
This system differs from conventional systems in that the collector
elements are not combined directly
in pairs to produce the customary
crossed figure -eight polar patterns.
Instead, the signal output of each
collector element is modulated independently in an individual balanced
modulator. The signals from alternate collector elements are modu-

l30

220

s

3-in this typical indicator pattern.
propeller tips serve as pointers to indicate
bearing. This pattern has 180 -degree ambiguity, necessitating auxiliary means for
determining sense
FIG.

FIG. 4-Throwing a sense switch folds
back propeller tips form arrowhead
pointing in true direction of signal. This
sense pattern resolves the ambiguity of
Fig. 3

lated in quadrature. In this manner,
the following four equal -amplitude
carrier-suppressed modulated signals are produced :
éx =

Em K sin (w,t

+

2,rd
cosa) coswmt (5)
-x87
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FIG. 5-Block diagram of the electronic direction finder

e's = EMK sin (cot + 2ad sina) sin WMt
(6)

e's =

-

-

2rd

('t-

2d

EMKsin (,,e

cosa) coswmt
(7)

e'w= -EMK sin

sina) sin wmt
(8)

ea = 2 EMK

[sin (2T- cosa)coswmt

+ sin ( 2rd sinal

sinwmtl cosw,t

(9)

In practice, the spacing factor,
d/a, is usually small. The following
small -angle approximations may,
therefore, be employed to reduce Eq.
9 to a form in which the physical
significance is more readily apparent:

where K is a constant taking into
account the effective length h, and
the conversion characteristics of the
balanced modulators and M is the
angular frequency of the modula27d
2ard
sin
cosa)
cosa
(10)
tion.
a
It will be noted from Eq. 5 to 8
¡2rd sin«)l 27rd sin«
sin
(11)
that each carrier -suppressed signal
a
has a fixed envelope phase but the Accordingly, for an antenna
system
high -frequency phase is a continu- with small electrical spacing beous function of a, the horizontal di- tween collectors, the
resultant sigrection of wave arrival.
nal is adequately expressed by
Now, these four equal -amplitude
4ad
modulated signals are combined adea
cos (a
come) cos cod
(12)
ditively in a common impedance
to produce a resultant signal, eR,
The antenna system with its asexpressed exactly by
sociated balanced modulators is
O

,
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called an electronic goniometer because each signal in the output of
the system has angle -of -arrival intelligence imposed upon it. This intelligence is implicit in the phase
of the low -frequency envelope of

the carrier -suppressed modulated
signal expressed by Eq. 12.
Figure 6 is a simplified schematic
diagram of the electronic goniometer and sensing circuits. The tubes
and associated circuits within each
dotted enclosure are installed in a
weatherproof junction box at the
base of an antenna mast. The signal derived from an antenna, for
example the north antenna, is applied in phase to the grids of tubes
T, and T2. The plates of these tubes
are connected in push-pull through
a pair of coaxial cables to the r-f
transformer designated as combining impedance. Modulating signals
having a frequency of 147 cps are
applied push-pull to the grids of the
April, 1948- ELECTRONICS
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FIG. 6-Schematic diagram of the electronic goniometer

tubes. Tubes T, and T. thus constitute a balanced modulator. A potentiometer RI on the control panel
in the operating rack serves to balance the initial gains of the two
tubes of the modulator, and a variable resistor R. adjusts the initial
operating level of the entire modulator. These controls are readjusted
only as the tubes age and their settings are not particularly critical.
Tube Ta and its associated circuits
are part of the sensing arrangement
and will be described later. Capacitor C, compensates for the unbalancing effect of the output capacitance of the sense tube T2.
The modulators are designed to
be substantially aperiodic. In addition to serving as part of the electronic goniometer, the tubes used
in the modulators isolate the antennas, a fact of considerable importance in regard to polarization
errors. These tubes also transform
ELECTRONICS
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the antenna impedance for effective
coupling to low -impedance transmission lines.
The receiver employed is entirely
conventional. The detector output
from the receiver is a rectified envelope having a direction -dependent
phase. This envelope is applied to
the bearing indicator.
As previously stated, the bearing
indicator in this direction finder is
essentially a c -r tube phasemeter
used to translate the envelope phase
of a selected signal into an indication of direction.
The sinusoidal output of a 200-kc
scanning oscillator is applied in
phase to a pair of balanced modulators. Modulating signals having an
angular frequency of co, are applied
to the balanced modulators in phase
quadrature. The output of one balanced modulator is applied to the
vertical deflection plates of the c -r
tube and the output of the other is

FIG.

8-Phase splitter and inverter

applied to the horizontal plates.
Now, because of the quadrature
modulation, the upper sideband
from one modulator is in phase
quadrature with the corresponding
sideband from the other modulator.
Since these upper sidebands are applied to space -quadrature deflection
plates, they produce a circularly
polarized deflecting field within the
c -r tube. Similarly, the lower side bands from the two modulators produce a second and oppositely directed circularly polarized field.
According to a principle well
known in optics,' two oppositely directed circularly polarized fields of
the same period combine to produce
a linearly polarized field. If the
relative phase of the fields is
changed, the plane of rotation of
the resultant linearly polarized field
is rotated through an angle equal
to half the change of phase.
In the c -r tube, the two circularly
89
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polarized fields differ in frequency
by twice the modulating frequency
so that the effective phase difference
between them changes at the rate
of 2(,),, radians per second. Hence,
in accordance with the principle
just stated, the c -r beam is acted
upon by a linearly polarized deflecting field which rotates with an
angular velocity of half the rate of
phase change or oh, radians per

second.

This rotating linearly polarized

field gives rise to a rotating diametral -line trace on the c -r tube. As

the line rotates, its instantaneous
length is varied in an inverse relation to the instantaneous amplitude
of the rectified envelope from the
receiver output. The line, therefore,
has full length at angular positions
corresponding to the nulls of the
bearing-dependent envelope and
zero length at positions corresponding to the envelope maxima. The resulting propeller -shaped pattern,
therefore, assumes an angular orientation corresponding to the direction of wave arrival. The length of
the pattern is substantially independent of signal strength.
Under no -signal conditions, a circular area on the screen of the cathode-ray tube is completely illuminated. This circular area is scanned
twice per revolution of the diametral -line trace, thus resulting in the
superposition of two filled -in circular patterns on the screen. The
significance of this fact will become
apparent when the bearing-splitting
feature is described.
Indicator Operation

The indicator functions shown in
the block diagram of Fig. 5 are performed with relatively simple elements. The balanced modulator circuits, one of which is illustrated in
Fig. 7, are identical with the antenna modulators shown in Fig. 6,
except for the use of a tuned plate
load. The phase -splitting and phase inverting circuits used are illustrated in Fig. 8. A 90-degree relation between the modulating
signals, regardless of oscillator frequency variations, is maintained by
making C6 and C. equal in capacitance and by making the resistance
of R, equal to R. plus the parallel
combination of R. and R,. The orientation control is a continuously

FIG. 9-This bearing pattern was obtained
on a signal almost lost in receiver noise

level

variable phase-shifter having a
range of about 120 degrees with
substantially constant output. This
control is used to zero -set the indicator to agree with the orientation
of the antenna system and, in some
cases, to change from true bearing
indications to magnetic -reference
indications.
Sense Determination

The bearing -indicating pattern
shown in Fig. 3 is characterized by
a 180 -degree ambiguity. The two

tips of this propeller-shaped pattern
correspond to the two envelope
minima per modulation-signal cycle
of the electronic goniometer output
represented by
=

4en

d

EMK cos (a-wart) cos

wct

(12)

To resolve this ambiguity, an omnidirectional sensing signal of the
es =

4d

EA, K, cosw,t

(13)

form where Ks is a constant, is combined with the normal output e8. If
e, is made equal to e8, the envelope
of the combined resultant signal will
have a single minimum per modulation -signal cycle and ambiguity will
no longer exist.
In practice e, is made somewhat
less than e8 and the resultant signal
has two envelope minima per modulation -signal cycle, unequally spaced
in time. The sense of the envelope
dissymmetry indicates direction
uniquely. Simultaneously with the
addition of the sensing signal the
rotating diametral -line trace on the
screen of the cathode-ray tube is
converted into a rotating radial -line
trace by blanking the beam during

90

FIG. 10-Bearing-splitting permits accurate
reading on the weak signal that gave
poorly defined pattern in Fig. 9

half of each cycle of the 200-kc scanning signal and, in addition, the
entire pattern is rotated 90 degrees
by changing the phase of the modulating signal. The resulting sense indicating pattern is shown in Fig.
4. The sense pattern is always folded
away from the true direction of
wave arrival.
It is customary in the design of
four -element spaced-collector direction finders' to employ a fifth collector element at the center of the
antenna system to derive the necessary sensing signal. In this set, however, the fifth collector is not used.
Instead, a portion of the output of
each of the four collector elements
is passed through a differentiating
circuit as indicated in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6. The four differentiated signals thus obtained are then combined additively to produce a sensing signal of the form specified by
Eq. 13. The sensing signal obtained
in this manner maintains a substantially uniform phase and amplitude
with respect to the direction -dependent modulated signal e8 over a very
broad frequency range. Moreover,
since the sense signal and the direction -dependent signal pass through
the same transmission lines and
coupling impedances, no practical
sensing difficulties are caused by
impedance mismatches.
Sensing Circuit

The details of the sensing circuit
may be seen from Fig. 6. Resistor
R. and inductance L comprise a differentiating circuit and tube T. performs a coupling function. All
switches shown are ganged and operated by a sense-switch bar on the
April, 1948
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FIG. 11-Symmetrically split bearing

pat

tern is obtained under ideal propagation
conditions

bearing indicator panel.
The observational accuracy in direction finding is frequently poor,
either because of very low signal
strength or because of wildly fluctuating bearing indications.
On a weak signal that is practically lost in the receiver noise level,
the propeller tips can become very
poorly defined as shown in Fig. 9.
A novel feature of this bearing indicator enables the operator to split
such an indistinct and noisy indication into a pair of overlapping
patterns as shown in Fig. 10. These
split patterns have a clearly defined
intersection which is relatively free
from noise and which corresponds
to the bearing. The enhancement
of observational accuracy achieved
by splitting the indicating pattern

12-Diversity effects in received
wavefront produce this unsymmetrically
split pattern
FIG.

in split patterns as shown in Fig. 10
and Fig. 11.
A symmetrically split pattern,
such as is shown in Fig. 11, can be
produced only when fairly ideal
conditions prevail in the wavefront
of the received signal. When certain
troublesome fine -structure diversity
effects exist in the received wavefront, an unsymmetrically split pattern as illustrated in Fig. 12 is ob-

tained.

On wildly fluctuating bearings,
the degree of dissymmetry is con-

stantly changing and the operator
records bearing observations at the
moments when the pattern becomes
symmetrically split. The splitting
feature, therefore, serves as a
means of evaluating the accuracy
of observations.

is obvious.

Splitting of the indication is accomplished by combining the sensing signal with the directionally carrier -suppressed
characterized
signal represented by Eq. 12. This
combination of signals causes the
envelope minima of the latter signal to become unsymmetrically displaced in time. The rotating diametral line on the indicator screen
traces, in each of its revolutions, a
complete propeller-shaped pattern
corresponding to each of the two
envelope minima. The normal indicating pattern shown in Fig. 3 is
actually composed of two perfectly
superimposed propellers. When the
envelope symmetry is destroyed by
introducing the sensing carrier signal, the two patterns are displaced
from the normal angular position
of the pattern by equal amounts in
opposite directions, thus resulting

Multiple Operation

It

is frequently necessary or de-

For aircraft navigation, rescue
operations, and the location of illicit transmitters, several direction
finders are operated on baselines,
and position fixes on radio transmitters are found by triangulation.
In such cases, the bearings observed
at the individual direction finders
are relayed to a central point for
plotting. In aircraft homing a reciprocal bearing is relayed to an

aircraft.
The bearing data are usually relayed by code or voice over a tele-

phone line or a radio circuit. This
procedure is often both time-consuming and inaccurate. To overcome this difficulty, automatic tele metering arrangements have been
devised by means of which both the
directionally characterized envelope
from the receiver and the phase-reference signal from the low-frequency oscillator can be relayed directly to a remote indicator over any
two-terminal communication circuit. Bearing data, from several
ground -based direction finding stations, can thereby be presented
continuously in plotting centers or
in aircraft.
VHF Applications

Direction finders employing a
scaled -down version of the antenna
system described here have been
built and are now in operation over
the frequency range of 100 to 160
mc. The electronic goniometer principle of operation has proved particularly advantageous in this vhf
frequency range, as coupling losses
are considerably less than those
encountered with mechanically -rotated capacitive or inductive goniometers.
The bearing -splitting feature has
also proved extremely useful at the
higher frequencies where the problem of achieving adequate sensitivity is particularly severe because
of low antenna -pickup factors. This

sirable to obtain bearings simultaneously on a number of signal
sources. For example, in the administrative control of aircraft
flights several dispatchers may require individual direction -finding
facilities. The output from the electronic goniometer described here
consists of an entire spectrum of
carrier-suppressed signals, each
having a directionally characterized feature increases the observational
presentaenvelope phase. A single antenna accuracy of the bearing
the total
increases
also
and
system may, therefore, be connected tion
by
system
the
of
sensitivity
signal
receivers
of
to any desired number
consignal
and bearing indicators. The re- making the sensing
ceivers and indicators may be in- stantly available.
stalled in different rooms or buildREFERENCES
ings to permit simultaneous direcNetArmy
1944.
tion finding, without interaction, works,(1 Giltner
p 118,
ELECTRONIC S,Radio
Opof
"Elements
(2) .Joseph Valasek.
for any desired number of signal tics,"
1st ed, McGraw-Hill Book Co., N. Y.,
p 149, 1928.
sources.
Nov.Nov,
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Driller at hoisting drum, with right hand on brake lever. Eddy
-current brake is at extreme right, in line with shaft of
hoisting drum

Thyratron Braking
A SOURCE of direct current
for the eddy -current brakes
used in oil field drilling operations,
electronic controls employing thyratron tubes offer reliability, flexibility, low cost, and ease of maintenance, and at the same time permit
high operating speeds in the handling of drill pipe.
Any failure in the control system would in most cases cause shutdown of the drilling rig. The cost
for a drilling operation is high,
usually about $1,500 per hour, so
that even a one or two hour shutdown would be serious. The design of the electronic control must
therefore be simple, with a minimum number of components, for
reliable service. In the event of
a failure, the circuit should fail
safe (with maximum d -c output).
Also, in the event of a tube failure, at least partial power output

s

must be maintained so that the gear ratio for hoisting or
lowering,
drilling operation may continue. a method of clutching
the hoisting
All control equipment must be drive to the power
takeoff, and a
designed to withstand the elements, method of holding the
load that is
since the control itself is usually connected to the end
of the line.
out in the open. Cabinet openings An eddy -current brake
cannot
must be screened so that rattle- the load absolutely stationary, hold
and
snakes, tarantula spiders, and therefore an additional
friction
other pests cannot enter.
brake is required for holding. The
All control equipment is an- eddy -current brake
must momenchored to the quarter -inch thick tarily absorb as much
as 5,000 hp
steel plates of the cabinet with rub- for stopping or slowing
down the
ber shock mounts, since unloading load of drill pipe or
casing.
sometimes involves shoving the
Drill pipe is lowered in sections
equipment off the back end of a of 90 or 120 feet. After
a dull drill
truck for a four or five-foot drop has been pulled up and replaced,
a
to the ground.
section of drill pipe is placed in
the hole. A second section is then
Braking Problem
connected to the first and slowly
The oil-well drawworks consist lowered into the hole by the draw
mainly of a suitable power plant, works. This process continues for
such as a 1,000-hp steam engine, perhaps eight hours until the
endiesel engine, or diesel-electric com- tire string of pipe, which can
be
bination, a means of changing the as much as 15,000 feet, has been
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overshoot counteracts inductive lag
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of direct current to field coils of
are xenon-filled thyratrons
tubes
ELC61
four
type
eddy -current brake. The

2-Control circuit used to supply variable value

By RALPH L. JAESCHKE
Research Engineer
Dynamatio Corporation
Kenosha, Wisconsin

brake
Electronic equipment performs reliably as source of direct current for eddy -current
despite rough handling and exposure to water and desert sun. Xenon -filled tubes contribute
to success of circuit used

for Oil Drilling Rigs
this rotor are four stationary field
coils carrying direct current furnished by the electronic control
unit. Eddy currents generated in
the moving rotor vary with field
excitation. The higher the field
current, the higher the braking
torque due to eddy currents. The
heat energy absorbed by the rotor
due to these circulating currents
is dissipated in the cooling water
that flows through the magnetic
air gap and directly onto the rotor's
eddy -current surface where the
Eddy -Current Brake
heat is generated.
The field coils surrounded by
decelerbrake
The eddy -current
ates the load smoothly, without iron constitute a highly inductive
shock to the mechanical system, and circuit, making the time constant
decreases the speed of the pipe to of the electromechanical system
a slow and safe value in a very high. The time required to apply
short period of time. A solid mag- the brake and deenergize it must
netic -alloy rotor is mounted on a be held to a minimum, hence speshaft that is directly coupled to the cial circuits are required to coundrawworks drum shaft. Acting on teract this inductive lag.

lowered into the hole. The total
energy absorbed during each braking to a stop is variable, depending
on the depth of the hole and the
weight of the pipe. Application
of the brake must be precise and
rapid. One slip might cost a man's
life, destroy an investment of a
million dollars, or result in many
delays. The number of braking
steps must be infinite so that
smooth deceleration of the string
of pipe is obtained.
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To decrease the time constant
while increasing field current, overvoltage is momentarily applied to
the field coils. As coil current opproaches maximum, the overvoltage is gradually reduced, as indicated in Fig. 1.
Electronic Control Circuit

To deenergize rapidly without
allowing inverse voltages to be generated and with decay time at a
minimum, a contactor is used in
series with each pair of coils. Sufficiently large capacitors are connected across the contacts to allow
contacts to open before high arcing
voltages appear. To keep at a safe
minimum the inverse voltages developed across the coils, a nonlinear
resistor (Thyrite) is connected
across each pair of coils, as shown
in Fig. 2. These limit the inverse
voltage to about 1,000 volts. Dis 93

a variable d -c bias in series with

Electronic control unit for 5,000 -hp eddy -current brake, with front cover removed. Cabinet is made from quarter -inch steel plate to withstand rough handling in oil fields

sipation of the inductive energy in
this manner results in a decay time
constant of 0.002 second.
Since electronic controls of this
type must operate in any climate,
in temperatures ranging from
20 F to 110 F, mercury-vapor
tubes were out of the question without auxiliary heating devices.
Xenon -filled grid -controlled rectifiers are being used with considerable success. Extreme temperature variations have little effect
on the critical grid -firing points.
It is necessary, however, to add an
R -C buffer system between the
plate and cathode of each tube. The
weight of xenon molecules is much
less than that of mercury molecules, hence the xenon molecule can
accurately follow high rates of
commutation and destroy tube
characteristics. The R-C buffers
keep commutation rates at a safe

-

value.
Since the atmosphere surrounding this control system involves a
wide variety of climatic conditions
and may be explosive, all compo-

the a -c phase -shift circuit voltage
that also acts on the grids. This
rheostat is wound to cover its entire range in 90 degrees of rotation, so it can be mechanically
linked with the friction -brake lever
at the driller's position. The lever
operates the eddy-current brake
through its first 90 degrees of traverse, until the eddy -current brake
is fully applied. Further movement of the lever then engages the
mechanical friction brake that is
required for holding the drill pipe
stationary. The control rheostat
housing is explosion-proof.
The phase -shift circuit provides
90 -degree out -of-phase a -c voltages
that can be shifted above and below the reference axis by varying
the d -c bias introduced by control
rheostat R,, thereby permitting
smooth control of thyratron output
current by varying the fraction of
each cycle during which each thyratron is conductive.
The return path from the movable arm of R. to the cathodes is
through a degenerative time-delay
circuit that provides voltage overshoot. The voltage output from one
pair of gaseous rectifiers is voltage -divided by R1 and R,. A voltage proportional to that applied
to the field coils appears across R.
and acts on the combination of R.
and C1, which represents a time
delay equal to that of the inductive
load. This time -delay circuit causes
the voltage applied to the field coils
to overshoot during the charging
time, making the charging action
as fast as is possible with the voltage available to the field.
Contactors Si and S, interrupt.
the field circuits when R. is turned.
toward zero, so as to obtain rapid
decay of the inductive load. Capacitors C, and C. are placed across the
contacts to eliminate arcing, with
Thyrite resistors R. and R, across
the capacitors to protect them from
high -voltage surges.

nents must be hermetically sealed.
In some cases the power supply
at a drilling site is a gasoline driven motor-generator set whose
output voltage may range from
180 to 260 volts. A voltage -regulating filament transformer is
therefore used to stabilize heater
voltages, and a V-R tube is used in
the grid -bias reference supply.
The circuit of the electronic
power supply for the eddy -current
brake is fundamentally simple, its
design being based primarily on
reliability gained from experience.
The two secondaries of power
transformer Ti supply two conventional full-wave rectifier circuits
connected in the same phase relationship so that the grids for
each phase may be connected together. With this arrangement,
BIBLIOGRAPHY
failure of a rectifier tube in either
(1) R. L. Jaeschke, Electronic Control
Magnetic Clutches, ELECTRONICS, p
half of the system will not cause for
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Rheostat R. controls the current
output to all fields by introducing
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High Altitude Tube
Anticorona base makes an airtight fit in a molded socket. By thus excluding air from
around base pins, tube can be operated at full rating in guided missiles flying at altitudes
higher than ten miles and in industrial equipment subject to dust, moisture and fumes
By NICHOLAS ANTON and MYRON YOUDIN
President

Amp,

Assistant Chief Engineer
Electronic Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.

operating at high
altitude or low pressure must
with special attention
designed
be
to corona and high -voltage breakdown. A high -vacuum half -wave
rectifier rated at 14,000 volts peak
inverse and capable of delivering
an average plate current of 125 ma
has been developed for use in such
equipment.
As the accompanying photograph
shows, the anticorona tube and its
associated socket are only about
half the size of a conventional tube
having the same ratings at sea level.
The anticorona tube operates with
full rating at an altitude of 60,000
feet (at which the pressure is about
2 in. of mercury and the temperature is about -55 F).
The tube has been developed
under the auspices of the Air Materiel Command of the Army Air
Forces to meet requirements for
electronic controls in guided missiles and jet-propelled airplanes that
reach high into the troposphere.
However, its construction suits it
for use in industrial installations
where protection from dust, moisture, vibration, and shock are essential. Before describing the tube, it
is advisable to review the considerations by which it was designed.
EQUIPMENT

Breakdown Considerations

Conventional high -voltage tubes
designed to operate at sea level can
not be operated at their full ratings
at high altitudes. For example, with
a typical pin spacing of 0.75 in. and
a pin diameter of 0.125 in., a tube
base can withstand in excess of 10,000 volts at sea level, but will break
down at 2,000 volts at an altitude of
60,000 feet.
ELECTRONICS
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Conventional tube (left) must be conservatively operated at high altitudes or in
contaminating atmosphere, while new tube (right) having comparable characteristics and with pins completely enclosed can be operated at full rating

In addition to the high -voltage
problem, there is that of continuous
temperature variation. Unless the
equipment compartment of an airplane is heated, the electronic equipment in a plane flying at high altitude will be cooled to a low tempera-

ture. When the plane decends, it
usually passes through warm air.
Moisture in the warm air condenses
on the cooler members of the plane,
freezing in some circumstances.
Under such conditions, a direct
water path is formed between tube
95

base pins, and may result in electrical breakdown if the water dissolves impurities that cause it to
become conductive.
The tube must also withstand a
temperature range of -55 C to
+ 250 C, a rate of temperature
change as high as 1 C per second,
and be rugged enough to withstand
mechanical shock and vibration imposed on it by the tremendous rates
of acceleration of the missiles and
planes in which it is used. These
mechanical requirements prohibit
solving the voltage breakdown problem by simply increasing pin spacing and tube size.
Dielectric strength of air decreases rapidly with decreasing
pressure; or more exactly, dielectric strength of a gas is proportional to its density. At best,
prediction of breakdown in a mixture of gases such as the atmosphere is approximate, so that accurate design is not feasible.
Beside breakdown through the air
breakdown through the solid dielectrics of the tube base and socket
must be considered. In solid dielectrics, rupture occurs when the
potential gradient throughout a
finite volume exceeds a critical
value called the dielectric strength
of the material. This dielectric
strength varies with temperature,
thickness, and moisture content.
When two adjacent dielectrics are
subjected to an electric field, breakdown usually occurs through the
weaker dielectric. For example,
with bonded glass -mica adjacent to
air, breakdown occurs in the air
at the surface bonded glass -mica
because there is greater Concentration of flux there than in the adjacent air. This non -uniform field at
the surface between adjacent dielectrics is usually further aggravated
by additional field distortion resulting from imbedded terminals.
Also, the intense fields associated
with high -voltage tubes attract dust
and other particles to the surfaces
of the tubes. This dirt and condensed moisture pass creepage currents which tend to lower the breakdown voltage.
Base and Socket
To prevent voltage breakdown,
the tube base and socket were designed to exclude air from the con-

nection. As shown in Fig.
96
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FIG. 1-Constructional features of anticorona tube and socket combination provide
ruggedness and air -free pin connections. Base and socket are made to same tolerances

tube base is tapered to fit into a
socket having a similar shape. The
cable to the socket terminals is
bonded directly to the socket,
so that at no point can air enter
the system. Thus the insulation is
directly under control of the design engineer. In addition to excluding air which could break down
under voltage stress, this construction also prevents corrosive fumes,
dust, and moisture from interfering
with the circuit. The tube is therefore well suited to use in industrial
equipment.
The taper angle is large enough so
that air is not trapped when the
tube is inserted in the socket. Figure 2 shows details of base and
socket construction and illustrates
how air escapes until the tube base
reaches the very bottom of the
socket. To insure complete exclusion of air between the tube and
socket, and also to prevent binding,
a viscous silicone oil (viscosity in
excess of 900,000 centistokes-

slightly more viscous than vaseline)
is applied in a thin layer to the
tube base and to the inside of the
socket before inserting the tube.
(If too thick a coating is applied,
the air can not escape from under
the tube, preventing it from seating properly, and will tend to push
the tube out of the socket.) This
oil does not deteriorate, undergo
change in viscosity, nor lose its dielectric strength throughout the
temperature range from -60 to
+400 F and is impervious to water
or ice. The tube terminals are therefore surrounded by dielectrics of
high electrical strength that are
unaffected by variations of temperature, air pressure, or humidity.
A gradual but firm outward pull
on the tube separates it from the
socket. Because all tapers on tubes
and sockets are precision ground,
all tubes and sockets are interchangeable.
The tube prongs fit into spring
rosettes contained in rosette hold April,
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an average plate current of 125 ma
and a peak plate current of 750 ma.
The voltage drop of the tube is 200
volts at 100 ma, and its anode is
capable of an average dissipation
of 75 watts. The thoriated filament
is rated at 5 volts, 6 amps. When
the tube is pulsed at 4,000 volts
peak, the filament will supply in excess of 2 amperes of useful peak
emission. All of these ratings are
applicable at any altitude up to 60,000 feet. The tube is only 4.37 in.
long and 1.75 in. in diameter. Of
this length, approximately 3.25 in.
protrudes above the top of the
socket. A typical conventional tube
having approximately the same electrical ratings, but at sea level only,
is over 8 in. long and of comparable
diameter.
Mechanical Construction

SEALING
.COMPOUND

The anode is fabricated of molybdenum sheet and coated with zirconium to provide continuous Bettering action in addition to the
regular getter. A standard type
getter of iron -clad barium is employed, but is enclosed in a mesh

trap that prevents the active material from migrating to other porFIG.

2-Details

of

tapered tube base show

how air is excluded from pin connections

ers that are in turn molded directly
into the socket. The rosettes engage
grooves in the tube pins and thus
make good electrical contact to
them. Bonded glass -mica is used for
the socket material because it
will not carbonize in the event of an
electrical breakdown as would most
synthetic resins. Thus a flashover
will not permanently damage the
socket. In addition, this material is
closely akin to glass so that the base
and socket have comparable dimensional stabilities. It can be molded
and ground to the required close
tolerances.
Because the socket and cable completely enclose the high -voltage conductors, the system is shockproof.
The cable sheaths and socket base
plate are interconnected and
grounded.
Electrical Characteristics

The tube itself is a high -vacuum
half-wave rectifier rated at 14,000
volts peak inverse. It can deliver
ELECTRONICS
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tions of the tube. The envelope is
hard glass so that it can withstand
continuous operation at 400 F. The
tube and socket assembly is capable
of withstanding voltages as high as
35,000 volts peak.

Ruggedization has been given
special consideration in the design.
The short length of the tube enables it to better withstand impact
because of the reduced moment acting on the anode. In addition, the
anode is supported at its lower end
by a tripod and at its upper end by
a heavy glass exhaust tubulation.
To protect this glass support from
direct thermal radiation from the
filament, a molybdenum heat shield
has been welded to the anode.
Production Processes

Although these innovations in
tube design are fairly simple, several new assembly techniques were
required to maintain tolerances of
taper and pin position. To produce
accurately the glass discs bearing three terminals that are properly located and vacuum sealed,
powdered glass techniques are used.
Molds of material whose coefficient

that of the
glass were designed and accurately
machined so as not to warp when
subjected to the approximately
1,000 C temperature necessary for
melting the glass.
The rods of either molybdenum
or Kovar are inserted into the mold.
A measured quantity of carefully
sifted and washed powdered glass is
spread into the cavity of the mold.
The mold is then heated by induction and the glass properly fused.
In this way the rods are sealed into
the glass disc in perfect alignment.
The glass disc produced by this
technique is not transparent; it is
filled with millions of very small and
very uniformly distributed bubbles.
The bubbles do not appreciably
affect the electrical strength of the
glass. On the other hand, they increase the resistance of the glass to
thermal shock, thus enabling it to
withstand temporary strains induced by large temperature gradients.
The second step in fabricating the
tube is to join the molded disc in
which the pins are sealed to the
glass taper without distorting the
work or requiring excessive grinding of the finished assembly. Ordinary sealing methods produce more
distortion than the tube design can
tolerate. However, molds can again
be used. One mold was designed
to be affixed to the tail stock and the
other to the head stock of a horizontal glass lathe. A piece of glass
tubing that has been approximately
shaped to the profile of the taper is
held in one mold and the molded
glass disc in the other, and the two
parts fused by conventional methods. While the assembly is still plastic, the mold is closed and the
glass pressed into the exact shape of
the finished taper. This procedure
insures alignment of the pins with
the axes of the taper. The finished
base is shaped on a precision
grinder to the final tolerances of
±0.002 inch.
The taper assembly is over an
inch deep. In order to weld the tube
components into it, a series of offset
points for spot welding are required. Therefore, in addition to
designing the tube components to
meet electronic requirements, they
nave been designed to make mass
production possible.
of expansion matches
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1-A

direct-coupled cascade limiter wired for partial squelch

FIG.

INPUT IN MICROVOLTS

2-Response for two limiter connections

SQUELCH CIRCUITS
Simple circuits for disabling the audio amplifier of an f -m broadcast receiver between
stations. In several arrangements described the second limiter is used as a d -c amplifier
for supplying squelch voltage and no additional tubes are used

for disabling
the audio amplifier in the absence of a received carrier have been
used for some years in f -m communications receivers, where intermittent operation makes their use
imperative. Noise output of an f -m
receiver without an incoming carrier is relatively great owing to high
i -f gain and the fact that the amplitude limiter becomes an efficient
amplifier for receiver noise.
QUELCH CIRCUITS

A common squelch method is to
bias the first audio tube beyond
plate current cutoff, using a control
voltage derived from the i -f amplifier or detector. The additional
amplifier required has generally
been an economic impediment to the
use of such circuits in f -m broadcast receivers.
No Extra Tubes

Several squelch circuits to be
described provide adequate action
without additional tubes if the receiver employs a genuine amplitude

limiter.
Historically, the first form of
such circuits' was used in prewar
Zenith f-m receivers as shown in
Fig. 1. Tubes V, and V, constitute
a cascade limiter in which the sig98

nal from the i -f amplifier is clipped
on one side by V, and on the other
side by V,. This circuit is like that
of any other cascade limiter, except
for the positive bias on the grid of
V. arising from the connection to
B+ through R,. The positive bias,
in combination with the poor regulation of the plate circuit, owing to
R,, greatly reduces audio noise in
the absence of a signal resulting in
a partial squelch action while tuning between stations.
The solid line (A) of Fig. 2 shows
the plate voltage of V. as a function
of signal input with R, connected to
B+, while the dotted line (B)
shows the plate voltage with R,
grounded. The effect of the positive
bias is to increase the plate current
of V2 for low signal levels, thus
dropping the plate voltage to a point
below the knee of the e,
curves
for a pentode. In this region the
g,,, of the tube is low, and the plate
resistance is greatly reduced. These
two effects combine to reduce the
noise output of the discriminator.
In addition, the grid -cathode impedance of V,, is lowered due to the
positive bias, decreasing the noise
response of the tuned input circuit.
As the desired signal increases, a

-i,

negative bias is built up, the plate
current decreases, and the d -c plate
voltage rises. Thus in addition to
its r -f limiting action the tube acts
as a d -c amplifier with the rectified
signal voltage as a d -c input.
Since the plate voltage change
over the desired signal range is of
the order of fifty volts, it is an easy
matter to use this potential to disable the audio amplifier. Figure 3
shows the circuit used to disable a
first audio stage consisting of a
zero -bias high -mu triode.
The control voltage appearing
across Rº is divided by five through
R. and R and applied to the lower
end of the audio grid resistor R,.
The cathode of the audio tube is
biased positively by the divider R.
and R,. The cathode bias is adjustable and is set so that the audio
grid is biased beyond plate current
cutoff in the absence of a signal.
When a signal is applied, the positive voltage across R. and R, is
increased and the tube resumes
normal operation.
Bypassing capacitors C C,, and
C. are required to keep residual
noise and hum off the audio grid.
The time constant of R. and C.
should be small enough so that the
April, 1948- ELECTRONICS
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Co.

control voltage can respond to the
average tuning rate. If this time
constant is too large, it is possible
to tune through a station before the
squelch action ceases. To prevent
the grid from going too far positive,
R6 is made large, at least 30 megohms. With the grid too positive and
too small a coupling capacitance,
some low frequency response is lost,
owing to the decrease in grid -tocathode impedance.
The squelch voltage can also be
applied directly to the diode detectors, as shown in Fig. 4. Both
diode cathodes are biased positively
through the divider and squelch
control R6 and Re, while the control
voltage is applied without reduction
to both diode plates through R4. The
diode plates are isolated from the
cathodes for d -c by Q. Adequate
for communications service, this
arrangement is not as satisfactory
as the previous one for broadcast
use because the audio level at the
detectors is high. When tuning off
a station some distortion results
before suppression is complete.
Amplified Squelch

When the utmost in performance
and ease of control is desired a
ELECTRONICS
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FIG.

4-Squelch developed by means of bias

on the discriminator diodes
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FIG. 5-Amplified squelch with extra tube, used in SCR -808 transmitter -receiver

single d -c amplifier can be added.
In Fig 5 voltage across the second
limiter plate resistor is taken from
the divider Re, R4, and applied to the
cathode of the d -c amplifier V5. The
grid of this tube is supplied with a
variable positive bias from a potentiometer across the B supply. In
the absence of signal, the grid is
positive with respect to the cathode,
and the tube draws full current.
The resulting voltage drop across R,

is applied to the grid of the first
audio tube V4, to cut off plate current. With a signal applied, the
second limiter plate current is reduced, and the cathode of V3 rises
in potential respect to the grid, cutting off the plate current of this
tube. This action in turn removes
the bias from the first audio tube.
REFERENCE

Pat. 2,323,880, issued to
W. Carnahan.
(1) U.

S.
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1-In waveform A, a phantastron triggered by pulse X produces a controlled-position
marker pulse Z. To measure time
delay, phantastron control voltage is set so pulse Z coincides with Y.
Other diagrams here apply to the Miller circuit

Design of PHANTASTRON
Detailed step-by-step explanation of how the phantastron circuit provides
precision
microsecond time delays that vary linearly with control voltage. Factors
affecting
performance are analyzed, along with use of control circuits, cascading for longer
delays, and calibration techniques

phantastron is a simple electronic circuit which produces
a variable time delay free from
short -time jitter and stable over
relatively long periods. In addition,
the delay is a linear function of control voltage, so that an accurate calibration is relatively simple. In a
particular circuit, the ratio of maximum to minimum delay attainable
without sacrificing linearity is of
the order of 50 to 1.
The need for time-delay circuits
has become of importance in the
past few years with the increasing
applications of radar and of pulsetype navigational aids. In these
systems, measurement of time intervals to a high order of accuracy
is required, and a circuit such as
the phantastron is extremely useful
for such purposes.
A simple example will serve to
illustrate the use of a time-delay device. Assume two pulses are reTHE

100

ceived which are separated by a
time interval ist. These are presented on an oscilloscope as X and Y
in Fig. 1A. The first received pulse,
X, triggers a time -delay circuit
which produces a marker pulse Z at
a controllable time after triggering.
The marker pulse may be adjusted
until it coincides with Y. The time
interval between X and Y may then
be read as a function of the control
voltage on the delay circuit. Control voltage can be obtained from a

potentiometer, calibrated to read
At directly.
A single -shot multivibrator with
an adjustable width of pulse may be
used as a time delay with the first
signal initiating the action, and the
trailing edge of the multivibrator
output being used to develop a
marker. The width of the pulse may
be controlled readily and so a delay
time may be introduced. This delay
multivibrator1'3 is simple and the de-

lay is roughly linear with the setting of a linear potentiometer over
a wide range. However its deviations from linearity (several percent) and short-time instability (of
the order of 0.5 percent) are definite
limitations in applications where
high accuracies are involved. The
phantastron, on the other hand, can
be made linear to about 0.1 percent
of maximum delay and has a short time jitter of less than 0.05 percent." Other circuits, such as the
bootstrap sweep circuit with a comparator diode, produce results of
equal precision, but are considerably less economical in the number
of tubes employed.
Miller Sweep Circuit

The heart of the operation of a
phantastron lies in the production
of a voltage at the plate which decreases linearly with time for almost the entire period after the
April,
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TIME DELAY CIRCUITS
BACKGROUND
Developed in British and American
laboratories for wartime application
to radar equipment, the phantastron
circuit is widely used today in a host
of military, navigation, end industrial
applications, yet is still one of the
most misunderstood circuits in the
electronic field. Designers know it
works, but up to now there has been
no detailed explanation of exactly
what goes on in the six stages of its
operation

By RICHARD N. CLOSE

and MATTHEW T. LEBENBAUM
Airborne Instruments Laboratory, Inc.
Mineola, Long Island, New York

initiating trigger. To understand
the mechanism of this linear variation, it is useful to analyze in some
detail another circuit, the so-called

Miller fed -back time base. This circuit, shown in Fig. 1B, can
produce an extremely linear time
base.
In the quiescent condition, the
suppressor is sufficiently negative
to cut off plate current. The grid
is at zero because of the positive
grid return. Except for a very small
grid current, all of the space current goes to the screen.
If the suppressor is suddenly
brought up to zero by the trigger,
the time base is initiated. The circuit wave forms are shown in Fig.
1C. The solid lines are for the case
of plate current cutoff before the
plate has bottomed (see the following discussion) ; the dotted lines
are for termination of the time base
after bottoming.
ELECTRONICS-April, 1948

The plate current is the sum of
the three currents shown in Fig.
1B: the discharging current i, from
the stray capacitances, the disand
charging current i, from
the current iL through the load
resistance. When the suppressor is
brought up to zero, a large fraction
of the space current must flow to
the plate as in a normal pentode.
Since the grid side of C, is tied to

C

B+ through the large grid resistor
R,, the discharging current from
C, will be limited to approximately

E,,/R,

At the first instant, the strays
supply most of the plate current,
which is fairly large since the tube
was operating at zero grid bias before the trigger.
As the strays discharge, the plate
voltage drops and current flows
through RL. This drop is transmitted to the grid, since the voltage across C, cannot change rapidly.

As a result, space current is reduced. Since the plate can only fall
a few volts before the tube is cut
off, and because RL is quite large,
iL will be small.
An equilibrium point is soon
reached where the plate current is
the normal fraction of the existing
space current, and the fall of plate
voltage is arrested.

Actually, the plate voltage continues to fall, as is shown below, but
the rate of change of grid voltage
goes through zero and becomes positive as C, discharges through R,.
This occurs when the rate of fall of
plate voltage is exactly equal to
the rate of change of voltage across
C,. As the grid rises and space cur-

rent increases, the plate current

also increases and the plate voltage
continues to drop, but at a slower
rate. This drop, reflected to the
grid through C,, retards the rise
of grid voltage. It is this feedback
101

path which is responsible for the
almost linear fall of plate voltage
after the initial jump.
Miller Effect

One simple way of looking at this
is to redraw the circuit as in Fig.
1D and consider what the impedance looking in at the terminals 1-2
must be. The input capacitance of a
tube, as expressed by the well-

known Miller effect equation, is

C=C,k+C,p(1 +A cos 0) (1)
where C,,, is the grid -cathode capacitance, C,,, is the grid -plate capacitance, A is the gain of the tube
and cos O is the phase angle of the
load (unity for a resistance load).
Normally, C,,, is extremely small
in a pentode, but in this circuit we
have deliberately added a capacitance between plate and grid. Since
A >>1, the capacitance appearing
across terminals 1-2 will be very
closely A x C9. We have, therefore,
an RC sweep generator with an extremely long time -constant, and we
use only a very small portion of the
exponential rise in voltage across
C, as the input voltage. This portion is so small that it has a practically linear variation with time.
Figure lE shows the relative
shapes of the voltages. The exponential curve with time -constant
of R,C, would be the input voltage
if C, were connected from grid to
ground. With the grid -to -plate connection, the input voltage rise has
a time constant of A X R,C,. The
output voltage is simply e, times
the gain.
More formally, one may express
the rate of change of plate voltage
2r

1
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2
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DELAY CONTROL
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nr

fv

y

mathematically. This is useful, for
it shows immediately the necessary
conditions for linearity, and indicates the region in which we must
operate the tube in order to obtain
the best results.
The variation in plate current of
a pentode for small grid variations
may be expressed as

is a constant, as follows
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When the plate voltage in the
Miller circuit falls to a very low
value, our initial assumptions are
no longer justified. At low plate
voltages, gm drops rapidly and pp
approaches 1, and the plate drop departs from linearity. At some point,
the rate of change of e,, becomes
zero, and the plate is said to have
bottomed. This is equivalent to
operating below the knee of the pentode characteristic. In this region a

- /R

(-

100

from Eq.

-

gmRL/¡lp

e µ

0

(5 )

R,

i,/C so

gmRL

(4)
In order that diL/dt (and therefore de,/dt) be constant, each term
of the denominator of Eq. 4 must
be constant and the terms of the
numerator must be constant or vary
linearly with time. Since RL is large
and only a small grid change is required to produce a large output
voltage, if operation is above the
knee of the epip characteristic of the
tube, g,,,, µp,
and
are relatively
constant. The current i, flowing into
C, is (Ebb
e,)
and since the
change of e, is small compared to
Ebb, to a high degree of accuracy i,

pt

Ebb

(7)
+ gmRL (1 + 1/µp) R,C,
Making the further assumption that
µp > >1 and gmRL >> 1, Eq. 7
reduces to
dep/dt = -Ebb /R.C.
(8)
This indicates that if our assumptions are valid, the fall of plate voltage is linear. The rate of fall is
easily calculated from the circuit
parameters. In the circuit shown,
for example, the fall is approximately 300
10' X 100 X 10-x, or
3 volts per microsecond.

J

/hp

-

1

(3)

Solving for

iL

di 1,
RL

v.)+ me'O, +Ebb-RLZL]
Fis[(Ebb-RLiL-

,.o

dv,/dt = Ebb /R,C,
(6)
During this stage, e, is falling
relatively slowly, and i, is small
compared to i, if C, > > C as it
is chosen to be. In any event, if e,
is falling linearly, i, is constant.
Differentiating Eq. 4 with respect
to time and multiplying both sides
by RL, we obtain

-}-)

ip=gm

-

R,

Now, dv,/dt =
we have

LP=gm (ea +µo
(2)
where
and e, are the instantaneous control grid, screen grid,
and plate potentials,
and µp are
the screen grid and plate amplification factors respectively, and gm is
the plate -control grid transconductance. If we let y, be the voltage
across C, at any instant, then from
Eq. 2
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5-Phantastron time delay circuit providing 240 microseconds maximum delay.
Resistor types specified give the required temperature compensation. Both pulse
transformers are Utah X124 -T2 or equivalent
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age at which the cycle starts, we
would have the last element required, for then the total plate voltage drop (and therefore the time)
is controllable. There remains only
to investigate the linearity of the
time delay as a function of the control variable, and the stability of
the various stages of the cycle.

drop in plate voltage reduces the
fraction of space current flowing to
the plate, so that although the total
space current is increasing (grid
voltage rising), the net plate current change is zero. At this point
in the cycle there is no feedback
through the plate -grid capacitor,
and the grid now rises towards B+
at a rate determined only by the
simple time constant, R,C,. This
increases the total space current
and screen current until the grid is
caught at zero by the flow of grid
current. The initial conditions then
exist except that the plate voltage
remains almost constant at its bottomed value. In this circuit, the
plate can only rise to its initial
value if the suppressor grid cuts

Simple Pentode Phantastron

off the plate current.

If this plate current cutoff could
be made to occur when the plate
first bottomed, the rise of the grid
and screen to their initial values
would be greatly accelerated. The
increase in plate voltage as plate
current is cut off would be reflected
back to the grid, greatly increasing
the rate of rise of grid voltage. As
will be shown later, this can be accomplished simply by use of the

phantastron circuit. This sharp rise
can then be differentiated and used
as an output pulse.
We would then have almost all the
elements of a time -delay circuit:
(1) A voltage falling linearly with
time; (2) A relatively fixed voltage
at which the fall is arrested; (3) A
method of obtaining a sharply rising voltage at this terminating
point for developing into a marker.
If we could control the plate volt-
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Before this is done, the workings
of a simple pentode phantastron circuit will be analyzed in order to
draw together the principles discussed above and to indicate wherein it differs from the Miller circuit.
The circuit is shown in Fig. 2.
Control grid initiation is used instead of suppressor grid triggering.
The initial voltages are shown on
the schematic, the plate voltage being determined by the setting of R..
The plate attempts to rise to B+,
but when its voltage equals that on
the cathode of T. (which is variable
from 66 to 246 volts), T. conducts,
catching the plate at that voltage.
This is the usual method of controlling the starting voltage of the
cycle, and for the values given in
this circuit, controls the delay from
about 20 to 75 microseconds. Since
Ts is conducting, it holds the phantastron grid at 37 volts. The suppressor is at 20 volts, determined
by a bleeder chain; it is almost 20
volts negative with respect to the
cathode, cutting off plate current.
Following the British custom, the
sequence of phantastron operation
will be divided into six stages. The
conditions set forth above characterize the quiescent period, stage
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VI. When a negative trigger of
approximately 30 volts peak with a
steep leading edge is applied to the
stage I is
grid of T. through
initiated. Since bias resistor R. is
not bypassed, the voltage on the
cathode follows the grid voltage as
in a cathode follower. Drop in cathode voltage is equivalent to a suppressor voltage rise, and at some
point plate current begins to flow.
The resulting drop in plate voltage
is reflected through C, to the grid.
This stage will then be recognized
as the initial -jump period of the
Miller time base. Only one point of
difference is important: the grid

T

(and therefore the plate) must fall
considerably farther than in the
Miller circuit to establish the first
equilibrium point because the cathode voltage follows closely the grid
voltage, the actual bias developed
being equal to De, (1-A) where Ile,
is the change in grid voltage, and
A is the gain of the tube as a cathode follower. This initial jump is
of the order of 30 to 40 volts, dependent upon the setting of the
control voltage.
With plate current equilibrium
established, stage II begins. During this stage, the plate voltage
drops linearly in exactly the same
fashion as in the Miller circuit. It
should be noted that Tr and T, are
both cut off after the initial trigger
by the drop in grid and plate voltage
respectively, and are cut off during
stages I, II, III, and IV. The tube
bottoms at the end of stage II.
Stage III is the period during
which the grid voltage rises towards
the supply voltage with time constant R,C,, as discussed previously.
During this stage, the plate current
change is practically zero, and plate
voltage remains almost constant. As
the grid voltage (and therefore,
cathode voltage) rises, the suppressor falls with respect to the
cathode. The end of stage III is
defined as the point where the suppressor voltage has fallen sufficiently to commence cutting off
plate current.
During stage IV, the grid rises
rapidly, as the plate rise is reflected
onto the grid. It is during this stage
that the useful output is developed,
since the cathode voltage is rising
steeply enough to trigger a marker
circuit, such as a conventional block103
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Table I-Nonlinearity Errors in
300 -Microsecond Phantastron
\ pproxi-

Cause of Error

Variation of duration of
stage I with control
voltage
Variation of magnitude
of stage I
Nonlinearity of slope and
variation in bottoming
voltage in stage II
Variation of duration of
stage III
Control voltage potenti°meter loading

mate
Nonlinearit
Introduced

+0.1%

-0.4%
+0.1%

-0.8%
+1.0%

voltage drop begins to cut off the
plate current, the rate of cutoff
(and therefore the rate of rise of
plate voltage) is more rapid than in
the normal pentode. This plate
voltage rise, reflected to the grid,
causes the cathode voltage to rise
steeply, producing a sharply defined
output pulse.
The addition of the cathode follower allows the plate to return to
its initial value much more rapidly
than in the simple phantastron. In
the latter circuit, the grid-plate
coupling capacitor and strays must
charge through the high load resistance. With the cathode follower
circuit of Fig. 3, the cathode follower charges C, and only the strays
charge through RL, so the rate of
rise of plate voltage is extremely
rapid. The wave forms in this phantastron are shown in Fig. 4.

ing oscillator. Stage IV ends when
the grid rises to the voltage on the
cathode of T,; this diode conducts,
catching the grid.
In stage V, the plate voltage rises
Maximum Duty Cycle
till it is caught by T8, and the circuit is ready for triggering again.
The duty cycle is defined as the
The speed with which the plate can ratio of delay time to the time bereturn to its initial value so that tween successive triggers. Since
the circuit can be triggered again is the recovery is an exponential
determined by the rate at which charging toward B-1-, the maximum
grid -plate coupling capacitor C2 and control voltage is normally limited
the strays from plate to ground can to less than 90 percent of the supbe charged through the load resist- ply voltage; otherwise, the recovery
ance.
time would be undesirably long.
In this phantastron, then, it is When this limitation exists in the
possible to obtain an output delayed simple circuit of Fig. 2, the recovin time from the initiating trigger
by 20 to 75 microseconds, depending
WIRE -WOUND
10,000
POTENTIOMETER¡',¿N
on the setting of the 50,000 -ohm
20,000.
ºz
CALIBRATED LINEAR
linear potentiometer. This delay is
áw
94
WIRE -WOUND
10,000
closely a linear function of the poiTRIGGER
_..._.cá
tentiometer setting.

0

HIGH
PRECISION POTENTIOMETER

I

POTENTKJMETER

co,,,

_

(TRIGGER ISOLATION RESISTOR

Pentagrid Phantastron

(A)
ZERO CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENT'

EI

Chance and his associates at the
MIT Radiation Laboratory adapted
the original pentode phantastron
(developed by the Telecommunications Research Establishment, Gt.
(B)
Malvern, Worcs., England) to the
/CALIBRATED POTENTIOMETER VOLTAGE
ZERO ADJUST VOLTAGE
American type 6SA7 pentagrid cont
t E K,EI. KzEz. K3E3
verter.' In this pentagrid circuit,
E,
WHERE K
' (RY.R3).RR3
shown in Fig. 3, grids 2 and 4 (tied
R,
R, R3
internally) are used as the screen
º Rz(RIR3)RI R3
RI Re
grid, grid 3 is used as the grid conR3(Ri'Rz)'RIRe
IF RI(MEG
trolling plate current (the suppresTHEN KI. 0.0667
Rz O.I
Kz0.6667
R30.25 MEG
sor grid of Fig. 2), and grid 5 is
K3=0.2667
E, .250V
EZ0-225V AND E50 -250V
used as a normal suppressor grid
E3125V
iC)
(tied to cathode).
One of the advantages of the 6SA7 FIG. 7-A
simple control circuit for the
is that the eg3i9 characteristic ex- phantastron is shown at A. with a voltagehibits a very sharp cutoff. During addition network for the same purpose at
and, at C, a simplified version of the
stage IV, then, when the suppressor B network
that neglects the diode and R4
R,

E

I

EZ

RYR
3

RI

K

3

MEG
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ery time at maximum delay approximately equals the delay time (50
percent duty cycle).
If a cathode follower is used to
charge C, during recovery (stage
V), the duty cycle is limited only by
the time required to charge the
stray capacitance between the phantastron plate and ground through
the large plate resistor as mentioned
above.
Maximum Delay

If the phantastron is pressed beyond the maximum permissible duty
cycle (stage V incomplete), the delay is no longer a linear function of

the control voltage; if pressed far
enough, erratic triggering will result. In cases where 100 percent
duty cycle is required, two phantastron delays may be employed in
series, or a fixed video delay line
may be inserted in series with the
phantastron trigger.
The maximum delay may be calculated from the approximate for-

mula Tmx = R3C,(Vm,a -V)/E3,,
where Vm3 is the maximum value of
control voltage and V is the minimum control voltage which results
in delay (40 to 60 volts).
Minimum Delay

When the phantastron is triggered by a positive trigger applied
to grid 3, the delay may be reduced
smoothly to zero by continuously
lowering the control voltage. When
a negative trigger is used, the minimum delay is a function of the trigger width and amplitude. In either
case, however, linearity of the delay with control voltage begins to
suffer when the value of delay becomes less than 2 percent of the
maximum delay.
Linearity
A linearity error of ±0.1 percent
of Tm, when Tms is greater than
200 microseconds, is obtainable under laboratory conditions, while a
linearity error of 0.25 percent has
been achieved in mass production.
Linearity error is defined as the
maximum difference between the
actual delay and the delay value determined by straight-line interpolation between two calibration points
located near the maximum and minimum delays respectively. The linearity obtainable becomes poorer
April,
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as the value of Tmas decreases. Thus,
for a phantastron operating between 3 and 50 microseconds, 0.5
percent linearity error is the smallest easily attainable.
In order to obtain the above linearities, careful selection of circuit
values is necessary. This is particularly true since there are unavoidable nonlinearities in the various phases of operation whose
effects can be eliminated only by
carefully balancing as closely as
possible one against the other, and

deriving the necessary additional
compensation from the loading of
the control voltage potentiometer
by the phantastron plate resistor.
Table I summarizes these sources of
nonlinearity and roughly indicates
their magnitude and direction for
the case of a 300 -microsecond phantastron.
Particularly important in obtaining good linearity are the values of
quiescent screen voltage (on grids
2 and 4), the second control grid
voltage (on grid 3), and the values
of the plate and cathode resistors.
Table II gives recommended component values for four different
values of maximum delay.' Obviously, if the linearity of the phantastron is to be utilized, a calibrated
potentiometer or other type of control circuit of very high accuracy
must be employed to convert voltage
into a dial reading or a mechanical
computer input.
Temperature Compensation

To retain linearity and calibra-

tion at widely different ambient
temperatures, special care must be
exercised in the choice of resistor
and capacitor types used. Types indicated in Table II and in the circuit diagrams of Fig. 5 and 6 were
chosen so that the effects produced
by their variation with temperature
would balance as nearly as possible.
Both positive and negative coefficient resistors and capacitors are
specified.

Unfortunately, it has been found
difficult to reproduce results of temperature cycling tests when temperatures are carried to the
extremes required by Service
specifications. Apparently, a hysteresis type of effect or permanent
change in temperature coefficient of
some of the standard carbon resistELECTRONICS
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Table II-Recommended Values of Phantastron Circuit Components
Ebb =+300V
R6
R

R,

R3

1W

6S A7

WW

TRIGGER

1°-)
C1

100µµf

t 20%

+
1

R7

6SN7

RMEG

20,000

LINEAR TO

to.1%

ge
W10

R4

WW

+20%

3P00 IoW
20 plus
5,0002W

5W

VARIABLE

R5

25,000

BT10,000
±5%
2W

Resistor
Type for
500-µsec
Temp
ParaPhantastron
Comp
meter
68,000 ( 2w)
R1
BT
5,600 ( 1w)
WW
R2
20,000 (10w)
WW
R3
R4
f BT 50%' 8,200 ( 1w)
Erie 50%f
1 meg (1w)
RL
BT
Rol
WW
0.1 meg (2w)
90 µµf
f
Co
Temp roeff N150

2,500-µsec
Phantastron

50,000-µset TolerPhantastron ance

10,000-µsec
Phantastron

68,000 ( 2w) 50,000 ( 2w) 50,000 ( 2w)
5,000 ( 1w)
5,000 ( 1w)
6,200 ( 1w)
20,000 (10w) 15,000 (10w) 15,000 (10w)
5,600 ( 1w)
5,600 ( 1w)
6,200 ( 1w)

meg (Zw)

2 meg (1w)

5

N150

N270

5

meg (/w)

0.1 meg (2w) 0.1 meg (2w) 0.1 meg (2w)
5,000 µµf
2,000 µµf
475 µµf

ors occurs which upsets the compensation after several temperature excursions. Also, variation in the
temperature coefficients of the carbon resistors from lot to lot is common. The best results achieved in
practice showed a variation of
roughly 0.5 percent in the phantastron calibration over the temperature range of -50C to +70C, with
most of the variation at the extremes of temperature.
If it is desired to reduce the temperature effect over moderate
ranges of ambient temperature, the
types indicated in the table should
be satisfactory. If a more rigid
compensation is desired, it is recommended that an investigation be
made for that purpose. This is particularly true since the local temperature surrounding each component
is the significant factor in determining its behavior, and this depends greatly on chassis layout.
Supply Voltage and Tube Variations

Variation of the plate supply voltage over a ±10 percent range produces a change in the delay value of
roughly ±0.1 percent of maximum
delay. Variation of heater voltage
over a ±10 percent range produces
roughly a ±0.1 percent change, but
in the opposite direction. For this
reason an unregulated supply is
normally used with the phantastron,

5%
5%
5%
5%
20%
20%
10%

N270

since heater and plate -voltage
changes very nearly compensate for
one another when the line voltage is
altered. The control voltage must
be derived from voltage -divider
type networks operating from the
same supply as is used for the phan-

tastron circuit itself, so that it
drifts exactly in proportion to the
plate and screen voltages.
Linearity is not adversely affected by change of tubes, but calibration may change several percent.
Calibration adjustments are provided in the control circuit for this
reason.
Trigger Requirements

A trigger of at least 30 volts amplitude is recommended. A positive
trigger may be supplied to grid 3 or

a negative trigger supplied to grid,
plate, or cathode. Injecting the trigger through the control voltage
diode has the advantage of removing the effect of the triggering circuit once the operation has begun.
The 10,000 -ohm resistor shown in
series with the diode (Fig. 5) is
provided in order to isolate the
trigger from the stray capacitance
which exists if the control voltage
lead travels any appreciable distance to the control circuit, which
may often be in a remote location.
A duration of at least 2 microseconds is recommended for the posi 105
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FIG. 8-Crystal-controlled trigger source and neon lamp coincidence
calibrating
circuit for use in conjunction with a phantastron delay. All pulse transformers
are
the same type as in the circuit of Fig. 5

tive trigger to ensure reliable operation. The negative trigger may be
somewhat shorter.
Control Circuits

As has been mentioned previously, the control circuit is a network designed to produce a voltage
varying from roughly 50 volts,
where plate bottoming and hence
zero delay occur, to a value somewhat less than the supply voltage.
This voltage may be derived from
a calibrated potentiometer used in
a voltage divider circuit, as in Fig.
7A. The rheostats in series with
each end of the potentiometer are
varied until the voltages at the ends,
or at two calibration points near
the ends of the potentiometer, are
correct. Since the rheostats interact on each other, several successive
settings of each rheostat must be
made before a solution is converged
upon.
In certain applications it is desired to produce the control voltage
from an electronic computer whose
output may be the sum or product
of several variable quantities. Here
it is often inconvenient or impossible to supply the 50 volts of zero delay voltage in the simple way described above.
Figure 7B shows a resistance

mixing or linear voltage addition
network which allows the addition
of any number of variable or fixed
voltages to produce the desired control voltage. The plate resistor of
the phantastron is considered as
part of the network and is actually
106

used to contribute most of the zero
voltage by the current it draws

from the network.
Figure 7C is an equivalent circuit
of the adding network. The diode
resistance and the 10,000 -ohm trigger isolation resistor are ignored
since they have no effect on linearity
and have only a second -order effect
on the calibration, which may be
ignored initially.
As seen from the equations in
Fig. 7C, the resultant voltage on the
phantastron plate is composed of
definite fractions of the calibrated
potentiometer voltage E$, the supply
voltage
and the zero calibration
potentiometer voltage E3. When the
calibrated potentiometer arm is
grounded, the zero-calibration potentiometer contribution plus the
supply voltage contribution should
produce the voltage required for
zero delay. A slope calibration adjustment is also provided in series
with the top end of the calibrated
potentiometer. These two adjustments are virtually independent of
one another.
If desired, additional branches
may be supplied to add additional
voltages, and the slope calibration
rheostat may be used as a multiplier
control to multiply the calibrated
potentiometer reading by any desired factor. If the latter is done,
the slope calibration rheostat should
be replaced by a low -impedance potentiometer connected across the
supply voltage, in order not to
change the impedance at the slider
of the calibrated potentiometer.

E

9-In two-scale delay circuit, step delay phantastron produces uniformly
spaced pips to trip vernier phantastron
FIG.

The phantastron exhibits sizable
calibration drifts with ageing of
tubes and should be calibrated
against a frequency standard or
other timing standard at intervals
of 20 to 50 hours of operation.
Figure 8 shows a crystal-controlled
timing circuit and a calibration indicator which may be built into the
phantastron chassis for this purpose. It consists essentially of a
crystal -controlled oscillator synchronizing a frequency -divider
chain which produces a trigger at
a submultiple of the oscillator frequency. This trigger is used to
trigger the phantastron and any external equipment it is desired to
synchronize with it.
The oscillator has a frequency of
80.86 kc, so that negative synchronized pips 12.37 microseconds apart
(exactly one nautical mile of radar
range) are produced at the output
of V,B. These pips are fed into the
cathode of V*B, which is normally
biased well beyond cutoff, and are of
sufficient amplitude so as to bring
the grid almost up to cutoff. In this
condition, a positive pulse applied
on the grid will cause conduction of
plate current and will appear amplified at the plate. A positive pulse
appearing at any other time will not
appear at the plate unless it is of
very large amplitude.
A large time constant composed
of an 0.01-µf capacitor and a 10megohm plate resistor is used in the
plate circuit so as to integrate the
amplified pulses into a steady d -c
voltage. The voltage is directly couApril, 1948
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synchronized pips which appear to
travel continuously in time as the
capacitor is rotated continuously
through many cycles of phase shift.
By using a phantastron and selector
gate to follow a particular pip and
exclude all others, a continuously
variable delay of high precision is
obtained. In practice, the phaseshift capacitor is geared mechanically through a speed reduction box
to the phantastron control voltage
potentiometer so as to provide
tracking.

I
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FIG. 10-Block diagram of precision phase shift delay circuit using a phantastron

FIG. 11-Block diagram and timing diagram of a phantastron delay for automatic
tracking of moving radar signals

pled to the grid of V.,, which is
essentially a cathode follower normally biased so as to draw sufficient
current to light the 0.25 -watt neon
bulb in its plate circuit.
The delayed pulse controlled by
the phantastron circuit is fed into
the grid of Vu. As the delay is adjusted so as to coincide with the
first one -mile interval of the pip
generator, the phantastron delayed
pulse comes into coincidence with
the first one-mile pip and a voltage
is built up across the plate load.
This lowers the bias on Vu and
causes the neon lamp to dim. The
bias on Vu is set so that the lamp
does not completely extinguish,
since the voltage required to restart
the glow discharge is appreciably
higher than its extinction voltage,
and dead space or electronic backlash would be introduced.
By selecting two crystal -controlled pips-one near each end of
the delay range to be covered-the
zero and slope may be set by setting

cent accuracy of the phantastron
may be improved by using two or
more of them in a cascade delay
(Fig. 9). The first phantastron is
controlled by a step-type potentiometer calibrated so as to produce
equal increments of delay as it is advanced from one position to the
next. The output of this phantastren fires a narrow selector gate
which is injected into the cathode
of a coincidence amplifier. Crystal controlled pips are fed into the grid,
and the desired pip appears amplified at the plate. The position of
this pip is independent of the calibration errors of the phantastron
(so long as these are not larger than
half the width of the selector gate),
and is accurate within the precision
of the crystal oscillator. This accurately delayed pip is then used as a
trigger for the second or vernier
phantastron, which covers the time
interval between pips. In this way a
long time interval can be measured
normally
precision
with the
achieved in measuring a much
shorter time interval. One of the
drawbacks encountered in this
method is the nonlinearity of the
vernier phantastron at the lower
end of its range. This can be overcome by overlapping the vernier
phantastron into the second pip
interval.
A more convenient type of twoscale delay employs a precision RC
phase -shift network to shift the
phase of the crystal oscillator continuously through 360 -degree cycles
(Fig. 10). This produces a set of

as an ambiguity resolver

the calibrated potentiometer to read
the proper value and adjusting the
calibration adjustments until the
neon lamp dims. The one -mile pip
is used rather than the zero pip
since the phantastron is nonlinear
in the region of zero delay. The
proper pip may be chosen by counting the number of times the light
blinks as the calibrated potentiometer is turned through its range.
Cascade Delay

Where a long delay of very high
precision is required, the 0.1-per-

Where it is desired to measure a
changing time interval continuously, such as in an antiaircraft
radar, the delayed pip may be made
to follow the target pulse automatically. A simple version of such
a system is shown in Fig. 11. Two
gates adjacent in time, called the
early and late gates respectively,
are positioned by the phantastron.
Through an electronic or electromechanical servo loop the phantastron voltage is continuously adjusted so as to keep the target pulse
exactly split between the early and
late gate.
The area of the pulse falling in
the early gate is measured by a coincidence amplifier gated by the
early gate, while the area falling in
the late gate is measured by a coincidence amplifier gated by the late
gate. The two coincidence amplifier
d -c voltages may then be used to
operate a small d -c motor which
through suitable gearing turns the
range voltage potentiometer (and
phase -shift capacitor in the case of
a two -scale delay) so as to correct
the position of the gates.
Adequate damping must be employed to prevent oscillation or
hunting of the servo system. Rate measuring circuits may be included
in conjunction with memory circuits
to maintain a continuous rate of
change of delay in absence of signal
or when the scanning radar beam
is off the target.
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FIG. 1-Dielectric action can be reproduced at microwaves by arrangements of metallic discs (left) or
spheres (center).
using metallic dielectric are useful over greater bandwidths than the waveguide type lens (right)

Lenses

Broadband Lens Antenna
for Microwaves
Metal pieces distributed like atoms in large-scale replicas of crystal lattices produce focusing action. Lenses constructed of metallic dielectric made in this manner operate over
the very great bandwidths that are desirable for efficient microwave radio relays
of microwaves can be
accomplished by metallic -dielectric lenses. In contrast to wave guide -type metallic lenses, which
transmit waves at higher phase
velocities than does air, metallic dielectric lenses focus by transmitting the waves at lower phase
velocities.
Because their refractive power
depends on composition, and not on
wavelength as in waveguide lenses,
dielectric lenses can focus a very
wide band of frequencies. Thus
they constitute a desirable component for multichannel radio relays, comparable in bandwidth -handling ability to the traveling-wave
tube.
To aid in initial design a metallic dielectric lens was formed by scaling up a crystal lattice responsible
for the focusing of light waves.
Figure 1 shows two types of such
BEAMING
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lenses in which small pieces of metal
grouped in close array produce the
same action on microwaves as atoms
in crystal lattices produce on light
waves. A waveguide-type lens is
also pictured.
Metallic Dielectrics

Metallic lenses of the waveguidetype are now being used in the New
York -to -Boston
microwave-relay
link. The refractive power of these
lenses, employing thin metallic
plates, depends on the length of the
radio waves passing through them.
As a consequence, waves having different wavelengths are focused at
different points. The bandwidth
over which such lenses operate satisfactorily is limited to about 20
percent of the center frequency for
most microwave applications.
It is known that lenses made of
glass or polystyrene focus micro-

waves just as they do light waves,
and that they operate satisfactorily
over a very wide range of wavelengths. However, for many applications such lenses would have to
be 10 feet or more in diameter and
would weigh several tons. It seemed
logical to believe, however, that if
the atomic lattice structure, which

physicists

think constitutes the

molecules of a crystalline material,
can focus light waves, a scaled -up
version or model of this lattice
structure would also focus electromagnetic waves of equally scaled-up

wavelength.
The advantage to be gained by
this procedure is that the individual
elements of the scaled -up lattice can
be made of metal. Furthermore, because radio waves induce currents
only on the surface of the lattice
elements if these elements are
spheres they can be made hollow,
April, 1948
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placed in the proper position relaelectronic processes occurring in
to the prism to pick up the intheir true dielectric counterparts. tive
dividual channels of the radio wave
The free electrons in the metallic
as in a spectrometer.
elements of the array flow back and
alterthe
forth under the action of
Dielectric vs Other Types
nating radio field and cause the
Both the new lens and the earlier
elements to become oscillating diare metallic lenses
poles similar to the oscillating waveguide lens
power is
refractive
their
array
in that
dipoles of the dielectric. The
members
metallic
the
to
propa
solely
due
thus exhibits polarization,
The advanthem.
their
constitute
to
which
related
erty of dielectrics
is its property
refractive or focusing power. Since tage of the new lens many waveat
the array of conducting elements of being effective advantages of
refracts or bends radio waves, it lengths. All of the lens such as
can be formed into a lens for focus- the earlier waveguide
tolerance, beam-forming qualities
ing microwaves.
are reFor broad band operation, the and shielding protectionlenses. As
lattice
new
only requirement is that element tained in the
lenses, the
spacing and size be small relative in glass or dielectric or delayed;
down
slowed
be
are
to
waves
to the minimum wavelength
be called metalemployed. When the spacing of the they may therefore
lens
3 shows the
Figure
microwave
FIG. 2-Broad band
lattice becomes larger than the lic delay lenses.
two types
the
to
action
in
model is large-scale replica of crystal
wavelength the waves become dif- difference
on
lattice, made by pasting metallic discs
lenses.
fracted and, instead of producing of
polystyrene foam
Regarding tolerance, the advanthe desired single sharp beam, a
-type microwave andiffraction pattern results. The en- tages of a lens
type are conreflector
ergy is then scattered in many di- tenna over a
chiefly from
result
They
rections, as in the case of x-ray dif- siderable.
By WINSTON E. KOCK
in a
is
permitted
which
warping
wavethe
Inc.
patterns where the
fraction
Bell Telephone Laboratories,
gain
The
a reflector.
New York, N. Y.
length is short compared to the lens but not in
is reduced when the
antenna
an
of
spacing.
crystal -lattice
are not absoIf the elements are not small rela- emerging phase fronts
halves of a
two
the
If
flat.
tive to the wavelength, they may lutely
from the
displaced
are
paraboloid
resonant and the refractive
of a
or can even be thin metal -foil disks, become
1/20
the array will change with mean surface by only
inch
an
as in Fig. 2. By this means it is power of
of
fraction
The material then ex- wavelength (a
is
theoretically possible to build a lens wavelength.
gain
the
and although this at microwavelengths),
having only one-thousandth the hibits dispersion,in a lens, the prop- down 1.7 db. Figure 4 shows that
weight of an equal -size glass lens. is objectionableuseful. For example, a lens, on the other hand, can be
Actually, the new lenses are made erty might be
its corof such a dispersive twisted (or displaced) from
heavier than this to give them the a prism built
effect.
serious
without
will split the fre- rect position
required strength, but they still refractive medium a multichannel Thus, a warping of the final lens
quency bands of
weigh less than glass lenses.
which would comradio wave just as a glass prism can be tolerated
of a
Properties of Lenses
splits white light into the colors pletely ruin the performance
can
horn
a
addition,
In
spectrum. Separate reflector.
Artificial metallic dielectrics re- of the visible
shield
to
lens
a
with
used
readily
be
antennas could then be
produce, on a much larger scale, the receiving
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focusing. Waveguide lenses.
in proportion to its dielectric constant to produce
FIG. 3-Metallic-dielectric lens (left) delays waves
to produce focusing
thickness
to
proportion
in
waves
advance
three forms of which are also shown,
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the system from side radiation.
The fundamental principles involved in the conception of the
metallic delay lens are based on the
polarization engendered by the pres-

ence of the metallic elements. The
dipole strength or effectiveness of
the element is expressible by means
of its polarizability (which can be
calculated). The effective dielectric
constant of the array is then given
as the sum of the free -space dielectric constant plus the product of the
number of elements per unit volume
times the polarizability. This is expressible by the equation =so+Na.
The effective dielectric constant is
thus seen to be increased either by
greater density of elements or by
increasing the polarizability a of
the individual element. Since the
polarizability of spheres, discs or
strips can easily be calculated theoretically the effective dielectric
constant of an array of such elements can also be determined to
permit the design of delay lenses.
Since lenses of this type will effect an equal amount of wave delay
at all wavelengths which are long
compared to the size and spacing
of the elements, they can be designed to operate over any desired

CONVEX
CONTOUR

/SLOTS
METAL

STRIPS

SLOT

METAL
STRIP

'FOAM

SLABS

CIRCULAR OUT/LINE

FIG.

5-Practical construction

of

metallic -dielectric lens consists of thin metal strips
of spheres or discs

instead

such as the sphere array and disc give a desired
focal
array, one form that is simple to calculated from opticallength can be
construct is that employing metal The proper profile -ray theories.
strips as the polarized elements. each foam slab, and is marked on
the slabs are
Such construction allows the use of stacked on top
of one another to
only one type of wave polarization form the complete
lens.
(the disc and sphere types focus
The complete antenna with horn
any type of polarization; vertical, shield has an
exterior
horizontal, circular, elliptical). much like the waveguide appearance
lenses now
bandwidth. For large operating However, by using polystyrene - in service. The lens is protected
bandwidths, the stepping process foam slabs having slots cut in them, from the weather by a plastic cover.
used in waveguide lenses (Fig. 1), the assembly and support of the One antenna with shield, planned
is to be avoided since a step design strip array is made quite simple, for the New York to Chicago relay,
is correct only at one particular as shown in Fig. 5. Polystyrene exhibited an effective area (effiwavelength. Unstepped lenses are foam is light (1.5 lb. per cubic ft.), ciency) of 60 percent of its actual
thicker, but the diffraction at the has negligible effect on the waves area over a 500 -megacycle band of
steps is eliminated and higher gain (s = 1.02), and yet provides a frequencies at an operating frequand superior pattern are achieved. strong, rigid support for the strips ency of 4,000 megacycles. In conwhich may then be made only a trast to this,
ten -foot square wave Antenna for Radio Relay
few thousandths of an inch thick.
guide lenses have only a 50 percent
Knowing the
Although the metallic dielectric of the artificial index of refraction effective area at midband and fall
dielectric, the shape off 1.5 db in gain at the edges
can be designed in various forms, or profile
of
of the lens required to the band. The impedance
match
of the new lens was under 0.5 db
standing -wave ratio and the directional pattern in the horizontal
plane had its minor lobes suppressed 35 db or better.
The gains afforded can be illustrated by an example. For a relay
link, two six-foot shielded lenses,
one transmitting at one end and
one receiving at the other end of
the path, increase the power received by 73 db or 20 million times
over the case of two open (isotropic) radiators at the same path
separation. Each antenna has a
FIG. 4-Radiation pattern of metallic -dielectric lens is
gain of 36.5 db over an isotropic
sharp beam even if lens is
not oriented perpendicularly
to line of transmission

radiator.
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Rugged Electron Tubes
prevent mechanical failures caused
Improvements made in construction of electron tubes
life under such conditions. Methods
by extremes of shock and vibration and increase useful
of testing and details of specific types are included
RUGGED electron tube development was the outgrowth of
military demands early in the war,
when it was found that existing
tubes were inadequate to satisfy
the requirements of the severe conditions of military usage.
Requests by the Bureau of Ordnance and the Bureau of Aeronautics in 1943 to the Bureau of Ships
established an intensive development program whose objective was
to make improvements in electron
tubes to prevent mechanical failures caused by extreme gunfire,
shock and vibration, and to increase
useful electrical life.
The Naval Research Laboratory,
with the cooperation of the Bureau
of Ships, prepared basic specifications whose essence follows:
The existing electrical requirements and operational limits listed
in Joint Army and Navy Electron
Tube Specifications are to be met,
and in addition the tube structures
are to withstand vibration over a
range of frequencies tentatively set
between 0 to 60 cycles per second
at an amplitude of 0.04 or 0.10 inch.
No structure is to exhibit pronounced mechanical resonance,

By IRWIN L. CHERRICK
Radio Engineer
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C.

cient to damage apparatus may result from dropping or rough hand ling equipment. Accelerations lasting for about a millisecond may
easily extend' up to magnitudes of
1,000g (g=acceleration due to
gravity) at electron tube locations
for severe shocks.
Destructive vibrations are
another source of damage to military equipment. Shipboard vibrations may be expected to be of an

within the frequency range tentatively set between 0 and 100 cycles
per second. Structures are to
withstand vibration for sustained
periods, tentatively set at 96 hours,
and withstand high impact shock
similar to that encountered in
service.
In addition, low factors of micro -

amplitude not more than 0.04 inch
and of frequency from 5 to 30
cycles. Priebe of the Squier Signal
Laboratories has found that vehicular vibrations may range from 1
to 3 cycles per second at 5g, 10 to 60
cycles per second at 2g, up to 60 to
100 cycles per second at lg. Aircraft vibrations may be expected in
the range from 0 to 10,000 cycles.
High -magnitude accelerations involving very large velocity change
present another source of destructive mechanical force to electronic
apparatus. Destructive accelerations as high as 15,000 to 50,000g
may be experienced when high-ve-
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phonic audio-frequency and radio frequency noise are listed for
development.
Shoes of Shock

Shocks occurring board ships
and military vehicles arise from the
firing of guns, near hits, depth
charges, mines and obstructions
found in travel. Other shocks suff.

i
devices
developed at NRL for testing electronic
FIG. 1-Flyweight high -impact machine
111
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locity projectiles are fired from
guns.
Test Equipment

To apply destructive shock for
the development of rugged electron
tubes, the Naval Research Laboratory designed the Flyweight highimpact machine shown in Fig. 1. In
this machine, the shock level is
varied by the angle through which
a hammer pendulum falls. Shock
conditions generated by this equipment are studied by high-speed
streak photography and by a quartz
crystal type of accelerometer.
The streak photography method
of calibration of the shock equipment graphically presents the
movement of the hammer and the
table and is a recording on a film
moving between 3 to 4 feet per
second. By this method, a displacement versus time and velocity
versus time relationship for the
shock equipment may be obtained
as shown in Fig. 2.
With the quartz crystal accelerometer, the exact time interval of
the initial shock pulse may be obtained. The output of the quartz
crystal accelerometer is photographed from a cathode-ray tube by
a high-speed camera on a film moving at a speed of about 7 feet per

second.
The NRL Flyweight high-impact
machine operates by having a steel
hammer strike a metal table. The
unique features are that repetitive

,5

FIG. 2-Streak photographic
displacement -time curves obtained on the impact
machine with a hammer drop of 15
and
60

112

degrees

FIG.

3-X -ray

view of the nonrugged 6L6GA is shown
at left. The double 14A5
construction forming the 6L6WGA appears
at right

hammer shocks can be given at a cases,
no pronounced resonance in
certain level and the automatic re- tube structures
to 100 cycles.
turn of the moving table to which
the shock is applied. Samples unTwo Tubes in One
der examination may be mounted
Figure 3 is an x-ray photograph
in all planes and rated operating of
the
voltages may be applied or other 6L6GA rugged and nonrugged
tube. The rugged tube was
detecting equipment attached.
developed for the Navy Department
with the cooperation of the Naval
Other Methods
Research Laboratory, by Sylvania
Continuous vibration provides a
Electric Products Inc.
method for detecting failures in
The original 6L6GA structure
operation resulting from weakness
used a flare stem and ST14 bulb.
under torsion, compression, tension
Even in normal handling the cathor abrasion. The vibration machine
ode would bow at times, causing
is usually designed to carry a large
cathode to grid shorts. The rugged
number of specimens and provide
version or 6L6WGA was required
examination at specific frequencies
to be interchangeable electrically
of vibration and displacement for
with
the 6L6GA and fit in the same
sustained periods. Joint Army -Navy
space. Two 14A5 tubes were
Specifications list periods of
96
hours and frequencies of 25 cycles mounted side by side in the bulb
with amplitudes of 0.04 inch. Such and connected in parallel internally.
failures as abrasion of micas, fa- This structure is only half as long
as the 6L6GA and preliminary electigue of welds and separation
of trical checks using two 14A5
crystalline structures along binding
locksurfaces have been found to exist. in tubes in parallel showed the
Vibration machines have been built scheme to be practical.
The bulb was changed from ST14
to cycle over a range of frequencies
to straight -sided T12, evidently
at variable amplitudes of vibration.
to
make a seal to the wafer header.
A device used for mechanical
resonance examination at NRL con- The stem was changed from flare
stem to a modified lock -in stem,
sists of a platform attached to
a
a
link -coupled voice coil of an electro- flat wafer with 8 pins running
dynamic loundspeaker and vibrated through the glass and arranged on
at frequencies from 15 to 15,000 a circle that coincides with the pin
circle of the standard octal base.
cycles per second. Joint Army -Navy
Specifications require, in some A special large diameter octal base
is used, though the greatest
outside
April,
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in the top and bottom micas of the
electrode cage and a bottom grid
shield was then welded to the legs
to lock the mount assembly rigidly

diameter of the finished tube is no
larger than the largest diameter of
the 6L6GA.
A new mica mount accommodates
the side -by -side structure of the
14A5's. Each individual structure
is unaltered, except that a slightly
larger cathode is used to increase
the power output to match the
6L6GA. The side rods of the plates
are anchored to the mica by welding them to eyelets in the mica.
Two of four plate side rods extend
through the mica eyelets and weld
directly to the stem leads. The
mount is anchored to the stem at a
third point by a support rod welded
to a stem pin and to an eyelet in the
mica opposite the other supports, so
that an isosceles triangle is formed.
The top mica is also anchored by
eyelets welded to the plate side rods.
Grid stops are provided to anchor
the grids in both sections to the
top mica.
Mechanical Improvements

Figure 4 is a photograph of the

conventional 6AC7 and the developmental rugged 6AC7 produced by
Radio Corporation of AmericaThe wire mount assembly supports of the 6AC7 were replaced by
an A-frame support stamped from
0.010 -inch thick steel strip. The
support was ribbed during stamping for additional strength and
combined the grid top shield and
mount supports into an integral
part. During tube assembly, the
supporting legs of the A frame
were threaded into engaging slots

together.
The mount support was welded to
lugs turned up from the metal plate.
The A-frame support removed the
strain of vertical shock from the
lead wires sealed in glass. No supporting contact was required between the micas and the inner wall
of the shell and mica chafing under
vibration was reduced.
The folded type of heater was replaced by a helical coil heater. Because the coil heater was free of
sharp bends, the heater breakage
under shock was reduced appreciably over the folded design.
A metal clip stapled to the top
mica and welded to the flat edge of
the cathode sleeve was added. The
mica clip was made of nichrome to
minimize heat conduction from the
cathode. This held the cathode securely from lateral motion and eliminated wearing of the cathode
hole in the top mica.
Four wire stops were welded to
the grid support wires at the extremities of the grid lateral wire
winding to prevent vertical travel
of the support rods under shock or
vibration. This served effectively
to prevent crushing of the end turns
of the grids against the micas.
Other Types

Chatham Electronics Co. have
ruggedized types 2050, 6H6GT and
6AL5 under a Navy contract.

The 6AL5 was ruggedized by an
extension of the methods used for
the rugged proximity fuze tubes.
The acceleration required of these
tubes is much less than that required of the fuze tube, but on the
other hand, these tubes are much
larger than the f uze tubes.
Each part of the tube is carefully
assembled to insure that it will
carry the intended load. Every
weld is able to carry its own load.
Several extra welds can not be used
to support a single part to allow for
a few weak welds (as in low-cost
receiving tubes) because the stresses are so great that each one has
its own load.
The larger tubes, types 2050 and
6H6GT, were ruggedized by building the element structure in this
same manner as the smaller tube.
A resilient shock mounting is employed between the glass bulb and
the base. The shock mounting is
made of molded rubber and is
chosen to have a natural period and
damping that greatly diminishes
the shocks transmitted to the glass.
The rubber mounting withstands
all the tests, including torque and
water immersion, that are required
of regular tubes for military use.
The rubber mounting also simplifies the clamping of the tubes in the
socket. To clamp a regular tube
sufficiently tight to keep it from
slipping out of the socket during
shock, enough pressure is applied to
the base to frequently crush the
glass bulb. In the new tube the
pressure is applied to a section of
the rubber that does not enclose
any glass.
Acknowledgment

rugged version
FIG. 4-Construction of the conventional 6AC7 is shown at left and the
at right
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Filter Characteristics for the
Analysis of the cascaded pair of four -terminal networks that form the basis for high and low -frequency response control in the Scott device. Effect of reactance tubes as
variable circuit elements is indicated

IN

A RECENT PAPER, H. H. Scott'
described circuits capable of controlling dynamically the bandwidth
of an audio amplifier in accordance
with the sound level, so as to maintain an optimum signal-to-noise ratio. Equipment using these circuits
is said to realize a life -like response,
one devoid of distortion most common in present-day disc systems.
Distortion may be of several different types, such as amplitude,
phase, intermodulation products,
and background noise. Of these, the
most objectionable distortion is that
of background noise, one that is
difficult to eliminate. It is the purpose of this discussion to describe
the theoretical aspects of the filtering circuits and how the dynamic
characteristics needed for noise
suppression can be obtained.
The dynamic noise suppressor

basically consists of two four -terminal networks connected in cascade, each network dynamically controlling the high -frequency and lowfrequency response of the audio
amplifier, respectively. Each network, in turn, consists of a few
lumped parameters, all dissipation less, together with a variable reactance, the value of which depends
on the relative signal level. We
shall now consider each of the four terminal networks, investigating
them in the manner of conventional
filter theory.
For a four-terminal network comprised of two impedances, Z1 and Z2,
as shown in Fig. 1, the attenuation
function can be expressed as the inverse hyperbolic cosine of the
square -root of the product of the
diagonal elements of the matrix
usually referred to as the ABCD

matrix.$" Functionally, this relation
is y = 8.686 cosh -1 (AD)¡ where
y is the reactive attenuation function in decibels, and where A and D
are the diagonal elements of the
ABCD matrix relating the output
voltage to the input voltage for the
four-terminal network. Now, if we
consider what A and D are for Fig.
1A, we find that the attenuation
function is
y = 8.686 cosh -11 -- (Z1/Z2)]1/2 decibels (1)

Considering the four -terminal network shown in Fig. 1B, we may
write -Z, and Z. as

Z: =

i wLx

+

Z11
- -iwL,
W2LICI

If these values are substituted in
Eq. 1 the
becomes

attenuation function

y = 8.686 cosh -1 X
1

I2

(A)
NOTE: NETWORK TERMINATED
PARAMETER BASIS

ON IMAGE -

(B)

IA-Four-terminal network with
generalized series and shunt arms

FIG.

FIG. 1B-A stop -band filter

FIG. 2A --Attenuation function of stop band filter vs frequency
FIG. 2B-High-pass filter
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+

-L1C

wr.L,CI) (1

l r/z
- w=L,C)) db

(2)

Inspection of Eq. 2 reveals that
the attenuation function versus frequency will have, in general, the
shape indicated in Fig. 2A. There
are two points of infinite attenuation, the frequencies for which we
shall designate as f,,, and f,,Q, where
the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the
parameter subscripts responsible
for the frequencies of infinite attenuation. Furthermore, there is a
definite pass band, since this network under consideration is a stop band filter, and has a critical frequency fo that designates the edge
of the pass band. Finally, we shall
define the frequency of minimum
attenuation lying between f,, and
as fm. It is merely a matter of
algebra and some differential calculus to find these critical frequen-

f
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Dynamic Noise Suppressor
By LESLIE G. McCRACKEN
Pennsylvania State College
State College, Pa.

r

ft

cies in terms of the network parameters, expressed as follows
.f _ (1/2,r) (i/Li C1)1/2
f, = (1/2 ir) (1/L2 01/2

(3a)

1

fo
fm

= (1/2 ir) (1/L1C)1/2
= (1/2

ir)

L2 C1 C)1/4

(1/Li

(3b)
(3c)

(3d)

Immediately, one notes that of
the two frequencies yielding infinite
attenuation, one will be constant
regardless of the variations of the
variable reactance for the capacitor
C (Fig. 1B), while the other frequency of infinite attenuation shifts
for variations in the reactance of
capacitor C. It is this variation
that is of paramount importance in
the dynamic noise suppressor, for
by dynamically altering the value of
capacitance C, one may achieve a
variable stop -band filter; and, by
careful selection of components, one
may achieve a characteristic approximating that of the human ear.
For the four -terminal network
considered it is possible to find the
minimum attenuation in the range
of frequencies between f,1 and
min

- 8.686 cosh -1 X
co2L1C

(1- wc2)(I-cu2))

(

db

where:
°l

w

21rí

A

The minimum attenuation will be
least when the critical frequencies
f,1 and f,2 are widely spaced, say in
a ratio f,1/fa.2 greater than 10. When
this condition obtains, the minimum
attenuation in the stop band reduces
to approximately
ym in

= 8.686 cosh -1

[1

+ (L1/L2)l1/2 db
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(1 +

-1 X

C3

2C, (1

-

w2LC3)

db

(5)

where L will now be the variable
parameter dependent on signal
level. The equation above indicates
a resonant attenuation peak which
will shift when the L parameter is
varied; this peak of infinite attenuation will occur at a frequency f,,
which is
fX

(4)

r

fi

F'IG.
1/2

= (1/27r)(1/LC3)1/2

The characteristic curve for this
high-pass filter is shown in Fig 3A.
Here, we note that the slope of the
attenuation function vs frequency
changes gradually, whereas the
slope of the characteristic curve for
the stop -band filter changed very
abruptly. These characteristics resemble those obtained for a constant -k filter and a repeated derivaCombined Networks

°t

2arf

°2

= 8.686 cosh

tion m- derived filter, respectively.

= 271.
=
=

Increasing the ratio L,/L3 will
raise the minimum attenuation in
the stop band, so that the dynamic
noise suppressor should be designed
with a favorable L,/L2 ratio.
Connected in cascade with the
four -terminal network above is a
high-pass filter of the configuration
shown in Fig. 2B. This network is
simpler to analyze, and the resulting
attenuation function is

The overall response of the combined four -terminal networks is
shown in Fig. 3B. If we now permit the L and C parameters to vary
linearly as functions of signal level,
we note that the bandwidth of the
overall circuit changes rapidly in
the high -frequency region and
slowly in the low -frequency region.

(A)

(B)

3A-Attenuation function of highpass filter vs frequency

FIG. 3B-Attenuation of overall network

as function

of

frequency

Utilizing the signal level to change
the grid bias on reactance tubes in
the dynamic noise suppressor,
where the reactance tubes replace
the variable elements in the networks, and adjusting the circuit to
conform to the characteristics of
the human ear, we are able to obtain the optimum signal-to-noise
ratio that is possible from the given
sound source. Sound is used loosely
here to correspond to the impressions on disc recordings or the
signal at the output of the detector
in an amplitude -modulation receiver tuned to an amplitude -modulation station.
We may conclude from the discussion above that there is good
theoretical evidence to support H.
H. Scott's statements that the dynamic noise suppressor will improve a sound system if it be properly designed.
REFERENCES

(1) H. IL Scott, Dynamic Noise Suppressor, J LEGTRONIC9, p 96, Dec. 1947.
(2) E. A. Guillemin, Communication
Networks, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
1936, p 70.
(3) Ref. (2) p 169.
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FIG. 1-Capacitor-charging grid control circuit for thyratrons,
in simplest form

FIG.

2-Basic diode -triode circuit

for charging a capacitor,
and equivalent two -diode version

NEW THYRATRON CIRCUIT
FOR MOTOR CONTROL
Simple capacitor -charging grid control circuit varies firing points
of two thyratrons feeding armature of d -c motor, giving smooth potentiometer control
of speed over operating
range. Auxiliary circuits counteract speed droop with load and limit
armature current
METHOD commonly
employed for grid control of thyratrons involves applying to the
grid a variable d -c potential acting
in series with a fixed a -c potential.
If the a -c component lags the anode
voltage by 90 degrees and the d -c
voltage can be varied plus or minus
up to the peak value of the a -c component, it is possible to obtain
smooth control over the full 180 degrees of positive anode voltage.
The grid control circuit described
here falls in this general classification. Its uniqueness lies in the
simple means by which the lagging
a -c voltage and the variable magnitude and polarity d -c voltage are

NE

obtained.
The new grid control circuit is
shown in elementary form in Fig. 1.
The secondary winding of transformer T2 applies a small alternating voltage across capacitors Cl and
C, which is lagging the anode voltages of thyratrons VT1 and VT, by
nearly 90 degrees. The effect of
diode VT8 passing current is to put
a charge on each of these capacitors
with polarity such that each thyratron grid is positive with respect to
its cathode.
116

Control triode VT, attempts to portion to the rise in plate voltage
charge the capacitors with the op- above that value. The constant of
posite polarity. The net charge de- proportionality is the plate resistpends upon the relative conductance ance r, of VT,.
of the two control -tube circuits,
Triode VT, in Fig. 2A may be rewhich can be readily varied by placed by a perfect diode, a genervarying the grid -to -cathode voltage ated voltage E = µe, to oppose curof VT,. As the d -c component of rent flow until the plate voltage
voltage across the capacitors is reaches E, and a resistance
as
varied from a negative value equal shown in Fig. 2B. This is not
a
to the peak a -c to a positive value strict equivalent since
the plate
equal to the peak a -c by increasing characteristic curves are
not
the negative grid voltage of VT,, straight lines, particularly near
the thyratrons change from full off cutoff, but the approximation
will
to full on.
be satisfactory for this discussion.
The various voltages existing in
Capacitor Charging Action
the circuit of Fig. 2B when the negA breakdown of the circuit into ative grid voltage is low (E
is near
simpler elements will help to explain zero) are shown graphically in Fig.
how the direct voltage is developed 3A, all with respect to point
1 in
across the capacitors. In Fig. 2A, Fig. 2B. Resistor rL in series
with
VT, is a sharp -cutoff triode in a VTB is made greater than plate
recircuit where the only applied volt- sistance r,. The 60-cycle reactance
age is the alternating voltage from of C is low compared to R.
the secondary of T,. With the grid
In the circuit of Fig. 2B, no
held constant at some negative direct current can continuously flow
value, there is practically no plate through C and R (between points
1
current flow until the sinusoidal and 4). Therefore, the average cursupply vòltage rises to some value rents through r, and rL must be
(se,) which is determined by the equal. This means that the initial
grid voltage, after which plate cur- excess current flowing through r,
rent increases in approximate pro- and VT,' charges the capacitor to

r
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R,

sin.t
4

iX

Gp

sinwt

iRp

Ep sin Wt
I
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(6)

(A)
5

Tp

2B, illustrating effect of varying
FIG. 3-Conduction diagrams for two -diode circuit of Fig.
voltage E acting in series with upper diode

By J. R. DEVOY
Control Engineering Division
General Electric Co, Schenectady, N.

such a polarity and magnitude that
it adds to the lower half of the
transformer voltage and subtracts
from the upper half, to equalize
average currents through r, and rL.
As shown in Fig. 3A, the voltage
V, acting during conE,., sin wt
duction period A to F must force
the same charge through ri as the
E)
voltage (E,,, sin wt
gives through r, during conduction
period B to E, for capacitor C will
charge to such a voltage Ve that
the areas X and Y have the same
ratio as the resistances r, and ri.
During the portion of the cycle
from F to A there is no current
anywhere in the circuit, so the
capacitor holds its charge during
this time. Since C was chosen such
that its 60-cycle reactance was low
compared with the resistance R in
combination with rp and rL, the
variation of the voltage V, across it
during the conducting portion of
the cycle will be very small.
If the voltage E is increased as in
Fig. 3B, the capacitor is charged to
a new voltage V, such that again
the average currents through r, and
ri are made equal, and the ratio of
the areas X and Y is made equal to
the ratio of r9 and rL. The charge
on the capacitor thus depends upon
two things, assuming the trans -

-

-
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4-Circuit variations giving
same performance as Fig. 2B

FIG.

Y.

alternating voltage will appear between points 1 and 4. Therefore,
the circuit of Fig. 4A can replace
R and C in Fig. 2A without affecting the development of the d -c
charge on the capacitors, as shown
in Fig. 4C. There is now across
each capacitor a direct voltage
established by the diode and triode,
plus an alternating voltage fixed in
magnitude and lagging the applied
voltage by nearly 90' degrees. With
respect to point 1, the alternating
voltages on the two capacitors are
Equivalent R -C Arrangement
180 degrees out of phase. If the
Resistance R and capacitance C voltages of the two transformer
both in
can be replaced by a series resist- secondaries are made equal
windtwo
the
and
phase,
magnitude
ance R1 and capacitance C1 in paralone.
made
be
can
ings
and
R2
lel with a like resistance

former voltage to be constant: (1)
the ratio of resistance r, to rL; (2)
the value of E. The ratio of the
two resistances is fixed by the
choice of tube VTd and resistor rL.
The capacitor voltage V, then may
be varied by varying the negative
grid voltage of VTd. With ri
greater than ry, V, is negative for
small values of E (e, near zero) and
goes through zero to positive as E
is increased (e, made more negative).

capacitance C2, where R1 = R2 =
Control of Thyratron Firing
2R and C1 = CZ = 0.5C. Now if
The combined alternating and vaanother center -tapped transformer
direct voltage across the two
riable
in
secondary winding is connected
can be used to control
capacitors
in
R2
as
and
C2,
C
R1,
series with
Fig. 4A, an alternating voltagé is the firing of a pair of thyratrons in
applied across the capacitors. The a half -wave biphase circuit, as
reactance of the capacitors at line shown in Fig. 5. The voltage of the
frequency is low compared with the secondary of Ts is in phase with the
resistance of the resistors, hence voltage of the thyratron anode
the alternating voltage across the transformer secondary Ti, making
capacitors will be low compared the voltage across C1 and Cs lag
with the applied voltage, and lag- nearly 90 degrees behind the anode
ging it by nearly 90 degrees as voltages of the thyratrons to which
they are connected. By varying the
shown in Fig. 4B.
grid voltage of VTd, the alternating
no
Since R1 = R2 and C1 = C2
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voltage can be displaced positive or
negative to control the firing of the
thyratrons over nearly the full positive half-cycle, as shown graphically
in Fig. 5B and 5C.
Grid resistors R, and R, in Fig.
5A are quite necessary during the
period when the grid voltage is positive with respect to the cathode.
If the grid current is large, the
positive charge leaks off of the capacitors. However, if sufficient grid
resistance is used the leakage becomes negligible. Capacitors C, and
C. are conventional grid capacitors
serving to bypass any steep -wave front transient voltage introduced
through the interelectrode capacitance of the thyratrons. Their capacitance values are small, so that
with the grid resistors they introduce only slightly more lag in the
a -c component of grid voltage.
Speed of Correction

A change in the charge on the capacitors (a change in the d -c voltage on the thyratron grids) can
occur only during half of every
cycle of the line voltage. The conditions during the second half of
the cycle remain the same as at
the end of the first half of the cycle.
In other words, a correction of the
firing point of the thyratrons can be
made only during one half of every

cycle.

Referring again to Fig. 2B, if E
is made higher than the peak of the
alternating voltage 2E, (e, made
very negative), VT, is biased off
completely and the capacitor is

charged positive through VTB at a
rate determined by R -}- rL. The
capacitor may take several cycles
to reach the desired charge or turn.
on voltage even with all the forcing
that can be applied. On the other
hand, if E is made zero, the resistance in the capacitor -charging circuit is appreciably lower (since r,
is less than rL) so the negative
charge on the capacitor or the turnoff voltage is built up more quickly.
Furthermore, if E is made in
effect negative (e, made slightly
positive) the charging current is
increased by grid rectification and
so forces the buildup of the negative
capacitor charge, reaching the required turn-off voltage in one cycle.

negative and advance the firing
point of the thyratrons, so that constant output voltage is maintained.
It should be noted here that the
cathode of VT, is displaced from
the cathodes of the thyratrons, to
which the common point of C, and
is connected, by an amount equal
to the difference between the output
voltage and the reference voltage.
Since this displacement voltage.
is in series with E and of opposite polarity, its effect can be
nullified by increasing E an equivalent amount. The result is that as
the output voltage is increased,
e, of VT,, will become more negative. However, the change in e,
necessary to produce a given
change in the firing point of the
thyratrons is very nearly the same
for all values of output voltage.

Output Voltage Control

To hold the thyratron rectifier
output voltage constant, triode VT,
can be connected to compare a portion of the output voltage with a
fixed or reference d -c voltage, as in
Fig. 6. The cathode of VT, is connected to the variable arm of R,, to
permit adjustment of the reference
voltage value when a change in
speed is desired, and the grid is connected to a fixed portion of the thyratron rectifier output voltage. If
the fixed portion of the output voltage becomes greater than the preset
reference voltage, the grid voltage
of the triode swings positive with
respect to the cathode, retarding
the firing point of the thyratrons
and reducing the output voltage.
Conversely, a drop in output voltage
causes the triode grid to swing

Complete Practical Circuit

In Fig. 7 is a simple form of thy-

ratron motor control using the new
grid control circuit. The voltage
across the d -c motor armature, and

hence the speed of the motor, is controlled by the potentiometer in the
grid circuit of VT,. The reference
d -c voltage for thyratron output
voltage control is obtained from the
full -wave power supply for the
shunt field of the motor (VT,).
If the lower end of R,4 were connected to the negative side of the
armature, the voltage across the
motor armature would be held
nearly constant as the motor load is
increased. Speed would then droop
because of increased armature IR
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drop as armature current increases
to provide the extra torque.
Speed droop with load is generally undesirable, particularly when
operating at low speeds. A compensating signal obtained from
armature current is therefore inserted in the control circuit. This
signal is adjusted with R,6 to make
armature voltage rise by exactly the
amount of the increased armature
IR drop.
The compensating signal, a voltage proportional to armature current, is obtained from full -wave
rectifier VTD. The center -tapped
secondary of T, is energized by two
primaries, one in each thyratron
anode circuit, with polarity such
that the unidirectional pulses of
current in the two primaries induce
an alternating current in the secondary. This secondary circuit is
loaded by a resistor to build up the
voltage, which is then rectified by
VTD.

R

With the junction of R, and
connected to the negative side of the
armature, an adjustable negative
voltage proportional to armature
current can be obtained from
for R,,. Now as armature current
increases with load, the lower end
of R becomes more negative. This
action tends to make the grid voltage of VTA more negative, which
advances the firing point of the
thyratrons and raises the armature
voltage. By adjusting R to give
correct compensation for a change
in armature IR drop, almost constant speed with changing load can
be obtained.

R
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FIG. 7-Complete thyratron motor control circuit using new grid
with auxiliary control features

a positive voltage proportional to

armature current. As long as this
voltage is appreciably less than the
reference voltage, VT, is biased off
and has no effect on the control of
the thyratrons. As before, VTA
serves to maintain constant motor
speed.

If the motor is called upon to accelerate to a higher speed, or the
load on the motor is increased to the
point where the increasing armature current makes the grid voltage
of VTD approach the reference voltCurrent Limit Control
age in magnitude, VT, conducts and
To the simple motor speed control retards the firing point of the thyjust described can be added controls ratrons sufficiently to keep the armresponsive to other functions. Since ature current very nearly constant.
The current limit may be set at any
VTA is biased off to turn on the thydesired value by potentiometer R17.
off
ratrons, and is turned on to turn
The current -limit feature is usethe thyratrons, it can be paralleled
with another similar tube which is ful for three reasons: (1) it holds
normally biased off. This leaves the starting current of the motor
below the commutating limit; (2)
VTA normally in control, although
it limits armature current to proon
by
be
turned
tube
can
second
the
some other signal to retard the fir- tect the thyratrons and assure
ing point of the thyratrons regard- operation within their rating; (3)
it limits the maximum torque the
less of the speed signal.
In Fig. 7 such a parallel tube, motor can transmit to its driven
VT0, is shown connected to limit the load.
In the circuit of Fig. 7, grid-cathload current. The cathode of VTo
capacitors and grid resistors
ode
is connected to a fixed reference
the high ripple component
suppress
to
is
connected
the
grid
voltage and
ELECTRONICS-April,

e

at the grids of VTA and VT0. However, this resistance and capacitance in the grid circuit of VTo

slows the response of the tube to a
sudden rise in armature current.
Vacuum diode VT, counteracts this
by preventing the grid of VTo from

going more negative than slightly
below the cutoff value. Now if
armature current rises suddenly,
the grid-to -cathode voltage need
change only a small amount in order
for the current limiting control to
take over.
Additional Controls

Other control tubes can be added
to the thyratron grid control circuit
in the same manner as the currentlimit tube. They may be used to
control the thyratron output in response to any function that can be
converted to a direct voltage of
sufficient magnitude. Since the con-

trol tube requires about 2 volts
change to shift the firing point of
the thyratrons over the full range,
the signal voltage must be appreciably greater than this. The larger
this signal and its corresponding
reference voltage can be made, the
smaller will be the load droop of the
control.
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Heavy lines show a -c portions of reactance modulator. Complete
diagram shows basic circuit incorporated in test equipment

ER REQUENCY-MODULATED

OSCILLA-

having large deviation
are frequently needed for testing.
To meet such a requirement, the
reactance tube modulator has been
modified to provide a larger linear
sweep than has heretofore been
obtainable from it. Although the
reactance tube as a frequency modulator is well known,' only one
report has discussed the problem
of obtaining maximum deviation
at high frequencies.' The equipment for which this modulator
was designed required a linear 20 mc sweep at 118 mc. Such systems
as beating oscillators and motor driven variable capacitors were unsuitable due to weight, space, output voltage, and variable sweep width requirements. With conventional reactance tubes, as well as in
this modification, the percent deviation decreases with increasing center freqency. However, in the circuit to be described, the required
percent deviation could be obtained at a frequency that could
conveniently be multiplied to 118
mc, whereas it could not with the
others.
TORS

2

Development of Circuit

Essentially, a reactance modulator consists of a resonant circuit
of constant elements to which a
controllable reactance is added in
120

By

pedance from the reactance tube.
Furthermore, all stray capaciHARRY D. HELFRICH, JR.
tances were eliminated from the
Lt. Comdr., USN
Bureau of Ships
oscillating circuit, tuning being
Washington, D. C.
done by a variable polyiron slug.
parallel. Thus, if the resonant freCurve B of Fig. 2 shows the dequency of the constant elements is viation obtained by this circuit.
f°, the change of frequency O/ However, only 60 percent of the
when the inserted reactance is in- total deviation was in the linear
ductive is
portion of the frequency vs control
voltage
characteristic, as shown in
AJj = Jo
+ LTANK/LADDED)I/2 Il
Fig.
3.
By operating the oscillaand when the inserted reactance
tor at a fundamental of 29.5 or
is capacitive, it is
39.3 mc and multiplying, it was
Cif = fo [1
1/(1 + CA DD ED/CT ANK)l/21
possible to obtain the
-mc deviEither case requires that the fixed ation at 118 mc. Of 20
course, the
reactances be as large as possible necessity of loading or
using band
(large L and small C) and that the pass circuits made multiplication
added reactance be as small as pos- difficult. The electron
-coupled oscilsible for maximum ¿f/f°.
lator was advantageous because it
With these requirements in permitted multiplying in
the output.
mind, the modulator, shown by
heavy lines in Fig. 1, was develAnalysis of Circuit
oped. An electron coupled oscillaTwo phasing networks, one betor was employed to permit taking
fore
and one after the cathode
output from the circuit without
follower,
are used, tube input cacapacitively loading it. In addipacitance
forming the reactive
tion, a cathode follower buffer was
inserted between oscillator and re- legs. If the transmission of the
actance tube; the input capaci- cathode follower is assumed to be
tance of the triode cathode fol- 0.6/0°, the vector diagram of the
lower could be made appreciably voltages is as shown in Fig. 4, so
less than that of any high-transcon- that the reactive modulator plate
ductance reactance tube. Thirdly, current IPR is
1,R= gmET (0.6/0°) cos 4H cos 0.2 COB 03
an autotransformer connection
from the oscillator circuit was em- and the sum of the angles rß
ck,,
ployed to reduce the reflected im- and ¢, is ir/2. By partial differ -

-

-
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Reactance Modulator
Operating principle and design procedure for obtaining maximum deviation from reactance tube frequency modulator. Use of cathode follower minimizes shunting of the
oscillator. A typical test oscillator is described and a universal design chart is developed

entiation, it can be shown that maximum IPR occurs when each of these
three angles is 7r/6, at which condition /PR is approximately 0.4gmET.
However, because there is a component of Ip in phase with Er, resistive loading will occur, which will
vary with frequency. By properly
proportioning the R -C phasing networks this loading can theoretically be eliminated (when (fr_ -{- 4),
rs/2; 4,8 = 0 and Ip
Due to secondary effects not considered, it is doubtful if this ideal
condition can be attained. In practice, cut -and-try was used to obtain the maximum frequency deviation compatible with the permissible resistive loading. To be able
to evaluate the closeness with
which the optimum condition is
approached, the theoretical deviation can be determined prior to adjusting the circuit. Because maximum /PR is approximately 0.4gmET,
the minimum added reactance is
ET/IPR MAX ^ 2.5/gm
and the minimum added inductance is
L2 MIN

2.5/27rfogm

If we define a constant
K = LTANK/L2

MIN

gm/ SR-fQCTANK

and suppose gm to have a range of
20 to I. with variation in reactance
tube control voltage, we get by

subtracting
Of = f M
-

.MIN = fo (K + 1)" + K/20)1/2]
From this result the dimensionless
ratio Of/fo has been plotted in
Fig. 5 to provide a ready method
of computing theoretical maximum deviation for a given center
frequency for any type tube.
A %

¡

J

¡
l

(1

Application of Circuit

To verify this theory, operation
of a practical adaptation of the
ELECTRONICS

-April,

circuit was studied. Using gm=
5,000 µmhos and CTANK = 13.5 pf
(checked in actual circuit) for a
6AK5 oscillator, 6C4 buffer, and
6AK5 reactance modulator, curve
A for Fig. 2 was obtained; curve
B is the actual performance curve.
The maximum obtainable At from
a conventional triode oscillator
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and reactance tube combination'
is shown as curve C. These curves
FIG. 2-Comparison of modulator deviations
represent the maximum Of, not
the range of linear frequency vs
control voltage response.
Numerous tests made with this
in 10
circuit indicate that tube replaceo- -8
a
t CENTER
although
ment is not critical,
FREQUENCY:29.5MC
i
6
definitely
of
tube
reactance
6AK5
á 4
low gm does reduce the sweep. Cono 2
trol of the sweep range is easily
rc
o
accomplished by a potentiometer
32 33 34 35
025 26 27. 28 29 30
FREQUENCY N MC
between saw tooth oscillator and
reactance tube control grid.
linearity of modulator
' The circuit can be adapted to FIG. 3-Curve shows
other uses with or without the multipliers. It has application in a
panoramic receiver as the sweep
,-COMPONENT OF Ip IN PHASE WITH ET
o
oscillator, as a sweeping oscillator
/
ET
for i -f amplifier alignment, and as
03u2
/
a wide band noise generator.
-'
E2
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of computing elements are electrical networks: incorporating amplifiers
greatly improves their performance.
In combination, these elements form computers for solving linear differential
equations

Elements of

D -C

Design criteria of simple circuits for adding, multiplying, integrating and differentiating
are presented, with their limits of accuracy. Operating principles and types of applications of direct -current electrical analog computers are summarized

of many engineering
By GRANINO A. KORN
problems in both electronic
Computer Laboratory
Airplane Division
and other fields frequently leads
Curtiss-Wright Corp.
Columbus, Ohio
to systems of ordinary linear differential equations with constant
coefficients. These and other equa- ever, looking on them as computers
tions can be solved quickly by elec- is a fundamental and hence powertronic computers. Such devices ful viewpoint for designers. Anaare finding growing application in lyzed in this manner, electronic
three major forms: (1) as direct computers can be classed into two
computing tools for scientific and basic types: (1) digital computers
engineering offices, (2) as simula- using pulsed counter circuits, and
tors in testing devices whose equa- (2) analog computers.
tions of operation are known but
This discussion concerns a variwhich have not yet been built, and ety of the latter type in which
I(3) as industrial regulators to direct current (or voltage) represolve continuously the equations ex- sents mathematical variables. Such
pressing the desired behavior of d -c analog computers can be built
the processes or plants under con- using conventional electronic techtrol.
niques and components.
Actually, electronic devices have
Digital and Analog Computers
long been used in these ways. How Before discussing the elements
This article is based on Report 52562061, Electronic Solution of Differential
of
analog computers, the distinEquations, prepared by the author while
guishing features of the two types
with Sperry Gyroscope Co., Great Neck,
N. Y. The author is grateful to Sperry
Digital
and in particular to W. L. Barrow, Chief should be summarized.
Engineer, for making publication possible.
computers are familiar in the form
Due to classification of much associated
material, it is regretfully impossible to
credit individuals and organizations with of desk calculators and such elecearlier work on d -c analog computers.
tronic digital calculators as the
ANALYSIS
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ENIAC and EDVAC. Essentially
they are counters operating in discrete steps. Their accuracy, determined by the number of places
for which they are built, can be
made very great by providing many
places; 10 or 20 places are common
in large machines.
Most digital computers perform
mathematical operations by addition, all other processes being reduced to combinations of additions.
For example, multiplication is performed by repetitive additions, and
integration is by summation; converging series can be used in place
of trigonometric functions. The
fullest utilization of digital computers is obtained in working
problems that require complex
repetitive operations of high accuracy. Programming facilities are a
necessary part of these computers
to minimize the number of operating units and to control the sequences of computation.
In contrast, analog computers,
such as a -c calculating boards, differential analyzers and slide rules
April, 1948
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Analog Computers
operate continuously. In this respect electronic analog computers
use techniques similar to those conventionally used in communications, whereas digital computers
use techniques similar to those in
pulse modulation systems. The accuracy of analog computers is determined by the total available dynamic range and the noise and
instability of the circuits. These
computers perform mathematical
functions in directly analogous
fashion, not resorting to arithmetical substitutes. The computing
elements have to be continuously
connected to each other in the order
required by the equation being

performing computations by alternate methods errors can be detected
and evaluated.
On the other hand, d -c analog
computers operate continuously.
Drifts in one section can thus be
passed to succeeding sections, affecting the results. These computers are therefore limited to computations that can be completed before
drifts become appreciable. By
proper design, instabilities can of
course be made as small as necessary, or the more complicated a -c
analogs can be used. Furthermore,
because little preparation of the
problem for the computer is neces-

solved.

The necessity of reducing mathematical operations to arithmetical
ones requires considerable planning
before a digital computer can
handle a problem. Also, because
the indirect computations must
usually be carried to more places
than are required in the final result, the computing elements must
have capacity for dealing with large
numbers. Consequently, electronic
digital computers find their greatest utility in large-scale computation projects. Because they operate
by gated pulses, noise and drift in
the circuits can be prevented from
interfering with the results. By
ELECTRONICS

-

sary, analog computers are easier
to set up. Errors can be determined by repeating each calculation.
Analog computers are therefore
more suitable for small-scale problems that do not justify extensive
preliminary planning. Being both
easier to construct and to operate,
they are suited to computations
that are too extensive to be undertaken manually but not so elaborate
as to justify using the facilities of
a computation laboratory. Because
the parameters of the problem can
be easily changed, electronic computers are useful in investigating
the effects of variations of controllable constants in design problems.
Establishing Analogs

NEW TOOLS
Creative engineers are frequently
hampered by lengthy routine calculatiors. High-speed electronic computers
can perform these calculations.
There are two types of computers:
digital and analog. Although digital
computers are capable of higher accuracy and of performing more cornpier operations, analog computersthe elements of which are described
in this article-are simpler to construct and to set up.
In effect, electronic analog computers replace engineers' slide rules,
providing tools for performing more
operations faster and with about the
same accuracy

In analog computers, physical
quantities such as voltages that can
be varied and measured conveniently are made to obey differential
equations identical to those of the
original problem. The magnitudes
and time scale of the analogous
quantities can be reduced or increased to facilitate their measurement.
By comparison to digital computers, analog computers, whose accuracies need not be too great for
most applications, are often strikingly simple. The practical im 123
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portance of d -c analog computers
is their low cost combined with ease
of application. They solve complicated systems of differential equations by using such simple circuits
as d -c amplifiers and potentiometers. These elements can be combined to form extremely flexible
differential analyzers or highly
specialized control computers.
When combining circuit elements
to form an analog computer, the
first step is to set up the differential
equations to be solved. Then computing elements corresponding to
the mathematical operations to be
performed are interconnected to
duplicate the indicated manipulations. Initial conditions are set
into the machine and the solution
obtained by varying the independent parameter. All dependent
parameters then vary in accordance
with the mathematical operations.
Depending on the physical quantities used to represent the mathematical variables and the nature
of the computing elements, analog
computers can be classed as mechanical, electrical, electromechanical
pneumatic and hydraulic. Availability and accuracy of computing
elements that perform the required
operations determine what type of
computer will be used. Many problems, especially in vibration and
automatic control engineering, reduce to linear differential equations
with constant coefficents of the
form
Fii(p)zi -F Fi2(p)x2

j=

+

.

.

+

FiN(p)xN = Fi(y)
1, 2, 3,

.

.

(1)

.

p = (d/dy)

where F,k (p) are real polynomials
in p. Computing elements necessary for solving such an equation
are devices that (1) multiply a
variable by a constant, (2) form
the sum or difference of two variables, (3) form the derivative of
a dependent variable with respect
to the independent variable, and
(4) generate the functions of the
independent variable. Repeated
operations with these elements will
solve all problems that can be expressed in the foregoing form.
Computer Considerations

Before describing elements that
perform these operations and an-

alyzing their accuracies, some general problems of computer design
need consideration. Both because
mechanical differentiators are difficult to build and because electrical
differentiators tend to amplify
noise, the foregoing equation is
usually reduced to the form
fi2(1/p)xº + . .
fiN(1/p)xN = (1/p")f(y)

fii(l/p)xt

.

-i-

(2)

in which differentiations are replaced by integrations.
Thus
integrators are important elements
of most analog computers.
The independent variable y has
to be fed to all integrators, differentiators, and function generators as
well as to the output recorders of
the computer. This common drive
by the independent variable can
be provided simply by choosing
actual time (measured on a rate
that may be scaled up or down to
facilitate the computation) as the
independent variable. Then all
differentiations and integrations
take place with respect to time.
If a device that multiplies two
variables is added to the above computing elements, the more general
differential analyzer is produced.
The versatility and ability of any
computer depends on the number
of computing elements.
If the time scale is that of actual
time, the parameters vary synchronously with those of the physical system whose differential equation is being solved. In such a case,
parts of the system can be incor-

porated into the analog computer.
The computer then simulates the
remaining parts of the original
system and can be used to test the
incorporated parts. For example,
the analog computer can be used
to test an autopilot in the shop.
The computer solves continuously
the flight equations of the aircraft
for which the autopilot is intended.
The autopilot supplies the input to
the computer. The computer simulates the responses of the aircraft,
and feeds them back to the autopilot. Other regulators can be
studied in the same manner.
The d -c analog computer represents the dependent variables by
direct voltages that vary with time,
which is the independent variable.
In their simple form, as discussed
here, these computers can solve

ordinary differential equations with
constant coefficients. The necessary elements are adders, integrators, or differentiators, and devices
that multiply a variable by a constant, called constant multipliers.
It should be noted that the integrating and differentiating circuits
used in d -c analog computers necessitate using time (on a convenient
scale) as the independent variable.
Ohm's and Kirchhoff's laws afford
means for adding direct voltages
as well as for multiplying them by
constants; capacitors accumulate
voltage and so form the basis for
integrating with respect to time.
Stable feedback amplifiers counteract the attenuations inherent in
these processes.
Algebraic Operations

E,, E2, ..
E are applied to the inputs
of the

If

M input voltages

summing or averaging network of
Fig. 1A, the output voltage Eo is
M

Eo=Ro

M

y /,,

Rk-1

l

(3)

that the circuit is useful for
computing expressions like
Alxl
A2x2 iAx (4)
if the voltages Eh are made to correspond to the variables xk. Because of the factor on the right of
Eq. 3, however, it is difficult to
calibrate the resistances Rk in
terms of the coefficients Ak if the
latter are to be controllable parameters. Equation 3 simplifies to
so

.

.

E.

.

Ek

Fj Rk
(5)
M

for

Ror

1

lJ Rk

«1

in which case changing the coefficients is easier, but the ranges of
the coefficients Ak = Ro/Rk and the
impedance ratio between input and
output are severely limited.
These drawbacks are overcome
by the summing amplifier of Fig.
1B, which is widely used in d -c and
a -c servomechanisms. The output
voltage is

Eo=

-RorEkX
L1Rk
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-A
.t,

R

[1_A+Ro-]

1MVWV`
(6)

C

The gain A of the amplifier must
be negative otherwise the circuit
is unstable. If the amplification
is large, the output is practically
independent of the gain, and Eq. 6
simplifies to
Eo =

- Ro r Ek

1
T
T

RCp+I

RCp

RCp+I

R

7

T

L1Rk

C

T=-RCp

RCD

(7)

M

A!»1

1

forRo

Rk«1,

A

which can be used to compute the
output in actual installations.
Because Eq. 7 is the one usually
used, it is important to know the
error introduced by the approximation. From Eq. 6 and 7, one finds
that if the approximation of Eq. 7
is to be within P percent of the
exact result of Eq. 6, then it is
necessary that

R

T_

r

T-

I

RCp+I

(RCp+1)
R

-_,AR^A-

vvvY

M
A

l

1

1+A`4

1Ro

Liik

rCp
T =RCp+I

RCp+I
rCp

<100

or approximately

R

M

R

-NVWV

-

Ro

EL_,

P

A

Rk

100

(9)

for100»11

T.

R

rcp+I

r

RCp.,I

T

RCp +I

rcp +1

C

or, if the maximum value of Ro/Rk
is

RMAx

MR me:
for

z 00

(10)

»

1ÓÓ

1

These last two equations hold exactly if the summing circuit is calibrated. However, these error considerations must be observed in
designing computers.
Negative feedback amplifiers are
also used as phase inverters whenever negative quantities must be
introduced into the computer. They
can also be used to sum and to
multiply by constants at the same
time. Addition can also be performed in the computer at the input
of the integrating amplifiers described below. Multiplication can
be performed in either the summing or integrating amplifiers by
ELECTRON ICS

-

Rcp

T

T=

(RCp+I)(rcp+l)

Rep

(

RCp+I )( rcp+I)

Z(P)

T

p

I

(RrCc)+ RCp

+i

T

Z (P)

z(P)

FIG. 1-Combinations of resistors, capacitors and high -gain direct-current amplifiers

provide the electrical equivalent of mathematical transforms. Inductors are rarely
used in computers because they have more loss than can be tolerated in this application. Computers for special purposes employ appropriate circuits to perform frequently
recurring manipulations; more general computers use circuits, such as the two next
to the top, that perform basic operations
125
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potentiometer-type voltage dividers
or by attenuators.
Electronic Integration

The simple R -C integrating network of Fig. 1C can be used for
computation. Its transfer function
Eo
Et

1

RCp

-f-

(11)

1

approximates that of a true integrator at least for high rates of
voltage change (high frequencies)

that

so

Eo
Et

1

(12)

RCp

»

for RCp

1

For low rates of change, however,
to secure accurate integration the
time constant RC must be so large
that attenuation in such a circuit
becomes prohibitive.
Consider the response of the
integrator to a step function. Then
E(t) =

1

- exp( - IIRC) =

CRC 1

[2(RC)2

.

.

']

(13)

in which the first term is the integral term and the second is the
error term. The error increases
with time; however, if the integral
term is less than unity, the error
is less than the first term of the
error expression. Hence, if the result is to be within P percent of

the true integral, it is necessary

that

tM,x Z

(14)

P50°

Computing time must be limited
accordingly.
Other electronic integrators have
similar limitations on the computing time. The limiting relation
of Eq. 14 applies to all input functions because they can be represented as sums of step functions,
and because the integral and error
terms change sign simultaneously
with the input step functions.
A more accurate and practical
integrator is that of Fig. 1D in
which an amplifier is used. Good
integration is obtained with little
or no attenuation and smaller
values of resistance and capacitance. The transfer function is
Eo
Et

1

(15)

which can be simplified to
Eo

Ét
for
126

IAA

-

RCp

»

1, IARCpI

»

Eo
Et

(16)
1

RCp
RCp +

(17)

1

that the circuit approximates a
true differentiator
so

Eo
Et
for 1RCpI

«

(18)
1

The requirement that the time constant be small to differentiate
high -frequency components satisfactorily means that the attenuation is prohibitive.
The electronic differentiator of
Fig. 1F, the transfer function of
which is
Eo

Ét

RCp

[(1

- A)/A] + [(RC/A)p]

(19)

gives a better approximation
Et

for RC
p

1

The d -c analog computer consists
of banks of these basic elements
arranged so that they can be interconnected, usually by plugging connectors, as required by the equations to be solved. Calibrated

potentiometers are provided for
setting in constants, and synchronously driven tapered potentiometers are used t o provide special
functions. As in designing all
electronic systems, stability and
interstage coupling, especially
through common power supplies,
need careful attention.
Setting Up the Computer

In solving equations on d -c analog computers that use such elements as these, a special procedure
must be followed, and auxiliary
circuits may be necessary. To

illustrate the procedure, consider
setting up the computer for solving
the differential equation

p2y-0.2py-y=0

- RCp

«

(20)

1

and can be analyzed similarly to
the integrator.

(19)

which, for use in an analog computer, is equivalent to

Electronic Differentiation

Although integrators are of
great practical importance, and
differentiation is avoided in setting
up equations for analog computers, differentiators are sometimes needed. Figure lE shows a
simple differentiator the transfer
function of which is

E0

A

- A)RCp +

(1

showing that, as far as the approximation to a true integrator is concerned, the effective time constant
is ARC and the attenuation is only
1/RC. The available computing
time for any given attenuation has
been multiplied approximately by
A, as compared to the simple R -C
integrator. Moreover, the output
can be made to match a low -impedance load, such as a potentiometer, without impairing the quality
of integration.
The electronic integrator has a
limitation that must be given careful consideration in designing the
computer. The highest output
voltage reached during the computing time should not exceed the
range within which the amplifier
output tube performs linearly; that
is, saturation must be avoided.
Because of the nature of integration, it is possible for initial
errors in integration to increase
with time. Accordingly, the design
of the integrator is the crucial part
of the entire computer design.

y

=

- (1/p) (0.2y - yip)

(20)

and so is handled in this form to
use integrators rather than differentiators. The voltage corresponding to y appears at the upper right
in the computer circuit shown in
Fig. 2A. The diagram shows how
voltages 0.2y and
y/p are formed
by a potentiometer and an integrator. These two voltages are
then applied to a summing integrator to complete the solution for
y. The voltage y is fed back so
that it must vary according to the
given differential equation.
In most problems, initial values
for the dependent variables are
specified. To provide for setting
these initial voltages at the beginning of each run of the computer,
a variable voltage source can be
connected across the output of each
integrator. While the computer is
operating it is impossible to keep
the fixed values set up. A variable
could not, for instance, have a time
rate of change and yet have a fixed
value. Therefore the d -c analog
computer is made inoperative by
grounding the grids or input terminals of all integrators while
initial conditions are being set up.
To start a run, the amplifiers are
disconnected from the initial -value

-
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voltage sources and the grids ungrounded. All this must be done
simultaneously for all amplifiers,
so a system of relays such as that
of Fig. 2B is used.
The number of given initial conditions must always equal the number of integrators used for the
particular problem, and each integrator must be set to the corresponding initial-condition voltage
before a run. However, summing
amplifiers or phase inverters need
not be set for the initial conditions
corresponding to their initial output voltages, although it may be
desirable to set the output of the
amplifier that feeds a recorder. The
calibrated voltage source by which
this is done may be useful for
calibrating the recorder.
Initial values are usually given
for variables and their derivatives,
such as y, dy/dt, . . . . In many
computer setups the integrator output voltages, which have to be set
to their initial conditions, may not
correspond to y, dy/dt, . . . , but
to linear combinations of them,
such as 5y + dy/dt. The corresponding initial voltages must be
computed and the integrators set
accordingly, using the correct scale

factor.
Because the initial value voltage
sources have to charge the integrating capacitors, they should
have fairly low internal impedance
(500 to 1,000 ohms if possible) so
that the initial values can be set
into the computer without too much
time lag.
Limits, Functions and Tables

In certain problems to be solved
by d -c analog computers, the values
of some of the dependent variables
may be limited. For example, in

automatic controls the operating
range may be restricted by limit
stops. Such conditions are a form
of nonlinearity that can be taken
care of easily by simple analog
computers.
The direct voltages representing
the nonlinear variables in question
are restricted within positive
and/or negative limits by diode
clippers as shown in Fig. 2C. The
diodes have very low impedances
for all voltages higher than the
biases applied to them. For good
limiting, the variable bias limit

to drive them through a d -c impedance transformer such as a compensated cathode follower. The
accuracy of most recording devices
(2 to 3 percent) is inadequate for
large computers; it may be worthwhile to design special servo-driven
(21)
F(x/P) F(t)
plotting boards for recording.
on a d -c analog computer, it is
In many cases, such as certain
necessary to introduce voltages oscillation studies, recording the
varying with time like the given output is unnecessary because the
function F(t). There are many interest is mainly in the rms or
possible methods for generating average values of the variables.
such function voltages. A direct Such averages can be read directly
voltage can be varied in almost on meters connected to the output
any manner with time by using of integrators.

voltage sources should have low
impedance (300 to 500 ohms), because the amplifier outputs have
fairly low impedances to ground.
To solve equations such as the
one for forced oscillations

properly tapered potentiometers
that are driven by constant-speed
motors, or by using linearly wound
potentiometers driven by function
cams. A graph of the required
function can be plotted on an input
table, which is moved at a constant
speed along the time axis while a
stylus follows the curve. The stylus
drives a potentiometer to produce
the function voltage.
As a rule such complicated function generators are unnecessary.
The functions most frequently
needed for analyzing frequency response of systems are sine waves.
Although designing sine-wave generators is straightforward, it is
difficult to generate sinusoidal
voltages of the necessary purity at
the low frequencies used in most
d -c analog computers. Sine waves
can be generated electromechanically with rotating tapered potentiometers or by rectifying the
output of rotating a -c transformers.
Phase shift or heterodyne oscillators can also be used but they are
rarely stable enough at the low
frequencies involved.
Continuous functions usually
contained in mathematical tables,
such as hyperbolic functions, can
be generated similarly if required.
Outputs and Recorders

The variation with time of the
voltages representing the dependent variables can be recorded by
electromechanical oscillographs or
by recording galvanometers if the
components of frequency are below
about 100 cps. The choice of the

recorder determines the upper
limit for the frequencies to be used
in the computer.
Because of the low impedances
of recording meters, it is necessary

Circuits for Special Functions

frequently encountered
can be produced
functions
transfer
directly using high -gain feedback
d -c amplifiers in combinations with
several resistors and capacitors.
These networks can be used, for
example, in servomechanisms to
provide delay or anticipation. In
computers they perform operations
which would otherwise require several of the simpler elements that
have been described, and so their
use simplifies handling such relations.
Figure 3 shows several such circuits and their approximate transforms obtained if the amplifiers
have very high gain. Many such
circuits could be devised to correspond to all the functions in a given
However,
table of transforms.
there is a practical limit to the
number of such circuits that would
prove useful. Most computations
encountered in electronic and other
branches of engineering can be
performed with the computer elements that have been described
here.
Many
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TELEPHONE DIAL TESTER
Remote testing of telephone dial speed and pulse length is accomplished with a simple
electronic device. D -c voltage proportional to dial speed affects bias on thyratrons that
control audible signals sent back over line to indicate slow, correct, or fast operation. Pulse
length is similarly checked and indicated

BY GEORGE E. BEGGS,
Leeds and Northrup Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

of an automatic
telephone exchange, the characteristics of the telephone dial from
which controlling impulses are derived are of importance because the
relays and switches are adjusted
for optimum response at a given
pulse rate. Specifically, the speed
of the dial must be such that between 9 and 11 impulses per second
are transmitted and these impulses
must have an on -off ratio of approximately 2 to 3; that is, the contact make time is 40 percent of the
cycle, and the break time is 60 percent of the cycle. For convenience in
maintaining a number of telephone
dials in proper operating condition,
the use of a centrally located test
unit is desirable.
The dial tester to be described
was developed for use with an industrial plant telephone system to
assist in maintaining proper operation of some 400 instruments
(telephone dials) without the need
for carrying test equipment from
instrument to instrument, or the

j.

Jr., and

E. L. LANGBERG
Sentinel Laboratories
Philadelphia

N THE OPERATION

R

Under -chassis view

of

the unit complete with regulated power supply

for removing instruments
from their usual locations for test
at a central location. The dial
tester is not a commercial instrument, nor was it built with the idea
of making a commercial instrument
of similar characteristics.
The test unit, energized by dialing an appropriate number, returns
a tone to the receiver of the instruneed

CHECKING CONTROL DIALS
Users of telemetering equipment controlled by dial impulses require a convenient
calibration and checking standard. The tester described makes it easy to maintain

speeds between 9 and

11

pulses per second to which switching is normally adjusted,

and in addition allows a check on the ratio of make -and -break time of the cycle
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ment being tested, indicating
whether the speed is correct, too
slow, or too fast. By dialing a different test number, the instrument
indicates whether the contact
make -break ratio is correct. The
apparatus, shown in block form in
Fig. 1, is a high -low limit device.
Rate Testing

For speed testing, the dial impulses received over the line from
the remote instrument operate a
pulse repeating relay that triggers
a one-shot multivibrator, once for
each received pulse. The output
pulses from this circuit have a
width and height dependent primarily on the characteristics of the
multivibrator circuit, and indeApril, 1948
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Top -of -chassis view of

the dial -speed standard with controls on
front apron

pendent of the waveform or width
of the incoming pulses. Accordingly, the repetition rate of the
multivibrator-derived pulses is the
only characteristic that is related
to the incoming pulses when this
particular portion of the circuit is
in use. These pulses are averaged
in an RC circuit to produce a
smooth direct voltage that reaches
a steady state prior to the termination of the 10 test impulses sent to
it by the dial. This steady-state
direct voltage is used to overcome
the peak a -c bias on a pair of thyratrons. The thyratrons are arranged
so that one requires a small value
of d -c before firing, while the second
requires a slightly larger value of
d -c before it will fire.
If the dial is running at the correct speed, the d -c bias developed

is sufficient to fire one thyratron
only. If the dial is running too
slowly, the voltage is insufficient to

cordingly, when a thyratron fires,
its associated relay is energized and
locks up. The operation of the relay contacts changes the frequency
developed by a local RC oscillator
incorporated as part of the apparatus. If a dial is running too
slowly, no change in frequency occurs, and a 500-cycle note, which
was present at the beginning of the
test, remains unchanged.
If the dial is running at the correct speed, between 9 and 11 impulses a second, one relay operates,
producing one step in frequency
and changing the frequency to
1,000 cycles. If the dial is running
too fast, both thyratron control

DIAL

UNE

PULSE

RELAY

relays operate in sequence, producing two distinct frequency steps,
the final frequency present being
approximately 1,500 cycles. These
frequencies are returned over the
telephone line to the receiver of the
instrument under test.
Pulse Duration Test

The make -break ratio test circuit
operates in a similar fashion, with
the exception of the derivation of
the d -c control bias for the thyratrons. Prior to the make-break
ratio test, the dial speed is set correctly by the speed test described
above. Then a different test number is dialed that actuates relays

ONE- SHOT
MULTI -

-0-

VIBRATOR

ELECTRONICS-April,

FILTER

ILTER

MAKE

SPE ED

fire either thyratron. If the dial
is running too fast the voltage developed is sufficient to fire both thyratrons. In the last case, the thyratrons fire in time sequence since
the voltage required to fire one is
developed at an earlier time than
that required to fire the other.
Each thyratron plate circuit contains a relay coil. An associated
locking coil is also provided. Ac-
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FIG. 1-Block diagram of the combined dial speed and make -break ratio analyzer
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FIG. 2-Schematic diagram of the electronic dial tester. Telephone switching interconnections are not shown

to change the connections to the
test unit. These changes omit the
multivibrator stage and connect an
RC averaging network directly to
the incoming line. The pulses received directly from the incoming
line are controlled in width by the
make -break ratio of the dial under
test. Their height is determined
by the voltage provided from the
regulated power supply in the apparatus and by line attenuation
characteristics. Since central exchange apparatus must work with
pulses of the same line attenuation,
this factor is eliminated by setting
the make -break ratio of the dial to
provide correct indication regardless of line characteristics. Actually,
this feature is of little importance
as the lines in a plant telephone
system are relatively short. Accordingly, the width of the pulses
becomes the controlling factor in
determining the d -c bias developed
and applied to the thyratron, speed
having been eliminated by the adjustments made with the previously
described tests. Again the same
tones of 500, 1,000, or 1,500 cycles
are returned to the instrument over

the telephone line to indicate a
make -to -break ratio that is too
small, correct, or too large.
Circuit Details

The control relays used to actuate the apparatus are arranged so
that when the instrument being
tested hangs up, the B supply voltage and the a -c plate supply for the
thyratrons is disconnected, although the heaters are left in an
energized condition. At this time
the lock -up circuits of the thyratron plate relays are also de-energized, returning these relays to
their normal position.
Referring to the actual circuit
shown in Fig. 2, it will be noted
that the thyratrons used are 2050
tubes. With continuous operation
of the 2050 heaters, the d -c bias
required to fire one of these thyratrons is surprisingly consistent.
Tests made over a period of several
weeks indicate that stability in the
order of 75 millivolts can be expected after the tubes have been
allowed to age continuously for a
few days.
The potentiometers in the d -c
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bias circuits for the thyratrons,
marked PERCENT and SPEED, and
the potentiometer marked 0 CONTROL, are used to set the operating
points of the thyratrons correctly
for the speed, and the make -to break ratio tests, with the aid of
test dials that have been modified
to have characteristics at either
end of the acceptance band of the
apparatus for both tests. Modification of dials for this purpose is performed easily with the aid of an
oscilloscope and a calibrated oscillator for speed determination, as
well as observation of the mechanical operation of the contacts with
angular position of the actuating
cam for make-to -break percentage.
The battery connections for the
various relays refer to the 48 -volt
local telephone battery. Relay coils
and associated contacts, while physically separated on the diagram,
are identified by the same symbol
letter and numeral, with additional
letters for various multiple contacts
present on a single relay. For
stability a regulated d -c power supply is used. A regulated a -c supply
for the thyratrons is also desirable.
April, 1948
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NEW

CINC N

110 V. RECEPTACLE

54A 12844

MOUNTING
CENTER 1%"

Many uses suggest themselves on sight.
The space saved by this new, 110V AC
the materials in component
receptacle

...

...

CINCH'S quarter of a century of
parts
experience in making exacting standard
recommend
sockets for Electronics
and insure satisfaction.
CINCH solder coated contacts for easy
soldering, high dielectric bakelite-a de pendable, durable space saving receptacle
for innumerable purposes. Obtainable in
alignment of from one to six or more.
Compact, it is 1-2" long, 9-16" wide, and
firmly holds the standard blade plug. It is
Underwriters approved, and designed for
sub or top mounting. Write for samples
and further detail.

...

it-

1

AVAILABLE AT LEADING ELECTRONIC JOBBERS EVERYWHERE

CINCH

SOCKETS

ARE

STANDARD

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
2335 WEST VAN BUREN

STREET

CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS

Subsidiary of UNITED-CARR FASTENER CORPORATION, Cambridge 42, Mass.
www.americanradiohistory.com

World Power Line Data
Predominant voltages and frequencies in 165 _foreign cities having over 200,000
population, for designers of electronic equipment intended for export. Most common
power outside U. S. is 50 cy cles at 220 or 230 v. Values of d -c voltages are bold -face
Adelaide, Australia -34) 50c 210/420v
Agra, India -30 50e 230/400v
Ahmedabad, India -30 50c 230/400v
Alexandria, Egypt -10 50e 115/230v
Algiers, Algeria -30 50e 115/200v
Altona, Germany -3¢ 50e 220/380v;
220/440v; 110v
Amritsar, India -3¢ 50e 230/400v;
220/440v
Amsterdam, Netherlands
30 50c
220/380v
Amoy, China -30 60e 110/220v
Antwerp, Belgium-30 50e 115/200v
Athens, Greece-30 50c 220/380v
Auckland, New Zealand -30 50e
230/400v; 230/460v
Avellaneda, Argentina-3, 50e
220/380v
Bagdad, Iraq -30 50c 220/380v;
220/440v
Baku, Russia -30 50e 120/210v
Bangkok, Siam-30 50e 110/220v
Bangalore, India -10 60e 220v
Batavia, Java-30 50e 127/220v
Belfast, Ireland -30 50e 220/380v
Belgrade, Yugoslavia -30 50e 220/380v
& 120/206v
Benares, India -3$ 50e 230/400v
Berlin, Germany -30 50e 220/380v;
220/440v
Birmingham, England -30 50e
230/400v; 220/440v
Bochum, Germany -30 50c 220/380v &
127/220v
Bogota, Colombia -30 60e 150/260v
Bologna, Italy-30 42c 127/220v
Bombay, India-30 50e 230/400v;
230/460v
Bordeaux, France-30 50e 115/200v;
110v
Bradford, England -30 50e 230/400v;
220/440v
Bremen, Germany -30 50e 230/400v &
125/216v
Breslau, Germany-30 50c 220/380v
Brisbane, Australia -30 50e 240/415v
Bristol, England -30 50e 210/365v;
250/500v
Brno, Czechoslovakia-30 50c
110/220/380v
Brussels, Belgium -3¢ 50e 110/190v
Bucharest, Roumania -3, 50e 120/208v
& 110/190v
Budapest, Hungary-30 50e 220/380v;
110v
Buenos Aires, Argentina -3¢ 50e
220/380v; 220/440v
Cairo, Egypt-10 40c 100/200v; 110v
Calcutta, India -3¢ 50e 230/400v;
225/450v
Cape Town, Union of South Africa -30
Canton, China -30 60e 220/380v &
110/190v
Cardiff, England -30 50e 200/230v;
200/400v
Catania, Italy-30 50e 150/260v
Cawnpore, India -30 50e 230/400v;
225/450v
Chemnitz, Germany-30 50e 120v
Chungking, China-30 50e 220/380v
Colombo, Ceylon -30 50e 230/400v;
220/440v
Copenhagen, Denmark -30 50e

-

Data given here was obtained from
"World Electrical Markets," a publication of the Electrical Division, Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
Washington, D. C. Power data for
cities not listed here and for entire.
countries can be obtained by writing
to the Bureau. Abbreviations used
here are: c --cycles per second; 0--phase (single-phase power is of course
available where 30 is indicated) ;
volts ; /-and, signifying both voltages
are available.

v-
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220/380v & 127/220v; 220/440v
Cordoba, Argentina-30 50e 220/3Suv
Croydon, England-3¢ 50e 230/400v
230/460v
Dairen, Kwantung province -30 50e
110/220v
Delhi, India-30 50e 200/400v;
220/440v
Dortmund, Germany -30 00e 220/380v
& 125/216v; 220/440v; 110v
Dresden, Germany -30 50e 220/380v &
110/220v
Dublin, Ireland -30 50e 220/380v
Duisburg, Germany -3, 50e 220/380v
Dusseldorf, Germany -30 50e
220/380v; 110v
Edinburgh, Scotland -30 50e 230/400v
230/460v
Essen, Germany -3¢ 50e 220/380v;
110v
Florence, Italy-30 50e 150/260v ;
150/300v
Foochow, China-30 50e 220/380v
Frankfort, Germany-30 50e 220/380v
& 127/220v
Genoa, Italy-3¢ 50e 150/260v &
127/220v
Glasgow, Scotland -30 50e 250/440v;
250/500v
Goteborg, Sweden-30 50e 120/380v
The Hague, Netherlands -3¢ 50e
127/220v
Halle, Germany-30 50e 220/380v;
220/440v
Hamburg, Germany-30 50e 220/380v
220/440v; 110v
Hankow, Cina -30 60e 220/380v ;
220/440v
Harbin, Manchukuo-30 50e 135/234v
Havana, Cuba-30 60e 110/220v
Helsingfors, Finland -30 50e
127/220v; 225/450v
Hiroshima, Japan -30 60e 100/200v
Hong Kong China -30 50e 200/350v
Hull, England -30 50c 230/400v;
220/440v
Hyderabad, India -30 50e 220/380v
Istanbul, Turkey -30 50e 220/380v &
110/190v
Karachi, India-30 50e 220/380v;
220/440v
Kharkov, Russia -30 50e 110/190v
Kiel, Germany -30 50e 220/380v
220/440v
Kiev, Russia -30 50c 110v
Konigsberg, Germany -30 50e 220v
Kyoto, Japan-30 60c 100/200v
Lahore, India -30 50e 220/380v;
220/440v
Leeds, England -30 50e 230/400v &
200/346v
Leicester, England -30 50e 240/415v;
220/440v
Leipzig, Germany -30 50e 220/380v;
220/440v
Leningrad, Russia-30 50e 120v
Lille, France-30 50e 120/208v; 120v
Lima, Peru-30 60e 220v
Lisbon, Portugal-30 42e 220/380v;
30 50e 110/190v; 220/440v
Liverpool, England -30 50e 230/400v;
230/460v
London, England -30 50e 230/400v
eventually; many kinds now
Lucknow, India -3¢ 50e 230/400c;
230/460v
Llow, Poland -30 50e 110/220v
Madras, India -30 50e 250/400v;
225/450v
Madrid, Spain -30 50e 120v; 120v
Magdeburg, Germany -30 50e 220/380v
& 127/220v
Manchester, England -30 50e
230/400v; 200/400v
Mannheim, Germany -30 50e 220/380v
& 127/220v
Melbourne, Australia -30 50e
230/400v; 230/460v
Messina, Italy -30 50e 150/260v
Milan, Italy-30 50e 150/260v; 30 42c
144/250v

Montevideo, Uruguay -30 50e 220v
Montreal, Canada -30 60e 115/230v
Moscow, Russia -30 50e 120v
Mukden, Manchukuo -30 60e 110/220%
Munich, Germany -30 50e 220/380v
220/440v; 110v
Nagpur, India -30 50c 230/400v;
220/440v
Nanking, China-30 50e 220/380v
Naples, Italy -30 50e 150/260v;
220/440v
Nice, France-30 25c 110/190v; li0.
Ningpo, China -30 50e 220/380v
Oporto, Portugal-30 50e 220/380v &
110/190v
Oslo, Norway -30 50e 230v; 230/460v
Palermo, Italy-30 50e 150/260v
Para, Brazil -30 50e 120/240v
Paris, France -30 50e 110/190v
Peiping, China -30 50e 220/380v
Pernambuco, Brazil -220/440v; 30 50e

;

;

;

220v

Perth, Australia -30 40e 240/440v
Piraeus, Greece -30 50e 220/380v &
200/346v; 230/460v
Plymouth, England-30 50e 230/400v
Poena, India -3¢ 50e 230/400v;
220/440v
Portsmouth, England -30 50e 230/400v
& 200/400v
Poznan Poland -30 50c 220/380v
Praha, Czechoslovakia -30 50e
120/220/380v
Riga, Latvia-30 50e 120/220/380v
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil-30 50e
125/216v
Home, Italy -30 45e 127/220v
Rosario, Argentina-30 50e 220/380v;
220/440v
Rotterdam, Netherlands -30 50e
220/380v; 220/440v
Salford, England -30 50e 230/400v

;

;

230/460v
Saloniki, Greece -220/440v
Santiago, Chile-30 50e 220/380v;
220/440v
Sao Paulo, Brazil -30 60e 120/208v
Sevilla, Spain -30 50e 127/220v; 11e.
Shanghai, China -30 50e 200/350v,
220/380v (Int. settlement), &
110/190v
Sheffield, England -30 50e 200/350v
Singapore, Straits Settlement -30 50e
230/400v; 230/460v
Sofia, Bulgaria-30 50e 220/380v
Soerabaya, Dutch East Indies -30 50e
110/190v
Stettin, Germany-30 50e 220/380v;
220/440v
Stockholm, Sweden -30 50e 220v;
220/440v

Stoke-on-Trent, England -30 50e
240/415v; 220/440v
Stuttgart, Germany-30 50c 220/380v
& 127/220v; 110v; 220/440v
Sydney, Australia -30 50e 240/415v;
240/480v
Tabriz, Iran -30 50e 220/380v
Teheran, Iran -30 50c 220/380v
Tientsin, China-30 50c 220/380v
Tokio, Japan -30 50e 100/200v;
30 60e 100/200v
Toronto, Canada-30 25c 115/230v
Trieste, Italy -30 42c 127/220v
Tsinan, China-30 50e 220/380v &
110/190v
Tsingtao, China -30 50e 120/200v
Tunis, Tunisia -30 50e 110/190v
Turin, Italy -30 50e 127/220v
Valparaiso, Chile-30 50e 220/380v;
220/440v
Vancouver, Canada-30 60e 110/220v
Venice, Italy-30 42c 127/220v
Vienna, Austiria-30 50e 220/380v
Warsaw, Poland -30 50c 120/220v
Winnepeg, Canada-3¢¢ 60c 1207220v
Zürich, Switzerland -80 50e 220/380v,
125/220v, & 145/250v; 10 50e
110/220á & 220/440v

ELECTRONICS REFERENCE SHEET
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Compact Design ...
Unlimited Circuits ...
...plus terminals
that really stay put, !

THEY'RE small, they're flexible, they're ruggedly
designed. That's the story of the RS 50 and RS 60two Mallory switches especially designed for radio receiver
applications where low torque indexing is required.
An outstanding feature of these switches is the two -point
stapling which assures that terminals won't work loose.
The terminals themselves are made of heavy spring brass
for strength, silver plated, formed for flexibility, insuring
low contact resistance.

Many other features are notable too: the improved low -loss
the star wheel ball indexphenolic in stator and rotor
silver -to -silver double
positions
between
30°
ing with
the
exclusive Mallory
where
desired
contacts
wiping
rotor segments
to
be
applied
may
treatment
-indium
silver
lower, smooth
with
pressure
contact
higher
permitting
operating torque and a minimum of contact resistance with
extremely low noise level and long life.

...

...

...

The RS 50 is made with from 2 to 10 positions-the RS 60
with from 2 to 5. For more details, write for engineering
data folder.

Ask for RS Specification Sheets
Printed on thin paper to permit blueprinting, these sectional
drawings indicate standard and optional dimensions-make
it easy for you to specify Mallory RS switches built to meet
your circuit requirements. Ask your nearest Mallory Field
Representative or write direct for a supply.

Inc.
CO.Inc.
P.R.MALLORY
P.R.
MALLORY & CO.

MALLORY

SWITCHES

(ELECTRONIC, INDUSTRIAL and APPLIANCE)
P. R.
ELECTRONICS

-

MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
133
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TUBES AT WORK

Truck-Wheel Balancer
BY S. R. WINTERS

Travelers Rest
South Carolina

Including INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
Edited by VIN ZELUFF

Induction Hardening Reduces Blade Cost
Truck -Wheel Balancer
Electronic Timer
Construction of Shielded Room in VHF Field
X -Ray Speeds Chemical Comparisons
Polarity Response from Tuning Eye Tubes
Television Monitors Dangerous Operation

134
134
136
150
158
162
168

Induction Hardening Reduces Blade Cost
USE of a radio-frequency generator
has enabled Hancock Manufacturing Company to reduce the cost of
hardening grass shear blades from
2.5 cents each to 1 cent. In addition, the quality is improved.
When blades were hardened
throughout using the previous
method 50 percent of the blades required individual straightening.
The product was satisfactory, but
clostly. With automatic work handling equipment, induction heating
produces 900 blades per hour, eliminating distortion and consequent
straightening by heating the cutting edge of the blade only.
The hopper of the work handling

equipment holds a three -minute
supply of blades to give the operator time to refill it and to remove
the hardened blades from the
quench tank. The blades are automatically pushed out from the bottom of the stack in the hopper, positioned with the cutting edge in the
inductor coil, exposed to a 3.5 second surge of r-f power from a
10 -kilowatt Westinghouse generator, and ejected into a basket in the
quench tank. A safety device shuts
down the generator and work handling equipment if the hopper empties, a blade jams, or the generator
becomes overloaded. Frequency of
the generator is 450 kilocycles.

Cutting edges of 900 shear blades per hour are hardened with this 10 -kilowatt
house induction -heating generator. After hardening, each blade slides down Westinga chute
into the wire basket in the quench tank
134

A truck or bus wheel with its
rubber tire can now be balanced as
a unit without removing it from
the vehicle by means of a new electronic device.
Basically, the apparatus employs
an 8 -tube electronic circuit for
measuring the amplitude of unbalance vibrations and also to govern
the flashing of a stroboscope tube.
The functioning of this tube has to
be within a tolerance of 0.02 second if the truck or bus wheel is to
be properly balanced.
The balancer consists of three
units, one of which is a magnetic
vibration pickup attached to an accessible part of a truck or bus near
the wheel being tested. The second
unit is a spinner, capable of accommodating a wheel revolving at
a rate of 100 miles or more per
hour, which rotates the wheel assembly and rubber tire on the truck
or bus axle. The third section is an
indicating meter and the stroboscope tube. This section incorporates the electronic circuit which
determines the amplitude of the vibrations and controls the flashing
of the stroboscope tube.
The axle of a truck or bus is
raised from the ground with a conventional jack placed in the center
of the axle. Attached to the latter
is a magnetic vibration pickup. As
the wheel is spun, the meter registers the degree of unbalance to suggest the amount of balancing
weights to be applied to the wheel
rim. The stroboscope tube is
mounted near the revolving rim of
the wheel and indicates the spot at
which to put equalizing weights.
Once the balancing weights have
been mounted, the wheel is rechecked readily for equilibrium.
The use of a modified form of the
electronic balancer during the war
by the U. S. Army Air Forces in
testing giant aircraft wheels produced some rather surprising results. In some cases, the instrument detected vibrations having
their origin in other sources than
unbalance, such as bent axle shafts,
loose mountings, bad bearings, bent
wheels and poor tires. One spinner
took care of a 56 -inch wheel on a
April, 1948- ELECTRONICS
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THE AMC ENGINEER IS

jeaRjrtiFfoffl
But Not on Your Payroll

ASK HIM TO...
1. Assist you in the selection of the
best insulating material for the job.

2. Familiarize you with their proper
application.

HEADQUARTERS
NATIONALLY

ELECTRICAL

FOR
KNOWN

MATERIALS LATI

3. Suggest ways to eliminate waste.
4. Increase your production.

The IMC engineer makes his recommendations on the basis
of his knowledge and experience-not of one or a few electrical insulating
materials but of many, each made by a leader in his particular product field. He is a
specialist in electrical insulation. He knows which
product is best suited for each application. He and the
IMC organization are at your service to give technical assistance
as well as to see you get what you need when you need it.
IMC PRODUCTS
Macallen Mica Products-Vortex Varnished Cloths and Tapes-Varslot
Combination Slot Insulation-Fiberglas Ele_trical Insulation-Manning
Insulating Papers and Pressboards-H. & V. Insulating Papers-Dow Corning
Silicones-Dieflex Varnished Tubings and Saturated Sleevings- National Hard
Fibre and Fishpaper-Phenolite Bakelite-Permacel Adhesive
Tapes-Asbestos Woven Topes and SleevingsInmanco Cotton Tapes, Webbings and Sleevings-Pedigree
Insulating Varnishes-Wedgie Brand Wood Wedges,

INSULATION

MANUFACTURERS CORPORATION
,CTR tCA
*CLEVELAND 14
*CHICAGO 6
565 W.

,,.

Washington-:'-

Boulevard

MILWAUKEE 2
312 East Wisconsin
Avenue

t

AnO

1231 Superau

Ave., N.

E.

DAYTON 2
1315 Mutual Home
Building

DETROIT 2: 15 Lew.nnes Avenue
*Lacs) Stacks tevai-able
R epresentatis
MINNEAPOLIS 3: 1268 Hamann Place
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Vibration pickup, wheel spinner, stroboscope lamp and electronic amplifier
unit of the
truck wheel balancer

B-29 bomber when it was racing
up to 117 miles per hour.
The instrument was designed by
M. S. Merrill of Denver, Colorado.

The pickup coil of the wheel balancer has
a d -c resistance of 2,200 ohms and an output of two volts at 1,200 rpm with an overall amplitude of 0.025 inch
->iAPPROX.-
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Since the 2051 grid is highly
negative during the discharge,
there is no trouble from grid conduction in that part of the circuit.
The circuit values as shown provide
a time range from 0.5 to 120 seconds, with a roughly logarithmic
calibration, so that exposure ratios
and errors of setting tend to be
constant over much of the range,
depending on the resistance taper

6S LT

I0 500
XA

terval. Starting with the switch in
position 1, the drop across the relay
charges C, through the surge -limiting resistor R,.
When the switch is thrown to
position 2, C, starts to discharge
through the 6V6. The gas tetrode
is definitely cut off by the high bias
from C regardless of the time
interval chosen, and it likewise is
restored to conductance when the
bias voltage has fallen to the value
at which the plate takes control.
The resulting snap action on both
make and break provides accurate
timing. Neither the adjustment of
the relay nor the load handled by
its contacts affects the timing.
The 6V6 acts as a variable resistor that transforms an ordinary
0.5-megohm volume control into a
variable resistance of many megohms, making long time delays possible with a small value of C,. Both
grids of the 6V6 are returned to the
negative side of R, so that the tube
resistance is extremely high when
R, is set at maximum, yet the discharge can never be completely cut

1,

IR

Electronic Timer
BY SYLVAN H. FRASE
Minneapolis, Miun.

CONSIDERABLE experiment with various circuits, both published and
original, convinced the writer that
timing circuits are by nature obstinate. In the well behaved circuit
finally developed, there is no chattering-the timer is inherently
stable over any timing range. Long

time delays with relatively small
capacitance and complete coverage
of the timing range with one ordinary volume control are provided.
The circuit of the timer is shown
in Fig. 1. This is a backwards relay circuit in which the coil is energized except during the timing in-

136

1-The relay in the timer circuit is of
the type that pulls in at 10 ma and drops
out at 6 ma
Fig.

of the control.
There is some tendency toward

self-compensation for line voltage
variations. At any rate, deviations
from calibration are well within
the allowable tolerance for photo (continued on p 150)

April,
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See

why Leaders in

TELEVISION
choose

MYCALEX 410
insulation

...

and big name makers of televitelevision seeing is believing
sion sets are demonstrating by superior performance that MYCALEX
410 molded insulation contributes importantly to faithful televiIn

Specify MYCALEX 410 for:
Low dielectric loss

sion rece¡p--on.

1.

absolute essential. In the station selector switch used n receivers of a leading manufacturer, the
MYCALEX 410 molded parts (shown here) are used instead of inferior insulation in order to avoid drift in the natural frequency of the
tuned circuits. The extremely low losses of MYCALEX at television
frequencies and the stability of its properties over extremes in temperature old humidity result in dependability of performance which
would otherwise be unattainable.
Wheth=r in televis.ior, FM or other high frequency circuits, the
mast difficult insulating pob'ems are being solved by MYCALEX 410
molded insulat''on...exclusive formulation and product of MYCALEX
CORPORA -ION OF AMERICA. Our engineering staff is at your service.

2. High dielectric strength

Stability

in a telev!sion circuit is an

3. High arc resistance
4. Stability over wide humidity and

temperature changes

5. Resistance to high temperatures

6. Mechanical precision
7. Mechanical strength
8. Metal inserts molded in place
9. Minimum service expense
10. Cooperation of MYCALEX

engineering staff

MYCALEX CORP. OF AMERICA
"Owners of 'MYCALEX' Patents"

Plant and General Offices, CLIFTON, N.

ELECTRONICS

-

.1.

Executive Offices, 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA,

NEW

YORK

20.

N. Y.
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THE ELECTRON ART
Edited by FRANK ROCKETT

Selective Sequence Digital Computer for Science
Insulators That Can Amplify
Tubes Designed for Industry
Magnetic Leakage Evaluated with an Electrolytic Tank
Survey of New Techniques

138
140
172
178
186

Selective Sequence Digital Computer for Science
make possible rapid solution of problems
that have heretofore been so laborious that either their solutions have
not been attempted or have required much time and effort. SolvELECTRONIC CALCULATORS

ing problems requiring repeated
computations of the same equations
but for different sets of values is a
matter of routine. Once creative
scientists have reduced physical or
social problems to formulas, this
remaining routine portion of the
solutions can be relegated to a machine.
Toward this end of relieving scientists of the mechanics of computation of extensive problems, International Business Machines Corp.
has built the Selective Sequence
Electronic Calculator. A staff of

mathematicians headed by Dr. W.
J. Eckert, director of the Watson
Scientific Computing Lab., Columbia University, and the machine
are being made available to scientists as a computing service.
Calculating Ability

In addition to having the largest
memory capacity of any existing
calculator, this new machine, designed under F. E. Hamilton's supervision, surpasses its predecessor,
the IBM Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculator presented in 1944
to Harvard University, in its ability to program its operations, giving it 250 times that calculator's
productive capacity. Gate circuits
enable the machine to proceed with
other portions of a computation

while the main portion is progressing, if the auxiliary manipulations
are to be done by unused channels,
hence the term "selective sequence."
Both the numbers for calculation
and the instructions for operation
are supplied to the machine from
standard punched cards. These
punchings are then transferred to
a continuous tape. Reference tables
of functions, constants, and other
tabular data that the machine will
need during the problem are also
punched on endless tape loops.
Throughout the computer there are
66 tape reading units for various
purposes. As computation proceeds,
numbers and instructions are transferred from the tape to the bank of
21,400 relays. Final arithmetical
operations, which are all reduced
to binary additions-subtraction
being done by adding complements,
multiplication by repetitive additions, and division by repetitive additions of complements-are performed electronically by 12,500
tubes at the rate of 3,500 additions
a second of 19 digit numbers.
The memory also uses these four
elements. Electronic storage (1) is
used for digits that must be reused
very shortly. Relays (2) store material that will be recovered as
needed. Continuous tapes (3) are
punched to store numbers that will
not be required until later. These
elements have a combined storage
of 400,000 digits. By using punched

Electronic calculator, put into operation from punched cards, uses punched tapes for slowly moving computations, relays for faster
operations, and vacuum tubes for high-speed manipulations. Computing elements are air-conditioned behind glass panels
138
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FAT

sic N.3L _GENl31lATOlE

Tgpe 202 -IS

54-216 me.

Additional coverage from 0.4-25 mc.
with accessory UNIVERTER Type 203-E

Shown above is an interior view of the 202-B Signal Generator RF
assembly with shield cover removed. Heavy aluminum castings form
the mounting base of this RF unit resulting in a compact and highly
rigid structure. Girder type condenser frame construction, multiple
rotor shaft grounding contacts, and welded interstoge shield plates
are but a few of the many design features of this unit which give
added circuit stability.

Designed to meet the exacting requirements set forth by leading FM and television
engineers throughout the country, the 202-B FM Signal Generator has found widespread
acceptance as the essential laboratory instrument for receiver development and
research work.
Frequency coverage from 54 to 216 megacycles

is provided in two ranges, 54 to 108 megacycles
and 103 to 216 megacycles- A front panel modu-

lation meter having two deviation scales, 0-80
kilocycles and 0-240 kilocycles, permits accurate
modulation settings to be made.
Although fundamentally an FM instrument, amplitude modulation from zero to 50%, with meter
calibrations at 30% and 50%, has been incorporated. This AM feature offers increased versatility and provides a means by which simultaneous
frequency and amplitude modulation may be
obtained through the use of an external audio
oscillator.
The internal AF oscillator has eight modulation
frequencies ranging from 50cycles to 15 kilocycles,
any one of which may be conveniently selected by

a rotary type switch for either amplitude or fre-

quency modulation.
The calibrated piston type attenuator has a
voltage range of from 0.1 microvolt to 0.2 volt and
is standardized by means of a front panel output
monitor meter.
The output impedance of the instrument, at the
terminals of the R.F. output cable, is 26.5 ohms.
AVAILABLE AS AN ACCESSORY
is the 203-B Univerter, a unity gain frequency converter which, in combination with the 202-B instrument, provides the additional coverage of commonly
used intermediate and radio frequencies.
R.F. Range: 0.4 mc. to 25 mc.
R.F. Increment Dial:

250 kc. in 10 kc.

increments.

Output: 0.1 microvolt to 0.1 volt. Also
approximately 2 volts maximum (ui calibrated).

R.F.

For further information write for Catalog
DESIGNEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE "Q" METER
GENI3RA1OR . . . BEAT FREQUENCY GENERATOR

ELECTRON ICS

-

UNIVERTER
Type 203-B

F

... QX-CHECKER .. FREQUENCY
... AND OTHER DIRECT READING
.

MODULATED SIGNAI
TEST

._

INSTRUMENTS
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Mathematical operations and calculator
performance are monitored or manually
controlled from this console

Computational results are printed as obtained, or can be stored on punched cards
for later reference

cards (4) as a supplementary storage medium, the memory capacity
is made almost limitless. (The
count given above for relays and
tubes included those used for storage and control as well as for computation.)

performed by a similar sequence of
punchings, relays, and electronic
switches. Thus each division of the
machine is continuously operating
at its full capacity and the solution flows smoothly through the
maze of interconnections. Although
these connections provide the usual
mathematical operations, 40,000
multichannel plug connectors are
used so that special functions can
be provided if required.
Results are printed either as
punched cards at 16,000 digits a
minute, or as pages typed at 24,000
digits a minute. An auxiliary unit
automatically prints and proofreads
results if the results are to be published.

Operating Speed

This sequence illustrates the
basic philosophy of increasing
speed as the complexity of detail
increases. High operating speed
has been built into the machine on
this basis. Cards are punched manually from mathematicians' written
notes. This process is necessarily
slow, but permits correcting mistakes simply. The information at
this level is general, such as "multiply result of previous computation
by sine of angle marked in next
column." The instructions and numbers, transferred by two card reading units to tape at 30,000 digits
a minute, are then passed from tape
to calculator at 140,000 digits a
minute. The relays, operating at
the next greater order of speed,
index the tapes carrying trigonometric tables to the proper angle
and read off the sine. The relay
memory will be storing the results
of the last computation. These two
banks of relays, one operated by the
sine tape, the other acting as a
short -time memory, deliver their
numbers to the electronic arithmetical units, which are essentially binary counters, where the actual multiplication is done. During the multiplication, intermediate results
are stored in the electronic memory.
Programming the calculator is

Special Design Problems

The calculator requires 180 kw.
Grid-controlled gas -tube electronically regulated power supplies provide the various voltages that are
required. For the most part, common supplies are used, decoupling
being provided through bypass capacitors at each stage.
Experience with this calculator
has indicated that low-voltage
heater tubes are generally more reliable than higher voltage ones.
Failure of components including
tubes is difficult to anticipate from
preliminary tests. In operation, capacitors short, resistors change
value and finally open, emission
falls in tubes, or they develop
opens or shorts. With miniature
neon bulbs throughout the computer, it is a simple matter to locate
faults and, as everything is directly
accessible from the corridors be-

140

hind the panels, repairs can be
made promptly.
The simplest
method of eliminating faulty components has been to give the computer a run-in of several months.
The frequency of interruptions has
greatly decreased during this trial
period.
Most of the vacuum tubes are operated as on -off switches. Grids
are biased well beyond cutoff. The
operating cycle consists of an actuating pulse keying the tube on for
the appropriate duration, during
which digit pulses can trigger the
circuit. Even if static tube tests
indicate low emission, it has been
observed that some tubes will produce strong output pulses. The circuits are directly coupled for d -c
response and designed to pass up
to 100 kc. A master tunable timing
oscillator controls the basic pulse
rate, usually set to 50 kc.
Heat developed in the equipment
is dissipated by an air-conditioning
unit that maintains the incoming
air at 50 F and the exhaust at 95 F,
and is capable of handling 200 kw.
The calculator is divided into three
fire zones with automatic temperature detection, alarm and air-conditioning interlocks. In the event
of fire, CO._ would be discharged
into the affected zone.

Insulators That Can Amplify
CONTROLLING flow and amplification
of electrons by bombarding diamonds (ELECTRONICS, p 144 Dec.
1947) and other insulators is being
investigated by Dr. K. G. McKay of

Multiple -accelerator c -r tube bombards diamonds to produce high amplification

Bell Telephone Labs., where the
phenomena was discovered. The
technique may lead to development
of new types of electronic tubes,
(continued on

April,
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ANACONDA

Type ATV* Lead -In Lines go a long way

towards bringing perfect reception to television and
FM sets.
The effects of attenuation and impedance mis-

match on reception are minimized by ATV lines. The
satin-smooth polyethylene insulation of this line
sheds water

readily-thus avoiding subsequent

TYPE ATV

LEAD-IN
FOR EVERY NEED

im-

pedance discontinuities. This insulating material
also has high resistance to deterioration.
Count on Anaconda to solve your high -frequency
transmission problems-with anything from a new
type lead-in line to the latest development in coaxial
cables.

A

4HS67

Anaconda offers a complete selection of
Type ATV lead-in lines for 75, 150 and
300 ohms impedance, unshielded and
shielded lines of high impedance. For an
electrical and physical characteristic,'
bulletin, write to Anaconda Wire and
Cable Company.

'Reg. U.S. Pat. O8.

?(/e aerGr64 a&asuG
25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 4, N.Y.
ELECTRONICS- April, 1948
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STEW PRODUCTS
Edited by A. A. McKENZIE

New equipment, components, tubes, testing apparatus and products closely allied to the electronics
field. A review of catalogs, handbooks, technical

bulletins and other manufacturers' literature
Television Aligner
Pine Brook, N.
J. The Mega-Pipper is a new teleKAY ELECTRIC Co.,

antenna for two transmitters separated by one megacycle in frequency. It can also be used to reduce
interference from a nearby station
in receivers. Particularly designed
for the 152 -to -162 me band, its
normal insertion loss is 3 db.

commercial craft and moderate sized yachts. Depths from 0 to 100
fathoms are indicated. It may be
operated from 6, 12, 32 or 110 volts
d -c, with a 30 -watt power drain.
Price is $760.

R -F High Voltage
C -B MFG. Co., 412

West 37th St.,
New York 18, N. Y. The Kilovolter

Precision Variable Resistors
TECHNOLOGY

INSTRUMENT

CORP.,

1058 Main St., Waltham 54, Mass.
Type RV 3-5 potentiometer pre-

vision receiver production and service alignment instrument that gives
four crystal-controlled pips to establish the picture, sound carrier,
and adjacent channel points on an
oscilloscope when used in conjunction with the Mega-Sweep or MegaMatch units.

cision variable resistor has an overall depth of Ifs inches and a power

delivers 600 microamperes at 6,000
volts d -c or 1 milliampere at 4,000
volts. Operating from the B supply
of a receiver, the unit operates on
the r -f high -voltage principle. It
weighs 2 pounds.

Cavity Filter
INC., 4545 Augusta
Blvd., Chicago 51, Ill. A high -Q
bandpass filter of the cavity resonator type allows use of a single
MOTOROLA,

rating of

5 watts. The device is
available in nine standard resistance values between 100 and 50,000
ohms. Standard models have an
accuracy of plus or minus 5 percent,
although an accuracy of plus or
minus 1 percent can be supplied.
Other features are standard in the
line of resistors.

Generator for Ultrasonics
TELEVISO PRODUCTS CO., 7466

West

Irving Park Road, Chicago 34, Ill.
The model U-100 Ultrason ultrasonic generator has a power output
of 6 watts in the frequency range

Depth Sounder
TRIDENT PRODUCTS,

INC., 110 W.

Alameda St., Burbank, Calif., announces a new electronic depth
sounder, the DS -2 designed for
4.'
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Sounds

to HER

ture Tube Helps Make
This New DICTAPHONE Electronic Transcribing Machine A Model Of Clarity, Tone
RAYTHEON Submi

Quality And Quick Action.

RAYTHEON

CK51OAX

-

this tiny Raytheon SubminiaActual Size
ture Tube Type CK510AX neatly tucked away in
the base of this Dictaphone Model "BE" has a lot
to do with the efficiency, instant action and compactness of this new electronic office machine
One of these Raytheon Subminiatures takes
the place of two old style tubes and its small size
results in lower microphonics.
The special design of this tube simplifies filtering of the AC ripple.

Why Dictaphone Corporation

and many
other manufacturers of up-to-the-minute electronic equipment use RAYTHEON Subminiature
Tubes.

1. Increased Product Salability. Raytheon
filamentary Subminiatures are flat. Filament
drain is extremely low. Product may be
smaller and more convenient to use.

2. Plug Into Standard Sockets. All

Ray-

theon Subminiatures can either be soldered
in or plugged into readily available sockets.

3. Raytheon Reliability

-

Says Dictaphone Corporation
"Because of new electronic devices and skills, developed

through war research, it is possible to offer vastly improved

over-all reproduction. This model pioneers in the use of subminiature quick -heating tubes. The secretary can now adjust,
in all respects, the characteristics

of the recorded voice to her

ear and to her typing speed in order to insure maximum ease
and comfort in transcription."

the result of
unique precision methods and nine years
continuous production of long -life Subminiature Tubes.

4. Readily Available From Stock

-

over
million on tap at all times. Over 30
types. Standard throughout the world.
half

a

5. At Your Local Distributor's

-

over three
hundred Raytheon Special Purpose Tube
Distributors ready to serve you quickly and

intelligently.

-

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING CO.
SPECIAL TUBE SECTION

NEWTON 58, MASSACHUSETTS

Write for Data Sheets on
Raytheon Subminiature Tubes
ELECTRONICS

(F.IY'lllPlJ!'P /N (!lPCrlOJllC1

Radio Receiving Tubes

Subminiature Tubes
Microwave Tubes

Special Purpose Tubes
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from 430 to 470 kc. Model U-300
Ultrason is also described in Bulletin 37 which also gives a history of
the subject and an extensive bibliography.

Data Recorder System
Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, Ill. Model
CR -6 data recorder system accomCOOK RESEARCH LABS., 1457

PS-2 power supplies that transform
118 volts a -c to 2,400 volts d -c. This
unit is particularly designed for
use in electronic photoflash and
spectrographic analysis equipment.
Model PS -2 is for use in radiation
counters, oscilloscopes, and television receivers. A specification
sheet can be obtained from manu-

facturer.

Klystrons
SPERRY GYROSCOPE CO.,

Great Neck,

N. Y. Type SRC -8 high -power reflex klystron illustrated generates
microwave energy in the band of

modates 7 information channels.
The separate signals are fed into a
magnetic tape recorder and the
recording is later played back into
a 7 -pen graphical device for visual
display. Essentially, the equipment
takes the place of bulky recording
equipment at the point of the test
and avoids the necessity for tele metering.

a measuring unit made up of the

RA -1258 signal generator and the
RA -1257 intermodulation analyzer.
Signals of two frequencies are
added in the signal generator,
passed through the device under
test, and fed to the analyzer where
the percent intermodulation is read
on an electronic voltmeter.

Program Console
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co.,

Syracuse

1,

N. Y. Type TC -6-A program console described in specification RA 14111 has a desk -like three-section

radio frequencies between 6 and 7
kilomegacycles. The SRC -8 series
is available in 100 megacycles steps
with the exception of a few bench
oscillators in 400 megacycle steps.

High D -C Supply
CONDENSER PRODUCTS CO., 1375

N.

Branch St., Chicago 22, Ill. In
production are Hi -Volt PS -1 and

Ultrasonic Generator
Whitney St.,
Framingham, Mass. Model A-500
ultrasonic generator has a frequency range of 100 to 30,000 kc at
a maximum power output of 400
watts and is furnished with three
quartz crystal transducers, crystal
holder, and oil immersion tank.
Model B-500 is similar in design
but equipped for aqueous immersion. Details of equipment and
ultrasonic engineering service are
available.
PIEZO PRODUCTS Co.,

Measuring Equipment
WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y., announces
144

construction for program director,
video operator, and audio operator.
This position provides a means of
coordinating all personnel activities in a television program.

Voice -Activated Recorder
AMPLIFIER CORP. OF AMERICA, 398
Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.
Available as optional equipment on

any Magnetape recorder is a voiceactuated instantaneous start -stop
(continued

April, 1948
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idle ... no waste production time for the operator.

Coils that Keep
Perfect Time
help a clock company
to save production time
On each of these No. 102
Universal Coil Winding Machines, winding of non-insulated coils is so scheduled that
manual operations are being
performed on one head while the other heads are
producing.
Each machine has three or six individually operated heads, and coil output is synchronized on the
basis of handling time per coil. No heads standing

Other time-savers :
1. Electrically -controlled counter stops each head
upon completion of
needed.

2.

coil-no operator attention

Common setting for all heads in respect to wire
traverse length and number of wire turns per
layer.

3. Traverse length and wire turns readily adjustable
within maximum range-without changing cams.

4. Steel-strap

control on unrolling tensions facilitates handling of even finest wires.

5. In-built calibration for recording settings for reuse.

6. Quick-acting release on
7. 500 to 2500 R.P.M.

supply spindles.

Write for Bulletin 102L. Universal Winding Company, P. O. Box 1605, Providence 1, R. I.
t]B-7-1

WINDING COILS IN QUANTITY,.
AUTOMATICALLY7.e
ACCURATELY
USE UNIVERSAL WINDING MACHINES.`,
FOR

.

ELECTRONICS
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

W. 39th St., New York 18, N. Y. It
contains 231 domestic and 62 foreign references, a section on do-

Edited by JOHN MARKUS

mestic and foreign patents, and an
author index. Regular price is 75
cents; to AIEE members, 35 cents
per copy.

FCC announcements on wired wireless,

terrain proximity indicators, and heating frequencies; 12 new books out
Audio Engineering Society Formed
AT a meeting held in the RCA
Victor recording studios in New
York Feb. 17, the Audio Engineering Society was organized. The
session opened with a brief talk by
acting chairman C. J. LeBel, consultant. Norman C. Pickering
then discussed the need for a professional organization to foster the
growth of audio engineering by
means of an exchange of knowledge.
The first technical meeting was
held on Thursday, March 11, at
7:30 p. m. Harry F. Olson of RCA
Laboratories spoke on problems of
high-fidelity reproduction.
Those interested in joining the
national organization or in forming

local sections should write the act-

ing secretary, Norman C. Pickering
of Pickering and Co., Inc., Oceanside, N. Y., giving name, mailing
address, company affiliation and
nature of work.

Dielectric Heating
Bibliography
A TWENTY-PAGE annotated bibliography on high -frequency dielectric
heating compiled by Ralph A. Rusca

of the Southern Regional Research
Laboratory, New Orleans, La., has
been published by the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 33

Midwest Power Conference
SPONSORED by the Illinois Institute
of Technology with the cooperation
of midwestern universities and local
and national engineering societies,
the Midwest Power Conference will
be held at the Sheraton Hotel in
Chicago on April 7-8-9.
Two sessions of interest to electronic engineers on Friday April
9

are:

10:30 a.m.-Power and Control.
Chairman: A. H. Wing, Chairman
of the Electronics Group, Chicago
Section, AIEE.
Circuit Principles of Industrial Electronic Control, by Walter Richter of AllisChalmers Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee.
Rectifier Power Supplies from D -C
Systems, by C. R. Marcum of Westinghouse Electric Corp., East Pittsburgh.
Electronically Controlled Variable -Speed
Drives, by Marvin M. Morack of G. E.

2:00 p.m.-Supervisory Control
and Telemetering. Chairman: E.
H. Schulz of the Armour Research

Flying Antennas For Television

Retransmission of television and f-m from high altitudes will soon be tested in a modified B-29 equipped with receivers and transmitters. If successful, this stratovision system will provide greater coverage than is possible from a ground antenna. At left is artist's
conception of completed B-29 during rebroadcasting operations, with 25 -ft telescopic transmitting antenna mast beneath nose and
receiving antenna on tail fin. At right, receiver mast is being installed on fin
146
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When you want

SF#Sff/bflV
use the new

ADLAKE
No.1045 RELAY
For reliable circuit control when sensitive action is
at a premium, you can depend on the new Adlake
#1045 (Quick -Acting) Relay.
Along with sensitivity and quick action, #1045 gives
you the other advantages that make Adlake Relays
ideal in hundreds of convenient applications:
Hermetically sealed (dust, dirt, moisture, oxidation and
temperature changes can't interfere with operation)
Compression -type terminals simplify installation

requires no maintenance

silent and chatterless

absolutely safe

USES:
temperature regulation
precision instrument control
photoelectric apparatus
signals and indicators
refrigeration control
-and a host of others

THE

cushioned against impact and vibration

The #1045 Relay is especially designed for use with
sensitive thermo regulators.
For any type of job, specify Adlake Relays you
can always depend on them. For full details write
today to: Adams & Westlake Company, 1107 N.
Michigan, Elkhart, Indiana. No obligation, of course!

Adams & Westlake

Established 1857

ELKHART, INDIANA

COMPANY

New York

Chicago

Circuits
Manufacturers of Hermetically Sealed Mercury Relays for Timing, Load and Control
ELECTRONICS

-- April,
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Radio Parts Show Sellout

Foundation of Illinois Institute of
Technology.
Telemetering of Power, Reactive Power,
and Similar Quantities, by Nathan Cohn
of Leeds and Northrup Co., Chicago.
Telemetering Channels, by R. J. Donaldson of Commonwealth Edison Co.,
Chicago.
Supervisory Control, by A. P. Peterson,
president of Control Corporation, Minneapolis.

Wired Wireless Rules

F

Indicating that all exhibit booths for the Chicago Parts Show. May 11.14, have been
allotted, Charles Golenpaul, president (right) and Kenneth C. Prince, manager, hang
out SRO sign

PRESENT FCC rules on such low power apparatus as phono oscillators, wired wireless, and broadcast
carrier -current equipment are under consideration for revision.
Since adoption of these rules in
1938, stipulating essentially that
the r -f electromagnetic field shall
not exceed 15 to/ per meter at a distance in feet equal to 157,000 -frequency in kc, the r -f spectrum has
become still more congested. To
keep essential radio services free
from objectionable interference, operators and manufacturers of devices intended to come within existing low -power rules have been
warned to comply with existing
regulations and to expect considerably more stringent regulations

MEETINGS
N1:1RCH 22-25: IRE Convention and

Radio Engineering Show, Hotel
Commodore and Grand Central
Palace, New York City.
MARCH 29-30: AIEE conference
on electron tubes for instrumentation and industry.
Benjamin
Franklin Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
APRIL 1-3: AIEE Great Lakes District Meeting, Des Moines, Iowa.
APRIL 7-9: Midwest Power Conference, Sheraton Hotel, Chicago,
Illinois. Three papers on supervisory control and telemetering at
2 p.m. April 9.
APRIL 17: IRE Engineering Conference, Chicago Section, Illinois
Institute of Technology, Chicago.
APRIL 24: Spring Technical Conference of IRE Cincinnati Section, featuring television papers, at
Engineering Society Headquarters.
APRIL 26-28: IRE-RMA spring
meeting on transmitters, Syracuse
Hotel, Syracuse, N. Y.
APRIL 28-30: AIEE North Eastern
District Meeting, New Haven.
Conn.
MAY 3-5: URSI-IRE joint meeting,
Washington, D. C.
MAY 9-14: 1948 Radio Parts Show,
Hotel Stevens, Chicago.

MAY 11-16: Engineering Progress
Show, Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, Pa.: exhibits and two

evening lectures.

MAY 22: Second New England Radio Engineering Meeting, sponsored by North Atlantic Region of
IRE, at Hotel Continental, Cambridge, Mass.
J LNE 21-25: 51st annual meeting of
the American Society for Testing
Materials, at Detroit, Michigan.
JUNE 21-25: AIEE Summer General Meeting, Mexico City, Mexico.
AUG. 24-27: AIEE Pacific General
Meeting, Spokane, Wash.
SEPT. 13-17: Third Instrument Con-

ference and Exhibit, Convention
Hall, Philadelphia, Pa.
SEPT. 27 -Oct. 2: Third National
Plastic Exposition, Grand Central Palace, New York City.
SEPT. 30-OCT. 2: Pacific Electronic
Exhibition and IRE west coast
Annual Convention, Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.
OCT. 5-7: AIEE Middle Eastern District Meeting, Washington, D. C.
OCT. 11-12: FM Association Second
Annual
Convention,
Sheraton
Hotel, Chicago.

soon.

Terrain Proximity Indicators
TEMPORARY

authorization for the

420- to 460 -mc band was given to

aeronautical navigational altime-

ters by the Federal Communications
((continued on page 236)

RECORDING FOR HOME FOLKS

Sound recording room in House office building, one of five such
studios available to lawmakers for objective speeches. About 175
senators and congressmen make weekly recordings

Senators record a round table discussion in Washington studio for
broadcast over radio stations in their home districts. Lawmakers
pay $3 for each 15 -minute transcription
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...

for dependability and long
life. Original Rectox Copper -Oxide units
installed 20 years ago are still in use
RECTOX

today

... a service record

not duplicated

other metallic rectifier.
SELENIUM ... providing a dependable,
economical source of d -c power where
small size and minimum weight are
prime factors. Westinghouse Selenium
Rectifiers are the result of more than nine
years of continuous research.
ELECTRONIC TUBES . . . Westinghouse
Phanotron, Thyratron, Kenotron, Ignitron and other types of tubes meet the
requirements of such varied applications as radio transmitters, speed controls, resistance welding control and
x-ray equipment.

by any

v:**

Whatever the application-if it's a problem of conto
verting a -c to d-c-there's a Westinghouse Rectifier
do the job. And whatever the problem, Westinghouse
engineers, with a background of more than 20 years
can
in the development and application of rectifiers,
offer you the best possible solution.
Manufacturing limitations can be met-maintenance
problems avoided control problems simplified
types of
with the Westinghouse complete range of all
this
rectifiers from which to select. Take advantage of
problems
broad background of help on your rectifier
-outline your requirements to your Westinghouse
representative or write for further information868,
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. 0. Box
J-21421
Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

-

-

Westinghouse
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES

ELECTRONICS

-

...

OFFICES EVERYWHERE
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Out of the deepest silence...

TUBES AT WORK
(continued from p 136)

FIG.

...comes the finest in sound

THE

75M

LOUD VPE4,'£

Here at Bell Telephone Laboratories, in one of the most completely
noise -deadened rooms in the world, the microphone hears
and
passes on to delicate frequency -response recorders ... no sound except the voice of the Western Electric 757A Loudspeaker. A two -foot
masonry shell shuts out all external noise. Walls of wedge-shaped
cages-glass-wool-filled-absorb sound completely. A "floor" of steel
strands reflects no sound.
The recorded frequency -response charts confirm the evidence of
all other tests-that the 757A attains the finest in sound!
Highest quality, high efficiency, frequency response from 60 to
15,000 cycles, 30-watt power capacity ... the 757A's unique combination of these features is matched by no other speaker on the market.
The 757A more than meets the requirements of even the finest audio
system for broadcasting and sound distribution.
For early delivery you should get your order in now. Call your
local Graybar Broadcast Representative or write Graybar Electric
Co., 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

...

Western Electric
QUALITY COUNTS
DISTRIBUTORS: IN

THE U. S. A.-Graybar
IN CANADA AND

Electric Company.

NEWFOUNDLAND-Northern Electric

Company, Ltd.

2-Time intervals from 0.5 to 120 seconds are provided by this timer

graphic work. In the model constructed, they have been almost undetectable.
The transformer in the complete
unit shown in Fig. 2 is huskier than
necessary. It need deliver only about
20 milliamperes at about 250 volts,
plus filament current. The currentlimiting resistor R, could be dispensed with if a lower voltage
transformer were used. However,
the additional voltage drop across
this resistor would be useful for
increasing the time delay if desired.
The double outlet shown in the
photograph has a split bus so that
a dark-room safelight can be turned
on by the relay between exposures.
A self-starting electric clock with
a sweep second hand, plugged into
the enlarger outlet, is helpful in
the calibration process.

Construction of Shielded
Room in VHF Field
By

CECIL C. PINE

Sperry Gyroscope Co>npa?iy
Great Neck, New Fork

development of vhf
and uhf equipment necessitates the
modernizing of the conventional
screened room. In fact, an ordinary
double or triple shielded room utilizing copper or galvanized iron
mesh is ineffectual when subject to
interference such as that caused
by uhf radiations of extremely high
peak power.
The shielded room to be described
was the outgrowth of an effort to
provide a means for testing radio
direction -finding equipment under
conditions of very severe local disturbances, and to date it has proved
adequate in all respects.
The first requirement in aligning
PRESENT-DAY
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2000

4000

6000

FREQUENCY. CYCLES PER SEC

ARMCO

Thin -Gage Electric

Steel-a

war -born development of ARMCO Research-is making its mark in the
development of magnetic cores for
television, radar, sonic detection, and
many other high -frequency devices.

Whenever applications involve

changes in magnetic flux equivalent
to frequencies from 400 to as high as
1,000,000 cycles per second, this steel
has five definite advantages:
1. Supplied in coils suitable for

\ßó
ELECTRONICS

-

high-speed punching operations or
for winding into cores.
2. Skin-effect does not become appreciable at high frequencies because
thicknesses as light as 1 or 2 mils are
obtainable.
3. Considering the gage and insulation on both sides, the stacking factor is high. Four hundred sheets of
.002 -inch insulated steel make a stack
only 1 inch high.
4. CARLITE Insulation, formed by a

new surface treatment developed by
Armco, effectively insulates each lamination and assures minimum inter lamination loss.
5. Hysteresis is unusually low for
such thin steel.

Write us for further information
pertaining to your specific products.
Just address The American Rolling
Mill Company, 208 Curtis Street,
Middletown, Ohio.
EXPORT: THE ARMCO INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

ARMCO ELECTRICAL STEELS
151
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TUBES AT WORK

(continued)

and testing automatic d -f equipment is to provide a means of coupling a signal of known field strength
into the loop and vertical antenna
input circuits. This must be done
in a manner simulating ideal field
conditions and should be free from
all uncontrollable factors such as
variation of field strength or interference from unwanted signals.
The elimination of interfering
signals is usually accomplished by
employing a combined system of
shielding and filtering. The test

ELECTRONIC TRAFFIC COP
DEFIES CORROSION with
acetate backed "Scotch" Electrical Tape
Electrolytic Condensers which regulate the flow
of current
through electronic circuits are comparable to traffic
police; they
prevent current traffic jams and tie-ups. The more thoroughly
these
condensers are protected against electrolytic
corrosion, the less
danger there is of operational interruptions. "SCOTCH"
Acetate
Film Tape No. 6 is highly corrosion resistant.
That is why it is used
so successfully to hold the layers of aluminum
foil and tissue in a
tight roll prior to impregnation. "SCOTCH" Acetate
Film Cloth
Tape No. 9, extremely high in corrosion resistance,
is in use in
thousands of electrolytic condensers as a protective
wrap around
the condenser at the terminal connections to
provide insulation.
It pays off in the practical elimination
of electrolytic corrosion,
greatly increased service life, and the reduction of
service interruptions in radio, television, and other electronic
circuits.
If you have an insulation or electrolytic corrosion
problem,
remember, there are forty different constructions in
the "SCOTCH"
Electrical Tape line; among them is sure to be the
answer to whatever insulation problem may be bothering you.
Write today outlining your problem; our Technical
Service
Department will tackle it at once and go all-out to
serve you.

,..

Cö?CHuaTAPE
BRAND

ACETATE FIBER AND ACETATE FILM CLOTH
BACKING
ANOTHER
Made in U.S.A. by

PRODUCT

M INNESOTAM INING &M

FG. CO.

St.

Paul6, Minn.

Filter box located on the outside wall of the
shielded room. The three microwave filters are insulated from tha box by tubing

room is generally constructed with
either two or three shields consist-

ing of wire mesh or copper foil
spaced from two to four inches
apart and connected together at
but one point. This technique normally attenuates any radiation exterior to the room from 60 to 100 db.
However, any r -f voltage superimposed on the power lines leading
into the room will be radiated inside the room and cause trouble.
An r -f filter consisting of chokes
and capacitors interposed between
the power line and the load is generally considered an adequate means
of eliminating interference from
this source.
An ordinary pi network consisting of two 0.5 µf and two r -f line
chokes placed in the power lines
leading into the screened room was
of little value when the lines exterior to the room were subject to bombardment from a pulsed uhf source.
A test receiver connected to the
bench conduit, and even to points
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Ever hear of an oil that will still pour
even when the temperature drops to
-120 F? At General Electric we're manufacturing such an oil. It is known as
G -E silicone oil and it has some mighty

interesting uses.
For example, manufacturers of strato-

liners-high-altitude transports that
speed through the extremely cold upper
levels of air-will find General Electric
silicone oil to be excellent for use in
hydraulic systems. With silicone oil acting as the hydraulic fluid, plane builders
can guard against the danger of "frozen"

YOU'LL

BE

HEARING

A

1.01

landing gear and wing flaps, despite subzero temperatures.
If you're interested in a gasket material which is remarkably resistant to
extreme cold, we suggest you investigate
General Electric silicone rubber. This
unusual material retains its stability and
elasticity at a thermometer reading as
low as

-70

F.

In addition to their resistance to extremely low temperatures, silicone oil
and silicone rubber defy very high heat.
Silicone rubber remains unchanged at
520 F; silicone oil won't ignite at 575 F.

AgGUt

Another product of G -E silicone research has most unusual moisture -repellent properties. This is G -E DRI-FILM*
water-repellent material. It is finding
interesting uses in treating textiles,
glass, ceramics, plastics, and paper.
WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT G -E SILI-

There's more to know and there
are many more uses for these amazing
products. Why not drop us a line. Let us
discuss your particular production problem with you. Chemical Department,
CONES?

General Electric Company, Pittsfield,
Massachusetts.

Please address inquiries about G -E silicones to Resin and Insulation Materials
Division, Chemical Department, General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

GENERAL

ELECTRI4C

SILICONES
ELECTRONICS

-
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TUBES AT WORK

RADAR

along the internal shield, registered
interference over most of the frequency band for which the room
was to be used.
Another interesting fact was revealed when tests were made in a
room triply shielded with 1 -inch
galvanized mesh. Here a small loop
connected to the test receiver could
be used to take a bearing on the
source of external interference although the generating equipment
was enclosed in another triple
shielded room some distance away.

RADIO TELEVISION

BRIDGES

INSTRUMENTS

TRANS-

DECADE BOXES
FORMER TAPPING

PARALLELING

RESISTORS AND CAPACITORS

TAPPING INDUCTANCES
and dozens of similar
exacting uses

Construction

SWITCHES
in Special, Low Contact Resistance Designs

Some of the more particular aspects considered in the construction
of the new room are the methods of
obtaining sufficient shielding and
filtering. To obtain a high degree
of attenuation, three shields are
used. The outer shield consists of
1 -inch galvanized mesh, the second
or center shield is a graphite -impregnated cloth, and the inside of
the room is lined with copper foil
which forms the third or inner
shield. The outer and inner shields
are connected together at one point,
the neutral leg of the power line.
The center shield, consisting of
the graphite -impregnated cloth, is
used to attenuate the uhf leakage.
This material is extensively used
for its ability to absorb any high

frequency energy that terminates

Shallcross Switches are a natural outgrowth of our own need for finely made,
specially designed, low contact resistance
units for a wide variety of exacting instrument and other applications. Solid silver
contacts and contact arms assure highest
conductivity, avoid danger from wear, and
guard against corrosion. Up to 180 contacts
can be supplied on a single switch. Single
or multiple sections as required. Although
many standard types are available, most
switches supplied by us are special adaptations or unique designs to meet special
needs. WRITE! Send today for technical
literature on Shallcross switches. Put your
problems up to Shallcross switch engineers

ANTI -MOISTURE
ANTI -FUNGUS
Special treatment with á_
materials to meet un- _i
usual specifications
available when required.
a

for quick, economical, efficient solutions.

SHALLCROSS MFG. CO.
I

DEPT. E-48,

ENGINEERING

COLLINGDALE, PA.

DESIGNING

i

MANUFACTURING

--

-WALL STRINGER
-GRAPHITE IMPREGNATED
CLOTH

W

MASONITE

-- -- COPPER FOIL
-WAINSCOTING
FLOOR

COVERING

-FLOOR

FLOOR BEAM

WIRE MESH

FIG. 1-An expanded view of a portion of
the shielded room showing constructional

details

upon it, and is here used as a floating shield which merely acts to dissipate the currents flowing in it
rather than conducting them to a
common ground point as is the case
with the other two shields. Fig. 1
gives a general illustration of the
April, 1948
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44

44

SIC
Ptaedjetmea

TOPS" in Quality
Skillful engineering, highest quality materials, latest production techniques, and careful workmanship are combined in SNC transformers to
give you perfect installations

.

'

imum of rejects

... a min-

... outstanding

performance!

.

*'
We invite your inquiry on

custom made units for
industrial_ application.
Get this easy -to -read catalog from your distributor

-or write to factory direct.

sicMANiCTU

NG

WEST LAKE AVE. NEAR LEHIGH

0. INC.

GLENVIEW, ILLINOIS.

EXPORT DEPARTMENT, 308 W. WASHINGTON STREET, CHICAGO 6,

ELECTRONICS

-
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Specially developed for recording in flight, the
TYPE S12 -A OSCILLOGRAPH and the TYPE OA -2 GALVANOMETER are ideal for operation under acceleration
or vibration.

The TYPE S12 -A OSCILLOGRAPH is a complete
instrument with internal governor motor, gear -driven
record, timing device, record numbering, automatic
record -length control, and record footage indicator.
Rigid cast aluminum case has carrying strap, measures
only ten inches wide by 18 inches long, and weighs
only 35 pounds.

(continued)

construction carried on throughout
the room.
The framework of the room is
constructed of well -seasoned 2 by 3 inch members, the exterior of which
is covered with the galvanized
mesh. The impregnated cloth is
glued to the back of tempered masonite sheets which in turn are
nailed to the inside of the framework to form the walls, floor and
ceiling. The joints in the cloth
backing are overlapped to form a
continuous shield, and all nails used
in securing the masonite are countersunk.
Copper foil is cemented to the
masonite with a heavy Bostick
cement. All panelling, light fixtures, and other supported items
are held in place by small angle
strips which are soldered directly
to the copper foil.
Inasmuch as the shielding must
be continuous throughout the entire surface of the room, the door is
constructed in a similar manner and
is provided with special metal stripping which assures a good bond to
the respective shields. Ventilating
holes cut through the copper and
cloth shields are covered with fine
copper mesh.
Filtering
A special microwave line filter is
used, in conjunction with the more
conventional types, to obtain a high
degree of attenuation over the en -

Fully described in Technical Bulletin SP -167 A

The TYPE OA -2 GALVANOMETER can be supplied in 66 different combinations of sensitivity and
natural frequency, for accurate recording up to 6000
cycles per second. The OA -2 is the only galvanometer
suitable for use under extreme vibration or acceleration.
Fully described in Technical Bulletin SP-156 A

The TYPE MRC-12 STRAIN GAGE CONTROL
UNIT is the smallest complete six -channel static dynamic strain gage amplifier and balancing unit in
existence. Complete with carrying strap, batteries,
six amplifiers, six balancing boxes, and 2000 -cycle
oscillator, the MRC-12 weighs only 42 pounds.
Fully described in Technical Bulletin SP -177

A

INSTRUMENT COMPANY.
1315

50. CLARKSON STREET

DENVER 10, COLORADO

FIG. 2-Schematic diagram of all -wave
filter system. The cylindrical forms in the
center represent the microwave filters

tire r -f spectrum. Figure
the circuit arrangement.

2

shows

The first filter section consists of
a pi network utilizing 0.5-µf oilfilled capacitors and low-frequency

chokes and is installed in a copper clad box mounted on the outside of
the room. The second section
makes use of the microwave filters,
which are placed in each leg of the
power line (including the neutral
April, 1948-ELECTRONICS
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Shunt Losses Cut

About 92%
in telephone coaxial cable
HOW POLYTHENE IS USED
FOR COAXIAL UNIT INSULATION

i

O.D. are punched
Discs measuring approximately
from sheet polythene. Centers are also punched to
fit center conductor.

CO
DU PONT POLYTHENE

úC5

3

® 0 1S4 3

Polythene insulating discs are then slit from perimeter to center to permit them to be assembled on the
inner conductor.

minimizes power losses in high -frequency
signal transmission

For the Bell System's construction program, Western
Electric is producing thousands of miles of coaxial
cable, much of it using insulation discs of Du Pont
polythene in the coaxial units-as many as 506,000
discs per mile in a typical cable.
The excellent electrical properties of Du Pont
polythene which make it adaptable to this type of
insulation are these: polythene has a low dielectric
constant (2.3). Its low power factor makes it a superior insulator-reduces shunt losses to about 1/12
those present with materials formerly used. In addition polythene has excellent strength and re3istance
to aging. From the manufacturer's viewpoint, it's
modest in cost, easy to fabricate, and is flexible
enough to permit quick assembly on the inner wire.
Whenever your problem is wire and cable insulation, look first for your answer at the properties of
Du Pont POLYTHENE. Write us now for more information. Have it in your files for quick reference.
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Plastics Department, Room 144, Arlington, N. J.
ELECTRONICS-April,

Discs are mounted on copper inner conductor wire.
Polythene permits easy installation. yet doesn't buckle
under stress.

Outer conductor of copper tape is formed into tube
around inner conductor and bound with steel tape,
forming completed coaxial unit.

ou PONT
REG. U. S.

PAT.OM

'las f/c
ETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING

...THROUGH CHEMISTRY
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as a factor of

CONTRI
NEW ROCKFORD

4 -

FUNCTION MOLDING MACHINE

FOR THERMOSETTING PLASTICS

...

timed by Cramer

(continued)

leg). These filters form the connecting means from the outer box
to the interior of the room. Inside
the room is another copper -clad box,
in which is located a third filter
section consisting of 0.5-µf oil-filled
capacitors
high -frequency
and
chokes.
As shown in Fig. 2, the outer and

inner shields are connected together
by means of the neutral wire
through one of the microwave
chokes. A more detailed illustration of the microwave choke is
given in Fig. 3.
A test receiver placed in a room
of the type described was unable to

Mounted on push button panel
Cromer Time Delay Relay

determiner amount of time delay between two operation
cycles.

-

Measuring, preforming, preheating, molding
the four
functions of molding thermosetting plastics combined in
one machine! A development of the Rockford Machine
Tool Co., all movements are hydraulically powered, electrically controlled
automatically timed through the
complete operating cycle.
Cramer Time Delay Relays handle four vital timing applications on this unique Rockford Hi-Jector. Another
product where dependable control is essential to per.

formance

...

.

.

timed by Cramer.

Cramer Time Delay Relays, mounted on control panel. Safety Timer
(1) determines time al-

lowed after initiation of
preheat timer. Preform
Delay Timer (2) determines time delay before
preform plunger cylinder valve is energized.
Mold Plunger Timer (3)
determines time plunger
returns.

Specialists in TIME as a factor of CONTROL,
Cramer has developed a wide range of devices
for a great variety of commercial and industrial
duties. If the performance of your product depends on precision timing, consult Cramer.

4

N

4-%Ì(C(cot),Conn
tetookr
ßox

No 3,

ICRrr
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FIG.

2-Details

of the m'crowave

detect any type of interference over
the entire band from 200 to 1,600
kilocycles; although, by opening
the door by as much as one-eighth
of an inch several broadcast stations could be received with considerable volume. Moreover, the uhf
type of interference was reduced to
a negligible amount when the door
of the room was securely closed.

X-Ray Speeds Chemical

Comparisons
DETERMINATION of the tetraethyl
lead content of gasoline, the concentration of an acid in water, the
percent chlorination of a plastic,
or the percent ash in coal is being
done by measuring and comparing
the x-ray absorption of a sample
and a reference by the use of an

x-ray photometer.
The method employed is an outgrowth of wartime experience with
the x-ray method of checking the
explosive charge in hand grenade
fuses to prevent premature detonation. Engineers of General Electric
then devised a production system
of testing which made it possible
to check fuses with x-rays accurately at a rate of 4,000 per hour.
Experience with this apparatus led
April, 1948
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First choice for fine equipment .

.

Sylvania's COMPLETE line of Germanium Crystal Diodes
DIODES
1N34 The popularly -priced
answer to diode problems in cir-

cuits involving up to 60 volts
negative potential. Requires no
mounting hardware, no heater
supply. Has low shunt capacity,
no contact potential, convenient
pigtail leads. Weighs less than a
penny.

1N 38 Ideal for low power
rectification from zero to several
hundred megacycles. Withstands
peak voltages as high as 100
volts. Average life more than
5,000 hours. Can be operated

N 3 5 A single assembly consisting of two germanium crystal
diodes. Matched for similar values of forward resistance under
conditions typical of actual use.
Rack resistance of each crystal is
greater than 0.8 megohms at -10
volts. Permits compact packaging of balanced circuits for full wave rectification, modulation or
demodulation.

1N 39 Designed for exceptionally high back voltages. Ideally
suited for use in switching, wave shaping, coupling and clamping
circuits involving negative voltages as high as 200. Mechanically
identical to 1N34 and 1N38.

with both terminals above
ground.

DUO -DIODES and

1

MERER

VARISTORSimiu

1

N 40 A network of

4

carefully selected

and matched germanium crystal diodes.
Plug-in type-crystals
mounted in compact
metal shell with small
wafer octal base. For use as ring
modulators and bridge circuits
in communications modulation
and demodulation, and for application in many other networks
requiring highly polarized nonlinear characteristics.

To save time, space and money, engineer these
Sylvania germanium crystal diodes into your
products. They are 'the modern answer to diode
problems. Inquiries are invited on special
requirements.

1N4 1 Com-

posed of the
same carefully.

matched germanium crystal

diodes as the
1N40, the 1N41 is designed for

use where top or sub -panel
mounting is preferred. The crystals are assembled in a rectangular metal can. Connections are
brought out to eight soldering
lugs. Mounting holes provided
at top and bottom of metal can.

SYL\A NIA
ELE RIC

Electronics Division, 500 Fifth Ave., New York 18, N.

Y.

MAKERS OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES; RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES;
FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, WIRING DEVICES; ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS

FREE

Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Electronics Division, Dept. E-1104
500 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, N. Y.

BULLETIN

DESCRIBES THE
COMPLETE

Gentlemen: Please send me copy of bulletin EC-36,
"Germanium Crystal Diodes."

SYLVANIA

FAMILY OF

Name

GERMANIUM CRYSTAL
DIODES,

Position
Company

DUO -DIODES

Street Address

AND VARISTORS

City

Zone No.

State

MAIL COUPON FOR COPY
ELECTRONICS

-
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(continued7

undo

why leading

specify
LEACH
RELAYS

A

Reputation

protect

1

2
2

helr

Product
Costs

Field Service

Operation
Casting Dependable

Exacting
4guilt to

Standards

W

more rhan three decades leading manufacturers have specified Leach Relays because
Leach maintains the highest possible standar
for materials, engineering, inspection and test
ing. These high standards assure dependable
opetaziors in Leach relays, on which leading
manufacturers stake the name of their own
products. It is Leach quality which means long
Iast:ng, trouble free operation. It is these high
standards that result in reduced field servicing.
costs, for the manufacturer They know Lead
starrdares of quality and design engineering
assure dependable operation-maintain customer

good will
FOR BETTER CONTROLS THROUGH

BETTER

RELAYS-

Look to Leach

Cità ZS3xt!
S

yy

?

¡Vo
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chemist places cell in position for an
x-ray comparison test

to the development of the x-ray
photometer by the company's General Engineering and Consulting
Laboratory.
Essentially, the device consists
of a source of x-rays, a fluorescent
screen, a multiplier phototube, an
electronic amplifier and an indicating instrument. The x-ray beam is
interrupted by a synchronous motor-driven chopper so that half of
the beam passes alternately through
each of two analyzer cells, one containing the reference and the other
containing the sample. In the half
of: the beam passing through the
reference there is placed also an
aluminum attenuator disc, the angular position of which corresponds
with a particular thickness of

metal.
X-rays from the two halves of
the beam are received alternately
on the fluorescent screen, from
which the fluorescence is transmitted to the multiplier phototube.
The output of this tube passes
through an amplifier to a peak comparator where it registers on a
microammeter as a d -c signal indicating the difference in intensities of the two halves of the beam.

Interpretation

If the sample and the reference
are identical, the intensities of the
two halves of the beam as received
on the fluorescent screen are equal
and the meter reading is zero without the use of the aluminum attenApril, 1948
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ILCO
Jt,I

RGEST

ORi.D'

CR1RER

RADIO

eil)

BRINGS

SENSATIONAL NEW
DEVELOPMENTS AND
ADVANCED ENGINEERING TO

FM

RADIOPHONE

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

(oeq271
Proven Reliability

Advanced Engineering
Design
New Operating Efficiency
and Economy

Nationwide Service
Organization
Prompt Delivery of All
Models

1

PH I LCO
DIVISION

INDUSTRIAL
P

-i

ELECTRONICS

LADELPHIA

-

PENNSYLVANIA

Industrial Division, Dept. A-2
Philco Corporation
C and Tioga Streets
Philadelphia 34, Penna.
Gentlemen:
send me information about the new
PHILCO FM Radiophone Communications
systems.
Please

NAMF
ADDRESS
CITY

161
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(continued)

uator disc. If the sample and the
reference are different, it becomes
necessary to introduce aluminum by
means of the attenuator until the

COMPACT,

CUSTOM -WIRED

DUODECAL
AND
DIHEPTAL

two halves of the beam become of
equal intensity and the reading returns to zero. From the thickness
of aluminum introduced into the
reference half of the beam, it is
possible to determine empirically
the proportion of certain elements
in the sample as compared with the
reference. In general, the method
is most applicable where there is
a considerable difference in the
atomic numbers of the main substance and the particular ingredient
to be measured.
Under most circumstances, the
limiting factor to rapid operation
has been found to be the time required for the preparation of the
sample. Liquids must be measured
as they are put into the analyzer
cell and require more time than
solids when the latter are specimens
of uniform thickness. Powdered
solids such as coal, which must be
weighed into the analyzes cell, require more time than liquids. If
preparation of the samples can be
arranged independently of the operation of the instrument, there is
no difficulty in maintaining a six
per hour rate regardless of the
physical form of the material to be

tested.

CATHODE RAY TUBE
SOCKET ASSEMBLIES
Amphenol custom-wired cathode ray tube socket assemblies are unusually
compact. Leads are grouped within the housing in unit cable form and brought
through the side of the socket in any of six positions. This effects a further
saving of space. High voltage lead may be segregated from main trunk wires.
Safety socket cap enclosing all wiring connections is easy to remove. Recessed
socket front shields operator or serviceman from high voltages; serves also
as a guide for tube insertion. Creepage barriers between contacts provide
long leakage paths and positive lead wire separation. For manufacturer's
applications, sockets are furnished in wired assemblies.
Duodecal Tube Sockets: For most popular television viewing tubes with a
maximum of twelve pins on a pin circle diameter of 1.063 inches.
Diheptal Tube Sockets: Made in two sizes, for small (2.050 inch) diameter tube
bases, also for medium (2.250 inch) diameter bases. Both provide for a maximum of fourteen pins on a 1.750 inch diameter pin circle.
Complete technical data, and prices, are available.
Write for them today!

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION
1830 SOUTH 54TH AVENUE

CHICAGO 50, ILLINOIS

COAXIAL CABLES AND CONNECTORS-INDUSTRIAL CONNECTORS, FITTINGS AND CONDUIT-ANTENNASRADIO COMPONENTS
PLASTICS FOR ELECTRONICS

-
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One advantage of this method of
comparison is that it is independent
of the physical state of the substance being tested, because the
amount of x-ray absorption by a
given mass of material is always
the same, whether the material is
hot or cold, gaseous, liquid, or solid.

Polarity Response from
Tuning Eye Tubes
BY M. L. GREENOUGH
Electronic Instrumentation Laboratory
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D. C.

indication of
discriminator tuning in f -m reception is provided by the new 6AL7GT indicator tube having a dual column type of presentation. For
instrument work, however, a balance indicator capable of greater
precision is frequently desired.
By means of the circuit shown
in Fig. 1, a conventional tuning POLARITY -SENSITIVE

April,
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NEW

AUDIO and SUPERSONIC OSCILLATOR

with LOW DISTORTION

HIGH STABILITY

UNIFORM OUTPUT

THIS new wide -range, continuously adjustable oscillator was designed to fill a need for
an instrument for laboratory measurements of gain, distortion, impedance and frequency
response at frequencies well above the audio range.
With a single dial and four push -button -controlled multipliers, the Type 1302-A Oscillator covers the range of 10 to 100,000 cycles. Because of its wide frequency range and
flat output this oscillator is particularly suited to taking frequency response characteristics on amplifiers, telephone lines, filters and other such circuit elements.

FEATURES
WIDE FREQUENCY RANGE -10 to 100,000 cycles-180 -degree rotation of dial covers the 10 to 100 -cycle decade-panel push buttons add in
decade steps
ACCURATE CALIBRATION-adjusted within ±(1-1/2% + 0.2 cycle)
LOW DISTORTION-less than 1% at any frequency
SMALL FREQUENCY DRIFT-less than 1% in first 10 minutes; less
than 0.2% per hour afterwards
FREQUENCY DRIFT CONSTANT PERCENTAGE OF OPERATING
FREQUENCY-particularly helpful with bridge measurements at low
frequencies
CONSTANT OUTPUT VOLTAGE-within ±1.0 db over whole range;
20 volts open circuit on 5,000 -ohm output, 10 volts on 600 ohm
STABILIZED SUPPLY-compensated for transient line voltage surges
and average line voltage variations between 105 and 125 (210 and 250)
volts
VARIABLE CONDENSER FREQUENCY CONTROL-avoiding con tack difficulties often found in variable resistance control
TWO SEPARATE OUTPUT CIRCUITS-balanced 600 ohm and unbalanced 5,000 ohm

TYPE 1302-A OSCILLATOR

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY

GR
w
ELECTRONICS

$365.00

90

-

April,

West St., New York

1948

6

920 S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago

5

950 N.

Massachusetts

Highland Ave., Los Angeles
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(continued)
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FIG. 1-With this circuit, positive or negative signals can be indicated on a conven-

DELAWARE

Principal Cities

eye tube of the 6E5, 6U5, 6N5
series can be used to furnish a

polarity -sensitive indication.
The obvious method of making
the tube polarity -responsive is to
bias the deflection grid to produce
some arbitrarily chosen reference
angle, which is marked on the scale
over the tube. Positive or negative signals then cause an increase
or a decrease of this shadow angle.
The disadvantages of such a system are the instability of the reference angle, which is greatly dependent upon the supply voltages,
and parallax of observation.
These disadvantages may be
avoided by repeatedly switching
the signal on and off at a rate fast
enough to prevent visible flicker,
for example, at power line frequency. By this means two shadow
angles are maintained on the tube
screen itself. One shadow angle,
corresponding to zero input, appears half the time, while during
the remaining time the angle is
that due to the amplitude of the
applied signal. Zero signal input
is indicated when the edges of
these angles coincide.
Typical patterns obtained for
positive, zero and negative signals
are shown in Fig. 2. There appears to be a half -illuminated angular sector whose width is proportional to the deflection signal, and
which lies on one or the other side
of a reference line as determined
by signal polarity. Alternatively,
the pattern may be considered as
two superimposed areas of halfillumination, one fixed and one
variable. The edges of these areas
are similar and sharp in the 6E5
and their superposition at balance
can be precisely observed.
Accurate null indication is mainApril, 1948
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Federal
The

FIRST NAME in
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

... here's

why these cost-cutting components

are the designer's
How much does a rectifier cost? First, of
course, is the purchase price. But, unless it
stands up on the job, it might cost you dissatisfied customers loss of prestige for

your product.

-

The rectifier you build into your equipment must deliver d -c power day after day
-under service conditions over which you
have no control. Proved dependability is
essential.

In Federal Selenium Rectifiers you get

FTR
An

IT&T

first choice

quality that's backed by the engineering
and production skill of America's first manufacturer of Selenium Rectifiers-the know
how that has pioneered every major advance in their design and construction.
There's a Federal Selenium Rectifier
Stack for practically every job-from spacesaving miniature units of milliampere capacity, to heavy-duty, multiple -plate stacks
capable of handling thousands of amperes.
Write Federal today for prices and data on
the rectifiers that you need. Dept. F613.

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporal/oil

Associate

Newark, New Jersey
SELENIUM and INTELIN DIVISION, 900 Passaic Ave., East

.. is IT&T's world-wide
YEARS
KEEPING
research and engineering organization, of which the Federal
Telecommunication Laboratories, Nutley, N. J., is o unit.

ELECTRONICS

-

Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
In Canada:-Federal Electric Manufacturing Company,
St., N.Y.
Export Distributors:-International Standard Electric Corp. 67 Broad
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MOSINEE

(continued)

tained in spite of supply voltage
variations, since such changes
merely affect both illuminated areas
identically. Using reasonable care
it has been found possible to repeat
observations of balance to less
than 0.05 volt with the unaided
eye. A simple lens permits resolution approaching an electrically
imposed limit, which in this case
was measured to be approximately
7 millivolts. Although no extended
study of ultimate balance limitations has been made, higher magnification and improved switching
circuits could undoubtedly provide
higher resolution.
In the circuit shown, the diode
network acts effectively as a switch
which is opened and closed during
alternate half cycles of the 60 -cps
switching voltage. The d -c input
signal is applied across the 1-megohm resistor in series with the

':ygeite #tevyt eYceeJi"
In the field of electronics and the electrical
goods industry, MOSINEE stands for paper -base
processing materials with scientifically
controlled chemical and physical properties, high
quality standards and dependable uniformity...
with good dielectric strength, high tensile or tear

strength; proper softness or stiffness;
creped with controlled stretch or flexibility; specified

pH for maximum -minimum acidity or
alkalinity: accurate caliper, density, liquid repellency
or absorbency
or other technical
characteristics vital to your quality standards and

...

production requirements.

MOSINEE PAPER MILLS COMPANY

./)ir
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2-Pattern on 6E5 tube when connected in polarity responsive circuit

FIG.

resistance of the diode switching
circuit between point A and
ground. The voltage across the
diode switching circuit is applied
to the grid of the tuning eye.
During the half cycle of switching voltage which renders the diodes conducting, the resistance between point A and ground is low
relative to 1 megohm. This permits a negligible fraction of the
input voltage to appear between
point A and ground.
During the half cycle of diode
nonconduction, the resistance of
each diode is increased to its reverse voltage value, and nearly the
entire input voltage appears between point A and ground. Due
to the symmetry of the diode network, none of the switching voltage appears between point A and
ground.
In this circuit diodes of high
quality, particularly with regard
to back resistance, provide maximum sensitivity of indication.
Miniature dry -disc rectifiers, for
April, 1948
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GREAT NEWS!
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VIBRATION CONTROL now SIMPLIFIED
...with MB developments
gineering
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ISOMODE DESIGN CHARY

THE MB ISOMODE UNITCLINCHES THE RESULTS

new method of locating
support points for flexible mountings. It reduces your difficult design problem to an almost routine job. And what's more, it assures you optimum
isolation every time, from standard units, with mathematical certainty! Here are partial details:
HERE'S A REMARKABLE,

You can install these units at any convenient angle-because MB engineered them with an equal spring rate in

all directions. That's also why they isolate with extra
high efficiency. For the same radial and axial softness
absorbs not only vertical, but horizontal and rocking
motions as well! They have high deflection capacity, yet
are thoroughly stable. Safe, self-snubbing, compact sizes
are available for loads of Va pound to 2500 pounds.

DESIGN CHART
SAVES WORK, SAVES TIME

THE MB ISOMODE

Set down graphically are the relatiomhips you formerly
found by trial and error. Each quadrant covers a different phase of the entire vibration problem. You outline
your product right onto the chart. Then read your solutions directly from intersections of various curves and
mount -locations of product.

Why not investigate this simplified MB method?
Give your product the benefit of vibration control
accomplished in the design stage-and make no compromise on efficiency. You'll get a product that works
more smoothly, lasts longer-and sells better
!

rrod. Murk

SEND FOR FREE REPRINT
This technical paper gives the
information you need for better
vibration control design. It describes the chart-shows you how
to use it. No obligation, of course.
Write Dept. 115

THE

n

Reg. U. S. Pat. Oft.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

INC.

1060 State Street
New Haven 11, Conn.
VIBRATION ISOLATOR UNITS

-

VIBRATION TEST EQUIPMENT
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(continued)

example 7 -nun selenium or copper
oxide units having more than 10
megohms back resistance, have
proved satisfactory.

Television Monitors
Dangerous Operation
INTIMATE DETAILS of

the operation
of high -thrust rocket motors have
been monitored by television and
viewed by observers in a comfortable conference room far removed
from the test pits.
Conventional methods of test
viewing using block houses for the
observers employ laminated safety
glass which becomes clouded from
close-range effects of propellant
fumes, or using mirrors which in
addition to becoming clouded limit
the range of vision and often include distortion. Both of these
systems require apertures through
heavy safety walls of the block
house thereby weakening the structure. Observation is also limited to
two or three persons per aperture.
In the television method, safety is
assured by the remoteness of the

MODEL

"737A"
deeitaffi ham-/
THE

CARDIOID

CRYSTAL

MICROPHONE

Here indeed is the crystal microphone of all time
high -output, unidirectional microphone
that ranks far, far above ordinary
crystal microphones. Why? Because it is a SUPER-CARDIOID microphone. What does
this mean? It means that the
"Monoplex" is twice as unidirectional as the Cardioid. It has wide angle pickup across the front
of the microphone but it reduces sound pickup from the rear by
15 db-over a broad range of frequencies, and reduces pickup of
random sound by 73%! The "Monoplex" employs the same type
of acoustic phase-shifting network used in the highest -cost Shure
Broadcast microphones. New "Metal -Seal" crystal. The case is
pivoted at the rear and can be pointed toward desired sound or upwards for horizontal plane pickup. The "Monoplex" is excellent
for high -quality public-address, communications, recording and
similar applications. It will operate under adverse conditions of
background noise and reverberation where a conventional microphone would be practically useless. Make the most of the "Monoplex"-it is destined for a performance record unique in crystal
microphone history!

-a

Manufactured under Shure patents newel and pending.

For the rocket testa, a standard image-orthicon camera was mounted on a regular

studio dolly and wrapped In sponge rubber
padding. The video signal was fed by
coaxial cable to three 10 -inch kinescopes

Licensed under patente of Brach Deoebpment Co.

Model "737A"

CODE: RUMON

List Price: $35.50

SHURE BROTHERS, INC.
Microphones & Acoustic Devices
225
168

W.

HURON

ST.,

CHICAGO

10,

ILL.

CABLE

ADDRESS:

SHUREMICRO

viewing operation and picture light
intensity and definition are far
superior to direct viewing through
glass. Other advantages of the
television method are important to
the test engineers. With a closeup
view provided by the television
April,
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Precisely controlled heat

treating in the Homo Electric
Furnace shown above is just
one of the many procedures
followed here at Accurate to
guarantee uniformity in
springs. Rigid adherence to
your specifications lowers
your ultimate spring costs...
by making certain all your
springs behave the way you
want them to. Write for full
details, today. ACCURATE
SPRING MFG. CO., 3830 W.
Lake St., Chicago 24, Illinois.

AccuSend for your copy of the new
of data
rate Spring Handbook. It's full
find
will
you
which
and formulae
useful. No obligation of course.

ELECTRONICS
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FREQUENCY SHIFT

-

the most advanced technique for telegraphic
communication systems. ERCO is a
pioneer in the field of FST. ERCO
equipment in daily use throughout
the world has proven its depend-

Typical of their adaptability, standard Erco units
were combined into this packaged receiving station which provides multichannel dual diversity
reception of high speed radio type FST signals.

its individual carrier frequency and
Mark -Space shift requirement, is
available.
Receiver converter 216-S is used
with the 87-R receiver and its output functions will drive a teletype
printer, tape recorder or tone oscillator. This combination can be
implemented on diversity or non diversity telegraph circuits.

TYPE

camera, engineers can detect in
time to stop the test firing any evidence of fuel leaks or malfunctioning of the system which could result in an explosion and major damage to the rocket motor and its test
setup. Observation of the rocket
and exhaust flames during the firing period also enables test engineers to note any irregularities in
mixture ratio.
Numerous possibilities for industrial applications of television are :
salvage of ships or underwater exploration, some mining operations
and rescue work; where danger
exists from possible explosions, fire,
dust, as in certain operations in
steel mills, chemical plants, glass
factories, and where remote supervision is necessary as at dams,
vehicular and railroad tunnels, and
traffic control.
The rocket tests were monitored
by television equipment supplied by
General Electric Company for a
demonstration to government officials at the proving grounds of Aero
Jet Engineering Corp. at Azusa,
California.

SURPLUS GROUND PLANE
Wide changes in moisture content caused
the glide path course to lower as much as
150 feet at the outer marker at this Landing Aids Experiment Station at Arcata,
California. Since installation of surplus
landing mats around the station the
weather has caused no shift at all. The
pad is 100 feet wide at the antenna, fans
out to 200 feet at a distance of 200 feet

ability.

An outstanding development is
the new, all crystal controlled 250-T
exciter. New highs in stability have
been achieved and all forms of
spurious output frequencies eliminated. Instant selection of three
operating channels, each preset to

(continued)

57-R RECEIVER

The 87-R is specif artily designed for
the reception of high speed PST signals where
a high

degree of stability, sensitivity and selectivity
is
required under cost nuous operating conditions.

In addition to above, we manufacture
a complete line of tone converters, trans-

mitters, VHF channeling equipment and
other apparatus for high speed telegraph
communication.
Write for literature.

ERCO RADIO

TYPE 250-T EXCITER
250-T all crys°ol controlled exciter is designed to key a radio telegraph transmitter by
the frequency shift method and replaces the
existing oscillator
the transmitter.
The

ii

LABORATORIES

jci

GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK
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WEBSTER ELECTRIC

realberide

IT'S NEW!

Retractable Cartridge!

crystal cartridge

a

THAT PROTECTS RECORD AND NEEDLE

You'll be pleased with the exceptionally quiet playing
and ideal response characteristics of the feFeatheride" retractable
cartridge. This new cartridge has a light tracking pressure (% ounce)
and is supplied in 1 v. and 2 v. models. It has the same high
quality that characterizes the entire Webster Electric line.
The "Featheride" retractable cartridge comes with a special osmium -

tipped offset needle, needle guard and necessary attachments
for retractable feature. In case an individual should drop or
slide the pickup, it will not damage the record or needle.
For full information write Webster Electric Company,
Racine, Wisconsin.

featuring

..

.

...

Light tracking pressure
High lateral and vertical compliance

Minimum needle and mechanical noise

./ Available with correct response characteristics
V Provided

V Provided

with offset needle
with needle guard

(Licensed under paten's of the Brush Development Company)

WEBSTER
RACINE

weesr

R

ELECTRIC

Simple to mount

WISCONSIN

ELECTRIC

Established 1909

ELECTRONICS
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(continued from page

140)

SHELL
High

num

strength el

alloy

... High

resistance to corrosion
-.. with surface Ani

CONTACTS
High current ca
, .. Low voltage

.

.

Crystals in holders respond quickly to
alpha radiation, much as do G -M tubes

SCINFLEX
ONE -PIE
INSERT

dielectric

High

strength ...High arc
resistance.

AND THE SECRET IS

S C I N F LEX i

Bendix-Scintilla' Electrical Connectors are precision -built to
render peak efficiency day-in and day-out even under difficult
operating conditions. The use of "Scinflex" dielectric material,
a new Bendix-Scintilla development of outstanding stability,
makes them vibration -proof, moisture-proof, pressure -tight,
and increases flashover and creepage distances. In temperature
extremes, from -67° F. to -300° F., performance is remarkable. Dielectric strength is never less than 300 volts per mil.
The contacts, made of the finest materials, carry maximum
currents with the lowest voltage drop known to the industry.
Bendix-Scintilla Connectors have fewer parts than any other
connector on the market-an exclusive feature that means
lower maintenance cost and better performance.
*REG. U.S. PAT. OPF

Write our Sales Department for detailed information.
Moisture-proof, Pressure -tight

Vibration -proof

Radio Quiet

Light Weight

Easy Assembly and Disassembly

Single-piece Inserts

High Arc Resistance

Less parts than

any other C

for

Available in all Standard A.N. Contact Configurations
CINTILLA MAGNETO
SIDNEY, N. Y.
DIVISION OF

supplementing existing techniques.
It also provides physicists with a
powerful tool with which to learn
more about the fundamental structure of solid matter.
Experiments, described before
the American Physical Society, in
which electric currents shot at a
diamond chip are amplified by as
much as 500 times, are conducted
in a cathode-ray tube. The 15,000
electron -volt beam is directed at a
diamond crystal that is about a
quarter of an inch square and 20
thousandths of an inch thick. As
the current starts to flow under the
bombardment, electrons become
trapped in the imperfections of the
crystal. Consequently the induced
current is reduced. To overcome
this, alternating curreñt is applied
to the crystal. Alternately negative
and positive charges are drawn
through the crystal and some of
each polarity are trapped, neutralizing each other so that the full
amplification is obtained.
Gold electrodes a hundred -thousandth of an inch thick are evaporated onto the crystal during its
preparation for testing to afford
electrical connections. Although
the crystals are bombarded by
pulses of electrons only a microsecdnd long, the induced currents
are produced so quickly that the response time has not been measurable. Earlier experiments used
alpha particles to bombard crystals.

Tubes Designed for Industry
and stability are being
engineered into electronic tubes.
Although tubes and other corn UNIFORMITY

r.
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For

quality and service
transformers

choose

ALSO FOR MODERN
HIGH VOLTAGE DEVELOPMENTS
WHERE ZERO CURRENT DRAIN IS
IMPERATIVE

From our more than 20 years' experience as trans-

former specialists, come precision transformers of
every type-custom-made for YOUR new applications.
FERRANTI facilities permit unusual service to each
customer, whether large or small, and insure prompt
deliveries.

teVOLTSnao

AUDIO FILTERS
AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
REACTORS
POWER TRANSFORMERS
HERMETICALLY SEALED WHEN SPECIFIED

THE FERRANTI ELECTROSTATIC

VOLTMETER

Types available for maximum
readings from 150 to 3500 volts.

We also build power supply units and electronic
assemblies to specifications at prices comparable to
those of stock assemblies. We invite your inquiries.

2/ in.

dial, flush mounting, projecting and portable models. Write for
informative literature.

Jeièaidi éedidc, Inc.
30 Rockefeller Plaza
ELECTRONICS

-
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New York 20, N.

RCA BUILDING
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(continued)

ponents of electronisms, if operated
within their ratings, do not usually
fail, their failure does interrupt
the equipment they are controlling.
In a domestic radio, such failure is
of little consequence, aside from
limited personal inconvenience,
but, in industrial control equipment and such complex electronic
devices as computers', interruptions may delay the work or
threaten the safety of many peo -

Manufacturing plants of the Cannon Electric Development Company occupy more than
one
square city block between Humboldt Street, Avenue 33 and Artesia Street
in Los Angeles.
The old plant, located across the main line Santa Fe tracks, is now used as a warehouse.

SUPPLIER OF HIGH GRADE CONNECTORS
FOR RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
SINCE 1915, when Cannon Electric was founded by its president
and owner, James H. Cannon, at that time manufacturing signal
equipment and electrical specialties, the company has grown
steadily until it stands among the top ranks of manufacturers
of electrical components over the nation.
Cannon Electric makes not only multi -contact electric connectors, but direct-current solenoids, signal equipment for hospital
and industrial buildings, various lights, conduit fittings, specialized relays, and certain hardware items. Ask for the Cannon
Electric Condensed Catalog for a survey of our products.
Tests at RCA Labs. indicate that special
tubes withstand repeated impact shocks of
100g for extended periods

XL-3-12 Plug
in the "XL" Series

03-11 Plug
in the "O" Series

P3 -CG-12S Plug
in the

"P" Series

X-3-11 Plug
in the "X" Series

KNOW CANNON ELECTRIC
SALES PERSONNEL
DON A. DAVIS, Sales Manager
For more than six years a member of
the sales -engineering staff of Cannon
Electric, Don A. Davis is a graduate
engineer with wide experience in aircraft and electrical fields. Mr. Davis
combines the qualities of a sales executive with knowledge and experience
electrical design and engineering.

i

UJGEgl J221M2
3209 HUMBOLDT
IN CANADA 8 BRITISH EMPIRE:
CANNON ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD.
TORONTO 13, ONTARIO

ST., LOS ANGELES

CANNON
ELECTRIC

SINCE 1915

31, CALIF.

WORLD EXPORT (excepting British Empire):
FRAZAR & HANSEN, 301 CLAY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA
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ple. For example, the dependence
placed on airborne electronic equipment justifies developing ruggedized tubes'. In fact, the importance
of dependability in equipment intended for industrial use requires
a radically different approach to its
design than that for home radios
on which most electronic 'designers
have cut their eye teeth.
Toward meeting this need of industrial electronic equipment, a
few special tube types have been
designed to have a minimum useful life of 10,000 hours (14 months
of continuous operation)
and
enough rigidity to resist usual industrial mechanical shocks and

vibrations. Electrically these tubes
are comparable to the 6SL7-GT,
6SN7-GT, and 6SJ7'. In part, the
improved dependability of these
tubes has been obtained by carefully controlled production and extensive testing from initial selection of materials through assembly
April, 1948-ELECTRONICS
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Specialists
Leaders in the
Design,

Engineering

and
Manufacture

Arnold's business is permanent magnets, exclusivelya field to which we have contributed much of the
pioneering and development, and in which we have
set peak standards for quality and uniformity of
product.
Our service to users of permanent magnets starts at
the design level and carries on to finish -ground and
tested units, ready for your installation. It embraces
all Alnico grades and other types of permanent magnet
materials-any size or shape-and any magnetic or
mechanical requirement, no matter how exacting.
Let us show you the latest developments in perman
ent magnets, and how Arnold products can step up
efficiency and reduce costs in your magnet applications. Call for an Arnold engineer, or check with any
Allegheny Ludlum representative.

of

THE

PERMANENT

ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORPORATION
147 East Ontario Street, Chicago 11, Illinois

ARNOLD ENGINEERING

CO.

Subsidiary of

MAGNETS

ELECTRONICS

- ABI,

Specialists and Leaders in the Design,
Engineering and Manufacture of PERMANENT MAGNETS
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Maximum Wattage
Dissipation for Size
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Metal stops, welded to the grid rods, bear
against mica supports to prevent motion

;tIHIS c4911,MPACT, rugged type

rheostat offers exceptional
heat dissipation. An exclusive Hardwick, Hindle feature is the
lock tab which prevents deformation of the contact arm due to
rough handling. Its steel stop pin will withstand over 40 inch
pounds torque.
The resistance element is wound on a pure mica strip, embedded
in vitreous enamel and sealed in a ceramic base-thus bonding
inseparably the winding and base.
And in our type M rheostats you have a choice of 2 types of
contact mechanisms, either a carbon brush or a spring metallic
contact. And also a choice of 2 types of bases designed for either
lug type or screw type terminals, or any combination thereof.
Other types of Hardwick, Hindle rheostats, and our many resistors offer you valuable exclusive advantages.
Write us today. Our engineers are at your service.

j

M 25 watt

HARDWICK, HINDLE,

INC.

Rheostats find Resistors
Subsidiary of
THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER COMPANY
NEWARK 5, N. J.

Established 1886

U. S. A.
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and final processing. Dependability of industrial equipment using
these tubes can be obtained by the
same basic method.
Electrical uniformity is dependent on stable cathode emission'. For
these tubes, the cathodes have been
designed to operate at lower temperatures than in other tubes, and
their processing is controlled to
prevent cathode materials from depositing on other electrodes. The
control grids are plated to minimize
variations in contact potential.
Pure tungsten heaters assure long
life despite frequent switching on
and off. The tubes are produced on
a special assembly line by trained
personnel,
manufactured more
slowly than standard types; every
one is tested, instead of each batch
being sampled. Such production is
costly, but tubes (and equipment)
built to close tolerances are industrially economical.
An embossed ring in the upper
end of each cathode anchors it to
the upper mica to reduce variations
in the tube's characteristics during
vibration. In the twin triodes, eyelets in the micas prevent wearing
of the mounting holes. Two getters assure a good and permanent
vacuum. An extra mica disc prevents getter material from reaching the electrodes. In the sharp
cutoff pentode, an A-frame welded
to the steel ring on the stem rigidly
supports the electrodes`. As a consequence these special tubes withstand continuous vibrations at 20
cycles per second of 2.5g for hundreds of hours at maximum rated
voltages. They will survive shocks
April, 1948
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ETS

A NEW PERFORMANCE STANDARD!

YOU GET ALL THESE FEATURES
IN THIS NEW HIGH FIDELITY

SIGNAL GENERATOR

206A

-hp

For the first time all the features
listed above are combined in one precision instrument, to give you signals
of utmost purity and accuracy for high
fidelity measuring work.
TUNED
AMPLIFIER

RESISTANCE TUNED

OSCILLATOR

ideal for FM transmitter maintenance, studio amplifier and console
testing, a source for bridge measurements, a -f voltage or transmission
measurements; and for other applica is

VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETER

1

In addition, the new -hp- 206A Gen-

erator includes low -temperature
coefficient frequency determining elements for high stability and unvarying
accuracy over long periods of time.
A precision attenuator varies output
signal level in 0.1 decibel steps
throughout 111 decibels.

Resistance -tuned Oscillator
The resistance -tuned oscillator is
followed by an automatically tracked
amplifier whose high selectivity reduces oscillator harmonics. Following
the 111 db attenuator is a transformer
which can be matched to loads of 50,
150 and 600 ohms. A 600 ohm single ended output is also provided (Fig. 1).
Specially designed for testing high

-o5o0

CALIBRATION: Direct in cps on lowest band.

coefficient frequency network.
OUTPUT:

+15

Approx.

dbm into 50, 150, 600 ohms.

10 v

into open circuit.

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 50, 150, 600 ohms balanced. 600 ohms single ended. Matched

60001

d b, o.l d b steps

- Circuit Structure of -hp- 206A

FREQUENCY RANGE: 20 cps to 20 kc, 3 bands.

Ian
o

SINGLE DIAL CONTROL

Figure

ATTENUATOR

SPECIFICATIONS

STABILITY: Better thon 2%. Low temperature

MATCHING
TRANSFORMER

000

/

1

Audio Signal Generator

internal impedances.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Within 0.2 db, 30
cps to 15 kc, beyond meter, at all levels.

Generator

quality audio circuits, the -hp- 206A
tions requiring a very low distortion
signal of known amplitude.
Full details available on request

DISTORTION: Less than 0.1% above 50 cps.
Less than 0.25% below 50 cps.

HEWLETT-PACKARD CO.

ATTENUATORS: 111 db in 0.1 db steps. Accuracy approximately 0.1 db.

1

640A Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California
Export Agents: Frazar

301 Clay Street

8.

HUM LEVEL: 70 db below output signal, or 100

db below zero level.
OUTPUT METER: Reads in dbm or volts.

Hansen, Ltd.

San Francisco,

Calif.,

U. S. A.

laborator instruments
FO

Power Supplies

R

S

P

E

Frequency Standards

UHF Signal Generators

Audio Signal Generators

E

D

A

D

A

C

C

U

Electronic Tachometers

Amplifiers

Square Wave Generators

N

Audio Frequency Oscillators

Noise and Distortion Analyzers

Wave Analyzers

R

A

C

Y

Frequency Meters

Attenuators

Vacuum Tube Voltmeters
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LOW PRESSURE PROCESSING
SOLVES

A MAJOR

PROBLEM

(continued)

of 100g for extended periods or
500g for short periods.
(1) F. R. Michael, Tube Failures In
ENIAC, ELECTRONICS, p 116, Oct
(2) Frank Rockett, How's and1947.
of Aircraft Tubes, Aviation, p 85,Why's
Apr.
1947.
(3) Booklet RSB-1000, RCA Special
Red Tubes, Tube Department, Harrison,
N. J., 1948.
(4) Improvements in Small Tubes,
ELECrRoNICs, p 144, Nov. 1947
(5) I. L. Cherrick, Rugged Electron
Tubes, Electronics, p 111, Apr. 1948.

Magnetic Leakage Evaluated

with an Electrolytic Tank
By F. LEVI
Research and Design Engineer
Rola Company, Pty. Ltd.
Richmond, Victoria, Australia
LEAKAGE

AND USEFUL

FLUXES

in

permanent -magnet circuits can be
determined approximately with an
electrolytic tank. A model of the
magnetic circuit, built in a particular manner, is immersed in an electrically conductive medium. Suit-

KI N

Experimental equipment for electrolytic
tank testing of permanent magnet circuits

V pC

One of the newer applications of Kinney High Vacuum Pumps is the
automatic vacuum treating of sealing oil used in the hydrogen
cooling system
of large turbine generators. Here, the low pressure treatment
constantly
removes water and entrained gas from the vital oil supply to assure
efficient
sealing of the hydrogen system.
For compactness,

reliability and high pumping speeds,
Kinney High Vacuum Pumps are unsurpassed. They are
serving countless industries where low pressure processing simplifies operations and cuts production costs.
Among their better known applications are
exhausting lamps and tubes, sintering alloy
metals, coating lenses, dehydrating foods,
producing drugs, etc. Kinney Single Stage
Vacuum Pumps produce low absolute pressures to 10 microns; Compound Pumps to
0.5 micron.

Basis of Method

KINNEY
Single Stage
Vacuum Pump

KINNEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3565 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON 30, MASS.
Chicago

Philadelphia

Los

Angeles

To reduce the magnetic circuit to
sufficiently simple form so that the
electrolytic tank can be easily used,
the fundamentals of permanent-

magnet design and the graphs for
empirical estimation of two leakage
factors presented by Underhill' are
used. The first of these factors is
F = Total Flux/ Useful Flux

San Francisco

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES
GENERAL ENGINEERING CO. (RADCLIFFE) LTD., Station Works, Bury Road,
Radcliffe, Lancashire, England
HORROCKS, ROXBURGH PTY., LTD., Melbourne, C. I. Australia
W. 5. THOMAS & TAYLOR PTY., LTD., Johannesburg, Union of South
Afri,.,,

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE

ant currents measured. These currents are nearly proportional to the
magnetic fluxes. In this way, magnetic circuits can be tested prior to
their actual construction, and the
effects of design parameters studied
conveniently.

Write for Bulletin V45

New York

able voltages are applied to the
parts of the model, and the result-

LIQUID PUMPS, CLUTCHES AND BITUMINOUS DISTRIBUTORS
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and it is governed by the relative
position of the surfaces of the magnetic circuit as well as by the difference of magnetomotive force between them. It varies between
wide limits, about from 2 to 20, and
April,
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For a host of domestic and

industrial applications

A new 1/2 rpm

motor by

J

HERE'S a brand-new Telechron synchronous electric motor
that will find many important uses-an accurate, long -life motor
with a terminal -shaft speed of 1/2 rpm.

This latest Telechron model was developed especially for
use in domestic oil -burner controls, in commercial stokers and
oil burners, in delayed-action relays in industrial control mechanisms. It is readily adaptable to many timing, switching, recording and control equipment.
Like all Telechron motors, the new 1/2 rpm model is selfstarting and reaches synchronous speed almost instantly. Its
conservative torque rating insures dependable operation. Since
it operates in perfect synchronism with all commercial frequencies, it can't run faster or slower. Precision engineering and
building, coupled with Telechron's exclusive oiling system, assure
years of trouble -free service.
For over 25 years, Telechron has been the largest producer
of synchronous electric motors. Every one is Underwriters
Laboratories approved. That's your assurance of accurate service, low-cost maintenance. Why not let Telechron application
engineers answer your timing questions? Address Motor
Advisory Service, Dept. M, Telechron Inc., Ashland, Mass.
ELECTRONICS

-

see our

CATALOG

in

swluT'S

rill

I.. 000000 0nK010f

The first and

favorite synchronou.; timing electric motor
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Research in Nuclear Physics Always
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(continued)

Involves the Problem of
Personnel Protection

As thousands of others have done use a
Minometer or a Proteximeter

0
4

INSULATION

o(OUT OF TANK)

(IN TANK)

MINOMETER
The Minometer provides a prescription for computing in roent-

gens the daily exposure to radiation. It consists of a small compact
string electrometer and an ionization chamber designed in the
shape of a fountain pen to be

carried conveniently in

a

pocket.

The chamber value is 0.2 r full

scale when checked against the
calibrated scale in the electrometer. For special purposes a 0.01 r
and a 0.001 r chamber are

supplied.

PROTEXIMETER
The Proteximeter is advantageous in moni-

toring scattered x radiation or gamma
rays at any location adjacent to the radia-

tion source. It measures such scattering
accumulatively the quantity indicated vis-

ually on a calibrated meter scale.
The scale is

calibrated in milliroentgens
with full scale deflection 200milliroentgens
or 0.2 r, which is double the accepted
value for

a

daily tolerance dose. The ex-

ternally mounted ionization chamber
hermetically sealed.

is

Available Victoreen radiation measuring instruments cover
the entire scope of nuclear science and include a complete
line of dosage measuring instruments for the medical field,
the 247A gamma radiation survey meter, the 263A beta and
gamma survey meter, scaling circuits and rate meters and
such notable components as the VX series of subminiature
electrometer and voltage regulator tubes, hi-meg resistors in
a range of 100 to 10,000,000 megohms, and mica window
Geiger counter tubes, all specifically designed to make radiation instrumentation better.

Department

THE

A

VICTOREEN INSTRUMENT CO.

5806 HOUGH AVE., CLEVELAND, OHIO

FIG. 1-Construction of magnet model for

use in electrolytic tank

its accurate calculation is difficult.'
The second factor, defined as
Magnetomotive Force Supplied
by the Magnet(s)

Magmetomotive Force Available
across the Gap

accounts for loss of magnetomotive
force through the soft iron parts
usually present in the circuit. It
varies usually between 1.1 and 1.5
and can be computed from knowledge of the magnetic properties,
cross sections, lengths, and inductions of the soft iron parts.
If f is not much greater than
unity, it is possible to obtain experimentally a fairly accurate estimate
of the ratios of the various fluxes in
the circuit, and, in particular, of
the value of F without actually
building the permanent magnet. To
do this, one builds a scale model of
the permanent magnet circuit so
that all the surfaces are electrically
conductive and so that there is on
them a distribution of electrical
potential similar to the distribution
of magnetic potential on the corresponding surfaces of the magnetic unit. The model is then immersed in the electrolytic tank for
measurement. An example best
illustrates the details of the method.

Estimating Leakage Flux
To estimate the flux leakage
factor F of a magnetic circuit consisting of a horseshoe magnet and
two soft iron pole pieces, one builds
a scale model as shown in Fig. 1.
The pole pieces A and B are made
either of a conductive material like
copper or of an insulating material
with a conductive coating such as
copper -plated wood. Two copper
shims F and G, cemented on the
pole pieces and insulated from
them, cover the area which, in the
magnetic circuit, is crossed by the
useful flux. The magnet M is built
of insulating material, with a uniApril, 1948
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The G -E Electronic Repro
ducer, which magnetically re-

creates the

full recorded

sound, derives its magnetic
field from a G -E SINTERED
ALNICO 5 permanent magnet.

A NEW

z
'

G -E

DEVELOPMENT

SINTERED ALNICO 5
ALNICO 5 magnets can save valuable space in
your product. You can usually improve your
product by re -designing to use high energy G -E
SINTERED ALNICO 5. Typical applications now
in production which use G -E SINTERED ALNICO 5 include the following: meters, relays, fountain pens, electronic reproducers, and compasses.
Actual size of G -E SINTERED
ALNICO 5 permanent magnet
used in the G -E Electronic Reproducer is shown in red.

NEW ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT

SINTERED ALNICO 5, General Electric's newest
magnetic material, now enables you to design
intricate shapes with higher external energy than
ever before. The minimum guaranteed available
energy is 3,500,000 gauss oersteds for most sizes
and shapes. New G -E SINTERED ALNICO 5
possesses tensile properties several times those
of CAST ALNICO 5 and can be produced economically in small size parts. You get better surface finish plus closer dimensional tolerances
with new G -E SINTERED ALNICO 5.
NEW DESIGNS POSSIBLE

New SINTERED ALNICO 5 has higher external energy than either SINTERED ALNICO 2
or 4. This makes possible new designs heretofore
impossible or impractical. It is especially adaptable where small powerful magnets having high
magnetic properties are required. Because of their
great stability and external energy, SINTERED

ENGINEERING SERVICE

G -E application and development engineers,

working closely together, are ready to advise you
on new SINTERED ALNICO 5 and other G -E
magnetic materials. Our engineers are backed by
years of research and the development of thousands of magnetic applications. They will be glad
to work with you on your product design. For
more information, please mail the coupon shown
below.
YOU GET 5 ADVANTAGES

Higher external energy than either SINTERED
ALNICO 2 or 4.
2. Tensile properties are several times greater
than CAST ALNICO.
1.

3.

4.
5.

Excellent surface finish.
Close dimensional tolerances.
Intricate shapes possible.

DIVISION,
r METALLURGY
CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT

Sec CM-4

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Please send me:
( ) Technical Report on new SINTERED ALNICO 5.

( ) Bulletin, CDM-4, "G -E Permanent Magnets."
TITLE
TNAME
COMPANY
I
I
PRODUCTS MFRD.

PERMANEN
MAGNETS
GENERAL ELECTRIC
L1:rDyRESS
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snap action switch made

Model "M with No. A22
wire Leaf Actuator for coin
operated machines. Length
and form of wire can be
made to suit job.

Standard Model "M" with
Pin Actuator. 1 tonic"x sg(i" x
%s". Four V/n" mounting
holes. Bakelite case. Pin

Actuator either stainless

Standard Model "M" fitted
with No. A18 Leaf Actuator
Bracket. Also furnished with
Roller Leaf. Code: A -18M.

steel or all baketite.

The ACRO Model "M" can be the answer to the designer's
prayer
because it can be slipped in where no other switch will
go. But

while it

is tiny, it is truly a mighty midget-delivering
long, dependable service with extreme accuracy. There is no knife
blade
or bearing action. ACRO's exclusive rolling spring principle
is the
key to its performance that sets it apart from all other miniature
switches. Millions of ACRO switches are in use on countless products
from coin operated machines to aircraft and military equipment.
Many variations can be furnished. Standard Model "M" Und.
Labs.
Insp. 10 Amps 125 Volts A.C. Coin Model "M"
Und. Labs. Insp.
3 Amps 125 Volts A.C. Circuits: Single pole, double
throw, normally
open or normally closed.

No. 5L Leaf Actuator.

J1
No. 2M Roller Leaf Actuator.

This original, basic ACRO enclosed

No. 48L Light pressure hinged leaf.

switch is furnished with various
types of actuators as shown at right.
Some have been tested to over two
hundred million actuations. Und.
Labs. Insp. 10 Amps 125 Volts A.C.,
5 Amps 250 Volts A.C.

Write for details and give

No. 63L Long travel, light pressure.

us

any problem you may have.

THE ACRO ELECTRIC COMPANY
1316

SUPERIOR AVENUE

CLEVELAND 14, OHIO
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(continued>

form conductive coating of suitable
electrical resistance on its surface.
The surface of this coating is electrically conductive, and the ends C
and D of the magnet make electrical
contact with the pole pieces.
One then connects parts A and F
to one terminal of a voltage source,
and parts B and G to the other
terminal, shown as ground in this
case. A current I passes through
the magnet, the magnet acting as a
potentiometer owing to the uniform
distribution of resistance along its
surface, and there is a linearly increasing potential from D to C. The
distribution of electrical potential
on the surfaces of the model is practically the same as that of magnetic
potential on the corresponding surfaces of the magnetic circuit.
If the model is immersed in a
tank containing, for example, a copper sulphate solution, a current h
passes from shim G to ground and
a current h passes from D to
ground. These currents are measured by meters inserted as shown.
The difference between I. and I0 is
proportional to the leakage fluxes,
and h is proportional to the useful
flux. The factor F is then

F-+I2-10
The accuracy of the method depends largely on the value of the
factor f. The surfaces of each pole
and corresponding shim in the
model are equipotential ones, while
the soft iron parts in the magnetic
circuit may be considered approximately such only if the drop in magnetomotive force from the ends of
the magnet to the pole faces carrying the useful flux is small. This
error can be eliminated", but the
complication of so doing seems excessive compared to the accuracy
generally required in magnetic circuit design.
The change in linear distribution
of the potential along the magnet
by currents entering and leaving its
surface when it is immersed is
another source of error. However,
experience indicates that if the
original (unimmersed) current I.
is about five times the total additional current due to leakages from
and to the immersed magnet, the
error is negligible. On the other
hand, it is undesirable to make the
current through the coating excessively large compared to the other
April, 1948- ELECTRONICS
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AIRCRAFT FUEL GAGE SYSTEM
BEATS INSULATION DIFFICULTIES

woe

5dce

SLEEVING
Minneapolis -Honeywell, Designer of Aviation's Best
Remote Indicating System, Finds SILICONE Unequalled

.

ir4""mmeMIniiir
'';4».

PRODUCING a remote -registering fuel indication system for the
aviation industry one that performs dependably and accurately
throughout the temperature range facing modern aircraft, is undisturbed by position changes of the ship, and that offers no fire or

-

-

mechanical hazard through being in contact with fuel supply
accomplishment of Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Company.

Briefly, the gage system works on the capacitance

principle. The tank units are actually cylindrical condensers, mounted vertically in the tank, with concen-

tric tubes forming the plates. The gasoline level

is

the

some between the plates as in the tank, and the

change in liquid level causes variation in the capacitance between the electrodes. A balancing potentiometer,

in moving to equalize voltage between

the tank unit and the fixed condenser, moves the

pointer in the indicating head.
In choosing

materials for best performance, Varglas

-

insulation

SILICONE

was

for protective

selected

sleeving on leads to the coils in the power unit. The
well-known outstanding characteristics of SILICONE

insulation

explain its superb performance in this

application.
Varglas SILICONE tubing provides, with no increase
over standard wall thickness, dielectric values up to
7000 volts, through temperature range from 500°F
to

-85°F.

SILICONE sleeving likewise retains its plia-

bility, moisture and oil resistance, non -flaming nature,
and mechanical strength (greatest of any accepted
insulation material) through this temperature range.

If you have insulation difficulties

VARFLEX CORPORATION

that usual materials cannot
handle, investigate Varglas

308 N. Jay St.

SILICONE. Write for information
and samples of SILICONE, as
well as other Varftex Sleeving
and Tubing. Let us work with you
on special problems.

SILICONE products.

Rome, N. Y.

Please send me folder containing free samples of Varglas

Name

Company
Address

City

ELECTRONICS

is an

Zone

State
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(TRANS FO RMERS

CHOKES AND FILTERS
Complete facilities for production of
transformers, chokes and filters in large
or small quantities. Rigid quality control at every stage of manufacture insures absolute conformance with all
electrical and mechanical specifica-

tions. Deliveries can be timed to meet

the customer's production requirements.
Estimates given without obligationcall or write on company letterhead for
complete information.

Practical Details
To reduce polarization, alternating voltage is used. About two
volts at power line frequency has
proved satisfactory. The currents
can be measured by a single meter
providing that switching it between positions does not change the
potential distributions.
The scale of the model is immaterial, but the model should be small
compared to the tank. A separation from the outside surfaces of

wpm

POWER TRANSFORMERS
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION
transformers are produced to practically every domestic and foreign specification.
An experienced engineering staff is ready to cooperate in the development of a unit to meet the
requirements of your equipment.

6 MA

N.Y.T. power

230v
50

2V

CPS

40

MA OUT OF

TANK, 57MA
IN

40 MA OUT OF
TANK,38.5 MA
IN

F=

TANK

_

TANK

235M A

6+1+(57-38.5)
6

ALL TYPES OF AUDIO UNITS . . .
TRANSFORMERS, CHOKES, FILTERS

(continued)

currents, because its value must be
subtracted from the others.

4.25
2MA

NOTE:
OWING TO LARGE CURRENTS LEAVING
MAGNET SURFACE, AND NOT RETURNING
TO IT, CURRENT IS LOWER AT THE END
AFTER IMMERSION, AND 38.5 MA SHOULD
BE SUBTRACTED FROM 57 MA, NOT 40MA.
RATIO BETWEEN CURRENT PASSING

N.Y.T. engineers are specialists in the design and
production of audio units in every classification.

High-fidelity, communication, and special types
can be supplied in any size or shape; with or
without hermetic sealing.

THROUGH THE COATING BEF017E
IMMERSION (40 MA) AND CURRENTS
LEAVING THE MAGNET SURFACE(2t16.5MA)
IS ONLY 2.2, CAUSING AN ERROR OF
ABOUT 10 PERCENT IN ESTIMATION OF F.

2-Measurement of a symmetrical
magnet model to determine leakage fluxes

FIG.

SPECIAL INDUCTIVE COMPONENTS
FOR PULSE MODULATION 8 RADAR
N.Y.T.

offers

exceptional ability in the developmanufacture of components for special
applications including coupling units, transformers, chokes and filters for pulse time modulation
and radar circuits.
ment and

INDUCTANCE DECADES
N.Y.T. inductance decades are available with total
inductances of from .01 henry to 1000 henries.

Values are accurate, characteristics permanent and
design is convenient. Series 200 is recommended
for Bridge and Low Level Filter Circuits; Series 300
for Laboratory, Shop or Test Bench use. Literature
available on request.

NEW YORK TRANSFORMER CO., INC.
GENERAL OFFICES: 39 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y. -PLANT: ALPHA, NEW JERSEY

184

the model to the inside surfaces of
the tank equal to about three times
the overall dimensions of the model
is a minimum. On the other hand,
it has been found that, if there are
small air gaps in the actual magnetic circuit, it is better to make
a fairly large scale model. If any
gap in the model is smaller than
about 0.125 inch, voltage should be
applied only for brief periods and
the currents read as quickly as possible when the model is immersed.
Although it is difficult to specify a
suitable value of resistance for the
coating to the magnet, about 100
ohms has been found satisfactory.
The leakage to and from the magnet
can be adjusted within limits by
varying the concentration of copper
sulphate between 0.001 and 0.01
normal to obtain the desired conditions.
Only one-half of a symmetrical
circuit is necessary, the other half
April, 1948
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The BETTER

the

your components
OWER_yout' costs

.. .

quality in
MECHANICAL STRENGTH
DIMENSIONAL ACCURACY

u highest

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
Your production costs can be materially reduced-and your
products simultaneously improved-by standardizing on
STUPAKOFF CERAMICS! Dimensionally accurate, cleanly
made, and mechanically strong, they speed assembly of
your components. Highest quality in electrical properties
insures top performance of your products.
Extensive experience in the design and manufacture of a
wide variety of ceramic parts gives the Stupakoff organization a fund of information that can be useful to you in
reducing costs and improving performance. We will gladly
place our knowledge at your disposal.

LATROBE, PENNSYLVANIA
Cable Address: Stupakoff, Latrobe, Pa.
ELECTRONICS
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Faraday's Great

Horse -shoe Magnet

In 1917 COTO -COIL
was born ..

THE ELECTRON ART

For 30 years Coto -Coil has been wind-

ing coils which have helped make
practical theories first demonstrated by
Faraday 150 years ago. Our modern
facilities and "know how" can
provide the windings you
need. We shall be
glad to quote.

(continued)

being replaced by a conductive
plate. Figure 2 shows a magnetic
circuit that was tested in this way.
The model was built so that an estimation of F and also of ratios of
the fluxes entering and leaving the
various soft iron parts and hence of
f could be made.
The coating for the magnet presented difficulty, but Radio Corp.,
Pty. Ltd. (Australia) coated the
models satisfactorily with the process used by them for manufacturing volume controls. A reasonably
satisfactory coating may also be
obtained by painting a wooden
model with phenolic base lacquer
and. while the surface is still wet,
applying a fairly coarse bronze
powder. The model is then baked
in an oven until the lacquer is
cured.
Although this electrolytic tank
method for studying permanent
magnet circuits has given fairly
satisfactory results, it is still in the
experimental stages.
Extensive
testing of the method and an easy,
inexpensive means of constructing
the model are needed. Although Dr.
A. Edwards' has suggested the use
of the electrolytic tank for estimating leakage flux in magnetic circuits, it is believed that the computation of F from simple measurements of currents has not heretofore been presented. The author
acknowledges the helpful co-operation of T. P. Strickland, A. F. B.
Nickson, and C. M. Gray.
REFERENCES

(1) E. M. Underhill,
Magnet Design, ELncraoteics, Permanent
p 126, Dec. 1948,
and Designing Stabilized Permanent
nets,Z ELECTRONICS, p 118, Jan. 1944. Magrshed,
in
Theory and Practice, The Jour. of thheets
of Elec Engrs, 68, p 780, 1920 ; 63. p Inert
725,
1925.
(3) Discussion on a paper by D. J. Deemond, The Economic Utilization
Modern Permanent Magnets, The Jour of
of
the Inst of Elec Engrs, Part II, 92, p 248.
E.
Applications ) of Field PloWilloughby,TheoJott
the
Inst of Elect Engrs,ting,
Part III 93, no. 24,
tent

p 288,

July 1946.

SURVEY OF NEW TECHNIQUES
VACUUM
SEALS of
large diameter, and automatic cathode-ray tube assembly machinery
developed by RCA engineers may
make possible economical production of a 16 -inch metal-walled kinescope having a 125 square inch picture area. It is believed that the

GLASS -METAL

COTO -COIL CO., INC.
COIL SPECIALISTS SINCE 1917
65 Pavilion Ave., Providence 5, R. I.
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ALTEC LANSING SCIENTISTS DISCLOSE
BASIC IMPROVEMENTS IN HIGH QUALITY
SOUND REPRODUCTION IN NEW SPEAKERS

F

6046 DUPLEX SPEAKER SHOWS
REMARKABLE EFFICIENCY AND PERFORMANCE
new fea Authorities on sound quality- 604B. Among outstandingcrossover
are: 1,000 cycle
NEW MODEL

the experts in the broadcasting,
recording, and motion picture inthe predustries-who considered Duplex
vious Altec Lansing
speaker (the 604) as the finest twoway speaker unit that science has
produced, were literally thunder"prestruck when they listened to Model
views" of the new improved
Angle of Horizontal

Distribution

Angle of Vertical

Distribution
Power Rating

SPECIFICATIONS

has announced a new, basically improved line of general

purpose, high quality

speakers. Altec scientists call
attention to the fact that these
new speakers,-constituting a

complete new line- have been
fundamentally re -engineered,
and are the result of the
SPECIFICATIONS
of new scientific
application
Network Impedance ....16 ohms
discoveries resulting from inRequired Amplifier
60°
Output Impedance ...8-16 ohms tensive original research in
15-3/16"
Altec Lansing laboratories;
Diameter
400
3o

watts

NEW MODEL 600 B

cycles to 16,000 cycles.

Depth
Weight

they are not, it is emphasized,
mere modifications or "reworking" of present models.
The new line of speakers is
offered "with the fullest conviction that never before has
such a superb group of
speakers been presented to a
discriminating and quality-

111/8"
40 lbs.

NEW

8"

MODEL 400

B

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

DIA -CONE SPEAKER

DIA -CONE SPEAKER

CURVES PUBLISHED IN

"Greater quality per dollar" describes the new low-priced high
speaker
quality 600B Dia -coneefficiency,
unit. Because of the high
small space requirements, light
weight and superior quality of reproduction, the 600B is ideal for
home use, sound reinforcement systems and industrial applications.

A low-priced high quality unit
with a much higher efficiency than
is found in ordinary 8" speakers:
important in use with amplifier capable of delivering only from 5 or
6 watts. Exceptionally high power
rating results from Altec LansingV
design and use of a large Alnico
permanent magnet.

ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE
With the announcement of
the new line of speakers, Altec
Lansing announces that frequency response curves will
be published on all its
speakers. These curves are
guaranteed to be accurate, dependable and true reproductions, made on production run
speakers with equipment used
by Motion Picture Research

The new 603B Multicell Dia-cone

db increase over the 603).

frequency using the new N -1000B
network with adjustable high frequencycontrol; anexclusiveAltec
Lansing development used with
the high frequency metal dia phragm to smooth the frequency
response beyond belief from 1,000

makers of professional and
theatre -type speaker systems,

conscious public."

NEW 6036 MULTICELL
DIA -CONE SPEAKER
speaker is as superior to the original 603 Model as the 603 was superior to its competitors. The new
603B has a 30% larger Alnico V
permanent magnet; massive circular magnetic circuit; almost 100%
increase in acoustic efficiency (2.5

tures

Altec Lansing Corporation,
one of the world's largest

Angle of Horizontal
60°
Distribution
SPECIFICATIONS
Angle of Vertical
40°
Distribution
20 watts
Rating
Power
watts
25
Rating
Power
Voice Coil Impedance 8 ohms
Voice Coil Impedance 8 ohms
Amplifier
Required
Amplifier
Required
6-10 ohms
Output Impedance
6-10 ohms
Output Impedance
3"
Voice Coil Diameter
3"
Voice Coil Diameter
121/4'
Speaker Diameter
18 lbs.
Weight
Depth
51/+"
15-3/16"
Diameter
Speaker
12 lbs.
Weight
7"
Depth

SPECIFICATIONS
12 watts
Power Rating
Voice Coil Impedance 8 ohms
Required Amplifier
Output Impedance 4-8 ohms
1%"
Voice Coil Diameter
81/4"
Speaker Diameter
3%"
Speaker Depth
4 lbs.
Weight

Council for establishing

speaker system standards in
the motion picture industry.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE

DESCRIBING THE NEW IMPROVED LINE
OF ALTEC LANSING HIGH DUALITY SPEAKERS
NAME

aM,

wwweni
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We're Askin

Ya
For Requests,

jobs

For the kind of
NORTHERN can do, to your

...

complete satisfaction
including engineering cooperation, getting hard -to -get materials, manufacturing knowhow, rigid multiple inspections and fast delivery of
approved end products.

We're set-up to produ
special transformers ... coils
. . . saturable-core reactors
. . servo-mechanisms and
all types of communication
and electronïsm
and instruments.
We'll check and doublecheck with you ... and when
you are convinced we're the
one to do the job
we'll
accept your purchase orders.

...

Your letter or blue
and specification or telephone call or personal visit
will be appreciated.

Telephone

.Murray Hill

3-6230
NORTHERN

COMMUNICATIONS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

210 E. 40th STREET
NEW YORK 16, N .Y.
188
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tube, using magnetic deflection, has
a conventional base, glass neck
around the electron gun, and glass
face, but a metal flare. Using metal
for the flare has three chief advantages over glass: the envelope
is considerably lighter for the same
strength, is conducting (without
needing an Aquadag coating), and
provides magnetic shielding. The
16 -inch tube is only a few inches
longer than 10 -inch tubes. From
the engineering test samples of this
new construction that have been
made, it appears that, after it has
been in production for a few years,
the cost will be comparable to the
current price of 10 -inch tubes. Part
of the million -dollar expansion of
the RCA Lancaster plant will provide facilities for its production.
For television receiver designers,
this tube offers a new technique for
providing a screen size between the
popular 10 -inch directly viewed and
the larger projected picture.

graphite
anodes

DETONATIONS are studied by recording light intensity and sound wave
produced by the explosion. The
pickup contains a photocell, progive greater stability,
tected by an opal glass screen, with
its correction filter, a carbon microlonger life to tubes
phone, associated calibration and
control components, and cathode for electronic heating
follower output. A container of Silica -Gel prevents misting of the Marketwise tube manufacturers, alert
to new developments, are using Speer
Graphite Anodes in the tubes they
make for electronic heating equipment.

The only real low temperature

anode, graphite gives tubes these better operating characteristics:

Higher safety factor when
overloaded

Longer life under continued
severe service

Greater stability of associated
tube parts
Graphite anode tubes are equally well
suited for diathermy work, or for
almost any other power amplification
assignment at any frequency, including VHF. Look for graphite anodes
Light and sound pickup is mounted on an when you're looking for cooler, more
antivibration chassis
efficient tube operation.
window. The signals are fed to an
Avimo (England) six -channel oscillograph using 1.5 -inch cathode-ray
tubes in mu -metal shields. The
traces are reflected by mirrors to
standard 70 -mm perforated recordCARBON COMPANY
ing film or paper. A 15 -channel
ST. MARYS, PENNA.

Speer
April, 1948
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What's your problem?
Fine Wire?

Molybdenum?

Tungsten?

needed 339,000 feet of .001
enamelled copper wire. He called North
American Philips and in good time received
a one -pound package ...:pis 64 miles of
wire enamelled to his specifications.
MR. N. AMMELLING

Problem 2
Mr. N. O. Emission, II, required plated
grid wires. He solved his problem with
a call to Fine Wire Headquarters. We
shipped him some gold plated tungsten
and molybdenum wires. Result: no sec-

ondary emission.

/?
Problem 3
wanted a quantity of Fine
Wire to meet close specifications for tensile strength and elongation. Calling Fine
Wire Headquarters, he soon received the
order, filled to his exact specifications.

MR. E. LONG GATE

the answer
not call Fine Wire Headquarters when you have a question about fine wire? We can't do the
impossible, but we can do lots of
things that can bring you the right fine
wire for the job.
WHY

So-when you have a problem

on Fine

Wire, Tungsten or Molybdenum-wire,
phone or write to North American
Philips, makers of NORELCO Fine Wires,
and ELMET Tungsten and Molybdenum

products.

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.
Dept. E-4, 100 East 42nd St., New York
ELECTRONICS

-

17, N. Y.
189
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oscillograph using the same principle can be used if more data is to
be recorded.
ELECTRONIC TUBE MATERIALS

having
high melting or fusing temperatures are being investigated by J.
J. Mason at the Westinghouse
Lamp Research Lab. The powdered
material is heated under pressure
by high -frequency current flowing

,.

77-11411.2*-

------------

LET

DO IT!

The Monona Broadcasting Company,
Madison, Wisconsin, had the money
but no station. Faced with "impossible" allocation difficulties, they called
on Andrew engineers, who succeeded
in finding a frequency and designing
a directional antenna system. Thus,
WKOW was born. Within ten months
after the construction permit was
granted, Andrew engineers completely
designed, built, tuned, and proved performance of a six -tower 10 kw. station
an unusually difficult engineering

-

feat accomplished in record -smashing
time. A complete "package" of Andrew
transmission line and antenna equipment was used, again emphasizing Andrew's unique qualifications: Complete

engineering service with unsurpassed
equipment.
Mr. Harry Packard, General Manager of WKOW, wrote:
"Speaking for the entire staff of
WKOW, I would like to congratulate
the Andrew Corporation on the remarkable engineering job it performed
in helping us get WKOW on the air.
we feel that the technical perfection
of our installation is due in great part
to the efficiency of Andrew equipment
and engineering service.
In particular we wish to thank Mr.
Walt Kean of the Andrew Broadcast
Consulting Division who was responsible for conceiving and designing the
installation, supervising construction
of all antenna equipment, and
doing the final tuning and coverage surveys."
A total of 13,618 feet of An-

drew transmission line and

complete phasing, antenna tuning, phase sampling and tower
lighting equipment went into

this job, complementing the

best in engineering with the
ultimate in radio station equipment.
So, just write Andrew when
you are ready to enter the
broadcasting field. Andrew will
get you on the air.

CORPORATION
363

EAST 75th

TRANSMISSION

TUNING UNITS

LINES

CHICAGO

STREET
FOR AM,

FM, TV

TOWER LIGHTING

19

DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

ANTENNA

CONSULTING ENGINEERING SERVICE

190

High melting point materials are fused in
a high-temperature high-frequency furnace

in an applicator ring encircling the
crucible in which it is contained.
Tungsten is used for applicator coil

and crucible because its melting
point is higher than the 4,700 F to
which the test materials are heated.
The research is directed toward improving electronic tubes.
CERAMICS for use as dielectrics in
capacitors were used in Germany.
One such ceramic consisting of 95
parts by weight of titanium dioxide,
5 parts bentonite, and 2 parts tungsten trioxide has a dielectric constant of 90 to 95 and a power factor
at one megacycle of 0.03 to 0.05. It
was made into tubular and disc
capacitors of 4, 8, and 12-mm diameter and 0.3, 0.4, and 0.6-mm wall
thickness. The ceramic is metallized
to form the capacitor. Inductors
were also formed by metallizing
ceramic bases (PB -81277, mimeograph $0.50; earlier OTS reports
on the German ceramic practices
are PB-6494 mimeograph $1.00, and
PB -18776 mimeograph $3.75).
April,
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INDUSTRIAL HIGH VACUUM COATING UNIT NO. 3103

This High Vacuum Coating Unit
rated films on glass and plastics.

is

designed for low-cost production of evapo-

The capacity of the stainless steel tank -48" diameter, 48" long-makes possible
processing of large batches and large pieces on a production basis.
The pumping system has ample speed to handle the outgassing of plastics and
consistently maintains rapid coating cycles.
For further details, write VACUUM ENGINEERING DIVISION, National
Research Corporation, Boston 15, Massachusetts.
HIGH VACUUM

NATIONAL

RED
V

ELECTRON ICS

-

April, 1948
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FOR INDUSTRY

EARCH CORPORATION
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po11Y

ing the Higginbotham circuit. A
selector switch allows the output of
any scale from 8 to 64 to be connected to the panel -mounted counting register. Resolving time of the
scaling unit is better than 5 micro-

wants
cree

a

seconds.

Oscilloscope
Portland, Oregon.
The Vollum portable cathode-ray
oscilloscope weighs 65 pounds and is
TEKTRONIX, INC.,

a bird that can
talk. But does that
make him smart? Not at
HERE is

-

all.
For example
when he
asks for a cracker; does
he specify what kind of a

cracker

-

what flavor,
what make? No! And that
makes him a dumb bird.
There are hundreds of
kinds of crackers, from
Saltines to Pilots, and he
certainly must like some
one kind best. Does he ask
for it? Never! He just says
"Cracker".
To get what you want,
you have to be specific.
That applies to lots of
things, including crackers
and Mica. When you want
the best Mica, specify
MACALLEN Mica. That
means more than just the
product it also means
the service back of the
product capacity, experience, policy, responsibility
all of these things
are expressed in the word
MACALLEN. Say it, write
it into specifications and
on requisitions.

-

capable of observing frequencies as
high as 10 megacycles. In use by
a number of research laboratories,
the instrument is inexpensive.

-

Television Test Generator
Camden,
N. J. Grating generator type
WA -3A produces a pattern of horizontal and vertical bars on a kineRADIO CORP. OF AMERICA,

scope screen to aid in determining
correct linearity alignment of deflection circuits for picture and
camera tubes. Polarity of the
blanking signal can be changed to
permit use of the generator in any
video system.

MACALLEN MICA
ALL FORMS, ALL QUANTITIES

-

ALL DEPENDABLE

when you think of MICA, think of MACALLEN
THE MACALLEN COMPANY
CHICAGO:

565

W.

WASHINGTON

BLVD.

16

MACALLEN ST.. BOSTON 27. MASS.

CLEVELAND,

1231

SUPERIOR

AVE.
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Radiation Indicator
INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES, 229 W.

10, Ill.

April,
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Model 3360 pocket dosi -
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"IT'S THE BEST YET!"

Yes! We think

it's the best yet.

We

think this

transmitter ideal for such applications as Police,
Forestry, Airport Traffic Control, Oil Fields,
Aerophare, Beacons, Explorations, Public Utilities,

Mining, Emergencies and Point -to -Point

requirements. It can be controlled either locally
or from remote position; either for telephone (A-3)

or telegraph (A-1 or A-2) service

... it is

compact, complete and designed for hard service.

Other Equipment made and designed by Aero_
corn: Models VH-50 and VH-200 transmitters,

operating range, 118-165 Mcs. (crystal controlled),

power 50 and 200 Watts respectively; Model
12ACX-2A, 1 Kw. dual channel radio telegraph
transmitter for medium and high frequencies
(1.6 to 24 Mcs.); Model GM-8 modulator when used
with above provides full modulation with a 750 Watt
carrier. Complete Engineering data on Request.

Model

5OHXS

Radiotelegraph or telephone Transmitter output

75

Watts (A-1); 50 Watts (A-2 or A-3) Frequencies 200-500
Kcs. and 1.6-13.5 Mcs. using plug in coils and crystals.
A

complete compact self-contained unit.

SPECCONSULTANTS, DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF STANDARD OR

EQUIPMENT.
IAL ELECTRONIC, METEOROLOGICAL AND COMMUNICATIONS

UTICAL COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT,
3090 Douglas Road. Miami 33. Florida
DEALERS: Equipeletro Ltda., Cahill Postal 1925, Rio de Janeiro,
quilla, Colombia
Brasil * Henry Neuman Jr.. Apartado Aereo 138, B

195
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MARK
PRODUCTS

meter indicates the amount of radio -activity in milliroentgens, to
which the carrier of the instrument
has been exposed. It is read by
looking through a cupped eyepiece
toward a light source.

FASTER
BETTER

CHEAPER

Pressure Transducer

with NOBLEWEST

G. M. GIANNINI & CO.,

INC., 285

West Colorado St., Pasadena 1,
Calif. Type 4713 pressure transducer operates in the range of plus
or minus 20 inches of water. A

Don't let obsolete marking methods or
equipment slow down your operations when
production is the one big hope of lowering
costs. The new Noblewest production marking machines, such as Model 157 (illus-

-

MODEL 246
Tooled for marking
on aluminum condenser parts. Production speed 60 to 70 pieces per
minute.

trated) have been developed especially to
meet industry's demand for higher marking
speeds and lowest cost per unit marked.
Leading manufacturers of electronic products and their component parts are saving

bellows is connected by mechanical
means to a potentiometer such that
large voltage variations are encountered for extremely small
changes in pressure. The device
weighs less than 3 ounces.

time and

MODEL 286-Tooled for marking
capacitors. The complete inscription
is permanently rolled in, lasts as
long as product itself.

money every day with these
superior marking machines. Whatever you
make-in metal, plastic, hard rubber, etc.chances are you too can mark it faster, better, cheaper with Noblewest. There's no
obligation to find out. Just write Noble &
Westbrook Manufacturing Co., 27 Westbrook Street, East Hartford 8, Conn.

Radioactivity Scaler
INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT LABS.,

223 West Erie St., Chicago 10, Ill.
Model 165 scaler operates on impulses from a Geiger-Mueller
counter which actuates a built-in
register once for each 64 impulses

ARK IT
WITH

EST

(40BLEWEST
MPROV/O
MARKING

1141.11.11M111

EQUIPMENT

FOR

MARKING

LLNLn
GRADUATING

EMBOSS NG

NUMBERING
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Better Tubes-Longer Life-Increased Production through
DPI HIGH -VACUUM ENGINEERING
YOUR present rotary exhaust
machines can be completely
automatic in operation, yielding increased production for any size tube.
Converted to DPI vacuum equipment, your machines will have a
fractionating oil diffusion pump and a
small mechanical pump under each separate port. Tubes are rough pumped
through automatic solenoid valves.
Protective devices with automatic
controls will seal off the pumps and
isolate the trouble in case of faulty
tubes. Seal -off pressure will reach 5 x
10-6 mm of mercury before getter is
flashed.

DPI -engineered rotary exhaust
machines produce cleaner tubes faster,
by continuous pumping throughout
the cycle-eliminate large backing
pumps and rotary slide valve.
For full information,
7:4-aorrrem

write-

eretymtmZf gigióion

DISTILLATION PRODUCTS, INC.
755 RIDGE ROAD WEST

570 Lexington Ave.
New York 22, N. Y.

ROCHESTER 13, N. Y.

135 So. La Salle St.
Chicago 3, Illinois

and Industry
Manufacturers of Molecular Stills and High -Vacuum Equipment; Distillers of Oil -Soluble Vitamins and Other Concentrates for Science
ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1948
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Incorporate the Advantages of

"LT" CARTRIDGES
in New Phonograph Engineering

NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

received. A high -voltage supply of
either 1,500 or 2,500 volts is provided. The internal circuit has an
input sensitivity of 0.25 volt and
resolving time is better than 5
microseconds. Electronic regulation is provided for the high-voltage
supply so that the scaler will operate satisfactorily on line voltages
from 95 to 130 volts.

Small Industrial Tubes
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA,

Harrison,

N. J. The Special Red line of small

Model "LT3-M"
Stamped Aluminum
Wgt. 11 Grams

Model "LT2-M"
Stomped Steel
Wgt. 20 Grams

tubes was specifically developed for
critical industrial applications.
First of the line which are identi-

Model "LT1-M"
Die Cast Housing
Wgt. 28 Grams

Low

NEEDLE TALK, Low Needle Pressure and Low
Price combine to make Astatic's new "LT" Series Cartridges particularly desirable for new installations in all

types of automatic record changers and manually operated phonographs. Now available with stamped steel
and aluminum as well as die cost housings, "LT"
Cartridges may be selected in the proper weight to
provide optimum needle pressure and pickup inertia
characteristics with various types of arms.
The response of these cartridges is exceptionally smooth

fled by red bases for glass types and

red envelopes for metal types are
the 5691, a high -mu triode; the
5692, a medium -mu twin triode;
and the 5693, a sharp cutoff pentode. Minimum life specification is
10,000 hours. A complete description is given in booklet RSB-1000.

over the entire frequency range from 50 to 10,000 c.p.s.,
with a gradual roll-off commencing at approximately
4,000 c.p.s. Minimum Needle Pressure, 3/a oz. Output
Voltage, 1.0 Volt average at 1,000 c.p.s.

Audio Rack Assembly
NEWCOMB

All models in the "LT" Cartridge employ Astatic's replaceable, Type "T" stainless steel Needle with electro formed precious metal tip.

PRODUCTS

CO.,

Literature is Available

Also highly recommended is Astatic's de luxe "QT" Series (Quiet
Talk) Cartridge, employing a
matched, replaceable Type

"Q"

AUDIO

6824 Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38,
Calif. Model 595 cabinet illustrated

ANZer"

Needle with sap-

phire or precious
metal tip.

ISM

ìmi CORPORATION
NE
T, OHIO
C O N

OM

A U
' sOer

" Air Ar1c LIP

.

,0

Asiatic Crystal Devices Manufactured
under Brush Development Co. patents.
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* Permanent

TO

Magnets do it Better in .. o

make a safer, more sanitary can

opener, Steel Products Mfg. Co., of St.
Louis, required a device which would hold
the lid after it was cut away from the can.
On old-fashioned can openers, the lid might
contaminate the contents of the can, or cut

the fingers of the operator.
A permanent magnet solved this problem,
simply, economically, efficiently. Our engineers designed this magnet-see illustration.
It transmits its energy to a small frame which
grips the can top and holds it until operator
is ready to dispose of it. The resultant design
produced many production and
sales advantages.
Permanent magnets may develop unexpected
savings and increased efficiency in your product. The Indiana Steel Products Company
offers you an exceptional permanent magnet
design service. W rit e for complete information.

THE INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS

COMPANY

PRODUCERS OF "PACKAGED ENERGY"
CHICAGO 2, ILL.
6 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
SPECIALISTS IN PERMANENT MAGNETS SINCE 1910

PLANTS tCHAUNCEY, N. Y.

Q 1948, The Indiana

Steel Products Co.

ELECTRONICS

- April,

I

VALPARAISO, INDIANA
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CA's New and Improved
model 1210B

STROBOSCOPE

NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

is designed for use with audio components such as preamplifier,
switching panel, f-m receiver, draw-

er -type phonograph changer, and
two high -power amplifiers. The
equipment is fully described in
specification sheet R-117.

Precision Pivots
SPRINGFIELD INSTRUMENT BEARING
Co., 905 N. MacArthur Blvd.,

UNIQUE HANDY PROBE

Springfield, Ill. Virtually friction-

"STOPS" MOTION
MEASURES SPEED
REVEALS

VIBRATION

LOW PRICED
Probe locks in top of cose for easy carrying

"handy" and

mined using sub -multiple or

inexpensive instrument enables

multiple ratios. Frequency read-

the user to check speeds or study

ing

rotary or reciprocating motion.

1%. Studies and tests can be

Vibrations and other undesirable

made on uniform or variable

motions can be quickly detected

speeds. Because of the unique

in the laboratory or factory. Cov-

design of the 1210B Stroboscope

480 to 60,000 RPMs (or

and small size of the Probe it

This conveniently

ers

1000

CPS) in

8

to

four ranges using a

is

accurate to better than

has great

flexibility of applica-

one-to-one flashing rate. Lower

tion and operation in crowded

or higher speeds can be deter -

places.

less pivots are available for fine
instrument bearings in sizes below
} inch diameter.

Audio Oscillator
BARKER & WILLIAMSON, INC.,

237

Fairfield Ave., Upper Darby, Pa.
Model 200 audio oscillator uses a

Price $115.00.

Please send for descriptive bulletin

Another Clod -designed Electronic Tool
REGULATED

POWER SUPPLY
Model 1115

acceptance. Plate, bias and heater
voltages and their controls are conveniently available for functioning in
the lab or factory test position.

-rx44Crd ed

eire

150.300 volts 70 mils. regulated
I mil.

0.50 neg. bias

6.3 v. 3 amp. unregulated
Price f.o.b. N. Y. C. $89.95

ROTOBRIDGE Jgutematee &scael 9.reeetox

COMMUNICATION MEASUREMENTS LABORATORY, INC.
120 Greenwich Street

New York 6, N. Y.

Wienbridge RC oscillator. Designed for distortion or
frequency measurements the unit
covers the frequency range between 30 and 30,000 cycles. A
bulletin is available describing
this and other audio units.
modified

Developed to provide the three commonly used supply voltages in an
unusually compact unit, CML Model
1115 Power Supply has found wide

(able: COMUNILAB, New' York

200

Striped Wire
WILLIAM BRAND & Co., 276 Fourth
Ave., New York 10, N. Y. A unique
extrusion process allows color cod-

ing of plastic tubing or plastic insulated wire. Since the striping
compound is identical with the
April,
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COSMALITE* TUBES

for Te widia#t deflection yokes
These spirally laminated paper base,
Phenolic Tubes are obtainable in sizes and
with punching and notching that meet each
customer's individual needs.
Quality performance at prices that appeal.

DEFLECTION YOKE SHELLS

Inside
Diameter
3"

25/16"

S-4

23h"

33/14,"
231/ 2"

3"

SLF

Cosmalite fcr Permeability Tuners.

Length

S-1

Q-3
Q-4
Q-5
S-6

Other Cosmalite Types include ..
#96 Cosmalite for coil form's in all
standard broadcast receiving sets.

3"

2112"

3"

21132"

23/s"

3716

Condenser Tubes.
Spirally wound kraft and fish paper Coil Forms and
attention.
specialized
given
Inquiries

DEFLECTION YOKE CORES
215/ 2"
133/ q'"

S-3-1

S-3-2

131%4"

5-3-3

1

6i"

I-3-1

117/32"

I-3-2

1

%"

211
21

2

32'

23/8"

2"

DEFLECTION YOKE RINGS
ye
1/4"
S-2
1562"
23/0"
S-5

See our Exhibit #220 at the
I. R. E. Radio Engineering Show

Trade

a.
CONTAINER
CLEVELAND
Th6201
CLEVELAND 2, OHIO
BARBERTON AVE.
Cans
All -Fibre Cans Combination Metal and Paper
Spirally Wound Tubes and Cores for all Purposes

tl

Plastic and * Combination* Paper and Plastic Items
arBR6
PLANTS
nounCS
DIVISION at Cleveland, Ohio eutR3
mo
BVISIONatPlymouh.51cc.ASÌ
SALES OFFICES: Room 5632, Grand

also 617
Central Term. Bldg., New York 11, N.Y.,

Kin SI., Hut5rd,

Coon.

Container Canada. Ltd.. Prescott, Ontario
CANADIAN PLANT: The Cleveland

Mark Registered
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other extrusion material, there is
no impairment of the dielectric
factor of the insulating tubing.

F -M Television Coils
SPECIAL
PRODUCTS
CO.,
Silver
Spring, Maryland. Complete Specoil kits are avalable for either f-m
or television sound and video chan-

ears rn
of 3000 re's ()lotions per minute or more,
when a east is executed. These gears must also
withstand the strain of hauling in a fighting fish of
unpredictable size and strength. thus rendering a dual
purpose: speed and. velvety smoothness in one
direction-strength and durability in the other.

Instruments and machines have individual gear
problems. For over a quarter of a century, Quaker
City Gear Works has solved thousands of them
and produced millions of gears of
every description up to 60" in diameter
for manufacturers in many diversified industries.
Aircraft controls, dental drills, electric clocks,
gauges, indicators, heat controls, machine tools,
radar, radios, washing machines and motion picture
projectors are but a few of the many conveniences
of modern progress which depend upon the
heartbeat of Quaker City Gears. Your gear problem
is our business, our large productive
capacity is at your service.
YOUR INQUIRIES WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION

Castoneatie

The heart of the Outdoorsnuul
but one of many
reel illustrated above is our engineers and
by
gear trains developed
equipped plant.
fully
our
in
produced

nels. They are slug tuned with the
tuning adjustment at the top. The
television kit is $19.95 and f -m
tuner is $12.95.

Antistatic Powder
GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO., Rock-

ford, Ill. For improved auto radio
reception an antistatic powder is

available that is especially helpful
in synthetic tires. A special injector lists at $1.50 and sufficient
powder for 5 tires costs $1.00.

Precision Resistors
CO., Collingdale,
Pa. Type 136 resistors have maximum wattage, rating of 25 watts
and maximum resistance of 150,SHALLCROSS MFG.

uaker City Gear Works
INCORPOR TED
A

1910 N. Front Street, Philadelphia 22, Pa.
202
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Standard tolerance is
percent. Other multisection units
are also available. Windings are
noninductive.
000 ohms.
1

Rear Seat Speaker
VAN DRUFF SPECIALTIES, 8695

State

St., South Gate, Calif. The rear seat speaker illustrated uses a
heavy-duty
permanent magnet

Product of CRONAME, INC.
Chicago, Ill.

speaker behind a special plastic
grille. It will fit any car regardless
of the contour of the package tray.

HOW TO GET

"DUAL CONTROL" FROM

ONE KNOB

The illustrations above show the ingenious way
in which this was done on an automobile radio
with S.S.White flexible shafts.

Telemetering Amplifier

Note the method used to connect the coupling
shaft to the worm gearing on the remote control
shaft. It passes through the worm wheel hub
and is clamped by a split collet on the end of the
hub as shown in the sketch. This permits a nice
adjustment of the coupling shaft length to give
smooth, free operation.

signals in telemetering, uses the

MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE, INC.,
Bridgeport 2, Conn. Model 143AT2, the d -c amplifier for low level

You may find this idea useful in your design
work. If you want to know more about it-and
about many other design - simplifying uses of

flexible shaftsSEND FOR THE FLEXIBLE SHAFT HANDBOOK

Microsen Balance principle. Maximum input voltage is 0.2 volt with
an output of 0 to 5 volts. The unit
has a time constant of 0.02 second.
Power required is 5 watts.

This 260 -page book gives facts and full engineering data about flexible shafts and how
to select and apply them. A copy sent free,
if you write for it on your business letterhead
and mention your position.

SIWHITE
THE S. S. WHITE DENTAL MEG. CO.

®®L

DEPT,

SIMILE

#

10 EAST

SHAFTS

40th

RIAIEIE

ST., NEW YORK 16, N.

SHAFT TOOTS

MAILS COSTING AND GRINDING 70015
MOLDED RUMORS
PLASTIC SPECIALTIES

Ate
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AIRCRAFI ACCESSORIES
SPECIAL !ORMUTA RIMERS
CONTRACT PLASTICS MOLDING
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BRITISH TECHNOLOGY,
INC., 57 Park Ave., New York 16,
N. Y., distributors for Furzehill
AMERICAN

Laboratories,

Boreham

Wood,
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ANOTHER NEW INSTRUMENT
JUST RELEASED
THE MEGA -MARKER SR.
THE ONLY 13 CHANNEL CRYSTAL -CONTROLLED MARKER OSCILLATOR for Rapid,
Accurate Alignment of Television Receivers
FEATURES:*

*
*

CRYSTAL ACCURACY 0.01%
SINGLE DIAL OPERATION
PROVIDES SOUND CARRIER FREQUENCIES

The MEGA -MARKER SR. is a newly developed electronic instrument for the generation of marker frequencies. Provides a precise
source of frequencies throughout the televisions spectrum for all
controlled
thirteen television channels. Each of these frequencies is more
than
by a crystal whose accuracy is 0.01%. Such accuracy is
television.
of
adequate for all needs

of
The single -dial control gives o rapid and efficient means or
frequency selection without the necessity of consulting charts
curves.
calibration
r.f.
The MEGA -MARKER SR. facilitates the alignment of the

channels in the same manner that the MEGA-PIPPER and MEGA
MARKER facilitate the i.f. alignment.
MISC.: 117 volt 60 cycle Size 8 x 16 x 8 Weight 15 pounds
F. O. B. Pine Brook, N. J.
Price $195.00

MEGA -MARKER SR. can also be used alone for the alignment of
the local oscillator for all thirteen channels. This is accomplished
by using the sound channel to furnish an indication of discriminator

output.

THE MEGA -SWEEP
Wide Range Sweeping Oscillator
* DISPLAYS PASS BAND
and
FEATURES: Fixed and Variable Sweep Amplitude-High
Kilocycles to 500
Low level output. Carrier Frequency
Frequency Sweep-from 30 megacycles
megacycles and up
Conto 30 kiloçycles throughout the complete spectrum
Low amplitude Modulation
tinuously variable attenuator
Precision
while sweeping-less than 0.1 DB per megacycle
wavemeter. Price $395. F.O.B. Factory.

-50

...

.

.

The

MEGA -MATCH
Visual Display of
Reflected Energy

.

...

10 to 250 Mc and up.
Completely electronic. No
slotted lines, moving parts,
bridges, or other frequency sensitive devices.
Precision frequency meter.
Saves engineering time.
Presents instantly data
which would take hours to
tabulate. $695. F.O.B.
factory.

THE MEGA -

MARKER

.

Precision variable marker oscillator having a range of 19 to 29
megacycles for the television i.f. band. Crystal oscillator for the
FM i.f. band (10.7 mc). Dial provides over 12 inches of calibrated scale length. May be read to accuracies of 0.02 megacycles. $60. F.O.B. factory.

PINE BROOK, N.
KAY ELECTRIC CO., 25 MAPLE AVE.,
6-3710

J.

Telephone: CAldwell

ELECTRONICS

-
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NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

WIRE RECORDER
NERDS BY TURNER

Herts, England. A new oscilloscope
of small dimensions designated type
1684D uses a 3i -in. tube. There is
negligible phase shift from 0.2 cps
to 3 mc. High -gain amplifiers are
supplied for both axes and synchronizing voltage is equipped with
automatic gain control. A catalog
describing the whole line of scope
and allied equipment is available.

Powder Iron Products
LEN KURT

MODEL

ELECTRIC

CO.,

1113

County Road, San Carlos, Calif. The
powder -iron core assemblies illustrated are typical of parts that can

TWR-2

\.
After months and months of designing, testing, and perfectingTurner Engineers, working closely with the Armour Research
Foundation, have developed these superior wire recorder heads.
They are of the triple -purpose type, containing record, playback and erase heads in one single, plug-in unit. Designed for
replacement and new applications, the TURNER TWR-I and
TWR-2 are way over par in performance.

OUTSTANDING DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION FEATURES
FOR

A COMPLETE LINE

OF MAGNETIC
RECORDER HEADS
TURN TO TURNER

If

your manufacturing
plans require magnetic
recorder heads, it will pay

you to consult Turner
Engineers. Please write to
neeri ngD ev el opment,
The Turner Company.
E ngi

Maximum fidelity. Superior "Y" groove for wire
accurately cut by special machine* developed exclusively for Turner.
Hum pickup held to absolute minimum by unique
double -shielding construction.

Outstanding features include minimum hysteresis and eddy -current
losses. Standard items are available as well as those made to specifications.

New triple -lamination structure greatly improves
magnetic circuit.
Controlled uniformity. Advanced design and manufacturing process assures uniformity of product.

Beautiful chrome plated die cast housing.
Engineered for exceptional performance.

WRITE

FOR

THE TURNER

BULLETIN

COMPANY

905 17th STREET N.E., CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
* Potent pending
MICROPHONES AND OTHER ELECTRONIC

206

be supplied in any powder desired.

EQUIPMENT

Coaxial Connectors
KINGS ELECTRONICS CO., INC., 372
Classon Ave., Brooklyn 5, N. Y. A

new line of midget coaxial connectors KP 6000, 7000, 8000, and
9000 can be used with type
RG -57/U cable. The connectors
and adapters are matched in impedance and will handle 50 watts
April, 1948- ELECTRONICS

... or

silence-with controlled, constant d -c voltage

complete

Trained hands expect a pipe organ to respond immediately to any demand
from complete silence to a powerful
crescendo. To meet these demands, hundreds of magnets and solenoids must
have controlled d -c voltage on tap at all

-

times.
In a growing number of installations,

-

General Electric selenium rectifiers
specially designed and built for pipe
organs are supplying the smooth, constant voltage this application calls for.
Over the full load range, these rectifier
units give instant response operate
silently at low cost.

-

-

-

*Trade-mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Tell G.E. your problem of d -c supply

When you strike an unusual rectification
or even when the routine
problem
problem of deciding which type of recticall on
fier is best for your purpose
General Electric for an answer. Because
General Electric makes all three selenium, copper oxide, and Tungar* General Electric engineers can give you an
impartial solution. Because G -E engineers know rectifiers from the postage stamp size to ten -ton monsters they
can give you the kind of practical solution you want. For information, write to
A8-322, General Electric Company,
Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.

-

GENERAL
ELECTRON ICS

-

April, 1948
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-

-

akes all three
Oxide
Copper
eni
Selenium
el

Ungar

Rectifiers
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NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

Equipment for Acoustical Measurements
CONDENSER MICROPHONE

Complement Type 100

B

Designed to facilitate precise and convenient measurement of Sound Pressure
Level with the W. E 640 AA or other miniature condenser microphones.

of r -f power. Soldered connections between inner connector and
center conductor are not necessary. A single catalog sheet is

available.

FEATURES:
Small size preamplifier for minimum interference with sound field
2. Amplifies open circuit voltage to readily measured level
1.

3. Highly stabilized gain

Eleven -Channel Carrier
LENKURT ELECTRIC CO., 1113 Coun-

4. Automatically regulated bias voltage
5. Ideal for super -audible spectra
6. Individual calibration furnished
7. Completely A.C. operation furnishes minimum threshold noise

ty Rd., San Carlos, Calif., introduces a new carrier system designed to provide as many as eleven
duplex voice channels on a two-way

Price $655.00 FOB Los Angeles

*
THERMAL NOISE SOURCE
Type 300 A

A highly stable source of
"white noise" spectrum for
physical and physiological studies

FEATURES:
Amplifies electron noise generated in a cold resistor
2. Perfectly stable output-quantity and spectrum
3. Micro-noise spectrum amplified by highly stabilized 100
4. Completely A.C. operated
5. All extraneous noises below thermal spectrum
1.

DB

gain

Price $375.00 FOB Los Angeles
These instruments feature a new cabinet design furnishing convenient rack or
table mounting and complete accessibility
Highly refined developments originating in war research and proven in succeeding industrial work
Send

for detailed specifications
Distributed by

ALTEC LANSING

Corporation

WESTERN ELECTRO -ACOUSTIC LABORATORY
PAUL

S.

VENEKLASEN

Technical Director

HENRY M. HARRIS

General Manager

621 S. SPRING STREET, LOS ANGELES 14, CALIFORNIA
YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR ACOUSTICAL MEASUREMENTS
Watch for announcement of other instruments to complete a line of precision equipment

208

radio circuit. Type 42 was developed especially for installations
where cables are economically impracticable. On installation, carrier equipment is required only at
the terminals of the radio Iine; but
carrier channels can be terminated
or connected to side circuits at any
repeater point with appropriate
equipment.

Coiled Test Leads
KOILED KORDS, INC.,

Box K, Hamden, Conn. Retractile test cords in
conventional black and red colors
are made in 48 -inch retracted
lengths that can be extended to 2^
feet. Coils can be cut to any de April, 1948- ELECTRONICS
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Potentiom
almost
Conventional

as

Briefly, here's the Helipot principle ... whereas a conventional
potentiometer consists of a single coil of resistance winding
approximately 4" long, the Helipot has a potentiometer wire
approximately 46"° long coiled helically into a case which re-

Cutaway view of the Helipot

quires no more panel space than the conventional unit. By
means of a simple guide, the slider contact follows the helical
path of the resistance winding from end to end as a single knob
is rotated. Result ...almost twelve times the amount of control
- far greater accuracy, finer settings, greater range - at no increase in panel space requirements!

after product the story is the same
-the Helipot is revolutionizing potentiometer applications, simplifying control operations,
and even making possible advanced electronic instruments impractical with other types of potentiometers.
Widely used on precision electronic instruments
during the war, the Helipot is an entirely new type
of potentiometer which every electronic manufacturer and user should investigate.
ON PRODUCT

coiling

result

WIDE

°f

ANGE5ßáe
RANGE-Sy

your potentiometer applications and suggest how
the Helipot can be used possibly already is being used by
others in your industry to simplify control operations, get
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greater accuracy and range, and increase the utility of modern
electronic equipment. No obligation, of course. Write today
outlining your problems.
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*HELIPOTS

ARE AVAILABLE IN

3 STANDARD SIZES:

watts, incorporating 10 helical turns and a slide wire length
TYPE
values
of 46 inches, case diameter 13/4", is available with resistance
from 10 ohms to 50,000 ohms.
case
wire,
140"
slide
turns
and
TYPE B-10 watts, with 15 helical

A-5

diameter 31/4",

is

available with resistance values from 50 ohms to

200,000 ohms.

C-2 watts, with 3 helical turns and 131/2" slide wire, case
diameter 13/4", available in resistances from 5 ohms to 15,000 ohms.
turns,
The Type B is also available in special sizes of 25 and 40 helical
containwith resistances ranging from 100 ohms to 500,000 ohms, and
steps.
-resistance
-of
change
100,000
than
ing more
*Data above are for the standard Type A unit.
TYPE

Send

for the New Helipot Booklet!

-

Ask also for data on the DUODIAL the new turns -indicating
dial ideal for use with the Helipot as well as with other

multiple -turn devices!

THE HELIPOT CORPORATION,
ELECTRONICS

-

1011

MISSION STREET,

SOUTH

PASADENA

2,

CALIFORNIA
209
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NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

sired length for ultimate use. The
ratio of retracted to extended
length is 1 to 5.

Voltage -Control Box
ANDREW TECHNICAL

SERVICE, 111

E. Delaware Place, Chicago 11, Ill.
The portable voltage -control box
pictured contains a 405 -watt vari-

To get supplies and equipment fast and
lick your shortage problems, specify shipment by Air Express. It's the fastest pos-

Call on Air Express

sible way to ship and receive. There's no
time wasted at airports because Air Express goes on every flight of the Scheduled
Airlines. And you get door-to-door service at no extra cost.
Rates are so low it pays you to use Air
Express regularly. And Air Express is
inexpensive for the heaviest weight shipments, too. Standardize on this speedy,

low-cost business service.

Specify Air Express -Worlds fastest shipping service
Low rates-special pick-up and delivery in principal U. S. towns
and cities at no extra cost.

Moves on all flights of all Scheduled Airlines.
Air -rail between 22,000 off-airline offices.
True ease history: Trailer replacement parts are regularly Air Expressed
from Kansas City factory. Keeps valuable equipment rolling. Typical
shipment: 31-1b. carton picked up 2 P. M. the 11th, delivered Los
Angeles, Cal., the 12th, 7 A.M. 1360 miles, Air Express charge only
$13.32. Any distance inexpensive, too. Phone your local Air Express
Division, Railway Express Agency, for fast shipping action.

able autotransformer and a 0 to 150
voltmeter. Input rating is 115
volts, 60 cycles, single phase. Output is variable from 0 to 135 volts.
Maximum current is 3 amperes.

Wire Recorder
WEBSTER-CHICAGO CORP., 5610 W.

Bloomingdale Ave., Chicago 39, Ill.
Model 78 wire recorder features

MR'
EXPRESS

(iE7.S 7iYERE P/4"..57
Rates include pick-up and delivery door
to door in all principal towns and cities

AIR EXPRESS, A

SERVICE OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY

SCHEDULED
210

AIRLINES

AND THE

OF THE U.S.
April, 1948
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NEW PRODUCTS

push-button controls and comprises
a wire mechanism, amplifier, oscillator and built-in power supply. A
calibrated recording -level meter is

PRECISION

also included.

CONTROL
Permanent Magnets
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,

Pittsfield,

Mass. The standard line of Alnico

permanent magnet holding assemblies consists of 5 types in 17 sizes,

calls

for

HAYDON Timing

many of which are illustrated. The
assemblies can be used in snap action devices, or as supports for
ferromagnetic parts.

A-M Frequency Monitor
Quincy, Ill. MO 2890 frequency monitor for a -m
GATES RADIO Co.,

broadcasting was recently approved
by the FCC. It has a specially
ground crystal in a new type anti -

Combustion safeguard mechanisms require precision, ruggedness and
quality construction in every component . . . that's why Wheelco
Instruments Company chose Haydon timing for their extremely dependable Model 1131A Flame-otrol. This Wheelco safety device not
only shuts off both main and pilot valves immediately on flame failure,
but also provides a time delay for purging the chamber of combustible
Haydon's #1600 series
gases before relighting can be attempted
motor provides the accurate timing element.

...

Haydon motors are widely used in many combustion control devices
such as day -and -night thermostats; stoker controls, oil burner controls,
safety devices, etc. There is a Haydon unit to meet every timing
requirement . . . 9 different motor series, hundreds of speeds from

revolution per 1000 hours
450 rpm to
your specifications.
1

variations to fit

Typical of constant engineering advances is a new Haydon slow
speed motor, soon to be available for 1 revolution per 12 hours,
1
day and 1 week . . . inexpensive timing for thermostats, switches
and control equipment.
Take advantage of Haydon timing experience; have a representative
call. Write for the new Haydon Engineering Data Catalog.

Write Haydon, 2404 Elm Street, Torrington, Connecticut

IIA

i

.

1

COMPANY,

CONNECTICUT

TORRINGTON

YOUR PRODUCTS
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MPERITE
MICROPHONES
The ultimate in microphone quality, the new Amperite
Velocity has proven in actual practice to give the highest type of reproduction in Broadcasting, Recording,
and
Public Address.

Tracing cloth

The major disadvantage of pre-war velocities has
been eliminated-namely "boominess" on close

talking.
Shout right into the new Amperite Velocity-or
stand 2 feet away-the quality of reproduction
is always excellent.
Harmonic distortion is less than 1% (Note: best
studio diaphragm mike is 500% higher).
Practically no angle discrimination . . . 120°
front and back. (Best studio diaphragm microphones-discrimination 800% higher).
One Amperite Velocity Microphone will pick up an
entire symphony orchestra.
STUDIO VELOCITY, finest in
quality; ideal for broadcasting

that defies
AMPERITE
Velocity Microphones
for Public Address
Models RBHG, RBLG
List $42.00

time

and Recording.
Models R801I,R8OL.LIst $80.00
There is an Amperite Microphone for every requirement.

WRITE FOR ILLUS-

TRATED 4 -PAGE FOLDER
giving full information and
Dynamic
Models ¡'OH, POL
List $32.00
Address inquiry
attention Dept. E
1'. G.

prices.
AMPERITE'mpany
561

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

Kontak" Mikes
Model SKH, list $12.00
Model KKH, list $18.00
`

In Canada:
Atlas Radio Corp.
560 King St. W.
Toronto, Ont.

For Sustained Accuracy and Full
Rated Power on Quick Starts
Ask any time machine maker-any electric
clock repair man-what motor outlasts all others,
and he'll say "SYNCHRON". In these tiny
motors, all pinions and shafts are of steel,
operating against polished brass gears-for
least possible wear. All bearings are genuine
Babbitt, lubricated by a sealed -in supply of oil
surrounding all moving parts (patented process).
SYNCHRON timing motors and time machines
are designed, patented, and built for dependable,
trouble-free service.

The renown of Imperial as the finest in
Tracing Cloth goes back well over half a
century. Draftsmen all over the world prefer
it for the uniformity of its high transparency
and ink -taking surface and the superb quality
of its cloth foundation.
Imperial takes erasures readily, without
damage. It gives sharp contrasting prints of
even the finest lines. Drawings made on
Imperial over fifty years ago are still as
good as ever, neither brittle nor opaque.
If you like a duller surface, for clear, hard
pencil lines, try Imperial Pencil Tracing Cloth.
It is good for ink as well.

IMPERIAL
TRACING
CLOTH

A new catalog containing engineering data
on SYNCHRON Motors, Timing Machines, and
Clock Movements will give you detailed information. Write for it.

HANSEN MANUFACTURING CO., INC.

Princeton 10, INDIANA
Established 1907
212

-

SOLD BY LEADING STATIONERY AND DRAWING MATERIAL DEALERS EVERYWHERE

a Pioneer' in Synchronous Motors
April, 1948
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NEW PRODUCTS

vibration holder. A dual chamber
thermostat-controlled oven keeps
the crystal temperature variation at
less than 0.2 C. over the heat cycle.

RF CAPACITOMETER

New Variac
GENERAL

RADIO Co.,

275 Massa-

chusetts Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass.
Latest item in a new line of Variac

TYPE

YCL-1

For Quick,

adjustable autotransformers is type
V-20 that handles 20 amperes at 115
volts. Output voltage is continuously variable from zero to 17 percent above input line voltage.
Terminal box is designed for BX
or conduit.

Telephone Inductor
MILES REPRODUCER CO., INC., 812814 Broadway, New York 3, N. Y.

Telemike, a midget telephone induction interceptor, requires no elec-

Accurate Measurement
of Capacitance
and Inductance
at radio

RE

directly
MITTING measurements of capacitance and
range
wide
of a

Pfrequency
is a most valuable equipinductance, the YCL-1 research and industrial
ment for production,
laboratories.
be
self-contained, it can
Simple in design and personnel. The YCL-1
operated by non -technical
efficient unit which provides
emis a compact and
use of bridges usually
accuracy without the
ployed for these measurements.
operation, the internal
To improve stabilityareofoperated from a built-in
measurement circuits power supply.
electronically regulated
Capacitometer is suitable
the
This General Electric
may be removed from
for portable use, or itin a standard nineteen (19)
cabinet and mounted
inch relay rack.
CAPACITANCE:
ACCURACY:
INDUCTANCE:
ACCURACY:

trical connection with the telephone
or wire. It picks up both sides of
the telephone conversation for
group loudspeaker listening or for
recording purposes.

Contamination Monitor
Oliver St., BosModel
SU -3 laboraMass.
ton 10,
TRACERLAB, INC., 55

ELECTRONICS- April, 1948

Oto 20,000 micromicrofarads

micromicrofarad or
1
larger
0.1%, whichever is
0 to 10,000 microhenries
or 0.1%
± 1 microhenry larger
whichever is

on the YCL-1 CapaciFor complete information
precision
e:
tometer and other
eetgronipmetcsIts writ
Company,
General Electric Syracuse,
York.
New
Park,
Electronics

GENERAL

C
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DESIGNED TO MEET EVERY REQUIREMENT

MASS PRODUCERS OF A
S(NCE THE START

="'NA
OFAIleADCASTING

tory monitor has been developed as
a routine contamination monitor
for use in radioactivity laboratories. Either visual (counting rate
meter) or audible (loudspeaker)
indication is given. The device will
pick up contamination from low
energy beta emitters. A catalog
sheet gives detailed specifications.

Be assured of maximum reception and trouble free operation with Brach FM & TV antennas. They are
recommended for their simplicity, ease of installation
and durability by service -men, installation engineers
and dealers. Brach features a complete line, engineered for maximum performance and to meet all
individual problems and requirements.

BRACH STRAIGHT DIPOLE
FOR FM
FOR TV

All antenna kits are complete, containing a five

#334 88-108 MC
#333 44-88 MC

Kit-

Accessory Reflector
For FM #334-12
Accessory Reflector Kit
For TV #333-R

foot steel mast, non -corrosive aluminum elements,
ample down -lead, all necessary hardware and the
Brach Universal Base Mount which permits a 360°
rotation of the mast to any position on any type of
building after the mount has been secured. Guy wires
are also included and give complete protection and
stability to the installation.

Solenoid Contactors
WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC Co., 31

South St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Intended primarily for use in a -c
motor controllers, the Bulletin 4452

Brach antennas feature a low standing wave
ratio for peak reception and can be obtained to cover
all channels from 44 to 216 MC. Each type of antenna
has been tested to give a uniform pattern over the
frequency range specified.

BRACH STRAIGHT DIPOLE

SHOWN WITH REFLECTOR

ATTENTION. USERS OF PRIVATE BRANDS
L. S. Brach Mfg. Corp., experienced in the development and manufacture of all types of receiving
antennas, offers engineering and mass production
facilities for the design and production of antennas
to individual specifications.

SEND FOR CATALOG SHEETS
DEPT.

BRACH FOLDED DIPOLE

#335
#337

FOR FM
FOR TV

E

88-108 MC
44-88 MC

Kit-

Accessory Reflector
For FM #335-R
Accessory Reflector KitFor TV

#337-R

..^'..

and 4453 solenoid contactors have
maximum ratings of 25 and 50 h-p
respectively on 440 or 550 volts, 3
phase, 60 cycles.

BRACH MULTI BAND
FOR FM & TV #344
44-108 MC 174-216 MC

(Accessory Reflector Kit
17344-R as Illustrated)

BRACH
BRACH BROAD. BAND
FOR FM

8

TV

#338

44.108 MC
174-216 MC

BRACH CROSS DIPOLE
FOR FM

#346

88-108 MC

UNIVERSAL
BASE MOUNT

Audio Circuit Analyzer
BARKER

200 CENTRAL AVE.,
en

N

NEWARK 4, N.

J.

'T AND LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO ANTENNAS AND ACCESSORIES

& WILLIAMSON, Upper
Darby, Pa. The Sine Wave Clipper
provides a test signal particularly
useful in examining the frequency
response and transients of audio
circuits. By feeding the unit's output into audio equipment under test
April,

1948-

ELECTRONICS

IF

YOU

USE

CUSTOM-BUILT

TRANSFORMERS
and then introducing the equipment's output into an oscilloscope
one can quickly view and analyze
distortion introduced by the amplifier. Typical distortion patterns
are furnished.

Air Velocity Meter
INSTRUMENT Co., Box
1275, Hampton, Va. An air velocity
meter that will accurately measure
velocities as low as five feet per
HASTINGS

TAKE A LOOK AT
THIS BULLETIN
Here's help you can use in visualizing magnetic components to meet your special requirements. Timesaving forms make it easy to specify your needs. Write
for it today.
minute incorporates a noble -metal
thermopile and a large accurate
meter. Apparatus can be operated
from power line or battery pack.
Write for Bulletin 1047.
ins eFY.cóansiu

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS
Industrial and Commercial Electronic Equipment,
Broadcast Equipment, Tubes and Accessories

Program Equalizer
CINEMA

ENGINEERING

Co.,

1510

West Verdugo Ave., Burbank, Calif.
The 4031-B program equalizer is
designed for broadcast and recording studios. Equalization of 12 db
at 100 cycles is provided as well as
3, 5, and 10 kc in calibrated 2 -db
steps. High- and low -frequency
attenuation up to 16 db is accomplished by counterclockwise rota -

Sales Offices:

Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, New York, Washington, D.C.

¡CLIP THIS TO YOUR LETTERHEAD

Please Rush Our Copy
Your New Special -Purpose

TRANSFORMER BULLETIN
01--K-301-"A"
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HOT FOOT

IN
special

nails rivets

screws made to your order

HADES

HASSALL cold -heading may solve
your immediate special part problem
Special nails, rivets and threaded
parts made in diameters from 1/32"
to 3/8"-lengths up to 6"... Rivets
3/32" diameter and smaller a specialty
... Variety of metals, finishes and secondary operations ... Economy, quality and quick delivery in large or small
quantities ... Tell us what you need
.. We will answer promptly. ASK FOR FREE CATALOG.
Decimal Equivalents Wall Chart free on request.
.

2100°F
3 -color

with JELLIFF

150 Clay Street

JOHN HASSALL

RESISTANCE WIRE

Brooklyn 22, N.Y.

Manufacturers of Cold-Headed Specialties-Established 1850
etwinumwele
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FOR RELIABLE HEATING
ELEMENTS and RESISTORS
Even the devil himself could not with-

ZOPHeJSand

Emulsions

WpXeS, Compoun
Materials for potting, dipping or impregnating all types of radio components or all
kinds of electrical units.
Tropicalized
fungus proofing waxes.
Waterproofing
finishes for wire jackets. Rubber finishes.
Inquiries and problems invited by our engineering and development laboratories.
Zophar Mills, Inc. has been known for its dependable service and
uniformity of product since 1846.

stand the extreme temperatures to which
Jelliff resistance wires are subjected. Constant research, application study and
controlled production assure you fine
quality products of superior performance
and long life.

Jelliff resistance alloys are used extensively for industrial, radio and electronic
equipment; domestic appliances; instruments; transportation apparatus and
materials handling equipment.
For specific engineering data applying to
your problem, refer to
the new and complete
56 page Jelliff Resistance Alloys Catalog.
Write Dept. L201 for Catalog No. 46

The C. O. JELLIFF
MANUFACTURING

CORPORATION
SOUTHPORT, CONN.

ZOPHAR MILLS, Inc.
ESTABLISHED 1846

11/ 26th

218

STREET,

BROOKLYN,

32 N. Y.
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NEW PRODUCTS

SPOTLIGHTING

tion of the same control. More than
1,465 curve combinations can be obtained. The unit has an insertion
loss of 14 db in a 500-to -600 ohm
circuit.

TELEVISION HI -VOLTAGE

POWER SUPPLY

Power Rectifiers
RADIO RECEPTOR CO., INC., 251

West

19th St., New York 11, N. Y. A
new line of selenium power recti-

fiers includes 19 types required by
test departments,
laboratories,
radio amateurs, and those engaged
in similar work. A 5 -page illustrated bulletin is available.

Clutch Volume Controls
ClinThe SD

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC., 130

ton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
series of volume controls available
in type Z taper values from 250,000

Be sure to visit our booths No. 241 and 242
at the Radio Engineering Show of the 1948
I.R.E. National Convention, March 22-25,
Grand Central Palace, New York.

Power supply coil is furnished
in aluminum case
The illustrated television hi -voltage power
supply is intended to provide D. C. voltage
up to 10,000 volts at a current drain not
to exceed 1 milliampere.

1

Super Electric precision components for the electronic industry give
you the very best in design and craftsmanship techniques. Super's sixteen
years of precision manufacturing assure you of strength, durability and
top-notch performance.
We welcome the opportunity to
show you the gains from using Super engineered components.
420 mmf

USE OF THE FOLLOWING
SUPER ELECTRIC

CO.

3

1

4

RMA STANDARD GANG

365 mmI RMA STANDARD GANG

RANGE

TUNING RANGE

TUNING

COMPONENTS

Indicated by dots

A supplies up to 7000 volts D.C.
at 800 micro -amperes. Power input required: 300 volts D.C. at 50 milliamperes
and 6.3 volts at .45 amperes.
Model B supplies up to 10,000 volts D.C.
milliampere. Power input required:
at
360 volts D.C. at 90 milliamperes and 6.3
volts at .9 amperes.
These units are of the r.f. type and eliminate the hazards inherent in other types
of high voltage power supply.

2. Model

35 mm1
TUNING
RANGE

535-

1.6-

5.6-

535-

1.0-

6.0-

BB-

1670 k,

5.6 m,

19.25 nu

1610 kt

6.0 mt

11.0 m,

111 m,

TELEVISION

OSCILLATOR COIL

1.00í ANTENNA
ANTENNA COIL

RF INTf RSTAGF
TRANSFORMER

BAND
COIL

PASS ANTENNA

(Double Tuned)

RAND PASS R.F COIL

(Double Tuned)

ohms to 2 megohms is now obtainable with slip -drive. When the control shaft is turned beyond the end
limits slippage is provided to avoid

s

In addition to the components described, SUPER will build to customer specifications.

super

damage.

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CORPORATION

Terminal

1057 Summit Avenue

TINNERMAN PRODUCTS, INC., 2106
Fulton Road, Cleveland 13, Ohio.
ELECTRON ICS
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New DUMONT

"re

"ZERO -LOSS"

PIPE COUPLINGS

D1M012

CAPACITOR
FOR

ELECTRICALLY HEATED PRESSURE HEADS

TELEVISION AND SHORT WAVE

CONTINUOUS FILM RECORDING CAMERAS
AND EQUIPMENT FOR CATHODE RAY

OSCILLOGRAPHY, ETC.
We undertake the Design,
Development and Manufacture of
any type of Optical-Mechanical
-Electrical Instrument. Including Cameras for special purposes.

Avimo Limited, Taunton, England Telephone Taunton3634
EXTREMELY HIGH

"Q"

At last! A fixed condenser of
plastic film having extreme high
"Q". Ideal substitute for mica or
ceramic capacitors, where sharp
tuning such as short wave, television, F/M, and other critical
circuits where losses must be at
a minimum.
EXCELLENT POWER FACTOR
-.001 - .0029

ENAMELED
MAGNET WIRE
Much of the success of this
Hudson Wire product is due to o
new coating method that gives a smooth,
permanently -adherent enameling. Mercury -process tests
guarantee perfect uniformity; great tensile strength
assures perfect
laying even at high winding speeds. Especially adaptable
for
reduction in coil dimensions without sacrificing electrical values.
Our engineering and design facilities are at your
disposal
details and Quotations on request.

LEAKAGE RESISTANCE
'/2 MILLION MEGOHMS

LONG LIFE DURATION
CAP. FROM .00005 to 3 MFD.
VOLTAGES FROM 500 to 10000
VOLTS.

AC/DC up to 75

C

Si in TUBES; S2 in METAL CANS

-

Write for literature

HUDSON WIRE COMPANY
WINSTED

CONNECTICUT

and prices to -day.

DUMONT
ELECTRIC
CORP.

MFR'S OF

CAPACITORS FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT

308 DYCKMAN
218

ST., NEW YORK,

April,
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Leads with a spade terminal are
placed under the head of the screw
terminal while single -strand pigtails from capacitors and resistors
are looped under the top member of
the nut, around the screw, as illustrated. The entire connection is
tightened by a single screw.

Electric Eye
DE-TEC-TRONIC LABS.,

INC.,

1227

North Clark St., Chicago 10, Ill.
Sentry electric eye announcer unit

comprises a photoelectric device
and mirror. A break in the light
beam actuates a bell or other warning. Maximum operating distance
is about 25 feet. Unit operates on
115 volts, 60 cycles.

Plug-In Relay
GRAYHILL, 1

North Pulaski Road,

Chicago 24, Ill. A new design relay

is especially adapted for use in
units such as food and drink dispensing machines that require fast
Integral parts are
servicing.
mounted on a molded phenolic base
to the bottom of which pin type connectors are affixed. Contacts handle
ELECTRONICS

-
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(continued)

Chance of a

Lifetime

up to 10 amperes resistive load. The
molded dustproof cover is optional_

for
Electronics Engineers

Physicists

Mathematicians

Constant-Voltage
Rectifier
LA MARCHE MFG. Co., 6525

Olmsted

Ave., Chicago 31, Ill. The selenium rectifier with a reactor type

control which maintains constant.
d -c voltage has many potential uses

DOES your present job offer you full, unlimited op-

portunity to go ahead NOW? If not, here's your
chance to move ahead. We have a number of excellent
positions for men who want to demonstrate their
ability and build a real future. Our research projects
include- jet propulsion, guided missiles, supersonics, electronics, materials and alloys, military planes
and commercial transports. Our central location,
excellent facilities, good working conditions and
past record are nationally recognized. Here is your
chance to build a lifetime career with a company
holding more than $100,000,000 in orders.

Write now, outlining your experience and your
plans. Professional Employment Section, The Glenn
L. Martin Company, Baltimore 3, Maryland.
Men are especially needed to do original work in the
following fields:
R. F. Components, Wave Guides, etc.

Pulse Techniques, Precision Timing, Indicator Circuitry, I. F. Amplifiers, AFC, etc.
Microwave Antennae
Servos

220

in the industrial field.

It is a full wave bridge type suitable for any
a -c frequency and a line voltage
of 115 to 230 volts.

Industrial Sockets
AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORP.,

1830

South Fifty -Fourth, Chicago 50,
Ill. Panel -mounting sockets for 'industrial tubes with either 4 -pin UX

and Computers

April,

1948-
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NEW PRODUCTS

bases or superjumbo and industrial
4-pin bases are available with or
without the back terminal block.
Solderless screw terminals are used.

Tester Modernizers
RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO., INC., 152
W. 25th St., New York 1, N. Y., has

two models, 120 and 125, in its new
modernization unit, designed to

the problem of obsolescent
testers. Each has a flexible
with a plug that is inserted
the socket of the old tube
tester. New tubes are then tested
in sockets provided in the units.
meet
tube
cable
into

Milliammeter
MARION

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

Co., Manchester, N. H. The Model
56 bakelite-encased meter is a large

necesTHE ever -broadening scope of radio communication
Systems.
in
Communications
changes
sitates constant

To meet the demands created in the process of evolution,
the
Radio Receptor introduces the "TELEPAK", representing
practical
of
direction
the
in
advance
latest engineering

transmitter flexibility.

tiriiiianaiiurti

All the elements are part of an integrated system, designed
for adaptability to every requirement-with a minimum of
obsolescence.
In its mechanical make-up the TELEPAK consists of separ-

dial instrument designed for easy
reading at a distance. It has a 100 degree arc and a 5.5 -inch scale
length.

Portable Shop

For complete details write for the

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO., INC., 152

West 25th St., New York

Model 8073 Servishop comprises

oscillator,

and

capacitor

tester. The equipment is housed in
ELECTRONICS

-

"Telepak" Handbook, just off the press.
Address Dept. C 4

1, N. Y.

tube tester, multitester, f -m signal
generator, a -m signal generator,
audio

ately removable units or cells in a basic cabinet. The cells
are standard in construction, varying in size from one-third
the height of the cabinet to full cabinet height, according to
specific power requirements.
The advantage of this is obvious as it permits the use of
variety of
R. F., Modulator and Power Supply Cells in a wide
frequencies and power ratings.

Communications Division

RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY. INC.

I

Since 1922 in Radio and Electronics
NEW YORK 11, N. Y.
251 WEST 19th STREET

221
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www.americanradiohistory.com

Handle today's, problems in
radio design and research

Over 20 years of fabricating experience

r

with this

UP-TO-THE-MINUTE

treatment of
RADIO ENGINEERING
Just Published
Third Edition
revised and
enlarged
third
edition highlights
present-day
developments in ultra -high frequency
and
microwave
techniques
wide
This

-

PLASTIC FABRICATING

band and
methods.

BAKELITE AND FIBRE FABRICATED PARTS
PUNCHING, DRILLING, MILLING AND ENGRAVING

practical handbook, it provides a single reference source covering the entire field
of radio
engineering. It brings you detailed explanations of frequency modulation, television, pulse
techniques, and exploitation of the higher frequency parts of the spectrum. You'll find
quickly the answers you
want on everything
from fundamental properties
electron tubes,
tuned amplifiers, and vacuumof
-tube oscillators,
to generation of special wave shapes,
radar,
radio aids to navigation, and
television. A carefully -planned chapter on circuits
with distributed constants gives full coverage
transmission lines, wave guides, and cavityto resonators. Detailed material on electron tubes
includes electron optics, transit -time effects,
and tubes auch as the reflex klystron, magnetron, and traveling -wave tube.
A

BAKELITE SHEETS, RODS, TUBES O
Mail Us Your Prints or Samples for Quotations

ELECTRICAL INSULATION CO., INC.
12 VESTRY ST.

pulse

NEW YORK 13, N. Y.

RADIO
ENGINEERING
(Third Edition)

By FREDERICK EMMONS TERMAN

All Sizes in
Square and Rectangular Tubes

SEND

FOR
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Write

(PARAMOUNT

Leading manufacturers rely on the quality
and exactness of PARAMOUNT paper
tubes for coil forms and other uses. Here
you have the advantage of long, specialized
experience in producing the exact shapes
and sizes for a great many applications.
Hi -Dielectric, Hi -Strength. Kraft, Fish
Paper, Red Rope, or any combination.
Wound on automatic machines. Tolerances plus or minus .002". Made to your
specifications or engineered for YOU.

PAPER TUBE

616 LAFAYETTE ST., FORT WAYNE 2, IND.
Manufacturers of Paper Tubing for the Electrical Industry
222

CORP.

Professor of Electrical Engineering and Dean
School of Engineering, Stanford Universityof the
691 pages, 6x9, 609 illustrations, $7.00
The new edition of this well-known book
the
wealth of dependable, basic information combines
which made
previous editions famous, with the material
you need
today to meet modern high -frequency demands
and
exploit their possibilities. Hundreds of excellent
tioas-onrre charts, diagrams, graphs, drawings,Illustracircuit
diagrams and tables-reflect current needs and
practices.
Television. radar, frequency modulation,
etc., are discussed in compact summaries which outline
their basic
principles; actual techniques are included throughout,
particularly in the chapters dealing with tubes, amplifiers, generation of non-linear wave forms, etc.

A few of the subjects covered:

-circuits having distributed constants
-electromagnetic focusing systems
-transit time effects in diode and triode tubes
-cathode -coupled amplifiers
-wide -band radio -frequency amplifiers
-magnetron, reflex and power klystron and
traveling -wave tubes
-frequency modulation
-generation of non-lineartechniques
wave shapes
-ultra -high -frequency propagation
-differentiating and integrating circuits
-television
10 DAYS' FREE

EXAMINATION

McGraw-Hill Beek Co., 330 W. 42nd St., NYC IS
Send me Terman's Radio Engineering
10 days'
examination on approval. In 10 days for
I will send
$7.00, plus few cents postage, or return book postpaid. (Postage paid on cash orders.)
Name
Address
City and State
Company
Position
L-4-48
$8.40 in Canada: order from McGraw-Hill Company
of Canada Ltd., 12 Richmond Street E., Toronto, 1.)

April,
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/5,000.
an oak case measuring 5 X 13 X 94
inches, and weighs 15i pounds.

Diamond Cartridge
PICKERING & CO., INC., 29 West
57th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Model D -120M cartridge pickup em-

ploys a highly polished diamond for

Now Brush
Direct -Inking
Oscillographs
Chart Each Strain!

the stylus instead of the sapphire
formerly used. The two models are
otherwise identical. Less than half
an ounce stylus pressure is required.
Two Brush Double -Charnel Oscillo -

graphs check the load ai each corner
of this huge forming press. Chart
record is instantaneous.

New Miniatures
Harrison,
miniature tubes on which
information has been made avail -

RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA,

N. J. New

one of Cleveland's great steel plants,
fast! When
a problem needed solution
the strain was too much, the crankshaft
of this forming press snapped-costing the
Ai

...

company about $15,000 each time. To
analyze the strain of this gaint 3 million
pound press, Brush Direct-Inking Oscillo graphs were installed. Now every strain
draws its own record on Brush graph
paper instantaneously.

Instantaneous, permanent, ink -on -paper
THE

recordings by Brush Oscillographs make
their use almost unlimited. Accurate recordings of strains, pressures and countless
electrical phenomena can be made over a
frequency range of D.C. to 100 c.p.s. Either
A.C. or D.C. signals can be measured.
Whenever desired, recordings may be
stopped for notations on chart -paper.
Write today for detailed information on
this equipment.

3405 Perklnv Avenue
MAGNETIC RECORDING DIV.

Cleveland

14, OAIA.

U.S.A.

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS DIV.

INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS DIV.

CRYSTAL DIVISION

DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

ELECTRON ICS
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Put 'Em Together Right

NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

able includes type 6AS5 beam power
amplifier; type 35C5 beam power
amplifier (particularly useful in
a-c/d -c receivers) ; type 5005 beam
power amplifier that is the approximate equivalent of the 50L6 -GT.

Literature
Outlets. Alden Products Co., 117
North Main St., Brockton 64, Mass.
Three types of power outlet and
the 440 FH extractor fuse holder
are fully described on sheet 8C.

...and there's your
Plastic Part
let us do it. Timing and executing all the steps
that go into plastic production calls for an experienced
hand. So it's no puzzle to us. We're veterans in the industry-we can show you a nice bright accomplishment
record along with a long list of satisfied customersBETTER YET,

we've got the plant, personnel and equipment to do a
good job at a fair price-and we're interested in your
business.
We offer a self -integrated, dependable source for

plastics-complete from design and engineering to

cost-conscious finishing equipment. If you've got a compression, transfer, or plunger moulding job, look us up.
Question our old customers-or let a Kurz -Kasch sales
engineer give you the story.

Kurz -Kasch, Inc.
Dayton 1, Ohio

1425 S. Broadway

IGira. I(ascli
224

Multipurpose Microphones. Electro -Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Mich.
Detailed specifications for crystal,
dynamic, and carbon microphones
are given in bulletin No. 137. Complete adaptability permits widest
use in public address, paging, recording and communications.
Operation

Recorder. EsterlineAngus Company, Inc., Indianapolis
6, Ind. Bulletin 247 contains a 16page description of the operation
recorder, its design features,
methods of installation and applications.

Transmitting Tubes. United Electronics Co., 42 Spring St., Newark
2, N. J. Latest designs in tubes
are illustrated in the new 12 -page
catalog, 1-GPW-7. Four new types
of 30 -kv vacuum capacitors are
also described.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES: New York, Lexington
2-6677
Chicago, Harrison 5473
Detroit,
Randolph 5214
Franklin, Pa., Venango County
Los Angeles, Prospect 7503
Dallas,
186
Lakeside 1022
St. Louis, Rosedale 3542
Toronto, Canada, Adelaide 1377.
EXPORT OFFICES: 89 Broad Street, Now York
City, Bowling Green 9-7751.

FOR OVER 31 YEARS PLANNERS AND MOULDERS

R-F Heating Tubes. Machlett Laboratories, Inc., Springdale, Conn.
A quarterly house organ gives an
extensive technical description of
the new line of r -f heating tubes,
together with informative data in
the forms of tables and graphs.

IN PLASTICS

Electronic Housings. Par -Metal
Products Corp., 32-62 49th St.,
Long Island City 3, N. Y. A variety of racks, panels, cabinets,
chassis and parts are listed, described and illustrated in catalog
48. Also included is a two -page
numerical index.
Cable Connectors and Vulcanizers.
Mines Equipment Co., 4215 ClayApril, 1948
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Subscription Order

Please enter my new subscription

for THREE YEARS

of ELECTRONICS for $12.
(If you prefer

I

year of ELECTRONICS for $6 check here

Q)

Position

Name:
Home Address:
Zone

City:

State

Company Name

4.4e

Foreign Rates (I year) Canada $7, Latin America $10, Other $15

NEW

Subscription Order

Please enter my new subscription

for THREE YEARS

of ELECTRONICS for $12.
(If you prefer

I

year of ELECTRONICS for $6 check here

D)

Position

Name:
Home Address:

City:

Zone

State

Company Name:
Foreign Rates (I year) Canada $7, Latin America $10, Other $15
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ton Ave., St. Louis 10, Mo. Write
for Price Section No. 105 which
is a catalog listing with prices
covering molded rubber connectors and receptacles. Bulletin
RV106, on steam and direct -heat
vulcanizers, is also available.

LO

I

A MUST

sensationally

FOR FM

PRICE!

& TELEVISION
SERVICE
SHOPS!

QUALITY

TEt.ENISION

Tube Testers. The Hickok Elec-

trical Instrument Co., 10514 Dupont Ave., Cleveland 8, Ohio. A
complete line of indicating instruments and radio service equipment
is described and illustrated in the
24 -page catalog No. 145A. List and
net prices for each model may also
be obtained.

Radiation Instruments. The Victoreen Instrument Co., 5806 Hough
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. Several
types of instrument for measuring
different phases of radiation are
pictured in a four-page folder.
Operating characteristics of each
are given.

Hearing -Aid Tubes. Raytheon Mfg.
Co., 55 Chapel St., Newton 58,
Mass., has issued a subminiature
tube booklet dealing specifically
with a variety of flat hearing-aid
types. Included are electrical and.

mechanical data, characteristics,
graphs, and outline drawings.
Timing Motor. The Bristol Motor
Co., Forestville, Conn. Design,
construction, applications and
specifications of the Circle B a -c
selfstarting, synchronous timing
motor are set forth in a recent 4 page folder.

ategAIOR
95

COMPLETE

e
C//C/FON/C CONI Of AMFF/!A

Here's great news for FM and TV Service Shops! A new, top
quality sweep signal generator-product of a manufacturer with
vast resources, advanced engineering "know-how", and wartime experience in producing test equipment. DIRECT FROM THE

FACTORY-at a phenomenally low price)

illustrating and describing over
1,100 different products in the
radio parts field. Standard items

Multiple -Arm Relays. Signal Engineering & Mfg. Co., 154 W. 14th
ELECTRONICS-April, 1948

GENERAL INFORMATION

Sweep

width 500

approx. 10

KC

to

MC

FREQUENCY RANGE
3 BANDS
(No band switching

necessary)

Phasing control

Tuning vernier control
1

10 to

ratio

Selecta switch
RF

FM-RF-CAL

Output control

60 cycle

horizontal sweep

Amphenol

40-154

MC

151-227

RF

output shielded

scales

Dial scale length

conrector

6C4-Fixed frequency

500,000

modulated oscillator

Power required 105.125

1.1/11

Volt 50-60

AC 35

6C4-Continuously

Power line

filter built

variable beat frequency

Special Midline capacity

oscillator

tuning condenser

6C4-Mixer-Cathode

Watts
in

Pilot light line indicator

follower output tube

Gererotor output can be
used either frequency

5Y3-Rectifier tube

modulated or pure

RF

Complete with 3 tubes,
including Magic Eye.
88-108 MC.

WAND

Provides loose coupling.

loop - oscillator
tracking. Increases efficiency of receiver's
alignment or mietracking. Enables the service
Checks

For use with 10.7 MC
1.F.ß., high Q resonant tuned linea.
Heavy silver overlay
en lines and con -

engineer to make gain
measurements.
Profesappearance and
results. May be used en any signal
generator. Complete with operating .P

sional

throughout
Maximum output

FM FRONTEND

RADIATION LOOP AND
ALIGNMENT

LINEUP

MC

Calibration and reference

output

TUBE

(2 to 227 Megacycles)

2-71 MC

teeters. High frequency insulation
throughout
I -RF

f

stage,

detector,

and

oscillator. Large 7"

Instructions.

niideruie dial. 'Chassis
floated, non-microphonic.

and many new products are covered.

High -Vacuum Apparatus. Central
Scientific Co., 1700 Irving Park
Road, Chicago 13, IIl. High vacuum pumps and a wide variety
of accessories are covered in a 48 page pamphlet, Bulletin 10. Illustrations and complete technical
data are included.

Ready for delivery
first week in April

High frequency insulation

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS

Parts Catalog. Bud Radio, Inc.,
2126 E. 55th St., Dept. A, Cleveland 3, Ohio, has issued a catalog

Seal

SweeP

$1595

AM SIGNAL GENERATOR

RF bands. Frequency coverage 1001CC-75 MC. External modulation front
40 to 30,000 cycle,. Internal modulation at 440 cycles. Phase shift audio
oscillator and internal modulator. A.C. 105 to 120 volts, 50 to 60 cycles.
Special Hammarlund variable condenser; 3-step RF attenuator Continuously
variable RF -AF attenuator control. Ultra ,table two terminal RF oscillator.
Pilot light line indicator. Cathode follower output tube. Modulator percentage continuously variable from front panel, Internal or external. a to
looq, Heavy 16 -gauge steel cabinet. Complete with 4 (standand brand) tubes. Amphenol co-axial connecting cable, ground
cable, operating instructions and guarantee.
8

$325U
L

.

BACKED BY ECA WITH R.M.A. GUARANTEE. WRITE FOR ECA CIRCULAR ON PARTS AND ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT. RUSH
YOUR ORDER TODAY.,.TO INSURE PROMPT DELIVERY. ORDERS FILLED IN SEQUENCE AS RECEIVED. PRICES F.O.B., N.Y.C.

ELECTRONIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA
353 WEST 48th STREET

NEW YORK

19, N. Y.

PHONE: CIRCLE 6-1985

Coble Address: ECAEPIT
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TWIN Power Supply
Electronically
Regulated for
Precise

Measurements
Two independent sources of
continuously variable D.C.
are combined in this one
convenient unit. Its double
utility makes it a most useful instrument for laboratory and test station work. Three
power ranges are instantly selected with a rotary switch:
175-350 V. at 0-60 Ma., terminated and controlled independently, may be used to supply 2 separate requirements.
0-175 V. at 0-60 Ma. for single supply.
175-350 V. at 0-120 Ma. for single supply.

Output voltage variation
less than
1% with
change from 0 to full
load.
Output voltage variation
less than 1 V.
change from 105 to 125
A.C. Line Voltage.
Output ripple and noise
less than .025 V.

with

In addition, a convenient 6.3 V.A.C. filament source is provided. The normally floating system is properly terminated for
external grounding when desired. Adequately protected
against overloads.

Twin Power Supply Model 210
Complete $130.00
Dimensions: 16" x 8" x 8"
Shipping Wt. 35 lbs.
(Other types for your special requirements)

FURET ELECTRONICS
806 W. North Ave., Chicago 22, Illinois

AOK[/ty gat 4 Special
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SPECIALTY DRY BATTERY

for Every Special Need ...
Write for our free catalog. If the dry battery you
need is not listed we will design, create and man-

ufacture to your requirements.

; ll U111t1

SPECIALTY BATTERY COMPANY
A

RAY

-0 -VAC

MADISON
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SUBSIDIARY

RAY O'VAC

WRITE

for list

of stock alloys.
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St., New York, N. Y. Bulletin
50-65 treats of a series of sensa-

tive, multiple -arm relays adaptable to a wide variety of circuit
arrangements. The pamphlet gives
design features and ordering information.

Instrumentation. Hewlett-Packard Co., 395 Page Mill Road, Palo
Alto, Calif. Catalog 18A, along
with a 6-page folder and five single
sheets deal with laboratory instruments designed for speed and accuracy of audio measurements.
Complete description and specifications of each are given.

Stop Organic Attack
and Moisture

Infiltration-

IOW

Electrical Steels.

The American
Rolling Mill Co., 703 Curtis St.,
Middletown, Ohio. A new catalog
deals with Tran -Cor X, XX, and
XXX iron -silicon alloys developed
especially for low core loss and
high permeability in the rolling

direction.
Tube Literature. Radio Corporation of America, Harrison, N. J.,
recently issued three 4 -page pamELECTRON ICS

-

April, 1948

COATINGS
APPLICATION

27 -SA
28 -0B-SA
25X-0B -SA

OVERALL VARNISH

OVERALL LACQUER

HOOKUP WIRE

SN -15 -0B -SA

WAX SOLUTION

95 -OB
I -1-T
SN -3-T

OVER-ALL VARNISH

WAX CONCENTRATE
FABRIC TREATMENT

FUNGICIDAL CODES: A-Phenyl Mercuric Salicylate, T-Phenyl Mercuric Stearate,
PA-Pentachlorophenol, SA-Salicylanilide, OB-Phenyl Mercuric Ortho Benzoic
Sulohimide

411 PROOF OF PERFORMANCE!
A COATING FOR EVERY
APPLICATION ... COMPONENTS,
WIRING, CHASSIS, PANELS!

Close

with

of panel tooted
Series
IupSNL-x
onths
m

pile6

exposure.

Phase Monitor. Andrew Co., 363 E.
75th St., Chicago 19, Ill. Complete
details of the type 40-C phase monitor are set forth in the recently
issued bulletin 47.
Relative Humidity Recorder. Serdex Inc., 91 Cambridge St., Boston
14, Mass. The Microhygrograph,
an instrument designed for accurate readings of minute fluctuations of relative humidity, is
featured in bulletin No. 311.

"

FUNGICIDAL

INSL-X CODE

Broadcast Station Light. Cannon
Electric Development Co., 3209
Humboldt St., Los Angeles 31,
Calif. The type Q indicator light
for broadcast stations, or where ever controlled warning lights are
required, is described and illustrated in bulletin Q-1.
Oscilloscope Recorders. The Electrodyne Co., 899 Boylston St.,
Boston 15, Mass. Telemetering and
ionosphere research oscilloscope
recorders can be engineered to fit
particular requirements. Sample
specifications are found in a recently revised 4 -page bulletin
available at request on business
letterhead.

41.1(

Clos e up

coated
of Panel Iaxiconl

standard
vidhonths
0S

alter 6

exPosure

11'

INSL-X fungicidal coatings absolutely inhibit
organic attack; prevent moisture infiltration.
Years of research and improvement have made
these products the finest available for protecting electronic equipment, wiring and components against the deteriorating effects of
moisture, mildew and corrosion.
INSL-X coatings are available in many types,
each of which offers the maximum protection
for a specific group of requirements-impregnation, surface coating, high dielectric strength,
low loss characteristics, etc. All of the coatings are easy to apply, biologically effective,
non-toxic to humans and non -corrosive. Chemical and thermal stabilities are excellent and
insure long term protection in every application. INSL-X fungicidal coatings meet rigid
government specifications.

Write for complete specifications and application
data on all INSL-X insulating coatings and compounds-fungicidal and regular; no obligation.

THE INSL-X COMPANY
MANUFACTURING

ENGINEERS

OF

WATER STREET

INSULATING

FUNGICIDAL

OSSINING

INSL-X
DAN J. CONNOR
833 Real Estate Trust Bldg.
AGENTS
Philadelphia 7, Penna.
HOLLIDAY HATHAWAY
DEAN THOMAS
SALES CO.
728 Main Street
238 Main Street
Buffalo 2, N. Y.
Cambridge 42, Mass.
CL.
E. WHITE
R. A. STEMM
Bulkley Building
21 E. Van Buren 51.
Chicago 5, III.
Cleveland, Ohio

INC.

AND PROTECTIVE

ELECTRICAL COATINGS

NEW YORK

B. TALYOR
107 William Street
New York, N. Y.

L.
P.

H. C. SWEET CO.

O. BIEDERMANN CO.
1514 University Tower
Montreal, Canada

B.

3729 Fenkell Ave.
Detroit 21, Mich.
J. C. VAN GROOS
1406 South Grand Ave.
Los Angeles 15, Calif.

C.

R.

SALES CO.

O. Box 1191
Austin 6, Texas

C. B. ANDERSON CO.
10 E. 4th St. Building

Tulsa 3, Oklahoma
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LINDE Synthetic Sapphire,

Cut and Centerless-Ground
Synthetic Sapphire-the "non -wearing"
industrial material-is now being offered in a
wider range of sizes, for a wider range of uses.
Synthetic sapphire is currently used for bearings, gages, electrical insulators, dies, balls
LINDE

... possibilities

are infinite!
Centerless-ground rounds come 0.020 to 0.70 in. in diameter, and in various
lengths, sawed to your requirements.
Half -boules, weighing
The rounds can be polished to a super -smooth finish,
up to 150 carats
if y ou so specify. They save fabricating time; there is
little material waste. Write for more information.

THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
30 East 42nd Street
ITh[i]
New York 17, N. Y.
In Canada:
Dominion Oxygen Company, Limited, Toronto

Rods, 0.065 -in.
to 0.125 -in. diameter
The word "Linde" is

a

trade -mark of The Linde Air Prod acte Company

Holds to Driver
For last assembling;
Stays last in flush set-ups
These advantages reach all the

Studio 2.wPsry'

1111111,11111,r
WITH CUSTOM

-

Designers and Manufacturers
of Broadcast Speech Equipment, School Sound Systems

and Recording Equipment.

way down to the smallest "V" -

Head Cap Screws made. Illus-

tration shows

BUILT FEATURES

No.

a

4 (stock

size "Allen") held on a "Handi-

Hex" Allen Driver,

fastest

fastening combination for small

Equipment for the Motion
Picture Industry.

parts in electronic devices.
Positive hex -socket wrenching

Bardwell & McAlister's new line of Commercial Amplifiers
answers the great demand of sound engineers for commercial
amplifiers embodying the principles used in "custom-built"
units which have been successful in the sound equipment of
the motion picture industry. These principles result in high
fidelity reproduction at any setting of volume controls up to
full rated output with less than 4% distortion, versatility of
application, ease of operation and the longer life found only
in Bardwell & McAlister Studio Quality Amplification
Systems. Manufactured by Union Craftsmen and fully licensed.

achieves tight set-ups; thread-

ing to high Class

ELECTRONIC DIVISION
PRODUCT

,

BARDWELL

&

fit keeps them

al your local ALLEN

local
'(O
13

McALISTER, INC.

BOX 1310, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

3

tight... Write us for informative
data and samples;

Write for our sound equipment catalog and
technical bulletins. Dealer inquiries invited.

228
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Designed and Fabricated by
the Manufacturers of High
Quality Sound and Recording

Distributor

dtistrlpl supplies
"Distributor
D's
-G screws.

the

THE ALLEN MFG. COMPANY
HARTFORD 2,

CONNECTICUT, U.

April,

1948-
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(continued)

phlets on electron tubes. AN -122
deals with compensation of frequency drift; AN -123, receiver
microphonics caused by heater cathode capacitance variations;
and a technical bulletin covers
the 6BH6, a miniature sharp -cutoff
pentode.

Plastics Heaters and Welders.
American British Technology, Inc.,
57 Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.,
distributors for Radio Heaters
Pammodels
various
phlets describing
of Radyne plastics preheaters and
a plastics seam welder give complete specifications.
Ltd., Wokingham, England.

For

w4

?e'°'

Deeeseactbe eciffe
c,

Specify

MERS
OR
sr
TRA
PORTABLE AUTO
TRANSFORMER

pH.: 220V -110V
One KVA, S0/60
cycles, single

Selenium Rectifiers. General Electrict Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y. Bulletin ETR gives two pages of
description and technical information on models 6RS5GH1, and
6RS5GH2, one -inch square selenium rectifiers.
Molded Bobbins. Mayfair Molded
Products Corp., 4440 N. Elston
Ave., Chicago 30, Ill. A four -page
brochure shows available phenolic
coil forms or bobbins. Special
sizes can be molded to specification.

Data Sheet. The Victoreen Instrument Co., 5806 Hough Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio. The VXR-130, a
gaseous voltage -regulator tube intended for low -power applications,
is discussed along with typical circuit and characteristics on data
sheet 1.
Air -Flow Switches. Coral Designs,
P.O. Box 248, Forest Hills, N. Y.
Bulletin 101 treats safety switches
for communication and industrial
equipment using air-cooled electronic tubes. The switches described are designed to insure
against tube failure due to lack of

air flow.
Insulation Tester. American British Technology, Inc., 57 Park Ave.,
New York 16, N. Y. as distributors
for Bowthorpe Electric Co., Ltd.,
Oxford, England, have a descripELECTRONICS- April, 1948

`¡L

phase
Sec.: One KVA

3 PHASE
/OWER
TRANSFORMER

Pd.: SSOV,

-phose,

60 cycles,

Connected
Sec.:

Y

27V-- 2

S KVA, Della
Connected

lo

X-RAY 011COOIEO

TRANSFORMER

Iri.: 110V,
50/60
cycles, single

phase
Sec.:

111

100,000V

Peck, JS MA.

Place. (216V
SA Filament

COMMUNICATI.

RNS

TRANSFORMEIS

ELECTRICOIL TRANSFORMER COMPANY has specialized since 1936 in the design and manufacture of

high quality custom-built and standard industrial transformers, reactors and coils, of any size, for any

application.
Electricoil transformers include units from one
volt to 100,000 volts, or over, whether at few milliamperes or at thousands of amperes. This specialty
line of transformers is designed for heating, testing,
x-ray, rectifiers, signalling, transmitting, television and
other applications.
For high quality transformers, reactors, coils and
rectifier power units it's ELECTRICOIL!

ELECTRI COIL TRANSFORMER CO.
Electrical Mfrs. Since

417-421 Canal St reet

1

936

New York 13, N.

Y

WAlker 5-5465
229
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RESISTORS'
IS OUR BUSINESS

HIGH

SENSITIVITY

In the field of resistors, the name ALLEN -BRADLEY stands for
the utmost in quality and dependability-acknowledged leadership and unchallenged prestige.

If you need ALLEN -BRADLEY resistors,
to deliver them from
ances.

stock-all

we are proud to be able
ohmages, wattages and toler-

We urge you to write, telephone or wire your order to us at once
as our service is prompt and delivery is made from stocks.
'

and Mica Capacitors

Foreign inquiries invited.
all countries

WRITE FOR
new price list

We export to

LEGRI

S

r4-81.

COMPANY, Inc.

846 Amsterdam Avenue
New York 25, N.Y.

PRECISION Series 866
DUAL -SENSITIVITY

Telephone: ACademy 2-0018
t

e

our "Open Letter" advertisement on page

220-February 1948 issue

Push-buttonoperated,panel mounted,
Wide -Range AC -DC Test Set with fullview9" meter & Remote Selector Unit.

of Electronics

5000 and 1000
100 OHMS

Indispensable to the well equipped,
electronics service -maintenance laboratory and classroom.
The extra -large 9" meter and remote -control selector unit afford
unparalleled visibility and operational efficiency.

CUSTOM BUILT

...

FRACTIONAL H.P. MOTORS

....

*
*

ENGINEERED "PRECISELY"
to

OHMS PER VOLT D.C.
PER VOLT A.C.

*

fit your most exacting applications

*

SPECIFICATIONS
D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES:
5000 and 1000 ohms per volt
8 A.C. VOLTAGE and OUTPUT RANGES:
8

1000 ohms per volt.
0-3-6-12-60-300-600-1200-6000 volts
D.C. CURRENT RANGES:
0-.3-1.2-3-30-300-600 M.A.
0-1.2-12 Amperes
6 RESISTANCE RANGES:
self-contained to 20 Megohms.
8

0-2000-20,000-200,000 ohms
0-2-20-200 Megohms

VARIABLE VOLTAGE DRIVES
LOW INERTIA DC MOTORS

MOTOR GENERATOR SETS
UNIVERSAL MOTORS
SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS
SELSYNS (POWER

DYNAMOTORS

(illustrated) In standard panel mount,
size 19"x12t/4" with rear dust cover 6"
deep. Complete with high voltage test
leads and ohmmeter batteries.
866

TYPE)

SINGLE PHASE MOTORS

either
Permanent Magnet
or

Wound Field

--/©'

* 9" 200 microamp. METER: 2% accuracy.
* 1% Wire -wound & Metallized Resistors.
* All standard measurements
at only two polarized tip jacks.
* 6000 volt safety jacks.

See the

Precision line of electronic test
instruments at all leading radio equipment distributors or write directly for
complete 1948 catalog.

Capacitator Start
& Split Phase
Repulsion -Induction

JrLfierAfr
8

NET PRICE $64.85

3 PHASE MOTORS

ACKER MAN AVE.

MANUFACTURING CO.

CLIFTON,

PRECISION
APPARATUS CO., Inc.
92-27 Horace Harding Blvd.
Elmhurst 10, N. Y.

N.

J.

230

Export Division, 458 Broadway, New York City,
U. S. A.
Cables, MORHANEX

April, 1948

www.americanradiohistory.com
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NEW PRODUCTS

tive brochure on the Triometer, an
insulation tester built around an
alternating current generator. Resistance scale for several models
is 0 to 50 megohms.
Speed Control. Yardeny Laboratories, Inc., 105-107 Chambers St.,
New York 7, N. Y., has recently
issued information describing the
Dyna-Link, a packaged speed control for variable speed transmis-.
sions

Standardize
on

KESTER

Cored Solders!

POSITIVE FLUX CONTROL

Insulation Testers. James G. Biddle Co., 1316 Arch St., Philadelphia 7, Pa. Bulletin 21-45 treats
all phases of the hand-operated
type of Megger insulation tester.
Applications, specifications and
prices are included.
Test Films. Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, 342 Madison
Ave., New York 17, N. Y. has prepared, in conjunction with the Motion Picture Research Council, a
catalog of 16- and 35 -mm test
films. Films listed should prove
valuable to television broadcasters
and experimenters.

Portable pH Meter. Muirhead

&

Co. Ltd., Beckenham, Kent, Eng-

Be absolutely sure of the correct

amount of

flux

and get perfect

soldering results every time. Use
Kester Cored Solders with their

land. Bulletin B -593-B describes
and illustrates the type D -449-A
portable instrument which includes all accessories for the
measurement of pH in any location.

scientific, pure and uniform

Tantalum. Fansteel Metallurgical
Corp., North Chicago, Ill. In a
20 -page, illustrated booklet, the
physical, chemical, and electrical
properties of the metal tantalum, a
useful material in electronic tubes,
are tabulated and discussed. Comparisons with some better-known
metals are made.

No obligation to you.

flux

core.

Troubled with a difficult soldering operation? Consult our engineers on any soldering problem.

KESTER SOLDER

Electronic Computer. Reeves Instrument Corp., 215 East 91 St.,
New York 28, N. Y. The Electronic
Analogue Computer has been described in block -diagram style in
a booklet just released. The instrument is especially suited for
ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1948

COMPANY
4204 Wrightwood Ave.
Chicago 39, Illinois
FACTORIES ALSO AT

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
BRANTFORD, CANADA
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MiltION
P

Moite,

í10115

WOE'""

by using these NEW RA,CON
SPEAKERS and HORN U,IIITS

Right- NEW

RADIAL

RE-ENTRANT

levels.

Frequency

response

SPEAKER,

300-6000

Autotransformer. General Radio
Co., 275 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass. An eight -page,
two-color pamphlet describes and
illustrates three new types of Variac, a continuously adjustable
autotransformer.
Price and Data Sheets. Western
Union Telegraph Co., Electronics
Research Division, Watermill, L. I.,
N. Y. A single page covers description of the type K300AC 300watt concentrated -arc lamp and
type WM175 power-supply unit.
Attached is a price list for a
variety of these units.

excellent for all types of industrial sound installations, provides superlative and complete 360° speech
intelligibility by efficiently over-riding factory high
noise

industrial applications, and for
research groups requiring rapid
dynamic solution of differential
equations with a minimum of
trained personnel.

cps.

Handling capacity 25 watts continuous, 35 w. peak.
Has mounting bracket. Size 12" wide by 12
s/s"

hig h.

-

Left
NEW SMALL
RE-ENTRANT HORNS,
extremely efficient for factory inter -corn and paging systems; for sound trucks, R. R. yards and all
other industrial installations where high noise levels
are prevalent. Watertight, corrosion -proof, easily
installed. Two new models-type RE -1 1/2, complete with Baby Unit, handles 25 watts, covers
300-6000 cps; type RE -12, complete with Dwarf
Unit, handles 10 watts, has freq. response of
400-800 cps.

Right-NEW SPECIAL

PM HORN UNIT, having
Alnico V magnet ring completely watertight, housed
in a heavy aluminum spinning. Provides extremely
high efficiency reproduction with minimum input.

Handling capacity 35 watts continuous, 60 w. peak.

than 60 different type and size speakers and horn units that already comprise the BACON line-these new models have been added. There is a BACON speaker
and horn unit ideal for every conceivable sound system application. BACON has not
only the most complete line, but also has the most preferred line. For over 20 years leading Soundmen have recognized and specified them because of dependability, efficiency
and low-cost, and because the reproducers are trouble proof.
To the more

High -Gain Beacon Antenna. The
Workshop Associates, Inc., 66
Needham St., Newton Highlands
61, Mass. One side of a sheet covers the redesigned 152-162 me
high -gain beacon antenna. A
variety of constant -impedance connector adaptors with their prices is
also listed.
Catalog. Allied Radio Corp., 833
W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, Ill.
The 172 -page 1948 catalog includes
over 10,000 radio and electronic
items with special emphasis placed
on equipment for industrial maintenance, research and production
requirements as well as for the
needs of government agencies.
Communications Equipment. J. H.
Bunnell Co., 215 Fulton St., New
York 7, N. Y. A handsomely-bound
and well -illustrated catalog covers
standard and contract telegraph
communication equipment from
buzzers to carrier systems.

RACON ELECTRIC CO., INC.
52

E.

19th St.,

New York

3, N.

BACON
232

Y.

Write

for catalog describing
Line
of
Horns,
Units, Accessories,

RACON'S
Speakers,
Inc.

Carrier Telephone System. Lenkurt Electric Co., 1113 County Rd.,
San Carlos, Calif. Bulletin 62A
is a 68-page engineering report on
the type 32 carrier telephone sysApril,

1948-
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Series ZT Greenohms for handy
stacking.

Connected together or separately. Adequate spacing for
cool operation.

The New Barnstead

Clearance of No. 10 screw
through collars. 9/32" spacing
required for each stacked unit.

UPFLO DEb'IINERALItiERS

Supply water of FAR HIGHER RESISTANCE
with GREATER EASE and at LESS COST

Wire -wound. Famous Claro stat cold - setting inorganic
Greenohm cement coating.
Won't chip, flake, crack.
In standard 30, 40, 55, 65 and 75
watt ratings. Total resistance

values

of

to

10,000

newly developed principle used in
UPFLO Models plus the use of
improved synthetic resins represents a
notable gain in Barnstead's 70 year record
of making purer water available to industry at an ever lower cost. The raw
water flows UP through the resins which
results in greater efficiency and entirely
new simplicity of operation. Completely
eliminates the need for backwashing. Valve
operations are reduced and regeneration
time cut nearly in half.
These compact, efficient, cost -saving units
remove all metals such as sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, iron, copper,
etc., as well as sulfates, carbonates, bicarbonates, chlorides, etc. Constructed of
Stainless Steel. Flow rates from 3 to 100
Gallons per hour. Other Barnstead demineralizers up to 1,000 gallons per hour.

THE
these

50,000

ohms.

J
Write for Bulletin 113. Let us
quote on your
needs.

Send for Bulletin 117 for full details

atrodate"Ai

árïstead
STILL

&

Pictured above is Model FR -2. Fourbed Double -action Upflo Type with
a flow rate of 80 gals per hour.

STERILIZER CO. Inc.
Terrace Forest Hills, Boston 31, Mass.

228 Lanesville
CIAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc.

ELECTRONICS

-

285.1 N. 6th St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

April, 1948
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tern. Included are frequency allo-

Type M-112 Unit
Aircraft
Vibration Isolator

Particularly adapted
to Type MT Aircraft
Mounting Racks.

Control of

VIBRATION and IMPACT
.

.

.

with special emphasis

on the field of electronics
We offer a complete line of highly engineered
Vibration and Impact isolators for commercial, industrial and military applications... also an Engineering consulting service on special problems.
letter from you will give
us the opportunity to demonstrate how we can help
you.
A

THE BARRY CORPORATION

Catalogue on request

BALLANTINE

Formerly

L.

N. BARRY CO., INC.

177 SIDNEY STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER,
DECADE AMPLIFIER and MULTIPLIERS

cations for carrier telephone and
descriptions of the terminals, repeaters, pilot regulators, and auxiliary units.
Radio Products. Alden Products
Co., 117 North Main St., Brockton
64, Mass. Three loose-leaf inserts
cover a line of widely varied insulated tube caps, wire leads, and
molded parts or service now available.
Dynamotor. Bendix Aviation Corp.,
Red Bank, N. J. A four-page folder
treats a line of dynamotors built
small and light for compact mobile
radio installations. Performance
characteristics are shown.

Communications Equipment. Westinghouse Electric Corp., P. 0. Box
868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. Booklet
B-3945 describes and illustrates
new point-to-point radio communication equipment. Design features,
and electrical and mechanical
characteristics are given.

Continuous Tuner. Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., Passaic,
N. J., has issued a bulletin on the
Inputuner, a tuner and r -f head
covering all television and f -m
channels continuously from 44 to
216 mc.

pedance.

since 1935
the only VOLTMETER

featuring

a

MODEL 220

simplified

DECADE AMPLIFIER

LOGARITHMIC SCALE

MODEL 402

MODEL 300

MULTIPLIER

ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER

10 MICROVOLTS to

10,000

VOLTS

ONE BILLION TO ONE-This enormous range of AC voltages-is
easily covered by the Model 300 Voltmeter, Model 220 Decade Amplifier
and Model 402 Multipliers illustrated above. The accuracy is 2% at any
point on the meter scale, over a frequency range of 10 cycles to 150 kilocycles. The Model 300 Voltmeter (AC operated) reads from .001 volt to
100 volts, the Model 220 Amplifier (battery operated) supplies accurately standardized gains of 10x and 100x and the Model 402 Multipliers
extend the range of the voltmeter to 1,000 and 10,000 volts full scale.
Descriptive Bulletin No. 10 Available

BALLANTINE LABORATORIES, INC.
234

BOONTON, NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.

Input circuit is low im-

Stringed Instrument Pickup. Electro -Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Mich.
Bulletin 136 contains complete
specifications and instruction for
mounting and detaching the Model
80 contact pickup microphone for
stringed instruments.
Tape Recording. Amplifier Corp.
of America, Magnephone Division,
398 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.
A booklet written by the chief
engineer discusses the history and
advantages of magnetic tape recording. Included are schematic
and block diagrams, and a classified list of possible applications.
The booklet is available postpaid
upon receipt of twenty-five cents
in stamps or coin.
April,

1948-
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POLARAD
for studio

laboratory

PICTURE 8t WAVE FORM
MONITOR
FEATURES:

Resolution greater than
600 Unes.

Kinescope and
oscilloscope.

Pygmy
The "pencil type"

ELECTRIC
SOLDERING
TOOL

Model M102

10"

VULCAN

manufacturer

for delicate
soldering jobs

5"

Built-in Bar Generator
for checking horizontal

and vertical linearity.

Horizontal and Vertical
Pulse Cross phaseable
over entire Kinescope.
All controls accessible
from front of rack.

y

Cool, tapering
wood handle

diameter
screw

permits

tip

"writing" grip.

All parts readily accessible for Quick servicing and testing.

Flexible coil insures cool
handle and aids in reaching

Monitor section occupies
17;¢'x10" panel space
and may be mounted at
a remote point.

Video input
pedance.

tight spots.

high im-

VULCAN ELECTRIC COMPANY

be operated by
either driven or composite signals.
Voltage calibrator for
Wave Form Monitor.
May

DANVERS 10, MASS.
PLETE LINE OF ELECTRIC SOLDERING TOOLS-SCREW
TIP-PLUG TIP-'YGMY-MERCURY-ELECTRIC GLUE POTS-ELECTRIC
SOLDERING P)TS AND OTHER ELECTRICAL HEATING DEVICES.

MAKERS OF

A CON

Specifications
ohms.
Input impedance of Picture Monitor 470,000
Picture Amplifier: Flat to 7.5 Mc -+- 1 db.
Scope Amplifier: Flat to 3. Mc ± 1 db.
Input Signal: 1 Volt peak to peak.
115 volts 50/60 cycles -6 amps.
(`omplete with tubes in a rack R3"a22"x22".

Portable Picture Monitor

Unique Design of Single Stage
Pump Produces High Vacuum
Faster, More Efficiently and Safely
ELECTRONICS AND LAMPS
Vacuum exhausting at low pressures of lamp
bulbs, fluorescent tubes, radio, television and
electronic tubes, X-ray tubes, photo -electric
cells, etc.

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
High vacuum impregnation of coil windings
to give greater strength; dehydration and
impregnation of molded or compressed graphite parts; deairing, drying and impregnating
insulating paper, cable, motor windings;
dehydrating insulating oil; filling condensers.

MODEL 102 MPS
FEATURES:
Resolution 500 lines.
7" Kinescope.
High Impedance Input.
Rugged construction.
Size 9"x16"x20". weight
50 lbs.
Kinescope removable
from front and all parts
are readily accessible.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Input Impedance 470.000

ohms.
Video Amplifier: Flat to
db.
5 Mc
Input Signal: 1 volt peal:
to peak.
115 volts 50/60 cycles.
Complete with tubes.

±1

Dual Portable Picture Monitor
MODEL 102 MPD
This unit has the same performance and constructional
the
single
features as
portable monitor. This unit is
supplied In two carrying cases consisting of a control
unit and the dual monitor unit. Each monitor may be
used independently of the other.

9 FERRY STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
Television engineers and consultants to
the nation's great television stations.

ELECTRONICS
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moving parts
rotor and slide valve, always completely sealed in pump cylinder. As
rotor turns, slide valve acts as piston
forcing all air out of cylinder through
discharge valve and lubricator above
it, creating a constant vacuum behind
the slide valve piston.
The combination of mechanical inlet
slide valve, automatic exhaust valve,
and rotary pump with rocker oil seals
on slide valve, account for the unusually high vacuum and volumetric
efficiency in this single stage pump.
The pump has only 2

BEACH -RUSS

TYPE RP

ADVANTAGES

-

to 2 microns
Top Vacuum
High Speed Evacuation

Vibrationless
Noiseless
Low Power Consumption
Long Service Life
Capacities to 845 c.f.m.

Write for Catalog No. 84

BEACH -RUSS COMPANY
52 CHURCH ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

VACUUM PUMPS
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Commission to accommodate the

terrain proximity indicator. This
will enable air carriers to use existing war surplus equipment operating in this band while equipment
designed for permanent operation
in the band is being developed. The
aeronautical service will vacate not
later than February 15, 1950. Manufacturers and users of terrain
proximity indicators were urged by
the Commission to take immediate
action on development and procurement for operation on the permanently assigned 4,200-4,400 me
band.

New Frequencies Available
ACCORDANCE with the Atlantic
City Radio Regulations, the FCC
has announced that the frequencies
915, 2,450 and 5,850 me may be
used in all countries of the Americas for industrial, scientific and
medical services.
The frequencies available for
these services (reported tentatively
in February 1948 ELECTRONICS p
242) are summarized in final form
as follows :

in quantities

suitable to Volume

IN

Assigned Band

13,553.22-13,566.78
26,960.00-27,280.00
40,660.00-40,700.00
890.00- 940.00
2,400.00- 2,500.00
5,775.00- 5,925.00
10,500.00-10,700.00
17,850.00-18,150.00

The

kc
kc
kc
me
me
me
me
me

Center Frequency
& Tolerance
±6.78 kc
27,120±160.00 kc
40,680 ±20.00 kc
915 ±25.00 me
2,450 ±50.00 me
5,850 ±75.00 me
10,600±100.00 me

End plate size: 1%
x
2. Rotor plate radius: 19/3trr.
Shaft lock, rear shaft extension,
special mounting brackets, etc., to
meet your requirements.
1

JAMES MILLEN
MFG: CO., INC.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

MALDEN
MASSACHUSETTS

to

call upon

the Design Engineers

of United -Carr

and its

subsidiaries.
They have helped many

18,000±150.00 me

manufacturers

Variable Air Capacitors

.060" air gap.

pay you

13,560

23000 Series

"Designed for Application," double
bearings, steatite end plates, cadmium or silver plated brass plates.
Single or double section. .020" or

Production...it may

BUSINESS NEWS
ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC.,

has

*

CUT COSTS

moved to large and more modern

laboratories and shops at North
Long Branch, N. J. The new plant
comprises five buildings with 36,000 sq

ft of floor space.

AUDIO EQUIPMENT CO., INC.,

Elm-

* SPEED PRODUCTION

* TURN OUT FINER
FINISHED PRODUCTS

hurst, N. Y., was recently formed
for the manufacture of portable
electric megaphones and other audio -electronic equipment.
CARNEGIE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOL-

has begun construction of the
building for housing the new synchro-cyclotron on its recently purchased 60-acre site at Saxonburg,
Pa. The cyclotron is expected to
be in operation early in 1950. Total
cost of the project will be about a
million dollars. The apparatus will
have a 1,000 -ton electromagnet and
OGY

UNITED_ CARR
FASTENER Corp.
CAMBRIDGE

42, MASSACHUSETTS

MAKERS Of

FASTENERS

April, 1948
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precisionfabricated

rfi 000

Blessed Event in Advance Family

Advance is pleased to introduce the newest and smallest
Tiny Mite. This 0.35 cubic inch
member of its family
knowledge, the world's smallest
our
of
relay is, to the best
VDC
relay. Contacts are SPDT and rated at .35 amps 60 keeps
phenolic
Laminated
load).
or 115 VAC (resistive
contacts above ground. The average power requirement
less by careful
is from .35 to .50 watts, but can be made
in the 1 to
obtained
be
may
resistances
adjustment. Coil
VDC.
to
50
2000 ohm range for voltages from 1
Write today for further details and
catalog of complete line.

-

evonce,;1e%ys

QUALITY and
SERVICE
AT A PRICE
THAT'S RIGHT

&

RELAY CO.

1260 West 2nd St., Los Angeles, California

Phone Michigan 9331

ADVANCE

ELECTRIC

APPLICATION
HEAT RESISTANT WIRES FOR EVERY

You can't go wrong when you
depend on Sillcocks-Miller for
plastic dials. These experienced
engineers are
throughout the industry for their
ability to fabricate plastic materials to close tolerances. The
combination of this skill and

HEATING UNITS
HEATING

TOUGH

recognized

LINE CORD

ASBESTOS LEAD

phone South Orange 2-6171 for

quick action.

Do your new circuit designs call for heat
resistance wire that's tough and ruggedwire that can take it day after day through
countless hours of operation? Then check
Lewis Asbestos Covered Wire before you
specify. Regardless of what your wire problem is-dropping excessive voltages --filament dropping resistor in the line-high current conductors, it doesn't matter, just ..

\FCNNICAI

FIBERGLAS

INSULATED WIRE

%die Zf/e7e

WIRE TO ANY

SPECIFICATIONS

904 e04

TRIAL ORDER OR A CARLOAD consult

1.

W. J.

PRECISION -MADE

PLASTICS

INSULATED
RESISTANCE WIRE

appliance wirSend your electronic control, communications or
engineers.
ing specifications for a recommended solution by our

SILLCOCKS-MILLER CO.

FOR A

SPECIALISTS

& FIXTURE WIRE

.

.Let .deuei¢ Vuied
Moiling Address' South Orange,

THERMOCOUPLE WIRE

RUGGED

Write for illustrated booklet or

W.
0 West Porker Avenue, Maplewood.

ELEMENTS

RESISTANCE

awd

complete production facilities
provides a dependable source
for the quality and service you
want-at a price that's right.

THE

..

THE LEWIS ENGINEERING CO.

IN NION QUALITY,
10W COMMERCIAL.
FABRICATED
REQUIREMENTS
INDUSTRIAL
AND

ELECTRONICS

-
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TROUBLE -FREE

OPERATION

I

>k2eeL

NWL
CUSTOM-BUILT
TRANSFORMERS
AND ELECTRICAL COILS

(continued)

should produce 350 million electron
volts. Its magnet design will produce seven -eighths of the proton
energy of the largest cyclotrons
now under construction, while using about one-half of the steel and
requiring only 60 percent of the
electric power needed to operate the
largest machines.
PHILIPS COMPANY of Eindhoven,
Holland, was recently appointed
world-wide distributor of Motorola's f -m two-way radiotelephone

equipment.

Over 25 years experience in the manufacture
of specials at cost that
From

KVA

LOVA
Dry -Type

Both

Open

cased,

to

1,

2, &

and
3

compares favorably
300

Only,
En-

Phase 25

with

standard types.

Built-in quality proved
by years of actual use.

to 400 Cycles.

PROMPT DELIVERIES!

NOTHELFER
WINDING LABORATORIES
ALBERMARLE AVE., TRENTON 3, N. J.

9

Daniel E. Noble (left), Motorola vice-president, and I. Jill Schelling of Philips Co.,
discuss equipment

THE TEXAS COMPANY has made a

$250,000 grant to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for
atomic research and training of

nuclear scientists.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.

World wide recognition for

thje outstanding line of
electric soldering irons

-

I

- sp;c
fo'

A

follow the leaders and

* MINNEAPOLIS HONEYWELL
* RPDK CORP. OF AMERICA
* STRCIMBERG-CARLSON

*

OR SCREW TIPS

40 to 700 Want
t/a° to i'/a° Tip Dia.

fled by the big names
the TOUGH JOBS!

* WESTERN ELECTRIC
* WESTINGHOUSE
* EMEiSON
* KAISER
* BENDIX

31

PLUG

you'll specify HEXACON!
They'll efficiently solve
your soldering problems
too! Write for literature.

Here's the famous

\

HEXACON HATCHET TYPE

FURST ELECTRONICS, Chicago, Ill.,

manufacturers of specialized electronic instruments, have more than

doubled floor space by moving to

larger quarters in the same building.
CORP.
was recently
formed for the manufacture of television components. Offices are in
New York City, with the factory at
Ramsey, N. J.

TELETRAN
These irons feature better balance for reduced
operator fatigue. Efficiency is stepped up, and
quality of work is improved. The ideal
iron for inaccessible
and intricate jobs.

VICKERS ELECTRIC DIVISION, VICKERS INC., at El Segundo, Calif.,

SPERRY,

etc.
W. CLAY AVE., ROSELLE PARK, NEW JERSEY
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announces that its latest type f -m
transmitter will feed an f -m antenna atop the world's tallest structure, a 1,530 -ft tower to be built
near Des Moines, Iowa, by station
KNRT.

manufacturers of selenium rectifiers and self -generating photoelectric cells, has succeeded the SeleApril,

1948-
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KIRKLAND

YOU CAN

TYPE ML MULTIPLE

LAMP INDICATORS

DO THINGS

Underwriters' Approved

You'll Solve

your most complex switching problems
with the Model MCM Master Midget
Lever Switch.

...

it gangs
enough contact arrange-

It's adaptable

Model MCM
Master Midget
Lever Switch

ments to handle nearly every
circuit change you can conceive.
It's compact ...small enough to fit in the
tightest spots; extends only 2U inches
behind panel; weighs only 3% ounces
complete with twelve springs.
It's positive ... each detent action is fixed
by patented stainless steel inserts; full
throw in non -lock as well as in locking
action.
It's convenient ... has single-hole mounting; contact assemblies are detachable
for easy wiring.
It's dependable ... contacts handle 5 to 10
amperes at 115 volts a -c, depending on
load characteristics; tested at 2500 volts
a -c to ground.

ALTERNATE
ACTUATORS

Waterproof handle
for marine use.

Rotary actuator and
lever arm for mounting parallel to panel.

WRITE TODAY for detailed information about the Model MCM Switch

THE H.

COMPANY
GENERAL CONTROL
Field Rd., Boston 34, Massachusetts

KIRKLAND CO.

R.

1202 Soldiers

Morristown, N. J.

IN -RES -CO
WIRE WOUND

RESISTORS
Alk-3

TYPE

WAITS

*zí,000 ohm:

MAX RES:

MAX RES: 5,0)C ohms(atonganin)

19j lg, by V'

BODY SIZE:

TOLERANCES: Std.

*Max. Res. 0015

diem.

31/

lith.

10,000 ohms

TYPE BLA-S WAITS
MAX RES: *50.040 ohms
MAX RES: 10,OOe ohms (Manganin)
BODY SIZE:

l'

TOLERANCES:

Lg. by s/," diem.

!Id.

3%

*Max. Res. 0015 Huh. 15,000 ohm,

/

A.

this convenient coupon
for obtaining the RCA tube
reference data you need.
Use

RCA, Commercial Engineering,
SectionDW-40, Harrison, N. J.
Send me the RCA publications checked below. I
to cover cost of the books
am enclosing $
for which there is a charge.
Name

Compact Acct rate !

IN -RES -CO resistors
are precision built of
the finest materials obtainable.
All ratings are conservativeyour assurance of long dependable service. Write today on
company letterhead for completely illustrated catalog.

INSTRUMENT
RESISTORS CO.
1036 COMMERCE AVE.

UNION, NEW JERSEY

APPLICATION -DESIGNED RESISTORS

Address

Zone

City

State

Quick -Reference Chart, Miniature Tubes (Free). [A]
HB -3 Tube Handbook ($10.00)*. [B]
D RC -15 Receiving Tube Manual (35 cents). [C]
D Receiving Tubes for AM, FM, and Television Broadcast (10 cents). [D]
Radiofron Designers Handbook ($1.25). [EI
Quick Selection Guide, Non -Receiving Types (Free). [F]
Power and Gas Tubes for Radio and Industry (10cents).[G]
Phototubes, Cathode -Ray and Special Types (locents). [H]
RCA Preferred Types List (Free). [I]
D Headliners for Hams (Free). [1]

D

*Price applies to U. S. and possessions only.
TUNE DEPARTMENT

RADIO CORPORATION
NARRIfON,

N.

of AMERICA

J.
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(continued)

nium Corp. of America, which was
voluntarily dissolved.

Improvement
in Sound Reproduction
A BASIC

LUMINOUS INDUSTRIES, INC., New
York, N. Y., was established for the
manufacture and distribution of
luminous compounds and related
products. It offers the industry
complete engineering and research
facilities in the fluorescent field.

KLIPSCH
SPEAKER SYSTEM
by

BROCINER
FREQUENCY RANGE

THE DILKS Co., Seymour, Conn.,

30

has been organized to take over
production of air column loudspeakers.

to 15,000 cycles
PERFORMANCE equivalent to

conventionally

KARTRON,
I

I

INC.,

speakers

manufacturers of

microfilters and shorted -turn and
open -circuit coil checkers, moved
into their new plant in Huntington

I

I

designed

to 16 times as
bulky
Selected by Major
E. H. Armstrong for his two
most important demonstrations of FM before the I.T.C.
8

and N.A.B. conventions.

Beach, Calif.
<GRAPHALLDY>

OF

DRArAq

Atl
1

$T:.

TOBE

DEUTSCHMANN

CORP.

has

opened a new plant at Norwood,
Mass., with increased facilities for
the production of electrolytic ca-

FOR

INDISPENSABLE

pacitors.

I

BHighroadcastFid

,.

Radio-Phonographsing

Electronic Musical Instruments
(Organs etc.)

Quality Sound Reinforcement
Systems

Wired Music Installations
Research, Test Work,
Demonstration, of
WidHighe Range
Reproduction

New Tobe Deutschmann plant

ATLAS

SOUND

CORP.,

N. Y., has increased

Brooklyn,

facilities for

the manufacture of sound equipment by annexing a building adjoining the original plant.
in BRUSHES
for high current density

minilow contact drop
low electrical noise
self -lubrimum wear

'

cation

in CONTACTS
for tow resistance
character

non -welding

GRAPHALLOY works where others won't!
Specify GRAPHALLOY with confidence.
CA special silver -impregnated

graphite

GRAPHITE METALLIZING

CONTINENTAL

F -M NETWORK has
added to its 31 stations the Dixie
F -M Network of 10 stations in
North and South Carolina.

PERSONNEL
W. R. G. BAKER of the General Electric Co. was elected vice-chairman

of the Electrical Standards Committee of the American Standards

Association.

CORPORATION
1055 NEPPERHAN AVENUE, YONKERS 3, NEW YORK

LESTER L. LIBBY is

chief engineer
of newly formed Ohmega Labora-

The KLIPSCH Speaker System design
utilizes the
corner of o room as an integral part of the
acoustic

system, the walls and floor being in effect an
extension of the low frequency horn

FUNDAMENTAL TONES

30 cycles per second.

CLEAN RESPONSE

throughout the

LOW DISTORTION

and intermodu-

range of hearing

lotion at oll frequencies.

PERFECT DISPERSION of middle
and high frequencies throughout theentire room.
HIGH EFFICIENCY:

Because of the
horn loading, acoustic output for
a given input
power is several times that of
conventional
speakers.

NON-RESONANT: BASS TONES
ARE REPRODUCEDnot generated
by the speaker. Instruments of low pitch
are
clearly recognized; one hears the original tone
not one created by the loudspeaker.

-

ASR FOR FULL PARTICULARS

Dept.

B

BROCINER
1546 SECOND

AVENUE. NEW YORK 28, N.
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BREAK DOWN

New Books
Electric Power
Transmission
By M. P. Weinbach
Very thorough explanations of the the-

involved and the mathematical
methods used in the solution of transmission problems, with special attention to factors affecting the economy
ory

and efficiency of service such as maintenance of constant voltage at system
termini and the causes and severity of
$5.50
faults.

YOUR COIL
COSTS

When
account.buying bobbins
The more The initial
i
cost;there are two co
of a few
he ini is of
nrs on bobbinsthese the productionacosts
methods cents
to be taken into
c costs is the
Precision
is on on.
an
be
gobbled
production
by
in
are
10 -fold
TheirBobbins
byysless
coils at
less savving
r designed for a maximumup
the lowesr adaptability
over-all
multiple
inding,smeansh
a saving
high
h'gh quality

ce

Precision BOBBINS
FOR COIL WINDING

Wave Guides

Kraft, fish, red rope, red
patch, and cellulose acetate,
or combinations. Three types
of flanges to meet all require-

By L. G. H. Huxley
The first of a series of books on modern
radio techniques developed largely during the war and heretofore not fully
divulged. Both the theory and practical construction of wave guides as used
in high -frequency equipment are fully
explained here, including both the
British and American experience. $4.75

Fundamental
Electronics &
Vacuum Tubes

ments.
Write for samples and aid with engineering problems.

CO._
TUBEILLINOIS
PAPERCHICAGO
PRECISION
CHARLESTON
2041
WEST

PLANT NO. TWO

-79

47,

STREET

CHAPEL STREET

HARTFORD, CONN.

By A. L. Albert
A new revised edition of a widely used
text and engineering reference on the
principles of electronic tubes and tube
circuits, methods of analysis, and uses
in both power and communication en$6.00
gineering.

NEW COMPLETE

and useful references
An

modern theories underlying electronics, the
construction of key devices, and their infinite
number of uses is one of the best "introductions" ever presented on this subject. $3.30

A practical guide. The fundamentals are explained in clear, simple terms
and worked -out examples show the use of
principles in specific design problems and the
$3.75
prediction of circuit performance.

By Emery.

SEE THEM ON

APPROVAL

We shall be glad to send you a copy of any

A
CATLO
160

VALUE -PACKED PAGES

Mail coupon for FREE copy of this great, new
of
Concord Catalog-a vast, complete selection
everything in Radio, Television, and Test Equip1948
prices.
latest
ment. Thousands of items
lity RADIO SETS, PHOLOWER rices on
RECORD
NO RADÌOS, RECORD uaCHANGERS.disc,
PORTand
PLAYES RECORDERS-wire
SYSABLES,RAMPLIFIERS, COMPLETE SOUND
of all well-known,
TEMS, TESTERS. Latest listingsparts
and equipment.
standard, dependable lines of radio
4.212,014 SATISFIED CUSTOMERS CANNOT BE
for
WRONG! Concord's quarter -century reputation
Men (the
Customer Satisfaction to the reason Radio
back to CONCORD.
Experts who Know) keep coming BE
COMPLETELY
At CONCORD, YOU MUST
SATISFIED or your money will be refunded.

23 pgs. Radio and Television
62 pgs. Radio Parts
Sets
18 pgs. Sound Amplifiers and
23 pgs. Ham Gear
Accessories
9 pgs. Electronic Test Equipment

...

Mid

of these books on 10 days' approval. Write
to Dept. T.

The Macmillan Company
60 Fifth Avenue

New York II

-

COUPON TODAY!

CONCORD RADIO CORPORATION, Dept. 164
901 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 7, III.
Yes, rush FREE COPY of the comprehensive new Concord Radio Catalog. (Please Print)

RADIO CORPORATION

ATLANTA 3
CHICAGO 7
265 Peachtree St.
W. Jackson Blvd.
Downtown Chicago Branch: 229 W. Madison

Name
Address

901

n.a. Cr.

ELECTRONICS

elided

RADIO

Introduction to Electronics

By Hudson. This masterly exposition of the

Ultra -High -Frequency
Radio Engineering

e4y

L

City & Zone

State

r
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For Radioactivity

Measurements!

* Direct Decimal
Scale Registration
* Scaling Factors of
10, 100 and 1000
* Low Resolution Time
-5 Microseconds
* Self-Contained Mechanical Register
* Regulated High Voltage Power Supply
* Provision for Clock
Timer
* High Sensitivity
- 0.25 Volt
* Stable, No
Adjustments
* High Quality
Construction

(continued)

tories, Inc., the developmental subsidiary of Kay Electric Co. He was
formerly senior project engineer
with Federal Telecommunication
Laboratories.
JOHN J. GRESKO, newly appointed

production manager of the Electron
Tube Division of Sonotone Corp.,
Elmsford, N. Y., was formerly manager of the Sylvania receiving tube
plant at Emporium, Pa.

THE NEW POTTER

DECADE SCALER
Model 1092-s495.00

CHARLES M. HOGAN has been appointed resident patent counsel in
charge of radio and electronic
patents of the Crosley Division,
Avco Manufacturing Corporation.

FOR COMPLETE LITERATURE OR CONSULTATION ON
HIGH SPEED COUNTING, TIMING AND CONTROL
PROBLEMS CALL OR WRITE DEPARTMENT 6H , TODAY.
tRUMF,L\

POTTER INSTRUMENT COMPANY

INCORPOR

136-56 ROOSEVELT AVENUE

A

TED

FLUSHING, NEW YORK

cone P
A

WELL

KNOWN NAME IN RADIO FOR OVER

A

QUARTER OF A

CENTURY

ce
-

r

OF AMERICA'S

FOREMOST

MOBILE RADIO
TRANSMITTERS
Leading mobile
facturers know tran,mitter manuthey can depend
CARTER Rotary
on
Power Supplies.
They know the
naine of CARTER
is accepted everywhere
as the
among those
buy and usefinest,
mobile radio who
their
equipment.
ber, wherever
Rememthe
names of well
known mobile
radio
appear, another name manufacturers
present ... CARTER invariably is
name in Rotary Power ... the oldest
Supplies for
mobile radio.

Send for free
bulletin,

-- e"afe,s--

Charles M. Hogan

P. B. Patton

PHILIPS B. PATTON was named
West Coast engineering and sales
representative of the Mobile Communications Division of Farnsworth Television & Radio Corp. He
was previously acting chief engineer of the Common Carrier Engineering section of the FCC.

has been
placed in charge of the field engineering and sales department at
Aircraft Radio Corp., Boonton,
N. J. Before joining the corporation in 1927 he taught physics at
Lafayette College and Harvard
ALLAN W. PARKES, JR.

University.
F. ARNOTT, electronic
tube specialist on the research staff
since 1940, is the new assistant director of research at the Westinghouse Lamp Division in Bloomfield,
N. J.
EDWARD G.

Tart (2' MoCop
2646
242

N. MAPLEWOOD

THOMAS H. NEELY, a
CABLE GENEMOTOR

the

Bell

Laboratories
April,
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USE G -E

KENYON
TRANSFORMERS
Kenyon
Engineers specify
Transformers for dependable
performance. Famous for conservative ratings and rugged
construction, Kenyon transformers are preferred for long,
trouble -free service in quality
equipment.
TERMINAL carries a complete
stock of Kenyon transformers
and chokes for power and
audio requirements.

MYCALEX INSULATION

ßór 676ff 4RC RAS/
Pius these

Insulation Advantages...
HIGH HEAT
RESISTANCE

HIGH
DIELECTRIC
STRENGTH

HIGH
MECHANICAL

Catalog on request.

STRENGTH

Yes, for high arc resistance in switchgear and
control devices you just can't beat G -E mycalex.
We'll mold it to your designs, or we will machine
it to your exact requirements from standard
sheets and rods. For more details of this stonehard compound of mica and special glass, write
Section AE -4, Chemical Department, General
Electric Co., 1 Plastics Avenue, Pittsfield, Mass.

FIRM

BOND TO
METAL INSERTS

CORPORATION

RADIO

A/YCcr

Distributors of Electronic Equipment
LOW LOSS
FACTOR

85 CORTLANDT ST.
NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

ELECTRIC

GENERAL

Phone: WOrth 2-4415

1I

CD48-G2

Akil

Ig

NO THER

Ii.S 71
HMS

NOW ON ALL

ATTENUATORS
ND

POTENTIOMETERS
FROM

Silver Alloy Contacts)

1000 CPS
TO

New Silver Alloy contacts make possible improved
and Switches in smaller sizes.

Attenuators

200

1

MEGACYCLES
Pioneer

and largest
Manufacturers of

H
H

DUMBELL
IRON CORES

SILVER

ALLOY

H
H

Let our engineers help design high quality coils to meet
the days exacting requirements.

INSULATION

COPPER
RIVET

Greater Creapage Distance-thus better
insulation.

2

No silver migration.

3

Greater silver surface to carry current.

4

Lower contact resistance.

5

Better mechanical

operation

of switch.

6

Less capacity between con facts-

7

Better clearance
to ground.

better frequency
characteristics.

TYPE 800 UNIT
with new contacts

Address all inquiries to

MAGNETIC CORE CORP.

142 South Highland Ave., Ossining, N.Y.

Manufacturers of Precision Electrical Resistance Instruments

337 CENTRAL AVE.

JERSEY CITY Z

N.J.

Telephone, Ossining 222
ELECTRONICS

-
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(continued)

staff, was placed in charge of the
Electronic Warfare Battalion at
the Naval Shipyard, Brooklyn, N.
Y. The newly organized unit will
train qualified personnel in all
phases of electronics.

A

WORKSHOP
HIGH -GAIN
ANTENNA

K. C. BLACK has joined the staff of

TELEVISION

COMPONENTS...
for engineers, experimenters, servicemen and
set builders. These genuine RCA components plus
everything else you need.

Air Associates, Inc., Teterboro,
N. J., as chief radio engineer. During the war he worked in Division
15 and later in Division 13 of
NDRC, and for 11 years before that
worked on development of repeater
equipment for coaxial lines at Bell
Telephone Laboratories.

More than triple the
effective power of the
transmitter.
Increase the effective
power of the mobile

transmitter.
Increase the operating
area.

Permit the use of low
power, low cost equipment.
201R1, Width Control
201R2, Projection size control
201R3, Horizontal linearity

$ .78

1.32

control

204X1, I. F. and video coil
204L1, Filament choke
20818, Horizontal
synch -discriminator
201 Dl, Deflection yoke,
direct view .
201 D2, Deflection yoke,

.84
19.80
.18

kit

2.85

.

K. C. Black
8.25

projection

201X1,
202D1,
203D1,
204T1,

204T3,
21171,
211T2,
20472,
20811,
20872,
208T3,
RCA

8.94
1.65
5 46
3.90

Yoke mounting hood

coil

Focus

Ion trop magnet

Horiz, output transformer

13.80
Horiz, output transformer 8.73
Horiz, output transformer 10.11
Horiz. output transformer 13.65
Vertical output trans.
5.40
Horiz. bl-osc. transformer 3.60
Vertical bl-osc. trans
3.42
Horiz. bl-osc. trans.
2.73

13 -channel RF assembly

(complete front end for tele
receiver) .

58.65

IN STOCK AT ALL TIMES all
makes and types of TV tubes.
Also complete TV set construction

kits.

Goodell

Amplifier-Noise Sup-

pressor. See our ad next month
for picture and complete description. For rack or cabinet mounting.

$248

Note, All prices are Net, F.O.B.

N.Y.C. and ore subject to change
without notice.

Telephone:

LOngacre 3-1800

W.

J.

Morlock

J. MORLOCK, who for sevyears was responsible for
theater sound equipment design at
RCA, has been appointed division
engineer of the specialty division
of General Electric at Electronics
Park.
WILLIAM

eral

Workshop High -Gain
Beacon Antennas are designed specifically for the
152-162 megacycle band
-taxicab, fire, police,
and private fleet communications.

Design Features
Low angle of radiation
concentrates energy on
the horizon.

Symmetrical design
H. B. FANCHER, actively engaged in

design and development of television transmitters and microwave
relays, is a newly appointed assistant section engineer of GE's
transmitter division, Electronics
Park, Syracuse, N. Y.
HOLM was recently appointed consultant on the engineering staff of Stackpole Carbon Co.,
St. Marys, Pa. He is author of
"Electric Contacts", written in
Sweden; the English edition is now
available in the U. S. through booksellers, particularly through Stechert and Hofner, 81 E. 10th St., New
York.
RAGNAR

makes azimuth pattern
circular.

Can be fed with various
types of transmission
lines. Special fittings
are available for special
applications.
Enclosed in non-metallic
housing for maximum
weather protection.

Available for immediate
delivery through authorized distributors or your
equipment manufacturer.

-THE

WORKSHOP
ASSOCIATES

KENNETH E. WEITZEL was

' r'.\

l

k

i `t
103 West 43rd St., New York 18, N.Y.
,
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;
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recently
appointed an application engineer
of the Tube Division of G -E's Electronics Department with head -

INCORPORATED

PAT. APP. FOR

Specialists in High -Frequency Antennas

64

NEEDHAM

Newton

Highlands
April, 1948

STREET
61,

-

Mass.
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For Proof Beyond Compare
HOLD THAT

LINE -VOLTAGE

Try

RUBYFLUID
Soldering Flux
Send for Ruby's $1 Offer
1 pint of
liquid, one half pound of paste
soldering flux and a new booklet
on "How to Solder."
Take advantage of this offer now!

For $1 Ruby will send you

toRUBY CHEMICAL CO.

Send your

$1

today

59 McDOWELL ST.
COLUMBUS, OHIO

TIME DELAY RELAY
AGASTAT
undesirable line voltage drop when starting motors simul-

prevents
taneously. The type 1 will hold that line voltage.
AGASTAT is reliable and efficient as a time delay instrument with
air compressors for air conditioning, compressed air, refrigeration,
etc. It operates in either horizontal or vertical position. Mounting
plates, brackets, and covers are available at slight additional cost.
May we mail you descriptive literature showing contact arrangement?
ADDRESS AGASTAT DIVISION

luid

A'G'A
AMERICAN GAS ACCUMULATOR COMPANY
1027 NEWARK AVENUE, ELIZABETH 3, N. J.

l'ha PARADE oá 2ua/itq

STEATITE

L6

CERAMIC

Properties and Characteristics of Our
Body
LAVITE S1-5 Steatite Ceramic
lbs. per square

Compressive Strength
Tensile Strength
Fl uxural Strength
Modulus of Rupture
Dielectric Strength

inch
96,000
7.200 lbs. per quare inch
10,500 lbs. per square inch
square inch
20,000 lbs. perVolta
per mil

235
42
ronstent
Frequency of
2 90
Factor
1 megacycle
446
Factor
Power
2 664e',
Bulk Specific Gravity
Density (from above gravity)...0.096 lbs. per cubic inch
n O
Hardness (Mohr scale)
2
350°F.
Softening Temperature
8.13010-6
Linear Coefficient of Expansion
009%
O
(ASTM
0-116-42-A)
Moisture Absorption
Loss

...... .......

Design engineers and manufacturers in the radio,
electrical and electronic fields are finding in
LAVITE the precise qualities called for in their
specifications . . high compressive and dielectric
strength, low moisture absorption and resistance
to rot, fumes, acids, and high heat. The exceedingly low loss -factor of LAVITE plus its excellent
workability makes it ideal for all high frequency
application.
We will gladly supply samples for testing.
.

D. M. STEWARD MFG. COMPANY
Main Office & Works: Chattanooga, Tenn.

Needham, Mass.
New York

Los Angeles
Chicago
Philadelphia
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advancement in the art
of high quality reproduction
the GRAY TRANSCRIPTION ARM

quarters in Chicago. During the
war he worked on applications of
the G -E high -frequency lighthouse
tube for wartime equipment.
formerly radio,
facilities engineer for the American
Broadcasting Company, has been
named assistant engineer for the
RODNEY D. CHIP?,

DuMont television network.
Exhaustive study proves the impossibility of combining ideal
lateral and vertical mechanical requirements into one arm. The
Gray Transcription Arm, designed for finest lateral reproduction
accommodates all modern cartridges-General Electric, Pickering,
etc.-has been adopted as standard equipment by national radio
networks including CBS, ABC and numerous independent radio
stations. Arm less cartridge $35.00.

Featherweight
magnesium,
frictionless
motion,
adjustable
stylus pressure, self leveling base.

Gray Equalizer

For G.E. Cartridge
DIAMOND G.E. CARTRIDGES!

At last a permanent solution to
the quality pick-up problem. We
can

now supply

Selected

a

G.E.

Cartridge with finest quality Diamond Stylus for mounting in the
Gray Transcription Arm. The practically unlimited life of the Diamond Stylus makes it an exceptionally economical investment at
$29.63 net to radio stations.

For Radio Station Use
No. 601, 4 -position Equalizer
(Flat.
N.A.B., etc., etc.) expertly engineered for
use with the G.E. Variable Reluctance
Cartridge. Matches pick-up to
microphone channel. Adopted
by radio networks. Complete

$42.50.

GRAY RESEARCH
ELMSFORD

& DEVELOPMENT

WESTCHESTER COUNTY

5

CO

NEW YORK

R. D. Chipp

D. W.

DONALD W. PUGSLEY,

Pugsley

formerly tele-

vision receiver section leader, was
named designing engineer with responsibility for technical design of
television receivers at General Elec-

tric

Co.

EDWARD H. REEVES has been named
technical supervisor of f-m operations for WAAT-FM in Newark,
N. J.

associate director
of the Westinghouse Research Laboratories, was awarded the AIEE's
Edison Medal for 1947.
JOSEPH SLEPIAN,

SEND BLUEPRINTS
AND SPECIFICATIONSNO

OBLIGATION!

Check BAER FIBRE for accurate dimensioning, uniform
surface, mechanical and electrical qualities, and low cost
per piece. See how efficiently a BAER FIBRE terminal

board, bushing, gasket,

washer or other shape can
simultaneously solve your
electrical or mechanical problem...improve your product...
and save you money! BAER
FIBRE isprecision fabricated
to your specifications.
LITERATURE ON REQUEST
ffi
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N. S. BAER

COMPANY

MONTGOMERY ST., HILLSIDE, N.

W. BUCHTER is now territorial service manager for United
States Television Mfg. Co., working
out of the company's main office in
THEODORE

New York City.
L. ROBERT FISHER was named

HENRY L. DABROWSKY,

former

G-E:

development engineer, has been
named technical supervisor of television for WATV, soon to occupy
television channel 13 in Newark,
N. J.
ALBERT R. HODGES,

246

terri-

torial service manager for the New
Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania
areas by United States Television
Mfg. Corp. He was formerly field
engineer for the Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories.

April,

formerly patent
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PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS
Toroidal and Sinusoidal

BAACH-INTERNATIONAL
COMPOUND
HIGH VACUUM PUMP
This high vacuum pump is widely known
and used extensively in the manufacture of
electric lamps, radio tubes, fluorescent lamps,
for laboratory work and for many industrial
applications where high vacuum, plus rapid
in
exhausting are essential requirements
processes of manufacturing.
In free air capaci as ranging from 1 cubic
foot to 50 cubic fett per minute.
Readings on all sizes guaranteed 0.50 microns
or better.
Practically noiseless. Prompt deliveries.

For use in computing and analyzing devices; generation of low frequency saw tooth and sine waves;
controls for radio and radar equipment; position indicators; servomechanisms; electro medical instruments, measuring devices-telemetering; gun fire control where
360° rotation, high precision and
low noise levels are essential.
The type RL14MS sinusoidal potentiometer is illustrated. It is
wound to a total resistance of
35,400 ohms and provides two voltages proportional to the sine and
cosine of the shaft angle. It will
generate a sine wave true within
Overall dimensions are
±.6%p.
43As" diameter x 411/32 long plus
shaft extension 1/4" diameter :
11/%"

long.

Write for details.

Write for Bulletin F-68
INTERNATIONAL MACHINE WORKS
Manufacturers
machine.

of

NORTH
Cable

Address

-

Hot Cut Flare

Baaoh-International

2027

THE

46th STREET

BERGEN.

J., U.S.A.

N.

Tel. UNion 3-7412
North

"INTERMACH"

Bergen.

GAMEWELL

COMPANY

Newton Upper Falls 64, Massachusetts
N. J.

EISLER

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT

ELECTRONIC TUBE EQUIPMENT
36 HEAD
RADIO TUBE
EXHAUSTING

MACHINE
We Make

Complete
Equipment
For The

TRANSFORMERS OF

Write our Engi-

Manufacture

Of Incandescent Lamps

Photo shows actual
sizes of our new

Radio and Electronic Tubes.

miniature and sub-

tubes best suited

miniature tubes

to

neering Division on

your needs

ALL TYPES

For

LIGHTING

CONTINENTAL PHOTO TUBES
ARE LEADING THE FIELD

POWER
FURNACES
PHASE

CHANGING
DISTRIBUTION
ETC.

Air, Oil,
or Water
Cooled
SIZES

1/4

to 250 KVA

SPOT WELDERS
OF ALL TYPES
FOR ALL PURPOSES
SIZES 1/4 to 250 KVA

Butt Welders - Gun Welders
Arc Welders
Neon Sign Units
Fluorescent Tube
Manufacturing Equipment

CHAS. EISLER

EISLER ENGINEERING CO., INC.
751

So. 13th St.

(Near Avon Ave.). Newark 3. N. J.

ELECTRONICS
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DESIGN ENGINEERS are showing ever increasing interest in Continental Lead Sulfide Cells because of their compactness, high sensitivity and good frequency response. Ideal
for Sound Reproduction, Burglar Alarms, Door Openers,
Tabulating Machines, Phonograph Pickups, Controls and
Counters and many other types of devices and equipment.
These Continental photo -conductive tubes are your assurance
of steadier, more dependable performance.

ELECTRIC CO.
irerCONTINENTAL
Highly Engineered Tubes á Electronic Specialties
GENEVA, ILLINOIS

W71feO
W
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Volume 27 of the MIT Radiation Laboratory Series, by ANTONIN SvoBODA. McGraw-Hill Book Co., New
York, 1947, 359 pages, $4.50.

OR
MASS SPECTROMETER
DETECTING A
SMALL LEAK
STOPPED A FLOOD
IN HOLLAND

LEAK DETECTOR
Makes BIG profits by finding small leaks
The Veeco finds small holes, locates them accurately.
Highly sensitive vacuum and pressure testing finds
small leaks in industrial equipment and finished
products. Quick, dependable. Now successfully used
for testing: electronic tubes, glass -to -metal seals,
hermetically sealed systems, condensers, and scores
of other products. Simple operation. Literature LD-35
upon request.

'Manufactured under license of the University of Minnesota

I"ce( o LEAK

DETECTOR

VACUUM -ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING CO.
316 37th STREET
BROOKLYN 32, N. Y.

Light Weight Headcosts
users' repair

to only 1/10

of 1%

...

WAN ÚXD
REpqWe do not even repair any old, broken
unit. Return it to us and you get on
absolutely new Light Weight Head as a
replacement at exchange price of only
$35.00.
/,t

l

PtiCOoG,

¡y/.C
is;.;04.).c OF
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BY WILLIAM R. AHRENDT AND JOHN
F. TAPLIN. Published by Ahrendt
and Taplin, P. O. Box 4673, Wash-
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5% 111111111111111111111mommumn,
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1947
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PA R:1-FLUN
It F,P1t O D UCF, It
with interchangeable Heads:

...

UNIVERSAL
LATERAL ONLY...
VERTICAL ONLY...

IIADIO-MUSIC CORPORATION
PORT CHESTER
250

A. McK.

Automatic Regulation

-1

average per month

Since we started making Light Weight Heads, work
in our repair department has practically stopped.
Because these Heads are so tough and durable
Because the diamond is actually soldered in its stylus
setting .
and because of the low mechanical impedance designed into the improved PARA -FLUX,
allowing operation on commercial service at a pressure of 20 grams, our new Heads keep performing
efficiently continually with repair and maintenance practically nil. And they afford even
a more realistic reproduction of tone quality.
to%
Ask for Bulletin PR.

l0

THE SUBJECT of this volume is
probably the only one of the series
that does not depend in some way
upon the electron tube. At the same
time, the principles outlined in the
book may well be tied in economically to the control of, or be actuated by, tube devices. The author
points out that the elementary integrators, component solvers, speedometers, and planimeters that can
be built using the principles outlined can be expanded into mechanisms to perform more elaborate
calculations. In the latter class
would appear gunsights, bombsights, and automatic aircraft
pilots. For the mechanical engineer
engaged in the computing aspects
of modern automatic electronic
equipment the book should be most

useful.-A.

Pint
-FU
REPRODUCER
reduces

Computing Mechanisms
and Linkages

NEW YORK

ington 20, D. C., 1947, Vol. I, 207
pages, $3.50.

THE MATERIAL of this book, cover-

ing the fundamentals of servomechanisms and other types of regulators, is presented as an introduction
to the second volume-in preparation-which will cover practicalities
of specific systems. This present
material has been used as a oneyear course at the University of
Maryland. A unified nomenclature
has been adhered to throughout the
presentation.
After introducing the reader to
such fundamentals as time and frequency responses and representation in the complex frequency domain, the authors develop the responses of controllers of increasing
complexity. The brief treatment of
Laplace transforms, on which subsequent solutions are based, is
very readily grasped. Over 500 re April, 1948
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Lenkurt Trancors are now being
made to the remarkable Q characteristics above. Infinite care
is required to make such parts.

OUTSTANDING
CORE

PERFORMANCE

Available in a broad variety of
low-cost standard cores and

TRANSFORMERS
Consistent high quality in Transformers
and "made -to -specification" Windings
for over a quarter of a century.

assemblies, or special items.

SPECIFICATION DATA INVITED
FROM LARGE VOLUME USERS

BEST

``

y

150

"Controlled Performance"

NN-

250

CONSIDER

SINCE 1922

j

art

350

sÉewusE...

Write for catalog

LENKURT ELECTRIC CO.

MANUFACTURING CO. INC.

SAN CARLOS, CALIFORNIA

1203 GROVE ST.
IRVINGTON 11. NEW JERSEY

LENKURT KNOWS 110W

Foreign Division
NEW YORK, U. S. A.
25 WARREN ST
Cable Address SIMOMTRICE, NEW YORK

300 TWIN
8ENDS

perhowl

BENDERS
DI -ACRO
Two problem
With production
of pieces are completed per hour -600

A difficult
IOR FULL RANGE
REPRODUCTION UP TO
15,000 CYCLES

Tambourines and triangles-cymbals and
snare drums-castanets and clarinets-these
are a few of the elusive instruments the
tweeter brings you with concert hall quality
and brilliance. Connect it to any good cone
speaker and hear every frequency-all the
over-tones-right to the top of the audible
spectrum. Listen to one at your nearest
distributor. Three inexpensive models available-a cabinet type and single or dual unList prices from $20.00.
mounted units.
Write UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS,
INC., 80 South Kensiico Avenue, White
Plains, New York.

forming two bends in a long length
of tubing was solved by "teaming
up two DI -ACRO Benders as illustrated. This dual -forming arrangement saved installation of special
machinery. Two accurately formed
bends are obtained in one operation
-without distortion of the tube and
at a cost competitive to power
operated equipment. More than 300
(DI-ACRO
ruePRICISION

and economically duplicate a great
variety of parts,
pieces and shapes,
without die expense.

is pronounced

"DIE-ACK-RO".

NES

ESSDUptCP

-

"DIE -LESS DUPLICATING" Often
Does it Quicker WITHOUT DIES
This is but one example of how DI ACRO precision machines-Benders,
Brakes and Shears-can accurately

Write for Catalog-"DIE-LESS DUPLICATING"

CAL)_
ELECTRONICS

individual bends.

321 EIGHTH AVENUE

LAKE CITY, MINNESOTA
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THE

COMPLETE

RADIO HANDBOOK

NEW BOOKS

sponse curves are presented for various systems so that the book constitutes both a guide to analytical
methods and a reference to characteristic responses.
The last four chapters cover the
classical (step function) approach,
frequency spectrum analysis, and
simple and multiple loop regulators.
They concern system characteristics. In the two introductory chapters, the physical means (pneumatic hydraulic, mechanical and
electronic) for realizing these characteristics are discussed. An appendix includes problems and their

answers.-F.

Handsomely bound in RED and GOLD

...inAll data and

In 1000 pages
basic knowledge

radio and
electronics
digested into 12 sections
in a complete, quick to find,
easy to read, handbook form.
Plan every operation in radio and electronics with the
Radio Data Book. This new radio
bible will be your
lifelong tool
you will use it every day, on the board.
at the bench, in the field! Use it for
engineering, construction, trouble -shooting and testing. The RADIO
DATA
BOOK will be your invaluable aid in design, experiment
and in layout. It will help make your production better.
teeter and easier. In any and every operation In radio
and electronics, you will use the RADIO DATA BOOK!
The RADIO DATA BOOK Is a work of complete
authority. prepared by engineers with many
of
practical experience. They have been assisted years
by the
Boland & Boyce staff of editors skilled in preparing
electronics manuals for the U. S. Signal Corps for many
years. These men have worked for several years gathering
material for this book
all the knowledge of radio
principles and operation
all the statistics
all
the newest developments in electronics
every possible
angle and detail. Eighteen months were spent
this material into the most concise, the clearest, digesting
the
most readable form. The result is this invaluable and
manual
The RADIO DATA BOOK. Whether you use
this
book for general reference, for scientific Instruction,
education, one thing Is certain-the practical help,or for
daily usefulness you will derive from it will prove to the
be
worth many, many times its astonishingly low price
Advanced Sale .
. first printing.
Only 10.000 available.
To make eure to get your RADIO DATA
BOOK, mail your order NOW!
12 sections
1000 pages
Completely Illustrated
Section I. THE 150 BASIC CIRCUITS IN RADIO.

...

...

...

...

...

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

2. COMPLETE TEST EQUIPMENT DATA.

Section

II. DICTIONARY

3. TESTING, MEASURING AND
4. ALL ABOUT ANTENNAS.

ALIGNMENT.

SOUND SYSTEMS.
6. RECORDING
7. COMPLETE TUBE MANUAL.
Section 8. CHARTS, GRAPHS AND CURVES.
Section 9. CODES, SYMBOLS AND STANDARDS.
Section 10. 50 TESTED CIRCUITS DESIGNED FOR
5.

Sectlon 12.

OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE.
OF RADIO AND
TRONIC TERMS.
RADIO BOOK BIBLIOGRAPHY.

12 complete books in one only
Less than 42c per book!
MAIL THIS COUPON

ELEC-

$5.00!

YOUR JOBBER
OR DIRECT TO:
BOLAND & BOYCE INC., PUBLISHERS
EL -2
460 BLOOMFIELD AVE., MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Please send me a copy of THE RADIO DATA
BOOK. Enclosed is $5.00. ($5.50 Foreign).
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
ZONE
STATE

TODAY!

TO

BOLAND & BOYCE INC., PUBLISHERS

(continued)

H. R.

Radio Handbook,
11th Edition
Editors and
Engineers, Ltd., Santa Barbara,
California, 1947, 512 pages. $3.25
postpaid.

EDITED BY R. L. DAWLEY.

it is not necessary to be
crazy to be a good radio amateur,
it is definite help-thus proving
the old cliche. For, as a class, the
hams are about as crazy as man
comes without being put away.
These operators, technicians, engineers go to great pains to build
apparatus which is promptly torn
down; they spend all night talking
to other hams to whom they really
have nothing to say; they purchase
great quantities of surplus radio
gear much of which they will never
use; they are a menace to home life
-but their value to the nation is
so great and so well established
that their status is secure even if
their allocations are not.
If there is one thing the average
ham is violent about it is his search
for knowledge. He is in a constant
turmoil endeavoring to improve his
gear and its operation ; he investiWHILE

gates every silly idea and makes
many of them work. New regions
of the spectrum are his happy hunting ground; he is a pioneer and an
explorer.
Thus when one of the amateur
handbooks, like the 11th Edition of
the Radio Handbook or the ARRL
book comes out, there is (or/should
be) a rush to buy it. The new Radio
Handbook is a help in the education direction for it is over 500
pages of facts. There are more than

252

Adjustable phase
sampling loops
Isolation filters
Sampling lines
FM and AM concentric lines
Fixed capacitors

Variable capacitors
Phase sampling
transformers
FM iso-couplers

Standing wave
indicators
Tower lighting filters
Supports for open
wire transmission
lines
Pressurized

capacitors

Neutralizing
capacitors
Fixed inductors

Variable inductors
Write for specific information directly or through your
consulting engineer.
E. F. JOHNSON CO.
WASECA, MINNESOTA
April, 1948
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DRAKE

THERE'S A

seo

SOLDERING IRON

tbe 9

EVERY TYPE OF

FOR

ELECTRONIC

WORK

Ot

From that mighty mite
the Drake No. 400 to the highspeed production "honey"

--41111.1egimesign
the Drake No. 600-10 there is a
high quality Drake Soldering Iron
"just right" for the job.
Drake Heat Controls and the
Drake "Magic Cup" Stand are
important soldering aids.
SEE

YOUR RADIO
PARTS JOBBER

BRAKE ELECTRIC WORKS, INC.
3656 LINCOLN AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.

1NSURE
opetteA,

2«Allee9

JONES
SOCKETS
PLUGS
. (N\
with

High speed machine -winding
of electric motor armatures
necessarily exposes magnet
wire to some rugged
treatment.
The all-around (in the
groove and out)

"windability"

At

TO HELP YOU

FABRICATION
REQUIREMENTS

-

Made in 2 to 33 contacts for 45 volts,
5 amps, for cap or panel mounting.
Higher ratings where circuits permit. All
plugs and sockets polarized. Knife switch
socket contacts phosphor bronze, cadmium
plated. Engage both sides of flat plugdouble contact area. Bar type plug contacts hard brass cadmium plated. Body
molded bakelite.
Get full details in Catalog 16. Complete
Jones line of Electrical Connecting Devices, Plugs, Sockets, Terminal Strips.
Write today.

JONES DIVISION
HOWARD B.
Cinch Mfg. Corp.
W. GEORGE

ELECTRONiCS

ST.

-

CHICAGO

CASES

and

ENCLO-

CHASSIS'

-

and CABINET ASSEMBLIES, RACKS and
SPARE

Series 300 Small Plugs & Sockets
for 1001 Uses

2460

PRODUCTS-such as:
COM

PANELS, RADIO

SURES, OSCILLATOR BOXES,

Socket
with Angle Brackets.

S -306 -AB

Plug,
Cable Clamp in cap.

TH YOUR

T ÑÌETAI-

MUNICATION
'-

sx

i PRODUCTS

SHEE

INSTRUMENT

-

E

Your Service

SHEET METAL

/

WIR

and other exacting applications cannot be excelled.

6, INDIANA
Michigan;
Plants: Fort Wayne, Indiana; Detroit,and
Sales
Anaheim, California. Warehouses*
Offices: *Atlanta, Ga.; 'Boston, Mass.; *Chicago,
Mich.;
*Detroit,
Ohio;
Dayton,
Texas;
Ill.; Dallas,
Kansas City, Mo.; *Newark, N.I.; Philadelphia,
Pa.; *St. Louis, Mo.; Cleveland, Ohio; Milwaukee,
Wis.; San Francisco, Calif.; 'Los Angeles, Calif.

FORT WAYNE

of

ESSEX EXTRA TEST
MAGNET WIRE in this

&

P -306 -CCT

ESSEX WIRE CORP.

PARTS BOXES,

WATERPROOF

CABINETS and BOXES, METAL STAMP-

FORMING and WELDING of
FERROUS and NONFERROUS METALS.
INGS,

We can assure you of excellent workmanship and prompt deliveries. Send

us

sour blueprints end specifications. We
thall quote you immediately.

S.

WALTER Co.

PRECISION SHEET METAL PRODUCTS
1400 ATLANTIC AVE.
BROOKLYN 16, NEW YORK
TEL. SLOCUM 6-7501

18, ILL.
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WELLER

SOLDERING GUN
Time Saving -Money Making Featurese
5 SECOND HEATING

115

(continued)

60 pages of tube data alone;

Volts

ADJUSTABLE TIP

60 Cycles

Two Models
100 Watts
Single heat
100/135 Watts
Dual heat

there

are answers to many of the questions asked by anyone who builds
and operates radio equipment;
there are hundreds of practical
workable circuits with full construction data. The book is of large
format, contains about 50 pages
of advertisements, is well illustrated and is easy to read and digest.
It is an eminently useful book for
hams as well as for any practicing
radio communications engineer.K. H.

Electronic Circuits and Tubes
BY THE ELECTRONICS TRAINING STAFF

CRUFT LABORATORY. McGrawHill Book Co., New York, N. Y.,
1947, 948 pages, $7.50.
THIS book is an outgrowth of the
notes used in a basic electronics
course given to radar officers of the
armed forces during World War II.
The book surveys the field of electronics and electron tubes as well
as circuits used in the field of communications. The material covers
basic a -c theory and circuits, tranOF

$ee your radio parts distributor or electrical wholesaler. Or write direct for bulletin.

WELLER
806 Packer St.
C.

Mfg. Co.
Easton, Pa.

NEW, IMPROVED SIGNAL.....

COAXIAL RELAY

FOR
HIGH FREQUENCY
SWITCHING
Double coil electro -magnets
provide increased power for
extra high contact pressures,
insuring positive contact under vibration conditions.

Actuating rod of special
molded composition floats in
ball and cup end bearings.
Armature provided with oilite
bearings, with stainless steel
pin, insuring mechanical life
of several million operations.
Contact arm construction provides wiping action in both

transmit and receive positions.
Bulletin C6 upon request

SIG%AL

E%GflEEILIG

82

miFc.

co.

154 WEST 14th St., NEW YORK 11, N. Y.
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sients, electron tubes, amplifiers,
oscillators, modulation, demodulation, radio receivers, and special
timing circuits. Due to this wide
coverage, the material is not as detailed as it is in books dealing with
specialties. However, from the
pedagogical point of view, the subject matter is admirably presented
and the continuity is very good despite the fact that eleven authors
collaborated.
The reader is expected to have a
good knowledge of the calculus and
should be familiar with a -c circuits
because the circuit material in the
book does not seem sufficient for a
first exposure. The book seems
suited as a text for seniors in electrical engineering who are taking
a course in communication electronics. Because of its excellent presentation, the book may also be
used as a source of information
outside formal course work by those
who wish to study the field on their
own. The greatest weakness of the
book is the lack of problems which
can be used by the reader. Also,
the references to outside reading
are not as plentiful as they might
be.

The text compares quite favor April,
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FOR CRITICAL

APPLICATIONS

w FOR

HIGH SENSITIVITY IN A
SELF-CONTAINED ALL AC OPERATED UNIT

REQUIRING THE
HIGHEST DIELECTRIC

QUALITIES

THE FIRST TIME

50 MICROVOLTS TO 500 VOLTS
MODEL 47 VOLTMETER

UNICON

MYKAPLAST
CAPACITORS
Unicon Mykaplast (plastic film)
Capacitors, series 100, possess
electrical qualities closely approaching the ideal:

Factor-.05%
High Q-several thousand
High I. R.-400 kilomegs/mf
Low Residual Charge-.08%

An extremely sensitive am-

plifier type instrument that
serves simultaneously as a
voltmeter and high gain
amplifier.
Accuracy --2% from 15
cycles to 30 kc.
-'-5% from 30 kc. to
100

kc.

1
meguuf. shunt

Input Impedance
ohm plus

15

capacity.

Amplifier

Gain

40000

Low Power

after

0.1 second

discharge

Good Capacitance Stability
Low Weight and Bulk
Low Loss Terminals

CONDENSER CORP.

UNITED

Also MODEL 45
WIDE BAND
VOLTMETER
.0005 to 500 Volts
5 Cycles to 1600 kc.

A few of many fisc -s:
indicator for

Output

microphones

ing pickups.
level measurements.

Write for Complete Information

Instrument Electronics

New York 54, N. Y.

SUPERHET

TUNER

with self-contained Power Supply

"Adaptol" has

by

Gain and frequency measurements for all
types of audio equipment.
Densitometric measurements in photography and film production.
Light flux measurements in conjunction

with photocells.

Sound

422 EAST 138TH STREET

New AM

of all

types
Low level phonograph pickups
Acceleration and other vibration measur-

numerous valuable applications
for MANUFACTURERS.
Efficient and Economical

COMPOUNDS

from waxes, resins.
for specific applications
Scientifically compounded
wide range of melting
minerals. Available toare
asphalts, pitches, oils, and
heat conducting and
compounds
points and hardnesses. Special potting
Recommendations, specific

crack
data

resistant
samplat will

e.

r
furnishedlowtemperatures.

beextremely

for

IMPREGNATING
radio coils
transformer coils
ignition coils
wire coverings
paper tubes and forms
porous ceramics

DIPPING
Coils

Transformers
Condensers

SEALING
condensers
batteries
switch base terminals
socket terminals
light fixtures
POTTING
Radio Transformers
Light Units
Loading Coils
Condensers
3

BIWAX CORPORATION

AM Superhet Tunner (540 to
1700 KC) Is compact. Highly suitable for use
in conjunction with Wire and Tape Recorders.
. Tuner for
Has many Experimental uses
Has
Custom -Built Radios & PA systems
many "conversion" uses.
CIRCUIT FEATURES: Svif-contained power
supply for 110V AC -DC 50-60 cycles
Three tube circuit of conventional design.
using the latest miniature and dual purpose
tubes. Oscillator -converter: I.F.-2nd detecPermeability tuned
tor: A.O. rectifier
. . Approx .5 volt audio
drift -free I.F.'e
output across interval .5 megohm internal
load resistor, on average B.O. signal with five
Units individually tracked
foot antenna

"Adaptor

....

.

at

FOUR points through tuning range of

540-1700 kc . . COMPACT: Approximately
41/4"x3,4"xE-34,".
Write for prices and further details to:

ADAPTOL CO.

Dept.
120 New Lots Ave.

ELECTRONICS

-

E.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

42-17A Douglaston Parkway
DOUGLASTON, L. I., N. Y.

4 4 5

HOWARD

STREET

SKOKIE, ILLINOIS

THE KEY TO PRECISION:

Made to Order
QUADRIGA WASHERS
To Your Specifications
Insure that your washers are made to fit your individual
requirements. Send specifications or samples for estimate
without obligation. Any quantity, large or small, will receive prompt attention. Also, SMALL STAMPINGS.
SEND FOR CATALOG

THE QUADRIGA MFG. CO.
Since 7894

221A W. Grand Avenue

Chicago 10, III.
255
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A QUALITY
-KW INDUCTION
HEATING UNFi
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(continued)

ably with other books in the field,
being more modern and up-to-date
than some. On the whole, this book
is well recommended because it is
well written and because it covers
the fundamentals of the field of
electronic circuits and tubes ef-

Add this new note- THE QUALITY NOTE- -

to your combinations

fectively.-JOHN R. RAGAZZINI,
Columbia University, New York,
N. Y.

New Weapons for
Air Warfare
EDITED BY JOSEPH C. BOYCE,

For Only

$650.

Never before

value like this new
a
model "Bombarder" or
high frequency induction heater
for
saving time and money in surface hardening, brazing, soldering, annealing and
many other heat treating operations.
2 -KW

bench

...

...

...

Simple
Easy to Operate
Economical Standardization
of
Unit Makes This New Low Price
Possible
This

compact

induction

heater saves

space, yet performs with high efficiency.
Operates from 110 -volt line. Complete
with foot switch and one heating coil
made to customer's requirements. Send
samples of work wanted. We will advise time cycle required for your par-

ticular job. Cost, complete, only ;650.
Immediate delivery from stock.
Scientific Electric Electronic Heaters
are made in the following range of
Power: I-3-5-71/2-10-121/2-15-18-25-40-60-

80-I00-250-KW.-and

range of frequency up to 300 Megs. depending on
power required.

g

rdeete.
Division

of

"S" CORRUGATED QUENCHED GAP CO.
107
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Monroe St., Garfield, N. J.

Special

Assistant to the Chairman, NDRC,
and Professor of Physics, New York
University. Little, Brown and Co.
in association with The Atlantic
Monthly Press, Boston, 1947, 292
pages, $4.00.
THIS volume, second in the series
on the history of the Office of Scientific Research and Development,
covers fire control, proximity fuzes
and guided missiles. (The first of
the series is the Pulitzer -Prize
winning "Scientists Against Time"
-ELECTRONICS, p 302 Dec. 1947.)
As a record of the organization and
operation of the divisions concerned
with these developments, this book
not only gives credit to those whose
foresight and singleness of purpose
made the projects successful, but it
also shows how cooperation without
coercion constitutes the core of
American scientific, engineering
and industrial productivity. For
those workers who saw only portions of the projects in which they
participated, this book and the others of the series give a coordinated
picture.
In addition to describing in a
nontechnical manner the obstacles
and achievements of various developments, the book tells something
of the use of the developments
in winning the war. For example,
"The story is one of the outstanding romances of the war. The
buzz -bomb was defeated by a combination of these OSRD-produced
weapons-the VT -fuze, the M-9
director and the SCR -584 radar.
In the matching of wits and
weapons, American science, industry and the military beat decisively this creation of the much vaunted German scientists." The
experience of managing research
projects that is reported in this
volume will be of value to any one

with the General Electric
Variable Reluctance
Pickup
BROADCAST STATIONS

must have

the finest reproduction pos-

sible for transcribed programs.
Their chief engineers, the most
critical customers in the world,
are really tough to convince because they have the technical
facilities to test every claim made
for the equipment they use.
Hundreds of broadcast stations have
changed over to the General Electric
Variable Reluctance Pickup
for studio use

Design engineers on radio -phonograph combinations are sceptics
of the first order when it comes to
specifying a new unit for , their
sets. They have to be shown.
A number of leading manufacturen
now specify the General Electric
Variable Reluctance Pickup

Letters from music lovers in increasing numbers tell us how
much the General Electric Variable Reluctance Pickup has increased their listening pleasurehow it has brought out new beauty in their old recordings.
The opinions voiced by the general
public should mean much to you because-they can be your customers

Write today-learn how the

General Electric Variable Reluctance Pickup can help keep your

production lines humming.

General Electric Company, Electronics Department, Electronics
Park, Syracuse, New York.
160 -ala

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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PROJECTION TELEVISION!
30

Metallic Rectifiers Since 1923

KV RF POWER SUPPLY

Dimensions

Length

Width

-

Selenium

14',
11',

Copper
Sulphide

Height 111/4'.
This unit has a
low voltage supply separate from
high voltage pack.
Low voltage DC
supply has control which enables you to vary
voltage from approximately 12 KV to 40 KV. Unit has
focus control built in for use with 5T1'4
projection tube. Price. complete

$99.50

REGULATION CURVE FOR 30 KV TRIPLER

maw
!(llltlltssset-rr.......

3,0

2

1111111111111111

29
22
20
Ie
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KW!bbMI
ZEN -B11111111111111111111111110111A

a

modern plant plus a resourceful engineering staff and a quarter century of experience
A

provide the "know-how" and facilities to serve
YOUR AC to DC power conversion requirements.
Manufacturers of selenium and copper sulphide rectifiers,
rectifier -transformer assemblies and AC -DC power supply
units for every requirement.

E9Eril

Consulting service available
without obligation

=

i-iw==="M"i

150

100

THE BENWOOD-LINZE CO.

200

MICRO -AMPS

LOAD

Include 25% Deposit With Order.

Division of the Sperry Corporation

Balance C.O.D.

Pioneers in Projection Television
SPELLMAN TELEVISION COMPANY

St. Louis 3, Mo.

1815 Locust St.

Long Distance Telephone CEntral 5830

2898 JEROME AVENUE NEW YORK 58, N. Y.

THE IDEAL PAIR
FOR RECORDING!
For

SMALL PARTS
Filaments, anodes, supports, springs, etc.
for electronic tubes. Small wire and flat
metal formed parts to your prints for your
assemblies. Double pointed pins. Wire
straightened and cut diameter up to Vs inch. Any length up to 12 feet.
LUXON fishing tackle accessories.
Inquiries will receive prompt attention.

cutting-

on

``}"'`?"
For cutting direct
all coat.d aluminum, paper

ART WIRE AND
STAMPING CO.

or glass base discs. Machine lapped to nsure a mirror-like

finish

...c

groove.

For PtaYbaSk

clean, quiet -cut

-

Made to fit the
groove cut by the Brilliantone
Recording Needle. Used by top
radio stations and transcription
companies.

aCtitr
H. W. ACTON CO., Inc.
Sole Distributor

370 Seventh Ave., New York 1, N.Y._

for New Catalog "D"
and Current Price Lists.
Send

r""-,

r

aa

Looking For

LOOK TO DANO
Every Job to
YOUR OWN DESIGN

2, N. J.

..+'

.

Dependable Coils?

Products of

ELECTRONICS-April,

Newark

227 High St.

success of an electrical operation is
dependent on the right coil. Nobody realizes
this fact more than production -wise engineers.
That's why they specify DANO COILS. They
know that they can Depend on Dano.
The

ALSO TRANSFORMERS MADE TO ORDER

.ststtsttsire

:4-

=

C

C
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NEW BOOKS

responsible, or who hopes to become
responsible, for directing similar
peacetime efforts.-F. H. R.

Books Received for Review
ELEMENTS OF NOMOGRAPHY.
By
R. D. Douglass, Professor of Mathematics,
and D. P. Adams, Assistant Professor of
Graphics, both of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Inc., 1947, 209 pages, $3.50. Theory and
construction of nomographic charts, including a chapter on the circle nomograph which is particularly useful in representing electrical circuit relations.

Put your plastic product or part needs in our skilled, experienced hands
EXTRUSION MOLDING
Continuous lengths in any
form.
FABRICATING
Variety of sheets, flexible or

rigid, wide color range.

INJECTION MOLDING

FORMING

Investigate our
COMPLETE
Plastics Facilities

PIONEERS

HOPP PLASTICS
460 WEST 34th

JflPêftp

LAMINATING

Parts or products molded to Layers of transparent plasspecified shape.
tics, sealing hermetically any
printed surface.
PRINTING
Our specialty has been print- DIE CUTTING
ing where extremely close To any shape, done on our
register is imperative.
own premises.

ST.,

a

Sheet plastics formed to desired shape.

division of

N.Y. 1, N.Y.

EST.

THE HOPP PRESS, Inc.

1893

TEL. BRYANT

seletron

-1/

SELENIUM RECTIFIER

family

BIGJOB

thataiä

The most complete line of miniature 110 volt Selenium Rectifiers for radio and television application.
The 5L1 (75 ma.) stack has the smallest plate size,
7/8" x 1", and the 5Q1 (250 ma.) stack has the largest

electrical rating available.
Code Number

5L1
75 ma.

1"

7/8"

5M1
100 ma.
1"
1"

5P1

5R1

150 ma.

200 ma.

1
1

3/16"
3/16"

1
1

1/2"
1/4"

5Q1
250 ma.
1
1

1/2"
1/2"

Write today for full particulars. Dept. S-117
SEIETRON DIVISION

RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY, INC.
Since 1922 in Radio and Electronics
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PERPETUAL TROUBLESHOOTER'S

MANUAL, Vol. XVI. John F. Rider Publisher, Inc., New York 16, N. Y., 1947, 786
pages plus 48 -page How It Works booklet with index, $6.60. Radio receiver and
record changer service data from 94
manufacturers, collected and arranged for

easy reference, with clarified schematics
showing circuits set up for each position
of band -changing switch. Booklet analyzes new developments in f -m receiving
antennas, selenium rectifier circuits, f -m
preemphasis and deemphasis, f -m tuning
indicators, special avc circuits, television
power supplies, and battery charging
circuits.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SOCIETY FOR
EXPERIMENTAL STRESS ANALYSIS,
Vol. V, No. 1. Published by Society for
Experimental Stress Analysis, Central
Square Station, P. O. Box 168, Cambridge
39, Mass., 1947, 136 pages, $6.00. Membership roster and 15 papers, two of which
are on radio telemetering and one on
x-ray techniques. Both telemetering topics
have been covered in ELECTRONICS.
NOMOGRAPHY. By A. S. Levens, Associate Professor, University of California.
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1948,
176 pages, $3.00. Construction of alignment and proportional charts is developed
from geometry of seven generally encountered types of equations, with
examples from various branches of engineering. A chapter on shortcuts in constructing charts presents especially useful
approaches; a chapter on using determinants in constructing charts presents especially powerful approaches.

The little

Current Rating
Plate Height
Plate Width

9-1803

INSTRUMENT AND CONTROL MANUAL FOR OPERATING ENGINEERS.
By Eugene W. F. Feller. McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., 1947,
426 pages, $6.00. Basic principles of control, and construction and operation of
liquid -level, pressure, temperature, speed
and humidity indicators and controllers.
Though only a few electronic circuits are
covered, the material is essential reference
reading for those applying electronic controls to industrial instrumentation and
automatic control problems.

WEST 19TH STREET, NEW YORK 11, N. Y.

METHODS OF ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY. By W. V. D. Hodge and D. Pedoe,
both of the Cambridge faculty. Cambridge
University Press, 1947, $6.50 ; Book I,
Algebraic Preliminaries, 173 pages; Book
II, Projective Space, 258 pages (bound in
a single volume). Mathematics of fields
using methods of matrices, and modern
algebra are developed in Book I. Space is
dealt with algebraically and synthetically
in Book II. The methods dealt with are
among those by which waveguide and
multimesh circuits and modern theories of
communication are studied.

RADIO TUBE VADE MECUM 1948. 7th
EDITION, prepared and published by
P. H. Brans, Ltd., Antwerp, Belgium.
1948 ; 294 pages, available in U.S.A.
through Editors & Engineers, Ltd., 1300
Kenwood Road, Santa Barbara, Calif.,
$3.10. The method of indexing this list
of the world's radio tubes has been revised; identical types are grouped by
heater voltage. Additional types, including transmitting, cathode-ray and photoelectric tubes have been included. The
expanded edition is published in two parts
so that one can conveniently open to the
basing diagrams and the index simultaneously.
April,
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More than 14 years
of know-how and
experience in every

PYROFERRIC
IRON CORE
Pyroferric Iron Cores were first
made in 1933 and the experience
and know-how gained in each succeeding year are inherent in every
powdered iron product today produced by the Pyroferric Company,
including: a full line of standard
sized Powdered Iron Screw -Type
Cores of varying lengths, with
standard threads, as well as a complete line of powdered iron cores,
with and without inserts.

At last...
FASTER

AN IMPROVED AND

MEANS

FOR AUDIO WAVEFORM ANALYSIS

PANORAMIC
SONIC ANALYZER
Model AP -1
Now, in a matter of seconds, you can
observe differences in waveform content
produced by parameter variations. Model
AP -I indicates graphically the frequency
distribution and amplitude of audio wave
components. Slow painstaking point -by point frequency checks are eliminated.
Ease of operation and simplicity of presentation make Model AP -I ideally suited
for production line as well as for laboratory usage.

For Powdered Iron Cores to meet your specifications, address your inquiry to

PYROFERRIC CO.
621

East 216 Street,

r0000

1000
CYCLES

New York City 67
CHECK THESE

FEATURES...

graphic presentation of
frequency versus voltage amplitude
Continuous scanning from 40-20,000c.p.s.
Wide voltage range
in one second
Simple operation
0.05V to 500V
Direct simultaneous reading of voltage
Automatic variable seand frequency
lectivity for optimum resolution throughout frequency range (see graph below)
Both linear and log voltage calibraBuilt-in voltage calibrator
tions
Frequency scale closely logarithmic
Panoramic

Preferred
as a source

of pre-

cision - made
WASHERS

and

STAMPINGS
CUP WASHERS
for Binding Screws

manufactured to
your specifications

WHITEHEAD STAMPING CO.
1691

Detroit 16, Michigan

W. Lafayette Blvd.

APPLICATIONS

Noise investigations
Vibration analysis
Acoustic studies
Material testing
Write now for detailed specifications,
price and delivery

Harmonic analysis

000

..=

iiiiri
"Where
Professional
Radiomen
Study"

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Wept. E-1

Home Study and Residence
Cotrses in Practical Radio Electronics and Television.
Approved for Veteran Training.

-

i

Z1111111 .

iiiiiiil

----,.
--ii iC
-s---...
CCiO E::::i Im...nna

1.11011111111M111111111111____I
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-..,
30
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Ia`rin1fflIBDmnnMIIIMInnssnno
0000

000

FREQUENCY

IN

CPS

An Accredited Technical Institute
16th and Park Rd., N. W.

Washington 10, D. C.

ELECTRONICS

...

Intermodulation measurements

rANGDAMI
RRDIO

.CORP.

/U

:"v

'

92 Cold St.
".
Cable Address
New York 7, N.Y.
f PANORAMIC, NEW YORK
Exclusive Canadian Representative. Canadian Marconi, Ltd.
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Backtalk
RECTIFIERS
HIGH

SELENIUM

VOLTAGE

RECTIFIERS

This department is operated as an open forum
where our readers may
discuss problems of the
electronics industry or
comment upon articles

Really Good

A

A C DRIVE

which

ELECTRONICS
has published.

Suppressor Characteristics
DEAR SIRS:
Rectification problems are readily solved
by Bradley engineers, who can quickly
specify the proper selenium or copper
oxide rectifier for your application.
Shown, SE 6M Series rated at 5 ma
D.C. and from 1000 volts peak inverse
up. Hermetically sealed in
glass tube.

lz" diameter

PHOTO CELLS
SIMPLIFY PHOTO -ELECTRIC
APPARATUS

Luxtron* photo cells convert light into
electrical energy. No external voltage
is
required to operate meters and
meter relays directly from Bradley
photo cells, improving control over
your processes, reducing your costs.
Housed model shown. Many different
sizes and shapes, mounted and un
mounted.
*T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Illustrated literature, available on request, shows Bradley's full line of photo cells
and copper oxide and selenium rectifiers.

Write for "The Bradley Line"

BRADLEY
LABORATORIES, INC.
82 Meadow St. New Haven 10, Conn.
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Regarding L. G. McCracken's
paper on the Dynamic Noise Suppressor (page 114 this issue):
Dr. Guillemin's formulae, from
which McCracken's analysis is derived, are based upon the assumption that the filters are terminated
in their iterative impedances and
are dissipationless. Neither of
these conditions can apply in the
Dynamic Noise Suppressor, since
the impedances shift with the cutoff
frequency. Furthermore, practical
circuit elements are not dissipation less, and the reactance tube in particular has a complicated power
factor characteristic which varies
with the cutoff frequency.
In actual practice, the terminating impedances for the Dynamic
Noise Suppressor and the operating
characteristics of the reactance
tube are selected to provide best
overall characteristics. Both Dr.
Guillemin and I are of the opinion
that because of the complexity of
any satisfactory analysis of the reactance tube circuit, a mathematical
analysis should not be relied upon
for determining the exact response
curves.
Bearing in mind these limitations, McCracken's analysis seems
to demonstrate satisfactorily how
the system works. Whether this
demonstration is more or less useful
than a simpler inspection of the
general characteristic circuits is
entirely a matter of opinion.
It should be noted that the dynamic-band-pass system is useful
in any application where the signal
is changing in character, so that the
pass band may include only the
range required by the signal. This
is entirely independent of the ear.
However, a further degree of sup-

McElroy engineers have now
completed design on the new
AC drive shown above. This
unit is the heart of the high
speed equipment now being
produced at the factory. It is
used in the high speed recorder, the keying heads and
in our high speed tape puller
such as the CTP. Speed ratio
is 50 to

1.

Precision machined, the unit
will not vary in speed once
set, regardless of normal load.
A strobotac will show no variation in speed at loads up to
15 times the force required to
break tape. Pulling as a tape
puller, the rate will be within
one percent.
An

ingenious cradle

in-

creases friction with load, and
a DC solenoid insures that the
drive and idlers will be out of
contact when the drive stops,
thus preventing flats on the
drive wheel.

Made at Telegraphers Lodge,
LITTLETON, MASSACHUSETTS

by the

McELROY
MFG. CORP.
SALES DEPARTMENT
453 W. 47th St.

New York 19. N. Y.
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C.()
NEW!
VITREOUS ENAMELED
ROUND
7

FINE RIBBONS

RHEOSTAT

I

50 TO 500 WATT

SIZES

PROMPT SHIPMENTS
WRITE

OF

TUNGSTEN and MOLYBDENUM
Quality and accuracy in our fabrication of Tungsten & Molybdenum Ribbons have characterized our service to
the Electronic industry.
A development of

ELECTRON TUBE

FOR CATALOG

MACHINERY
OF ALL TYPES
STANDARD
AND SPECIAL
SLIDE -CONTACT

Co.
CROSS
H.Beekman
St., New York 7, N. Y.
5

DESIGN
Solve Wire

RHEOSTATS

I/
%/

AND

RESISTORS
6 SIZES

IZO OIFF.

UNITS

REX RHEOSTAT CO.
BALDWIN,L.1., N.Y.

We specialize in
Equipment and Methods
for the manufacture of

Stripping

Problems with

"SPEEDEX"

RADIO TUBES
CATHODE RAY TUBES
FLUORESCENT LAMPS
INCANDESCENT LAMPS
NEON TUBES
PHOTO CELLS

WIRE
STRIPPER
The famous

X-RAY TUBES

with

MICROMETER
for

FREQUENCY
METER

100

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC.
Bradenton, Fla., U.

FLUXES
SODERING

S.

Kahle ENGINEERING CO.
1309 SEVENTH STREET
NORTH BERGEN, N. .1., U.

B.

A free flowing and easy -to -use ROSIN CORE SOLDER
for electrical work that must withstand corrosion. You
the flux is in the solder.
don't have to add any flux
Comes in all commercial sizes and quantities.

...

ALIEN CO.INC

BUCK ENGINEERING CO., Inc.
Freehold, N. J.
37 Marcy St.

Prompt Deliveries Specializing in
High Voltage Filament and Plate
Transformers for Electronic Projects
ELECTRO ENGINEERING WORKS

8-Head

CO.

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS,

BRAND

(

COLLEGE AVENUE

MFG.
GENERALCEMENT
U. S. A.

Join with GARD/NER Solder!

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
Custom Built
for Your Job

6021

A.

tronic products.

A.

BRAZING & WELDING
L

S.

Strips 800 to 1000 wires per

the handle and
hour-cuts wires too. Just presssolid
or stranded
the lob is done. For use with
wires. Write today for catalog of 3,000 elec-

Production or Laboratory Basis

Checking

Transmitters

Kc to 175 Mo.
within 0.01 per cent

from

"Speedex" Wire Stripper complete

any
interchangeable blades for hestripping
the handiest
R to No. 30 will

7

size wire from No.
tool in the shop.

GLASS PRODUCTS

OAKLAND

II, CALIFORNIA

FOR SALE

Stem and Electrode

Making Machine
2-3 weeks delivery
For complete details contact:

HAYDU BROTHERS, Manufacturers
Plainfield, New Jersey

Meat
ETALS

DIVISION

AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING COMPANY
WHITING, INDIANA (CHICAGO)

WE manufacture a complete line of equipment
SPOT WELDERS, electric from TI to 50 KVA
AC ABC
TRANSFORMERS, special and standard types
WELDERS
INCANDESCENT LAMP manufacturing equipment
from 100 to
Alups
FLUORESCENT TUBE MAKING EQUIPMENT
rod
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, vacuum pumps, etc.
WET GLASS SLICING and cutting machines for laboratory use
burners
and
machines
GENERAL GLASS working
COLLEGE GLASS WORKING units for students and laboratory
731 Sn. 13th

EISLER ENGINEERING
St. (near Avon Ave.)

CO.

Newark. New Jersey

LET US DEVELOP THAT NEW VACUUM TUBE FOR YOU.
We specialize in the research, development and
production of all types of vacuum tubes. Laboratory
or Production basis.

ULLMAN RESEARCH CORPORATION

Ullman Building

Brooklyn 15, New York
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pression can be obtained when using the dynamic -band-pass system
in connection with signals which
are to be heard by the ear, since it
is then possible to further restrict
the bandwidth so that it includes
only those components which are
present at a sufficient amplitude to
be heard by the ear.
In other words, the dynamic band -pass system is useful under
conditions where either the signal
or the detecting device, in this case
the ear, has characteristics which
are not constant. In the case of
listening to music, both the signal
and the ear characteristics are
varying, so that the Dynamic Noise
Suppressor is particularly well
suited for this application.
H. H.

TESTING AUTO RADIOS

...

Life and Reliability.

Eliminates Storage Batteries and
Battery Chargers.
Operates the Equipment at Maximum Efficiency.
Fully Automatic and Fool -Proof.
Type 60-ELIA - - . Rated Output 6.3
Volts at 6.5 Amperes.
Rated OutType 120C-ELIO
put 6.3 Volts at 14 Amperes.

...

AIR
AUTO
RADIO
VIBRATORS
Designed for Use in Standard Vibrator -Operated Auto Radio Receivers.
Built with Precision Construction for
Longer Lasting Life.

ATR
STAN DARD
AND HEAVY
DUTY
INVERTERS

For Inverting D. C. to A. C.
Specially Designed for Operating
A.C. Radios, Television Sets, Amplifiers, Address Systems, and Radio
Teat Equipment from D.C. Voltages
in Vehicles. Ships, Trains, Planes
and in D.C. Districts.
Write for New ATR Catalog-Today!
/

/_

1__r_

L

_L

AMERICAN TELEVISION AND RADIO CO.
Duality Products Since
SAINT PAUL
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1,

1931

MINNESOTA-U.S.A.

SYNCHRONOUS
MOTORS
1/20 H.P.
1800 R.P.M.

Reversible
Continuous
Duty Type
93 HSK.1

Scar'

Cambridge, Mass.

BATTERY ELIMINATORS
For DEMONSTRATING and
Designed for TestNew Models
ing D.C. Electrical Apparatus on
Regular A.C. Lines. Equipped with
Full -Wave Dry Disc Type Rectifier,
Assuring Noiseless. Interference Free Operation and Extreme Long

NEST
Hysteresis

Predetermined Counters
appearance of my
article "Predetermined Counters
for Process Control" in the February 1948 ELECTRONICS gave me
great pleasure. Unfortunately however there are several mistakes in
the exponential notation that make
the explanation of the counter's operation seem to be contradictory.
Page 88, column 1, line three
should read "aperiodic", the expressions on page 89, column 2, lines
14, 22, and 24, and column 3, line 8
should all have been printed
"2"-rth." Page 91, column 3, line 44
and following should read "ground
return of all four righthand binary stage grids in a single decade, as
shown in Fig. 6." Page 92, column
1, line 56 should read "isolated".
On Fig. 2, in stages 2 and 4, the
lefthand cathodes should be marked
A and the righthand ones B. On
Fig. 6, the relay is Type 275-B, and
the grid resistor in the delay multi vibrator (lower right) should be
3.3 megohms. This last error probably arose from the lack of standardization of the abbreviation for
thousand, some using "M", some
using "K".
RICHARD J. BLUME
DEAR SIRS: THE

Conmar Products Corp.
Newark, New Jersey

To ELIMINATE stat ' interference in
one of the worn electric storm
areas in the world, the South African Broadcasting Corporation will
use f -m transmission -

NO

NOISE

NO VIBRATION

HUNT and

"WOW" ELIMINATED

INDEPENDENT of

INERTIA

LOAD

Applications:
Disc,

wire and film recorders

Sound cameras and projectors

Facsimile equipment
Television equipment
Timing devices
Stroboscopic work

Teletype equipment

The hysteresis design of this new Synch-

ronous Motor lowers noise and vibration level to a fraction of that normally
present in conventional salient pole construction.
most important advantage is its
ability to synchronize independently of
inertia present in the load. Unaffected
by the inertia, the H. P. required need
only to be sufficient to drive the frictional component of the load.
A

Supplied in round frame, resilient mount
and rigid base.

1/50

H.P. and 1/100 H.P. ratings in a
smaller frame size are available. Write
for particulars.

EASTERN AIR DEVICES,

INC.

130 FLATBUSH AVENUE
BROOKLYN 17, NEW YORK
April,

1948-

ELECTRONICS

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
THE BARRY CORPORATION
Specialists in the Control of
IMPACT
VIBRATION

NOISE

Engineering Development
Manufacturing
Cambridge. Mau.
Telephones: ELIot 0861-0140

179 Sidney Street

HANSON-GORRILL-BRIAN INC.
Product & Mfg. Development
ELECTRICAL
HYDRAULIC
One Continental Hill

THE POINT
CONSULTING COMPANY
Specialists In

- ELECTRONIC
- MECHANICAL

Glen Cove, N. Y.

Olen Cove 1922

FTI.FCTRICAL ENGINEERING AND

ELECTRONICS

5148 Wilkins

Avenue-Pittsburgh

Phone MU 4687

17, Pa.

ALBERT PREISMAN

Consultant

I. JORDAN KUNIK
Registered Patent Attorney

Specializing in Measurements & Testing
Instruments & Techniques - Electrical - ElecIronic - Magnetic
New York 14. N. Y.
188 West 4th St.
Chelsea 2-4208

ELECTRONICS - ELECTRICITY
Metallurgy
Mechanics
Chemistry
Hartford 3, Connecticut
75 E. Pearl Street
Telephone 7-9535

Television, pulse Techniques, Video
Amplifiers, Phasing Networks.
Industrial Appliances
Affiliated with
MANAGEMENT -TRAINING ASSOCIATES
Washington 10, D. C.
3308 -14th St., N.W.

LERU LABORATORIES, INC.

JOSEPH RAZEK, Ph. D.

Design and Development of Electronic Equipment for industrial and scientific purposes
Special experience in microwaves, spectrum analyzers, photo -electric circuits, test equipment, etc.
360 Bleecker Street
WAtkins 9-4194
New York 14

Electric and Mechanical Engineering Probleme
Electronics
Instruments and Control Devices
Specialists in Colorimetry, Spectrophotometry and
Industrial Color Control
Laboratory and Shop Facilities
202 Darby- Road
Lianerch, Pa.
Phone Hilltop 6910

H. RUSSELL BROWNELL

STANLEY D. EILENBERGER
Consulting Engineer
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

Design-Development--Models

Complete Laboratory and Shop Facilities
6309 -13 -27th Ave.
Telephone 2-4213
Kenosha, Wis.

ELECTRO IMPULSE

LABORATORY
Consulting Physicists
Radio Interference and Noise Meters; Interference
Suppression Methods for Ignition Systems and
Electrical Devices.
P.O. Box 250
Red Bank, New Jersey
Red Bank 6-4247

ELECTRODYNE CO.

Electronics Mechanics Optics
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Cathode ray recorders custom built to your own

specifications. Prompt delivery.
Specialists in psychological and biological instrumentation and industrial problems.
Literature available on request.
899 Boylston St.,
Phones: Copley 7-0055
Copley 7-0056
Boston 15. Mass.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
CO. of CALIFORNIA
Radio and Electronic Consulting and
Designing.
2008 W. Seventh St.
DRexel 8323

PAUL

E.

Los Angeles

California

GERST & CO.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Specialists in
Electrical Product Design
El. Machinery Apparatus & Applications
El. Appliances, Hi -Frequencies Apparatus
Electronics, Radio Communications
11 So. Desplatnea St.
Chicago 6, III.

-

-

GEORGE J. MAKI
Radiotelegraph Consultant
Design & Application Engineering
FSK Systeme
Moraga, California

WINFIELD SCOTT McCACHREN
AND ASSOCIATES

Consulting Radio Engineers
TELEVISION SPECIALISTS
Philadelphia:

410 Bond Building
Washington, D. C.

809B Windemere Ave.

Drexel Hill, Pa.
Sunset 2537-W

District 6923

MEASUREMENT

ENGINEERING

LIMITED
Consultants on Special Equipment for measurements and production testa, communications and
audio systems.
Arnprior, Ont.
61 Duke St.
2235 Addington Ave.
Toronto,Ont.
Montreal, Que.

Consulting Engineer

Consultitng Physicist

ARTHUR

J.

SANIAL

Consulting Engineer
Loudspeaker Design; Development; Mfg. Processes,
High Quality Audio Systems, Announcing Systems.

Test and Measuring Equipment Design.
168-14 32 Ave. Flushing 9-3574 Flushing, N. Y.

A.

F.

SMUCKLER & CO.
Electronic Engineers

Electronic Product Manufacturing
Contractors to United States Government
338-346 East 23rd St.
New York 10, N. Y.
GA ameray 5-8151

ULLMAN RESEARCH
CORPORATION

-

ALL TYPES
DEVELOPMENT- RESEARCH

VACUUM TUBES

Ullman Bldg.

PRODUCTION
B'klyn (15) N.
South-8-6200

Y.

Eugene Mittlemann, E.E., Ph.D.

YARDENY ENGINEERING CO.

Consulting Engineer & Physicist

Remote Controls (Wires and Wireless)
Automatic Devices
Electronic
Electrical
Mechanical
Consultations
Designing
Manufacturing
Licensing
105 Chambers Street
New York, N. Y.
Worth 2-3534, 3535

-

High Frequency Heating
Industrial Electronics
Applied Physics and Mathematics
549 W. Washington Blvd.
Chicago 6, Hl.
State 8021

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
REPLIES (Boat No.): Addreea to office nearest gat
NEW YORK: 880 W. 42nd St. (18)
CHICAGO: 580 N. Michigan Ave. (11)
SAN FRANCISCO: 68 Poet St. (4)

POSITION VACANT
ENGINEER-TRANSFORMER (power, audio
and pulse). Thoroughly familiar with elec
tronic circuits; production methods. Contac
customere for technical purposes. Location
about midway between New York and Chi
cago. P-4161, Electronics.
SCIENTISTS and ENGINEERS

Wanted for research and advanced development
work in the fields of microwaves, radar circuits,
gyroscope systems, Servomechanisms and general
Electronics. Scientific or Engineering degrees required. Salary commensurate with experience and
ability. Inquiries should be directed to Mgr. -Eng.
Personnel.
BELL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Buffalo 5, N. Y.

ELECTRONICS

-

EXPERIENCED SENIOR ENGINEERS
ELECTRONIC MISSILE CONTROL
Navy project for Guidance and Control of Missiles requires Senior Engineers for responsible positions in analysis, development and teat of radar equipment, electro -mechanical
servomechanisms, electronic timing and control circuits, and other associated equipment.
Bachelor's Degree in Electrical Engineering or Physics required, with Master's Degree
or equivalent study of Mathematics, Electronics and Applied Physics desirable. Salary
to $7500.00 depending upon qualifications.
Write or phone Mr. C. D.Perrine, Jr., Chief Electronics Engineer

PILOTLESS PLANE DIVISION
Fairchild Engine and Airplane Corporation
FARMINGDALE
Farmingdale 1410
LONG ISLAND
Additional Employment Advertising on page 264

April, 1948
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Iry

RADAR ENGINEERS
LOS

ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC

LABORATORY

Exceptional opportunity in

Has present need for physicists of Ph.D grade with
research and development experience in various
phases of nuclear physics, electronics, optics, and
physical chemistry. Both field and laboratory experimentation involved, depending on interests and capabilities. Also included is design and development of
special laboratory electronic, mechanical and optical
apparatus. Interviews at project expense can be
arranged for qualified applicants.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

for engineers with creative design experience in RADAR and
associated electronic and me-

chanical equipment. Attractive
working conditions, first-rate
plant facilities, salary commensurate with ability. State availability, salary expected, and
complete details of experience.
Reply to

Write direct It,

Personnel Manager,

EMPLOYMENT DIRECTOR

GILFILLAN

Los Alamos, New Mexico
P.O. Box 1663,
for further particulars, giving brief resume of education and
experience.
WANTED

BROS.,

INC,

1815 Venice Blvd.,

Los Angeles 6, Calif.

Electrical Engineer

Established Manufacturers' Representatives
Leading manufacturer of top quality magnetic components for commercial
and military applications changing from direct sales policy offers exceptional
opportunity to established sales organizations now selling parts and materials
to manufacturers of electronic and electrical apparatus. Representatives appointed must be experienced in the field and prepared to give high calibre
sales -engineering service. Write in confidence stating lines carried, territory
covered, well-known firms and individuals now being contacted.
RW-4088, Electronics, 330 West 42nd Street, New York

well established manufacturer of
transformers located in New York Metropolitan area has openings for several electrical engineers with transformer design
Additional openings also
experience.
exist for an engineering graduate with
work experience. Submit resume including
personal data, education, and experience
record.
Old

330

18, N. Y.

P-4205, Electronics
West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

(Continued from page 263)
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

POSITIONS WANTED
FIVE YEARS design and development of electronic equipment, three years chemical
Would prefer employment in
SALARIED POSITIONS $3,500 and up. If you engineering.
are considering a new connection communi- laboratory using radioactive tracer technique.
cate with the undersigned. We otter the orlai PW-4062, Electronics.
exnal personal employment service (38 years INDUSTRIAL STATISTICIAN, B.S., M.S., and
perienced in the design of experiments
recognized standing and reputation). The proby problems
cedure of highest ethical standards is indi- the analysis of data as required
vidualized to your personal requirements and of industrial research. Can handle statistical
develops overtures without initiative on your phases of team research with engineers. Some
part. Your identity covered and present posi- teaching experience. PW-4148, Electronics.
tion protected. Particulars on request. R. W. TECHNICAL ASSISTANT: Model maker with
Bixby Inc., 278 Dun Bldg., Buffalo 2, N. Y.
complete know of manufacturing procedures.
Competent to develop protypes, their necessary
tools, dies, fixtures and production. ExEXECUTIVES $3,000 - $26,000. This reliable perience
on aviation, electronics and communiservice, established 1927, is geared to needs
equipment. Salary basis. N. Y. area
of high grade men who seek a change of con- cation
preferred.
PW-3894, Electronics.
nection under conditions assuring, if employed, full protection to present position.
OFFICIAL PROPOSALS
Send name and address only for details. Per- Bids: April 16, 1948
(100)
sonal consultation invited. Jira Thayer JenBIDS WILL BE RECEIVED
nings, Dept. E, 241 Orange St., New Haven,
by the
Conn.
STATE OF NEW JERSEY
for
FREQUENCY MODULATED
A
POSITIONS WANTED
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
consisting of fixed and mobile stations for
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION plus engineer- use by the State Forest Fire Service. Closing training.
M.B.A. Harvard Business ing date for bids-April 16, 1948. Address
School, June 1948. B.E.E. Rensselaer, 1942. all requests for information and specificaTau Beta Pi, Sigma Zi. Age 27. Experience tions to:
in patents. Navy radar officer. Desire job
State of New Jersey
in small or medium size concern. Resume
Department of Taxation and Finance
on request. PW-4151, Electronics.
Division of Purchase and Property
Trenton 7, New Jersey

TELEVISION ENGINEER

FOR SALE

Seeks Greater Opportunity

Electronic Manufacturing Plant

Fifteen years experience in practically all
phases of the art. Executive experience.
Top references.
PW 4222 Electronics
330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

264

Transf ormers-Amplifiers-assembly.
Real bargain for quick sale.
BO -3525, Electronics
33(i West 92nd Street, New York 18, N.

ELECTRONIC

ASSEMBLIES

MANUFACTURING

CAPACITY

AVAILABLE
in new one -floor plant of old established
electrical manufacturer; conveyorized as-

sembly; tool and die stamping facilities;
engineering and production personnel experienced at design and manufacture of
power supplies, rectifiers amplifiers, etc.

Write
520

CW-4188, Electronics
North Michigan Ave., Chicago

11. I11.

RADIO
CABINETS
wood cabinets of all types built to
and
your specifications. Twenty-four hour
estimating service.
"Engineered Wood Production"
THOMAS MANUFACTURING CO.
WISCONSIN

NEENAH,

Attention Manufacturers

Y.

& Distributors
Available to Rated Manufacturers and Distributors.
mailing list of 1617 Radio and Electronic Parts
Equipment Jobbers in United States. This list was
compiled in October, 1947 from Active Accounts
Receivables Ledger of 11 Manufacturers. Results
guaranteed. Price $35. Open account to rated
firms.
M-3516, Electronics
330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

April, 1948-ELECTRONICS
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RECEIVERS
COMMUNICATIONS
better. Calibrarig:d factory specifications
types expertiy repaired and rebuilt

Special Values

MICROAMMETERS

D. C.

$12.00

0-100 ua. 4" sq. G.E. D058
0-200 ua. 4" sq.

0-100 ua.

0-550 ua.
0-100 ua.
0-50 ua.
0-25

ua.

R.

F.

or
to
All
tion, alignment, image rejection measurements etc., to highest standards.
work guaranteed. Workmanship you can measure.
Authorized Hallicrafters and National Service Center

WINTERS RADIO LABORATORY

G.E

2ÿt2" Gruen
Weston fan
Weston fan
Weston tan
Weston fan

4.009.00

sh. 7" sc. ....27.50
30.35.ÓÓ
sh.
sh.
40.00
sh.

MILLIAMMETERS

0-100 Ma 31/2" Weston 425
0-120 Ma 21/2" Weston 507

$9.00

7.00

PRECISION ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
New York 13, N. Y.
146 Grand Street

11

New York 7, N Y.

Warren Street

beans
3-2451e.
.Adcock Antenna and Coupling
May be used with well shielded receiver of proper frequency range. Two 7 ft. rotating beam half section.
Four ò ft. amenna rods. Brand Nov. Only t available.

SERVO -TEK PRODUCTS

CO-

217
',rook' . ARnury
, /''iflori.
1-2677
Teleph

Surplus

GENERAL ELECTRIC

#20 AWG Rockbestos type
ACA

AMPLIDYNE

Spec.: 52-C hook-up wire; service voltage 1000.
Acetate coating with asbestos
Fungus treated.
and cotton braid overlay. Treated for flame resistance.

Hood

10E1

239

SO

83

IR

PL 259
405` 83-ISP 25v

i.

PL259A, 83-ISPN, 83-IAP, UG2IU. 83.11
CU F49190183-1SPwith small hole tor RG62U).
UG255U (Adaptor. takes 83-1SP one side &
UG88U other), UG85U Baby 'N' plug, UG87U
ONLY 400 ea.
Baby 'N' socket. UG27U
UG90U BNC socket, UG 88(1 ItNC. plug... _850

HAROLD H. POWELL
338 Windemere Ave.

Drexel Hill, Pa.

WALTER H. SWITZER
Spokane 8, Wn.

Riverside

FOR SALE

Electric Specialty
MOTOR GENERATOR

U. S.

Air Forces

$9,95 N.Y.C.

DC

F.O.B.

INPUT 27V V
530 WATTS
app. 1" Dia. 1/2" Air cooled by re-

FOR SALE

Shaft
Unit measures 113/4"x51/2"
movable fan.
Brand New in Sealed Cartons.
Deposit Bal. C.O.D.
35v

ELECTRONIC HEATER-NEARLY NEW
General Electric Model 4F151
INDUCTION TYPE

15 Kw.
Power Output
.510-540 Kc.
Frequency
Montreal, Canada
92 Prince St.

CORTLANDT

MANUEL KLEIN74NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
AY101D, AY131D, AY121D, Selsyns.$18.00
Diehl CDA 211052 High Performance
11.00
Servo Motors 115V OOCYC
Diff. Analyzer Computer Condenser 3.00
1.0
MF.
D161270
Polystyrene W.E.
Diff. Azimuth Assmh.-With Diehl
Mech. Diff. Selsyn-Intergearing
12606-1-A Torque
-and Bendix
Units (CH5 Motor & AY43 Selsyn) 40.00

WANTED

with 12 volt power supply; two unit
compact; 4 channel transmitter and re
ceiver crystal controlled. Tunable stand
ard broadcast band 550 to 1500 K.C. Complete $357.50.
HI -10 is similar to above except 6 volt
power supply; slightly lower R.F. output.
Complete $305.80. All FCC approved. Mfg.
by F. E. Dine & Co., Inc.

:

FOR

SPECIAL

MARINE RADIO

9

MANUFACTURED

Colors available.
FS -4021, Electronics
330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

HI -20

E.

Cortlandt 7-1361

FINCH DI1I1:11'TIli1 FINDER
F 115-G
e,delhandtvheel
with Azmuth dial.
rotable
Units.

600,000 ft. LEAD WIRE

COAXIAL FITTINGS

All service

FS -4166. Electronics
York

330 Wost 42nd Street, New

18,

N. Y.

WANTED
All Types Autosyns, Selsyns and Synchros, Transmitters or
Indicators 60 or 400 Cycle.
Also Pioneer Torque Units, Inverters, Gyros, Two -Phase Control
Motors, Fractional H. P. Motors AC or DC, and Similar Equip-

ment.
W4175
330 West 42nd Street,

ELECTRONICS

New York 18, N. Y.

Input -220 volts,

60 cycles 3 phase

Output-220 volts,

WANTED

800 cycles single phase,
10 KVA
FS -4221, Electronics
West 42nd St., New York I8,

721

TR Tubes

Synchros-all types

N. Y.

Laboratory equipment
Navy Transmitters,

FOR SALE
1-Sound Panel, inc. 2-50 watt Boosters,
1-4 channel Pre -Amp., 1-FM-AM Tuner,
1-Record Changer, 1-Switching Panel,
1-15 watt Amplifier. All equipment

B

MANUFACTURERS

Receivers and D.F. sets
330

WV -4125, Electronics
West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

Turn your surplus inventory into
cash. Will purchase any quantity
of Standard or War Surplus components or complete

'ts includ-

ing laboratory equipment.
330

W-4124, Electronics
West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

mounted on 19" Rack Panels. Comp. $500.

Also
Recording Turntable
with overhead mechanism drive with
Audak D7EH Pickup. Complete in portable
carrying case-$225.00

1-16"

PAUL PETERS
2640 Sheridan Road

ELECTRONICS

-

April, 1948

Zion, Illinois

WANTED

WANTED

Rek-O-Kut

TEST EQUIPMENT
All Types of Laboratory Test Equipment,
New, Used or Surplus. Send full description and price to
330

W-4170, Electronics
West 42nd Street, New Yerto

18, N. Y.

All type of surplus oil filter and bathtub
condensers of G. E., Aerovox, C -D and

Solar manufacture. Give detailed specificot-ttons, condition and quantities available.
Will buy complete lots if price is right.
W-4009, Electronics
330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.
265
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D.C. MICROAMMETERS
500 microampere mvt---G.E., DO -41 --se cal 0-20
KV-suDp with paper V.O.M.A. so -3r,¢", rd H
bake case

400 ua

$4.95

mvt-approximately 500

ohms resistanceTriumph-sc cal 0-3, 0-15 and
60 v MA-4"
Rect fl bake case-Knife edge pointer
$5.50
McClintock 2" rd ring, mounted metal case-0-700
microamperes D.C.-Full

Multiple Range Continuous
Indicating

fin)

Portable (Chronometric)
TACHOMETER

PORTABLE TACHOMETER

scale 0-100 microamperes D.C. Half scale, 0-1 MA A.C. Full
scale
and 11 Volts A.C. Complete with self contained
half wave rectifier. Black scale, luminous markings, scale 0-10
$2.50

A. C. VOLTMETERS
15 V.

(100

case
150 V (10

MA)-W.11., NA -35-21/2", rd

bake

fl

$3.95

MA)-W.H., NA -35-3áy", rd fl bake
case
$5.50
150 V-Triplett 331-J.P.-with external resist for

series connection to increase range to 300 V.
(multiply reading by 2) to make a dual range
150-300 Voltmeter -31", rd 8 bake case
55.50
150 V, Weston 476. 3/" rd fl hake case
calibrated
for use from 25-500 cycle,
@ $6.50

D. C. MILLIAMMETERS
sr flbakeae
RÓE
MAE -3;"d
btee
DO 4

fl

$3.25
$3.25

RADIO FREQUENCY AMMETERS
R.F.-Weston_425-31/2", rd

A

bake

case @
$7.50
2.5 A-Weston 507-23^, rd H bake
(a $3.95
2.5 A-Simpson 36-31', rd fl bake case
@ $4.95
2.5 A-W.H. NT -35-31", rd fl bake case
case @$$45.50
2.5 A-McClintock-31". rd fl bake ease
.50
3A-W.H. NT-35-3ry", rd fl bake ease @@ $5.50
I

fl

D. C. VOLTMETERS

Volt-G.E., DW-41-black sc, no Caption-sr
0-15-21/2",
e
G.E.. D W 41 °234", rd fl bake case Ç
$2.95
1.5 KV-W.H. NX-35-with 1000 ohms per volt15

30c Vo

t

external Arec wire wound resistor & mtg clins
-31/2", rd fl bake case @
$7.25

PORTABLE A. C. AMMETER
WESTON MODEL 528
DUAL RANGE 0-3 Amp. and 0-15 Amp. full scale
for use on any frequency from 25
to 500 cycles. The
ideal instrument for all commercial,
industrial.
experimental, home, radio, motor and general
repair shop testing. Comes complete with a genuine
leather, plushlined carrying case and a
of test
leads. A very convenient Docket sized pair
test meter
priced at less than 50% of manufacturers
list.
Your cost
ONLY $12.50

PORTABLE A. C. VOLTMETER
WESTON MODEL 528
DUAL RANGE 0.15 and 0.150 Volts for use
on
any frequency from 25 to 125 cycles.
Complete with
plushleads.
and
Thed is Voltmertersng
with the matching omodel
Ammeter above, makes an ideal pair of test meters
for any mechanic to carry around in his tool
box.
ONLY $9.50
COMBINATION OFFER: 528 Voltmeter -528
Ammeter-60TH FOR $21.00

VOLT OHM M9LLIAMMETER
SUPERIOR MODEL 1553
A.C. Voltage 7.5, 15, 150, & 750
D.C. Voltage 7.5, 15, 150, & 750
D.C. Current 7.5, & 75, M.A.
Resistance 0-5000, C-500,000
In hardwood case 61/2"x434"x234".
Complete with genuine leather carrying

case, test leads

&

Instructions

Jaeger Watch
This unit is of the centrifugal mechanical
type and is designed to show INSTANTANEOUSLY and CONTINUOUSLY the
speed or change in speed of any revolving
shaft or surface. No stop watch or other
mechanism required.
Three ranges in R.P.M., and three
ranges in F.P.M.
Low Range
300(Each division equals 10 R.P.M) 1,200
Medium Range
1,000- 4,000
(Each division equals 20 R.P.M.)
High Range
3,000-12,000
(Each division equals 100 R.P.M.)
Large open dial 4" diameter.
Ruggedly cnstructed for heavy duty
service.

Ball bearing and Miners bearings-require no lubrication whatsoever.
Readily portable
Fits neatly Into
palm of hand.
Gear shift for selecting low, medium
and high ranges.
Greatest accuracy-meets Navy specifications 18-T-22, Type B, class A.
Complete with the following accessories:

-

1-Steel tip

1-Conical Rubber tip metal mounted
1-Rubber lined metal cone tip
1-Peripheral Rubber wheel 1 ft. in
Circumstance
1-Extension Rod
1-Small size convex rubber tip,
metal mounted
1-Operating instruction

Can be used for lineal speed measurements to 10,000 F.P.M.

Ideally suited for testing the speeds of
motors, particularly of fractional horse
power, generators, turbines, centrifugals, fans, etc.
Very small Torque-requires practically no power to drive.
Unequalled Readability 2" Open face
dial-each division on large dial equals
10 R.P.M.; each division on small dial
equals 1,000 R.P.M.
Greatest Accuracy-meets Navy specifications-guaranteed to be within Ma
of 1%.

Results of test reading remain on dial
until next test taken.
Push button for automatic resetting.
Complete with the following accessories:

1-Large pointed rubber tip
1-Large hollow rubber tip
1-6" circumference wheel tip
1-Operating Instructions
1-Temperature Correction chart

List Price $75.00-Surplus-New-Guaranteed.

The combination of the above features
will give accurately, within a few seconds,
by direct reading, the R.P.M. of shafts or
the lineal speeds of surfaces without any
accessories or timing of any kind. Each
unit comes complete in a red velvet lined
carrying case 5" x 3%" x 1%". Net List
Price, $75.00 Surplus New Guaranteed.

Your Cost $24.50 fob, N. Y.

Your Cost $24.50 fob, N. Y.

Made by Jones Motrola, Stamford, Connecticut. Comes complete in blue velvet
lined carrying case; 71/4" L x 4" H x 5" W.

$17.95

Co. Model #48A-6

Can be used for speeds up to 20,000
R.P.M.

-

- -

All items are Surplus -New -Guaranteed. C.O.D: s not
sent unless accompanied by 2504 Deposit. Orders accepted from rated concerns, public institutions, etc., on open account. We carry
a complete line of surplus new meters suitable for every requirement,
panel, switchboard, recording instruments, laboratory
such as portabT,
standards, etc. Over 50.000 Meters in Stock. We also stock various
nents, tubes, parts, and accessories and can supply large
surplus compoquantities for manufacturers, exporters, etc. Send for free circular
ers, Exporters, Dealers-We
Manufactur-

invite your inquiries.

338 Canal Street

MARITIME SWITCHBOARD

TELL US -TELL
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ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION D
CODE TRAINING SET AN/GSC-T1

CODE TRAINING EQUIPMENT
A set of 4 units consisting of: Recorder, Keyer.

Practice Tape and Tape Puller for practical
training of Morse Code to student operators. etc.

RADIO

TELEGRAPH

SIGNAL

RECORDER

McElroy RRD-900
Designed basically to make inked recordings on %'
paper tape of dots and dashes transmitted by
students operators for correction of sending errors.
Can be connected to output circuit of a radio
receiver (impedance of 6-15 ohms) or used for
direct recording from a hand or automatic keyer.
Operates on 110-120 volt, 25 to 60 cycles. Complete with 1 #117Z6GT, 2 #117 N7GT's (or 117P7GT's) and 5 reels of blank W" tape in a wood
carrying case approximately 10' W z 18" L z
13" H.
CODE KEYING UNIT
McElroy Mfg., Boston
Operation: Designed primarily to read standard
code signals from inked tape by means of a photoelectric system and to transmit these signals to

Made by T. R. McElroy, Boston
Operates off 6. 12, 24 or 110 V D.C. or 110 V or
230 Volt, 60 cycle
An excellent unit for schools or clubs for code
training. This is designed for group training of telegraph code to students whereby each
student sends a message from any prepared text
to the Instructor. It provides a visual signal
through a blinker or an audible signal through
a monitoring speaker. Has volume control, variable frequency oscillator, a phone jack for a

an external unit, is, headsets, blinker, transmitter, oscillator, etc.
Output: Audio signal tone of approximately 800
cycles. Low impedance 15 ohms.
Components: Photo -electric system. Amplifier
and oscillator circuits, complete with the following tubes: 4 #117N7GT (or 117P7GT) and 1
photo -tube 823 (or 930) and hand operated tape
puller. Operates on 90-130 volts A.C. or D.C.
This unit comes complete in a wood carrying case
approximately 10" W x 12" H x 15' L.

monitoring headset, pitch and tone control,
rotary switch for selecting the operating voltage
and power supply.
Complete with spare fuses, power cord and battery
adapter: 10 Telegraph Keys with 10' line each,
1 776x5 tube and 2 #6AG6 tubes.
Complete in chest 10%" x 17" L x 13%" HNet wt. 49 lbs.
Can be used anywhere-batteries A.C. or D.C.
D; able-Good for a lifetime of Service! $24
,

TAPE PULLER
McElroy Model TP 890 (or 613-CTP 1300)
Designed to take up the %á" tape used on recorders
and keyers. Operates on 110-120 volt A.0 or
D.C. Speed of motor can be varied by means of
a control rheostat mounted on the unit.
Complete with 1 take up reel in wooden carrying
case approximately 15' L z 11" H z 11" W.

T

NY

CODE PRACTICE TAPE
15 Roll Kit

BC -1161-A RADIO RECEIVER
to 210 Megacycles. Operates off 115 volt 60
cycle Power supply. Inductance tuning for R.F.,
Antennae, detector and oscillator. With a few
modification this unit makes an ideal F.M. Receiver. Each set complete with circuit diagram
and the 14 following tubes: 1-6SN7 Cathode
Follower; 1-6H6 second Detector: 2-68E17
1st and 2nd R.F. Amp.; 1-8SH7 Video Amp.'
3--6ÁC7/1852 1st, 2nd, 3rd IF Amp.: 2-OAB7%
1653 4th, 5th, IF Amp.; 1-9006 Mod. ; 1-6J5
Ose.: 1-5114G Rect.; 1-6E5 Tuning Indicator.
Complete in a metal cabinet 10" high 16th-wide
150

As

These four units make an ideal set for students,
schools, etc., in learning to transmit and receive
the telegraph code. It may also be used for many
applications where relaying facilities are required
or where certain experiments and research project
require the recording and transmission of interrupted signals at specified intervals, etc.

SURPLUS - NEW

and 15" deep.

-

GUARANTEED

All four units complete,

NET fob. N. Y. $34.50

Net,

INSULATION TESTER
0-20 and 0.200 Megohms, full scale
0-.5 and 0-5 Megohm, center scale
The original unit. The Weston Model 796 Insulation Tester operated at a 500 volt test potential supply by eight 67% volt batteries. This
has been modified by us to utilize two 1% volt
standard No. 6 dry cells and a vibrator power
supply for the 500 volt test potential thereby
eliminating the high replacement cost of batteries.
Enclosed in a hardwood carrying case 8%"x9Wx8".
The Weston Model 801, 4%" Rectangular 0-50
microampere meter guarantees extreme accurac
$39.50 eat
on all range?_ (o

SPECIAL METERS
Frequency Meter-Dual Range-covers frequency
ranges from 48 to 52 cycles and 58-62 cycles
J.B.T. 30-F-Dual element, Vibrating Reed
$5.95
types-115 V -3t,¢", rd fl metal case
Voltage Polarity Phase Rotation Tester-Triplett
337 AVP-Checks 115, 220 and 440 line voltagelocates open circuits, blown fuses, damaged wiring. etc. Indicates whether A.C. or D.C. and
polarity of D.C.-Checks phase rotation to determine direction of rotation of motors, operation of
controls, etc.-Consists of a 3" square meter and
a small polarized vane movement in a small
handy sized case---Complete with 36" leads with
$8.50
teat prods
TOTALIZING HOUR METERS--G.E. .31/2", rd ti
bake case: Iip to 9,999.9 hrs. Operates on 10-12
volt, 60 cycle. Ideal for counting the total hours
of operation of the power tubes on transmitters.

$3.50

etc.

15 REEL CODE PRACTICE TAPE KIT
illustrated and described in next column.

DECIBEL METERS-Weston 301, Type 21, 31/2".
rd fl bake case, minus 10 to plus 6, 6 M.W., 600
ohms; General purpose type 0-5-0.7 Second to
final reading, 45-629 overthrow, 5000 ohms in$8.50
ternal resi ranee at ODlt

F. O. B.,

N. Y.

$75.00

J

CODE RECORDING EQUIPMENT
A set of 2 unite consisting of a recorder and tape

puller
sages
direct
radio

designed for the recording of code mes-

transmitted by student operators or for
code recording from the output circuits of

receivers.

RADIO TELEGRAPH SIGNAL RECORDER
complete set of 15 Rolls of accurately inked tape
designed to teach the telegraph signal code to
students.
This kit can be used in conjunction with the TG 10
Automatic Keyer, the McElroy G-813 Beyer or
similar units. Each roll has 400 ft. of %' wide
inked tape on 16 MM film reel which is used to
transmit the recorded signals through a Beyer
to code practice tables or headsets.
Prepared to operate In speed sequence for the beginuntil they become high speed
mng students
operators. Provides the most simple code characters at beginners speeds, to the most complex
message characters for the high speed operator.
Each reel lasts approximately one hour which provides a total operating time of 15 hours of code

McElroy Mfg. Co.
Designed basically to make Ink recordings on $6'
paper tape of dots and dashes transmitted by
students operators for correction of sending errors. Can be connected to output circuit of a radio
receiver (impedance of 6-15 ohms) or used for
direct recording from a hand or automatic keyer.
Operates on 115 volt A.C. Complete with 1
#117Z6GT, 2 #117N7GT's (or 117P7GT) and 5
reels of blank 84" tape in a wood carrying case,
approximately 10" W x 11" H z 25" L.

A

u

Surplus-New-Guaranteed
HEAVY DUTY TAPE PULLER
McElroy Model TP 890-742
Designed to take up the 3á" tape used on recorders
and keyers. Operates on 115 volt A.C.-D.C.
Speed of motor may be varied by means of a control rheostat mounted on the unit.
Complete in wooden carrying case approximately
15' L x 12" H x 11" W.

message.
Made by T. R. McElroy Co. of Boston at a Govt.
Cost of $48.15. Each set comes complete in -a
wooden box 15" long 8t/s" wide 9t4" high with
detachable cover.
Brand Newl-In original acking!
Shipping wt. 19 lbs.
Note:
NET
in
set
only
Sole
Single rolls not
fob, N. Y.

Slightly Used-Excellent Condition-Guaranteed

Both above units complete

$1500

Net,

available.

F-O.BN.Y,

$4500

Orders
C. O. D.'s not sent unless accompanied by 25% Deposit.
new meters suitable for
accepted from rated concerns, public institutions, etc., on open account. We carry a complete line of surplus
50,000 Meters in Stock.
every requirement, such as portable, panel, switchboard, recording instruments, laboratory standards, etc. Over manufacturers,
exporters,
We also stock various surplus components, tubes, parts, and accessories and can supply large quantities for
etc. Send for free circular-Manufacturers, Exporters, Dealers-we invite your inquiries.
All items are Surplus -New -Guaranteed, unless specified otherwise.

MARITIME SWITCHBOARD
Worth 4-8216-7-8-9

338 Canal Street
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

TUBES! TUBES! TUBES!
Thousands of Tubes

LOOK

ALL BRAND NEW -STANDARD BRANDS

Minimum Order $5.00

WHAT YOU WANT LET

IF YOU DON'T SEE
Price Type

Type
1A3
1A5

6.96
.49
1.10
2.49
4.50
.98
.44
.98
.98
.89

1A7GT
1B24
1B38
1G4

IG5
IG6

1114G
1L4
1R4 1294
1T4

1.29
.58

.99
1.10
1.92
1.10
1.10
1.39

1115

1N5GT
1LN5
IRS

ISS
2A3
2C22
2C26A
2C34
2C40
2C44
2D21
2E22
2E25
2E30
7J32
2333

.69
.75
.98

2.60
1.75
.75
1.50
3.95
2.25
20.00
20.00
4.95
.69
.49
.98
4.95

23651
2X2
3A4
3B7
3B22

3824

.98
.89

31)6 1299

3Q5GT
3S4
4C35
4E27 257B

5R4GY
5T4
5U4
5V4G

Price Type
.98
.98

.59 6 7
.89 6R7
.89 6SA7
.75 6SC7
1.25 6SFS
.99 6SC7
.89 6SH7
.99 6SJ7GT
.69 6SK7

.99
.98
.75
.89
1.29
.89
.99
3.49
.64
.51
.75
12.95
.89
.75
1.35
.51

GALS
6A Q5
6A T6

6AU6
6B4
6B6G
6B8
6BG6
6C4
6C5
6C6
6C21
6D4

606
6F4
6F5
6F6

.79

6F6G

.80
.96
1.10
1.10
.49
1.50
.49

6F7
6F8
6G6
6116

634

6J5

Type

.98 6 5
.60 6 5G

6AG5
AC7
6AK5

2.95 6J76....
6K6
1.58 6K7
.43 6K8
7.95 6L6
4.95 6L6G
1.15 6L7
1.25
.44 6N7
.98 100TH

3E29

Price

5W4
5Y3
SY4G
5Z3
5Z4
6A6
6AB7
6AC7

_.....

Quantity Prices on Request

.89

Price

12SQ7GT..

.

12SR7

12X3

.79
.79
.39
.69
.79
.89
.69
.89
.89
.75
.96
.99
.89
.98
.89
.75
.69
1.50
.89
1.25
1.39
.69
.89
1.10
1.10
.89
.89
.89
.44
.69
1.25
.99
.89
.89
.79
.69
1.10
.79

6SL7

6SN7GT

6SQ7
6SR7
6SS7
6U5
6V6GT
6Y6G
6X4
6X5
7AE7
7B7
7C4
7C5
7F7

7L7GT
10Y
12A6
12AH7
12AT6
12BA6
1213E6

1208
12H6
1225
12K8
12SA7GT
12SG7
12SH7
12SJ7
I2SK7
I2S1 7

14B7
14H7
1437
14R7
15E

2304
2306

.69

24G
25A6GT
25L6GT
25Z5
25Z6

.75
.75

.75
.98

.75
.78
1.50
.98
.75
1.10
.69
.99
.69
1.10
.69
.89
.59
.69
.64
.90
.89

28D7
30
32L7
34

35L6GT
35Y4
35W4
35Z3
35Z5
36
37
38
39 44
41

45
47

SOBS

50L6GT

.75

70L7

.89
.69
.69
2.39
.75
.75
1.10
.53
.96
.89

71A
75

KNOW YOUR

Type
100TS
11727
117Z3
117Z6GT

3.00
1.89
.89
1.10
121A
2.65
205B
4.50
211
.98
215A
3.00
7.50
217C
250TH
12.95
304TL
2.49
307A
6.25
316
.89
37IA
1.39
371B
3.00
394A
4.50
417A
19.95
446A
1.25
450TH
17.50
703A
7.50
1.85
705A
713A
1.65
715B
4.95
717A
.69
3.95
721 A
723A B
5.50
725A
12.50
800
2.25
801A
1.10
802 RK25.... 1.49
803
8.95
6.75
805
3.75
807
1.25
808
2.95
809
1.50
910
5.95
811
1.95
812
3.15
81211
6.90
813
5.95
814...
4.39

Cornell Dubilier dual .05 @ 9000 volts DC
working #PC -2151-1
14.50

General Electric Pyranol .5 Mfd 2000 v. DC
Working #26F698

2.40

General Electric Pyranol #23F49 -G2
5000 volts DC working

6.75

Cornell Dubilier .2 Mfd 5000
#C -8B-2784

3.00

2.89

Cornell

3.95

General Electric Pyranol .1 Mfd 12000 v. DC

2.25

Sprague 4 Mfd 1000

Mfd

Aerovox 1509-6 Mfd 1500 volts Working DC.
Mfd 7500

Volts Working

DC

U

uber

20080G

Working

Cornell Dubilier
v.

Working DC

TJH 25010-G

General Electric Pyranol
DC working #23F47

2 Mfd

I

Mfd 2500

4000 volts

-

481903-10

5.50

General Electrio Pyranol .005-.005-.01 Mfd
10,000 working volts DC
5.95
Micameld 2.5.2.5-5.0 Mfd 600 volts Working
DC #C -6B
Micamold 4 Mid.
C P70E D F405V.

600

volts

DC

working

1

General Electric Pyranol
ing #25F785

4 Mfd 400 V.

General Electric Pyranol
working #23F11

2

20% DEPOSIT
WITH ORDERS
UNLESS RATED

work-

Mfd. 1000 V. DC

8

v. DC Working

Mfd 2000 v. DC Working

#26F628

V

DC Working

Sprague .25 Mfd 4000 v.
CSF482163-20

DC

CSF

Working

General Electric Pyranol .04-.04 Mfd 7500
DC Working #26F415G2

4.95

12.50

1.95

3.95

v

6.50

1.60

.95
95
1.25

Price Type

815
826
829A B
830B
832A
833A
836
837
838
841
845
860

2.25
1.75
2.95
5.25
2.25
39.50

861

866A
872A
874
884
923
954
955
956
957
958A
059
991

1005
1006
1613
1614
1616
1619
1622
1624
1625
1626
1629
1631
1851

2050

2051.........
5514
7193
8001
8005
1OCP4

1.15
2.50
3.75
.69
3.75
3.00
50.00
.75
1.95
1.95
.75
.49
.49
.49
.75
.49
.49
.49
.50
.39
.39
.95
1.75
1.39
.98
1.75
.98
.49
.49
.59
1.49
1.25
.90
.49
4.75
.39
4.95
3.25

Price

8011

2.95
4.95
2.49
5.95
2.95
.89
.49
.49
.49

8012
8016
8020
8025
9001
9002
9003
9004
9005
9006
EF50

.98
.49
.79

HF100
HY75
HY615
OZ4
RK60
RK72
T20
T7.40.
V70D
VR78

3.95

1.25
1.25
1.25
.79
3.50
1.95
2.95
6.90
.75

R105

.75
.69
1.95
2.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.89
2.49
1.49
4.95
3.95
4.50
2.95
14.95
17.95
19.40
37.50
42.20
60.00
110.00
270.00

VR150
Z225
902

2API

3AP1.
3BP1
3CP1,
5API
5111,1

5E1.4

5CP1.
5FP7
7ßP7
7DP4.
7FP4
7CP4
1OFP4
IOFP4
12JP4
15AP4

42.20 20AP4.

INDUSTRIAL TRANSFORMERS

CONDENSERS

Aerovox .1
C-59644

.89

.89
.49
75T
.59
77
1.25
78
79
1.25
80
1.20
82
.98 12SN7GT
83V
.89
12.95
20% DEPOSIT WITH ALL ORDERS UNLESS RATED

I

REQUIREMENTS

Type

Ps ice
.75

.99 84
.79 85

.98
1.10
1.10
1.25
1.25
1.10
1.50
.49
.98

.98 14A7
.90
.85

US

Tobe Filtermite 8-8 Mfd 600 v. DC Working
PT -SC -2 plug in capacitor

1.25

General Electric Model 2. Mark 3 type 9C
Synchro-Capacitor 30.30-30 Mfd Delta
connected 90 volts 60 cycles
10.50
Aerovox 4 Mfd-1500 working

V DC

#1509.

2.10

110.220 v. Primary -General Electric Cat. #7469125
1.0 KVA 50/60 cycles
Secondary volts 2050 C.T. @ .487 amps...$17.95
Prim 220 v. N.Y. Trans. Co. 50/60 cys.
Sec. #1-10.2 volts @ 6.5 amps
Sec. #2-10.2 volts @ 3.25 amps
Sec. #3. 6.4 volts @ 1.8 amps
5.50
Primary 220 v. N.Y. Trans. Co. 50/60 cys.
Sec. 5.07 v. C.T. @ 13.5 amps
4.25
Primary 220 v. N.Y. Trans. Co. 50/60 cys.
Sec. #1- 6.4 v. C.T. @ 2.7 amps
Sec. #2-10.1 v. C.T. @ 6.5 amps
4.75
Primary 205 volts 50/60 cys.
Sec. 6.4 C.T. @ .9 amps
2.50
Primary 220 v. N.Y. Trans. Co. 50/60 cvs.
1220 volts C.T. @ .57 amps
12.95
Scope Transformer Potted Trans. Primary
110 volts
Leads out the bottom

#1-2500 v. @
#2-2y2 volts
for 5000 v.

Sec.
Sec.

ma.
3 amps

Insulated
8.95

TRANSFORMERS
TS 6 -Scope transformer-2500 v. @ .4 a.,
2.5 v. @ 1.75 a., 6.3 v. @.6a
TS 5 -Western Electric -0303184-h1. volt
4200 v. @ 9 ma lo. volt, 640 v. @ 200
ma -111. 6.4 v. @ 5 a., 5.4 v. @ 3 a.,
5.1 v.
3 a., 2.5 v. @ 1.75 a. -complete television
@
hi. & lo. volt. trans. in

9.95

one compact oil filled unit --will handle
any television tube
12.95
TCH 2 -Scope transformer 1750 v. @ 4 ma
and matching fll. trans. 6.3 v. @ .8 a.,
2.5 v. @ 1.75 a
7.95

NIAGARA RADIO SUPPLY CORP.
160 GREENWICH STREET

15

@

ALL PRICES
B., N.Y.C.

F. O.

NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

April, 1948
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INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT

HEADQUARTERS FOR:

MASTER OSCILLATOR MI -19427-B

with signal shifter.
This unit was built for R.C.A. Add a final -becomes a complete transmitter
be225a0e d
Perfect for Television sweep circuits for field or station use or wherever 300 v. must

-

ffLsyiV MOrORs

under varying load conditions
COMPLETE (less tubes)

TECHNICAL SUMMARY

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Output Frequency
Output Lever, Buffer -Amplifier
Modulation Frequency
Frequency Deviation (maximum)

2 to 20 megacycles
Sufficient to drive an RCA -807

650 cycles

Power Consumption

115 230

Power Supply

Oscillator Filament Current
Amplifier and Tone Generator Filament Voltage
TUBE COMPLEMENT
Electron -Coupled Oscillator
Buffer -Amplifier
Tone Generator
Regulated Power Supply

±
±

150 cycles

200 watts
volts, 50/60 cycles
005 ampere d -e
6 3 volts a -c

SPECIAL

2 RCA -3Q5 -GT

RCA -807

I

RCA-6AB7, I RCA -6F6
2 RCA -5U4 -G. RCA -6Y6 -G
RCA -1852, 2 RCA -VR -150 30
I

I.
1

OUT

CLOSE

500 cycles

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Height, 66 9/10 in.; Width,
Dimensions
TYPICAL PERFORMANCE DATA

Type

50 cy.-4 Ibs.
Type II -6V4" long, 4/4" dia.-115
AC. 50 cy. 11 oz

In.
Frequency Change
0 0005 per cent
Line voltage change ± 10 per cent
00007 per cent
Temperature change, per degree Fahrenheit
Relative humidity change of I per cent over the range of
30 to 95 at a dry bulb temperature of 110 degrees F....0.0003 per cent
Drift from cold start, first reading taken within I
minute after applying power:
Frequency deviation at the end of the first hour
a negative dritt of 100.400 cycles (measured at 7 mc)
22

In.: Depth,

Synchronous Type
for 110 v. AC.
in
3" dia. -50 v. AC.
l-5/"Pairlong, Series

171/2

v

S

9.95 pr.
12.95 pr.

SYNCHRO-DIFFERENTIAL
Model #1943 -078249 -CAL -11280 Bendix Aviation 115 v.-60 cy. 6" length to end of
$9.95
shaft x 41/2" diameter

MINIATURE
TUBE PULLER

HI -VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY

-

Niagara solves your miniature tube breakage problem
with this new sensational invention. Tubes may now
be easily extracted or placed into those hard -to -reach
places, without the fear of breakage or burning of
hands. This new invention incorporates a heat resistant
rubber cap with aluminum body and handy thumb.

formerly used with the
Hi & Low Voltage Rectifier Power Supply Model C F T v. at20169
3 mils -325 V. at 100 mils.
DAQ Direction Finder. This power supply contains 2500 v
1110
60 cy AC. source.
Also contains a sweep amplifier, voltage regulated from
receiver or perfect power supply for an
Power Supply can be used to power a television
Unit Is mounted in a cabinet with all controls
Oscilloscope, or General Lab. use.
including pilot lights & switches on front panel. Wt. approx. 40
pounds
LIMITED QUANTITY

operated plunger release. Be sure to get
yours today. Mosey hack guarantee.

$29.95

FULL WAVE SELENIUM RECTIFIER

-

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
FOR
Full Wave Bridge Types

Output

Input

From
0-14 V.D.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
0-14 V.D.C.

From
9-18 V.A.C.
0-18 V.A.C.
0-18 V.A.C.
0-18 V.A.C.
0-18 V.A.C.
0-18 V.A.C.
0-18 V.A.C.

Output

Input

From
0-28 V.D.C.
0-28 V.D.C.
0-28 V.D.C.
0-28 V.D.C.
0-28 V.D.C.
0-101 V.D.C.
0-100 V.D.C.

From
0-36 V.A.C.
0-36 V.A.C.
0-36 V.A.C.
0-36 V.A.C.
0-36 V.A.C.
0-120 V.A.C.
0-120 V.A.C.

Full Wave Center Tap

Input

Current Price
1

5

10
15

20
25
30

AMP
AMP
AMP
AMP
AMP
AMP
AMP

$1.95
4.45
7.45
9.95
13.95
16.95
14.95

Input

From
V.A.C.
V.A.C.
V.A.C.
V.A.C.
V.A.C.
V.A.C.

0-18
0-18
0-18
0-18
0-18
0-18

Input

AMP
AMP
AMP
15 AMP
20 AMP
2 AMP
5 AMP

50 mmf. designed

is a natural for
current,
ant.
reading
neutralizing your final,
checking your beam, or
wherever a good R.F.
Thermocouple Meter is
.750
needed -full scale
ma. Complete with ther-

$2.98

mocouple General Elec2"
tric type D W -52

round.

A steal

at...

Half Wave Types
Output
From
Current
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7

V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.

to work with voltages up to 5000
volts. Will han die 5 amps. made
by General Elecdon't change the
tric
final when switching
hands lust plug In consize
denser
55

-

mmf with

20.000 V peak

i

$4.95

$48.50

Priced at Only

USE IN

-

R.

F.

UNIT

-

BUILDING YOUR OWN CUS-

$31.95

several years

any surplus or standard transmitters or test equipment as well as any receiver IF frequency. Prices
on request -write to our engineering department.

April, 1948

SWEEP SIGNAL GENERATOR

RECEIVER
TOM-MADE TELEVISION
ANY SIZE or TYPE
and
This all -channel R.F. unit is factory pre -wired
in lower
tuned for 7 channels (covers all channelsoperating
and higher bands in any single area
Average sensitivity
presently or in the future).
20 microvolts; has R.F. stage before oscillator;
complete with 3 tubes: I-6AK5. I-6AK6, 1-6C4:
Input impedance 300 ohms, balanced to ground.
Size 91/ deep, 41/2" high. 61/2" wide.
NOTE: No single area is scheduled forcanmore
be
than 7 channels. However, 6 more channels factory
added to this unit, if desired. at nominal
cost. It Is not expected that these additional 6
channels will be required for

XTALS

-

52.25
2.95
4.95
6.95
8.95
10.95

ALL CHANNEL

can- supply power xtals of any frequency
ground to .02 tolerance in any type of holder for

ELECTRON ICS

Price

FOR

We

All Prices f.o.b. N. Y. C.

$4.00

SCOOP! ANOTHER NIAGARA FIRST

$2.98

11/z

5

5 For

Generator with a frequency
McMurdo Silver Co.. Model 909 FM and Television Sweep Signalvariable
from 40 kc. to 9 mc.
range of 2 mc. through 226 mcs. with true electronic FM sweep
new unit one can
Power required is 105/125 v., 50/60 cycles a.c. at 35 watts. With this
complete instrucbut
simple
with
perfectly
and
quickly
receivers
FM
and
TV
visually align
tions supplied for FM and TV servicing.
.
.

-

13áx

AMP
AMP
10 AMP
15 AMP
20 AMP
25 AMP
3

$.89 or

Output

VACUUM
CAPACITOR

METER SPECIAL

Current Price
600 Mils
$5.95

0-36
0-36
0-36
0-36
0-36
0-36

$5.95
7.45
12.45
18.95
25.95
14.95
19.95

3
5

10

Output

0-350 V.D.C.

From
Current Price
From
3 AMP
0-14 V.D.C.
$2.95
V.A.C.
4.95
0-14 V.D.C.
5 AMP
V.A.C.
10 AMP
7.95
V.A.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
10.95
0-14 V.D.C.
15 AMP
V.A.C.
13.95
0-14 V.D.C.
V.A.C.
20 AMP
16.95
0-14 V.D.G.
25 AMP
V.A.C.
Use with capacitor to obtain any voltage up
to twice rated output.

Current Price

PLUG-IN

Here

Perfect for bias application
Use your DC relays from an
Only requires
source.
AC
3" x Vz mounting space Rectifier for
Input up to 300 V at 40 ma output.

ALL APPLICATIONS
0.400 V.A.(:.

OnlyBBQ

WRITE FOR FREE BULLETIN 4 SL.

SUPPLY CORP.
NIAGARA RADIO
STREET, NEW YORK 6, N. Y.
160

GREENWICH

CREDIT EXTENDED

TO RATED ACCT'S.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
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SURPLUS BARGAINS!
WESTON MODEL 271
Large Fan Shaped Microammeter
Another of the famous Weston fan
shaped line. Very
large scale 6.8" long.
These meters were
made by Weston to
General Radio specifications, with special mirrored scale
and knife edge pointer. Accuracy 1%.
0-600 Microamps
170 M.V.
Coll Res: 260 Ohms
Your Price
$12.50
10 for

$100.00

PORTABLE

A.C. AMMETER
WESTON #528
Double range ammeter.
0-3 Amps and 0-15

Amps. Two of the very
useful ranges for your
Lab. or shop. Complete
in genuine leather case
with test leads.

Your Price

$12.25

TRANSTATS-3

K. V. A.

Type RH Input: 115
V 10%. Output: 115
V. Max. Amps: 28 A.
Made as a line voltage corrector 10% of
input voltage, or can
be connected to give
plus 20% or minus
20% of input. Can
also be reconnected to be used as an isolated
type etepdown with variable secondary. Input: 115 V. Output: 0-30 Volts at 30 Amps.
No Knob.
A Real Buy at.
$18.00
(same type, but .25 KVA. Input: 103-126 V.
Output: 115 V.-2.17 A.)
Price $6.50

.....

STEPDOWN TRANSFORMER
Made by General Electric.

Heavy duty stepdown
transformer, with considerable overdesign. Ideal
for rectifier applications,
low voltage heating, general laboratory use, etc.
Open frame type.
Input: 115 Volts-80 Cycles
Output: 15 Volts (at full load)
Capacity: 180 V.A.
Size: 31,4' x 3:4" x 4".
Your Cost $3.75
Quantity prices available

HEAVY DUTY STEPDOWN
TRANSFORMERS

Input: 116 V. (with 8 taps in primary).
Output: from 16 to 10.6 V. (in 8 steps).
Capacity: 1.25 KVA-Sec. Amps: 100.
Size: 13"x10"x6". Approx. Weight: 30 Lbs.
Open Frame Construction.
Your Cost
$12.50
10 for
$100.00

VOLT-OHMMILLIAMMETER
Made by Triumph Mtg.

Sec -2.5 V ® 5 A Overall°Dimen: 13%"W z
14%"L x 7" D. Weight: Approx 60 lbs.

All
lite

Price $22.50
meters are white scale flush bake case unless otherwise specified.

One of the Weston popu-

Co.

lar tan shaped line. Exceptionally long scale for
size of instrument. Accuracy
with
1%.
Scale length -4".
Spade pointer. Here is
a good movement for
special purpose instruments.
with
blank scale with arc drawn in. Comes
Ready for
plotting calibration points. Can be
used
make up any range of volts, amps, MA., etc. to
Full scale deflection

to Signal Corps Specs-Test
Set 1-77-H.
Ranges:
Volts DC-0-30/300/1600
Volts AC-0-15/150
Ohms -0-1000

-

0-300,000
M.A., DC-0-160

Equipped with snap -on carrying handle -size 6'/s. "x
334"x2%". Your Price $8.50

-6 M.A. -40 M.V.

MICROAMPS
0-100 Microamps, res. 100 Ohms
3" Rd. Westinghouse NX/35
$7.95
D. C.

-

0-150 Microamps
2" rd. G.E.
What) NX33. Res: 600 Ohms.

-

Your Cost $8.95

10

List $29.83
for $75.00

A.C. VOLT -AMMETER SET

DW51 or

Your Coat

$3.75

D.C. AMPS & MILLS

0-1 Ma 2" G.E. DW41

(special scale)

0-1 Ma 2" Weston 506
0-2 Ma 2" Sun 1AP525-5
0-2 Ma 3" Weston 301
0-3 Ma 2" Weston 506 with metal case
0-5 Ma 2" Dejur S-210
0-25 Ma 2" G.E. DW41
0-30 Ma 2" G.E. DW41
0-100 Ma 2" sq. Simpson 127
0-100 Ma 3" Weston 301
0-500 Ma 2" G.E. DB41
0-1 Ma 3" sq. Westhe RX-35
(Scale: 1.5 KV)
0-1 Ma G.E. DO -41 -Black Scale

3"
(Scale: 3 KV)
0-15 Ma 3" Westhse NX-35
cale: 15/150/300)
0-30 Ma 3" Westonn30
6
(Metal)
0-1 A. 3" sq. Weston 301
0-10 A. 3" sq. Triplett
0-10 A. 3" Simpson #25
30-0-30 A. 3" Simpson 26

$2.95
3.75
2.25
4.96
1.85
1.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
4.95
3.25

3.85

3.95
2.95
4.50
4.75
8.75

(metal case)

0-160 3" G.E. AO -41
0-150 V. 3" Simpson 56
0-75 V. 4" Weston 842

(Surface Metal Case)

0-800 V. 4" sq. Triplett
(431A 300/600 V. scale)

(scale: 120 A.)
Triplett (metal)
0-6 A. 4" Weston 642 (surf.)
(surface-metal)
0-6 A. 4" sq. Triplett 431A
(scale: 150/300)
0-30 A. 3"

RECTIFIER TUBES

6

Amp. (Tungar type) for battery chargers,

Federal
Type

10B1CV1
1OB2CV1
4B8CV2
5B2AV1
5B2AV5
11BA6AM 1

Cap.
Mtd.
10

4.50
5.95
6.45

4
1
1

.25

3.25

2.95
7.95
2,95

$1.50

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

$2.95
3.75
2.95

$3.50
3.95
3.95

rectifiers, etc.

(minimum order of 10 tubes)

Full Wave Bridge
Approximate Rating
Output
Input Max. Max. Amps.
18 V.

38 V.
48 V.

38 V.

120 V.
150 V.

9D0812 R

A. C. AMPS

0-1.5 A. 2" Weston 607 (RF)
0-2 A. 3" Westhse RT -36 (RF)
0-3 A 3" Westhse NA -36

-

.

2.75
2.95
2.95

A. C. VOLTS

0-10 V. 2" G.E. AW-42
0-10 V. 3" G.E. AO -41
0-150 V. 2" Simpson 166

WARD LEONARD
ohms
9.2 Amps
-9.2 Amps (Not
tapered). 14" Dia.
Complete with handle and legs for rear
of panel mounting.
Your Cost $5.95
10

Your Cost

D. C. VOLTS

(Black scale-metal case)
0-150 V. 3" G.E. DO -41
0-150 V. 4" Weston 643
(Black scale-flush -metal)

HEAVY DUTY
RHEOSTAT

3.75
5.50
2.50
4.50
4.50

(without shunut)

0-15 V. 2" Westhse BX-33
(Black scale)
0-15 V. 2" Simpson #126
0-20 V. 2" Weston 606
(10U
hms
0-16 V. 3 Westhseer
CX-35)
0-40 V. 2" Weston 606
0-160 V. Weston 301

Westinghouse RA -37-4" Sq. 0-300 Volts AC
Scale: 300/600 Volts A.C.
With Potential Transformer for 600 Volt
Range
Westinghouse RA -37-4" Sq. 0-5 Amps $10.00
AC.
Scale: 76/160 Amps A.C.
With Donut Current Transformer for
Double Range 75/160 to 6
$10.00
Price: for ALL 4 PIECES
10.00

4.25

0-80/120/000 Ma Weston Portable -Model
280 -Precision Type
5.95
0-300 A. 3" Roller -Smith
4.95
(fl. bake. Type TD -60 MV)
(with ext. shunt)
0-300 A. same as above
2.25
(without shunt)
0-300 A. 4" Weston #643
8.50
(fl. metal -black scale-ext. Shunt)
0-300 A. 4" same as above
6.50

H. V. Plate & Fil. TRANSFORMER

Weatghse Encased
Filled
Plate: Pri-108-122V, 60 Cy.OilSec
-16 KV
020 A. 18 KV ® .015 A. Fil: Pri-105/115/125

WESTON MODEL 269
FAN SHAPED METER

14 V.

.5
.5
.5

28 V.
36 V.

1.8

28 V.

1.8
1.8

100 V.
115 v.

Price
.98
1.50
2.75
4.25
11.75
11.95
14.50
f

G. E. PYRANOL CAPACITORS

Volts
D.C.
1000

10000

500
1000

Height Weight Length Price
5-7/8 z 1-3/4 z 3-7/8'
51.85
5-7/8 z 2-3/4 x 1-1/4'
.85
3-5/7 z 2
z 1-1/18'
.50
2'
z 1-1/4'z 1-1/16'
.25
1-112 z

l'

z

3/4'

.25

G. E. H. V. PYRANOL CAPACITORS
.001 Mfd.-50 K.V. DC.-534"x7%4"x4" $12.50
Insulators 4" Dia. x 7" High.
.1

Mfd-26 K.V. DC.-18"x7"x4"

POWER TRANSFORMER

Pri-440/220 V 60 Cy Sec -125/115/105 V
Rating .8 KVA RCA Open construction.
Bracket mounted, pr1 & sec terminal boards.
Overall dimensions: 5%"H x 7%"W z 8"D.
Mounting dimensions: 6+y"x5r4". Price
$12.50

ALL PRICES INDICATED ARE FOB, OUR WAREHOUSE, NEW YORK,
N. Y.

POWERTRON Electrical Equipment Co.
117 LAFAYETTE STREET
Phone: WOrth 4-8610
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
CONDENSER OIL RATED WVDC

5mfd/600WVDC/220VAC&brackets
889; l0mfd/600V
Imfd/600V
3.3mfd/225VACS1.25; 4mfd/600V
20mfd/600V/$2.50: 4mfd/33OVAC/I000V
15mfd/330VAC/1000V/$3; 2mfd/2000V
3mfd/2000V /$3: 4mfd /3000V
2mfd/5000V/$10: 4mfd/5000V
2mfd/12500V/$25; Imfd/25000V
I mfd/4000V/$3.75; .00025mfd/25KV
2xlmfd/400/12/$1; 3x. I mfd/400V /10
Imfd/400V/12/$I; 2mfd/400V/5
.5mfd/500V /10/$1 ; I10d/500V/8
.05mfd/600V/30/$1; "2x.05m/600/25
3x.05mf/600V/15/$1; 3x.22m/600/12

4for
2for

2.25
5.00
15.00
75.00
4.95
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

2x.25m/600/6
3x.25mfd/600V/5/$1; .5mfd/600V/8
:

1.00

PRECISION RESISTORS
for METERS
BRIDGES, AMPLIFIERS

ALL STANDARD MAKES
**5%

14%

2000

(Rest 1%)
12000**
220000**

410%

5100**
150000**

4300**
84000**

30000**
245000**

1155

950000

250000

ABOVE SIZES 20c. EA ASSTD. ..10 FOR $,98
8500
2580
580
89.8
.116
.5

101

.7

1.3

113.1

1.75

120

2
3
4

2

900
00

125

4.35

165
70

910
1000
1030
1110

200

1155

209.43

11755

235
240
250
260

1250
1260
1322
1350
1500

286
299

1600
640

150
160

6.025

182.4
7.5

7.8
8
10

245.42

14.5
20
25
26

0

307
40

1(50

300

1

3420
0

1830

418.8

1900
2000
2080
2142
2300
2400
2485
249
2500

40

45.1
49

165

50
55

426.9

60

480
487
50 0

440

56.7

452

71.4

5
54C

80
1.4

ABOVE SIZES EACH 45c
.25 MEG
0.1 MEG. .16675
.175

.1
.12

265º

14

.14
.15.147

10,000
10.500
12.000
14.460*
14,800
15,000
15.000
17,600
17,000
18.000
19.000
20,000
20,520*
21,500
22,000
$
23,00C
24,000
25.000
29,900
30,000
33,000
37,000
40,000
50,000
54,400*
60.000
65,000
68,000
75,000
80,600
84,000
90,000
91,000
95,000
TEN FOR $3.00

4

.294
.314

MEG

1.2
1.579

.6

MEG

.62

.6547
5

578
7

.575

.33 35
.3535

5

4

2

9.05

4.23

2.855

4.6

3

.7813
.8
.95

TEN FOR $5.00

ABOVE SIZES EACH 60c
1

MEG

.402
.422

268

.201
.22
.229
.24
.245
.25

.135.13

!

9000
9445
9710

2600
2635
2700
2860
2900
3000
3100
3290
3384
3500
3730
4000
4300
4440
4444
4500
4720
4850
4885
4900
5000
5000
5100
5270
5500
5730
8000
6200
6300
6500
7000
7500
7700
7950
7950
8000
8250

600
612
640
700
733
750

100
105

.42

10

TEN

:ABOVE SIZES EACH:90c

11.5
12.83

20

J OR $6.95

VICTOREEN VACUUM PRECISION
RESISTORS
IMEG, I.5MEG. 2MEG, 3MEG.
83MEG
3.75ME0. '/x OF 1% ACCY HIVOLTS AT
$7.50
$1.00. TEN FOR
$ .98
SPRAGUE IOorl2meg/12KV resists@
15.00
10for
$I.89@
IRC 30meg MVA/HV
3.95
WST & GE 0-150VAC/2'/2" B'Csd New
2.95
WST/Indctr 0-100&100-0.100microamatr
3.00
Delur 0-Ima/21/4" B'Csd & Std scale
4.95
Caged
GE 2Meg WW/0.2%accy

CONDSR OIL or MICA rated WVDC

2x.5mfd/600V/6/$1: I.22m/600/8
Imfd/1000V/4 $l; .25m/I000V/4

Imfd/I000V/3/$I

21 mfd

f/2000V

Mica

:

05m/1500V/2

/2/$1.8 : 0.Ìm /3ÓÓ0V

ÓI1mfd/600V/20/$$1.20;

012/2500Ór

$1.00

1.20
1.00

.75
1.49
1.00

4.98

HEINEMAN 10ma, 3.5,10,15,20,30,35&40,80,
TEN for
I00,I80Amp $1.95@
SQ
'D&KLIXON&CH 5,10,20,25.33,35,60.70
TEN for
Amps 98 ea
15for
CERAMICONS .001 or .0001mfd
EE65 TELEPHONE TEST SET & RINGER...
VOLTAGE REGULATOR Raytheon New 95130V/60cy, Out 115V/60W
V'REGULATOR Same 198.242VInpt/50 60cy
Outpt220V/500Watts/.5% regltn
WIRE #i0/I000ft$12.95; #18/1000ftAN

16.00

7.00
1.00
19.95
10.95

29.95
4.50

5500V/IAmp/220V inpt

@ $54

15.95
19.95

5.50
4.95

1320V/375VCT/110ma 5V/3A, 2.5V/3.25A &
8.95
6.3V/2.75A Cased HV insltd
6.95
135OVCT/150ma. 6.3V/5A, 5V2A UTC
8.95
2 FOR
640VCT&1250V/250ma $4.95
1.29
500VTC/50ma, 6.3V/4A Hmtclly Cased
6.95
1100VCT/212ma $5.95; IOV/8A/12KV
3.25
SV/II5Amp $9.95; 30V/4Amp
6
3
&
I000VCT/45ma; 795VCT/80ma: 3x5V/3A

VCT/IA. 6.3VCT/.3A HV/Hmtclly Csd
7.5VCT/6.5A, 6.3VCT/3A
700VCT/150ma- 10V/3.25Á 2.5V/10A &
VCT/2A, 5V/3A; HV Ins(td CASED
115 or 230V/10Amp/2KW Transformer
93, 103, 112. 117 or 2309/1.6KW
115 or 230V/8Amp/1.8KW Auto Transi

4.95
3.75

6 3

5.50
19.95
14.95
14.95

or 230V/50-60cy/3.4Amp
or 220 or 220 or 440V/190W

115
110

4.50
5.50
5.95

2.5V/I.75A, 4V/6A/25KV Cased
2.5V/1.75A, 6.3V/2A/20KV Ins GE Cased
872 Comb Tubes, sockets, Xformer
872 TRANSFORMER I2KV Ind
866 Comb Tubes, sockets. Xformer
866 TRANSFORMER 10KV Ind Cased
2400V/240ma, inptl15 to 138V$7.95@

12.00

6.95
5.95
3.95

for
I320VCT/275ma, 6VCT/3A, 2.5V/2A/5V/4A..
720/20ma, 5V/3A, 6.3V/3A CASED
2201/In/7.5V/24A/HV-CASED
220Vinpt. IOVCT/5A or 110VInpt/5VCT/5A
570VCT/180ma, 5V/3A, 12V/4A CSD
510VCT/125ma, 5V/2A, 6V/4A CSD
TRIPLETT TUBE CHECKER TRANSF
220to440V-or-I10to220V/250Watt
AUTO TRANSF 6V/2A, 150V/1.6A, 35V/I.2A
RECT

14.95

2

7.95
2.95
5.95
2.95

3.95
3.25
2.95
4.95
3.95

4.50
25V/3Á H Vins
ANTI -CAP SWITCH $1.25@

ISIOOVCT/ 5 Ómá 116.3V/3A,

Federal DPDT

for

2

2.25

Ant Tuning Unit 1001A.
to 7000KC/IKW-RF. PINETWORK ADJUSTABLE
ÌI5.í/16"THD15 D23%*W. EW COMPLETE RFmeter, Coils, Condsr tuning In&output insulators, Techmanual. Will match & load maJorIty
ANTS. Can be adapted for Hi frog's with slight
1500

NUSED

changes

-

6W. New Pioneer
GLYPTAL #1276 CEMENT Gallon
G.E. Selsyn Transmitter Indicator

TWO for $99.00
TWO for 99.00

75009 or 15000V/Doubler/35ma
10800VCT or 21600V 'Doubler/95ma
3000V/10ma $4.50; 4000/10ma
5000V/10ma $6.95; 2.5V/3A/20KV

$12.95

SPECIAL

GIBSON GIRL XMTTER, ONLY NEW
GIBSON GIRL SCR578, COMPLETE

BC1073 WVEMTR 150-210mo's LN"
ßC230 XMTTER 2.5to7.7mc's LN"
COMPASS RCVR BC433/M N26 LN'
SAME Compass Rcvr LESS TUBES LN'
APSI3/RCVR & XMTTER less tubes LN"
ARN-5/BC733 RCVR less tubes LN'

Supply 115V/60cy-Sens-5microV

"TAB"

$1.10 128Q7
1B3/8016.. 2.00 1 JrR7.
l E7ß
1L4

.98 lLZb

2Ab
2C40
2D21
2X2

.73 351.6
.9b M)1.8

NEW GUARANTEED

-

1.95
1.98

5.95

6.95
4.95

.75 sa103

.70 9006
.89 ;a12A
.74Y9P1
.61 AI'lA...

.7934
.75 iSZb

f.74

?A Pl
.72 xfiPl
.52 3111'1

2V3ß

f1.25 3Fp7

3P7/1291..
3D6/1299..

.95:45T

3.75 sAl'1
.79 61P1

094.......

.75 tX:3'VR705 .74 ;iI:PI
.95 O4'3/VR150 .74 :!JI'12
.90 211

394

.49
.49

.49

2.85
1.95
4.95
3.25
2.75
2.75
2.75
3.95
3.95
2.75
3.75

80TH.... 18.00 f.11l'4
5R4131.00
1.53
ST4

3.75
3.75
3.95
3.95
7111'7/1813 3.95
5Y30
9.11.1
3.95
bV4G
12111'7. . . . 5.95
5Z3
. . .
1.001bO7L....29.951ß24
584
2.95
.98 W1.b31..
18.00 0i27
OAB7
2.95
.72 T03A
4.95 I124
BAC7
2.95
.97 T17A
.89 E22
1.50
6AG5
RAG7
.98 M8
2.95 OY
.35
.98 723AB .
4.95 1 bE
1.49
6AJ6
.81 72b
4.95 2C28
OAKS
.39
9.00 2C84/R1(34 .49
.95 803
6AL5
1.28 804
8.95 2C48 445A
.88
GARS
1.29 805
4.95 3B24
6B4G
.74
1.49 3C28
4.95
.98 807
8ß8G
1.95 4F124/257.. 10.00
6C4
.39 808
.75 811
.49 'LJ2l
12.75
6C5
8.90 2332
16.95
6C6
.73 813
3.95 2255
.98 81b
18.00
6C8G
5.95 2K29
.98 814
4.95
BD4
1.15 VT127. ... 2.95
WM
.74 816
.98 826....... 1.45 HK24/3C24 .81
8E5
.69 829B/3E29 3.90 631P1/BN4 3.75
61'6/1613
1.10 C111005... .30
1.20 838
611
1.20 837
2.25 CBJ
6F8
4.95
4.95 F127A . .. . 12.00
6G5/6H5.. .98
.08
2.49 -1.200
6G8
12.00
9.00 4J47
.48
6HBG
35.00
1.00 LRA15. ... 5.95
6H8M
.68 864
1.00 CE215.... 5.95
1.98 985
824
1.00
.72
3.95
825
888
2RA6
2.20 CE206.... 3.95
.81 872A
BJB
1.10 F0104.... 14.95
...
.88 884
BJ7..

5U4G
5W4

$10.95

.69
.98
.53
1.00
.80

BKBGT...
6K7

.

(ILK;
6SA7G. ..

12.95

6S7

.

FSC7

6SN7
68G7
68J7

5.95

(SL7

1.69

6V(GT....

3.95
9.95
38.00

6SQ7

8X5

5.95

BY6G
7C5
12A6

1.98

12K8

69.95

11.50

R04TH....
304TL.
307A
.48A
460TH.

1.HHFRTY STS., ROOM 200

. . .

18.00
3.95
3.75
3.25
1.98
25.00

5CT1

51 P7
5H P1

. .

.

. .

211.:494995

5.95
21.95
6.95
9.95

.

...

6L7
8N7

14.95

:15OTL. ..

.

19.95
10.95

.98
EXT CORD Hvy-Duty/S1/I6'/M&Fplugs
1.00
MILLEN 150mmf/3000V Variable Condor
.98
Cond Var Split Stator 9ommf per Sec
1.49
HOLTZER
CABOT
BELL 115VAC & VDC
WE PM DRIVER 25to55Watt Waterproof&
TWO for 20.00
blastproof 617.95@
29.95
TRUMPET & WE DRIVER 35to55W
125.00
WE 9 DRIVER Multicllr 250W trumpet
21.95
REMLER 25W bull trumpets used
15.95
OSCILLOSCOPE 3" KIT Tubes&pwr Sup
"TAB" MONEY BACK GUARANTEE $5 MIN.
CHARGES
ORDER F.O.B. N.Y.C. ADD SHIPPING
& 25% DEPOSIT, C'TABOGRAM.

C

3.49
2.50

for .98

2

.49 40
98 Q3V

98.50
12,000,000lumens
STROBO FLASH #1503 CONVERTED to 115
VAC & 3 KRYPTON lamps mtd In Reflectors
198.50
& check bulbs
STROBOFLASH KRYPTON lamps & igntn
Transi; 12,000,000LU M ENS/ 15to30000flashes,
2 for 21.00
sealed new
CONDSRS STROBOFLASH GE 8mfd & 660

CORNER CHURCH

10.00
10.00

.81 IkM14

. . .

.98 Jb1)7

1P6G

9.95
TBY VIBRAPACK & S'BATTERY
2.49
BOX KITE NYLON
4.50
BALLOON 4ft&HydrogengasGenerator
.98
GIBSON GIRL HAVERSACK waterproof
STROBO FLASH AN/#1053/TWO LAMPS
inptl2V. Complete power supply Cables &
batteries & 2KRYPTON HI -Intensity lamps

VAC/2000WVDC/32mfd/4units pyrnl

12.95

FOR TUBES

07.4

61(8

APN-I ALTIMETER less tubes LN*
ea.
BC457/458/459 Like New*
BC456 MODULATOR less tubes LN°
BC212 TANK Intercom&tubes&Dyn
ea.
LN'
BCI9I/BC375 one TU&Tubes
568211 FREQUENCY MTR LN*
USN Flashlight perspective projector & ENLARGER NEW & 16-C-166 TM
S'BAT USN HYDROMETER KIT BOXED &
SPARES & THERMOMETERS NEW
FM TUNER & TEN TUBES Higain & pwr

3.95
3.95
5.95
4.95
7.95

DYN/24Vin/300V/260ma/I5QV/I0ma/14.5V/5A 4.95
PE94A same as above plus fllters&start
9.95
BEND IX INVERTER 24Vin/out26V/400cy/
GE

Transformers 115V/60cy INPT
2750V/ONE AMP @$54

$ 3.95

W.E. 0.200or0-500V DC/ I000ohmsV/3'/ "B/ea
HICKOK 4" Illuminated MTR Tube CIikr
WESTON 4" TWIN GALV 10&40ma/.5i1
XTAL-DIODES IN21A, 22, 23A, 25. 26,27/lead
sealed NEW G'Insp @$1
12 for
IN34 X'DIODE @$I.IS/2for$2.20/I0for
DYNMTR 6Vin/out240V/100ma or 12&24Vin/
500V/50ma: PM New Navy
DYN 28Vin/out540V/250ma used LN'
DYN 12&24Vin/275V/I10ma/P'Magnet
DYNMTR 28Vin/out250V/60ma
2 for
DYN 12&24Vin/220V/IOOma&440V/200ma ....

12SA7

.

.

.

.

..

128K7.. ..
128L7

I'28N7.

1.24 954
1.10 955
1.23 956
/.20 957
.98 958A
.84 1813

1.49 FOlOb.... 16.95
1.39 5D21
19.00
2.49 TIINOAR* 1
.49 199698e... 2.95
.49 20X872*... 2.95

.49 289881*... 2.50
.49 MA7PA PL**
.49 44Aoa...
.40
.69 17*Roa... .SO
2.75
.91 I818
4bBoa...
.60
39 BBRoa... 1.40
.95 1819
.79 1622/6L6M 1.49 ROCIKETSí
.79 Aco[pi8 t0! 1.00
1.00 1824
.72
.24
R884
.45 R72/211í.. .49
.98 1829
.39 9/18/804t. . .90
.87 1629
1.00 R181
.88 183b
.44

1825.39

1.00 1841

12AH7....
12SG7
128117.

.74 922
.78 923
1.20 931A

.29 2060
1.00 2061
1.08 7193
.79 9005
.88 401:
.88 8073
.88 9020
1.08 >r001
.85 b002

84 829832t.

1.18 R07t

.25

.24
.69
.49
4.25
.69
3.95 27c2HVt...
.30
3.95
4.95 T1rBE8 GTD
open
Ffl.
except
.49
.59 k Breakages
.R8

.49

705'71bt..
Maglnalt
Dlheptalt..

IF DBL SLUG TUNED 10-13mcs/h10....3 for $1.00
A "TAB" BUY
AIRCRAFT INSTS
2.49
WESTON OIL TEMP 0-110°C ales
4.95
LEWIS CYL TEMP 0-350°C Mee
WESTON CARB TEMP 0.70°C elec
U.S. OIL TEMP 60.220°C & Bulb
Englehard .1lto.07 Fuel Air Ratio
U.S. OIL PRESSURE 0-200 Gauge

KOLLSMAN 10-50 Hg. Manifold press
KOLLSMAN RPM 500-2500 Gauge
KOLLSMAN SQ'D 0-1000&I0000RPM elec
SPERRY Turn Indctr A-5type/Gyro
SPERRY AUTO PILOT r4GYRO bank&Climb
15-29hy/150ma SWINGING CHOKE
3 for
l2hy/300ma$3.95, 3Hy/40ma
15hy/400ma or 20hy/300ma/15KVins
2 for
3hy/400ma:15KV$2.75, 8hy/200ma
8hy/150ma new UTC cracked bklte T'Bd 2 for
0.5hy/100ma/4 for 984, 50hy/150ma
8hy/I IOma$1.29; 12hy/275ma

Dept. 3E, Six Church Street, New York 6, N. Y., U.S.A.

eeTAB"

ELECTRONICS

CIRCUIT BREAKERS

.49
1.39

WST & GE "DB" mtr-IOpIus6DB/21/2"
GE RF mtr Ior5Amp/2'/" B'Csd ea
GE GALVO 2.5&25ma-Ocenter/3'/z B'Csd
GE 2000V/I000ohms V & Resistor

That's A Buy

1.98
1.49
1.25

.Imfd/600V/l0/$I; 2x.Imfd/600V/8
3x. I mfd/600V /8/$1

"TAB"

15for $1.50

CD Tapped 2&.5&.3mfd/200V
CD 2mfd/330VAC/I000WVDC

2.49
2.49
3.49
.98
3.49
2.49
4.50
7.95

17.95

2.95
1.00
7.95
2.89
1.78
1.95

3.29

«TAB
ELECTRONIC PARTS
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 42
MICROWAVE
EQUIPMENT
MICROWAVE PLUMBING
CENTIMETER
Sand Load (Dummy Antenna) Wate
guide section with cooling fins. app.
23" high
$28.00
10 cm. waveguide, 5'9" choke to cover
Per section
$12.00
Per set of 4 sections
$45.00
Pick-up loop with adjustable tuning
section, used in duplexer cavity $1.50
Waveguide to flexible coax couplet
(RG 18/U), with flange. Gold plated.
App. 10" high
$17.50
10 cm. Horn, rectangular -to -square to -circular RP' assembly ending in
horn, radiating circularly polarized
beam. Waveguide input. Complete
with flange
$35.00
Magnetron to waveguide coupler with
721-A duplexer cavity, gold
plated
$45.00
rá" RIGID COAX s/e" I.C.
Right angle bend, with flexible coax
output pickup loop
$3.00
Short right angle bend, with pressurizing nipple
$2.00
10

Rigid coax to type "N" adapter $5.00
Rigid coax slotted section, CU10/AP
$5.00
Stub -supported rigid coax, gold
plated, 5' lengths. Per length $5.85
lit angle for above
$2.50
74," coax, rotary joint
$8.00
Magnetron coupling to v/s" rigid

coax

$4.00

coax,

rt.

OÁ

angle

bend,

15"

L.

52.00
RIGID COAX,
I.C. Short right angle bend.$2.50
Rotating joint, with deck mounting
$5.00

's"
Ua"

3

CM. PLUMBING

(Standard 1" x r/e" Guide
otherwise specified)

TR cavity for 724-A TR tube,

Unless

trans-

mission or absorption types $3.50
724-A TR tube
$2.50
150 deg. bend, with 90 deg. twist.
type "N" output pick-up loop
pressurizing nipple
Waveguide sections, 10" choke$2.50
to
cover (cire. choke to cire.
cover)
$2.00
Waveguide sections, CG 251/APS15A. 26" long choke to cover, with
180 deg. bend of 21" rad. at one
end
Rotary joint with slotted section$4.00
and
type "N" output pickup
$8.50
Waveguide sections, 12" long choke to
cover, 45 deg. twist, & 21" raditts
90 deg. bend
$4.50

Stabilizer cavity feeding waveguide
section, with filtered output and
attenuating slugs
Thermistor mount in waveguide$20.00
with
turnable terminations
$8.00
Slug tuner/attenuator, W E. guide,
gold plated
$3.75
TR-/ATR section with wavemeter
his flange
CG/APS.3, straight waveguide $4.00
sec-

tion, 10" choke to cover
Right angle elbow, 51" choke$1.75
to
cover. 21" radius, "E" or "H"
plane
$5.00
H plane
Twist, 90 deg., 6" choke to cover $5.50
$5.00
Waveguide sections 2552' long, silver
plated, with choke flange
$4.50
Waveguide, 90 deg. bend, E plane,
18" long
$4.00
Waveguide, 90 deg. bend, E plane
with 20 db. directional coupler $4.75
Rotary joint, choke to choke
$6.00
Rotary joint, choke to choke, with
deck mounting
$6.00
S -curve waveguide, 8" long cover to
choke

$2.50
Duplexer section using 1824..$10.00
cm. waveguide, 11/2" o 1/2" ID, 1/16"
wall per ft.
$1.25
Choke flanges circular, solid brass .55
"T" section (TR-ATR) 7-1/2" choke
to choke, square flanges
$3.50
Bend, 180 deg., 21" radius ea
curve, 12" cover to cover, with pressurizing nipple
$3.00
Directional coupler. CO 124 APS-15A
n 16" section cover to cover, 15
deg., bend
$5.00
Feedback dipole with 50 deg. twist.

MICROWAVE TUBES
MAGNETRONS
TUBE FREQ. RANGE PK. PWR. OUT.PRICE
2731
2820-2860 mc. 265 K.W.
$15.00
2J21A
9345-9405 mc. 50 K,W,
$25.00
2J22
3267-3333 mc. 265 K.W.
$15.00
2.126
2992-3019 mc. 275 K.W.
$15.00
2J27
2965-2992 mc. 275 K.W.
$15.00
2532
2780-2820 Inc. 285 K.W.
$15.00
2.138 Pkg. 3249-3263 mc.
5 K.W.
$25.00
2J55 Pkg. 9345-9405 mc. 50 K.W.
$25.00
3J31
24,000 mc. 35 K.W.
$17.50
W. E. 700A 680-710 inc. 100 K.W.
$35.00
W. E. 720BY 2800 toc. 1000 K.W.
$25.00
For 2521 (725-A), 2.122, 2.126, 2.127A31,T2.132, and 3731
Each, $8.00
4850 Gauss, %" bet. pole faces, 81" pole diam
$8.00
1500 Gauss, 11" bet. pole faces, 1%" pole diam
$8.00
1000 Gauss, electromagnet, adjustable 2%" to 3" bet.
pole faces, 2512" pole
diam.
$12.00
2100 Gauss. 11/2" bet. pole faces, y." pole face diam
$4.00

PE 73 CM Power
supply for BC

long OA

$3.50

1.25 CENTIMETER
Wave Guide Section 1" cover to
cover
$2.00
T section choke to cover
$4.50
Mitred Elbow cover to cover
$3.0d
Mitred Elbow and "S" sections choke to cover
$3.50
Flexible Section 1" long choke
to choke
$3.01
"1C" band mixer section
$10.00
Waveguide directional coupler $25.00

DYNAMOTORS
12.6/6.3 A. Output: 400 VDC
@ 135 Ma., 800

Input: 28
VDC. Output:
1000 VDC @
350 Ma. Start375.

VDC @ 20 Ma.
9 VAC @ 1.21
A
$3.49

ing relay, filter,

etc.
$4.95
PE 86-N Input:
BD 77KM. Power
28 VDC. Outsupply for BC
put; 250 VDC
191. Input: 14
@ 60 Ma. WestVDC. Output:
inghouse
$3.95
1000 VDC @
350 Ma. Army
DAG 33A: Input:
Reissue
Exc.
18 VDC @ 3.2
Cond
.$5.95
A. Output: 450
PE 1010. Input:
VDC
@
60
13/26 VDC @
Ma.
$2.45
DM 33 A, Input: 28 VDC @ 7 A. Output: 540 VDC @ 250 Ma.
Power supply for modulator for
274 N
$ 3.95
Dyn. Model 23350. Input: 27 VDC @SCR
1.75 A. Output: 245 VDC
@ 75 Ma.
1.75
DM -21: In 14 VDC 3.3 A Out 235 VDC 90 Ma. with filter
PE 55. Input: 12 VDC @ 25 amp. Output: 600 VDC @ 400 ma 2.59
(slightly used, but in excellent condition)
MP 10-G. Power supply using 2 dynamotors. Input: 24-28 4.95
VDC. Output: 1000 VDC @ 40 ma. 230 volts dc @ 100 ma
New, complete with enclosed relays,
etc
40.00
MK II dynamotor power supply. Input:filters,
@ 9.4 am
Output: 275 VDC @ 110 ma. 500 VDC @1250VDC
ma. New, with
connecting cable

-

and plugs

4.75

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT

"S" band lab. bench set-up. Consists

of one direct -reading wavemeter, app
(cavity type) : one dummy load with crystal probe,
one line
stretcher full wale; two waveguide to
RG 18/U coax couplers, two 1" sections
w/flanges. All standard 3" x 11" waveguide
$250.00
10 CM WAVEMETER. Model "SL". Micrometer adjust
cavity with mlcroammeter
resonance indicator. Includes 115 VAC operation converter
section. In grey
metal carrying case, complete with cables & spares. Made
by
Western
Electric.
$135.00
W.E. I.138A. Signal generator, 2700-2900 Mc. range. Lighthouse
tube oscillator with attenuator & output meter. 115 VAC input, regulated PWR,
supply.
With circuit diagrams
$50.00
10 cm oscillator cavity for 2C40 lighthouse tube,
with attenuator, thermistor,
pickup loop. Heavy silver-plated casting
TS 238/GP. 10 cm. Echo box with resonance indicator and micrometer $50.00
adjust
cavity
$65.00
3 cur. Wavemeter: transmission type with square
flanges (also available in
absorption type with circular flanges)
$15.00
3
cm. stabilizer cavity, tunable transmission type.
Model
1551
(TFX
t:.4)

2600-3400 mc.

1

1

$20.00

RADAR SETS

S09-10CM. SURFACE SEARCH 4, 20 and 80 mile ranges
Raytheon, 250 KW
peak power input to 2J27 magnetron. Complete set including:
spare parts,
tubes, wave guides and fittings.
RN RADAR -GEC low power, 5 andSend for price and add'!. info.
25 miles ranges. Uses GL446 as pulsed
oscillator,
"A" scope, "S" band. Extremely compact, ideal for demon stration and laboratory work. 115V 60C
Used, Excel. cond...$600.00
SE 10 cm. Surface Search Radar, W.E. operation.
to 80.000 yds. range. 250 KW.
pk. power input to 706 magnetron. 20,000
modulator, variable pulse
rate. Complete set including spare par ts,Thyratron
tubes,
waveguide and fittings. Send
for price and additional information.

MICROWAVE ANTE NNA EQUIPMENT

3

71"

EXPERIMENTAL
EQUIPMENT

namunicatíaas"

AS 125/APR Cone type receiving antenna. 1000 to 3200 megacycles.
New
$4.50
APS-4 3 cm. antenna. Complete, 14%"
dish. Cutler feed dipole directional
coupler, all standard 1" o 1" wave guide. Drive motor and gear mechanism for horizontal and vertical scan.
New, complete
$65.00
AN/TPS-3, Parabolic dish type
reflector approx. 10' diam. Extremely
lightweight construction. New, In
cases 32 eu, ft. wt. 370 lb
$49.00
Relay system parabolic reflectors:
All

approx. range: 21.61i to 6000 Inc.
Dimensions:
41' o 3' rectangle.
$85.00
TDY "Jam" radar rotating antenna,
10 cm. 30 deg. beam, 115 v.a.c. drive.
Ntlw

New
140-600

$100.00

nsc.
cone type antenna,
complete with 25' sectional steel mast.
guys, cables, carrying case, etc.
New
SO -13

$49.50

ANTENNA. 24" dish with
feedback dipole. 360 deg. rotation,
complete with drive motor and selsyn.
Ness
$75.00. used $45.00

merchandise guaranteed. Mail orders promptly filled, prices F.O.B. N. Y.
C.
Send Money Order or Check. Rated Concerns send P.O.
Shipping charges only send C.O.D. Send for Flyers.

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO.
131-E LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK 7,
TELEPHONE DIGBY 9-4124

Na

Y.

LABORATORY
ACCESSORIES
Pressurizing unit, MK 23/AP. Transmission line pressurizing unit. used
with APS-15
$12.50
Sperry klystron tuner, model 12.$2.00
Sine potentiometers, GE#251 X 96 or
W.E. #KS 15188 LOI
$3.50
CG 27, type "N" cable ass y.
long, male to female
$2.50

872 Ill. xfmr, with socket mounted
atolU
, 115
cy.

amps,

Transformer,

KV RMS

tes.
stt.8)2.00

Klystron sockets for 723 A,B and
similar types
2 for $1.00
10 cm. McNally cavity type Si:.
Ea
Crystal mixer, "S" band, Complete
with type 'N" fitting and 1N25
crystal
$3.85

$3.00

ANTENNA HEADS
TS 115/APS-2F, 10 cm antenna in
Incite ball, with type "N" fitring
54.50
OAJ Navy type CYT66ADL, antenna
in lucite ball, with Sperry fit
ting
$4.50
10 eut. feedback dipole antenna, in
lucite ball, for use with parabola
$6.00
-

DELAY NETWORKS
W.E. #D-168184
E. #D-165997,
ond
W.

I%

54.00
Microsec$7.50

INVERTERS

PE 206-A. Input: 28 VDC @ 38
amp. Output: 80 volts @ 500 volt amp. 800 cy. Leland Electric. Neu:
complete with instruction book.
relays, filters, etc.
l'1: 218 -Input: 25-28 VDC @ 92$12.50
amp.
Output: 115 volts, 1500 volt -amps.
380/300
cy.
Leland
Electric.
Nt-:q
$15.00

PULSE
EQU IPM ENT
PQ- 13
Pulse
Modulator. ConA

tains multivibrator,
amplifier,
rectifier, air and

oit sections. W.E.

#D-151756. Contains
following
tubes:
1-6AG7.
1-8016, 1-71)5-A.
$49.00

PULSE NETWORKS
#25E5-1-350-50P2T. 25 KV. 5
sections, "E" circuit, 1 microsecond pulse length, 350 PPS. 50
ohms impedance
$45.00
G.E.
#6E:5-5-2000-50 P2T. 6KV,
"E" circuit, 3 sections, .5 microsecond pulse, 2000 PPS, 50 ohms
impedance
56.50
(1.E.

PULSE TRANSFORMERS

# 0166173 HI-Volt input transformer. Impedance ratio 50 oluns
to 900 ohms. Freq. range: 10 kc to
2rur.
2
sections parallel connected, potted in oil
$12.00
W. E. KS 9800 Input transformer.
Winding ratio between terminals
5-5 and 1-2 is 1.1:1, and between
terminals 6-7 and 1-2 is 2:1. Frequency range: 380-520 c.o.s. l'erutallov core
$2.00
GE # K2731 Repetition Rate: 635
PPS. Pri. Imp: 50 Ohms, Sec. Imp:
450 Ohms. Pulse Width: 1 Microsec.
Pri. Input: 9.5 KV PK. Sec. Output: 28 KV PK. BWR Out: 800
KW. Bifllar; 2.75 Amp
$19.50
Type G.E. K2450Á Will receive 13KV,
4 micro -second pulse on pri., secondary delivers 14KV Peak power
out 1116KW GE
$15.00
WE #0169271 iii Volt input pulse
Transformer
$9.95
GE # K2748 -A Pulse Input, line to
magnetron
512.00
Utah Pulse or Blocking Oscillator
Transformer Freq. limits 7:11-R10
ev-3 windings turns ratio 1:1 :1 Dimensions 1 13/16x154x19/32... 51.50
705-A Rectifier Tube, with Ceramic
Socket
$1.25
WE

THERMISTORS
(5.95 ea.)
Western Electric
D-167332 (Bead)
D-170396 (Bead)
lr-163392 (Button)
10-10v^,91
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Pri: 117 v, 60 cycle.
Sec. 17,000 v, @ 144 ma, oil immersed, with choke
$65.00
Phase -shifting capacitor, 180 deg.
W.E. PD -150734
$2.50

VARISTORS
(5.95 ea.)
Western Electric

D-167176
D-170225

1)-162356
1)-171121

April, 1948
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SPECIALIZED ELECTRONIC MATERIAL
LOW PRICE

HIGH QUALITY
TRANSTAT

three

Heavy Duty Relay Consists of two S.P D.T. Hiero switches mounted on a 3000 ohm telephone -type

able
Model FTH 21,B

Fixed Winding 230/130
Commutator range 0-260 Volts, .65 KVA.
Max. amp. 21/2
Price $19.95
Model #29144
Fixed Winding 115 Volts-60 cycles
Commutators range 103-126 Volts
Maximum output .25 KVA
Housed in shielded case 5^ x 6' a 6'
Price $8.95
Type RH

$3.95

RELAYS
G.E. 2 circuit: coil 10 volts DC contacts 50/20
Price $ .85
amps 115 volts AC
Oak Rotary type 8-28 volts DC 3 single break,
Price $ .85
3 make -1 break and make
G.E. #D106F3, coil 180 ohm, 24 volts DC Double
Price $ .65
Pole. Double throw
Allied Sit B012D 180 ohm coil. 20 volts DC 4 Pole
Price S .65
double Throw
Allied #73B60. miniature type 26 volts Double
Pole. Double throw, isolantite spacer Price $ .95
Clare #814680-Miniature. 300 ohms, 24 volts DC
Price $ .95
Four Pole -two throws
Leach #1054, coil 260 ohms, 24 volts DC Heavy
con+Holding
single
throw
contacts. two pole
Price 5 .95
tact
RCA Vacuum Relay. Relay contacts will break 3000
volts and carry 10 amperes Solenoid resistance
200 ohms, 24 volts DC-Excellent as R.P. anPrice $ .95
tenna relay
Clare #818062-2 Pole single throw Miniature
type. Resistance 140 ohms. Will operate from
Price 5 .95
10 volts DC or 20 Volts AC

TIME DELAY RELAY
Thermal vacuum type
S. P. S. T. 100 ohm coil
24 Volts AC/DC
Price $ .95
90 second delay
Leach type 1154 D.P.S.T. Heavy contacts coil 50
Price $1.25
cycles
Volts 50/60
Leach type 1054-32 D.P.S.T. Heavy contacts Coil
Price 5 .75
32 volts D.C. 675 ohms
Struthers Dunn #G1EXX104 D.P.S T. Coil 12
at
12
Vo $D.9.
amperes
25
Volts D.C. Contacts
5

Struthers Dunn CDBX-1 D.P.D.T. Coil 115 Volts
60 cycles Contacts 115 Volts A.C.. At. 6 A.
Price $1.25
Allied Control #DOXS 4 Make 4 Break, Heavy
Contacts Coil 18 turns # 10 enamelled wire
Price

$

TUBES
(New surplus priced for quick sale

Telephone Type Relay #D4544 D.P.S.T. Coil 1000
Price $ .95
ohms

Manufactured by
Amertran,
Models are avail-

Plotes

RELAYS
Isolantite Relay D.P.D.T. Heavy Contacts Coil 100
Price 5 .75
ohms, 12 Volts D.0
Telephone -Type Relay #452-1043 Single Throw
Normally open Dual winding coils 180 ohms
Price $ .95
each

-

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS

Fixed Winding 115 Volts-400 cycles
Commutator range 75-120 Volts
load.72KVA
Housed in Shielded case 5YF-." x 6' x 61/2"rice

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

.75

relay. Microswitch Contact ratings 10 amps at 120
Price $1.25
volts A.0
G.M. Relay D.P.D.T. plus S.P.S.T. Normally open
Price $ .65
coil 30 ohms
Western Electric #KS 10149 60 second Time Delay
Relay Cramer Motor 115 volts 60 cycles Switch
Price $4.95
S.P.S.T. 15 amps
Cramer 3 second Time Delay Relay #44344 Motor
120 volts 60 cycles Contacts S.P.D.T. 10 amps
Price $4.95
at 120 Volts A.0
Telephone Type Relay -Western Electric Dual Contacts D.P.S.T. normally closed Coil 200 ohms
Price $1.25
Telephone Type Relay #D161934 Dual Contacts Six
Price $1.25
Pole Double Throw Coil 700 ohms
Telephone Type Relay 4 P.S.T. Normally open Dual
Winding Coils 200 ohms each winding Price $ .95
Telephone Type Relay #DB28091 Dual Contacts
4 P.S.T. Normally open Dual Winding Coil 175
Price 9 .95
ohm and 180 ohm
Miniature Relay #D4913 S.P.D.T. Coil 300 ohms
Price $ .55
Relays Allen Bradley Bulletin -810 Magnetic Overload Relay Dashpot type 28 amps continuous
adjustable range 15-43 amperes. S.P.S.T. N.C.
Price $1.95
600 Volts Max.
Allen Bradley Bulletin -810 Magnetic Overload Relay Dashpot type .15 amps, continuous adjustable
range 095-.29 amps. D.C. Resistance 300 ohms
Price $1.25
S.P.S.T. N.C. 600 Volts Max
Western Electric Stepping Selector Relay #D86522
20 position indicating switch coil resistance 20.Price $6.25
000 ohms
Struthers Dunn S.P.D.T. Relay 36 Volt coil-20
ma. Contacts 2 amps at 115 V.A.C....Price $ .95
Relay-D.P.D.T. Heavy contacts Coil 6 volts P.C.
Price S .95
18 ohms
Advance type #1000 D.P.D.T. coil 6 Volts A.C.
50/60 cycles Contacts cont. amps 30 All isolanPrice $1.25
tile insulation
Allied Control #R06D35 D.P.D.T. Coll 26 Volts
D.C. Contacts 10 amps. A.C. at 115 Volts
Price $ .95
Allied Control #BOY -X5 Coil 6 Volts P.C. Contacts D.P.D.T. plus SPST N.C. Heavy contacts

Price

5

.95

Relay Hermetically sealed
coil 12 Volts 18 ohms Very heavy contacts
Price S .75
Aircraft -Type Starter Relay Leach type #7220-3-24
Coll 24 Volts D.C. Res. 132 Ohms Very Heavy
Price $ .75
Contacts
Adlake Relay #2011 S.P.S.T. N.O. Coil Volts 9
Price
$ .95
50/60 cycles
Weston Sensitrol Relay SR 2 #21120 Price $3.95
Cramer Time Delay Relay #44SP3 N.L. Motor 115
Volts 60 cycles Two Poles Switch 115 Volts at
Price $4.95
10 amps.
Relay S.P.S.T. WE Co. #D163781 Coil with special glass sealed switch. Whole unit encased
in vacuum tube shell which is tilled with wax A
attached to a 4 pin octal base. 2 pins term for
coil. two l'or switch, 2500 ohm 10 V.D.C. Operating current 4.3 ma, release current 2.5 ma.
Price $1.95
cont. rating 1 amp.
Relay Switchboard WE Co. #D164816 3 windings
Price $2.95

Aircraft -type Starter

Write for Descriptive Catalogs Listing

a

Price
$2.95

Type
1824
2C46
2134
2155

4.95
9.75
9.75
.55
2.45
2.95
9.95
2.95
.45
.60
.95

3824
3C23

4827
5D21
4C33

5U44
6E5

6F8
6H6

.45
.45
.65
.35
.55
2.95
.45
.45
4.95
4.95
2.95

6517
6Y6
23D4
45
R K60

VR78
HY114B

3508
388A
394A
705A

801A

Type

Price

954
957

S

9002
9003
9006

.45
.45
.20
.35
.18
.35

50
V R90

1.25
.75

1629

VR105
V R65

1626
1629

IR4
1631

1632
1633
1644

.45
.65
.25
.65
.65
.25
.65
1.25

.45
.95
.45

7193
866 A
28D7
724B

1.95

3FP7
5FP7

.95
.95

1.95

R K72

.45

RK73

.75
.45
.75
.75
.45

RCA 836

Sylvania 3 D6/í299
GE

.75

VUIII/I0E146

Raytheon CK1005
Raytheon 2137 Magnetrons

.85

6.50

GRAB BAG
At least 10 Pounds of assorted Electronic material: transformera, chokes, capacitors, resistors.
coils, etc. for only $1.25.

HIGH FIDELITY
INPUT TRANSFORMERS
Ferranti #4794 Balanced winding, shielded type.
Description -Turns ratio step-up 2/1 primary inductance 133 Henrys ± 1 DB 60-9000 cycles.
Can be used to match any single or push-pull
plates to any single or push-pull grids -overall
Price $1.75
dimensions 2.4." x 3" x 21"...

400 CYCLE TRANSFORMERS
Brand New, Surplus, Standard

Manufacturers.

Filament -Primary 115 Volts 400 cycles. Secondary 6.3 volts 2.5 amps, overall dimensions
Price $ .75
2" SQ. x 2.5"
400
Scope Transformers -Primary -115 Volts
cycles, Secondary 3300 Volts 5 MA 2.5 Volts
a
x 5"
4"
5"
dimensions
1.75 amps, overall
Price $2.95

4000-6000 VOLT LOW
CURRENT DC SUPPLY
These units have been designed for use with television, cathode ray, electron multiplier and other
types of equipment requiring high voltage with
currents up to 1 milliampere. Brand new completely wired and tested. Ready to operate from
115 volt power line. D.C. output is filtered.
Price Complete $12.50
2000-3000 Volt D.C. Supply, similar to above.
but with lower output voltage.. Ready to operate
from 115 Volt power line. Price Complete $7.95

Large Variety of Electronic Components

EDLIE ELECTRONICS, INC.
135 LIBERTY STREET

ELECTRONICS

-
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FIELD TELEPHONES
Type E E 8 with handset, generator, ringer,
etc. in sturdy canvas portable cases. Operate on two flashlight cells. These are
brand new in original cartons. Made by
Stromberg -Carlson Co.
BRAND NEW -Price $14.50 each

PAN -OSCILLO -RECEIVER

MOTOR GENERATORS

Ideal for laboratory, television and
general service work

Brand new. Built by Allis
to
rigid specifications of the Chalmers
U. S. Navy
K.V.A. output 1,250
K.W. output I.
P.F. 80
Volts input 115 D.C.

Cycles 60
Volts output 120 A.C.
Amps input 14
Amps output 10.4
Length 26"; width 127/8" height 13"
Compound accumulative A.C. and D.C.
fields. Centrifugal starter. Splashproof

ALTIMETERS
Type

AN/APN-1.

Complete.

inal cartons.
BRAND NEW.

G. E.

In

orig-

Price $49.50

covered. Frequency adjustable to load,
plus or minus five cycles.

AMPLIDYNES

PRICE $97.50
Identical Machine, but 230 volts
D. C. Input, $125.00
Set of Replacement Spare Parts for
Either Machine $29.50

Input: 110 volts, 60 cycles. Single Phase.
Output: 250 volts, 0.6 amps.
BRAND NEW.
Price $89.50
ELAPSED TIME METERS

Cramer RT21H, 31/z" Bakelite Case.
BRAND NEW -Price $3.95

TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT
BC-325 type B Freq. range 1.5 to 18 mcs.
Output 400 watts C. W. or 50 watts
phone. 110 V. 60 cy., used but in excellent operating condition

Price $395.00
for T-4/FRC and T-5/FRC
transmitters as follows:
MD1/FRC Modulator Units,
Price $275.00
SA-2/FRC Switch Panels
Price $10.00
O-2/FRC Oscillator Units
Price $19.50
Components

POSITION TRANSMITTERS
General Electric type 8TJ9 continuously
variable potentiometer tapped every 120
degrees with two sliding contacts 180 degrees opposed. 500 ohms resistance each
120 degrees. Used in 24 volt D.C. Selsyn
systems.
Price $3.95

Model AN/APA 10
Performs work of 4 units: Panoramic
Adapter; Oscilloscope; Synchronscope; Receiver. Total 21 tubes including 3" scope
tube. Converted for operation 115 v. 60
cycles. Tested and guaranteed in perfect

operating condition. We have sold hundreds of these units to laboratories, schools
and service shops all over the world.
Price $97.50

PEAK -TO -PEAK V.T.V.M.
Designed by Radiation Labs. M.I.T. for the
U. S. Navy.

Type TS -487U
A portable instrument designed to measure
peak -to -peak voltages of recurrent waves,
particularly of the type normally found in
radar video circuits. It is especially intended for use in setting the levels of video
and synchronizing voltages in radar equip-

where the relationships between
these voltages are important to the operation of associated equipment.
BRAND NEW Price $49.50
ment

RADAR EQUIPMENT

WESTERN ELECTRIC
TYPE -168479

5o-1
RADAR

ANTENNA
SO -1
A

Antenna Assembly Comprises:
drive mechanism including a drive

motor and gear train.
A synchro 400 cycle generator with gear

train and mechanical differential.
rotating radiator system including a
right angle radiator nozzle, a reflector
in the form of a paraboloidal section,
R.F. fittings for coupling the rotating
system to a stationary waveguide
A supporting pedestal and base plate.
Brand new packed in export cases.
Price $90.00
These antenna assemblies have many
uses as replacements on vessels now
using SO -1 equipment, experimental
radar and microwave work, amateur
beam rotators, etc.
SO -8 Antenna assemblies also available,
brand new and export packed.
Price $120.00
S.G. Radar. Parts and spares.
S.O. 3 Radar. Complete sets of tender
spares.

5
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WAVERLY PLACE

DYNAMOTORS-500 Watts
Navy Type CAJO-211444
Input: 105-130 Volts D.C., 6 amps. Output
13 or 26 Volts D.C.
(26 V. at
amps.
in series or 13 V. at 40 amps. in 20
Designed for radio use, fully R.F. parallel)
filtered,
complete with separate Square D line
switch box.

BRAND NEW-Price $59.50

INVERTERS-400 Cycle
Pioneer Type 12123-1A
Pioneer Type 12121
Pioneer Type 12123-1-A.
Input: 24 volts D.C., 12 Amps.
Output: 115 volts, 0.5 Amps., 400 cycle,
3 ph.
New. Price $49.50
Pioneer Type 12121. New. Price $59.50

SYNCHROS
(Selsyns, Antosyns, etc.)

G.E. types 2J5FB1, 2J5S1. Ford Inst. types
5SDG Bendix types 1-1, 11-2, X, CAL 18300
Electrolux type XXI Diehl type IV, 78414.
Navy ordnance types 5G, 5CT,
5DG,
1F, 1CT, and many other types in stock.

KOLLSMAN MAGNETIC COMPASSES
(BRAND NEW)

MERCURY CONTACT RELAYS
Brand New War Surplus
!I t
in Original Cartons
n, u

For application In all types of high
speed switching devices. Long service
life, high operating speeds, large current and voltage handling capacity,
uniform and constant operating characteristics under adverse atmospheric
conditions. Hermetically -sealed mercury -wetted contacts in gas -filled glass
envelope. Free from moisture. dirt,
corrosion and atmospheric pressure.

..

Price $4.75 each

A

All prices quoted ore
fob Tuckahoe, N. Y.
(About 20 miles N.
of N. Y. C.)

R.P.M. 3600
Cont. Duty Ph. Single

HIGH PRECISION 100 KC.
CRYSTALS

SPERTI

VACUUM SWITCH

Price $3.95 each

Used in Art 13 Transmitter
This switch has many applications
such as switching or interrupting
high voltages, antenna circuit
switching at high altitudes, power
supply switching for high voltage
vacuum tubes and high-speed keying operations at any voltage up
to 10,000, or current up to 5 amperes, frequency up to 30 Mc.

(No C. O. D.'s. Please include

for postage and handling.)
Brand New Surplus at about
1/10 Gov't. cost.
An ideal
Frequency Standard for Amateurs, Servicemen, Laboratories,
25c

etc.

Exceptional Frequency Stability
15 cycles from -50° to -}80° c. (.0015) 10 G Vibration
Test. Calibrated at 30° c. Brand
New. Mounted in Sealed Cases
as Shown.

±

Sperti Vacuum
Switch

ELECTRONICRAFT, INC.
PHONE-TUCKAHOE 3-0044

Price $1.75
All merchandise guaranteed

.

Immediate

delivery, subject to
prior sale.

TUCKAHOE 7, NEW YORK
April,

1948-
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ANTENNA RELAY UNIT

RELAYS

0-10 Meter

Weston Thermocouple unit with 60 MMF, 5000
Vacuum condenser, and heavy
duty relay

Input

Sigma No. 4RJ 2000 ohms
SPDT. Can adjust to less than
1 ma

ATR INVERTER
Model RSA
12 v DC -output 110 v 60 e. 125 w Int. 100 w

Cont.
Special

INPUT
to 18v A.C.
to 18v A.C.
to 18v A.C.
to 18v A.C.
up to 18v A.C.
up to 38v A.C.
up to 36v A.C.
up to 36v A.C.
up to 36v A.C.
up to 54v A.C.
up to 115v A.C.
up to 115v A.C.
up to 115v A.C.
up
up
up
up

lmfd.
2mfd.
4mfd.

OUTPUT
up to 12v D.C.
1 Amp.$1.95
up to 12v D.C.
5 Amp. 4.45
up to 12v D.C. 10 Amp. 7.45
up to 12v D.C. 15 Amp. 9.95
up to 12v D.C. 30 Amp.14.95
up to 28v D.C.
1 Amp. 3.45
up to 28v D.C.
5 Amp. 7.45
up to 28v D.C. 10 Amp.12.45
up to 28v D.C. 15 Amp.18.95
up to 36v D.C. .25 Amp. .98
up to 100v D.C. .25 Amp. 2.95
up to 100v D.C. .6 Amp. 6.95
up to 100v D.C.
5 Amp.19.95

OIL CONDENSERS
AEROVOX, CD., ETC.
All Ratings, D.C.
600v $0.35
2mfd. 2000v

600v
.35
600v
.60
8mfd. 600v
1.10
lOmfd. 800v
1.15
lmfd. 1000v
.60
2mfd. 1000v
.70
4mfd. 1000v
.95
8mfd. 1000v 1.95
lOmfd. 1000v 2.10
15mfd. 1000v 2.25
20mfd. 1000v 2.95
24mfd. 1500v 6.95
.25mfd. 2000v 1.05
5mfd. 2000v 1.15
lmfd. 2000v
.95
SPECIAL 2 mfd. 3000v

$1.75
2.75
3.75
4.95
1.24
1.45
1.75
1.95
2.25
2.65
2.85
3.50
6.95
5.95
4.95
7000v 2.95

3mfd. 2000v
4mfd. 2000v
15mfd. 2000v
lmfd. 2500v
.25mfd. 2500v
5mfd. 2500v
.05mfd. 3000v
Amid. 3000v
25mfd. 3000v
.5mfd. 3000v
lmfd. 3000v
12mfd. 3000v
2mfd. 4000v
lmfd. 5000v

,lmfd.

$4.45

Brand New

HIGH CAPACITY CONDENSERS

mfd.-25WVDC
mfd.-30WVDC
mfd.-16WVDC
mfd.-50WVDC

$3 45

2.95

.99
1.95

GIBSON GIRL TRANSMITTER

(SCR-578B)

i

Emergency life transmitter. 100% complete;
includes balloon, hydrogen generator, kite,
signal lamp, antenna and instruction manual.
Self -powered merely by turning crank. AutoS.O.S on 600
matically
FULLYansmits
GUARANTEED.. $ 29.95
11r

F M TRANSMITTER
(SONOBUOY)
Operates on standard 67%v Minimac and 1%v

PORTABLE

Flashlight cells. Frequency 72 me (easily doubled
to 144 mc). Complete with 5 tubes and diagram.
(Less batteries.) EXCEPTIONAL
$12,95
BUY at

Shield
Shield

Operates from 200 kc-12.5 mc complete with all
tubes, dynamotor, seven tuning units and one
antenna tuning unit.
$39.50
Like New
P

2600v 0 16 ma.
2500v n 4 ma.; 21/2v
$1.49
1.98

Army -Navy
1N21.... $0.39
2AP1.... 2.25
2040.... 1.19
2D21.... .89
2V3G.... 1.25
.84
2X2
3AP1
3.00
3BP1.... 2.95
3E29.... 2.95
3GP1.... 3.95
5BP4.... 4.95
5CP 1. . . . 3.95
SJP1
11.95
5LP1.... 8.95
5R4GY .. .98
5Y3
.41

....

6AB7.... .99
6AC7.... .99
6AG5.... .99
6AG7.... .99
6AJ5 .... .99
6AK5.... .90
6AL5.... .99
1.09
6AC 6. .
6AR6.... 1.29
6B4G.... 1.29
.

.

.69
.49
805
.99
6D4
.89
6FG
.59
6F6G
1.50
6J4
.55
8J5
.89
8J6
1.23
6L6
.98
6L7
1.02
6N7
68H7.... .59
6SL7.... .89
6SN7.... .69
.89
6SR7
.81
7A4
1.25
7F7
1.59
7L7
.98
10Y
1.50
15E
HK24G .. 1.75
28D7.... .98

....

.75

30

35T/TG.. 3.50
VR90.... .75
VR105... .75
VR150.
100TH
.

100TS .
211

.

.

.

.

.

.

.75
7.95
3.00
1.25

2.95

250TH... 14.95
25713.... 6.49
304TH... 9.95
F-127A .. 22.50

Inspected

726/AC.. 7.50

1.49
1.98
8.95
9.95
4.95
14.95
.95
2.95
1.50
5.95
1.95
3.15
8.95
4.45
3.95

807
808
809
810
811
812

813
814
815

833A..
838
837

.

838......
861
866
872A
884

885
902
954
955
956
957
958
959

1005
1618
1819
1620
1622
1824
1625
1826
8001
8003
8005
8011
8016

8025A
1654
9001
9002
9003

9004
9005
9008
F -128A

1.98

1.15
.98
.98
.98
.98
.98
75.00

700v

6.3v

0

$9.95
8.50
1

9.95

8.50

0 3A
0 6A; .2%v O
CT 0 150 ma.;
0 6A; 21/4v O

7.50
8.50

8.50

8.50
9.95

ma.; 10v CT O 10A

3

A., 6.3v 0 9A., 6.3v
200 ma.; 6v 0 3A

0

7.95

8.95
1.98
5.95

4.49
4.95
7.95

9A. 7.50
4.95
4.96

400-0-400v 0
376-0-376v 0 400 ma
385-0-386-550v 0 200 ma., 21,¢v 0 2A ,
5v 0 3A., 3x6.3v O 6A. Pri-110/220v. 9.95
350-0-350v 0 160 ma.; 6v 0 3A; 6.3v 0
6A; 78v 0 lA
4.95
350-0-350v 0 45 ma.; 676v 0 6 ma.; 2%v
O 2A; 2x6.3v O IA; 6.3v 0 2r,¢A
4.95
350-0-350v 0 80 ma.; 6.3v 0 .6A; 6.3v 0
3.75A; 2x5v O 3A
3.98
360-0-350v 0 160 ma.; 5v 0 3A; 6.3v 0
5.95
7.6A; 6.3v
3A
350-0-350v 0 35 ma.
1.49
340-0-340v 0 300 ma.; 1540v 0 5 ma
7.50
135-0-335v 0) 60 ma., 5v 0 3A., 6.3v 0
2A., 0-13-17-21-23v 0 70 ma. Pri-110/
220v
5.49
325-0-326v 0 120 ma.; 10v 0 6A; 5v 0
7A
3.49
300-0-300v 0 66 ma.; 2x5v 0 2A; 6.3v
O 21/2A; 6.3v 0 lA
3.49
250-0-250v 0 100 ma.; 2x6.3v 0 4A;
6.3v 0 5A; 6.3v 0 lA
4.95
200-0-200v 0 140 ma.; 6.3v 0 4A; 5v 0
2A
1.98
120-0-120v 0 50 ma.
.98

2.25
39.50
1.75
2.50
3.95
69.50
.75
.98
.98
3.00
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.69
2.95
.75
1.98
1.98
.90
.75
.75
6.49
9.95
4.95
3.75
1.65
4.95

0

2A., 5v

3.00

829 -A-B
832

6.3v
6.3v

2A. 6.3v

550-0-550v 0 150 ma.; 5v 0 3A; 2x6.3v
O 6A CT
626-0-525v 0 60 ma.; 926v 0 10 ma.;
2x6v 0 3A; 6.3v 0 3.6A; 6.3v 0 2A;
6.3v 0 SA
525v 0 36 ma.; 5v'0 36 ma.; 2%v 0
1.75A
520-0-620v 0 120 ma.; 5v 0 2A; 6.3v
CT O 6A
500-0-500v 0 25 ma.; 262-0-262v 0 66
ma.; 6.3v 0 lA; 2x5v m 2A
600-0-600v 0 100 ma.; 5v CT . 3A
400-230-0-230-400v
260 ma.; 3x5v O
3A; 6.3v 0 5A; 6.3v 0 3A; 6.3v 0 lA.
400-315-0-100-315v 0 200 ma., 2.5v 0

371B.... $5.95
450TH... 39.95
703A.... 7.95
715B.... 7.95
721A.... 4.35
801
802
803
804
805
806

0

amp.

2160v 0 15 ma.
1760v 0 4 ma.;
1700v 0 4 ma.;
1.76A
1600v 0 4 ma.;
6.3v 0 9A
1600v 0 2 ma.;
1.75A
1200v CT 0 400

TUBES (Brand New)

75T
BC -375-E TRANSMITTER

TRANSFORMERS -115 V 60 CYC.
HI -VOLTAGE INSULATION
3710v 0 10 ma.; 2x2%v O 3A

$29.95

PERMALLOY SHIELDS
3"
6"

$12.95

Brand New

for CATHODE RAY TUBES

6C4
1x3500

6522K.

Pri.: 190 to 260v 60 eye.
Sec.: 115 volte O 1.74 amps.
Rated 260 V. A.

G. E.,

1000
1000

tubes: 7-6AJ5, 1-12SR7, 2-12SN7, 1-28D7.
and including three crystals 6497KC,

Constant Voltage
Transformer
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
Full Wave Bridge Type

4000

GLIDE PATH RECEIVER R-89/ARN-5
Glide Path Receiver used in the Instrument
Landing System covering the frequency range
332 to 335 mc; complete with the following

SOLA

$18.95

69°

24v 0 6A
3x10.3v 0 7A
6.3v 0 10A; 6.3v 0 lA
6.3v 0 lA; 21,4v O 2A
6.8v 0 21%A; 6.3v 0 2A; 21/4v 0 2A
6.3v 0 .25A; 6.3v 0 3A; 6v O 12A; 6.3v
9A
CT
5v-116A
6v CT ® 16A...$3.49
17.50
6.3v 0 6.6A...
6v-190A
.98
8v CT lA
6.3v CT 0 lA
220v to 110v 0 .76 kv
6.3v CT 0 3A; 6v CT O 4A

3.50
9.95
3.50
3.95
6.95
4.95

14.95
2.95
.98
2.98
4.25

FILTER CHOKES

HI -VOLTAGE INSULATION

by O 400ma ...$4.95 10 by 0 250ma ..42.49
by O 300ma ... 3.95 10 hy 0 200 ma... 1.96
1.50
by O 160ma ... 3.49 10/20 0 86ma.
by 0 160ma ... 2.25 15 by O 126ma ... 1.49
12 by 0 100ma ... 1.39 15 hy O 100ma ... 1.80
.29
30 by 0 70 ma.... 1.39 3 hy O »ma
30 by Dual 0
120 by Dual 0
1.39
20ma
1.49
17ma
1.49
.1 by 0 6 amps... 6.95 10/20 by 0 85ma
5.95 10 by 0 100ma... 1.29
4 by 0 600ma

10

8

25
12

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

All merchandise guaranteed. Mail orders promptly filled.
All prices F.O.B. New York City. Send money order or check.
Shipping charges sent C.O.D. Minimum order $5.00.
20% Deposit required with all orders

Inc.
RADIO HAM SHACK
NEW YORK 7, N.Y.
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7'/z KVA. 50 cycles, 3 phase. Primary 208 volts.
Delta secondary 106-144 volts In 31/4 volt steps.

10'/.x18',gxl0 5/16.
Brand new

$59.50

This
inches

0-1

tiny

GE

square.

motor

only

l'/z

$3.95 ea.

METER SPECIALS

(Brand new)

$4.95
1.39

.60
19.50

in portable wood case 6"
6" x 10" (including
Has
cover not shown).
Weston 0-150 volt A.C.

meter 60 cycle, 2 switching
circuits.
Complete
with line and test cables.
A bargain at only $3.95.

SELSYN AND SILVERSTAT KIT
Kit contains one synchro differential gen. type
6DG-90/90 volt 60 cycle A.C. One 220 V. A.C.
5MFD Motor Cap. Two sllverstats-ideal for use as
voltage regulator. This regulator is the leaf type
(similar in function to a carbon pile). It provides a continuously variable resistance from 10
to 1200 ohms. When used in bridge circuit. Ideal
to control servo motor. All brand new in original
boxes -ship wt. 40 lbs
$4.95

9200 volts peak. 8 amps.

$1.75

438 FREQUENCY METER

5.95

megohms on 4" meter. Can be
extended to 500000 megohms

Slightly

use.

Limited quantity

MEGOHM METER

with external supply. Sloping
hardwood cabinet 15"x8"x10".
Brand new with tubes plus
running spare parts including
extra tubes.
Great value
only
$69.95

7.95
3.95

Electric Transformer
Primary
General
Tapped 190-240 volt, 60 cycles in 6 steps.
volts
in
8 steps at 87
Secondary 8-11.5
Heavy cast aluminum case 10 x
amps.
81/4 x 16
$39.95

MIDGET VARIABLE BARGAINS
Hammarlund MC 250S 250
Hammarlund MC 320S 320
Hammarlund APC 100 100
Bud MC 913 Dual 35 mmf.

mmf.
mmf.
mmf.
D.S

S

.69
.79
.39
1.25

15

ea.

10000-16000-20000-30000 ohms
20 ea.
watt type DI. 100-150-2500.3000-45005300.7500-18000.40000 ohms
24 ea.

30

Standard Make
2000-2500-5000-8500-10000 ohms
50000-95000 ohms
100000-750000-1 meg

or Stepdown Transformer

different voltage combinations.
Brand new
only $17.50

09 ea.

1000.1500-2500.2700-5000.7500

1% PRECISION RESISTORS

AMERTRAN TRANSTAT
110/220 volts 60 cycle Input.
Output variable plus or minus
100,o of 115 volts at 8.5 amps.
Also can he connected to give

FEDERAL SELENIUM RECTIFIER

20.25-50.200-470-2500

watt type AB, 25-40-84-400.470-13251900-2000-4000 ohms
20 watt type DG, 50-70-100-150-300-750IO

39 ea.
49 ea.

89 ea.

HIGH VOLTAGE MICAS
C.D. .602 2500 W.V. 5000 V.T. type 9
.49
$
C.D. .002 3500 W.V. 7500 V.T. type 9
.69
Micamold .005 2500 W.V. type 4
.69
Solar .005 10 KV. D.C. 11 amp. 3000 K.0
7.95
C.D. .006 6 KV. D.C. 20 amp 400 K.C.
5.95
C.D. .004 3KV. D.C. 20 amp. 18000 K.0
2.50
R.C.A. .02 2000V. D.C. 10 amp. 300 K.0
1.75
Sangamo (F2L) .015 2000V. D.0
1.50
C.D. (6H) .0013 S000V. D.0
I.00
C.D. (6H) .005 5000V. D.C. II amp. 1000 K.C 2.50
R.C.A. .0002 2500 W.V. 5000 V.T
.30
Sangamo (G3) .0005 20KV
12.95
Sangamo (G4) .001 30 KV
27.75

AMERTRAN VOLTAGE REGULATOR

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER
BARGAINS
(Cornell Dubilier, Aerovox, W. E. only)
25 mfd 25 w.v. tubular C.D
50 mid 50 w.v. tubular Aerovox
4 mfd 150 w.v. tubular C.D
B mfd 450 w.v. tubular C.D
12 mfd 450 w.v. tubular C.D
500 mid 15 w.v. tubular C.D
10 mid 450 w.v. can C.D.
16 mid 450 w.v. can C.D
20x20 mid 450 w.v. can Aerovox
80 mfd 200 w.v. can W.E
200 mfd 200 w.v. can W.E
1000 mid 25 w.v. can Aerovox

130/230 volts 50/60 cycles input.

from 0.-260 volts.
but good
$

.69

.98
.95

POWER PLANT (PE 197)
4 eyliinder Hercules Gas driven engine. Output 110
volts 60 cycles, voltage regulated, 5KW-6.3KVA at
80% Pwr. Ftr. Single phase, complete with running spare parts, meter panel, battery, tools,
remote cable, etc.
Weight 1200 lbs. Export Packed. Excellent for
emergency power. Brand new
$575.00

529.50

.39 ea.

Large stocks of Coax, and

2mfd 600 vdc....$ .39
4mid 600 vdc.... .59
3/3 mfd 600 vdc.. .79
14 mfd 600 vdc.. 1.35
2 mid (000 vdc..
.79
4 mfd 1000 vdc..
.95
2 mid 1500 vdc.. 1.25
mfd 2000 vdc.
1.15
3 mid 3000 vdc. .$3.95

AMERTRAN STEPDOWN
$2.49

on

mfd 5000 vde.. 4.50
mid 7509 vdc.. 1.95

.1/1 mid 7500 vdc 2.45

.01/.01

KV do 5.75

12

.005/.01 12 KV do 5.50
.65 mfd 12500 vde 12.95

.75/.35 mid (dual)
8/16 KV do
14.95

Cardwell (X0160 XD) Split stator,
section .125 spacing

Hammarlund (MTC 150)
ing (easy to split)

stocks

1

.1

TRANSMITTING VARIABLES

TRANSFORMER

Tremendous

A/N connectors.

OIL CONDENSERS
CD, GE, Aerovox, etc.

1

220-110 100 watts, shielded

Output variable
KVA, single phase Used

UGI2U-831 R-8311-UG21U-831AP-831SP

18

1.05
.69

1.3

U.H.F. COAX. CONNECTORS

.25
.29
.37
.44
.49
.49

hand.

Please send requests for quotes.

quantity
Special
discounts.
Prices f.o.b. N. Y. 20% with
order unless rated, balance COD.
Minimum order $3.00.

150

160

mini./

mmi. .07 spac-

$7.95
1.49

MISCELLANEOUS SPECIALS
-II

mmf. Butterfly with ball bearings
G.E. S.P.D.T. Relay 10000 ohm co I
Heineman Circuit Breaker 5 amp. 110V. A.C
G.E. Solenoid W/Microswitches 24 V. D.C
Ohmite 25 ohm 25 watt Rheostat
Microswitch 10 amp. (interlock)

2

5

.59
.59
.89
.69
.39
,59
.95
.95
.49

C.H. Bat Handle Switch-D.P.S.T. '/2 H.P
Veedor Root Counter
Single Plate to P.P. input 3:1 ratio trans
500 foot Drums R G/8 U Coax
24.50
4 Quadrant Phasing Condenser
1.95
Trim Commercial Phones (High Imp.)
4.50

PEAK ELECTRONICS CO.
Phone Cortlnndt 7-6443 188 Washington
St., New York 7, N.
276

59.95

Industrial Instruments Model L2AU 110/220 volts
60 cycle input.
Direct reading from 0.100000

9 95

Full wave. 36 volts input. 28 volts output at 6.1
amps. Brand new
$7.95

Standard Make
AA,

BC

Built in 110 volt 60 cycle power
Complete with tubes and crystal.

3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95

Transformer hermetically sealed
1800 volts 4 ma, 6.3 volts, .9 amp. 2V2
volts, 2.5 amps., 5 x 31/4 x 33/4 ....$5.95

13.

WIRE WOUND RESISTORS
type

3" Westinghouse 0-20 ma DC
3" GE 0-15 ma DC (square)
3" Westinghouse 0-150V AC
3" Westinghouse 0-150 volts AC
Rectifier type (Linear)
3" WE 0-50 microamps
3" GE Running Time Meter
4" GE 1-0-1 ma DC (Blank scale)

LINK

195-215 mes.

supply.

Scope

Used as

antenna switch in Collins ART

watt

3.49
7.50
4.95
2.95

RF

VACUUM SWITCH

4000 ohms

Direct reading from 0.30 KC in 4 separate ranges
6" Weston Model 271 Fan Meter.
Built-in
voltage regulated power supply operates from 115
volts 60 cycles, has high input impedance. With
pick-up can be used to determine frequency in
vibration tester. With suitable mixer can check
deviation of R.F. carrier from standard. Mounts
on 83/4"x19" rack panel.
Complete with tubes.
Slightly used but perfect. Only
$59.50
on

2" GE 0-5 ma (amp scale)
$1.95
2" GE 0-1.2 ma (0-100 scale)
2.49
2" GE 0-1 amp. R.F. (internal thermo) 3.49
2" Weston 150-0-150 microamps

2" McClintoch 0-50 microamps
2" Weston type 507 0-120 ma RF
2" Sun 0-1 ma Basic (volt scale)
3" Westinghouse 0-2 ma DC

-1-114

SET

x

5

Labs

-

Basic movement
"S" meter for

(Sperry scale)

BRAND new

Schools

DAVEN AUDIO FREQUENCY
METER Model 837E

LIMITED

ma. Ideal as
BC348, etc. Only

CHOKE BARGAINS
WE 4.3 by 620 42 ohms
N.Y.T. 8 henry 160 ma. 140 ohms D.0
C.T.C. 1.5 henry 250 ma. 72 ohms
R.C.A. 50 henry 660 amps. high voltage

SPERTI

Industrials

PEAK ELECTRONICS CO.

AMERTRAN STEPDOWN
TRANSFORMER

S.C. TEST

In)

Y.

DEPARTMENT EA
SEND FOR BULLETIN
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NEW GUARANTEED SURPLUS!!
INVERTERS

s

Tachometer Generators

SYNCHROS

E.A.D.06
2 V. D.C. per 100 rpm.
Suitable to 5000 rpm.
Stock #SA -130. Price $8.75 ea. net.
Elinco PM -2. Similar to S-130. Use to
2000 rpm. Stock :SA -53. Price $6.25 ea.

Pioneer

net.

12116, 12117,
12121, 12123, etc.
Holtzer Cabot MG -149F, MG -149H, MG 153, MG -153F, etc.
General Electric 5D2INJ3A, etc.

Elinco FB -55. 4.7 V. per 100 rpm. Use to
10,000 rpm. Stock :SA -3. Price $12.50 ea.

DC MOTORS
Diehl FDE-14-2. 27.5 V. Shuntwound. Re\ersible. II 2" diam. x 21/2" Ig. Stock
SA -99. Price $9.50 ea. net.
Westinghouse 1171391. 27. V. 6.5 amps.
Series -fan cooled. 3" diam. 4%2" lg. 78
H.P. Cont. Duty. Stock #SA-156. Price

$6.75 ea. net.
Delco 5068571. 27.5 V. Alnico field. 10,000
rpm. Similar to S-65 but has straight shaft
extension. Stock :SA -151. Price $2.75 ea.
net.
DC Timing Motor-Haydon 1/2 rpm. 29
olts, 100 mills. Stock :SA -157 Price $3.75
each net.
Radio Compass Loop LP -21 -LM. Stock
:SA -99. Price $9.50 ea. net.
stator single
Phase Shift Capacitor
rotor. 0-360° phase shift. Stock #SA-114.
Price $4.75 ea. net.
Magnesyn-Pioneer CL -3, 6 power. Transmitter or receiver. Stock :SA -6. Price
$3.75 ea. net.
Null Type Synchro Indicator. Consists of
Bendix size 5 synchro, magic-eye tube,
illuminated 360° dial, rectifier tube, transrormer, etc. Use with S-43. Stock :SA-119.
Price $6.95 ea. net.

-4

I G,
IF, ICT
5G, 5F, 5CT,
5DG, 5HCT, 5SG,

net.

400 Cycle Motors
E.A.D. J-33. 115 V. 3 phase. Synchronous.
8000 rpm, 2" x 3". Stock :SA -59. Price
$6.75 ea. net.
E.A.D. J -72B. 115 V. 2 phase induction
motor. 4700 rpm. Stock :SA- 140. Price

$9.75 ea. net.
Westinghouse Blower. Type FL. 6700 rpm.
Capacitor type motor. 17 C.F.M. blower.
Outlet %4" x 11/8". Includes capacitor.
Stock #SA-I44. Price $6.75 ea. net. Quan
tity prices on request.

Remote Position

60 CYCLE AC MOTORS
I/150 H.P. Shunt wound.
40 volts 5000 rpm. Split field. Stock #SA -18.
Price $4.75 ea. net.
Stock #SA -19. Similar to above but not
split field. Price $2.75 ea. net.
Barber -Colman. 0.001 H.P. wound shaded
pole type. Reversible by relay or s.p.d.t.
switch. Stock :SA -27 Price $3.75 ea. net.
Timing Motor-Haydon rpm. 115 V. A.C.
Stock #SA-133. Price $2.85 ea. net.
G. E. Reversible.

I

PIONEER SERVO AMPLIFIERS
PIO'IEER TORQUE UNITS
KOLLSMAN COMPASS SYSTEMS
SINE COSINE GENERATORS
Minneapolis -Honeywell Stabilized Aerial
Camera Mount. Complete with amplifier, inverter, and carrying case. Stock #SA -9.
Price $125.00 ea. net.

Micro Wave

Antenna

Pioneer Magnetic Amplifier Assembly. Saturable core type output transformer. 400
cycle. Operates from plates of 6SN7 to supply phase of servo motor. Stock :SA -44.
Price $8.75 ea. net.
Navy Type
Sinusoidal Potentiometer
CFW-631539. 32000 ohms. 2 output voltages. Sine and Cosine function of
shaft position. D.C. input. Stock :SA -124.
Price $7.50 ea. net.
G.E.
Speed D.C. Motor
Constant
5BA25MJ24. 24 V. D.C. 7100 rpm. RC
noise filter. Stock :SA -100. Price $8.50
ea. net.
DC Selsyn System -24 V. DC transmitter
and indicator. Indicator calibrated for flap
position. 360° dial easily added. Stock
:SA -I29. Price $9.50 per system.
1

-

-

12 Cm. dipole and 13
in. parabola housed in

weather proof Radome.
24 V. DC spinner motor
for conicscan. Shipping
weight 70 lbs. Stock
3/4SA-119. Price $9.50
ea. net.

Sperry A-5 Autopilot

Gyros.

5HSF, 6G, 6DG, 7G,
7DG, etc.
Pioneer Autosyns-AY-I, AY-1 4, AY -20,
AY -30, AY -54, AY -101D, etc.
Elinco MI -1, MI -2. Kollsman 775-01. G. E.
2J5HAI, 2J5FBI, 2J6F3, 2JD5HBI, etc.

SERVO MOTORS

Indicating System

Amplidyne-5AM45DB15. MG -16-A.
Input 115 v. 60 cy. Output 250 v. DC at
0.6 amps. Cont. Duty. Stock #SA-147 Price
$59.50 each net.
G. E.

Delco 5069466 DC Motor
27 V. 10,000 rpm. 1" x I" x 2"

Stock

KSA-65.

Price $1.95

ea.

6-12 V. 60 cycles. 5 inch indicator with
0-360° dial. Heavy duty transmitter. Stock
1lSA-115. Price $9.95 per system.

Pioneer CK-2, CK-5, 10047-2-A and
Kollsman 776-01 for 400 cycles.
Diehl FP-25-3, FPE-25-1I (CDA-211052)
and ZP-106-8 (CDA-211377) for 60 cycles.

All Prices f.o.b. Clifton, N.
Write or call for
complete

listing.

&

shipping.

J.

SERv0-TEK PRODUCTS CO.
INCORPORATED

Add 15c
for packing

Open account shipments
to rated concerns,
others may order C.O.D.

Surplus Division

247 CROOKS AVE.
ELECTRONICS

-April,

1948

ARrnory 4-2677

CLIFTON, N.

J.
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OPPORTUNITY
TO BUY TUBES

40.

Transmitting
Every tube is

-

ced

Special Purpose

Vsteurd Vecti in original unbroken factory package
.

:

-

:

:

*.

'

:

::

an

.*:,..

'

:

.

'

Magnetrons

-

2J22
2J38

Klystrons

$15.95

417A

15.95
15.95
15.95
15 95
9 80

726A

w/magnet 15.95 723A/B

2J48
4J26
5J23
5J29

714AY
725A

12 50

Cathode Ray
3CP1/S1

.

.

5AP1
5JP2
12GP7

.

$2.95
2
3

95
95

12 50

.

.

.

Transmitting

$9 80
3.95
4.75

.

250R
WL531

.

.

.

.

.

98

29.95

.

.85

Receiving
(Special 10)
. (Special 45)

VT-25A

VT-52
6J6

.

69
69

.

.

.....Twin Triode

717A.

.

.

.

9002

.

.

.

.

.69

(6AK5 w/octal base) .
Miniature UHF Triode

.

.

.

.

.98
.95

Special Purpose
.

.

.

.

724B.

.

.

.

T -R Tube
Spark Gap Tube

2051

.
.

.

.

Thyratron

.

.

"

.

.

.

.

1B24

.
.

VR -150
6AMP .

Voetif
278

2
1

95
95
.59

(in lots of 100) ea .35

Voltage Regulator
Tungar Rectifier

.

.

.

.

.

.

3

89
00

388A. .
GL434A
GL446A
WL530 .
715B .

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

ma..

.69

UHF Triode with Tuned
Circuits Built-in

4.90
4.95

Door Knob Triode

Lighthouse
Lighthouse(2C40)
Water Cooled Triode
Tetrode

7.95
74
.

.

Pentode
Beam Power Tetrode.
Beam Power Tetrode .
Beam Power Tetrode.

804
807
813
829
841

1625
1626
7193

.

.

.

8011

.

.

.

.

.

.

TERMS

.
.

-

.
.

.
.

:..

Triode. Plate Digs.

UHF

2000V at 75
good up to 300 Mc
VT -158A.

$.79
9.95
2.95

Tetrode
UHF Triode
25W

4.95
29.95

.

.

$2.95

.

866A/866

WL869R .
1641/RK60

UHF Triode

15E

24G

Rectifiers
CRP-72.

2C22.
5D21.

Triode
Beam Power Tetrode .
Low Drift Osc. Triode
UHF Triode
(VT -90) Micro -Pup

.39,50
9.95
417A
Klystron -

75
1.19
3

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

6.95
2.95
.69
.49
.49
.39
.98

Klystron

123A1B

Orders under $3.00, cash with

5eatogia

order; orders over $3.00 require

20% deposit, balance C.O.D.

t-;;

114:

ALL PRICES ARE NET,

F.O.B. DAYTON, O.

- Ced&t

f.-8.1;

.
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BRAND NEW EQUIPMENT
Available for Immediate Delivery
Pioneer Torque Units Types 12602-1-A, 12606-1-A and 12627-1-A.
Pioneer Torque Unit Amplifiers Type 12073-1-A.
Pioneer Autosyn Motors Types AY1, AY5, AY6, AY10, AY14, AY20,
AY21, AY27, AY30, AY 38 and AY 54.
Pioneer Precision Autosyn Type AY101D.
Pioneer Magnesyn Indicator Type 13318, dial graduated 0 to 360°, 26
volts 400 cycle.
Pioneer Autosyn Single Indicators Type 5907-17, dial graduated 0 to
360°, 26 volts 400 cycle.
Pioneer Autosyn Dual Indicators Type 6007, dial graduated 0 to 360°
and other ranges, 26 volts 400 cycle.
Pioneer Two-Phase Low-Inertia Servo Motors Types CK1, CK2 and
CK5, 400 cycle.
Diehl Two-Phase Low -Inertia Servo Motors Types CDA211052, 75 volts
60 cycle and FP-25-3, 20 volts 60 cycle or 115 volts 400 cycle.
Eastern Air Devices Permanent Magnet Generators Type J36A, 10 to
5000 RPM, .02 volts per revolution.
Eastern Air Devices Synchronous Motors Type J33, 115 volts 400 cycle,
3 phase.
Inverters-Three-Phase 400 cycle. Pioneer Types 12121 and 12123 and
Holtzer Cabot Type 153F.
Inverters-Single-Phase 400 cycle. Pioneer Types 12116 and 12117.
Holtzer Cabot Types 149F and 149H. General Electric Type 5D21NJ3A. Wincharger Type MG750 PU/16 and Winco Type MG2500

PU-7.
Delco Permanent Magnet Field Motors Types 5069370, 5069466,
5069600, 5069230, 5069625, 5067125 and Diehl Type SS-FD6-16.
Weston Frequency Meters Model No. 637, 350 to 450 cycle.
Synchros-Sizes 1F, 1CT, 5G and 5SG.
Pioneer and Kollsman Remote Indicating Magnesyn Compass Sets with or
without 12 or 24 volt input 400 cycle inverters.
Gyros-Schwein Rate Type 45600D, Pioneer Servo Unit Type 12800-1-D,
Sperry A4 and A5 units, Norden and Minneapolis Honeywell units.

WRITE FOR OUR COMPLETE LISTING!

INSTRUMENT ASSOCIATES
FLUSHING, L. I., N. Y.
40-37 172nd STREET
Telephone Flushing 7-8718

ELECTRON ICS

-
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Saroatet 0/
Model AN/FRC-1

300 Watt Transmitter
9 TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE
RECEIVER

Airports

Amateurs
Ship -Shore

Police

Gov't Service

Phone, CW and MCW
Band -Spread Receiver with Built-in Speaker
Complete Station
Nothing Else to Buy
Push -to -talk Relay System
CW Break-in Operation
E.C.O. With Frequency Meter Accuracy
Receiver Range 1.48 mc. to 12.5 mc. (4 Bands)
Transmitter Range 1.49 mc. to 12.5 mc. (5 Bands)
All Important Circuits Metered
Final: 1-813 Modulator: 2-811's Class B
Power Supply, Modulator, Receiver and Power Amplifier Built
in Separate Roll -Out Decks
Operates on 90 to 120 V.A.C. or 200 to 230 V.A.C.
No Modification Necessary Ready to Operate
Universal Antenna Matching Network
Cabinet Size: 521/4" X 211/2" X 1734"

-

v

-

Remote Control Unit and Spare Parts
Remote Phone or CW Operation up to 70 feet from transmitter
Unit Contains 5" PM Speaker and Volume Control
Remote Unit Has Primary Power ON-OFF Switch
Spares include 30 tubes (complete replacement) capacitors,
resistors, relays, fuses, etc.
FRC-1 Transmitter -Receiver, Complete with
Speedex Key and push -to -talk microphone, ready to
operate-only $495.00.

Model AN

Remote Control
only $39.00.

Unit and Spare Parts and Tubes-

Shipped in original crates (3). All units brand new
and guaranteed. Weight 800 lbs. Prices are F.O.B.,
Chicago. $100 with order required on C.O.D. shipments.

Write for Special Listing AN/FRC-1
for Complete Details

Standard Make Type 826

-60 Watt UHF Transmit-

ting Tubes at 49c each!
The growing popularity of
the higher frequency bands
makes this general purpose
tube an outstanding value.
These 826's are brand new,
inspected, and in their original cartons. Shipped only
in boxes of 8 tubes at $3.92.
(Add 50c for mailing anywhere in U.S.) Ceramic

Tube Sockets for 826,
829B -50c each.

320 N. LA SALLE ST., DEPT. E-4 CHICAGO 10, ILL.
280
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Our

S tarting

Radio Transmitter & Receiver
Aps 13

CORNELL-DUBILIER

volts @ 1.75 amps. Output 285
Input
volts @ 0.75 amps. continuous
95C
duly rating. Brand New

CONDENSERS

Manufactured by G.E. New. Input 24 V
@ 23 amps. 7500 RPM; output 515/1030/
2/8 V. @ 215/260 milliamps;
$2.95
filtered. Special

airborne
7
tubes, in1

cluding

5/6J6; 9/6AG5; 2/2D21; 1/VR105 and 30
megacycle I.F. strip. With
$11.95
schematic. All for

450 Mc X-Mitter-Re-

ceiver.
BRAND NEW Complete with Tubes and
Dynamotor Includes 4-7F7, 4-7H7, 2-7E6,
2-6F6. 2-955 and 1 -WE 316A door knob.
Can be easily converted for Phone or CW
Our
on 420-450Mc Bands.

ea. $7.95
`r

Anniversary Special

METERS
Discharge & Charge
69¢
Scale 2" Round
$2.45
0.1 amp. R.F., G.E. 2" Round
100 amp. -6 volt D.C. 3" Scale, 41/2"
Square Gray Finish, with shunt
2.95
A Swell Buy

5-0.5 amps. D.C.,

CR Tubes 5" Green Screen
$1.45
Brand New
5 BP -4 CR Tubes 5" White Screen
1.45
Brand New
3C24 Triode 100 Watt Power Output
6.3V. Fil. @ 3 amp. Max. Plate
5 BP -1

39e

2000 V @ 75 Ma

3.50

10 for

WIRE
#10 Copper Enamel

100 Ft.

Lengths

#12 Copper Enamel

100 Ft.

Lengths

Each

1.75

Each
#14 Copper Enamel 100 Ft. Lengths
Each
300 ohm Twin Lead Plastic covered
per 'c'
72 ohm Co -Ax Cable 7¢ per Ft.
per 'c'
3 Conductor Rubber Covered Cable
per Ft.

.90
4x17x3
1.26
7x17x3
1.22
8x17x3
1.86
11x17x3
1.62
12x17x3
2.22
13x17x3
All Black Wrinkle

.63
.73
.90
.96
.87
.93
1.35

2.06
1.68
2.25
2.35

8x10x10
12x7x6
11x12x8
15x9x7

.68
.78
1.41
.98

All Black Wrinkle
Sloping Front Meter Case, Cut for 3" Meter.
92¢

Size 41/2x4x4

PANELS

83/4x19
10112x19

1211ºx19

14x19

Arc -5 Silver
doz.

49c.

Plated Banana Plugs per
10c.

150

Watt H.

H. Rheostat 5 ohms.

Wire Wound toroidally, round Refractory
core and embedded in vitreous enamel.
Copper -graphite contact brush in porcelain
holder travels on inside circumference of
winding. Maximum amps. 5.48 Diam. 4"
Depth behind panel 13/4". An
95
exceptional Value

ATTENTION

! ! !

ALL SCR. -522 OWNERS:

Wire Wound
Potentiometer
100"000 o h m , precision
made. G.R. type, 25 watt,
6" diameter. Brand new.

$1.95

Full Wave
Bridge Rectifier

2.95

Type 9D0612B-Up to 144VAC In,
2.50
96VDC Out @ 1.2 amps

6.75

Remote Control Boxes for SCR 522's, Brand
New in Original Packing; Consists of 5
push button switches, 5 Western Electric
Pilot Assemblies, with Pilot Bulbs and
Dimmer, and lever Switch all finished in
Black Crackle. Order yours Today for
$1.25 ea.
only

Antenna Plug 46 -PS -1 for 522A

15c

ea.

3¢

rated 25% with order, balance C.O.D.

All prices F.O.B. our warehouse New York.
No order under $2.00. We ship to any part
of the globe.

OIL FILLED CONDENSERS

95¢

LEEDS RADIO CO.
Dept. EL4

75 Vesey Street

COrtlandt 7-2612

New York City 7

......

mid 750 VDC Sprague
mfd 330 VAC G.E.
10 mfd 330 VAC G.E.
10 mfd 600 V Papacitron
16 mfd 400 VDC W.E.
2 mfd 1000 VDC Aerovox
0.1 mfd 7500 VDC G.E.
2x0.1 mfd 7000 VDC G.E
1 mid 500 VDC Solar
1

7

MICA CONDENSERS, 5c ea.

-

De Jur W.W. 20300 ohm pats 12 watt

All Black Crackle -Gray to Order

Sealed Brand New 95¢

ELECTRONICS

Driver Adjusted. Silver Plated 15e
1.25
each, 10 for

2.15
2.25
2.87
3.38
4.10

.83

G.E. 2500 ohm. 4 Ma
S.P.D.T. Sprang Plug In Type Hermetically

Mfd. 600 V Postage Stamp
.003 Mfd. 2000 V Postage Stamp

3.95

APC-25 Air Trimmers 12 plates, Screw

1.38
1.74

.66
.87
.96
1.10
1.22
1.46
1.62

31/2x19

1.25

RELAYS

.01

I

Aluminum

Steel

Size

If not

CS Differential

rush your order, they won't last @
long at this special price of .p

Steel Cans & Boxes
4x4x2
4x5x3
5x6x9
6x6x6

5'/4x19
7x19

TUBES

Anniversary Special

STEEL CHASSIS
7x7x2
7x9x2
7x11x2
7x13x2
5x10x3
6x14x3
10x14x3

2 Mfd.-10,000 Volt D.C. Height
inch, width 113/4 inch, depth 33/4 inch.
Connecting insulators are 3 inch high, 2
inch in diameter. Net weight 36 lbs. Pfd.
1001-23. They are Brand New and the list
price has been $250. If you can use them

Oil Filled
11

DM -43A DYNAMOTOR.

weight.

BC -645A

DYNAMOTOR-5047-D.C.
27

Tunes 410/
4 2 0 megacycles; light

Radar.

26th Y ear

of RADIO

"Ihe Home

12

.25
.98
1.25
.98
.98
.69
1.50

2.00
2.95
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GRAIN of WHEAT LAMPS
HALL
TYDQRS.

TRANSMITTERS

FOR

ELECTRONIC

RCA, complete,

plifier and

Power Amplifier, RA -1A Rectifier, AT1A Antenna
Tuning Unit with pre -tab (knock-down) tuning
"house", with all spares such as tubes, meters,
capacitors, resistors, transformers, etc. All NEW
Equipment, in original factory packing. Operates
from 220 volts, 3 -phase, 50-60 cycles AC. Three (3)
complete units available-$8,000.00 each.

- talking
Pressure type

(moving coil)

Microphone.

Operates from
12-14 volts DC.
Self - contained
vibrator power
supply. Tubes

637

and

2-6L8. Flat re' sponse to 5.000
cps. Output Impedance to 15 ohms (2-8 ohm voice coils). Shock
mounting employed throughout. Designed for Airplane Installation, to withstand shock and vibration. Ideal for sound trucks, boats, portable P.A.,
etc.
Conversion to 110V. AC operation easily
accomplished. Drain 2 amps standby, 6 amps.
operate.

$69.25

400-1000 MC FREQ. METER
Model TS-69/AP in a metal box containing variable
length coax resonating cavity. Includes crystal
rectifiers, 0-200 micro ampere meter VEEDERROOT counter, calibration chart and probe an-

tenna.

Each $39.95

5 -Meter
Walkie-Talkie
Model BC -322 Transceiver: simple, popular com-

munications unit. Freq.
range 52-65 mc. Uses
only two tubes, types 33
and 30. Includes a 5 MC
crystal in a crystal calibrator circuit. Range 5 to
150 miles, depending upon
location and altitude.
Operates from single battery block (not supplied) available
from
mfr., or other sources.
Supplied with telescoping
antenna and handset, almost new condition.

HI -Frequency Transmitter; 4 -Bands, 2 to
mfd by Radio Laboratories,
Inc. Consists of P.A. unit, using 2-833A tubes, in
cabinet 38x38x74W high, and Power Supplyy using
4-872A and 2-868 tubes, in cabinet 24"x38 x7414"
high. Operates from 110 or 220 volts, 50-60 cycles,
1 -phase AC. Driving power required, 70-125 watts.
New condition; with tubes. PRICE, EACH $2,100.00
18 me. Model H-2000,

Exciter -Driver, for Above. Either Model 300-B,
-Channel Radio Laboratories unit designed to
operate with above; or BC -447, 300 watts. 2 -channel transmitter (described below). Model 300-B
has A-1, A-2, A-3 (fully modulated) emission.
Complete with tubes. Each
$750.00
4

FM -AM SIGNAL GENERATOR
Servicing

FM

and

Television

Known as Test Oscillator TS-32/TRC-1, and mfd.
by LINK, this item is a bargain for servicemen.
laboratories, and production testing dep'ts.
Frequency range 70 to over 100 mc. Small, wellbuilt, uses only 3 tubes (6SN7, 6SL7GT, and
8BN7GT) as a crystal ose, -buffer amplifier, phase

modulator-frequency multiplier, and audio fre-

quency stages respectively. Modulation frequency
(FM is 1,000 cps. and a toggle switch in front permits "On or OR" modulation. A 2 ft. rubber cable
with octal male plug permits ready connection to
chassis (television or radio) for power. With circuit diagram, instructions, tubes, but less crystal.

PRICED, LOW!!!

EACH.... $5.95

All Prices F.O.B. N.Y.C.

ost
PPaíd

Operates on Flashlight batteries, speed
depending on the voltage. Fairly strong
on 6 volts, full power and speed on 22
volts. Designed to be used in bombsights
automatic pilots, etc., 250
RPM. A bargain at

$

TEMCO, Model I000AG.
KW CW Transmitter.
Crystal -control, 2-16 mc. Operates from 110/1/60
AC.
8 preset channels of operation.
Excellent
condition. With tubes. PRICE, EACH
61100.00

to operate switches, etc.
can be had either 1 Rev.
per hour or 1 Rev. per

minute at this
SPECIAL
PRICE

I

BC -325 Transmitter, 400W. -AI, 100 W. -A2 & A3.
1.5 to 18.0 mc. M.O. or X'tal control on 6 frequencies. Operates from 110/220/1 /60e. AC. With
tubes, in excellent condition. Price
$650.00
BC -447, 300 W. Al, 2 -Channel Transmitter. Complete and self -contained in one cabinet, 36x29172"
H., includes RF sections, power supplies, and control equipment. Freq. range 4.0 to 13.4 me. Operates from 110/220V/1/50-60 c. AC. With tubes.
Excellent condition. PRICE, EACH
$450.00

Model 600-B. 600 Watt Radiotelephone transmitter, mfd by Temco for the Navy (shore station),
600 watts on phone, 1 KW on CW; frequency range
1.5 to 20.0 mc. Provision for multi -channel operation. Includes separate Remote Control and Speech
Amplifier unit. Operates from 220 volts, 1 -phase.
50-80 cycles AC. With tubes-no spares. Only one
unit available. Price
$2,000.00

Watt Airport Tower Control Radiotelephone
transmitter, mfd by Aircraft Accessories Co. Model
RC -52. Two channels, separate transmitter for
each (common power supply). Al, A2 and A3
emission. Range 1.5 to 7.0 mc. Almost new condition. Includes separate Remote Control Panel
unit, tubes, but no spares. Only one available.
350

Price

$1,000.00

RADAR
Latest U. S. Navy Modees "SF" and "SD" just
arrived into stock. New, complete with accessories,
spares. Also, available, SCR -717 Aircraft Installa-

U.H.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR
Model 78-E, Measurement Corp.. 50-75 nit, with
output meter. micro volt scale, modulation, 4 tubes.
Tested, excellent condition
Each $59.95

SHIP RADIO EQUIPMENT
Most complete line of standard ship radlo equipment, including installation materials! Ship Auto
Alarms, Direction Finders, Radio Receivers, Radio
Telephones. Main and Emergency Transmitters
(Intermediate and High -Frequency types, Antenna insulators. shackles, wire, stand-off insulators, motor generators, etc. Write for our listings,
or send us a list of your requirements. We have
a large stock, at unusually low prices.

All Material Offered Subject to Prior Sale.
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Experimenters and Inventors Supplies

64 Dey St., New York 7, N. Y.

SURPLUS
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
General Radio: 100Q Variaca; 683A output
Meters; 670F, 6020, F, K, M, N Decade
Resistance Boxes; 619E Heterodyne Detector; 722M Precision Condensers; 732B
Noise & Distortion Meter; 805A Sig.
Gen.; 692A MV; 224 Wavemeter; 857A
UHF osc.; 1140A Wavemeter; 661D V.T.
Bridge; 716A Capac. Bridge; 107M Var.
Inductors.
Ferris: 18B Mlerovolters; 32A Noise &
Field Strength Meter; 33A Calibrator.
Measurements: 62 V.T.V.M. 65B Sig. Gen.
71 Sq. Wave Gen. , 75 Sig. Gen.; 84 VHF.
Sig. Gen.; 78E Sig. Gen. (50-75 Mc.).
Boonton: 160A Q Meter; 110A QX Checkers; 120A VHF. Circuit Checkers; 155A
FM Sig. Gen.; 140A BFO.
Hewlett-Packard: 300A Distortion Meter.
Browning: TGX-3BL X Band Sig. Gen.
RCA: MI -18720 Microwave Sig. Gen.
Leeds & Northrup: 4750 Shielded Decade
Rests. Boxee 4020 to 4040 Prl. Resin.
Stde. 0.001 to 10,000 ohms.
Western Electric: D-151512 Synchroscopes; V.T. Volt. Reg. Pwr. Supplies, 2
Types; A (4- 300 01 60 Ma., H50 0 120
Ma., -300 ® 60 Ma.), B (-l- 200 to 350 V
e 120 Ma.), specially priced. TS5/AP
Range Calibrator (Sweep Marker Generator), W2765 & W2752 Network Test
Sets, RA 90A (-}- 4900,-1300 V) H.V.
Power Supplies; Modulator Oil Units.
Weston: 772 Analyzers; 301 Milliameters.

Raytheon: 2K
Mod. Tubes.

33,

2K 33B 1.25 cm. Vel.

Many others, 20-60% Discount. Send for
complete list.

Equipment Guaranteed; FOB NYC,
Subject to Prior Sale

The NATIONAL INSTRUMENT CO.
FAR. ROCKAWAY, N. Y.

April,

www.americanradiohistory.com

$3
3 85.7

Many other speeds available at $4.95

AU

533 W. 24th St., N. Y. 11, N. Y.

5 "00

HAYDON SYNCHRONOUS TIMING
MOTOR

I

TELEMARINE COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
Phone-Watkins 4-7021

$1.50

31/í ' x 13/a

-KW or more, BC -339 Complete CW Transmitter.
All self-contained in one cabinet, complete RF
circuits, power supply rectifiers and control equipment. X'tal control, 4-26.5 mc. Operates from 220/
3/60 AC. New and complete with all tubes and
spares. PRICE, EACH
$2,100.00

tion, complete.

For

Meters,Cosempass

2 -KW

PRICE, EACH

$24.95

Dozen

KW Low and Intermediate Frequency Bunnel
150 to 550 KC. Al emission. Consists
of BC -365F Exciter -Driver (350 watts), PA -1A

Transmitter.

close

BRAND NEW

dGfoEr3l2mvinA g

Dials, and Airplane
Instruments.
Great far Models, Doll Houses,''''
Miniature Trains, etc.

IO

25 watts
12 - 15

peak.
watts
average, Am-

PRICE, EACH

-

USE

Immediate Delivery from Stock

Brand new,

6SN7,

((

RADIO TRANSMITTERS

12 -Volt MOBILE P. A.

supplied:

f

SURPLUS

MARINE, AVIATION AND COMMERCIAL

ted

Photograph 3 times actual
size. Soldering Iron removes
lamp from base.
Glass bulb %s"x%"
As big as the "B" in our name
MazdaG.E. 313 3e..I9A
and

SELECTED

TELEMARINE

FOPESR
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WAVEMETER TS 33/AP, 8600-9500
megacycles, calibrated, new.
X BAND POWER METER, TS 36/AP,

4".

complete with accessories, new.

YOUR DOUAR
A?
BUYS MORE

WAVEMETER TS 69/AP, 350-1000
megacycles, calibrated, new.
X BAND POWER LOAD, TS 108/AP

complete with case and accessories,
$10.00.

M1D-AMERICA

CALIBRATED S BAND fixed attenuator, 19.8-20.2 db, type N fittings,
$10.00.

FLUXMETER TS-15/AP, 1000 to 4500
gauss, for .6" and 1.3" to 1.5" gaps,
new, $50.00.

PERMEABILITY TUNER
Build a really HOT 5 or 6 tube AC -DC superhet rerf
ceiver! Takes place of old-style gang condenser,freand antenna coils; regular 455 KC intermediate
quency. Complete with permeability tuned
oscillator coil. 4'x24 x2)1 diameter dial
drum. Order MA -2169 Loop Antenna 15c;$
and MA -2914 drilled, punched Chassis 39e.
MA -2167

24

BANTAM 1-WATTER
BCR-746-A tuning unit
used as foundation for
Bantam 1 -Wetter described in Jan. 1948 QST.

Makes

tiny crystal

-

controlled CW xmltter.
Measures only 3h' long.
24' high, l4 wide. Reonly
14 volts "A", 30 to 90
quires
wolts "B". Draws 8 to 15 ma
under load. Supplied
rl, 154 tube and plug -

le-2ó

.n coil. MA -907

DACO TUBE TESTER
Tests performance, leakage, shorts in

ALI.receiv-

ing tubes, even subacorn.
miniature and
Fully shielded, dust -proof
case. High -visibility
meter, illuminated
chart. Tests every tube
element. 110 volt AC.
MA -2193 .. .......529.50
PORTABLE TUBE TESTER, same as above with
...... ... .. .. ..$32.50
ease. MA -2194
.

MINIATURE TUBE -PIN
STRAIGHTENER
Steel die for straightening pins on
fragile miniature tubes (1S5. 6.ÁK5.
9002, 35W4, etc.). Quickly aligns p!
Simply plug tube into die. Only
high with 1h- mounting centers for

l'

'

bench installation.
..
MA -2139
.

Z7«

CRYSTAL

RESISTANCE LIMIT BRIDGE, Industrial Instruments model LB -3,
good working order, $75.00.

GENERAL RADIO PRECISION
WAVEMETER, type 724A range 16
kc to 50 megacycles, 0.25`% accuracy, V. T. V. M. resonance indicator,
complete with accessories and carrying case, new, $200.00.
AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR, 2020,000 cps, R C tuned, Hickok model
198, good working order $45,000.
RCA 5" Cathode Ray
160 B, new $135.00.

Scope, model

CLOUGH BRENGLE, Resistance, Capacity and Turns Ratio Bridge,
model 230, new $55.00.

ADAPTER, BC -1032,
input frequency 5.25 mc, sweepwidth

PANORAMIC
kc,
$85.00.
1000

115

volts,

60

cps, new

TRANSMISSION MEASURING SET,
W. E. D165655, minus 45 db to plus
10 db, 30-15000 cps, 110 v 20-60' cps,
new, $100.00.

FROM THIS

store address, Desk G-48

CO.

RADIO COMPASS RECEIVER BC -A,
B, C, G, Bendix, used, 150-1500 kc,
$15.00.

MARINE RECEIVER, RCA ÁR8503,
15-600 kc, 115 volts 60 cps, $60.00.
RADIO SET AN/TRC-7, 16 tube, portable, low power Receiver -Transmitter two preset channels in the range
of 100-156 megacycles, new, $50.00.

BENDIX AIRCRAFT TRANSMITTER TA-12, 24 v, $40.00.
TRANSFORMERS, 115 volts

60 ep.s

primaries:
1. 7500 volts 35 ma, ungrounded,
Thordarsen, $15.00.
volts 80 ma, ungrounded,
$12.00.
G.
3. 6250, 3250, and 2000 volts, tapped
2. 6250

E

primary, $14.00.
secondaries at 500 volts 5 amps
each, wt 210 pounds, $50.00.
Pulse Input Transformer, permalloy
core, 50 to 4000 kc, impedance
ratio 120 to 2350 ohms. $3.00.
Pulse Transformer, Westinghouse
145-EWP, $3.00.
High Voltage Switch, motor actuated, 18000 v peak at 5 amps, DP 4. 2

ST. $18.00.

High Voltage Relay, 25000 volts
amps, 60 cps, DP-DT, 220 volt

35
60

cps, Coil, $50.00.

with
klystron power supply and 417-A klystron, 110 v 60 cps, new in transit
case, p/o SCR 584, $125.00.

10 Cm OSCILLATOR BC -1096-B
30 mc pre IF amplifier 1078 B,

$40.00.

MIXER
$3.00.

BUTTERFLY,

10

mc,

80-300

TYPE N CONNECTORS, UG 12, 21,
24, 25, 27, 30, 58, 83 86, 245 U and
UHF Connectors, SO 239, PL 259,
M 359, UG 266 U, immediate delivery.
Ceramic double cap, capacitor,
mmfd, 10,000 volts, 500.

Ceramic feed thru capacitor,
1000 volts, 150.

50

50

mmfd,

COMPLETE MARINE RADAR, Navy
SD 3, 220 megacycles, 115 v 60 cps,
new, export packed.

Silver button
mmfd, 200.

COMPLETE 10 CM RADAR SETS,
SL -1 and SQ.

Silver button mica, stud mounted by
3-48 screw, 500 mmfd, 200.

mica,

disc type,

300

AN

in now!
Quantities are limited, so get your order
25% deposit.
Minimum order shipped, 52.50. Send
balance COD. Get on our mailing list to receive BIG
BARGAIN BULLETINS that list latest, greatest buys
in radio parts, electronic equipment. Send orders_to

MID*AMERICA

RADIO DIRECTION FINDER
EQUIPMENT, Model DP -15, 1001500 kc, receiver, power supply, operating pedestal azimuth scale, loop
pedestal loop assembly, used, 110 v,
60 cps, $160.00.

OSCILLATOR BUTTERFLY, 300 1000
mc, mounted socket and W.E. 703-A
tube, $11.00.

RADAR TRANSMITTER BC 947-A,
10 cm, 115 v 60 cps, less HV supply,

schematic diagram, less 200KC crystal.

RADIO COMPASS RECEIVER, Ben dix MN26A, 150-1500 kc, 12 v, new,
$40.00.

HALICRAFTER'S S 32 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER .5 to 44 mc.,
good working order, $90.00.

Used as frequency
standard. Unique sub-

tripler; l2SA7 converter; 12SL7GT signal
detector. MCW audio oscillator (1000 cycle note). Frequency divider and multiple
circuits provide 50KC fundamental, harmonics to 18 meg. Shipped with tubes,

RADAR TRANSMITTER CONVERTER, 3 cm, 115 v, 400 cps, used,
complete with magnetron and klystron, $100.00.

CRYSTAL MIXER ASSEMBLY,
cm, $3.00.

COMPACT RADAR RECEIVER
TRANSMITTER AND INDICATOR,
AN/APG-13A, 2400-2700 mc, 115 v
400 cps, new, export packed $125.00.

assembly; I2SL7GT

$45.00.

MEISSNER COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER, "traffic master" model 101174, 14 tubes, 5 bands, .53 to 31
mc, good working order, $60.00.

OSCILLATORe
UNIT

twin triode combination 200 KC calibration
oscillator, frequency

ORDER

RADAR TEST SET TS278, synchronized, delayed pulsed signal generator,
400-430 mc, with calibrated attenuator, 115 v., 60 cps. complete with
cables, new, $75.00.

RADAR RECEIVER BC 1068-A, 150230 megacycles, individual tuning for
the r.f, stages, bandwidth 4 megacycles, 115 volts, 60 cps, 14 tubes,

Inc.

ELECTRO IMPULSE LABORATORY
66 Mechanic Street

Red Bank, New Jersey

Telephone: RED BANK 6-4247

WARES OUSE

STORE

2412 S. Michigan Ave. 2307 S. Archer Ave.
Chicago 16,

ELECTRONICS

-

111.

Chicago 16,111.
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SELSYN UNITS

WAR SURPLUS ITEMS
That Are Worth Looking Into
EVERYTHING BRAND NEW
METERS

CONDENSERS

2" Round Westinghouse Bakelite Case. 0-30

2.25

militarism D.0
2" Triphtt Bakelite Case 0-35 Mill. D.C.

2.25
2' Round Westinghouse Bakelite Case 2.50
0-100 Mill. D.0
r Westinghouse 0-150V A.C. Bakelite Case 3.00
3" Square General Electric Bakelite Case
3.45
0-15 Mill. D.0
In Black Wrinkle Fi
Finish.

e

Round Metal Box

!

'

3.45

95
lite Case
3" Round Western Electric 0-1000 Mill.
2.25
D.C. Bakelite Case
3" Round Westinghouse 0-15 Mill. D.C 3.45
Bakelite Case
3" Square G.E. Type. D.O. 55-500 Microamp with odd scale Bakelite Case
3" Round Westinghouse Bakelite Case 0-1
Mill. D.C. with bad & good colored scale
can be used In tube checker
3" Square Bakelite Case Westinghouse 7.5
Volt A.0
3" Round Western Electric Bakelite Case
100-0-100 Milliamp D.0
3" Round Burlington Bakelite Case 0-753.45

3.45
3.45
3.45

Amperes A.0
3" Round Tñplítt
'

35 Mfd

Bakelite Case 0-150

3.45

volta A.0
3" Round General Electric Bakelite Case 3.45
0-30 Min
3" Square Tripplett Model 327A
Case 0-200 Mil lamps D.0
3" Triplett Model 321 Bakelite Case 0-3003.45

1

4
2

2

....

1

case

Weston Model 507 Metal Case 1.2 Mill
0-100 Scale

1.95

1N21 &

'

Crystals

'

1N23 Western

3

600V
2000V

.'
1000V

3600V

e.,yr

W-3155

s

-

'.`

Supply current at

a constant volt

age and supplies
current to a storage battery. pro riding an automatic AC - DC
power system.
Has no moving
or expendable

r--. .n

'

* Type 6 Selsyn

MONTHLY!ClAL'
inch

OUR

Cathode Ray Type 5 BPI. tubes. In their
original cartons; Brand New. At this price every
scope owner should buy a few, and keep In
5

How can

lbs.39

go wrong for

only.... $1 .95

Delivery -Write Dept.

25% depossitirequied on C D. order

FULL WAVE BRIDGE TYPES

Input

From
0.38 V.A.C.
0-36 V.A.C.
0.36 V.A.C.
0-36 V.A.C.
0-36 V.A.C.
0.36 V.A.C.
0.36 V.A.C.
From
0-120 V.A.C.
0.120 V.A.C.

Output

From
0-14 V.D.C.

0.14 V.D.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
0.14 V.D.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
0.14 V.D.C.
0.14 V.D.C.
0.14 V.D.C.

Current
I

3
5
10
15

20
25
30

Output

From
0.28
0.28
0-28
0-28
0-28

V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.
0-28 V.D.C.
0.28 V.D.C.

From

0-100 V.D.C.
0-100 V.D.C.

Price

AMP. $2.49
AMP. 3.49
AMP. 4.95
AMP. 7.95
AMP. 10.95
AMP. 13.95
AMP. 16.95
AMP. 19.95
Current

150 MA.
2 AMP.

AMP.
AMP
AMP.
20 AMP.

25.95

AMP.
AMP.

14.95
19.95

5
10
15
2
5

VESEY ST.

Stock No.
SEL -35

Output
From
0.7 V.D.C.
0.7 V.D.C.
0-7 V.D.C.
0-7 V.D.C.
0.7 V.D.C.
0-7 V.D.C.

Current

13.95
19.95

$2.25
3.25

$11

.95
PAIR

will put you on our mailing
list for our regular "surplus" bulletins

A penny postcard

DUBIN
ELECTRONICS CO., INC.
103-02 Northern Blvd.
CORONA, N. Y.
Telephone IL 8-3132 P. O. Box 68
Cable: DUBLECTRON, NEW YORK

HALF WAVE TYPES*
Input
From
0.18 V.A.C.
0.18 V.A.C.
0-18 V.A.C.
0-18 V.A.C.
0.18 V.A.C.
0-18 V.A.C.

Price

AMP. $2.25
5 AMP.
2.95
10 AMP.
4.95
15 AMP.
6.95
20 AMP.
8.85
25 AMP. 10.95
3

Input
Output
Current
From
From
0.36 V.A.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
3 AMP.
0-36 V.A.C.
0.14 V.D.C.
5 AMP.
0.36 V.A.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
10 AMP.
0-36 V.A.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
15 AMP.
0.36 V.A.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
20 AMP.
0-36 V.A.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
25 AMP.
Use with capacitor to obtain any voltage up to
rated output.

SURPLUS

25-WATT

Price

MFD., 15 V.D.0
MFD., 50 V.D.0
100 MFD., 350 V.D.0

1000

twine

980
1.98
1.69

2000

SPEAKERS

h

$2.95
4.95
7.95
10.95
13.95
16.95

CAPAC ITORS

RAYTHEON RECTIFIER CHOKES
.03 Henry at two amperes
.02 Henry at live amperes

antenna

* Brand new in original packing 43§" dia.
x 5%" long with 4" threaded shaft and

II

Price
$1.25
4.95
5.95
7.95

3 AMP.

115 VAC/60 cycle operation
* Solid bronze corrosion -proof housing
* Sufficient torque to turn light beam

MICHAEL STA H L , INC.

FOR ALL APPLICATIONS

V.A.C.
V.A.C.
V.A.C.
V.A.C.
V.A.C.
V.A.C.
0-18 V.A.C.
0.18 V.A.C.

*

nut

Min. Order $2.00

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
Input

PAIR

Capacitor for series operation on 115V/60 cycle line.
with instructions. Stock No. CP0.48 ..$0.53 ea.
Capacitor for parallel operation on 115V/60 cycle
line (38V) with instructions. Stock No. CPO -112
$1.25 ea.

parts -therefore
no frequent adjuatment or
maintenance Is necessary. The life of the battery
increases as much as 40%. Eliminates voltage
variations.
of unit 11/12 cells, 22 to 24 volts @ 3 amp.
output.
sup 6 source
95 to 11830 volts, 800 cycles.
Weight 180 lbs.

Tel. WOrth 4-2882-3-4, New York 7, N Y.

From
0-18
0-18
0.18
0-18
0-18
0.18

$3.95

-.

Shipped F.O.B. New York.

Jefferson Power Circuit Transformer double Hound
230V input 50-60 cycle to 115V output
250KVA weight 17
$7.95

Stock No.
SEL -50

O

"

Electricreserve.
35¢ each

for $1.00

* 57.5 VAC/400 cycle operation
* 35-40 VAC/60 cycle operation
* Pair may be operated in series on 115V/
400 cycle line or in series with capacitator on 115V/60 cycle source
* Manufactured by General Electric
* Dustproof housing with lucite Window
over slip rings
* 2U" dia. x 3%" long with 6/40 threaded
shaft, nut and tapered key

.+

$49.50

n
35
.7

2.25
2.25

t

.95
1.50
.95
.50
1.95
.95
.95

RAYTHEON Rectichargers

BakeliteRange
345.

404" Weston Panel Board flush metal case
0-5 amp. A.C. with a 0-200 amp. scale
Weston Model 506 1.5 Mill. D.C. Metal
Case
Weston Model 506 15 Mill. D.C. Metal

Mfd
Mfd
Mfd
Mfd
Mfd
Mfd

4

$1.50

5000V
600V
1500V
2000V

10 Mfd

3.45,

Electric Bakelite Case

3"S Ro0 ndMil1.
Cal
3" Round Beede 0-1000 Mill. D.C. Bake-

r

G.E
Aerovox
G.E.
G.E.
G.E.
C.D
C.D.
Sprague

With Jensen Driver Unit &
UTC Line -Matching Transformer
Brand New Army Surplus 25 -Watt Reentrant speaker with 13' dia. horn, 20' long,

and 9 -pound Jensen Driver Unit. UTC Line Matching Transformer with connector terminals for 250, 500, 1000 and 2500 ohms Input. Voice -coil assembly has large metalllo
diaphragm. Speaker is fitted with mounting
swivel, lock -nut and sleeve for attachment
to standard pipe stand. This is one of the
most wanted surplus items. Our first shipment
sold out in a few days. Our final shipment
has Just arrived. All speakers are brand new.

original factory -sealed cartons. A sensational bargain.
In Single Lots
$21.60 net.
Standard Crate of Two Speakers $40.85
in

It would be Impossible to give a complete listing of a

I ou
rectifier types. Our engineering staff is at your sere
the application of selenium ectiflers to your specific problems. Write us for
or further information on capacitors and transformers to be used in conjunction with selenium quotation
rectifiers
25% REQUIRED ON ALL C.O.D.'s-ADD 10% FOR PARCEL POST

Ice to help you work out

OPAD GREEN COMPANY
NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

284

191 Greenwich

St.,

Dept. 3

Phone: BEEKMAN 3-7385

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG OF
MANY OTHER SURPLUS ITEMS

OFFENBACH & REIMUS CO
372

Ellis St.

San Francisco

April,

1948-

2,

Calif.

ELECTRONICS
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RELIANCE SPECIALS
BC

IFF X'MITTER
150 to 200 Mcs

,Ú72A

FG41
2 2I

115 v, 60 cy

Maple Chest

....$

5CPI
C5B

POWER SUPPLY gives:
0-5000 VDC (variac control) 312 VDC,
700 VDC, 6.3 VAC. Also contains:
11 tubes (6J5, 826, 6SN7, 5U4G, etc.)
0-5 KV meter, Blower, Condensers, and
many other useful parts too numerous
to list. Of course, at this price it is used.
Shp. Wt. 245 lbs.

All This for ONLY.... $22.50

22 /879
3A4

5C

ELECTROLYTIC 50 mfd x 25vdc with
200
leads
FUSE EXTRACTOR POST Bussman
154
HKM, 3 AG size
POWER Potentiometers-2 ohm. 6 ohm
100w $2

-

12,

500,

1250,

8000,

3500,

$1.75
10,000ohm 50w
ASSAULT WIRE 1 mile reels
$14.00
BRASS BINDING POST screw down with
8-32 mounting screw, per hundred..52.50

TACHOMETER
Magneto
Weston

Model =440A

$37.50

WIRE WOUND PRECISION RESISTORS
400
52.
150,000
8.500
1/2
270
11.1
40,000
8000
2.54
260
7500
W
30¢
1.53
235
6500
25,000
A
210
1.01
20,000
5000
ea. 180
.78
17,000
4000
T
125
.627
15,000
2500
T
.334
75
10,000
1500

700,000
600,000
522 ,000
470,000
250,000
180,000
160,000
125,000
120,000
1

100,000
1

w
A

T
T

75,000
70 ,000
65,000
55.000
50,000
30,000
20,000
18,000

40¢
ea.

9000
5000
2500

1250
100

10.1
5.
1.01
.01

Megºhm-1 %-1 watt

65¢

$

304

5U4
5X4 G
5Y3 GT
6AG5

98
60
73
72

$

6A15

OAKS

616
6L6 GA

....

9001

39

45

9006

90
47
58
98
69
69

115 v, 60

x

41/2" body

#C78248

Used in pairs for remote control

ONLY

$2.75

lbs.

cy-31/4" dia

SELSYN

-

I
$DIFFERENTIAL
ea.

52

RG 81U

115 v, 60

ohm
foot

$27.50 per m
a

ft.
over 10,000 k.

$2i
$20.00
per m

3¢ per

CHOKE 400 MA

z

$22.50 per
$2

#C78249

ci.

Used between two #C78248 as dampener.
Can be converted to a 3600 RPM MOTOR
in 10 minutes. Conversion sheet supplied.

COAXIAL CABLE
500-2500 feet
het
3000-5000 feet
It.
5500-10,000 ft.

12H, 90ohm dc. 121b. net, 41/2"z59ú"x41/4"
high, four %"-20 mtg holes, berm.
only $3.85
sealed
CHOKE 50ma, open frame, 200ohm dc 294
6V6 to
OUTPUT TRANSFORMER

m

No charges
charges for REELS
500 foot REELS and OVER

654

.004
.005

700

.61

3C24

SLIP RING ASSEMBLY -5 silver plated
rings on molded bakelite rotor. Stator
each
holds 2 silver carbon brushes for shaft.
ring. Rotor 31/2" O.D., fits 19'4"
$2.95
Complete with brushes
watertight,
STEEL JUNCTION BOX 61/2".
Screw
25"
x
14 ga. steel 17" x
Approximately
type hinge on lid.

EAR PHONES -high impedance....51.40
CARBON MICROPHONE T17 with match$1.50
ing transformer
RELAY-4.5 M.A. 11,300 ohm coil, contacts DPDT 10 amp. 51 115 vac 52.75
MICRO -SWITCH -Push button, normally
10 for $4.00
open circuit, 456
TOGGLE SWITCH -Single Pole Double
Throw H&H, ball handle plated, 5/16"
bushing, 6A 125v, molded bakelitewhite 450 black 350
high list -MICA CAPACITORS -low net
2500vdc wkg.
1200vdc wkg.
500mmf
25 mmf
.004 mfd
150mmf 300 1000mmf
.005
2200mmf
200mmf
.0062 40c
.0068
.003 mfd
.013
.01

TUBES
2.10
4.95
39.95
.58
.69

ONLY
6 pair

2% ohm fully cased black

2"x2%x3" high
UNIVERSAL JOINT

-

lys" long aluminum
ALLEN SET SCREWS

Screws, stainless
ALLEN Socket Head 1",
11/2", $3 per e
steel, 10-32 size %",
control) plated,
(volume
NUTS -3/8-32
1/2-32 (toggle switch) silver plated
$1 per e
fits #6 screw 7/16" high,
SPACER
$1 per o
brass
STAND OFF INSULATORS-$ " sq. x '/s"
lg. tapped 8-32...$3 per c, 9i" sq. x 114"
lg. tapped 10-32 15/51.
HARDWARE Assortment -screws, nuts,
washers -all handy useable Items
3 lb. $1
BEST BUY IN TOWN
PLIERS, UTICA-8" linemen's.only $1.49

&

.... ..

.

mfd 6000 vdc
.03-.03 mfd 6000 vdc (R.C.A.)
.02-.03 mfd 6000 vdc (R:C.A.j
.01 mfd 6000 vdc
2 mfd. 5000 vdc
.1

4
4

..

.

mfd. 3000 vdc
mfd. 2500 vdc

250

WRENCHES

ID
OD
1
600
250
850
1/2
1 3/8
350
5/8
1/4
450
5/16
1 3/64
5/8
350
5/32
SHAFT-Stainless steel 3/16" dia. 12"
lg.
150
Brass 5/16" round stock.
HANDLES
19'4" long, 11/2" high, black, tapped
3/16

-

10 500

8-32

mfd. 750 vac (2200 vdc)
mfd. 2000 vdc
mfd. 2000 vdc
4 mfd. 1000 vdc
3 mfd. 1000 vdc
1 mfd. 800 vdc (Aerovox)
14 mfd. 600 vdc
10 mfd. 600 vdc (Solar)
4 mfd. 600 vdc
1 mfd. 600 vdc
1.75 mfd. 330 vac (600 vdc)

$1.95

.

hole,

1//2

PYRANOL CAPACITORS
mfd. 7500 vdc

1,4"

BALL BEARINGS
ID

-

,1-.1 mfd. 7000 vdc
.1 mfd. 7000 vdc
.02-.02 mfd 7000 vdc .

900

i4" OD,

4-40x3/16
8-32x1/8
2-56x1/16
8-32x3/16
6-32x1/8
4-40x1/8
Screws $1.50 per Hundred Wrenches 20 ea.

-

.1

-PP
crackle finish.

.2

4
1

1.75
1.95
1.75
1.65
1.60
1.50
7.35
3.95
3.50

$ .35

3.00
.80
1.00

.85
.39
1.60
1.25
.59
.29
.39

RELIANCE

merchanchzin y company
Arch St. Cor. Croskey, Philadelphia 3, Pa.
MINIMUM

f.o.b.

PHILA., PA.

$3 ORDER

Telephone RI ttenhouse 6-4927

MICROWAVE

13,000 NEW STORAGE BATTERIES

Surplus test equipment and misc. com-

Plastic and Hard Rubber Containers

ponents for microwave frequencies. We
have waveguide sections, crystal holden,
matched loads, attenuators, wavemeters,
directional couplers, rotating joints, antennas, bends, twists, flex. waveguides,
duplexer sections, coax. to waveguide

adapters, sand loads, tube mounts, wave guide conns., coaxial coons., and other
components. Also: Signal generators, receivers, scopes, pulse trans., tubes, magnetrons, complete radar systems, etc.
SEND FOR COMPLETE
ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

397 BLOOMFIELD AVENUE
VERONA, NEW JERSEY

waterproof, lead acid type terminals, 6 volts, 15 amp. hrs., 3 cells, 2 volts
each, 1f amps. for 10 hrs., size 41" width by 4}" length by 5f" height, manufactured by Willard and Gould, packed in wood boxes of 9, 12, and 18 each.
At $1.50 each, f.o.b. Allentown, subject to prior sale.
Sample orders upon request
PHONE

3-7497

-April,

'

&

214-222 HAMILTON

- - --

at

-

Shears
Brakes
NEW and Used
Punches
Folders
Forming Rolls
DI-Acro, Pexto, Niagara & Whitney Equip-

ment.

R. D. BROOKS CO.,
361

ELECTRONICS

17(40t,

SHEET METAL MACHINERY

MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT CO.
Offices and Showroom now located

PORTABLE TYPE

INC.

Han. 5226
Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

saw

ALLENTOWN, PA.

STREET

,

PHONE

3-7498

ELECTRONIC TUBE -MAKING

MACHINERY

For manufacturing radio tubes, electronic
tubes, cathode-ray tubes, lamps. New and
used. Reasonably priced, satisfaction guaranteed.

67

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SALES CO.
New York, N. Y.
E. 8th St.
285
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eID

in)
CLARE RELAYS

HARRISON SELECT SURPLUS

-

Good, usable equipment

cribed

-

--

brand new
sensationally low priced

Heavy Duty
HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER

FILTER REACTOR

.-^-one
Primary:

115

Y.

ofo

12 WEST

JAMAICA

I

'ROADWAY

-

[Since 7925

RARCLAY

11','

e

!

,1

e t

172.31- Hillside Aw.

-

R 59 50

Guardian No R3I

40 ohms 12v SPST N.O.

cons

$18/c
Sickles Close Tolerance Silver Micas 1500
MMF i- 1%
$50/M
Sickles Close Tolerance Silver Micas 125
MMF i- I MMF
$50/M
So'ar XQBW Transmitting Micas 0.01 MF
CAPACITORS

Harrison bas ii!

600 WVBC; 0.00003 MF 1200 WVDC; 0.00008
MF 1200 WVDC
$50/M
TOBE BATHTUB LYTICS 50 MF 25 WVDC

$130/M

CHOKES

hy 50 ma 350 ohms Genii Trans Herrn
Seald 2"d X 21/2"h
$25/c
20 hy 15 ma 975 ohms G.E. Herm Seald
21/2" X 17/8" X 21/4'
$22.50/c
1
hy 25 ma 90 ohms Ceramic Ins! Shldd
11/4"d X 2"h Wstghse
522.50/c
3 hy 5 ma 325 ohms ARL Shldd 1 9/16"d
11/2"h
$19.00/c
15 hy 15 ma 500 ohms Hvy Shld
UTC 1s/º" X 2" X 21/2"
$22.50/c
10

MISCELLANEOUS
PILOT LAMPS 12V 0.1 A Min Bay Base

DIVISION

T3/4 Bulb

Every item guaranteed perfect.
Prices are net. FOB NY 7.

$39/M

VIBRATORS 115v DC to 90cy AC 115v OAK
No. V6429 6 prong
$23/M
Send for Complete Lists.

shipments
rated firms only.
COD

Rtrunlc 9-4102

i

have been supplying Electronic Parts and Equipment to
-We
tories, BC Stations, Amateurs, Schools, Factories, Exporters,

Laboraall parts of the world. As Authorized Distributors for practically every Dealers,
leading
Manufacturer we maintain a most complete inventory for your immediate convenience-at
lowest trade prices. Our Industrial Department invites your
inquiries and orders.

etc.-in

$60/c
ohms 24v SPST
$55/c

G.E. Solenoid No
3 A

$4.75

HSS

tont

N.O. 300 A tont

price
P
Six, or more, at only
49C each
Item CP15
2 MFD, 600 VOLT. Bathtub oils.
2" x 2" x
1%', Bide lugs.
Six, or more, at 29t each
(Millions of surplus capacitors on hand! What
do you need?)
Item CP12
Don't forget to include in your order the rest of
Items
the
you need for those new power suppliesfilament transformers, rectifiers, sockets, bleeders,
condensers, switches, chassis, etc.!

NEW YORK CITY 7

7-9854

10 A

CONDENSERS

AR R I SON
L

$45/c

G.M. Relay No R16 240 ohms 24v 4PDT

best

2 MFD, 1000 VOLT. The popular oilfilled cylindrical type that mounts upright In one /s hole.
Aluminum case 1%" x 4;4". Complete with nut,
lock washer, and lug. List

Item 7'P6

1

resistance

,94

tors). Huskyl-22% lbs.
Dependablel-made to Gov't spec by reputable
manufacturer.
Sensationally Priced!-lots of FO1JR $ w
4. 99
in one original wood case, each at...
Less than four-$5.95, plus repacking charge of

31,1

175 MA

DC

of our good manufacturers
manufacturers
(you'll recognize the name
plate) I Fully shielded- 3%" x
3;4" x 4%' high. C
Weighs 5 lbs., each. .P
Two, or more, at -51.69 each
Item CH7

i!

4

Henry

ohm
-Well200made,

with center tap. Will
deliver up to 500
(01e.
volts DC at 750 MA
with choke input niter, or 600 volts DC
'at 600
with londenser
er input filter.
(Use duplex or branch
rectifiers and/orilltern for added flexibility and
half -wave or bridge rectifier will give 1200 volts
DC, 300 Ma.
Two transformers, with secondaries in series,
will economically make available 1000 volts at
750 MA. or 1200 volts at 600 MA.
Excellent regulation!-plenty of good grade core
and copper.
Compact! -6%" wide x 6' high x 6%' deep
(overall, Including ceramic HV feed thru instils-

80e each,

15

or 230

volt, 60 cycle- Has
taps which can re
-. duce Output voltages
bySe 10%a and 20%.
Secondary:1170 volts,

accurately desthat's HSS!

No R30 3500 ohm 6MA SPDT 3a cont $70/c
No R13 200 ohms 24v SPST Norm open
150 coni
$20/c
No R58 150 ohm 12v DPDT & SPST Norm
clad 3a cont
$45/c
ALLIED RELAYS
No R04 230 ohms 24v DPDT l0A cont $23/c
No RO6 230 ohms 24v SPDT Dble Br 2 A
Cont
$24/c
No R12 220 ohms 24v SP 2CKT 3000v 40ma
tont 9000v ins!
$55/c
No 66 150 ohms 12v DPST N.O. 3a tont

I11V21'SG//5ënerál
(Dept G)

365

FOR SALE
2 HIGH FREQUENCY DI -ELECTRIC HEATING UNITS

Canal St., New York

13

WAlker 5-9642

801A Transmitting Tube
(Hytron VT -62)
LOW LOSS Micafilled Bakelite Base
These tubes are JAN inspected,
brand new, individually boxed
Below WAA
wholesale price

ea.

Manufactured by Federal Electric Company, Inc.
(now Reeve Electronics, Inc.).
Operation
K.W.

-3

Phase, 60 cycles, 220 volts, 30
15 K.W.-zero to 10,000

input and

volts-10 megacycle-output.

Automatic Controls: Unit may be operated
manually or automatically. Circuit breaker in
power-disconnect switch on the power line.
Takes the place of fuses. Trips out on heavy
overload; is reset with switch handle.

Almost new-reasonably pricedimmediate delivery.

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE

OSCAR HEINEMAN CORPORATION
DIVISION OF AETNA

INDUSTRIAL

2701 ARMITAGE AVENUE, CHICAGO

CORPORATION

TEL. ALBANY

ton
Other JAN
WICO Specials
803 $2.98 ea.
807, .98 ea.

-

is 65" high -52" deep
60" wide-with electrode assembly 9'
long going through middle of unit and extending three feet on each side.
Weight-approximately 3,000 pounds.
Maintenance not high.

Dimensions-Unit

C

Sold only in lots
of 100 per car-

6100

286

2x2.35ea.
15R,

Minimum Sale $25
F.O.B. N.Y.C. Will
Ship To Rated Accounts On Terms

801A Specifications
Max. plate dissipation 20 watts-Fil voltage 7.5-Fil Current 1.25 amps-Max
Plate Voltage 600 v.-Max. Plate Current
70 ma --Max. DC Grid Current 15 ma.Amplification Factor 8.0-Inter-electrode
capacity: Grid to Fil, 4.5 mmfd.; Grid to
Plate, 6.0 mmfd.; Plate to Fil, 1.5 mmfd.
-Max. Freq. MC-Full rating 60-Base:
type M, medium 4 pin.

WICO
512 Greenwich Street
New York, 13, N. Y.
April, 1948
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.35 ea.

725A, $11 ea.

-
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1.

F.

TRANSFORMER

Latest Design
(ENTIRELY NEW)

SPECIFICATIONS
Top Tuning

Solder Terminals

Suitable for high
Temperatures

Wound to your
Electrical
Specifications
3/4"x 3/4"x2"high

ESSEX

ELECTRONICS
Berkeley Heights, New Jersey

287
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TUNED -RIBBON Pickup model SA -79

(Actual Size-Special

STUDIO-aim not shown)
A model

for every

purpose

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Jewel Stylus EASILY
REPLACED BY USER

ADMIRABLY this revolutionary NEW line by Audax
bears out the business maxim:-

"LOOK TO THE LEADER FOR LEADERSHIP"
* Because a "permanent-point"-be it diamond, sapphire or metal-

will maintain its original shape for only a limited number of plays, after
which it progressively erodes the record grooves, the importance of being
able to replace it has always been of primary consideration. Heretofore

such replaceability entailed severe penalties in range, compliance and
point -pressure. Most of the TUNED -RIBBON models provide the allimportant replaceability without those penalties.

SPECIFICATIONS TUNED -RIBBON SA -79
Linear 50 cyc. to over 10 k.c.
Vibratory Momentum-very low
Point Pressure-about 24 grams
Quick plug-in connectors
Genuine Sapphire StylusArm is aluminum, Special Studio
EASILY REPLACED BY USER
Design, Tangent -Tracking, ball Output-about-30 db
thrust and pivot-point bearings
Impedance -200 ohms to 500
in gimbal mounting-eliminatohms
ing side thrust and drag.
TUNED-RIBBON delivers not only Wide Range, (which is but one link
in the chain)-but also the vital factors so necessary for quality performance and EAR-acceptability . . . proving anew AUDAX right to

the

slogan:-

°The Standard bg Which Others Are Judged and Valued"
Yes, Audax TUNED -RIBBON has put something into reproduced music that was not there
before
let YOUR ears be the final judge.

...

SEND FOR COMPLIMENTARY PAMPHLET ON THIS VITAL SUBJECT

AIJDAK COMPANY
500 Fifth Avenue

New York 18

CREATORS OF FINE ELECTRO-ACOUSTICAL APPARATUS SINCE 1915
288

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
(Classified Advertising)
EMPLOYMENT
Positions Vacant
263, 264
Selling Opp. Offered
Positions Wanted
Employment Services

264
264
264

SPECIAL SERVICES
Contract Work
Repairing
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Offered
EQUIPMENT
(Used or Surplus New)
For Sale
WANTED

264
264

264

265-286

Equipment

265

ADVERTISERS INDEX
American Electrical Sales Co., Inc
Bell Aircraft Corp
Blan
Brooks Inc., B. D
Communications Equipment Co
Dubin Electronics Co., Inc
Edlie Electronics Inc

:

-

285
263
282
285
272

284

Electro Impulse Laboratory
Electronicraft Inc.
Gilfillan Bros., Inc
Harrison Radio Corp
Heineman Corp., Oscar
Instruments Associates
Klein, Manuel
Leeds Radio Co
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Maritime Switchboard
266,
Microwave Equipment Co
Mid -America Co., Inc
National Instrument Co
Niagara Radio Supply
268,
Offenbach & Reimus Co
Opad-Green Co.
Peak Electronics Co
Pete RS Paul
Pilotless Plane Division Fairchild Engine
& Airplane Corp
Powell, Harold
Powertron Electrical Equipment Co
Precision Electrical Instrument Co
Rabinowitz & Sons, Wm
Radio Ham Shack, Inc
Reliance Merchandising Co
Servo-Tek Products Co., Inc
265,
Stahl, Inc., Michael
Standard Radio Electronics Co
Switzer, Walter H
Tab
Telemarine Communications Co
Thomas Manufacturing Co
Universal General Corp
Wells Sales Inc
Wico
Winters Radio Laboratory

April, 1948
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263

273
283
274
264
286
286
279
265
281

264
267
285
283
282
269
284
284
276
265

263
265
270
265
285
275
285
277
284
278
265
271
282
264
286
280
286
265

ELECTRONICS

A wide range of units for every application
U.T.C. Commercial Grade components
employ rugged, drawn steel cases

for units from 1" diameter to 300
VA rating ... vertical mounting,
permanent mold, aluminum castings
for power components up to 15 KVA.
Units are conservatively designed
... vacuum impregnated ... sealed
with special sealing compound to
insure dependability under
continuous commercial service.
A few of the large number of
standard C.G. units are de8cribed
below. In addition to catclogued units,
special C.G. units are supF lied to
customer's specifications.

VARIMATCH OUTPUTS FOR P. A.

CG

Universal units designed to match aly tubes within the rated output
power, to line or voice coil. Output impedance 500, 200, 50, 16, 8, 5,
3, 1.5 ohms. Primary impedance 3000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 8000, 10,000,
14,000 ohms.

List

Audio
Watts

Type
No.

CVPI

12

CVP-2
CVP-3
CVP-4
CVP-5

30

Price

Typical Tubes
2A3, 6416. 6F6, 75L6
42, 45, 2A3, 6L6, 6V6, 6B5
46's, 50's, 300A's, 6L6n, 801, 8C7
800's, 801's, 807's, 4-81,6's, 845's
211, 242A's. 203A's, 838's, 4-845's, ZB -120's
42. 43, 45. 47,

60

125
300

800

$

INPUT, INTERSTAGE, MIXING AND
LOW LEVEL OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

14.00

23.00
29.00
50.00

(200 ohm windings are balanced and can be used for 250 ohms)

CG

VARIMATCH LINE

The UTC VARIMATCH line to voice coil transformers will match any
line. More than 50
voice coil or group of voice coils to a 500 3
voice coil combinations can be obtained, as follows:
.2, .4, .5, .62, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1, 2.5, 3, 3.3, 3.8, 4, 4.5,
5, 5.5, 6, 6.25, 6.6, 7, 7.5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15,
16, 18, 20, 25, 28, 30, 31, 40, 47, 50, 63, 69, 75.

h

No.
C VL

Audio
Watts

Primary

Impedance
500 ohms
500 ohms
500 ohms

15

I

CVL -2
CV L-3

40

75

List

Secondary
Impedance
.2 to 75 ohms
.2 to 75 ohms
.2 to 75 ohms

Price
$ 8.00

Max.
Audio Class C

T90e
No.

CVM-0
CVM-1
CVM-2
CVM-3
CVM-4
CVM-5

Watts

Input

12

25

30

60

60
125

125

300
800

600
1200

250

Typical Modulator Tabes
30. 49, 79, 8AIE 53. 2A3 6B5
OVO. 6B5, 2A3. 42, 46. 4L6. 210
801, 8L6, 809, 4-46, T-30, 1608
800, 807, 845, TZ -20, RK -30, 35-T
50-T, 203A, 805, 838, T-55. ZB -120
805. 11F-300, 304A, 11K-354, 250TH

8e.000 oven I
1.::1 ratio wend!

12.50

500

8e.000

12.50

200,

500

1:0,000

50, 200,
ohms

500

81.000 overall

17.50

50, 200 81.000 overall

13.50

plates to

134

Line to 1 grid
hum -bucking

50.

200,

135

Line to 2 grids
hum -bucking
Line to 1 or 2 grids,
hum -bucking; multiple alloy shielded
for low hum pickup
Single plate and low
impedance mike or
line to 1 or 2 grids
Hum-bucking
PP 6C5, 56, similar
triodes to AB 45's,
2A3's, 6L6's, etc.
PP 8C5, 56, similar
triodes to fixed bias

50,

333

2

grids

15,000,

Price

433

8.50

1'P 45, 2A3, similar
tubes to fixed bias
2

14.00

20.50
30.00
50.00

4

'5,000 overall
.9:1 ratio overall

11.00

30,000 P to P

7,500 overall

11.00

5,000 P te P

L250 overall
.5:1 ratio osaran

12.00

6L8's

.5:1 ratio a'erall

Mixing

50,

911.

200. SO)

10.00

Triode plate to line
PP triode plates to
line

15,000

90,

200. 5(0)

12.00

15,000

90, 200, 500

13.50

200,

500

NEW YORK 13,

40th STREET, NEW YORK 16,

N. Y.,

N. Y.

CABLES: "ARLAB"

For full details on this line, write for Catalog PS-408.
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13.50

140

//

15'7 VARICK STREET

9.50

137

141

115.00

or

ove®11

S

30,000 P to P

6LO's

List

EXPORT DIVISION: 13 EAST

30,000 P to P

2

233

$

10.00

133

VARIMATCH MODULATION UNITS
Secondary impedances from 30,000 to 300 ohms

1:5,000 cent -mapped
3 1 ratio overall

plate to

11.50
17.50

Max.

15.000

1

136

CG

grid
grids

132

2

List

115,000 3:1 ratio

1

1

Price

15,000

131

235

Will match any modulator tubes to any RF load.
Primary impedances fron 500 to 20,000 ohms

plate to

Secondary
Impedance
Ohms

Impedance
Ohms

Appltcation

No.

TO VOICE COIL TRANSFORMERS

Tyre

Primary

CG

Type

Preferred List of

RCA Non -Receiving Types

CATHODE-RAY TUBES AND CAMERA TUBES
Kinescopes

Camera Types
5527
2P23
5655
1850-A

(Projection)
5TP4

(Directly Viewed)

Oscillograph

Monoscope

Types

2F21

2BP1

3KP1
SUPT

7DP4
7DP4

10BP4

Representative RCA types standardized forfuture equipment designs

Tubes for today

and tomorrow
power tubes, phototubes, and c -r tubes to serve
the major requirements of equipment manufacturers
for a long time to come. The tubes listed are those you can
depend on now, and for your future designs.
These RCA types are especially recommended because
their wide -spread application permits production to he concentrated on fewer types. Such longer manufacturing runs
reduce costs-lead to improved quality and greater uniformity. Resultant benefits are shared alike by the equipment
manufacturer and his customers.
RCA Application Engineers are ready to suggest suitable
tube types for your design requirements. For further information write RCA, Commercial Engineering, Section DR -40,
Harrison, N. J.

PHOTOTUBES
Gas Types
Vacuum Types

1P41.

921

922

Multiplier

929

931-A

927

930

GAS TUBES
Thyratrons
Ignitrons
Rectifiers

2D21

3D22

5550
3B25
8008

5551
673

Voltage Regulators

0A2

884
5552
816

2050
5553
857-B

0C3/VR105

5563

866-A

869-B

0D3/VR150

POWER AMPLIFIERS AND OSCILLATORS

HERE ARE

TRIODES
(Forced -Air-Cooled)
6C24
7C24
9C22
9C25
889R-A
892-R
5588
5592

(Air -Cooled)
811

812
826

833-A
8000
8005

8025-A
TETRODES

(Air -Cooled)
4-125A/4D21

(Water -Cooled)
8D21

(Water -Cooled)
9C21

9C27

889-A
892

BEAM TUBES

PENTODES

(Air -Cooled)

(Air -Cooled)

2E24
2E26
807
813
815

802
828

829-B

832-A

The

world's most modern tube plant

THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF MODERN TUBE DEVELOPMENT IS RCA

...

RCA, Lancaster, Pa,

TUBE DEPARTMENT
erbi

RADIO CORPORATION
HARRISON,

M.

J.
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